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Mr. MAMoN. The committee will come to order.
This year we have had, beginning in February, a series of many
weeks and months of hearings in regard to defense programs and
the defense budget. We have heard great numbers of witnesses and
we have had a great deal of testimony as to detail in regard to the
Air Force program and the programs of the other services.
We have had your proposed statements before us and some of us
have read them in detail or we have scanned them.
This is the 10th month of the year, Congress having met in early
January, and we must move toward presentation to the I-Iouse of
the appropriation bill for the Department of Defense.
Mr. Secretary, you have not been before us in this capacity, I believe?
Secretary SEA ZiANS. That is true, Mr. Chairman.
BIO(IAPHIIICAL SKEICII OF SECRETARY OF Tile AIR FORCE

Mr. MAmioN. So I would ask that some of your people place in the
record at this point a biographical sketch, which is customarily
done.
(The biographical sketch follows:)
DR.

ROBERT CITANNING SEAMANS,

JR., SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE

Dr. Robert Clmanning Seamans, Jr., Secretary of the Air Force since February
15, 19069. Born in Salem, Massachusetts on October 30, 1918. Harvard University,
B.S. 1939; Mass. Inst. Tech., M.S. 1942, Sc. D. 1951 Honorary Doctor of Science,
Rollins College and New York University

l'rofessorilal and laboratory-staff positions at M.I.T., lI)11-1955. Engiiieering
find ianlagerial duties in t ih Airborne Systems Department of the Radlo Corporation of A\merlca, 1955-1958. Chief engineer of Missile Electronics and Controls
Division at RCA, 1958-1960. Joined NASA as associate administrator, 1960;
d(elty administrator, December 1965-January 1906. Appointed visiting professor at M.I.T.. March 1908; became Jerome Clarke Hmnsaker professor, July 1968.
S, rved on technical committees of NASA's predecessor organization, the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 1948-1958. Served as consultant
to ti Scientific Advisory Board of the Air Force, 1957-1959; as niember of the
board. 19159-1912; and As5associate advisor, 192-1967. Ile Is a national delegate,
advisory (roup for Aerospace Research and Development (NATO).
Member of Sigma Xt; the American Association for the Advancement of Sclence; American Astronautical Society; American Society for Public Administration: American Academy of Arts and Sciences (Boston) ; N-ational Space Club;
Foreign Policy Association: National Academy of Engineering; and International Academy of Astronautics. Married to tie former Eugenia A. ,Merrill; live
children.

S','rrmEMn.'l'r or
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Mr. M\A1ON. We are pleased to have you before us. You may be sure
that, we will cooperate with you in the public interest in your iml)ortanlt capacity as Secretary.
Secretary SE',\MAIN8s. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
I welcome, the ol)l)ortunity to meet. with this committee and to begin
i (lose, working association. Congress has played an important role in
miaintaining the tyl)e of Air Force needed for tuational security. I look
forward to a (ontInution of the past relationsiiI)s which have served
oir' countryy so well.
NATIONAL PRIORITIES

Before addressing the Air Force. budget request, I would like to
discuss ti problem on national prioriti. Only through a meaningful consideration of our requirements both for socialprogress alid
for national security can we provide the essential measures for the
survival and proper groxfth of our country.
There is a great deal of criticism of the defense budget today. I
would urge, however, that the costs of defense be viewed in perspective. ks a percentage of gross national product, a measure of the total
wealth of our country, our fiscal year 1970 outlays for defense (military functions of DOI) and military assistance) will be less than any
year since 1952 with tie exception of 2 years in tie 1960's, in spite of
the continuing war in Southeast Asia.'
In terms of purchasing power, the Air Force budget remains only
slightly higher than it was in 1964. We estimate tiat inflation ha's
iIlc.eased tie cost of buying a particular level of defense by some 3
to 31/, percent per year between 1964 and 1970. In tie aircraft industry this inflational'y pressure has been especially acute because both
the airlines and tie military have been competing for limited aircraft
production facilities and other resources. In 1967, for the first time
in history, commercial aircraft deliveries in pounds of empty weight
exceeded' military aircraft deliveries.
Assuming a 31/2 l)ercent per year inflation in defense costs, the Air
Force fiscal year 1970 budget is abofit $20.5 billion in 1964 dollars.
Tlie actual 1664 budget was just under $20 billion, Once some further
cuts, which I shall address later, are incorporated, our fiscal year 1970
budget will actually be lower than our fiscal year 1964 budget when
measured in 1964 dollars. Moreover, even though Air FOrce personnel

strengths have remained about the same, efforts to establish more
equitable pay levels have made the relative dollar costs of personnel
considerably higher, thereby further reducing our available buying

power in other areas.
More important, in the past few years a,large portion of the defense
budget has been devoted to the Aar in Vietnam, and needed force
improvements have been deferred. For instance, 50 percent of the
total Air Force budget was spent on the costs of operations, 111aintenatce and munitions in 1964, the last year before the buildup in
Vietnam. In the 1970 budget, these same items account for 60 percent
of the budget. Put another way, in 1964 the Air Force was devoting
roughly half of its budget to (evelopinent and force modernization.
.In 1970 this percentage has been reduced to 40 percent,. Consequently,
it has been necessary in recent years to defer expenditures for tiose
portions
of tothetheAir
Forcewe
notcannot
involved
in Southeast
Asia.
Looling
future,
expect
drastic cuts
in the budget
requests simply on the basis of an end to our involvement in Vietnm.
It will be necessary to reconstitute inventory levels and catch up the
backlog of long-deferred maintenance and modernization if we are
to continue to meet our security requirements in the face of threats
far more formidable than that posed by North Vietnam.

In our review of the defense budget, we had two basic goals:
1. To strengthen our long-range defense posture.
2. To decrease expenditures, especially on lower priority items.
Before discussing specific adjustments, let me describe 'briefly the
threat to our national security that led us to the decisions to improve
our defense.

~~~SOVIET

M[ISSILE, BUIILDUP~i

The Soviets now have more ICBM lamichers in place or under construction. than the 11054 in the U.S. Strategic Forces. And more than
230 of their missiles are the large SS-9's. With the ICBM[ launchers
now under construction and their existing submarine-launched ballistic missiles, they will have over twice as much total missile payload as
the entire U.S. land and sea-based missile force. This payload advantage could present a serious threat to the United States.
The U.S.S.R. has already tested SS-9's with three reentry vehicles
each capable of carrying a 5-megaton warhead. If this system is perfected and deployed, by the middle 1970's and the Soviets wouldd liave
the capability of destroying most of our land-based missile force.
SOVI I,'x' rIOi ITRs

I)EVI"LOPMIENT

The Soviets have also made many improvements in tactical aviation.
In the 1970's they have displayedat feast nine new fighter aircraft.
These range from vertical and short takeoff and landing versions
(V/STOL), to the Foxbat, and advanced high-speed, high-altitude
fighter. Not all of these are operational, but the array of new developments is impressive and indicative of an aggressive R. & D. program.
Their ability to produce modern aircraft is amply demonstrated by the
MIG-21, which rivals the best U.S. fighter and-is already deployed in
the active forces of 19 nations, in addition to the U.S.S.R.

RECOMMEND) CHANGES IN AIR FORCE PROGRAMS
As a result of the intensive review of our military programs and a
reevalution of the Soviet threat in the next decade, we have recommended a number of changes in our force posture.
Since the safety of our citizens ultimately depends on deterring an
attack, the President has proposed the Safeguard antiballistic missile
system, with an initial deployment around some of our missile fields.
'I his will help us to maintain the capability to retaliate even after
absorbing a surprise nuclear attack.
To further protect. our forces, we plan to accelerate development and
del)loyment, of a satellite early warning system. This system will give
us markedly improved early "warning against such weapons as landbased ICBM's, sulbmarine-launched missiles, and fractional-orbit-bomlardment systems, FOBS. As Soviet forces improve, our alert bombers
will need this improved warning in order to avoid l)eing caught on the
ground.
Both missile and bomber forces are necessary to insure our ability
to retaliate in the event of unexpected Soviet developments affecting
either of the systems. Therefore, we recommend full-scale development
of a new bomber, the advanced manned strategic aircraft, now designated the B-1. This advanced aircraft would take advantage of the
many improvements that have been made recently in airframe and
enginie design. It would have the short takeoff and landing capability
needed for dispersal, and the payload, structure and speed necessary
for penetration. Compared to current aircraft, fewer would be required because of increased effectiveness, and as a result the bomber
force would be less expensive to operate and maintain.
Even if promptly funded, the B-1 would not, join the force until
1977. Until the B-i is available, we will maintain a strategic bomber
force of FB-111's, and B-52's. We propose to curtail the procuremnent of FB-111's to the four squadrons now in production, some of
which will enter the force in fiscal years 1970. These four squadrons
will make a substantial addition to the bomber portion of our deterrent, but the FB-111 has a much smaller payload than the B-1.
Consequently, we feel it essential to move forward expeditiously with
development of the B-1. This new aircraft, will assume even greater
importance if Soviet defenses against low-level attack continue to
improve, thins making its overall improved performance more critical.
To maintain the missile side of our retaliatory capability, we will
replace Minuteman I with Minuteman IIT. Our entire force will
consist of Minuteman II and III by fiscal year 1974, as previously
plamled, but a lower initial procurement rate for Minuteman III
will reduce the fiscal year 1970 budget by $157 million. Using this apl)roaclh, we will allow more time for testing and may reduce future
costs for any modifications that may be required after production
has begun,
In the area of airlift, we are recommending the procurement of 18
new C-130's to replace the calabilit.y lost by the diversion of C-123
aircraft to the Vietnamese Air Force. These new aircraft will also
help make up for combat losses and operational attrition of assault
transports in our own tactical units.
Finally, I would like-to mention the manned orbiting laboratory
program (MOL), which has been terminated by the Defense Department. With MOL we had hoped to enhance the effectiveness of extrenmely complex defense-oriented equipment and accelerate the de-

velopment of future manned and unmanned systems. H. wever, increasingly severe budgetary pressures, which were responsible for
several delays in the MOL schedule over the past 2 years, and the
rapid progress we have made with unmanned space vehicles, have
finally resulted in the conclusion that the cost of a manned system
is too great to be borne at this time.
We have gained useful development experience in MOL and have
made technological progress which can be applied to both NASA manned programs and to unmanned-defense programs. All of the
MOL equipment and systems tested thus far have met or exceeded
design specifications. Examples are the astronaut full pressure suit,
the fuel cell, and the waste disposal and crew feeding systems. We
have established a committee which will formally review the results
of the entire MOL program to insure that what we have accomplished
is used to the maximum. extent possible.
NEEDS REaFFIRMED

Our budget reviews have reaffirmed the need for pressing on with
the F-15 and the C-5 programs as well as improved air defenses. A
new air superiority fighter, the F-15, is imperative if we are to insure
ourselves against the threat posed by the Soviet fighter R. & D. program. By the time the F-15 enters the inventory, tie basic technology
of the F-4, currently our most advanced air superiority fighter, will
be 15 years old.
The C-5, designed to carry supplies and equipment long distances
and to operate from semi-improved fields, will reduce our dependence
on overseas bases. This is the only aircraft which has large enough
cargo space and weight-carrying capability to transport all the different types of combat equipment used by an Army division. Although
there has been much criticism of C-5 costs, we should not lose sight of
the fact that this aircraft marks a major technological advance in the
movement of air cargo.
In the field of alir defense, we are faced with the gradual phase
out of obsolescent forces even though the necessary replacements are
not being provided. Eventually this trend could leave us unable to
protect our airspace from any sort of military or blackmail threat.
Such a situation would reduce our startegic deterrence, since any
would-be attacker could count on his bomber force to conduct multiple attacks, freeing more of his missiles for use against time sensitive targets. We need to go ahead with the airborne warning and
control system (AWACS) aircraft and must lay the groundwork for
an improvAed interceptor aircraft.
TIE DEFENSE 31ANAGE31EN

T

ENVIRONMENT

During the brief time that I have Served as the Secretary of the
Air Force I jave become acutely aware of the criticism being directed
toward defiise management. I am not averse to criticism. President
Nixon has stated that we should be in the vanguard of "those responsible critics who reveal waste and inefficiency in our defense establishment, who demand clear answers on procurement policies [and]
who want to make sure a new weapons system will truly add to our
defense." However, I would like to point out several problem areas
that haveinot received sufficient attention.
........
For example, the critics of defense spending often forget the great
damage which inflation has done to the value of procurement money.

In the aircraft manufacturing industry, no precise measurement of
the erosion of inflation has been made, but we estimate that since the
beginning of the war in Vietnam it has cost us at least 20 cents out
of every dollar,
and perhaps as much as 25 cents.
A second point that must be mentioned is that frequent changes in
production schedifles-caused by force structure changes, improved
design, or siil)ly budget cuts--have reduced efficiency and added to
our costs. For example, both the F-111 and A-7D production schedules have been chlaged many times both to conform to changes in
the authorized force structure and to introduce improvements. While
we have no precise estimate of the dollar effects of schedule changes,
we think that it has cost us on the order of 10 cents out of every aircraft procurement dollar since 1964-65, excluding the cost of im)roved systems. In the future, however, we plan to reduce the number of modifications approved after production begins by more intensive testing in the development l)hase and by weighing'more critically the costs involved against, the expected gain in performance. We
also seek to avoid cancellation of orden. either by our own agencies
or foreign governments as well as later cutbacks resulting from budget
pressure. This we hope to achieve by establishing proper priorities
from the beginning. Of course, some schedule changes will undoubtedly remain necessary-with attendant increases in cost-because of
unexpected changes inthe enemv threat and the rapid pace of technological development. However,'I carot stress too strongly the need
for greater program stability.
A third problem area results from the difficulties involved in budgeting and contracting. In presenting budget requests to the Congress for
weapons systems, "underfunding" in the budgetary process is often
confused i'itli "overruns" in the actual procurement of the hardware.
Budget requests have been based on the target price of incentive
contracts, even though contracts usually included a higher "ceiling"
figure designed to establish an absolute maximum oii the government's obligation. Both the target price and the ceiling figure are
the result of intense negotiations with industry. In a particularly
competitive situation, they can reflect a. contractor's expectation that
he will probably end up'somewhere between the target and ceiling
figures. Thus, what in effect are insufficient re
sts in the first instance, later become the undesirable "overruns" attributed to management deficiencies. We intend to study this whole problem of appiopriations and obligations and will recommend procedures to
minimize this difficulty.
I would also like t'omention the problem of centralized organizational structure. The Services have moved from a loose association
with one another following World War II to a highly centralized
Defense system in recent years. It is entirely possible that this process
has gone too far and steals are being taken'in the Deps.rtment of Defense to reverse the trend. This is true not only at the OSD level,
but also within the Air Force as well. Overcentralization can affect
both initiative and responsibility at lower levels, sometimes greatly
increasing costs as a result.
EFFORTS TO IMPROVE PROCUREMENT POLICIES

Specific improvements are now being made in the areas of contracting and reporting. We must strive for, a balance between granting both

the Air Force and its contractors freedom to innovate where desirable

and at the same time holding them to the discipline necessary for
accountability. To help realize this, we will use a system of significant
milestones in research and development. These milestones wil have to
be reached at mutually agreed cost levels and schedule times.
liere is no simple solution to contracting. Virtually every type of
contract. has been used, with varying degrees of success, and we are
continually refining our procedures and control. The total package
concept, for example, was designed to provide competition for both
development and production contracting and encourage efficiency in
production. The cost growth in the C-5 program does not mean that
these key features of the total package concept should be discarded.
We should, however, use this concept only in appropriate situations,
tailored to the facts of a particular procurement, and made applicable
only to as much of the production quantity as is practicable.
In production as well as development, we will try to improve the
measurement of contract performance. The need for increased "visibility" of programs, that is, better reporting of costs and performance
by contractors, has gained widespread acceptance. By the use of cost,
schedule, and performance control systems and selected acquisition
reports the performance of defense contractors can be measured frequently against the contract itself. These reports should provide sustained'"visibility," and go far to guarantee contract accomplishment.
Since we plan to use these management systems for the F-15, we should
get an early. evaluation of their effectiveness.
In procuring the F-15 we will use a combination incentive contract,
with the development portion on a. cost basis and the production on a
fixed-price basis. There will be a systems program office with the director designated as the single manager. We will emphasize rigid
control of design changes and will ascertain the effect on costs in the
entire program before changes are approved. In addition, the Secretary
of the Air Force will review the program periodically comparing
actual performance against milestones designated in the contract.
Contractor performance for subsystems such as the avionics, the
engines and the airframe structures must meet the contract standards
before subsequent work will be authorized, In addition, the F-15 production rate will be held at a minimum economic level until flight
testing has demonstrated that the design will satisfy our requirements.
FISCAL Y'EAf 1070 BtGOET SUM MARY

I should like to conclude with a summary of our fiscal year 1970
budget. Two groups of reductions have been undertaken. The first
rest e d from our initial review of the fiscal year 1970 budget submitted to the Congress in January as I have discussed. These cuts are
detailed in tables 1 and 2. Table 1 shows, by general category, our
initial recommended revisions to requested fiscal year 1970 total obligational authority. These first stage reductions amount to $1,105.6 muillion of which $1.9 million applied to the fiscal year 1969 supplemental.
Table 2 shows the request for new obligational authority for fiscal year
1970 as originally submitted and initially revised.
The second group of changes, which are now under consideration,
result from two major factors. First, actions to implement the law
lim-iting federal expenditures in fiscal year 1970. Second, these changes

8

are being contemiplated in view of the likelihood of further congressional cuts. Considering that we are already well into fiscal year 1970,
fiscal chaos could result if we took no action until the finaf bill were
passed. The projected Air Force portion of this reduction has not
been finally decided. Some items, however, have been determined: a
cut of flying hours, phasing out a significant number of aircraft., reduction i support. functions, and a reduction of approximately 50,000
military and 13,000 civilian personnel.

On l)alance, we feel that the first series of adjustments which we have
made to the budget achieved the basic goals that I mentioned at the
beginning of my statement. The), would also still permit strengthening
our long-range posture with a better missile warning system, a more
meaningful strategic bomber program, more airlift, and1 a better tactical aircraft, prog'amn. While providing for these inlrovellents, they
would still have reduced our budget request by $1,105.6 million, and1
our fiscal year 1970 outlay by approximately half a billion dollars.
Regarding the second grolp of reductions, some could come from or
possibly result in more efficient operations within the Air Force, but
we should be quite clear that opportunities for such savings have
definite limits. In most. cases these reductions will adversely affect our
worldwide military posture. Everything possible will be done to minimize such effects, but they will occur. Taking into account the reductions already made and those under review, the budget which is before
you will require considerable retrenlchment for the Air Force. However, we will continue to maintain the maximum operational capability
and do what we can to modernize our forces.
TABLE I.-SUMMARY OF PROPOSED ADJUSTMENTS TO THE FISCAL YEAR 1970 BUDGET
ln millions of dollars
Total obligational authority (fiscal year)
1969
1. Stralti
F.tI forces:
r--

...

SRAM ...........................................................
Procurement ................................................
B-52 .............................................

---..............

1970

-107.3

-320.9

-129.6
(-42.2)
(-37.7)

-196.4
(-110.8)
(-102.6)

1969-70
-428.2
-326.0
153.03)
-140.
W49. 7)

FB-111 ......................................................
(-49. 7............
R. ....
................................................
(+7.0)
Minuteman III ..........
...............................150.9
+I43.0
Satellite early warning .........................................
+43.0
AWACS .................................................
-15.0
-15.0
AMSA ..................................
........................
+23.0
+23.0
Infrared technology .....................
.
. .........................
+7.9
+7.9
2. SEA items:
B-52 sorties .....................................................
+25.1
+27.4
+52.5
OX-I aircraft ....................................................
-6.8 ............-6.8
Herbicides ...................................................................
-14.0
-14.0
VNAF modernization ..........................................................
+20.0
+20.0
rro-9.6
S
Sparrow ................................................................
.9.
-9.6
Air munitions
.................
.....................
-89.5
-316.1
-405.6
Defense communication planning group .............................
-f.1 ............
-19.1
3. Non-SEA general purpose forces:
F-111D ..........................................................
+11.5
+155.7
+167.2
Vehicles .....................................................................
-5.0
-5.0
Traffic control radars ..........................................................
-10.0
-10.9
Aircraft shelters
.........
............................................
+14.7
+14.7
4. Military personnel and 0. &.M.
Serviceman's group life Insurance ..........................
-4.4
-6.2
-10.6
Civilian man-year reductions ............................
..............
-14.0
-14.0
Transportation ............................................
...............
-12.0
-12.0
Supplies..............................................
...22.1
-22.1
Service engineering ................
...........................
-5.0
-5.0
Electronic data processing equipment ...............................
.- 3.6
-3.6
REDCOSTE...............................................
+19.0
+19.0
Medical reimbursements.
........
............................
-1.6
-1.6
Manning level nonflying units.....................................
-. 0
-1.0

ADJUSTMENTS TO THE FISCAL YEAR 1970 BUDGET-Continued
TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSED
fin millions of dollars]
Total obligational authority (fiscal year)
1969

1970

1969-70

Airlift and sealift forces:
Retain airlift units............................................................
C-130 .......................................................................
R.D.T. & E.: MOL ..............................................................
Other:

+13.8
+54.4
-51.0

+13.8
+54.4
1-51.0

-5.0
-10.0
+26.0
-10.0
-5.0

-5.0
-10.0
+26.0
-10.0
-5.0

Special projects-aircraft procurement ..........................................
Special projects-missile procurement ..........................................
Classified projects-other procurement ..........................................
Special projects-R.D.T. & E...................................................
Special projects-military construction..... .....................................

Total ..................................................... ..-

Applied to fiscal year 1969 supplemental adjustments ................

..

320.1
-238.2

Fiscal year 1970 budget adjustments ..................................

-785.5

-1,105.6

-785.

-1,023.7

81.9 ............

81.9

IDoes not reflect cancellation of the MOL program, Included in the budget at $525,300,000.
TABLE 2.-SUMMARY, FISCAL YEAR 1970 BUDGET REVISIONS (NEW OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY)
fin millions of dollars]
Fiscal year
1969

1970

amended
estimate

budget
estimate

Appropriation

Rec change

Amended
estimate

Military
personnel:
6,093.6
5,959.0
Air
Force
......................................

-6.2
5,952.8
88.2
73.7
87.7
+. 5
Air Force Reserve ...............................
91.4
101.6
+1.5
103.1
Air National Guard .............................
Operations and maintenance:
-4.3
6,711.7
6,949.1
6,716.0
Air Force .......................................
+9.2
342.5
282.7
333.3
Air National Guard ..........................
Procurement:
23,775.2
13,860.0
4,081.0
-305.8
Aircraft ........................................
1,720.2
1,794.0
-307.6
1,486.4
Missile .........................................
2,690. 0
2,320. 0
-381.7
1,938.3
Other .....................................
3,594.3
3-33.1
33,561.2
Research development, test, and evaluation ............3,392.7
Military instruction:
389.1
222.1
385.3
+3.8
Air Force ......................................
4.3
5.3 .............. 5.3
Air Force Reserve ...............................
8.3
13.2 .............. 13.2
Air National Guard ..............................
25,388.1
25,390.7
Total ........................................

-1,123.7

24,367.0

1Does not include $600,000,000 transfers from the stock fund.
not include $325,00000 to bederived from transfers from the Department of Defense stock funds.
aDoes not reflect cancellation of Manned Orbiting Laboratory program, included in the budget at $525,300,000.
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Mr. MA iox. General Ryan, I believe that you have not al)eared before us in your present capacity at an earlier time. We are ghd to have
you and we would like to have your biographical data at this point

In the record.
(The biographical sketch follows:)
lIOn00RAPIICA,

SRIETCII OF GENERAL JOIIN 1). IYAN, CIIE' or STAFF,
U.S. Aim Foaca

John Dale Ryan was born in Cherokee, Iowva, December 10. 1915. Following
graduation from Cherokee Junior College in 1934, he entered the U.S. Military
Academy from which he graduated in 1938. He next attended flying school at Randolph and Kelly Fields, Tex., and received his pilot wings In 1939.
General Ryan remained at Kelly Field as a flight instructor for atpproximately
2 years. From January 3942 until August 1943 he was director of training at

Midland Army Air Field, Tex., and was instrumental in establishing an advanced bombardier training school. Ills next assignment was as operations offlcer for the Second Air Force at Colorado Springs, Colo. In February 1944, lie was
transferred to Italy where he commanded the 2d Bombardment Group and later
becaine Operations Officer for the 5th Bombardment Wing, 15th Air Force. While
in Enrope, General Ryan flew 58 combat missions for a total of 340 combat hours
in the B-17.
He returned to the United States in April 1945 and became deputy air base
commander, Midland Army Air Field, Tex. In September 1945 he was assigned to
tho Air Training Command (ATC) at Fort Worth and Randolph Field, Tex.,
where he remained until April 1946, when lie assumed duties with the 58th
Bombardment Wing and participated in the Bikini Atoll atomic weapons tests.
From September 1940 to July 1948, lie was assistant chief of staff for plans of
the 58th Bomnbardment Wing and then 8th Air Force director of operations. For
the next 3 years, lie commanded the 509th Bombardment Wingtat Walker Air
Force Ba.,e. New Mex. Between July 1951 and June 1956, General Ryan commanded the 97th Bombardment Wing and the 810th Air Division, both at Biggs
Air Force Base, Tex., and the 19th Air Division at Carswell Air Force
bia.se, Tex.
General Ryan became director of materiel for the Strategic Air Command
(SAC) in June 1956 and 4 years later assumed command of SAC's 16th Air
Force in Spain. In July 1961 lie was named commander of the Second Air Force
at Barksdale Air Force Base, La.
In August 1963 General Ryan was assigned to the Pentagon as Inspector
(icnerail for rhe U.S. Air Force. One year later he was nanied Vice Commander in
('hief of Strategic Air Command and in December 1964 became Commander in
(hi(ef. lie was assigned as Commander in Chief, PACAF, in February 1967.
General Ryan was appointed Vice Chief of Staff of the U.S. Air Force in
August 11)(;S mimd Chief of Staff of the U.S. Air Force in August 1969.
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You have a statement for us, I believe. Will you
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General RY.'. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, as did
the Secretarv, I welcome this opportunity to begin what I hope becot-l('s a .lose working relationship with your committee.
General McConneih'as asked me to express to you his regret, that
lie did not lhve the opportunity to discuss the fiscal year 1970 budget
with yoi before his retirement. He did, however, prepare a statement ii anticipation of appearing before you and has requested that
it be made a matter of record of the committee hearings. It expresses
his views on a nmunber of l)ertinent and fundamental issues-and with
your permission, I will submit it for the record.
BA('KGROU N)

ks Secretary Seamans has pointed out, there have been it great many
(.1hanroes since our fiscal -ear 1970 budget was developed-now, nearly a.
Vear ago. Tlhe first niaj(or changes were na(le when tie new administraiin reviewed the budget. Reductions of some $1.1 billion were made.
'T0here were, however, a number of positive adjustments to give recogni( ion to badlv needed programs; namely, the AMSA, the F-15,
missile deteetion, and C-130 procurement.
rhe budget resulting from these changes has been discussed in
detail, appropriation by appropriation, by Air Force witnesses in
earlier appearances before this committee.
A second series of major changes is now being made to the budget.
As the Secretary indicated, those reductions are being made for -two
reasons:

(1) To achieve a more responsible Federal fiscal posture; and
(2) To meet. clear congressional intent. for reductions early
enough to permit, orderly nnl)lementation-avoiding what might
prove to be an extremely disruptive situation if we wait until a
propriations are passed late this year when there would not
enough time to make them in an ;rderly fashion.
With respect to congressional intent to mke large reductions, I
have two views:
(1) Where we can improve administrative and procurement prac-

tices and make attendant reductions, we should certainly do so-this

has been a. key consideration in the current reductions.
(2) There is a real danger that reductions can be carried too far.
We questionablyy can streamline and improve operations, but there
is a practical limit to this. Secretary Seamans stated that our final
1970 budget expressed in 1964 dollars will be lower than the 1964
budget, our last pre-Vietnam budget. This means that we are fighting
the war at the expense of modernization.
Ti IMEAT

It is extremely difficult to make a realistic assessment of the threat
in readily quantifiable terms and to assess, in like terms, appropriate
levels of defense. To provide background for my comments, I will
briefly review the expanding threat to our security. Then, in each
principal area of my statement, I will give you my appraisal of what
I consider to be the principal threat and an assessment of our ability
to meet it with the resources we will have at our reduced budget
levels.
One of the most serious challenges to the security of the Free World
is the increasing vigor of weapons research and1 development programs in the U.S.S.R.
Soviet military expenditures continue to rise, particularly in re-

search and development.

The Conmmunist powers continue to sup ort guerrilla wars in develo)ing countries. Material and financial aid is supplemented by
highly organized political machinery designed to expand Communist
influence. The terms of an end to tle war in Vietnam and a possible
strategic arms limitation agreement will undoubtedly affect the Soviet
outlook toward competition with the West by nonmilitary means. I
believe that Soviet leaders will be more assertive in their claim to
world influence at least equal to that of the United States. Backed by
substantial elements of power, they will probably have greater confidenco in exploiting circumstances in which they'believe they hold an
a(hantaget even if it calls for the use of military force.
'lho most important factor in the threat is the changing strategic
relationship between the United States and the U.S.S.R.A primary
Soviet objective is to overcome the U.S. lead in capabilities for nuclear war. Toward this end, the Soviets have built and are deploying
impressive offensive and defensive forces. They will undoubtedly
seek further advances in their relative strategic position.
Soviet general purpose forces are becoming more important as a
factor that further increases the threat. These forces are developing
capabilities that could support Soviet intrusion in distant areas. During

the past year the size of Soviet tactical aviation and ground forces
has increased and the quality of the force has improved.
The overriding aspect. of C'onimunist China's military threat. is their
continuing attempt to achieve a capability for nuclear strikes. Today,
(Thia's primary military power is centered in its large army of some
2.3 million meni and about 3,200 aircraft in their air force. However,
beginning in the early 1970 s, the continental United States as well
as I.S. interests abroid could be faced with the expanding Chinese
nuclear threat.
In summary, our security is being increasingly challenged by the
improving inilitary capailities of the Communist powers across the
sI)ectrunimof conventional and nuclear war. Their willingness to use
conventional military force when they believe it to be in their political
interest has been family demonstrated. It is against, this combined
threat that the U.8. Air Force must plan its force requirements.
STiI.VrI'ri c OFFENSIVE

A. primary aim of the Soviets is to overcome the U.S. lead in
capal)ilities tor muelear war. They are indeed making impressive gains.
Their I('B[ force continues to grow at a ral)id rate. They continue
develol)ment of new and iml)roved systems such as multiple reentry
vehicles. A fractional orbit I)oml)ardment system has been tested. They
continue a high priority program to expand their ballistic missile
sul)marimle force. 'Tleir long-range aviation continues to be maintained
at impressive levels.
Now, what are we doing in each of these areas? First, in missiles.
In recent years the introduction of Minteman lII into the force has
beel suc('essivelv stretched out. Our original fiscal year 1970 budget
rogr"aml was stretcled out in 0)I) reviews-and the rate of missile
mtlrodut ion was slowed in the first major adjustments to the budget.
1 would poimit out that the .ost (stiniates associated with these adjustments were the best that could be made at. the time. Current pricing
may require a. slight a(ljusnneit in our planed fiscal year 1970 procurement. Thus, ! appraise the Minuteman program supported by
this budget as iini ml-or even marginal.
There has been criticism of Minuteman costs based on the fact that
early estimates for earlier contemplated programs have been greatly
exceeded. This criticism fails to take into account that the program
has been a rapidly evolving one keeping apace with technological
changes-and that the Mintteman in the field today is a far different
vehicle with greater (apabilities than the one originally envisioned.
Minuteman Ill will further improve our missile force by making
possilble the introduction of Multiple Independent Reentry Vehicles
(MIRVs) into operational use for the first time. Flight tests of Miinutenian III have been highly successful in meeting test objectives.
With respect to new ICBM developments, we have only the Hard
Rock Silo and a. small advanced JCI,3M technology effort underway.
We, thus, must rely on Minuteman until well in the seventies.
In the face of the Soviets continuing to maintain their long-range
aviation, we have steadily reduced the bomber strength of the Strategic Air Command. In 1965, we had about 1,000 medium and heavy
bombers. At, the end of fiscal year 1970 we will hare only half that

number. The FB-111s are being introduced into the force in limited
numbers. We think they will do a creditable job-but we feel strongly
that we must press on with the new strategic bomber, the AMSA, now

designated the B-1.
The B-1 recommended by the Air Force incorporates design feahires that will give us much greater force capabilities and permit the
successful penet'ation of enemy defenses in a variety of possible conflict situations. The desired characteristics of the new bomber include
supersonic speed, increased payload, long range at low altitude, low
radar and infrared signatures, and improved navigation and bombing
accuracy. In addition, the B-i has design features that will enable it to
operate from dispersed sites with a 1igh degree of self-sufficiency
and a minimum of maintenance. These characteristics will provide considerable operational flexibility in the face of future threat
uncertainties.
We realize that the degree of strategic superiority the United States
once enjoyed may never be fully regained. We do consider it essential,
however, that our strategic forces e structured to provide capabilities clearly able to counter the threat from the Soviets or any other
potential enemy.
Alit DEFENSE

The Soviets continue to improve their air defense against. both low
and high altitude penetration with new interceptors, surface-to-air
missiles and an airborne warning and control system. We on the other
hand have been rapidly dismanting an expensive, obsolescent air defense system in the hope of getting at less expensive, modernized systemn built around the Airborne Warning and Control System
(AWACS), an over-the-horizon radar system, and a new interceptor.
In 1965 we had 775 interceptors and 168 surveillance radars. At the
end of fiscal 1970 we will have a greatly reduced number of interceptors and surveillance radars in our active force. In effect, we are giving
up the old, but are not getting the new. We have no funds for a new
interceptor, the AWACS program is now planned at ,$40 million, and
the over-the-horizon radar at about $3 million.
We have not been successful in securing agreement on an improved
interceptor, and even the proposed funds for fire control technology
have been reduced. Nonetheless we must continue the AIVACS and
the over-the-horizon radar. In frief, Mr. Chairman, our outlook for
air defense is extremely discouraging. There are, of course, those, who
argue that Soviet missiles are the real threat, but who would want to
leave our cities open to bomber attacks? We badly need a reinvigorated
air defense program.
GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES

During the past year the size and quality of Soviet tactical aviation and
ground forces have increased. They have new fighters and a total quantity of
some 3.600 aircraft in tactical aviation. Our Air Force tactical lighter forces are

half this size; however, we are bringing both the F-ill and A-7 into the force.
The F-ill has had Its problems; however, it Is proving to be a good airplane.
It will be the best aircraft in the world for the deep-interdiction mission at night
and in adverse weather. Its safety record to date Is superior to any other super-

sonic fighter aircraft in the inventory.

it has had two principal problems-the cost of its Mark 1I avionics and the
wing box carrythrough structure.
-
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Tite Mark I avionics, while an extremely good system. is simply costing to)
much. Consequently, we are reorienting tile program and canceling it after 06
aircraft. For the remaining F-ill aircraft planned for procurement, we will use
a siml)ler system at a savings of about $1 million per aircraft.
Tie wing box failure problem is well on the way to resolution. Aircraft in
production are being equipped with a strengthened box. Later, we may use a
completely new box to be installed as aircraft are overhauled on normal maintenance schedules.
Our new A-TD fighter, with tile improved TF-41 engine, call deliver more than
three times the bomb load of the F-100 over a given combat radius. Equipped
with improved survivability features and designed for increased accuracy in
visual weapon delivery, it will provide added capability for the close air support
and short-range interdiction missions in other than heavily defended environnients. These A-7D aircraft will provide a significant increase to the capaibility
of our strike forces in the 1070's. I ask your support for procurement of 128 of
these aircraft.
We plan development of the A-X, a simple, inexpensive, highly survivable aircraft which will give us all economical capability in tile seventies for direct support of ground forces. It will complement the A-7 and, more importantly. it will
reverse the trend of recent years to more expensive and sophisticated aircraft.
Our objective will be a truly simple aircraft, optimized for close air support of
the Army. at a price we can afford.
Finally, I would like to say a word about the F-15. Not since we built the
F-S6 aircraft for use in the Korean war have we specifically designed an air
superiority fighter. We badly need one. General McConnell put it very well when
he said our country cannot only afford a new fighter, we cannot afford to be
without one.
AIRLIFT

Our programed airlift forces. compared to those of the early 1960's. represent
a significant improvement in our ability to carry out the strategic portion of
the airlift mission. The same cannot be said of tactical airlift, because our ability
to perform that portion of time mission is decreasing. Both tasks are essential, but
each requires a different type of equipment and concept of operation.
There are two airlift force items in the budget-a modest number of C-130E's
and 23 C-5's. This committee Ins consistently supported our need for tactical
airlift and har recognized the necessity for additional C-130's. The planned buy
will rel)lace in part the capability lost to attrition and to time diversion of (-123
aircraft to the South Vietnamese Air Force.
With respect to the C-5 there are three key points I would like to make.
First, the C-5 will give us the unique capability to move a meaningful force
anywhere in the world, virtually overnight. It is truly a "first with the most"
eapability-and it is difficult to put a dollar value on this.
Second, the C-5 ushers in a new age in air cargo with operating costs on a
ton-mile basis of Just about half that of its nearest competitor, the C-141.
Third, the cargo aircraft we are now buying will last a long time and we should
buy enough while the production line is open. Otherwise costs will be truly
prohibitive.
PERSONNEL

I am proud to be associated with the men and women of the Air
Force. The continued security and progress of our country and the
effectiveness of the Air Force rest with then.
The reductions now under consideration will result in an end strength
as mnuch as 50,000 les than planned in the President's budget. To
achieve the reduction we plan to reduce accessions as well as to effect
some early releases. We. are trying to achieve the beast balance between
these actions. If we cut accessions drastically, we disrupt the training
base and unbalance the force. If we ielease too many early, we lose
expertise and increase trai ing costs, as well as disrupt personnel plans.
'We have experienced rapicfreductions in the past. S-one of you will
recall our difficulties during the fifties when Many officers were released
involuntarily to accommod(ate requirements for drastic force reduc-

tions. During fiscal year 1954 we were required to achieve a net reduction of nearly 13,000 officers. Again in fiscal year 1958 we were directed
to reduce our active duty strength by over 7,000 officers. As a. result
2,457 Reserve officers were involuntarily separated. These officers were
more fortunate than their earlier counterparts because many of them
were eligible-thanks to the foresight of the Congress-for readjustmenit pay ment authorized by Public Law 676 of the 84th Congress.
Reserves constitute aboutA one-half of our officer force, and rapid
involuntary reductions are directed principally against members of
this component. If such reductions should be imposed, the means of
livelihood and dedicated service of these men would be prematurely
terminated. In the current reductions we will do everything we can to
minimize personal hardship.
The rated portion of the officer force needs particular attention.
Rated requirements may decrease in the future, but without increased
production, the rated officer inventory will decline at a greater rate.
During fiscal year 1968, we took all practical actions to reduce pilot and
navigator losses. We still lost approximately 10 percent of the rated
officer inventory of lieutenant colonels and below. During fiscal year
1969, we lost about 4,000 pilots (11 percent of the pilot force) and
1,500 na-vigators (9 percent of the navigator force). During the Southeast Asia operation, we have retained a number of pilots who would
ordinarily have been retired, or separated for other reasons. These offierS like those of the Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve recalled last year, will now largely be released.
We need to increase pilot production to offset the forecast longterm deficit, and in fiscal year 1970 we expect to reach an annual production rate of nearly 3,500.
The past navigator production rate of 800 per year will be increased
to 1,000 during fiscal year 1970. We believe further increases will be
necessary to support 1)lans for filling a higher percentage of the back
seats in two-place tactical fighters with navigators rather than pilots.
During the 1970's we hope to attain a stabilized flying training rate
high enough to reduce fluctuations caused by contingencies.
In closing my remarks on personnel, I would like to reaffirm the
pride that I take in the work being done by all of our officers, airmen
and civilians. At a time when the conflict in Vietnam has made such
great demands on them and their families, their loyalty, dedication
and achievements havee been truly magnificent-and In the reductions
we are now making we want to be as fair as possible to the individual.
VIETNAm[

Vietnam remains a difficult and costly task for the military. With
limited objectives under trying circumstances our personnel have done
a superb job. While certainly net entirely drying up supply lines, our
interdiction campaign has made it extremely difficult and costly for the
enemy to move minimal supplies into South'Vietnam.
Witliout this effort the enemy could have moved far greater numbers of troops and quantities of supplies into South Vietnam-which,
in turn, would have resulted in greater American casualties.
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Oitr B-52's have proved to be an effective force for operations in

the south: and senior Army commanders continue to attest to the
superb close air support provided to Arimy units.
Wo unquestiona )y have tle most professional Air Force in history
and we can be justifiably proud of its record in Vietnam.
MAXAGEMRXET OF TIHE AIR FORCE

I wotild like to coinient briefly on the current and widespread criticisiI being directedd at management within the military services. Our
process of procuring major weapon systems is taking the brunt of this
criticism. Personally, I welcome itmore universal understanding of
the uncertainties and huge costs involved in this process-and of the
yeans of research, development, and production time needed to bring
complex and sophisticated modern weapons systems into the inventory.
le are im)roving our )rocurement processes. We are now providing
regular reports to tie Congress on princil)al weapon systems. The General Accounting Office is very actively examining every princil)al system. ln(lustry, too, is keenly aware of the urgency o improved performance-and I am confident that we will do a much better job in
the future.
Ii overall management there is one specific area I wish to address.
In his statement, General McConnell said, "* * * in our procurenient and develol)ient areas I can't find anyone to fire. Too many
people at. too many levels have had too nmch to say about the
program."
I believe we are doing something about this. Secretary Laird and
Se(retarv Packard favor a system that emales the Servicei Secretaries
and chiefs to assume a greater share of responsibility in the decisionniaking process. I support this concept, of management because it perInits the delegation of both authority and responsibility to individual
officials at lower managerial levels.
I look forward to the findings and recommendations of the Blue
Ribbon I)efense Pamiel named by the President to reappraise the operations of the I)epartment of Defense. The Panel's charter includes a
guideline to study the organization and management of DOD as it
alects tile ])epart inent's mission, performance, decisionmaking l)rocess, command and control functions and facilities. In the meant' ie, we
in the Air Force will continue to improve our mnagement )ractices
witliin tile scope of our authority and to the best of our ability.
CUiI'EN'T REDUCTION

Secretary ' Staimans mentioned some of the reductions which are
being made. With respect. to this, I want to emphasize that our objective isto sNave tile greatest possible capal)ility in termsof air and missile
power. We will make reductions in Various headquarters and in all
supl)ort functions.
With respect to military personnel reductions, I want to emphasize that some 50,000 is the maximnm practical number we can reduce
wit hout, in effect, breaching contracts with our officers and disrupting
our training base and orderly management of the airmen program.

SU3MARY

I would like to summarize by emphasizing a few points that I believe are )articularly significant. Ilie threat, especially that of the
Soviets, is growing in quality and in numbers. Enemy capability is the
yardstick we must use to measure our force requirements. Our best
counter to this challenge is strength---clearly adequate forces and the
flexibility to respond appropriately to any crisis.
The most significant elements of the threat are the Soviets' rapidly
improving strategic l)osture and the magnitude of their concentrated
R. & D. effort. It is in these areas that the greatest changes in relative national strength are most likely to occur. Consequently, we must
make every effort to reverse the downward trend in our strategic relationships and maintain sufficient forces through such program as the
B-i, Minuteman 1II, and the Hard Rock Silo.
Another aspect of the strategic relationship is our defensive capability which, from the Air Force point of view, has been seriously
degraded. Our defenses against attacks by manned aircraft are becomning less effective because of the age of our interceptor force and the
continuing reductions in numbers of aircraft and in supporting forces.
I believe t is essential that we reinvigorate our program for modernized air defenses.
Regarding our general purpose forces, we must recognize the growing ability of Communist countries to support limited wars and insurgencies in widely scattered areas around the world. To counter this
flreat effectively, we will need a, larger, modernized tactical fighter
and attack force. In particular the F-15 air superiority figliter is essential. In the airlift area, we have a definite need for additional C130E aircraft, and should proceed with our planned l)rocurement
of C-5's.
Mr. Chairman, this is my first appearance before this committee
as Chief of Staff of the Air Force. We lmve a)preciated your support
for our program in the past, and I hope that the programs we propose
will continue to merit that support in the future.
OBJECTIVE OF IIEARING

Mr. MIiON. We could launch into an extensive discussion of the
war in Vietnam and problems of the Middle East and the problems of
other areas of the. world. We lave listened almost endlessly to testimony from military sources and others during the year, so we won't
undertake that kind of hearing at this time. What we have before us
now is the problemm of deciding how much money to recommend to the
I louse for various Air Force purposes.
DEFENSE SPENDING REDUCTIONS

We are aware that the Secretary himself has made certain announceents-I am talking now about the Secretary of Defense-as
to cuts that are to be made. As I understand it, the Secretary of Defense has stated that as a result of the budgetary situation and perhaps other factors, defense spending during the current fiscal year
wi l Ibe reduced by $3 billion.
Is that correct, General Crow?

General CRow. That is correct, sir.
Mr. MATON. Why? 'What is the reason for the cuts insofar as the
Air Force is concerned, Mr. Secretary, in a general way?
Secretalry SEA Ns. The reason for the cuts, Mr. Chairman, is
budgetary. Secretary Laird requested us to revise reductions that
might be irxde that would not jeopardize our defense posture in a
major way and what could result in reduction in outlay of up to $1
have been working on this with the Secretary of Defense
billion. '
and his staff. 'We have agreed to reductions amounting to about $1.1
billion in total obligational authority. We still have under review
additional reductions that could bring the total reduction in outlay
to $1 billion.
Mr. MA1IoN. You tell us now that you have arrived at pretty firm
decisions as to proposed reductions below the amounts of the appropriations requests, of something over $1 billion, $1.1 billion?
Secretary SEA MANs. That is correct.
Mi'. MA ON,. You are moving toward a reduction in actual expenditures as contrasted with appropriations of about $1 billion?
Secretary SE AfANs. That is correct.
Mr. MAI ION. The cause for that is budgetary?
Secretary SEAMANS. The cause for that is perhaps twofold: One,
there is an expenditure limitation on the administration across the
board and these reductions have in part been absorbed by the Department of Defense; two, we recognize reductions are being made in the
Congress in the Defense budget itself.
As you pointed out, we are well into the fiscal year and we felt that
we should initiate some actions immediately or'otherwise we would
have to make even further reductions at the end of the year in order
to get the total reduction required. In other words, if we waited until
we were 6 months into the year, the reductions would have to be twice
as much, if you will, per nonth to achieve the same yearly reduction.
Mr. MAuoN. That is right.
You understand that the President submitted a budget for the fiscal
year for the entire Government of $192.9 billion. Ile has stated from
time to time that he proposed to live within that budget, is that correct?
Secretary SEA3AAs. Yes. I believe it is.
EFFECT OF BUDGET REDUCTIONS ON SECURITY FORCES IN VIETNAM1

Mr. MAIm.,q. Despite the fact that certain unanticipated costs have
arisen, lie still is determined to live within that budget.
Mr. Secretary, I would like to say for myself and I think for a
broad section of the Congress, that I am not willing for budgetary
reasons or any reasons to reduce the appropriations that might embarrass the Government or make a satisfactory solution of the war
in Vietnam less likely. Do you understand?
Secretary SEAMANS. Yes, sir.
Mr. M HoN. Budgetary considerations are out the window insofar
as I am concerned if they would jeopardize our men in Vietnam and in
Southeast Asia and if they would seriously retard our efforts toward
an acceptable solution of the war.
Are any of the cuts that you have made, or propose to make, of such
a nature as to jeopardize the security and safety of our men in
Vietnam?

Secretary SHAMA S. Let me first say that some of the reductions
do involve Vietnam. For exampleMr. MAHION. I .fm not saying they don't. I know they do. The question is not does it involve Vietnam but does it jeopardize the war effort
or tie security and safety of the men ?
Secretary SEAMANs. There are two conditions on the reductions in
Vietnam: One is that they certain must not jeopardize any of our
forces that are there. Second, we will be able to place the Vietnamese
themselves in a position where they can pick up more and more of
the activity. This is part of a total plan to reduce our activities in
South Vietnam over a period of time.
As you know, the President has kept a flexible position. He has
announced certain reductions. He hopes to make further reductions.
Some of these reductions do anticipate that they will be able over a
period of time to reduce further our forces and our activities there
even below what has been announced.
Mr. MA,\oN. 1 don't think that your anwser is responsive to the
question. I realize that the President has announced some withdrawals
but that is not the answer to my question. I repeat. The question is:
Does the Air Force-and I want you, General Ryan, to comment on
this, if you will-does the Air Force have in mind making reductions in this proposed $1 billion expenditure cut, which will have to be
considerably above $1 billion in appropriations, does the Air Force
contemplate taking actions which might tend to jeopardize the security
of our forces in Southeast Asia and lessen the opportunity to bring
the war to an early and acceptable solution? That is the problem.
Do you want. to take a try at that?
General RYAN,. That. is a really difficult question, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAiTON. I think it is a very pertinent question. I don't know
how difficult it is.
General R-AN. At the Iresent level of activity, I do not believe
that we are jeopardizing our people in Vietnam. IIowvever, we do not
control the initiative, as the chairman well knows. What the North
Vietnamese and the Vietcong are going to do is debatable. At the
present level I don't believe 'e are jeopardizing our forces.
Mr. MAHox. You mean of the level of proposed reductions?
General RYAN. Present level of activity in Vietnam.
Mr. MA1ion. You are talking about the )resent level. We are withdrawing people and you are proposing reductions in manpower and
in money, and my question is: Is this a dangerous step to take which
will ten( to jeopardize our men in Vietnam and tend to jeopardize
an acceptable solution to the war? I don't think that you would con.
sciously, I don't believe the President, or the Joint Chiefs of Staff
would dl'deliberately jeopardize the security of our men in Vietnam
and impair the opportunity which we hope may develop for an
acceptable solution to the wa'r. I don't think that you really are facing
this question.
Secretary SEMANS. Mr. Chairman, I thought when in answering
your question I did state that one of the fundamental criteria that we
are following is that we will not take any action that will in any way
jeopardize the safety of our own forces. this is one of the fundamental
rules that we are following.

Mr. MAuroV. All right. In other words, you won't take any steps in
connection with your proposed reductions that would jeopardize our
men in Southeast. Asia.
Secretary SEA.%ANxs. To the best of our ability. As General Ryan
said, we don't have a full understanding, of course, of what the enemy
may be planning.
Mfr. MMtox. Nobody has that. Even though you didn't take any action, or even though you did send an additional million men to Vietnam, you wouldn't i ve any exact idea what the enemy is going to do.
General RYAN. Exactly, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAHON. I would think that this committee and the Congress are
entitled to face this issue with full confidence. We don't want to see
Vou make reductions that. are too dangerous and might be unacceptable.
\ye don't want to participate in reductions that could be dangerous and
unacceptable. Do you agree with the Secretary's statement that the
plans that. you have will not jeopardize our mce and will not jeopardize our effoi-ts to bring the war to a successful conclusion?
General RYAN. I agree with that statement. Yes.
Secretary S hM+xs. If I might, I would like to return to the second
part of your question. Bringing the war to an acceptable solution, of
course, depends on ones definition of what is acceptable. Here I am
getting into a policy area where there are very great differences of
opinion in the couni'frv. On the one hand, sone i)eople would say that
we must bring North Vietnamese to their knees, and others would feel
that if we can get, out without imlpairing the safety of our own men,
that. that is acceptable.
WVe are following a course that is in between these two extremes. We
believee that we should complete our activities there in such a way that
the South Vietnamese (10 have control over their ownl destiny, do have
an ol)l)ortunity to set. l) a government that is acceptable on a continling )asis to the people who live in that country.
EFFECT OF BIi)IT IHRDUC'TIONS ON WORLI)WII)E COMM1ITMENT's

Mr. M,imox. Now I would like to ask a broader question.
Do your contell)lated reductions in Air Force spending an( programs tend to jeopardize our ability to meet our comimitments worldwide, not. confining yourself just to Vietnam ? I mean Europe, South
America, Africa, elsewhere iit the world. Are we taking actions here
that a great and )owerful country shouldn't. contemj)late taking?
Secretary Suv, .%xs. Well, to partially answer your question, which,
as you say is a very broad one, I would say that in making these reductions we have attempted to take into account, not only our posture this
year and next year b)ut also our projected posture 5 aid 10 anl 15 years
from now. We are cutting down on the number of flying hours today.
We are withdrawing aircraft, from the force today. We 'are doing this
in part so that we can fund development of new equipment, so that we
can modernize our force, bring along a. new bomber, a new fighter, a
new early warning and control aircraft, a new close. support. fighter,
so that wie
w il have the posture this country should have 5 and 10
years from now.
Mr. MAHON. Do you think that it is reasonable for us to take this
step at this time?

Secretary SEAMANS. I think that the actions that we are taking are
minimizing the risks. I think that this is a matter of degree. It is a
matter of risk. I think there is some additional risk that we are taking
in making these reductions.
IM'. MAIION. If you didnt make the reductions, we would still be
confronted with serious problems and risks, I would assume?
Secretary SEAMANS. I believe that is so.
Mr. MAHON. General Ryan, what is your general reaction? You
speak for the men in uniform in the Air Force as a. member of the
Joint Chiefs. Do you think that it is reasonably acceptable that we
follow this course of reduction in order to achieve the purposes outlined
by the Secretary?
General RYAN. I think that by these reductions we have reduced to
a degree our combat capability. When you put the capability that is
left against the risk that you face, you have increased the risk to a
degree. If there were no budgetary problems I am sure that we would
not have taken some of the actions that we have. It is like insurance;
we have this much insurance and we have reduced it this much.
ADEQUACY OF MILITARY BUDGETS

Mr. MAHON. We have been listening in this room to the testimony of
military men for several decades.
General RYAN. Yes, sir.
r. MAHON. WN'e have never had one, I believe, say that the military
were completely prepared to meet every possible and conceival)lce
eventuality.
General RYAN. That is correct.
Mr. MAHON. I don't believe there has ever been a, time. when the
Defense officials have been fully satisfied with the adequacy of the
funds which they request and which they get. So you have got certain
risks to take whether we fund at the original budget level or whether
we fund at a lower level.
General R.YAN. Exactly.
Mr. MLnoN. Your point is that by funding at a little lower level you
are increasing the risk to some degree, and it would be hard to pinpoint
and actually define the degree, the ability of the United States to react
to a threat or to war ?
General RYAN. That is in essence my feeling.
EIUC'TI ioNS

BEYOND AN NOUN(EI) ACTIONS

Mr. MAnO-. What we have got to do in marking up this bill, or
marking it down, we have got to go through it paragraph by p)aragraph and decide what to do about this, that, and the other. There
are various items in personnel, in operation and maintenance, inI )rocuremnent, in development and otherwise. Mr. Secretary, should we
make reductions based upon the implications of statements made by
the President that further withdrawals are going to be made from
Vietnam? I am talking about withdrawals which have not been definitized but which have been alluded to. Certain reductions in personnel
have already been announced and I would assume that we would certainly reduce the funds that you say will no longer be needed as a
result of these withdrawals.

The question is: Knowino as I think we do that further withdrawals
are going to be made, would you advocate tlt we make-further reductions or estimates as to what the future withdrawals will be and make
the reductions accordingly?
Secretary SEA-3INS. As far as the Air Force is concerned, Mr. Chairman, I would recommend that you follow the guidelines that we are
prepared to discuss with you today that indicate that from the standpoint of manpower overall we are redueng our airmen by about 45,000,
our officers by about 5,000, civilians by about 13,000. We have announced withdrawal of men from Vietnam of the order of 2,500.
I would not recommend going beyond the figures that I have just
indicated from the standpoint of total manpower reduction.
WITHIDiRAWAL

OF ADDITIONAL FORCES

Mr. M\AnoX. You wouldn't want us to guess what further withdrawals may be made and make reductions accordingly at this time?
Secretary SElAMANS. Not as far as the Air Force is concerned. I cannot speak ior the other two services.
Mr. MArieN. I know that. We don't want you to undertake to speak
for other services.
If we should project further reductions of the forces in Vietnam,
and further reductions appear to be in the making, it might be interpreted that we are trying to force the Government to accelerate reduction of our forces. fy personal feeling is, and I would think it would
be the view of the Committee on Appropriations, we don't, want to
place ourselves in the position of trying to pressure the Defense Del)art ment to make more rapid withdrawals.
I personally feel that the handling of the war is a matter for the
Commander in Chief and for the military and civilian leaders in the
Department of Defense. So we don't. want to undertake to compel you
by cutting funds to take actions which you don't think are wise under
all the circumstances. Do I make my point?
Secretary SEAMANS. You do. I heartily concur.
Mr. MAlioN. All right.

W'e will in executive session of the committee discuss these matters.
BUD(;ET REDUCTIONS ANNOUNCED

Let me recite what we understand to be the case. You stop me if
wo see that I am making a misstatement.
To the best. of our knowledge, there have been 10 announced actions
affecting Air Force operations during fiscal year 1970: One, reduce
civil ian' employment of 13,000. Correct?
General Ryxx. Correct.
Mr. M\nox. Curtailment of operations and deployment of about
3.000 men from Vietnam?
Secretary SEA-MANS. Correct.
Mr. MoN
. Curtailment of operate ions in the redeployment of about
6,000 men from Thailand?
General CRow. As a part of a total DOD. I don't believe that the
Air ForceSecretary SHAMANS. That is high.

General Ciiow. I don't believe we have withdrawn that many Air
Force people from Tliland. That we will have to check,
MrV. MA IION. Check that and amplify that for the record.
General CmOw. Yes, sir.
('[he information follows:)
CURTAILMENT OF OPERATIONS IN

THAILAND

There will be approximately 3,000 Air Force personnel of the total DOD 0,000
scheduled for redeployment in the curtailment of operations in Thailand.

M\Ir. MAHON. A reduction of 50,000 in military personnel strength.
Is that right.?
Secretary SFvAxMxs.That is correct.
Mr. M O.'
oNA. Deactivation of 185 support aircraft,.

General CRow. That is correct. There are additional aircraft and

categorization may differ.
Mr. MAON. Sixth, the phaseout of 24 WB-47's.
General CROW.That is correct.
M1. Amo. Termination ofin the
F-100 fighter weapons training
Nevada.
course at Nellis Air Force Base
General RYAN. That is correct.
Mr. MAHox. Reduced communications operations.
General RYAN. That is correct.
Mr. MAlOx. Ninth, reduction in the installation of automat ic data
processing equipment and the ADP operating costs.
GeneralI Rx.
That is correct.
Mr. MLmToN-. Sonie of us on this committee feel that the Government
isgoing wild on ADP. I am glad to see the reduction.
Number ten, reduction in non-Southeast Asia flight training of
300.000 flying hours.
denertl R,tx. That is correct.
MN[r. MAIIOX. Does this complete the list as of this morning g?
General CRow. Mr. Chairman, there are some a(lditiomal items.
Our list of the items announced doesn't exactly match what you have
read. We could give additional detailed items'that would bea longer
list.. In other vords, some of the things that, we have broken out in
more detail could be considered encompassed in your list, and others
are not. We could list. the additional items that are not identified in
your tabulation.
Mr. MAnON. Will there be base closures in this program of reducing
exlgenditures?
Secretary SA31AN-s. Yes, sir, there will be base closures and
reductions.
.Mr.MAION-. Can you identify those?
Secretary SEAMANs. These are not yet firm. I am having a total
review of [his matter myself at the endi of this week. It is our intention to announce base closures before the end of this month.
Mr. MAiOx. These are closures that you think are permanent and
you won't contemplate after the budgetary squeeze has ended, hopefully, that you will reactivate the bases?
Secretary SEAiANS. That is correct. We are making these on the
basis of our long-term plans.
Mr. MAHON. You spoke of a billion dollars in appropriation cuts
and that billion dollars has been more or less agreed to now by the
Defense Department and the Air Force?

Secretalt SAMA1S. Yes, sir.
Mr. fmLioN. Then you spoke of $1 billion in expenditure cuts, so
we have only probably one-third of what you really are going to do
by way of otiligational authority reductions?
Secretary SAM-,,ANS, Mr. Ch irman, there is one rather large amount
you didn't mention that was announced last spring that is included in
this amount. That is the cancellation of the MOYj. That amounts to
$1300 million of TOA. We include that in the $1.1 billion total obligational

authority.

.Mr. M,\nos. These costs to which I have referred generally have
to do with operation and maintenance costs. You spoke of the MOL
and the support equipment )rocurement that you have planned for a
ricdtict ion of how much there?
General CRow. The amount announced has been $56.1 million in
Other Procurement.
Mr. Amiox. Planned procurement of vehicles, Sul))lies, electronics,
lmasO maintenance and support. equipment in the amount of apl)roximately $100 million is being offered. Is that. correct?
Oenieral Cmow. That is correct. I was giving you one specific listing
category.
II.'I)UU"r[ON5
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S(ecletarV SEA-MANS.

OIuI.o

N\I,\UTIrIIOITY

OF $1

BILLION

Mr. Chairman, if it would be helpful to your

committee we could plt together a list that would indicate the items
tlit ((1)
ad( up to the TA total of $1.1 billion.
Mr.MAI loN. I wish vou would give that. to us.
(Fie information follows :)
Secretary SEANMANs. The reductions that have been firmly agreed upon to (late
total $1.102.0' millions. An appropriation break of this total follows:
(m tllions)
TOA
Military Personnel, Air Force:
mInetivntt. 8th Air FPmce headquarters. Wrestover AB ------------$1.4
Fiscal year 1970 reductions to military personnel -----------------$102. 4
End strengths:
Officer ----------------------------------------------------Airmen ---------------------------------------------------Total --------------------------------------------------Fiscal year 1970 reductions to Air Force military personnel end
strengths assigned to Defense Agencies (DIA, NSA, DASA) -----Officer -----------------------------------------------------Airmen ----------------------------------------------------Total -------------------------------------------------------

4,471
45, 126
49.597
$5. 1
102
303

65

Total Military ----------------------------------------------------

50,062

Total -------------------------------------------------------

$108.9

IReserve Personnel, Air Force ---------------------------------------ANG Personnel -------------- ---------------------------------------

$4. 8
.8

(rnfllioots)
Operation and Maintenance Air Force:
- 2'0A
Inactivate 8th Air Force Headquarters, Westover AFB ------------$1.3
Phase-ott WB-47 aircraft -----------------------------------4.4
Eliminate F-100 Fighter Weapons Course -----------------------0. 5
llliminate PAO C-130 surge capability --------------------------3.0
Reduce the Mitssiol Support Aircraft fleet by 95 aircraft ..---------3. 0
Reduce leased long-line communications ------------------------.0
Reduce base level communications -----------------------------2. 3
Defer lease and installation of Phase II EDPE equipment ---------10. 0
Reduce supplies and equipment ------------------------------28. 0
Reduce Foreign Technology )ivlsion contracts ------------------,2
Reduce technical and other training ---------------------------5.5
-Reduce contract survey effort to determine suitable sites for Hard
Rock Silo -----------------------------------------------4. 0
Reduce flying hour program -----------------------------------53. 0
Reduce
aircraft by
UE -----------------------------.
Reduce
aircraft by
UE---------------------------1. 1
Transfer ----------------------------------------------------.
5
Phaseout
aircraft in
.9
.-----Eliminate one wing and two squadrons -------------------------.9
Reduce personnel in Officer Staff Air Force, Headquarters, U.S.
Air Force, major contnands by 15 percent and numbered Air Force
by 10 percent --------------------------------------------.
Move
----------------------------------------------------.
1
Reduce transportation costs ----------------------------------2.0
Reduce (dependents' education consistent with presonnel reductions-2.0
Reduce ARC Light sorties and phaseout
------------------37. 8
Eliminate flying activities at Tachlikawa Air Force Base ----------.a
Reduce program
-----------------.4
Inactivate the
squadron n ls(al year February, 1970-......
. 5
Reassign
squadrons from -------------------------2. 3
Reduced JCS exercises in fiscal year 1970 -----------------------9. 2
Eliminate one
squadron in fiscal year February 1970-------1.5
Total
-------------------------------------------------Operation and maintenance, Air National Guard ---------------------Aircraft proc.urement, Air Force:
C-5 initial Spares -----------------------------------------A-37A spares
------------------------------------------Total

---------------------------------------------------

Other procurement, Air Force:
Reduce procurement of electronics equipment --------------------Reduce procurement of vehicular equipment ---------------------Reduce procurement of base nmintenance and support equipmenl.et
Reduce ARC light sorties ------------------------------------Reduce
------------------------------------------------Reduce procurement for ----------------------------------Cancel
-------------------------------------------------Total

50.0
.5
50. 5
33. 0
7.4
15. 7
34. 0
113.0
20. 0
33. 0
256. 1

R.D.T. & E.:
Cancel MOL program
------------------------------------Other aircraft equipment development --------------------------Tactical
------------------------------------------------Other missile developments ----------------------------------Unspecified space programs ----------------------------------Engineering development of armament, ordnance, Intelligence and
recornaissance and other equipment --------------------------General reduction-other equipment ----------------------------Miscellaneous ----------------------------------------------

Total -------------------------

196.8
11.6

----------------------

300.0
7. 0
3.0
2.0
3. 5
20.0
1.9
2. 7
28. 0

368.1

26
Tot
100. 0

Military eoinstructlon, Air Force
Reflects tlhe House Armed Services Committee reduction
Total

100.0

Ap)proprlation summary.,
Military personnel ---------------------------------------------Reserve personnel, Air Force -----------------------------------National Guard personnel, Air Force
Operation and maintenance, Air Force --------------------------Operation and maintenance, Air National Guard
A ircraft procurement ................................
Other procurement
R.D.T. & E,Military construction
--

108. O
4. 8
5. 8
10. 8
11. (1
:0. 5
250. 1
318. 1
100. 0

T o ta l ------------------------------------------------------- - 1. 102. 6t
ADDITIONAL IED C'rTIONS

Mr. MIoN. When are we going to have a firm statement fls to
other cuts which are to be, made as a result of the )ullgetarv situation ?
Secretary SEI,.kkNS. herer. remains, I believe, on the ol:(ler of $'300
million additional that are now under review: $300 million in tle
TOA category.
General CRow. Yes. si r.
Secretary SEAA.xrNS. For a total of approximately $1.47 billion
reduction in TOA. We are l)rel)ared today, since we have decided
upon items that add up to $1.1 billion to li.cuss any of these with
your committee. The remainder we are not, at lib'ertv to discuss
at this time becausee we have not the final approval from'the Office of
the.Secretary of Defense.
Erp,ECr OF ILAU'K OF kUTm IOIIZ.V'ION ON FUNI)IN(

IIO(lII\MM

Mr. MAtHON. Tell me this: Even though versions of the legislation
authorizing certain Defense l)rocurement and so forth have passed

both the House and Senate, does the fact that final action has not been
taken have any significant relationship to your program ?
Secretary SE,\.AS. I would say that it does not. We have here
a letter that I believe was submitted yesterday to Chairman Rivers
front Mr. Laird indicating the various items that we request be included
in thc conference committee review. The actions that we are discusi-hg with you today in the Air Force view are consistent with these
reclama actions.
Mr. MAJION. We don't know what the final outcome of the legislation will be.
Secretary SEAMAxs. That is true.
Mr. MAHoN. Regardless of the outcome, your reduction list wouldn't
be too much different from what is now
Secretary SEA3.,EANS. I would like to ask General Crow to comment
on that.
General CROW. Mr. Chairman, we should put this into perspective.
Earlier when yon were discussing what might happen in Vietnam,
and you used the words, "should the committee guess in effect guess
what will happen?" To some degree the exercises that we have been
conducting have been guessing a bit at where we think we will come

out inal)propriations, taking into account the )roblem that the Secretary indicated when we stated that we have to start these reductions
fairly early in tile year to spread them unifornly-otherwise we lve
a chaotic situation IiI the latter part of tie year.
Mfr. MAiiox. That is right.
General Ciiow. Now, in the It.& D. appropriation, for instance,
we have identified items where, if we had to, we could take
reductions in obligating authority upward of $400 million. Now, in the
authorizing action that lhas taken place to date, the House is supportlg til a p )ropriation of $3.241 billion. That compares with the - resi-

dent's budget of $3.561 billion. If the total appropriation at the Houserecommended level which incidentally has been supported by the
Department of Defense, is finally approved, then the reductions in
obligating authority that we would take in R. & D. instead of being
the total amount of upward of $400 million that we hve looked
at it would be $368 mill ion. You recognize the nature of the R. & D.
account. In some areas things are defined as levels of activity, but in
looking to the longer range situation we would not like to take all of
the actions that are in review, if you will.
In the $1.1 billion that the Secretary identified, for instance, we
have contemplated a reduction of $368 million in R. & D. That is
consistent with the action by Mr. Rivers' committee and consistent
with the position taken by the Secretary of Defense in his letter back
to Mr. Rivers and to the Chairman of the Senate authorizing cormmittee.

So in one respect, in the items that we have looked at, we have
looked at, we have identified-and if I may use the expression-the
worst possible situations that we would go to. We would like to back off
from that to the extent that we possibly can.
Mr. MAHO.N. Will you, General Crow, present to the committee a
statement showing how the reductions which have been firmly agreed
upon to date would apply to the individual appropriation items?
General CRow. Yes, sir.

Mr. MAHON. How we could make those adjustments if we chose to
agree with the actions which have been announced by the Air Force.
General CROw. Yes, sir, we will do that.
(The information appears on pp. 24-26.)
General CRow. That list will total about $1.1 billion TOA.
II'LATIONSIIIP OF APPROI'IIATIONS ANT)

EXPENI)TURi'U"S

Mr. M\AHON. It is going to be only possibly a third of what you
really propose to do?
General CRow. No, sir. That is over two-thirds of the worst situation, if you will. The Secretary identified earlier that we were looking
at totals of upward of $1.4 million.

Secretary SEAMANS. Which includes the $1.1 billion.
Mr. MAHON.. Do you mean that the impact on spending of the appropriation cut would be about $1 billion?

General CROW. No, sir. The $1.1. billion in oblgiation reductions
equates to between 7 and 800 in expenditure reductions. Then if we

go to the worst situation, to make up the difference between the 7

and 800 and the billion dollars in ex penditures, we would have to
reduce obligations upward of $1.4 billion.
Mr. Ltnox. I think that I was not as clear its I should have been
on this. So often, as you know, to get a billion dollar reduction in estinated expenditure, you have to reduce appropriations three times
that much or more.
General Cnow. Depending on which appropriation is included.
Mr. MAHON. When you cut personnel and operations anld maintenance, a cut in the appropriation often means an identical cut in
expendittires.
General Cuow. Almost dollar for dollar.
Mr. M4AriON. Yes.
Would the list, as you would apply it to the appropriations, of the
cuts already agreed upon in the. Air Force, be available this afternoon ?
General CRow. Yes, sir. If you will pardon some pencil marks.

Mr. MA11ON. That is all right.
General Cmiow (continuing). And maybe a little dirty typing.
Mr.

LtoI.

That is all right.
REDUCTION IN

11-52 OPERATIONS

Is there any l)lanned reduction beyond what may have been announced in 13-52 operations in either Vietnam or elsewhere?
Secretary SE.%rxS.
Yes, there are. We have consi(lered tie possibility of cutting down our Arc-Light sorties to around - a
month.
Mr. MAIITON. Rather thanGeneral RYx\. 1600. For the past 2 months we have been running
about
, Mr. Chirman-during the months of August and
September.
Genera-l CRow. Tailored to the current. levels of activity. It would
not represent a reduction from current levels of activity.
I)EPLOYMENT OF F-111 TO ENGLAND

Mr. MAIHON. Is the Air Force deploying the F-111 to England in
support of NATO ?
General RYAN. That is correct. It. deploys next year, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAIHON. Wlen next y1ear?
General R Y,\X. In the fourth quarter of fiscal year 1970.
Mr. MNIAON. Wlht is the general view of the necessity for this
deployment?
General RYA.. This will give NATO an all-weather deep interdiction fighter based in the United Kingdom.
Mr. MAHON. Will this precipitate additional operating costs?
General RYAN. There is some construction cost in the United Kingdom for shelters which would probably be partially reimbursed
through the NATO infrastructure.

General BoYIA-. Mr. Chairman, the deployment schedule of the

wing to England, its location, first, is Upper Ileyford, one squadron
in fourth-quarter fiscal 1970 and one squadron each in the first, and
second quarters of fiscal 1.971.
Mr. SixEs. Have those figures slipped in recent months?
General RYAN. Have they slipped?
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Mr. SxxEs. Yes,

General BomLN. I think not, Mr. Sikes.
NUMBER OF PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO OSI) AND JICS

Mr. MArON. Mr. Secretary, in your formal presentation you state
"The Services have moved from a loose association with one anotherto a highly centralized defense system in recent years." You go on to
state that "steps are being taken to reverse the trend," and that "overcentralization can affect both initiative and responsibility at lower
levels."
The committee notes that there are 490 civilians and 1,485 military
1)ositions assigned to the organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
and 1,935 civilian and 720 military positions assigned to the Office
of the Secretary of Defense. Your statement would seem to imply that
you are making an al)peal for a significant reduction in t hee two
areas; is that correct? What would be your comment?
Secretary SEAMIANS. My comment would be that in the system acquisition process-it is a continuous one-I believe that the actions
were much too highly centralized in the OSD. Mr. Packard and Mr.
Laird were concerned about this. In connection with the F-15 prograin, we are putting greater responsibility in the project office which
is located at Wright Field. We are putting a general officer in charge
and we are making it clear that although supported by the Wright
Air Development Center, this project officer reports directly to General
Ferguson. He, in turn, on these matters reports directly to General
Ryan and myself. So that we have a much shorter reporting line than
we have had in the past. We have greater responsibility for the program within the Air Force than we have had in the last.
I would agrie with your comment that reductions in persoinel are
in order, not only in the OSD but also in the Secretariat of the Air
Force and also in the Air Staff. We are making reductions of time
order of 10 to 15 percent in order to put greater responsibility, if you
will, in the field. We have moved the project monitor on the F-15
from the Air Staff out to Andrews, the Systems Commanid there, as a
further means for 1)lacing the action in the field and giving the re.
sponsibility and authority to people in the field.
Mr. MA1oN. For the record, would you provide the imnl)er of Air
Force, civilian and military personnel , assigned to the OSD and JCS
for each of the last 5 years? Put that in the record.
(The in formation follows:)
NUMBER OFAIR FORCEOFFICERS AND ENLISTED AIRMEN ASSIGNED TO OSDAND JCS AT THE ENDOF FISCAL
YEAR AS SHOWN
OSD
Fiscal year
1965
---.--------------------------1966
..............................
_---------- -.----------1967
..............................
1968
1969
..............................

Officers
159
191
196
198
224

Enlisted
46
55
62
66
69

JCS
Total
205
246
258
264
293

Officers
249
261
287
283
319

Enlisted
163
162
182
202
216

Total
412
423
469
485
535

Note: The Department of the Air Force has hadno civilian employees assigned to OSDor JCS at any time during the
I i115years.

IlWONN.\TssANCE AIRICRIAFT FOR SOCTI VIENrXAM

Mr. M,\irox. With respect to the RF-5A aircraft, there have been a
total of 54 RF-5A aircraft purchased to date for the South Vietnamese
Air Force; is that correct?
General CRow. There are some RF's and some F's. You probably
have the totals of both of those figures and it is a little high.
General RYA,,. That is correct. Through fiscal year 1969 we have
bought 42 F/RF-5's for the VNAF. The 54 number includes Thailand
and Korea.
Mr. MAioN. Is this number sufficient to fulfill the reconnaissance
requirements?
General Cuow. No sir, because we are now putting together the 1971
budget and we have identified a small additional number.
Mr. MAMON. You mean, you may want the additional number of
these a ircra ft?
General CRow. Yes, sir.
General RYAN,. Only of the RF.
Mr. MAIIoN. Suppose you denied yourself the fiscal year 1970 request
for the 10 additional RF-5A, what would be the consequence?
General CRow. Mr. Chairman, I believe those 10 split into six and
four, RF-5's for the VNAF and F-5's for Thailand.
The South Vietnamese have a very limited reconnaissance capability.
The six aircraft that are in the 1970 buy I believe are the first for the
South Vietnamese. We are headed in the direction of giving additional
capability to the South Vietnamese Air Force and I think it would be
a mistake to outright eliminate it.
Mr. SIKE . Do you feel you also need the additional F-S's that are
requested in the fiscal 1970 budget?
General Cnow. Yes, sir, we do.
Mr. Si r.s. Both the RF's and the F version?
General CRow. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAHON. Is that the firm conclusion of the Secretary and the
Chiefs of Staff?
General RYA,,. Yes, sir.
Secretary SEA-IANS. Yes.
General RYAN,.
You see, the Vietnamese picked up the original
"Skoshi Tiger" F-5's that went over to Vietnam some one and a half
years ago and they have been flying them for the past year.
Mr.
JIa~oN. What other aircraft are used by the Vietnamese At':
Force for reconnaissance purposes and how many such aircraft do the
Vietnamese have?
General RYAN. Outside of perhaps a couple of A-i's, Mr. Chairman
General BOYLAN. Currently there are about four types that are classified as reconnaissance aircraft authorized for the South Vietnamese
Air Force; RE-S's to be delivered; EC-47's,
of those; RC47's,
U6-A's,
-.
So the six RF-5's that are scheduled for
them are very important to their reconnaissance capability. They do
have, as the Chief of Staff mentioned, 18 F-5's, and the RP-5's in the
1970 budget will sup)ort the initial buildup of their programed RF-5
force. The Thai Air Force currently has 10 F-5's and they will subsequently go to 12. Some of the F-5's in the 1970 budget will support
their attrition requirements.

Mr. AlLxs
i, 4 .-IN
. How many F-5's ill
the 1970 budget, Plea.e?
General Citow. Four F-5's; and six RF-5s.
F_ 111)
OVErIr.IMET COSTS or11,MN[r.
Ml%. With respect to the F-1 111) aircraft. you are requesting
$72 million for o-er-target costs of the F-1ill) aircraft. During the
)rocurement hearings we discussed what the effect would be if these
finds were denied. We were told tlmt denial woul(l mean the deletion
of al))roximately nine aircraft from the 1968 buy', l'at effect would
such a re(luction have on the production rate?
General CitoW. 1 don't believe itwould necessarily have an effect
on the l)roduction rate per se, but. it might adversely impact the entire
contract. The overtarget, amount would have to be *provided. It could
be arbitrarily equatedto a number of aircraft for a.sessing total l)ro grain impact.
Colonel Buckinguham, will you elaborate ?
per
Colonel BuCKxoIm\.. The reduction will ie fromI a
month rate to a per month rate in about 9 of the 12 months of
calendar year 19711. So it will reduce the production rate. The contract
which now covers all but two of the fiscal year 1970 quantity of 68 aircraft, of course, could be extended into fiscal 1971, but. we would reduce
the rate down to what we consider to be below minimum sustaining
rate.
M. MlAloN-. For the record, when would the impact of sul(ch a delet ion he felt.?
(The information follows:)
electionn of liile, aircraft from the P-111 Niseal year 1)70 buy Nvouid reduce
the F-111 production rate to
aircraft per ionth for 1) months. This woUl(l
first i11me(t (oil (liveries in April 1971 and(contime through I)ecemher 1971.

Mr. A3llm . If such a re(luction is made, would the fiscal year 1971
program h e increased to pick up the nine aircraft so that the production rate remains the same but the production is completed at an
earlier date ?
Colonel BtcKI.oII.M. It. is planned at. the present. tne, .sir, but
we could if funds were available.
('A1IIY-TIlRO1COTI BOX -MODIFICATION TO F-I1

Mr. MAIMN. What is the status of tlme carry-through box modification to the F-111 aircraft?
Secretat SEMANs. Let. me say a few words about it and then General Ran can follow along with t.he discussion.
This4 is obviously an extremely important element in the l)rocureinent of these aircraft and in their operational use. We have run extensive tests with modifications to the present wing box. Ve have also
had under contract at Lockheed, North American design study contracts on an alternate wing box. We believe with the modifications to
the present box we can operate these aircraft on the order of 4 years
but that the time will come when we will want, to make a change and
pIut a new wing box in.
We have had a group) of scientists and engineers under the aegis of
the Scientific Advisory Board who have been studying the extensive
3'6-73,-1-69 -11t. 7-
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test program we have been running on the wing box down at Fort
'Worth at General I)ynamnies, and they are in the process of putting
together
their
recommendations.
Needless
to final
say, we
have gone through this in great detail
with the
.kusit rians who are buying the F--l11C and they have been satisfied
tlmt we are on top of the wing box prol)Ielis and they are going to
take delivery of tie 24 F-111Cs subject to com)letion'of lhe present
test program that is going on at General Dynamics.
(General RY . Th'[e only thing that I have to add to the Seretary's
statement, is that. we care now re('eivingr aircraft, with the modified winilg
box, both off the1 product ion line and oi fhe modification lme. T hey are
going into tile squadrons at Nellis Air Force Base, Las Vegas,I and
Cannon Air Force Base. N. Mex.
Mr. MI
How long have you been working on this wing box
H,.
Problem now?
Secretary S
I can only answer they have been working on
it extensively since Felbruary 15th when I joined the Air Force. I know
it hlad been going on long before.
General *JEFriYm.. It has been 1 year.
Mr. MINSALL. What is the actual status of the test date and when
(io you expect to coml)lete it?
General JEFFIREY. 'AVe have coml)leted tests which satisfy us that the
wing box is good for approximately 4 years, in the neighAborhood of
2,000 hours. We have satisfied ourselves to that extent. We "are releasing them upon modification to the wing boxI'r. M,,sIAL,. That is with no restrictions on the flight eharacteristics, six g.'s, and so forth ?
General JhrmuFY. That is right. They' are being restricted to what
we call 80 percent load factor. This is the normal restriction for the
newer airplanes in development. Ve consider it esscntinllv mnrestricted. It will go to 100 percent after further static tests hnve been
done.
M[r. MixsrAL. 'When will those he completed ?
General Ji'vmry. These will go on over a period of years. This is the
same routine of inspection that all other types of airl)lanes go through.
To (late 36 airplanes have )een accepted as having completed the
modification and are unrestricted, 42 are in the modification prog'nlm
at the present time.
Mfr. AINSIALt. What res-trictions did the Australians put on their
aceeptanee of these aircraft?
General JFFREY. There are some tests still going on at. Fort Worth.
The Australians indicated that 'they would accept their airplanes but
hinged the acceptance of thie, airplanes upon completion of these tests.
Mr. MIINSITALI. 'What is the completion late, again, of these tests?
General *TFFRry. 'We expect these tests to be. completed about thle
1st of December.
Mr. MAITON. You are speaking here of where the wine. attaches itself to the fuselage and the problems arising out of that: is that risdit,?
Secretary Sri,.kNrAs. The box that goes right, through the fuselage
that holds 'the two bearing.4 on which the wing pivots. It is this carrythrough box that we are talking about.
Mr. MuoN. It does relate to the attachment of the wings to the
fuselage?

Secretary Sc.\.
es.
Mr. MAimoN. This is where you had the l)1oble11, or one of the
I)roleus ?
General RYA\ . Tiat iscorrect.
Secretary SE,\N,'S. That is correct.
Mr. MAI[M. Now, would you advisedus of the further restrictions
currently being imposed on the F-11 's? Have y(ou given us all ther.
is on that, the rest rictions iiml)osed?
Secretary SIE.\At31Ns. General Jeffrev just indicated that we are flying these tirl)Ianes at 80 percent of the, design load factor, which'is
normal or the aircraft, at this stage of development.
Mr. MAxJmo,. I understand. lut there is nothing other than that?
Secretary S1.,\r,\s. Nothing other than that that, I am aware of.
Is that true ?
General RAN. Mo major restrict ions. *Ve do have a restriction o
(live brake operation above 400 knots at the present time.
IMPC' OF 'm.\K IT AVIONICS ('ANCEILATION

Mr'. M,ltiox. I quote from General Ryan's statement on lpage 9."he
Mark I avionics, while an extremely'good system, is simpliv costing
too much. Conseqluentl y, we are reorie citing the program t and canceling
it after 96 aircraft. F~or the remaining F-111 aircraft planned for
l)roellreient we will use a simpler system at a savings of about $1
million per aircraft." Will you please state to us what impact this will
have on the fiscal 1970 budget and where, if we made the reduction,
which you indicate you are going to mahke, where it should be a))lied,
General Crow .
General ('iiow. We will (10 that, si.
('he information follows :)
IMPACT OF FISCAL YEAR 1970 BuD.n'T REGARDING MARK II CANCELLATIONS

Tie incorporation of a simpler avionics system will be effective on 60 of the 0k8
aircraft in the fiscal year 1970 buy. However, the total liseal year 1970 budget
requirements will remain the same as the following table shows :
11;ion
Total finaning-fiscal year 1970 budget submission ---------------- $727.2
53.9
F-111W configuration savings -------------------------------Increase fiscal year 1970 for fiscal year 1971 advance buy ----------- +35. 7
+ 3. 1
---------------------------Reduction in prior year credits

Additional engine and peculiar supl)ort eosts -------------------New tasks

+ 5. 6

-----------------------------------------+ 9. 5

727. 2
Revised fiscal year 1970 requirements -------------------------The increased advance buy requirements arise from the need to Implement a
follow-on contract. The new tasks are predominantly revisions to electronic
countermeasures equipment to meet the revised threat. Other changes are due
to engine termination costs resulting from the program reduction made last
year and the change to the TF-30 P-100 engine, and changes in peculiar support
requirements.
MAiON. What kind of ball park figure are we talking about?
General Citow. There is no change in 1970 because of offsetting increases, The $1 million saving is an average for each F-111 aircraft
and results in a saving that would accrue iothe aircraft beyond prograin reductions beyond the 1970 buy.

Mr.
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Mr, Mmox. It will have tile main impact after fiscal 1970, then?
General Ciiow. Yes.
II

Xli IIECI('OVTEIl

Mr. Mio.\N. With respect to tile ItX helicopter, you are requesting $14.5 million for 30 new local base rescue helicol)ters designated
the HIX. Have you completed definition of your requirement for a
lon i-range program of replacing the 111--43 helicopters?
General
his is the rephicenlent for the ,1-1-43.
it.
Mr. M.TION. Have you conlpleted your definition of the requireluents .?
General Cyow. 'We have defined the requirement. This represents
the first increment. 'We would like to proceed with an additional fiscal
year 191 buy but, consi(lering the overall budgetary situation as we
are developing the fiscal 1971 budget, we would in effeet stretch this
increment and not procure an additional 19711 quantity. The late fiscal
year 1970 appropriation should )ermit us to reorder in fiscal year 1972.
lMr.MAHION. -low many local base rescue helicol)ters of all types are
nowv in the Air Force inventory ?
General BOYIAN. Mr. Chalrinan, it is on the order of 140. We are
currently authorized, based on the criteria for local base rescue protection, about 150 UE helicopters and we are some 25 aircraft short now.
The requirement as we l)roject it is based on DOD planning factors.
II EIACOIMI'ERS ASSKINEI) 01,llEIa TiiIIAN 1111-43

Mr. M.AITO-. lHow manly of the 07 bases at which the 11-1-43 helicopters are now located have other helicopters assigned to the base?
General BOYILAN. I will have to supl)ly that.
Mr. MAImoN. Give the details for the record.
(The information follows :)
Fifteen bases, worldwide, have other helicopters assigned in addition to III--43
aircraft. These helicopters perform other missions.
Andrew'4 Air Force Base -------------- ('1-21. 171-1 F. r1i-I F.
I)avis-Monlhan Air Force Base --------- (II-,.
I''1 -IF,
Edwards Air Force Bas -------------- 11-13. CII-31,, 11 I-1F.
Eglin Air Force Base ------------- (1-21,
I-1P. 1II-1F, HH-3E, HH-53.
Iolmnestead Air Force Base------------H-21.
MdtionelI Air Force Base ------------HIT-IF.
Shaw Air Force Base----------------CII-3E.
Sheppard Air Force Base-------------- CH-30. TH-IF.
('lark Air Base---------------------11-19. HIi-3E.
IaNang Air Base -------------------(1-:3E, IIII-3E.
()san Air Base ----------------------H-19.
Ramostein Air Base------------------H-19.
Tit i Soi Nhut Air Bae --------------- 1H-1F.
Udorn Air Base---------------------11-3E, 111-53.
Wheelits Air Base -------------------11-1-3E.

Mr. MAlox. Are aly
111-43 helicopters 1( ing returned from
Vietnam?
General BOYFN.\. At the present time: no, sir.

'l'IMINO OF

MIIX (CONTI(IN(

Mr. MiiEoN. You had planned to issue RFP's on the HIIIX in
September and award the contract in )ecember, What are your estimated dates now?
General Ju*'rnmrv. We are in the process of working up the request
for proposals on this, Mr. Chairman. They have not as yet, been issued.
Mr. MA O.N. We are interested in knowing what the impact of this
decision would be on your fiscal 1970 budget, you see, because we are
working on dollars.
Secretary SEA1ANS. We could supply that for the record.
General CRow. Mr. Chairman, it would have no impact in NOA
because we would buy them on a fully funded basis. However, it
would have a favorable but minimal impact on outlays because we
would be letting the contract at a later date.
MrN.MAHON. Expand on that for the record.
('1lhe information follows:)
The local base rescue (LBR) mission is of great importance to the Air Force.
This mission Is conducted with HH-43 helicopters. The 1111-43 was develo)pedl i
195,8 and produced front 1959 through 196i3. The LBR force is authorized 150
telieopters with 17 additional as attrition replacements. In fiscal year 1965 the
Air Force, by necessity, deployed 32 of these helicopters to SI'A front CONUS
bases. Replacements were not authorized. Currently because of combat and norimal losses, the LBR force stands at 140 with no attrition quantity available. This
figure in(eudes three awaiting crash damage repair.
New procurement to correct this deficiency will not he available until 3/FY-72
at the earliest if a contract award can be let 1in January 1970. By that period, the
lIR force is predicted to be reduced to 133 if the planned attrition does not
Increase.
'Tim $14.5 million requested in fiscal year 1970 will he the first increment of a
tenatively planned multiyear progrant to restore the current authorized fore
level and to replace the remaining obsolete 1111-43 helicopters with a vehicle more
capable of satisfying rescue requirements.
Full funding in the amount of $14.5 million for fiscal year 1970 is required to
initiate this procurement. Funds for follow-on quantities will be addressed it
subsequent years. Because of the funding delay. the expemnditurcz in fiscal year
1970 will e)aproximate $1 milliom instead of $3.7 million as previously 1)lanned.
SHAMI-52 MOIFICATION RIEDUCTION S

Mr. MIIoN. With respect to SRAM, a further reduction has been
proposed in the funding for the 13-52 modifications because of the
R.& D. difficulties with SRAM. Does it appear that the $30 million
reduction proposed is in line with actual requirements for fiscal year
1970?
General CRow. Mr. Chairman, there was $40 million for the modification of the B-52's. The Senate authorizing committee deleted that.
It has been reclamaed. The I-ouse authorizing committee has supported
it and, as it now stands, we strongly recommend that this $40 million
1)e made available.
Mr. "MAHON. You can expand on that for the record.
(The information follows:)
S.RAM B-52 Mons REDUCTION VERSUS

FISCAL YEAR

1070

REQUIREMENTS

Tie B-452 will be the backbone of our bomber force through most of the next
decade. In order for it to cope with known and predictable improvements in
enemy defenses. it. must be equipped to fight its way into its target areas. To do
its Job effectively, it requires penetration aids such as electronic counter tieas-
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ur('s and it short range attack missile. Without SRAM, the bomber force effeetivene.,.s agin st terminal defenses is considerably reduced.
In the program now under consideration, the Air Force is proposing to establish
rate tooling for H-52 modification for SRAM carriage, initiate the necessary
B-52 trainer modifications for the SHAM program, and initiate the procurement
of tile initial B-52 squadron of SAM1 peculiar carrier aircraft equipments.
The Air Force now feels confident that the technical development problem
whiel occurred in the 11AM prograin have been solved and its current test scheduled will denonsirate that SRAM is ready to go into the production phase.
It is elear that the initial 1-12 modification to carry this weapon i critical
to our strategic posture. It is important that we continue to have a modern mixed
forel. Only by supporting the B-52 no(dification will we continue to have the
forces necessa ry wvhenI required.
Note: (.) October 16. 10119. tilt(, secod powered launch of at SRAM missile
front a B-52 was made over the White Sand Missile Range, N. Mex. The objict Ives of tlhe test were satisfactorily aconilisled inludilgr completee burn of
both mliotor pulses and onflrnmation the missile imltmeted in the programed target
area. 'lhe test confirmed the abilityy to launch from an external store posian( to verify full seale system capaldl'ity to achieve inissile
tiotn ot! a i-52
traje(.tory. tuaneuverability. range and speed reqllirentets for at low level trt.ajectory to a forward target at iear lmixinulml range.

Mr. MAmtrx. I[ow (loes the Ierformance of SRAM compare With
its designed range and how atcctimatte has SIZAM beelu in these tests?
How close is it to the specified mt.c'tracv
generall l10Ax. We havp only ha(l one lashed-tip flight test of the
G
8RAM. Mr. ('hairmitat. 'h1le 'est uitsile was destroyed by rance
safety I)efote it completed its flight, So( I can give you nothing On tie
acv.ura('Y.
Mr. 'i ImoN. If t1o SRAM production funds ate provi(lel in fiscal
veat 1970, should tle $40 million ot'r mo(lific.ation of the B-52 he
ileleted ?
generall (rzow. It vould he desirable to have it, sir.
General IYA,,. 'To h'*ve it, yes.
Mr. MAlo. Why?
General '10N-w. 3ecaulse of tile lea(ltimte int-ol ved.
MIr. MA.mI
. Witlh W's)ect to Sp)ares, to what extent have program

slippa'.fes. flying hour reductions and reduv'ed activities in Vie'tmni
i'edueed the ftuud mug 1e(llil'enmtents for ii;!t ial and rel)lellishllelit spares

in fiscal vear 1970 .
(1cnerit] ('tlow'. I will have that ill the 1ist. for yott titis a fternoon, sir.
lUN'It'1N'S

REDUCTION

M'. MALkO-. You are re(questillg $1,294,:,"00,000 for munitions antd
associated equipment. The first quarter of the fiscal yearl has been
coml)leted. 1Hw has the level of expenditure of munitions in Southeast Asia COilLarcd with the budget request? That, vould have an
impact on the appLol)riation.
General Cizow. Significantly lower, sir. Out. of the $1.1 billion which
the Secretary identified, there, would be in the order of $250 million
associated with munitions.
Mr. MAi[ox. A qunrteil of a billion dollars cut is associated with
munitions, then?
General Citow. Yes, sir,

Mi'. MTox. Now, will yoti give us that information in a more
definitive form?
(Thlie information follows:)
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Thelhforniation requested Is as follows:
Mtaiutloins and associated equiment account fiscal year 1970 budget involves
a 81) tilhllo reduction.
Rockets -- -3 7
C artridge.s ............................................
5. 5
Bombs 113. 5
Atomic ordnance
----------------------------------------------2.3
Tairgets -------------------------------------------------------------6. 4
Other Items ---------------------------- . ----------------------------- 18.A
Total -

180.0

Intlcl,. $33,001,000 from the fiscal year 1969 program.

Renimrks: lepending on flinal assunptions as to thi( levels of activity in SEA
additional reductions, possibly In "Bomb" aind "Other" (fusos) could be mude
to a total of $250 nllllion.

Mr. M.\miox. What. would be the dollar il)act on appropriations in
fiscal year 1970 o
installations, reductions of peroteal
1 970 of your ('losin(Y o
solilel'anid the le'sening of a(.tivity gelierally'.
General ('now. Relatively minimal in 1i)70, because any tine you
close down an installation you have 1)acling, crating, and other
charges: if people are being (lischarged you have severance pay, and
so forth. In the year that. you close blownn an installation, as otten as
not you save nothing that year. r[he big savings are in the next year.
MILITARY I'EISONNE.L APPRIOPIION
SPECIAl. (OMBA'

EI"DU(TIONS

PAY

Mr. ALMIi(oN. Will the special combat pay included in the budget Ie
re(qure(d as )udgete(d, or cani that figure be safely re(hlced?
GeneralI (' tow. 'Phere. probably can be some reduction to that, but
if you recall the figures we quoted about, withdrawing from Vietnam,
relatively'-v small numbers are involved with rCspect to the Air 1 oi'ce.
There could be a small adjustment.
QUARTEIIS

ArOWA N('S

Mr. M.liox. Could there be ain adjustment associated with housing
alld temiporalry lodging allow nce?
General (.mlow. There could be some, sir. Now, in the $1.1 billion
figure which the Secretary quoted there is just over $100 million for
military jiersoniel. In thatt. estimate we are taking into account these
kinds of things. So there would be in terms of the budget before you a
reduction of over $100 million in NOA for military personnel.
REENIASTM11NT BONUSES

Mr. Mano\. Would you be able to make reductions below the budget
in reenlistment bonuses?
General Citow. Yes , sir. That is also taken into account.
Mr. MAluox. We will ask you to give us more. definitive information
with regard to that for the record.
(The- information follows:)

R FICTION IN RIRENLISTMENT 130-NUs

A reduction of $4.2 million In reenlistment bonuses uxrs made based upon a
reassessment of first term reenlistment eligibles. This was taken Into account
in the overall military personnel appropriation reduction.

Mr1. MAjlo-. Commercial air travel can be cut, can it not?

General ("now. Yes, sir; transportation across the board.

Mr. MAmx-IO. Then you have indicated that maybe personnel assigned to OSD and JC9 could be cut?
General Cow. That is not within our province, sir, but we would
si 5r.
)port
It.
MAHON.
With respect to troop

strength we have discussed that

and you have given us or will give us accurate figures.
General Ciiow. 50,000 reduction.

Mr. ANDmws. Does that include the 25,000 withdrawn from South-

east. Asia?
General Cytow. We are nomt withdrawing that number.
Secretary
SEAIlANs. 2,500 Air Force.
Mr.
ANDEws.
2,500?
General CRow. I think you are referring to one of the total Defense
withdrawals, Mr. Andrew's, )ut, within the 50,000 we would take into
account the Air Force withdrawals which are a far smaller figure.
CIVIllAX F*MPLOYMENT REDUCTION AND SAVINGS

Mr. MAioN. Will you give us the value, al)propriation wise, of the
reduction in civilian (ml)lovees ?
Secretary S.: VrAxs. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
SA' Ns RLA'rsnD TO REIDUCTION IN CIVILIAN P1EII.OXNEI,

It is anticipated that the phased reduction during fiscal year 1970 of 13.000
direct hire civilian employees will reduce gross civilian payroll costs by $46.7
million. The expected reductions by appropriation account are:
Operation and maintenance, Air Force ------------------------------32. 4
Research, development, test and evaluation, Air Force ---------------S. 8
Air Force Industrial fund ------------------------------------------3.7
Operation and maintenance, Air National Guard ---------------------1.8
The indicated savings resulting from the reduction in It rsonnel will be offset
by the added personnel costs associated with average salary increases.
PAYMENTS ABOVE IASIC RATES

Mr. M.\lIoN. Also information that you might have with regard
to other exrsonel comlpensation in tle budget.
(Tei
information follows:)
OTHER PERSONNEL COMPENSATION

SAVINGS

RELATED TO PERSONNEL CUTS

The preceding reduction of $46.7 million in gross civilian payroll costs includes
a reduction of 3 percent or $1.5 million related to other personnel coipenisatlon,
for example, overtime pay, holiday pay, Sunday pay, nightwork and post differentials, cost of living alloxVance, hazardous duty pay and other payments above
basic rates.

Mr. M.xiiox. Mr. Sikes?

Mr. SIKEs. In conection with cuts in civilian personal, the questionn
has been raised-and I think it is a legitimate onie: Why (lout you
reduce overtime and thereby reduce the number of people who are
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'oing to be terminated? This is a serious matter for a lot of people.
"By iold(ing onto overtime and letting individuals go, you are benefiting
somie and hurting others. It would seem to be a better procedure to
reduce your overtime and keep more of the civilians on the payroll.
General Cnow. I agree completely philosophically, Mr. Sikes, but
in the Air Force as well as in I)), overtime has been an item singled
out for special consideration over the years, to be kept low. The Air
Fore. lits the lowest rate of ov,-rtime of any of the three I)epartments
and there is not much room for the desirable trade-offs that you
indicate.
OTHER
T

EDIT)(YrlONS IN 0. & .N. AI'ROPITI A'IONSQ

Mr. MAlON. I wish y'ou would give us some dollar figures associated

with the reduced trailing flying hour I)rogram, the reduced aircraft
operations l)rogram, the F-100 fighter weapons program , the redepl)oyment of personnel from Southeast Asia, the reduced military
)ersonnel strength and the effect on 0. & M. of these reductions, and
the same for tho support. service contracts and a dollar figure for
A)IP programs and a dollar figure for supplies. You can give us
that for the record or for the use of the committee.
(The information follows:)
DOLLAR FiOaURs ASSOCIATEI)

WITH OTIIER Curs

ie following result in reductions in the operations and mailntetnce approl)PiatiohI in fiscal year 19,0.

Fiscal yar 1970
TOA/NOA
millionsl)

1. activate 8th Air Force IIeadquarters, Westover Air Force Base -----2. Phase-out WB-47 aircraft .----------------------------------------3. Eliminate F-100 fighter weapons course ---------------------------

$1.3
4.4
5

4. Eliminate TAC C-130 surge capability ---------------------------5. Reduce the mission support aircraft fleet by 95 aircraft --------------

12
3.0
0
2. 3
10.6
28. 0
2. 2
5. 5

6. Reduce leased long-line communications ------------------------------.
7. Reduce base level communications ----------------------------------N. D efer lease and installation of plmse II EDPE equipment ------------9. Reduce sul)p)lies and equipment ------------------------------------10. Reduce foreign technology division contracts ------------------------11. Reduce technical and other training -------------------------------12. Iteduce contract survey effort to determine suitable sites for Hard

Rock silo
13. Reduce flying
14. Reduce
15. Reduce

4.0
53. 0
.6
1. 1

------------------------------------------------hour program ----------------------------------aircraft by
---------------------------------aircraft by ----------------------------------

16. ---------------------------------------------------------17. Phase-out
aircraft in
18. Eliminate one wing and two squadrons in
--------------------

.5

9--.9

19. Reduce personnel in OSAF, Headquarters, U.S. Air Force, mjor comAir Force HIeadquarters by
miands-by - - -- - and
20.
- - numbered
- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

9. 5

.1
2. 0
21. RedAce transportation costs --------------------------------------212. Reduce dependents' education consistent with personnel reductions ..- 2.0

Reduce Are Light sorties ----------------------------------Eliminate flying activities at Tachlkawa Air Force Base -----------Reduce l)rogran Inactivate the squadron in fiscal year -----------------ReasA'zgn 2
squadrons from ---..---------28. Reduce Joint Chief., of Staff exercises in fiscal year 1970-----------23
24.
25.
2(.
27.

29.

,liminate one -

Total

-

37.8
5. 5
.---------4
.5
2. 3
9. 2
1.5

squadron in fiscal year ------------------

-------------------------------------------------

1.8
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mllI)uciI)

.Mr.
Am.I)x'. 11h11t nbollt tll(, Hardl-ock l~'olaltile..so-,valhd pr'ograin of 1 )iitt-lng our ICIBM missiles ill granite, so to speak: do you
tO f ol'dv) OIl this in l:-al I970 as it wasin the budget,?
I)I'O1)0.
Secret' IlIW S
M.... W.e wvill pro'ose to imove allefd with till'. & l).
pro.,'ra n for I Illd rock silos.
YAx. We reduced the ,u'ver 0o thesit es.
(en('ralI
General (iow. There was attotal in tlie 0. & AV. budget for surveying'
and we are able to reduce a part of that, Mr. ('halrman, huit its far as
the total proizvai is concerned we still trollgly recoil mnd it and
propose to move forward with it.
M'. MA.lox. In fiscal 19170?
generall

'iOW.
A

Yes, sir; bilt not qliite as rapidly.

Mr. ,ilox. "ou
So v will inike
generall (1 now. Yes.
X(s.
Secretarvy SYe..s.
Mrr. AI.Il'lOx. Will V'ou gi
be illvi'\V
ltilnts
,s.'sof
(:your
that
r'ir SEM.:
Sect would
IL (T

son, rdluct ionsl?
as to what v',)ur require?
reduced
is in ourl )i'gaillin"?
ist.
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MJr. MA,\IoN. Who is going to train helicopter pilots, and at what
cost, for tile Air Force?
General CIow. The Army is training' them, sir. I ai soi1'. I sir: did
helicopter
Ioi say tile VNAF helicopter p)ilots ? We will train our own hl
pilots. rie. ki'liV is t raining tle 'ietnilese Air Force helicopter
pilots for uIs.
Mfr. MALllo'x. 1)o 'oi l)l'OpOSe to colitile the training of helicopter
pilots for the Air Fi'ore in tixed-wing aircraft in additio-n to their hellicopter training ?
"
. Yes, sir.
General RYN,\

Mr. MlION'. You adhere strongly to that view ?
G(enleral RYAN.. Yes, sir.
Mr. M,\ibo.'. Of course, the Aryi1 doesn't (10 that.
(General ('low. No, sir. As voll lnow, this has been a1matte tlit the
buier of years. You have always
comilittee has Consile'ed for a n
We
questione(d isand we have. investigatlcd it extllively and llilin ilw
in fixed-wing aircraft first.
should(1 o it by 'trainiih~l"
Mlr. MAHlION. T rain tltein in fixed-wing aircraft and then train then
as helicopter pilots?
G-leneral Cuow. Yes, Mr.Chairman, but it is hiporitant. to note that.
w'e Ise,them as fixed-wing pilots for at least one full flying tour before
they woul(1 le converted to liel icol)ters.
Mfr. MNfAIN. Are the Army he Iicopter pilots who tire traille( just in
helicopter work inud not inilxe(1-wing just. isgood in the field of helicopter operations as the AiI.Foree ?
General Citow. I would assuine so, in helicopter opel'ation.
I believe if yOil take it illtennis of iillib's the )erG(enera l R ,,N.
centage of helicopters that we have to total airframnes is quite low. The
p)er'centage of helicopters with respect to fixed-wing aircraftil tile
Arlly is veiy high.

General Crow. They have ai mass production problem , Ours is a spe(Cialized problem.
Mr. XI1N-sRIAt., lhe (,hlilrniil) asked itmllolient ago al)out chopper
lotst. How many do you have, that is, porsonnelwise in chopper pilots
now 1Ctiially 1iUly t lailied?
General iYAN.'Couhll we suly)l)lv that for the record ?
Mr. M xstI,,. Yes.. Also ho'w many you have in training.
General R'\x. ine. We will get that for' you.
('le informal tion follows :)
The Air Force, os of June,30, 10119, had 1,023 fully (pllilled helicop~tter pilots
azssigi(d to helicopter duly. Addltionhally there were 135 slud(ent ellopter pilots
III irahing for .ub.sejtuient a-signinvit to Southea.t Asia.
I'lOT lEQ1i1tM INTS

Arr. MA lIox. Are you going to reduce your pilot product ion ?

( general I Y.\ \. No,sir. We had not plalned )nit.

Mh'. MA\l1tN. That is not a part 01 OIll' l)lrotv'l Ill ?
(teral Ry.\x. No. sir.
Secretary'
A..xs..Net
nlw, e have aI hc klog of riiii rements.
We atmally have a pilot Ahortiage at this tinie. This is no it 0l1itter-we are not ina posit ion to tmalk edc(tiilt.ti
in this area.
Mr. MA.\ toN. With tile (leelining uuniher of aircra ft you seem to need
n1or0 and more pilots. Now, is it that a lot of pilots really (1o n ot fly
eXcel)t forGeneral RYAN. ('01ild I a(l(iSs Ithat one. Mr. ('hairn1an ?
Mr. MAkItIo. Yes.
(e,eral R16-% 'l'heseT
are rmnd figures: We have a requiremient for
alout ,000 pilots in the Air ForT. At tile pres(,int time we have
roughly 2,,50) pilots \whto tire not illpilot jobs--poition.. hllado noc
relu ire a )ilot. We exali1i Ied t his list of 2,5)0. Now, tlit total ha,s conwi
down froni some 10.000 2 years ago. In examining this 2,;)00 we find
ver" few that we call get out of it Iecaulse they are generally the type
that. would need to go through refresher training or art 111) fou ([is'large. So we do not have a lot of pilots who are not inl pilot jobs.
'lhi is with resl)ect to pilots in the grades of lieutenant colonel and
below, Mr. (iairn1ai.
Mr.ALMON. )O1 iilot jobs mean a(,tuallv flying .ireat'ralt.
(enlleral RY.AN. 'Iere
ar'. some that are niot iln
cockpits-but they are
relatively few compared to the total nulnmbers: but there are jobs \'lere
a flying baekgrounid is a necessity in order for them to do their mission.
Mr. M.ito,. Were we wrong when we had so many more pilots in
nonflyiug jobs or are we wrong now when we have a dramatically
smaller number il nonflying jobs ? What is the explanation of that ?
General RY,%x. My l)ersonal opinion is that. there is a balance between where we were and where we are now. I think we should have
Iliore pilots behind the lie, because if voil (10 not., then you get into a
career progression situtat iou for all oflicer. Of the ollicers that are not
ill flying jobs today, for instance, we have about 52)5 il systens eolnnal. 'These are officer who have R. & I). backgrounds lnd are runfing
our Weapon systems program. In the main jthey have completed
their to d.dilnSoanleast Asia
have gone back to the sYstels
(cOllillill|11(.

Mr. Riolms. General, what is the level of pilot training for fiscal
1970 is it ll) or down?

General R,'x. It is up. The 3,941 for 1970 compares with 3,558 for
PILOT TRAINING IASES

Mr. RIJomrs. Will this reituire the activation of ailny more bases j
General RI,\x. No more than are presently activated. The last )ase
was activated for pilot training some 6 mouths ago and I give that
6 months as an approximate figure.
Mr. RImDES. Would you put in the record the names anid locations
of the pilot training l)as ?
generalal RYAN. Yes, sit'.
(Tie information follows :)
Name and locations:
('olmlnbus APB, ('oluambus, Miss.
Craig AFB. Selina, Ala.
lamlo APB, lare,(o, Tex.
Laughlin APB, Del ilo. Tex.
Moody AFB, Valdosta, Ga.
Randolph ALB. San Antonio, Tex.
Ree ,e A'B, Lubbock. Tvx.
Vance A1B, Eid. Okla.
Webb AFB, Big Springs, Tex.
WVilliamns AF,' Chandler, Ariz.
S IIORTAG
11
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Mr. MINSiiA.m,. Mr.Secretary, you said you have a shortage of )ilots

ll0W ./

Secretary SE,.,s. I was saying that this reserve, if you want to
call it that, of 2,500 is too low. We should have more tridned pilots
who are in other than straight flying jobs. If we are going to have
responsible, mature officers. in the Air' Force they have to have an
opportunity as they )rogress to take oil other responsibilities than
just straight flying We have to have the option of shifting them out
of flying full periods of time into other jobs in the Air Force. Their
careers muSt involve more than just flying.
Mr. MuNsILIL. How long has this sliortage existed which you
mentioned a moment ago?

Secretary SAiANs. We had at review of this in detail at the recent
commanders conference which we held. My recollection from that conference is that this has been getting progressively worse over itcouple
of years.
generall RYAN. I would say that our pilot losses over the last 5
years have been greater than our pilot gains through training.
Mr. MxsuAhtL,. What is the reason for the losses?
General RYAN. Termination of length of service, resignations, inducements on the outside.
Mr.MIXSIAmL. Thank you.
Secretary SEAMANS. This is a situation that. tends to get progressively wmore; as you get low in pilots you tend to make them fly more,
and this causes more pilots to resign tor retire.
-Mr. RloDrEi. )id the figure that you gave me, General, include the
training of pilots for tile Air National Guard and Air Reserve?

General RY.m Yes. We train 145 pilots each year for the Air Na-

tional Guard.
Mr. RiimEs. That figure was included in the 3,941 that you gave'?
General RYtN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Ritonms. Let. me say, as a former Air Force Officer, nonflying,
I think you are way too low on pilots in nonflying jobs. You might
think that; I would think the other way but I do not.. I think there are
certain jobs in the Air Force that really need to be handled by )eo)le
with flight training and I suspect that'there are a lot more thil 2,500
of those. If I were to set the pattern, I w)Iild say that figure ought to
go lip.
Secretary SEA,1ANS. We feel that way. We feel we are short by the
order of 5,000 or so.
Mr. MAnoN . With respect to communications, could we make a
reduction in tlhat $198.5 million figure for fiscal 1970?
General CNow. Yes, Mr. Chairman, we can, and it will be identified
in the list, we are talking about, this afternoon.
Mr. MmNo. What do you have in mind with regard to the Joint
Continental Defense System Integrated Planing Staff? Is that a,
new layer to be added someplace? There is $400,000 slated for that.
General CRow. Yes, sir. That is a DOD-JCS-sponsored activity. It
is to provide planning and policy guidance at JCS level relative to the
future of the Continental Air Defense Command and NORAD. Recall
that Army and Air Force units are involved and, you need a neutral
referee at a high level to make the planning and )olicy matters effective, sir. That is what this office is primarily designed to do.
REI)UCTIONS

ASSOCIA'PEI) WITI

C-5 PROGRAMII

Mr. Mo-N. What reductions can be made and will you make in
your fiscal year 1970 program with respect. to the C-5A?
Secretary S&,AMAN s. With regard to the C-5A, we recommend that
the full amount that we requested be included in the appropriation.
This includes not only the funds for the 4th squadron, not only the
funds to cover over-target in previous years, hut also the $52 million
that is in there for long lead items for the 5th and 6th squadrons. It
is true that we have not yet made a determination as to whether we
will go ahead with the 5th and 6th squadrons. This is a determination

being made in connection with the 1971 budget. There are many ways
of looking -at the requirement for thle number of squadrons required.
Itverybodi, agrees -that we need the four squadrons. There are some
who feel thiat with our reduction in our world posture that we do not.

have to be prepared to fight a number of contingencies simultaneously
and that we can make reductions for that reason. However, we have
a production line. Once we stop that production line, it will be prohibitively costly to start it again and ve may for that reason want to
take out some additional insurance over the 4th squadron and procure additional aircraft with the 1971 funds. But this is a matter still
under review at this time.
Mr. Mmox. In other words, you want. us to provide funds which
you are not sure yet you will actually use.
Secretary SE.\mAs. That is correct.

General CRiow. Mr. Chairman, I wold point out that the Senate
Varied Services Cominittee reduced initial spares l)y $50 million and
we have not "'eclaimled" that. So that is an al))rlopriate reduction.
Mr. 'Mmtox. So we can make that reduction. Tie fact is it has
already been made. It may not be agreed to in conference, of course.
Secretary S:,\rAmxs. That is true.
Mr. A.xDRmEs. You say you are not "reclaiming" it?
General CRow. No, sit. That reduction will not come through
autliorizat io1.
LAIUE.\l: l:Qt'vs'ii)

t,\MAKLX(; V-I 2 FUNDS

\V.\ILABILE

Mr. MiLlox. Yes. Can a reduction be made in the liscal 1970 budget
with respect to the F-12 prograin by freeing up funds made available only for the F-12 by l:evious "action of Congress?
General CRiow. In 1967? the Congress made available $55 million
for the F-12 only. As the 1970 budget. was formulated this money was
shown as available and taken into account in the expenditure caleul'atious. So we can apl)ly against that ,$55 million a spending factor
and reduce the calculated expenditures that were associated with the
1970 budget by the amount that wolild have been spent had suli a
l)rogram1 been approved. Biut as far as a vial)le F-12 program is concerned, it does not, appear at this time that we will proceed with a
F-12 program. I would see no reason that that availability could
not )e1
Mr. M. o.Withidrawn?
(Genieral ('miow. Withdrawn.
Se('etar' SEA-MANS. Tlat is correct.
Mr. MA10oN. 'With res)ect to spare engines, howy much ('an you stand
by way of a reduction there in the $110.2 million?
General CRow. Is that for the C-5 program?
Secretary SFAMANS. Is that the total?
General CnoW. Thalt is total. In the $50 million that I addressed
earlier for the C-SA, a certain amount would have been for spare
engines. We will have to take the entire list of engines and go over
it in order to provide an accurate reply, sir. Some has been taken.
SI lRKUI.'lIOl'lI.\M

t{EI)r'I'TIoIN

Mr. IIAHoN. Can we make some reductions, and do you not plan to
make certain reductions in the Shrike program ?
General Citow. Yes, sit'. A3 far as thte Shrike program is concerned,
we would plan to reduce the buy in tl 1970 program.
Mr. MAHON. What would that add up to in dollars, about $10
million?
General CmOw. No, sir. It is a total of $2.4 million and the outlay
that is associated with that is $0.4 so it is $2.4 million TOA.
S11AM5H. & 1). PlROtIAM

Mr. M.%iION. How many reductions (1o you feel you will make in
the SRAM program?

General

,itow.
Th

SRAM program was reduced in the initial

alPIml(illent to the Johnson budget and we would not propose to make
aiy further reductions in the SIAMA program.
Mr. MAuOx. On 11. & ,1). you have given some sort of itstatement.
I wish you would amplify that statement for the record so we can
have the best guidance possible from you with respect to that matter.
(The information follows:)

For 11.1).T. & E., our Initial request of $3,561.2 million (excluding the $5 itll)loll (.lrry-over of fiscall year 109O AMSA funds) lhad beeni reduced to $3,261.2
by tir. .1101. eallcellntloll previotisly anilnotitced. Tile Senaflte uthliorzaltioln action
further reduced that total to $3,041.2 million. nn unacceptable level for this
rather critical area. The House autlhorization bill approves $3,241.2 millllon-fa
iIore rca|sonable level which the Oltice, Secretry of liefeinse noW suliports. this
actually relIhct.ia reduction of $36S million (Including the .\IOL) in the original
Ah l.Force request since it involves $48 million within the total which was added
by the llouse for ti free world fighter.
In conne-tloll With the overall 1)O1) guidelines established for the directed
reduction in expI.n(litures. including the M01. we have tentatively phnmc to
reduce thi R.I).T. & E. appropriation itexcess of $101 million In obligating atthority. However, that may be excessive and could result in rather serious linpa(t upol a11aiumber of imlrtaint Air Force It. & 1). programs. The D01) Is supporting the House authorization bill and If that position is sustained in confemence we would probably elect not to reduce the R.I).T. & E. below that total
($3,241.2 million). Pending hml action on the authorizing legislation and consistent with overall Air Force program balance ucross-the-board, our reviews
related to the administration's program for reducing total 1)01) expemndiltures
might permit the establishment of an RI).'T. & E. appropriation level for fiscal
year 1970 t about the $3,241 million currently it the House authorization bill.

Sovi-r Missi , CAABm'rx
.\Lr. M.\iiox. I would like to step away temporarily froln detail and
1sk a policy question, a l)iosophical* question prol)ably. We have
b~etfore us the question with respect to defense of how much is enough.
You make reference to the fact that when the Soviet ICBA[ launchers
now under construction are coml)leted and the potential submarinelaunched ballistic missiles program is concluded, "the Soviets will have
over twice as much total missile payload a,, the entire U.S. land and
sea-based inissile force."
That is your quote. Now in your opi nion just, what does this mean
with respect to a. U.S. position? Should we accelerate an antliballistic
missile system, includi ig a system capable of defending against submarine-limtinched missiles? Should we rapidly accelerate our own
ICBM force? Should we engage in a further increase in sea-based
missile power? Should we develop new lmaimed bomber aircraft as a
part of our offensive forces?
Mr. Secretary and General Ryan, just what do you advocate that we
(1o oil a basis of coulitering the'I( 'M threat, of the Sovimet Uiion ?
Secretary Sx~xs. Let me start that.
This is a very basic question and I know that there will be a great
deal more to be said after I have finished.
SOVIET MISSILE

m!IuAT

With regard to the Russian or the Soviet threat, as you indicate
(Imotitg my testimony, they are building their capability rapidly. We
know they have in excess of several hundred SS-9 launchers. This is
anl 1CBf with a throw weight in excess of ours by substantial amount.

It can deliver a very large payload in the order of 20 to 25 megatons.

We know that they are working on multiple warheads. We believe,

at least I personally believe, that this could lead to a triple warhead)

a multiple warhead arrangement whereby one of their launchers could
knock out with reasonable assurance three of our Minuteinans.
PROTECTION OF 31INUTEM1AN

FIELDS

We have looked at this in great detail from a targeting standpoint,
from the Russian standpoint, and believe we must make certain steps
to further harden our own Minuteman. We believe that we should go
ahead with the Safeguard system to give us more survivability for
two of our Minuteman fields.
Mr. MA,\ON. When you talk about hardening our own Minuteman

or Minutemans, are y6u talking about the hard rock program?
Secretary SF.AMA\NS. No, I was really talking there about the hardening of the vehicle itself so it will not be pinned down by a Russian
attack so that the radiation and other phenomena from a'blast would
not destroy any Minuteman we launched during that period of time.
I believe, in addition to this program, that I have roughly outlined,
that we should proceed with a. new manned bomber system., It is true
that if you just look at the ICBM threat that they outweigh us, by a
substantial amount, and this can be only counteracted, unless we make
a major increase in numbers of inissihs, by use of bombers. I believe
that the bomber phls a submarine-launched missile plus the ground
deployment will give us the flexibility that does provide ta credible
deterrent.
So in answer to your question, I think we must take certain steps
with Minuteman to further improve it. I think we must go ahead with
the Safeguard system to provide defensive protection for two of our
Minuteman fields. We should go ahead with the bomber.
One other part of your question related to whether we should go
ahead to further deployment of Safeguard to protect the bomber
forces. This is a matter that is still under review in connection with
the 1971 budget.
Mr. MA\HoN. Is it of special significance in your view that the Soviet
Union is moving ahead of us in the totality of its ability to launch
ICBM's?
EFFECT OF INCREASING SOVIET CAPABILITY ON DETERRENT POSTURE

Secretary SEAu.MNs. Yes; it is. I can see no reason for their doing

this except for a capability vis-a-vis the United States. They do not
require this capability, for example, in anticipation of a conflict with
China, and I know of no other country where they might want to use
this degree of capability. So they are obviously zeroing in, if you will,
on the United States and its deterrent posture.
Mr. M",\Aln,,. If this imbalainee comes about and continues, does it
tend to render the United States incapable of having sufficient deterrent power amid incapable of launching an unacceptably destructive
counterattack upon the Soviet Union?
Secretary SEM,,s. I behieve it. could lead to this imbalance. I do
not think this imbalance exists at the present time, but I believe that

the actions we are recommending ill1970 are important to maintain
our l)osture.
I should have also mentioned the need to improve our ability for
early warning, which is the reason for our satellite program that is in
the 1970 budget, so we can detect their submarine-launched missiles,
so we can detect at an earlier time launches of their ICBM's, and so
we can detect, as we cannot now detect, their fractional orbital boml)
system. But I think we have a very tough situation on our hands, and
this is one that in our budgeting we have put in a category that will
brook no reduct ion.
3I1IV SYSTE31

Mr. MAON. Il have read some statements by well-known American
citizens to the effect that the perfection of a multiple warhead, the
MIRV program, by the United States could have the most disastrous
consequences on thl peace and security of the world.
What is your view with respect to that matter?
Secretary SEA-MANS. You could sa-y that any development of military
equipment at. any stage in the evolution of iman has hiad an impact on
civilization. To mie it. depends on who has the capability and how they
intend to use it.
I believe that, with the Soviets clearly running engineerilng tests of
their system, we at the same time must develop our own cal)a)ility with
multiple warheads and l)enetration aids and vehicles of this sort that
will give us greater assurance of success, using the Minutemn, should
it become necessary.
Mr. MAHON. What are your views in regard to this, General Ryan?
General RYmN. I subscribe to the comments the Secretary made. I
would add this in addition. We have a program we are pusfling to increase the yield of our warheads and decrease the circular error prol)able so thlat we have what we call a hard target killer which we do
not have in the inventory at the present time.
Mr. MAHoxN. Mr. Lipscomb, who is a very able member of this subcommittee, is not able to be with us this morning. I am goi nl to recognize Mr. Minshall at this time for any questions he would like to a..
F-111 AIRCRAFr rnoGn.%3t
Mr.MINSI|ALL. Mr. Chairman, I would like to explore the F-111
program a little bit further.
Mr. Secretary, since you have been on board, the first pait of this
year, you have hand an opportunity to examine in some depth the F-11
program.
Secretary SEAMNANS. Yes. I have periodic reviews of all of our mIajor programs and, in addition, as the need arises special reviews. With
the problems we have had with the F-111 carrythrough structure, 1
have been involved in that as a special item. I have been involved in
the review of the Mark II guidance and navigation system. I have been
involved in discussions of whether to go ahead with the F13-111, and
we niade the decision we would stop at four squadrons. I have been
involved in the review of the propulsion powerplant, and we have
agreed to phase in an engine called a P-100 that has a greater capability, which will give the aircraft improved performance. characteristics.
36-735---69-11t. 7-4

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

In one instance I can think of, encroachment of this kind was

stopped only by the board of supervisors being very cooperative in-

sofar as the zoning was concerned. This can be done if there is a
cooperative board of supervisors, but it is really a band aid on the
problem.
I feel that there should be some planning which would indicate the
areas of greatest noise, greatest interference with ordinary use of the
terrain there, and possiBly the acquisition of fee simple title to more
land than you have so that this problem quite possibly could be abated.
General RYAN. Yes, sir.
Secretary SEAMANS. You raise a very important problem and it is
not restricted just, to the ground(, it is also a l)roblem we face in the
encroachment of the air space. I think this is a situation that is bound
to get worse as the population increases.
Right now out in California they are putting in another very large
airport that will be out pretty close to the vicinity of our Edwards
Base. They are studying that very closely with the FAA and with the
municipality.
General C2now. You are aware, I believe Mr. Rhodes, there is a
DOI) program to do just this for all three services.
(Off the record.)
INTERNATIONAL RIFLE MATCIJES

Mr. RiiO,-s. The international rifle matches will occur next year
in Arizona. Traditionally these matches have been supported by the
Armed Forces by providing personnel to do some of the tasks which
are inherent in the operation of such t match.
)o you have any plans or can you make plans to provide such
support?
(The information follows:)
While

uci events may have military benefits, the Office of the Secretary of

Defense has- previously determined that the assignment of military personnel

on a required duty basis to provide support for the world shooting championships could not be justified. Consequently, the Air Force is not permitted to
provide direct supIort to this event. Support on a voluntary basis would probably not be satisfactory.

Mr. MAJiON. Mr.

Sikes?

Mr. S1KEs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
REDUCED FUNDING INCREASES MIIITARY HISK

I have felt, that there is altogether too much emphasis on cuts in
the defense program. To me this is reminiscent of the peaks and alleys programs of other days, all of them extremely costly to us ill
military -preparedness and money, in stature and posture abroad.
However, early responses to the chairman's questions would indicate
that the Air Force is not. going to be seriously crippled, or crippled at
all, by the proposed cutslinsofar as our ability to defend in Vietnam
and our ability to carry out world coinmitmnents.
Theni a little later in the colloquoy you pointed to serious deficienSo I am somewhat. confused.
cies in our modernization program.
First let me ask this: If we can take these cuts now without being
seriously hurt, why have we not taken them earlier and saved the
money ?

Secretary SH,-ANs. As we said in response to the Chairman's questil earlier, we are increasing our risk. Just to take a case in point,
we have been cutting down and we will still further reduce our air
defense capability as it result of these reductions. We are cutting down
on the numbers of aircraft and we are cutting down on the ground
eti'iromnent. Wre had planned to keel) full force of early warning
aircraft. flying until such time as the AWACS is available. Now we
will not be able to keel) a fully deployed early warning system force
of aircraft during this period.
We are faced with the fact that a Mig fighter can come over from

Cuba and we essentially do not know itis there until it arrives in the
trafflie pattern.
Mr. SitEs. That is a very serious thing, I think. I want to get to
that later. Why do you not expand your answer for the record and see
if we (an clear u) these points.

I)o you want to add anything, General Ryan, or expand for the
reco'(l .
General RYAN. 1 think the Secretary has covered it.
M' answer in resl)onse to the (hairman indicated that as far its
*eol)ardizing the peoplee in Vietmi is concerned, we do not have the
initiative. The initiative rests with them. We are able to support with
tactical air sorties and ARC-LIGHT missions that which is required
to(lav anld we retained that capability here in the atitended budget
request.
.ks the Secret ary said, our large cuts have come in our Aerospace
I )cease ('omllnan capabilitv.
(The following add(tionl statement was supplied :)
('OXI'S Am

IR)-FE'NS

IIEDUCTIONS

For several years we have liven phasing out the older Interceptors and teit,
associated radar and control systems. This phasle out was predicatd on at planned
mo(ernization program which has been delayed. As a coutsequten.e, the interoilitor force has declined front 1.387 I'll, aircraft in 1964 to 669 'E today. and
the BOMARC force has declined from 200 to . The 174 long-range radars
in 19)64 tare down to today. The 26 command and control centers iII operation 1in 19W4 are (lown to 15 centers today. In 1964, we had 91 gal) filler radars.
Today we have
. li 1961, we had 32 back-mp control centers. Today we
have 15. The fiscal year 1970 budget actions will further reduce the interceptor
force by
aircraft. lowering our total to -V'E'.
GENEIM.ATION GAP IN AIRCRAFT DEVELOPMENT

Mr. SIKES. Let's talk about modernization for a moment.
What is the present October 1969 extent of the generation gap between modern aircraft in our Air Force and modern aircraft in the
Russian Air Force?
We talked about this back in the spring, but time has elapsed and
there wits discussion on the floor of new Russian bomber developments,
which I do not. think you mentioned. Just how serious is this generaltion gap, what. is the generation gal) between modern aircraft. in our
forces and modern aircraft in the Russian forces? What can you tell
us about it? General RYAN. If you take the tactical fighter situation or the interceptor situation, the' 106 you know, Mr. Sikes, is the last intercel)tor

that we developed. The F-4 was the I11t tgllhter-llelWe that we (Ieelsix or
yave
collie out with somlei
rilr this fille
du115
oped. The P isins
sNve different llnodels. We have areat hlloes, and we have projected
file F-i5 which isom. air siivejiority filvhter that is going through
sOulr'eeseectiori at the preselit.t ille(. WAe ilope to keep itol Itrack.
la4
1t one (llip oIt the
As falr as bolliber are cocllerned tile
line about. 1962. As v'ol kInow. we have tried to,,et 1niew bollber. From
t111
ou lttell)tS, 1ow istle time that looks
reading fle history o1'
lope to get it decision on tIlis within
the B-I. We
getti'ng
for
favorable
the Iext 30 days as far as going out for a reptest for proposal.
I think wNe I'e Iadly ill need of modernization. In o01 Air Nalional
( llard, as 'o well knOv, Ae are still flying F-S's. The transfers to
tihe (iuard alnd the Reserve Forces haveelllenirlly heen from the net i e
tlielltorv. Well. there just have not leen any trailsfers from the active
lilventr'" ill the lst coul)p of years because we had nothingg" with
which to'replace them in the a(.tiv' invenltory.
dlv ,eded callabilitv
The A-7. which is (onlin," ill, will "iye u1s ba:
in our close; all -lujport an' it will ttendI to alleviate this prol lem. it
will not solve it.
Mr. SiK.:s15 there 11Ru1ssianl holliher whiel is Ilewer than our B- 5
which is ill inventory, and is there n new Russian bomber which has
belen oh)serve-d whichc.an h)e expected to be in inventory within a short
Iime ?
SE:.\mA
Secretary]Vl't
develop,
re rsiv'e
enam
& -_) !isnlhv
, \s.
Soviet.
11n a(tryl s lesetla
A I It.& 1). It isa ms iand amore
iet rra
oelitpr'.gram tliul we have pursued il this (oulltrv bY S111)51ant ml
Arr. SiKEs. Wh1en I speak of a generationo .ap.I full thinklln of a
eollipletely newer and more modern aircraft. Then would \.on say
w lre more tlll a generation gap behindit li Russians in development
of new a irera ft??
Secretary Si:.\r.\xs. I think that we have a deficiency today. I really
believe tllait by goinr ahead with tile B-i that we will he iilovinlg out
ahead of what we bel ieve thev -will have. Arr. Siirs. But I assume 1'roni what you tell me
Secretary SEAMAXS. That. is true.
igihter-bomber and fighterMr. SIK.s. Is the same true nowi in t
interceptor category?
is now. and that is of course the reasonl
Yes, it,
Secretary SA.
we are pressing in several a-reas, tile F-i0 being one, the Sul)eriority
fighter. Again we have taken into account what; we know of their
various developments, and of course are attemptig not to come in
l)ehind them but to get,ahead of them.
Se feel similarly tiat, we want to move ont. on a true close .lp)oit
aircraft. We want to move out on the AX. All of these taking into
account what.we are observing today inthe Soviet.Union.
EVASTON OF U.S.

AIR DEFENSES

Mr. SmES. Let's talk about the Cubnn pilot; who defected.
I think we were all shaken to some extent by the fact that this
a one-man invasion of file united States, even thouoTh a
friendly invasion, which was not detected until the man was ahout
ready to land.
conlstitultedi

' e know that aircraft, can fl-y under radar, but are we this weak
(' derelict as tile case 11i1ay be t hat (I is could happen anywhere in
tIhmUnited States?
General RY. . Yes, sir.
Seeretarv Si,_.tmxs. One of the items that is particularly important
ill thi; rega1 its I iewit, s the XWACS, al airplane that will be
able to detect aircraft, right down ol the deck because it, can diflejentiate between a fixed andia moving object, and until such time as
we really move ahead with tihe AVACS I think we are faced with
just this'kind of possibility.
Mr. Siirs. No further questions.
Mi'. MIxsIlJLL. What is the nmximum height lie could maintain and
not, be detected ?,
Sev'etarv SEAMANS. We believe he kel)t belowv 30 feet except for
one excui'Siol when he went up to get his bearings and we did spot
soitlhiing, g'ot a couple I)ilps, and then lie went down again so it was
not reported.
generall R
This will vary with altitude. You have a 500-foot
T'N.
circle where you can detect air('-raft flying as low as ')0() feet. This
coverage d<-es'not extend too fa' out fioin the coast, There is a 5.000-foot
ciri'cle andl your coverage here goes farther out the lihei you get
the farther out you can be detected and the converse is triue-tie lover
yon go tlie close you can get without detectioll.
Aj . Mixsnu.. What is tile maxinumin altitude lie could maintain
and not be detected?
General RY.A.N. I would say somewhere in the order of 4 to 500 feet.
Mri. MiXSilAm,. All the wa, across?
General RY'AN. Yes, sir: because we just do not have the capability
with our present radar to see them in the ground clutter.
(OI the record.)
My. MAieo-. Mr. Davis.
OFFIC'E

RANK

s'TR uIt(IR,

M. 1).wis. General and Mr. Secret ary, I have noticed that more than
half of the officers in the Air Force are serving in grades above their
permanent rank. Would you tell us what the rationale of this extensive
temporary promotion program is?
Seci'etary SIAMAxNs. I will defer to General Ryan if I might.
General'RYA--. We use the temporar' rank 'structure because our
otlicer force today far exceeds the strengtl authorized for regular Air
Force officers. Tis means more jobs of responsibility that require men
in higher grades.
Mr. Dvis. Is this a healthy thing, having a majority of your officers
serving in ranks above their normal promotion ?
General RYAN. I believe it is a healthy thing. I believe we have to be
realists about it.
I think this is one way we can retain our officers, just because of
the monetary factor. Even with the temporary rank, a's we have said.
we are losing pilots faster than we can train them.,
Mr. DAVis. Look at it from the standpoint of the l)romotion system.
If these jobs do require officers of higher rank, does that not indicate
that the regular permanent promotion system is in need of revision?
General RYAN. Yes, sir.

a Korea comes along, a Vietnam copies along,
1no.11hen
(General
the)) tile temporary structures have conm into being and I think the
base problem is in the long term. Yes, the permanent structure does
ilned to be revised, it needs to be more flexible.
Mr. )AvIs. It is very misleading too ill this sense, that we get these
reports about the (.oll'lral)le low pay of people in the various ranks
oIf the service and the reports to Congress about how long they have to
b~e in tile service before they cain attain those ranks, but this is not certai uly a true picture where von have more than half of the officers serving il different ranks than that.
It. certainly presents a distorted picture primarily from a financial
stlldpnoiit with respect to these officers.
General Crow. I (1o not think it is distorted Ierhaps as much as the
basie underlying facts would indicate. The temporary grades have
Ieen with its so long that most people tend to think and talk in terms
of time in gra(le, as time in temporary grade, not time in permanent
grade. So that gen(erail conversation about such matters tends to ignore
or play down erimtnent grade and talk about time in temporary
grale.,
is true with respect to tile officers themselves, but I
n),\v's.
This
Mr.
am thinking in terms of the general public certainly gets an impression
that these officers atre sufl'ering much greater financial hardshil)s than
tin facts do indicate here when you look at the fact they are talking
about less than half of tie officers.
general l ()oAy. These same oflicei's are talking about financial hardships in terms of pay associated with their temporary grades.
Mr. l).vls. How do) you account for the bulge that has developed in
the ranks of colonel, lieutenant colonel, and major?
General Ry.%\. I think the Ilge in the colonel rank is the result of
World War II.
Otur rapid expansion in the years of 1940, 1941, 1942 through 19-14
Irouglht aboard a tremendous ltumlber of officers at that tine, and they
airc now coinig ti) to their '25-to 30-year service. Officers with a promotiolt list service date of 1939 will go out this year. There wais a treineit(lots tumler. For 1940. 1941 aid 1942, we are in the sane boat.
Mr. DAVIS. You tire talking about permaneiit or temporary ranks
now?

General RYA.%. Both.
Mr. l)Avis. Of counse, World War I has been over close to
:0 years. Are most of these majors, lieutenant colonels and colonels
at the present time people who were 2d lieutenants in the 1940's?
General RYAN. No, not at all. I merely say we had a large bulge in
oflleers who came in during those years of 1939, 1940, 1941 and 1942.
Mr. D vS. Bit they are not the majors, liCutenant Colonels and
colonels of today'?
General RYAN. Not the majors and lieutenant colonels, no, sir.
Mr. DAVIS. TIow (10 yot auccotnt for the )ulge in those ranks at the
paresent time ?
generall Cuow. I am itot sure in those grades we really have a bulge,
Mr. )avis.
Mr. DAv1s I ant looking at page 407 Of the record here and it shows
while yotr total officer personnel is not being enlarged in the current
fiscal y-ear, that there is a substantial increase in those categories and

tile ranks of 1st and 2d lieutemints are being substantially reh ed
but are being just about made ulp)for by tile increases in ranks in thoso
in the middle l1l'tekets.
General (itow. )o the same figures show a deficiency in captains,
for instance .
Mr. )AVIS. Captains, I do not believe so.
General CRow. In )ersonlel management for recent years, Mr. 1)avis,
we have what we term a middle management gap. It has been brought
al)out by the factor General tal
addressed so many people coming
aboard in early World War If. They have accounted for a considerable part of the colonel bulge. I question whether or not there wias a
bulge in majors. They would also have contributed to somewhat of a
blde in lieutenant colonels because a great num)er of them are still
withus.
Basically, in the captain and major grades, we have experienced
a chronic deficiency l)ecatise there hav-'e not been adequate numbers
of the younger officers reenlisting. So we have had large numbers
of older senior people but not enough people in the middle grades
lilt(] middle ages.
Secretary ME..ANs. Mr.Chairman, I think that you have a valid
vonweril heie and we would be happy to supply some (latta for the record
or give a special briefing on this, wvhatever yom would like.
Mr. 1),%vis. I have to take this uI ) with you at some other time.
General RvA. We would be very glad to) give vo a briefing on
that and give you all the detail that you would like. I would be "glad
to Send our pelonnel people over here or come over with them.,
Mr. ).vis. I (on't want to take u ) any more time on that right
mow. Thankl you, Mr. ('hairman.
Mr. NIAImmo. Gentlenten, this has been most helpful. We thank You
verv Iliil('h.
,Secretary SmIMS
Thank
'.
you, Mr. Chairman.
S-rA.E31r ()1."
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Mi. MAI'oN. We will insert in the record the statement of General
Pitts on the Air Force budget for 1970.
Mr. Chairman and meiixbers of the committee. it is a pleasure for me to discuss

tiltfiscal aspects of the fiscal year 197(0 budget estihites of the )ep.rtiment of

lie Air Force lit suiiary of all the aplprolriation and posture

ireseilittims

which you liave already heard. Since the budget estititttes submitted ii Jai-

nary 1169, were amended by this administration in March and April 1(1m9, I
will first discuss the differences between the original aml revised versiojis aid
then expllln the highlights of fiscal year 197 in eacl appropriations area. ihfore (lolmig so. I would like to ireselit eole of tillgellerIl fiscal SIlpect.s of thes,
budget estimates.
Effect of budget attefndments
A review of the biget
estiniates subiiitted to tilt('ongress in January 1911),
has led to the submission of budget amendments on March 26, 1919. for the fiscal

year 19611 sUpliimental requests and oii April 15, 1909, for the regular fiscal year
117(0 estimates.
Talbles 1 and 2 Sunnarize tile
effects of these amendments oilTOA. Frol
these tables, it should be noted that total obligational authority (TOA) was
reduced by $320.2 million for fiscal year 1969 and $785.5 nlilion for fiscal year
1970. Table 3 is a 3-year summary coiiiparlson between the original and revised

budgets of tileprogram (TOA) and how Nve Iltend to finance It. As a result of
lit(e
revision, aniadditional $238.2 million of prior year iinprogramed funds are

alpplled to fillance the fiscal year 1970 program, thereby reducig thill litotiit of

apliqllioll i
requirell to support, ft(i
rogratia. Table -1 comipares the tiew
oligatimia! nut hority (N0A ) for 3 years. Actutally, NOA Ili the( revised budget
for Ilsvid year 19170 was redui(ed by $1,02:3.7 inlilboti.
'tI'le I ejia ii iiir'it of the' Allr F'llt(' ('sttiilia tes (10 not, reflect tMe cost of the
i'lasslled'an 11111
tltary payi Illerelises willeh went Into effect oil July 1, 19619.
WINzue boa~lrdi pu rates III the fbken! year 1970 estIniates tire barnscd onl tie rates
(.xjX.(ted~ to be Ii effect. onl June 30o,1909.
I."ff#'vt. (of Ie'ci' l1 in n IE'cn (Iitire (Control .tet #ofI,90"R
,o1,41
(.4 11y wIt il IIvette anditi e ndii~Ire 0min11 l Aet iif 1968. tile Albe Force
mteeiii ildi'.led. ;is dl rt-tted by Iille (W)ihev of thec' Hevieta my of De-felixe, redle(t lons
firfls~
11e
194)nild pior jirogranlis totatlIng $1,547 inillion wichel was esti114al
lull t(A( tel devil'
(litlays
Ini fIseal yea r I1119 by $928 million. Ini order to achieve,
these i'~itbsselected jiiogriis
were deferred, call(' eled( or taubstittited. Some
(if t he I1i t'gl'st 1ivil5 il prmogt'iin re(dlitt'Iiils we're the F-i 111) I $5i96 m1111ll)
lIi III1 ($.1 ii1illon I and Manned 0rbItIng Labiomatory ($85 ialllion)
I wi*ll m flii
dscuiss dii' i5(1id highlights oIf eae(h 1191)loprlltlon.
FISCAL YEAR1969BUDGET
HIGHLIGHTS MILITARY PERSONNEL, AIR FORCE
tin milions of dollarsl

A
Fiscal ieat

Fiscal )ear

Program (total obtiglat authority) as enacted submited
.....
6,098.0
program (total Obligtinal authority)
asamended............ ..... .......... 6,093.6
flew obligational authority (N0A) as enacted'submitled------------------------6,098.0

51959.0
5,952.8
5,959.0
9,952. 8

Nev., obhigationgl authorityy(NOA) as ame~nded---------------------------------6,093.6

f

.1111#4141 1/ hulciu' /ixvr'u Ifnfi lM7!)
''ll' igi liii budget l'St 111111
te for t hIs atppropr'itio
111 5'ts
w
iiilttildA by $ 1.4 anmd
$41.2 iii i In rditimliis Ili llsr'itl yeazt1141 111141
aulvll
yeaIr 19701 resl er-t hy. 'I'Iiey
wi're iliild(' possile~ by it (hvI'i'iI'Sf' ill tile miti' ot' se'tvieitiiiiI's group l11k 1usliri-

'C'lii'iiv 11:-3
i'
1i'aiirlii' .%ifIi' 1iii'eap ltriltpriatIion 'ijuest4 for fIscal y('it t 19)70 Is
N1'0s1110itj1111 Il't
1I1i1tiIsiti yvit I tfo!. Thi~s Is (lilt Iti Pall to like (leemeirse of
.bnma :10, 111711
ifn
eitl fsv'a Iva
5 1 9 70). Aiptr tiil
t('hv 16,000 (If the retutloll is
littrilitalilt' Illtille 1-i'l'si'
f ik iNtional G
(ullrd :lit]d Air F'orev Reser've iteinlie'ts

Fiscal year
Officers:
End year strengths...__.................................
139,600
Man-years ............................................
137,605
Airmren:
EId year strengths.
.................................. 761,507
Man-years............ ................................
157,961
Cadets:
End year strengths ............. _
_................... ..
3,652
Man-years .......
_.....................................
3,192
Totals:

Ernd)ear strengths.
.................................
904,759
Man-years...............
__..........................
898,758

Fiscal year

Fiscal vear

133,800
137,499

135.000
134,500

730,926
744,482
3.874
3.414

722.049
723,030
4,151
3,724

868,600

861,200

885,395

f

~

861,254

W

A comparison of the related fund requirements (T()A) by budget
for fiscal year 110610 and fiscal year 1970 is cited il the table
activity
below:
tIn millions of dollars
Increase (+)
or deFiscal ear
1969 crease (-)
..................
Pay and allowances of officers . ..........
... . ..........
Pay and allowances of enlisted .... ...........
Pay and allowances of cadets ...--.-..-....
. .. ..................
.....

332.8
431.6
40. 5

.......................................

6.093.6

Subsistence of enlisted personnel .
Permanent change of station travel
Other military personnel costs .................
Total .......

..

1.755.4
9.3

3. 524.0

-55.60
-56.57
-.72

Fiscal year
19170

1,699. 80

3,467.43

10.02

-8.45
-16.40
-4.50

324 35
415.20
36.00

-140.80

5,952.80

I will now discuss the difference in each budget activity.
For pity and1(1
allowances of officers, the bulk of the $55.0 million decrease In-

volvies tonrecurrlng fiscal year 1001) costs of the activated Guard and Reserve
1ttiits which were le.1tvatted i wvien
it I )e 1ilNler 11)1 811nd .1ihue 199.
For pay and allowances of enlisted personnel, the $50.0 million reduction
includes similar Guard and Reserve savings. Additional reductions in separation
p:Iynients accrue due to the considerably higher loss rate in fiscal year 109 over
fiscal year 1170. Offsetting Increases provide for more liberal proficiency pay
rafts and for emphasis on the effective variable reenlistment bonuses.
For pay anl allowances of cadets, the $.7 million Increase parallels the conthimei growth of the Cadet Wing toward ati authorized end strength of 4,417
wih %ill be reached in fiscal year 1971.
For subsistence of enlisted personnel, the $8.5 million decrease occurs as the
ri'stilt of it cominhation of the overall reduction in enlisted strengths Including
lie ( iltrd/Ieserve deaet ivation.
For permanent change of station travel, the $10.4 million decrease reflects a
fiscal yei r 1970hd.ci te i1 stlplrat~lio nrtiv, ne(.ds following fht Iilk a irt'lnlt losst's in fiscal year 19619 which include tMe deactivation of the (Guard/Reserve forces.
'Ie' overall reduction in our military strength coupled with a declining force
contrilint es further to a reduced fund requirement.
For other military ipersontel costs, lower rates 1find man-years have resulted
fit lowe-r .osts for Servl('enan's Group Life Insurilllt'e.
RESERVE
PERSONNEL, AIR FORCE
lIn millions of dollarsl

Fiscal year
1959
Prora -(T-OA)asenacted submitted .-.-.-.--.. .
- ------------Program (TOA) asamended ....................
............................
oblihotional authority (NOA) as enacted, submitted......................
New obli.lational authort y NOA) as amended..........

~ew

73. 7
73.7
73.7
73.7

Fiscal year
9170
87. 7
88.2
87. 7
88.2

Till nui'ide0d fImdgt laovds an adtditinal $11.5 milliot for tlt, retnlton (of
friur ulils previolsly slihdtlhud for Inactivation during fiscal year 1970. It ailso
Ilovhhs a slight reduction for drill strength for tile nolflyilg units8 resultlhg
lit a slvilngs of $1 million. 11w nt iid.ustllnent is all illcreast, of $5i00,0000 over
Ow lisc.-t I 't, r 11171) ailloutt origillitily subllithfed for t0his t4pirolhlat ion1.
lisval !lcrtr 1,970 higlhlights

TIi
ittdild
'Iiti'qs: of $,R.2 million for fiscal year 1970 Includes $76.9 mlliirm flr. t
ki rhtForce Reserve )i'ogrtn ftmid $11.3 millolt for the Air Force
leserve (llhicerW'i Trainitg Corps as compared with t total request of $73.7 miluIotl for 11lscil yea~lr 1091 This includes $03.2 million for tie' Air Force Reserve
Irogrtalll 111l $10.5 million for the Air Force Reserve Offlcers' Trtilring Corps.
't'l'o funds requested for tile Reserve program will provide military personnel
costs to suprl
t -17 flying tnits and 187 notiflying units. Ap)lroxiat(ly $0.2

58
million of tilt- $13.7 itIllion lnream, over the fiscal year 11)(1) esthnate is duiii to
the. r,01tl-1l to reserve status of those prsontel who were mobilized lit .iaiairy
and Mty l1MX. The
ie
of the iuucreiuse hit funtdt requested it iscal year 1)70
for the Ieserve program is required for the additional training Iln SUpport of
the (onverhSoll of iuiits to new Inissoll.4 IIlil the hvireased IIIlnllillg IlIItits ulotiflying units.
Iii the IOTC program, the additional reqiuiremeit of .,,00,00) i lliseal year
1070 slll)I)orts tiltIncrease of 750 students iii tile finantchial tlSSttiet'
program,
1111l also provides for expanSon of the Junior ROTC program.
NATIONAL GUARD PERSONNEL, AIR FORCE

tin millions of dollars
Fiscal year
1959
Program (TOA) as enacted/submitted .............................................
Program (TOA) as amended .................... ...........
..........
...
New obligational authority (NOA) as enacted/submitted ...............
. ..
New obligational authority (NOA) as amended ....................................

91.4
91.4
91.4
91.4

Fiscal year
1970
101.6
103. 1
101.6
103. 1

AI mndcrd budget fiscal I1car 1970
Thue fiscal year 1970 appropriation request of $103.1 million conlpares with
1k9l...t million for fiscal year 111119.
a different of $11,7 million. This ilthdes a1
*1.5 nltilton increase above the original fiscal year ltTO budget sulls.hon to
lrovid for tile r0euiation of seven units Irevioisiy schhediled for tilet Iatlon
during fiscal year 1970.
lPiuvatl lit'or 1970 higlhliglhts'
The Iblhnce of tht, itcreiis, provides for th, return of tile 14 uits that
were called to active duty in Jlanuary andI Mayv 11M8 ($8.5 million), an Inereatse ill
hicsh nlllitary training travel ($1 million), allinerease for Negro particilptlon
I$.(1 mtillion). and $.1 million for various other minor program adjulstnients.
Tile liscal year budget reiluest will support til average drill strength of 86.999
its toitiplred wiil 78.110 in flseal year 19191.
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, AIR FORCE

hln millions of dollars
Fiscal year1969
Program (TOA) as enacted/submitted .......................
...........
Program (TOA) as amended .....
...............................
......
New'obligational authority (NOA, as enactedsubmitted ...........
.... .
New obligational authority (NOA), as amended ...............
..................

6,924. 0
8.....
6,949.1
6624.0
6949. 1

1970
6 716.0
6,711.7
6,716.0
6,711.7

.1 nucndcd budget fiscal year 1970
The original budget submission was $6,716 nillioll, and tile revised request Is
$0,711.7 llilolln, atnet redlietlon of $4.3 llillion. Tils is it ilt change resulting
frolil nuierolm increases anld (ecreases. The following table sinniaarizes tht 0.
& M. adljustieluts

1'Ihase 1I of the Vietlllillese llodernizationlprogramln ------------------- -+2. 0
Retention of four air reserve ililts previously scheduled for deactivation.
+1. 0;
Revised schedule for tile relocation lund col ldadltioll of activities in
lEiurop- (Redehoste) ---------------------------------------------11) 0
B-52 .sortie costs -------------------------------------------------+27.4
Reevaluation of herblelde requirelmelts -------------------------------.
0
Reevaluation of medical reinbursements ------------------------------ 1. (
Rteevalultion of service enlginerhig ---------------------------------5.0
Slippage lit Ple(.trotle data processing eqllillliellt seledule -------------(1
Reevalation of civiliall elliployeo program ---------------------------- 14 0
Reevaluation of tion-, a transportation ----------------------------- -- 12.0
Reevaluatlon of 11o01-sea sulpl)ly requirements ------------------------- 22. 1
Total net change ---------------------------------------------

4. 3

IJs',tl tca'r
1970 high lfh Is

For tit' 4 I)ratiol an1(d MahIliteiiiitiice Aprl)l) rhtlon, .$0.712 billion Is requested
for lfi('iil yeal'r 1)70 compared to allactual obligation of $5.)04 billion ilnis(t1
year 19(SN and a fiscal year 19(11) progriu1 of $0.9-)9 billion. Within these totals,
and will he $2.531) billion and
S*,iA expenses were $1T.78) billion ilnfiscal year 1)(8I
$2.300 billion inlfiscal year 11)61) aivid fiscal year 1970 rospecti~vely. The major
$58.2 million issociated with tit,full year
reductisoi in Soutlieast Asia costs itre
ilf'ctt of reducing the lnlber of 1B-52 sorties per niontlih it southeast Asia from
average of 1,(R0 IllI$103 million related to all estimated decrease in
I,()0)to all
Soitlieast Asia activity rates.
fiscal year
'i'he following are thle other major chlinges which occur between
year 1)70 :
Im(1) and fisa(1
Millions

Icdlel on of 3,400 civilian personnel ------------------------------ - -- $51). 5
+21. 7
1,Ihecti'oliv (lata pi'ocessliig relitals an( services --------------------+10. 5
colitlluiuhtions ----------------------------------------long lille
-14.1)
l)elot inainlitenanee of elulpilnent ( non-Sea) -----------------------+.i3. 2
MOwherlizatioit lrogran for Vietnam forces -------------------------+14. 7
pilot. trailing -----------------------------------------------------3. 7
iedcoste--Noli ersoniiel costs -------------------------------------A iretroft ful a1 oil
'he ikeal year 1970 estimate for aircraft fitel and oil is $642.2 million as comapared to $717.2 million i fiscal year 1)69. While the (dollar requirement deereases
in listcal year 1970, the flying hour program increases 379,810 hours. This is diue
primarily to the recogiltion of anticipated slippages in theinou-Sea lrogramn, it
full year effect of Ihe reduction lit 11-52 sorties in SEA, and the estimated effet- of tit decrease iii SI,*A activity rates.
Depoit matilcli~tve
The depot niilliemli('e program provides for the repair and overhaul of all

Air Force equiiifeJt that Is heyotd the capability of operational iJitits. For fiscal
year11 1970. $1.2410 billion is requested-a decrease of $136 million from tie fiscal
year 1969 lprogran. A large part of this redietlon-$82 mIllion-is related to the
estimated effet of decreased activities in Southeast Asia.
AS you are awa re, ialarge preelitage of (ur1 aircraft Inventory is otnl)rlsed
of old aircraft. Witl utilization rates far higher than ever before, and retentio
of aircraft. longer than their designed life, imay serious structural fatigue probIfillsate being exlperienced. l'xamlles are the center winig rellacement oil C-

130t1/E aircraft ; replacement of spar caps an11d wing plulels on C-124's selected
for retentioi: ventetr section andt(lower wing outer paliel re)lacelent oil tite
F-l0t) relaicele~ieit, of Wing siars and wing fold fittings on A-l's. rear bulkhead

tiodillltiaioll oilall versions of the C-135; repair of wings oilA and 'l'-17's;
1l114 ol(nlflet loll of lhe loligeroll itld side skill n(Hiltlla ill oil tite long-life
!;-52(U/I .

Southeast Asia olx-rations conttinie to account for a large percentage of the
ground attack, lxerforniance
ibulget. Crash and battle diainge. daainge froi

( to
demands on aircraft due to adverse landing field conditions, str(smes (lit
short-duration sorties, and the corrosive conditions iprevalllng iln Vietimin are
1(1l co.ttrilutinig factors. The rigorous (olitions Involved lit SEA and the variety
(of conlilguhgatiou4 adopted for specialized operations will result i a heavy deiot

of that conflict.
itaihiiitenuee workload l1811l coillplet liol
SomueI of the nuor. sAgifilcant prog'alis to be accoml) Illshed ln fiscal year 1970
ir(-: IMIAN al moditication of 11-52 aircraft it a cost of $58 million; IRAN and

Inoiitlcatloi of the 0-130, Including continuation of the program started in
fisa(i year 19611) to replace the center wing se(tiojis, which in fiscal year 1)70
will be aceollplished on 1,0 aircraft at a cost of $49 million ; sUplimrt of the
F/It0'-4, themainstay of oir tactical forces, wlll require $79 million ; wing
rei'vlirs.. Ilt\N lid iimodili'atioi of the F-100 will cost $21 million.
Thehh
widely used ,1-57 engine will cost $5) million to overhaul plus ,34 million
for component support. For the overhiaul of the '-79, we expect to penl(d $31
tillIoln. ('1ildaice and1(1 control systems for the Mi nutenait ntissile will reiuitre
$25 million,
'lrotisxportalio
depots
,
to our forces worldnsortsrt ion of lailterlit]s from ()N[1
r th tral
wide mid the Air Force share of A110 iniil, $433.1 million is requested for
fiscal yeari lITO. This comilpares to iltprogram of $470.8 itillion lit fiscal year
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19119. Approxinmtely 78 percent of tile total traisliirtatioli request is to ,:u))olrt
our re(lliroments ill tie l'Iaellle. Thier( Is i reduction of $10.3 million for tihe
movement of munitions to Southeast Asia by the MNil itary Sea TransIortation
Service related to the lower number of 11-52 sorties. Tariff reductions by the
airlift service industrial fund account for a reduction of $3.9 million, and otherfire
1.)lr
iloll-Soutilellast AXIZI activities redll('e by $12 illlIol. 'rhele reduti'onS
tially offset by nIloveilients of additional uits to Southeast Asia to replace
existing units.
Log
!tival .suplort of allied forre;
The fiscal year 1970 estimiate for s.uiport of the Viettiniese Air Force and our
( 'Th'hlnild is $77.8 million which reireselnts a decrease of $6.8
1lelhs iII 1,aos and
million from the flseal year 19119 prograll. For fiscal year 1970, 87 million is
Included for support of hlase I of tile Rpublic of Vietnan Arnied Forces filprovement and modernization plan.
Logistical operations
For logistical operations, $959.6 million is requested for fiscal year 1970, a decrease of $14.3 million front the fiscal year 19069 level of $973.9 million. Ti
estimated lrov(les for tile operating expenses of live aijor supply depots and two
supporting installations. The major cost ($591.6 million) is associated with tile
pay of 17,970 civilian Iersonnel lian-years. This compares to a filseal year 1969
program of 71,713 man-years at a cost of $629 million.
Training
For Air Force individual training jirograms iii fiscal year 1970, $466 lillioil
is requested compared to $410 million ll fiscal year 1969. Tile program Is generally
divided into six categories: Military and technical training, flying training,
professional education, Reserve Ofliceers Training Corps, Air Force Academy, and
the Air Force Reserve.
Tile programed decrease in total Air Force strength directly affects the number
of newv enlistees we must recruit and train. Ill fiscal year 1970 approximately
122.000 new airmen will enter basic military training at Laekland APB.
The fiscal year 1970 budget estimate for flying training is $133.4 1 million,
compared with $118.7 million in fiscal year .1969.
Programed production of new jet pilots for the Air Force is 3.4.50 for fiscal
year 1970, an Increase of 307 over the fiscal year 1969 budget figure. Pilot produetion for ti U.S. Marine Corps and for foreign countries will also increase
so that in total we expect to train about 500 more pilots in fiscal year 1970 than
Ii (15.salyear 1969.
0111. training budget Iniludes $37.3 million for Ilprovement and modernization
of the Vietnamese Air Force. This program provides for the training of Vietnaniese Air Force persolinil to increase their helicopter and fixed-wing force.
The helicopter pilots and echllanics will be trained by the U.S. Army and the
Al' Force will reimburse tie Army for the costs. The fixed-wing -training will be
accom)llshed by tle Air Force as will related technical training.
6wrationalsupport
Tilt estate
for the o)eratioial sulport program will finance tilt locally Incurred costs for tue operation of Strategic, Air Defense, Tactical and Airlift
Forces. During fiscal year 1970, these forces will le located at 146 major installations and e responsible for tile operation of 259 aircraft squadrons and 33 missile
squadrois.
ise fiscal yeltr 1970 estimate Is $2.1 bllin its compared to a fiscal year 1969
prograin of $2.2 billion. I will summarize the major changes which haye occurred
Iy type of force ; I.e., Strategic, Defensive, Tactical, and Airlift.
,StratcgicForce8
Tile fiscal year 1970 estimate for Strategic Forces overall reflects a relatively
sinall, net decrease from the fiscal year 1969 program.
Tie estimates provide support for the operation of three FB-111 squadrons InI
tiit( last half of fiscal year 1970 and for a new satellite basing program. The
latter has been developed to counter the increasing Soviet ST.JBM threat. Because
of tile reduced number of main SAC bases and the time required to launch the
Strategic Air Command aircraft alert force, prelaunch survivability of this force
becomes critical in event of a surprise SLBM attack.
Strategic Forces costs of $366.6 million for fiscal year 1970 are $5 million ielow the fiscal year 1969 program.
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Dcfensh'C Forccs
The e.tilnilte for )efelnsive Forces Is reltedito til,reqnire':eets of ite
Alasklan Air ('oininaind. Tilt, inter.eptor
Aerospace )Defelse('olmand and tit(,
tre.sentei hst
ivels
and missile forces ditrlig fiscal year 197) wiii livtat tit(
end of fiscal year 1969. However, there will be further downward
year for tile
actblus
rIoi
esent
systems.
Tvlnse
adjuIstinents In tie control and surveillance
a colititledI inllienllentaton of the plan established ini )eellier l1lt17 wherein
svIehctive reilictiolls call be Iiaile i coIlsOillillc('e with a Icorielltalo (t) itcoiltiltpin is III(isstiip tlinl
ccilt of lirhneelt r 111da (overage. Also itilinrent iln
IlIt indier theitapprove(l inlodrllzatioit lrogritll it completely elliciellt wit-irlinie
4
stirveilln(e ilissioll caliallity w-i1l be p)rovided 1byA\VAS(' iii tile, ni (--I .70's.
IlIIsulnl)itZ ry, tile redaictions planned for acolldlshinlet by elld fiscal yeailr 1970
.. Ill
I'e o: e (olltblt Center, two direction centers, tellIolg-rullge slr.h hi
six stations of the distant early warning line.
'r'uotical1,Forc('s
The Tactical Forces encompass the operations of the Tactical Air Command,
IPacilic Air Force, Air Force in Europe, U.S. STRIKE Command, and tile Air
Force Southern Command. The fiscal year 1970 estimate for these forces is
$1.001) million, $1 million less than the fiscal year 1969 program of $1.070 million.
Til( estimate is affected by the relocation and consolidation of Air Force activities in Europe named REDCOSTE, deactivation of the Air National Guard Units
mid1(1
niodernization of our forces through new weapons systems.
..irlit Forccs
T'he,estimate for Airlift Forces will finance those operations of the Military
Airlift connand (MAC) not financed by the airlift service industrial fund.
This enconipasses the requirentents of worldwide air rescue olieratios. weather
service, and aildiovisual activities. Provision is tilso made for certain DOTl-wide
reqIilrenetits such as aeroniedical evacuation, Jolit aili)orlI(e trallillig, alildtilt(
tranisportatlon of military ltersoinel iii Southeast Asia to and front rest till(]
recuperation areas. The Air Force, as tie designated l)epartnent of defensee
executive agent for these activities, is reslponsilfle for total financing. For fiscal
year 1970, $229.8 million is being requested for MAC programs aid coimipiares
with a fiscal year 1969 program of $230.9 million.
Medical support
For the medical suppl)ort l)rogramn we are, requesting $206.1 million, an increase
of $6.8 inllhi over fiscal year 1969. It is planned to operate 101 Iospitals ditrihig
fiscal year 1970, two less than 17 in1 fiscal 19;9. The major increases are $1.9
inillilon for medical-dental supplies related to titecontinued it'icre.n se Illtin
cost of (rugs and nmedicines, and $2.2 million for care of patients in civilialn
fielities.
(omrm 1s
c11t on8
Leased log-line communications services 0in(1 fa cities ire the largest single
seituent of tileservice-wile support l)rogral. The fiscal year 1)70 program of
$198.5 million is an increase of $10.5 million over the current fiscal year 1069
Irogamin of $1." million. The change Is comprised of $1-1.7 million lit new requiretnents, offset by reductions of $4.2 million in existing programs.
The largest single increase, $7.2 million, is related to tit,defensee C'olntiluulcations Service (DCS) Automatic Voice Network (AUTOVON) program.
Other significant increases are in the Continental Air defensee Integration
Northward, (CAI)IN) and DCS AutomaticI digitall Network (AVTOI)IN) prograis. These increases are $3.7 million and $1.9 million, respectively.
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, ANG
tIn thousands of dollars]

Fiscal year 1969

Fiscal year 1970

Proram (TOA) as enacted/submitted ..........................................
282.682
333. 334
Program
(TOA) as amended ............
..........................
282. 682
342. 534
New obligational authority (NOA) as enactedjsubmitted ..........................
282,682
333. 334
NOA
N
asamended- ...........................................
............. 282, 682
342. 500

*I Wtt

hl'd
b (lt /i1td
va IIr
l /cor 1970
The anteliied budget retitiests an il(.rease of $9.2 million over tit(, original fiscal
yelar 1970 budget suhmllitted to grosss. The additioinal $9.2 nilllon will provide
for tiht, retention of seven mults which were previouly scheduled for dea(tlva t lot
during fiscal year 1970. These units will prove the following approved new
l1IiSSlilS:

1 F-100 Tactical Fighter Group
1 11-3/0 tactical l Air Support Group
2 Tactical Alir support Groups
1 i* -100(Com(ibat Crewv rTrain!ng School (CCTS)
2 IG-.7 Air Refueling Groups
2 C-1-11 Associated Military Airlift Groups
Fiscal year 1970 highlights
'I'lils appropriation provides for tihte operation of aircraft for 531,331 flying
hours iand18,242 civilian employees who perform the day-to-day work to support
ti Air Notional Guard forces.
Tiht( fiscal year 1970 request Is $-59.8 million more than the revised fiscal year
1969 estimate. This Includes the following: an Increase of $9.2 million made to
tilt" budget, estimate submitted in January for the retention of seven units previously scheduled fCor inactivation during fiscal year 1970; anincrease of $42.4
million for the retrn from active (luty of the 14 units which were called up
during January and May of 1968; $2.5 million resulting front price Increases for
P01,: $1.6 million for an increase in civilian manning; $2.1 million to allow for
a full year funding for converting National Guard technilan.s to Federal emIloyev status; and $2 million for various other minor puograit adjustinents.
AIRCRAFT PROCUREMENT, AIR FORCE
Itn millions of dollars
Fiscal year1969
Program (TOA) as enactedisubmitted .........
..............
..................
Program (TOA) as amended . .........
.............
................
New obligational authority (NOA) as enacted/submitted---------------------------...
New obligational authority (NOA) as amended .........
..........................

5,088. 5
4.898.5
3,962.6
3860.0

1970
4,556. 0
4,337.6
4,081.0
3,775.2

I Anticipates $600,000,000 in fiscal year 1969 and $325,000,000 In fiscal year 1970 transfers from stock funds.

A m i'il(f'd bitdyct fiscalI 'or 190
This amelided budget reflects prograin reductions of $190 million in fiscal
year 1969 and $218.4 million in fiscal year 1970 to the original budget submission
of January 10, 1969. Tie fiscal year 1969 adjustment represents primarily a
reduction of 28 FB-111 aircraft and deferral of SRAM missile capability for the
B-52. The f.cal year 1970 adjustment is a net reduction resulting front decreases
related to termination of the FB-111 aircraft buy and deferral of B-52 SRAM
capability offset by all increased procurement of I0-1l1D and tihe addition of tile
C-130E aircraft.
Fiscalicar1970 highlights
The fiscal year 1970 program includes 662 aircraft compared witl 962 in fiscal
year 1969, a decrease of 300 aircraft, However, the program continues tile
modhernizatlon of tile combat forces with the F-111D, the A-7, tile RF-4C, and
the A-37. The total of 348 combat aircraft programed for fiscal year 1970 procureitent compared with 556 for tile fiscal year 1969 program reflects reduced
attrition and termination of the FI1-11 after fiscal year 1)69.
Forty-ome airlift aircraft-eight less than fiscal year 1969--are also included
i this program. The procurement of the C-5A is contilued and additional C130ME'. are requteted to maintain the tactical airlift force levels.
The fiscal year 1970 procurement of 60 trainer aircraft reflects an increase
of 38 aircraft over tie 22 programed in fiscal year 1969. This fiscal year 1970
aircraft program provides for projected attrition of 'r-38's tlroulgh fiscal year
1974, and 'T-11 support for Vietlnm pilot training.
''l
request for new obligational authority in fiscal year 1970 is $3,775.2
million. li both fiscal years 1969 and 1970, the program is being financed in
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part by transfers from stock fund balances-$S00 million in fiscal year 1900 and
$325 million in fiscal year 1070.
MISSILE PROCUREMENT, AIR FORCE
11nmillions of dollars)
Fiscal year1969
Program (TOA)
as enacted/submitted ..............................................
Program (TOA) as amended ......................................................
New obligational authority (NOA) as enacted/submitted...
"*.................
New obligational authorit.i(NOA) as amended ......................................

1,682.0
1,639.8
1,720.2
,720.2

1970
1,882.2
1,616.8
1,794.0
1,486.4

Amended budget fiscal year 1970
The amended budget represents a program reduction of $42.2 million and $265.4
million from the original fiscal year 1970 budget submission for fiscal years 1969
and 1970 respectively. For fiscal year 1070, ballistic missiles were reduced by
$105.4 million and other missiles including SRAM were reduced by $104.4 million.
The program reduction of $42.2 million for fiscal year 1969 is due to deferral
of SRAM and makes these funds available to finance a portion of the fiscal year
1970 program.
Ballistic missiles

FISCAL YEAR 1070 UIOHLIOIITS

Under this activity, ballistic isfiles are included funds for the procurement
of flyaway missiles, aerospace ground equipment, data, training equipment, and
site activation effort for Minuteman III Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles. The
$447 million requested represents a reduction in the missile quantity buy in
fiscal year 1970 resulting from a decision to slow down the Minuteman III
deployment rate.
Other missiles
In the Other Missiles budget activity, $115.9 million is requested for the procurement of Shrike and Standard Arm anti-radiation missiles, short-range attack missiles (SRAM), Sparrow alr-to-air missiles and target drones. The $104.4
million decrease reduces the SRAM program by $94.8 million and the Sparrow
program by $9.6 million. These decreases represent (1) a decision to defer initial
procurement of SRAM missiles due to technical problems encountered in the
R. & D. program and (2) the consequence of reduced SEA usage of Sparrow
missiles.
Modiflcation8
Modification funds are requested in the amount of $176.0 million and include
funds for continued support of the Minuteman force modernization program,
updating changes for the Minuteman weapon system and program 437, and
modification of other operational missiles. The $19.6 million decrease reduces
Minuteman force modernization requirements due to the revised deployment

rate.

Spares and repair parts
Under Spares and Repair Parts, $87.1 million are Included funds for the
procurement of initial and replenishment spares and repair parts to support
ballistic missile systems and other missiles
including provisioning documentation and replacement depot test equipment. The $26 million decrease reduced
Mimnuteman III and SRAM spares support by $10 million and $10 million,
respectively, In fiscal year 1070.
Other support
This budget activity for Other Support requests $790.2 million and includes
funds for the support of classified projects, modernization and maintenance of
industrial facilities under Air Force cognizance, and for the support of operational space activities. The $10 million decrease represents a reduction in
classified drones.
Fhancing
The current revised fiscal year 1970 budget estimate includes new obligational
authority in the amount of $1,486.4 million to finance program requirements
30-735 0-69--pt. 7-5
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totaling $1,010.8 million. The fiscal year 1970 Air Force request of $1,616.8
million (excludes $3.0 million reimbursements) will be financed by obtaining
$130.4 million from recoupments and available fiscal year 1969 unobligated
balances; and $1,480.4 million from new authority for fiscal year 1970.
OTHER PROCUREMENT, AIR FORCE
lIn millions of dollars
Fiscal year 1969

Fiscal year 1970

Program (TOA) as enacted/submitled .........................................
2,810.6
Program (TOA) as amended ................................................
2,702.0
New obligational authority (NOA) as enacted/submitted ........................
2,690.0
New obligational authority (NOA) as amended ..................................
2,690.0

2,583.4
2,310.3
2,320. V
1,938.3

Amended budget fiscal year 1970
The adjusted budget provides for program (TOA) reductions of $108.6 million
in 1969 and $273.1 million in 1970. These TOA reductions account for the NOA
reduction of $381.7 million in fiscal year 1970. Decision to ialine production of
controlled air munitions during fiscal year 1970 to current consumption rates
and to further curtail production to minimum sustaining rates beyond fiscal
year 1970 accounts for the total 1969 TOA reduction and the majority of the
1970 TOA reduction. The balance of the 1970 TOA adjustments provide for minor
decreases in vehicular and traffic control radar procurements and Increases In
satellite support and classified programs.
Fiscal year 1970 highlights
The 1970 munitions program supports operations in Southeast Asia as currently planned for the fiscal year 1970 time period. Support is also provided for
essential training programs to meet tactical and air defense requirements for
both conventional and nuclear war.
For vehicular equipment, replacement of 1,520 passenger carrying vehicles is
requested in 1970. This is identical to the replacement quantity requested and
approved in the 1969 budget. There is one minor difference, however, in that the
1970 program does not require replacement of medium sedans. With regard to
the criteria for vehicular replacement, we are continuing the practice of extendIng the age and mileage a minimum of 1 additional year or until excessive repairs
are required.
In the electronics and telecommunications activity, the fiscal year 1970
program is approximately $109.8 million greater than the 1969 program. Approximately one-half of this increase is directly associated with support of
operation in Southeast Asia. The other half provides, essentially, for augmented
support of range and space programs organization and base support and
special communications-electronics projects both of which are nonsystem
oriented.
For other base maintenance and support equipment, the fiscal year 1970 program
is essentially the same as for 1969 except In the organization and base support
equipment category. In this category increased requirements account for most
of the $34 million increase over the 1969 program.
R.D.T. & E.,AIR FORCE
(In millions of dollars)
Fiscal year1969
Program (TOA) as enacted/submitted ..............................
Program (TOA) as amended ......................--......-.-.-....... . . "
New oblfgational authority (NOA), as enacted/submitted .........
......
. .......
New obligational authority (NOA), as amended .....................................

3,373.3
3,373.3
3392.7
3,392.7

1970
3,599.3
3,560.2
3,594.3
3,561.2

Amended budget, fiscal year 1970
The amendments to the budget involved a net reduction of $33.1 million in new
obligational authority end reflect reducc4 requirements for MOIb, Minuteman
integrated command and control system, airborne warning and control system,

and the special activities program. These reductions, which aggregate $92 million, are offset in part by increases totaling $58.9 million for the advanced manned
strategic aircraft, short-range attack missile, defense subsystem development and
demonstration, and program 949 improvements,
Fiscal year 1970 highlight&
The program provides for the initiation of full-scale development of the F-15
air superiority fighter, the Advanced Manned Strategic Aircraft (AMSA), and
the specialized close air support aircraft, the A-X. Near completion of the developinent of the F-111, A-7, and C-5 aircraft; will be achieved during this fiscal year.
Further development and test of the
Minuteman III and Advanced
ballistic reentry systems will be continued together with the Hard Rock Silo
development to improve the deterrent effectiveness of the Minuteman III force
by making them more difficult targets. The short-range attack missile (SRAM)
development test program also will be continued.
Support of the military astronautics program is slightly lower than in fiscal
year 1969. New advances in satellite communications and a new approach to ballistic missile defense are included.
Provision Is made for development and test of numerous support systems
involving electronic surveillance or communications. Included are programs such
as backscatter over-the-horizon (OTH) radars, intelligence systems, command
and control systems, and communications systems. Support for research in the
military sciences will be somewhat higher than in fiscal year 1969.
Based on the President's budget, as amended, the fiscal year 1970 R.D.T. & E.
program is to be financed with (1) $3,501.2 million of new obligational authority
and (2) $5 million of unprogramed fical year 1969 AMSA funds which will be
brought forward to partially support the fiscal year 1970 AMSA program. The
increase over the fiscal year 1909 program provides primarily for increased requirements for the F-15A and the advanced manned strategic aircraft.
Stock fund, AF.-Program (sales) in fiscal year 1969, $3,503,000,000; ir, fiscal
year 1970, $3,864,300,000.
As you may recall from the presentations last year, our stock fund significantly
expanded its scope of operations in fiscal year 1909. This resulted from Department of Defensewide policy to include all expense (versus investment) items
it stock fund in conjunction with overall financial systems changes. In this current year we have added centrally procured expense items relating to aircraft,
missile, and ground support maintenance; missile fuels; medical-dental supplies
and equipment; and all other base procured items not already in the stock fund.
During fiscal year 1970, the coverage will be further extended into the Pacific area
for base funded items.
industrial fund, AF.-Pro-ram (sales) in fiscal year 1969, $2,488,600,000; in
fiscal year 1970, $2,585,500,000.
During fiscal year 1909 the Air Force Industrial Fund added six depot maintenance activities and the Arnold Engineering Development Center to the existing
nine industrially funded printing plants. 33 laundries, the Alaska Communication System and the airlift portion of the Military Airlift Command.
The addition of the depot maintenance activities accounts for a $1,357.6 million
program expansion in fiscal year 1969. These depot maintenance activities will
further increase in fiscal year 1970 to $1,474,2 million. Airlift service operations
remain at a high level as a result of continuing Department of Defense user requirements in support of Southeast Asia, User requirements in fiscal year 1968
were 7,884.3 million ton-miles and are estimated to be 7,694.9 and 7,882.3 tonmiles in fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970 respectively.
Total Air Force Industrial Fund revenues for fiscal year 1908 were $1,134.3
million.. Revenues for fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970 are estimated at
$2,488.0 and $2,585.5 million respectively.
FISCAL MANAGEMENT
Unobligated balances
Unobligated balances (table 0) at the end of fiscal years 1968 through 1970
reflect a continuing downward trend. Unobligated balances at end fiscal year
1969 reflect approximately 12 percent of the total fiscal year 1969 availability
compared to the end fiscal year 1970 position when unobligated balances are
estimated at 10 percent of total fiscal year 1970 availability. Based on current
obligation reports, actual obligations for fiscal year 19069 may be slightly less than
the estimate in the amended budget.

Unexpcnded balance&
Unexpended balances (table 8) also reflect a continuing downward trend. An
estimated 32.5 percent of availability will remain unexpended at end fiscal year
1069 and approximately 32 percent is estimated as unexpended at end fiscal year
1970. It is expected that actual outlays in fiscal year 1909 will achieve the budget
estimate total. (Table 7)
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WMNESDAY, OOmOBER 8, 1969.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
WITNESSES
HON. STANLEY R. RESORT, SECRETARY OF THE ARMY

GEN. WILLIAM 0. WESTMORELAND, CHIEF OF STAFF, U.S. ARMY
LT. GEN. A. W. BETTS, CHIEF OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

MAJ. GEN. L. B. TAYLOR, DIRECTOR OF ARMY BUDGET, OFFICE,
COMPTROLLER OF THE ARMY
BRIG. GEN. F. HORNET, JR., ASSISTANT DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF

FOR LOGISTICS (PROGRAMS AND BUDGET)

Mr. MATON. Yesterday we held a hearing with the Secretary of the
Air Force and the Air Force Chief of Staff.
'This morning we are continuing with our final roundup of hearings on the Defense program and Defense budget for fiscal year
1970, the current fiscal year.
We have heard the details as to the Army program and the prograis of the other services over a period of months. We have not
met here to discuss in detail that which we have already covered. We
are undertaking at this time to explore with the Secretaries of the
services and with the individual members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
matters relating to the appropriation bill which we hope to present
to the House soon. We must decide in the very near future what
sums to provide for military personnel for the Army, how much shall
%eprovide for operation and maintenance, how much we shall provide for procurement, and how much we shall provide for research
and development and for other purposes.
So it is that kind of a hearing that we are interested in. We will
again discuss to some extent the war in Vietnam as it relates to the
budget and otherwise. We have discussed the war with many witnesses in this committee. We are deeply concerned about it. We are
hopeful that a way is being found to bring it to a satisfactory conclusion at an early date.
STATEMENT OF TIE SECREr,%RY OF TIlE

ARmY

Now we are presented with a prepared statement, Secretary Resor,
of more than 100 pages. I do not believe we should ask you to read
the complete statement.
Secretary RFSOp. It is intended as a reference.
Mr. MAHoN. We will insert the complete statement in tWe record.

(The statement follows:)
(76)
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STATEMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY
I.

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
For the fourth year it is my privilege to present to this Committee a
summary of the Army's posture, and once again I should like to express my
appreciation for the attention and support you have given to Army needs in the
past.
Certain Army programs were described in Secretary Clifford's statement
on the Defense Program for Fiscal Years 1970 through 1974 and the 1970 Defense
Budget, and you have already read Secretary Laird's statement. In addition,
you have already heard the testimony of many Army witnesses on different
portions of the budget. Therefore, I shall limit my discussion to those aspects
of the Army programs which I consider the most significant.
My presentation supports the President's budget, revised to reflect
certain decisions of the Senate Armed Services Committee and the House Armed
Services Committee on which we did not request reconsideration; Phase I and
Phase II withdrawals from Vietnam and the subsequent troop inactivations, and
the overseas personnel reduction directed by the President.
In overview, our efforts in FY 1969 continued to be directed toward the
fulfillment of our Vietnam commitments. Our primary effort was directed
toward the improvement of the South Vietnamese forces by enlarging their
forces, by improving their training and by expanding and accelerating the program to modernize their equipment. These actions have improved the capabilities of the RVNAF significantly and have made possible the two troop
withdrawals which the President has announced.
The reduction of our effort in Vietnam will permit increased emphasis on
measures to improve the combat readiness of the active Army worldwide. We
shall pursue these improvement programs vigorously during FY 1970 while
continuing to sustain the forces required in Southeast Asia.
II.
A.

DEPLOYMENT OF THE ARMY

ARMY FORCES AND STRENGTHS
We have in the active Army today about 1, 500, 000 officers and men, with
a combat force of 19 division force equivalents and six special mission and
general support brigades. Fourteen Army divisions are deployed overseas
in Vietnam, Europe, and Korea, and we have other major Army combat forces
in Alaska and Panama in addition to the five active Army divisions we retain
in the United Statqs as a reserve. Table I lUsts the designations and locutions
of these major combat units.

TABLI 1- ACTIVE ARMY DIVISIONS AND SEPARATE BRIGADES
Location
DIVISION FORCES
Vietnam
I Corps

Division
Forces

Divisions

1/3

1

II Corps

1

Separate
Brigades

1

101st Abn Div (Airmobile) e/
lst Bde, 5th Inf Div (Hech) I/
23d Inf Div

1

4th Inf Div
173d Abn Bde

1
1
1

1st Inf Div
25th Inf Div
1st Cav Div (Airmobile)
3d Bde, 9th Inf Div
199th Inf Bde
3d Bde, 82d Abn Div

1

III Corps
1/3
1/3

Korea

Europe

7 2/3 a/

6

1
1
2

1
1
2

2d Inf Div

1
I
1

I
1

3rd Arnd Div
4th Armd Div
3d Inf Div (Mech)
8th Inf Div (Mech)
3d Bde, 24th Inf Div (Mech)

7th Inf Div

I
1/3

4 1/3

1/3
4 1/3

CONUS
NATO-Oriented STRAF
(Ft Hood)
I
(Ft Hood)
1
(Ft Carson)
1
Other STRAF
(Ft Bragg)
(Hawaii)

Unit Designations

1st Armd Div
2d Armd Div
5th Inf Div (Mech) b/

82d Abn Div
29th Inf Bde c/

1

REFORMER
(Ft Riley)

2/3
5

24th Inf Div (Mech), less I bde

2/3
472/3

SPECIAL MISSION
(Europe)

I
I

(Alaska)
(Alaska)
(Panama)

I

Berlin Bde
171st Mech Bde
172d Mech Bde
193d Inf Bde

1

GENERAL SUPPORT
(Ft Knox)
(Ft Benning)

I
2

1- d/

,T
1-7-

194th Armd Bde
197th Inf Bde

1
TOTALS
a/ Total division equavalents in Vietnam will decrease from 7 2/3 to 7 1/3 when
the redeployment of the 3d Bde of the 82d Abn Div is completed in December 1969.
b/ Includes 69th Inf Bde, mobilized from the ANG.
c/ Mobilized from the ANG.
!/Tota1 division forces will decrease to 18 2/3 in December 1969 after inactivation
of the brigade of the 82d Abn Div redeploying from Vietnam.
R/ Operational control of XXIV Corps.
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In the Army Reserve Components, which I shall discuss later in my
statement, we have eight divisions and 21 separate brigades (two of which are
now mobilized).
Together, these active Army and Army Reserve Components forces
comprise the principal means of meeting threats on land at levels less than
strategic nuclear war.
Table 2 shows major active Army forces and strengths planned for the end
of Fiscal Years 1969 and 1970. The FY 1970 column reflects redeployments to
date; the President's recent decision to redeploy about 14p 000 Army personnel
from Vietnam in October, November and December of this year, arl the
President's overseas reduction. The table also includes data for the four
prior years, in order to place in perspective the extent of our overall Army
increases since the beginning of the buildup in 1965; the leveling off achieved
last year; and the reductions this year.
Table 2 - Active Army Forces and Strengths
End of FY
1970(Prog)
1969
1967
1968
1965
1966
19 2/3
18 Z/3
16 1/3
18
18 2/3 19 /3
Divisions
174
191
201
217
Maneuver Bns
1320
1345
1314
Trained Str (000)
881
1010
87
189
12Z
225
197
Trainee Str (000)
1570
1511
Total Str (000)
968
1199
144Z
B.
VIETNAM
1. U. S. Army Forces and Strengths
Our U. S. Army major combat units in Vietnam at end FY 1969 consisted
of 8 1/3 division forces, a level reached in July 1968 with the deployment of a
brigade of the 5th Infantry Division (Mechanized).
As a result of the President's Midway announcement, the Army withdrew
from Vietnam approximately 15, 400 troops, including two-thirds of the 9th
Infantry Division. The units withdrawn were either inactivated or demobilized
with the consequent reduction in Army end strength of about Z5, 000. The
current (1 October 1969) strength in Vietnam is about 344, 000.
As announced by the President in September 1969, we are now undertaking
the second major step in reducing the level of our forces in Vietnam., The
recently announced redeployments include about 14, 000 Army troops, including
the 3d Brigade of the 82d Airborne Division. The forces being redeployed will
be returned to the United States and inactivated or demobilized. All of these
redeployments will be completed by the end of December 1969, and the associated
reduction in Army end strength will total about 22, 000.
Table 3 summarizes major features of the Arry buildup in Vietnam from
1965 to 1969. The reductions in the FY 1970 column reflect both of the redeployments discussed above.
Table 3 - Army Forces and Strengths in Vietnam
End of FY
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970 (Prog)
8
871/3
7 1/3
Div Equivalents
1/3
3 2/3 6 1/3
Military Str (000)
155
283
353
358
Operating
Z3
368
Authorized
268
314
368
By December 15, the Army forces in Vietnam will have been reduced by
a full division of three brigades, nine infantry battalions and supporting
artillery, engineer, and aviation units. In addition to the divisional units, four
separate artillery battalions and four non-divisional engineer battalions will
have been redeployed.
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2.

Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF)
Our primary objective in South Vietnam at this time is Vietnamization of
the war. Our goal is to accelerate the shift of the main burden of the war and
the defense of their own country to the Vietnamese as rapidly as the organizing,
training, and equipping of the necessary self-sufficient Vietnamese forces can
be accomplished.
We continue to see gradual, if uneven, improvement in most
of these forces during the past year. Ultimately, they must be able independently to provide a secure environment in the countryside as well as in the cities.
We are concentrating our efforts in three areas: expansion of the size and
structure of the RVNAF; provision of advisory assistance; and modernization of
Vietnamese equipment.
a, Expansion.
We have agreed to support accelerated Vietnamese
mobilization, recruitment, and expansion to raise the total strength of the
RVNAF -- exclusive of such paramilitary forces as the National Police and
the Civilian Irregular Defense Group -- to a level substantially over the FY 1968
level of 717, 000. Most of the manpower and forces are in those parts of the
RVNAF -- the Vietnamese Army and the Regional Forces and Popular Forces -for which the U. S. Army is tasked to provide support.
While some of the RVNAF units -- the combat maneuver battalions and the
Regional Forces and Popular Forces, for example -- can be formed, trained
and equipped with relative speed, many of the support units will require much
longer training times and equipment lead times. Helicopter units provide a
good example of the problem. One thousand, four hundred seventy-five new
Vietnamese helicopter pilots must be trained to man the helicopter units in the
expanding VNAF.
The training time for these pilots is about 17 months, nine of
which will be spent in our Army aviation training facilities in the United States in
a program beginning in October 1969.
b. Advisory Assistance. As of 30 June 1969, there were substantial
numbers of U. S. Army advisors authorized in the Republic of Vietnam working
at the province and district levels. The advisory effort is going well and the
officers and non-commissioned officers assigned as advisors to the RVNAF are
doing an outstanding job. The majority of the progress shown by the Regional
Forces and Popular Forces is directly related to the fine work of the U. S.
mobile advisory training teams. Until sufficient RVNAF personnel become
trained in critical skills, U. S. Army personnel will continue to be required to
assist in the training of RVNAF personnel and in the maintenance of equipment
turned over to RVNAF units.
c. Equipment Modernization. We are ahead of schedule in our
extensive program to provide the RVNAF with modern equipment. In a continuing and intensive management effort, we are procuring, shipping, and
issuing substantial quantities of over 200 separate equipment items. In
addition, we are providing to the RVNAF, equipment that is left by United
States units that are redeployed and are to be inactivated.
The M16AI rifle, in particular, has had a dramatic impact in increasing the confidence and effectiveness of the Vietnamese forces. By the end of
October 1969 we will have supplied the full requirement of these rifles for the
RVNAF. Almost one-half of these weapons are authorized to the Regional
Forces and Popular Forces.
d. Funding. Table 4 indicates funds requested in the Army budget for
FYs 1969 and 1970 to support the RVNAF, to include the improvement and
modernization program.
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Army Funding for RVNAF ($R1)
FY 69
FY 70
PEMA (Equipment)
Z951/
1844.(
PEMA (Ammunition)
7Z3
582
O&MA
561
470
MPA
19
17
TOTAL
1,598
1,Z53
a/ Equipment funds in FY 69 and all appropriations in FY 70 include more
than the original President's budget to support the accelerated Phase Ii
RVNAF improvement and modernization program and the Midway add-ons.
e. Summary. As the programs described above proceed and the
RVNAF increases in capability, the burden of the war will shift progressively to
the Vietnamese. It should be recognized, however, that most of our own
efforts and our funding requests have previously been designed to assist in build.
ing the military forces of the Republic of Vietnam to a level and proficiency
which would permit these forces to suppress insurgency in their own country.
Full military self-sufficiency for the RVNAF - which would permit them,
without the assistance of U. S. combat forces, to counter effectively the North
Vietnamese threat - can only be achieved over a longer term. We are now
working toward this goal as rapidly as possible.
The first two redeployment
packages are tangible evidence of our progress.
3. Pacification Program
We continue to give full support to the Government of Vietnam's Revolutionary Developmei~t Program, often called the pacification program. We do
this primarily through the U. S. organization called Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development Support (CORDS), which we established in 1967 to provide unified direction to all U. S. civil and military activities in support of the
pacification program. General Abrams, as COMUSMACV, has single manager
responsibility for all U. S. pacification support under the overall authority of
Ambassador Bunker; his CORDS Deputy is Ambassador Colby.
Pacification is only one part of the whole war effort in Vietnam; but it is,
perhaps, in the long run the most important part of the struggle. The people
must be won over by p. oducing the social, economic, and political changes
needed to sustain them in their efforts toward a just peace. And this is something that only the Government of Vietnam can do. The U. S. role in pacification
is one of assistance, advice, and encouragements
CORDS assists and advises the Government of South Vietnam on a wide
variety of activities, ranging from the provision of physical security in the
hamlets and neutralization of the Viet Cong infrastructure to the development
of community organization and self-government. CORDS advisors are involved
in government efforts to improve agriculture, education, and medical care;
refugee settlement; public safety; extension of roads and utilities; construction
of needed facilities; and many other tasks essential to the full involvement of the
government in the lives and welfare of the people and in the rebuilding of the
war-torn countryside. A strong government effort is being made to increase
the degree of popular involvement in the various Revolutionary Development
programs.
Our Senior Advisor Program at the Province level is beginning to increase
substantially the impact of our efforts to influence activities at this key level in
the political structure of South Vietnam. In this program, selected senior
officers are specially trained to head a team which works directly with South
Vietnamese Province Chiefs and their staffs. Other teams are trained to
advise the officials of almost all thd 240 Districts.
A major objective at the Provinces and Districts is to improve the effectiveness of the Vietnamese Regional Forces and Popular Forces so that these
forces can assume a greater share of the more static and close-in security
Table 4
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responsibilities, thereby permitting ARVN units greater flexibility to conduct
more active and mobile operations. We believe the rate of return on our investment is probably higher in this area than in any other, M16 rifles have
been provided for all of these forces. To assist in the training and operational
deployment of the Regional and Popular Forces we employ mobile advisory
training teams each consisting of two officers and three non-commissioned
officers, specially trained in the use of light and heavy infantry weapons and
in medical assistance skills. These teams live with RF and PF units for a
period of time. They have been remarkably successful in improving the
quality of those forces.
Building and improving the People's Self-Defense Force (PSDF) also has a
high priority.
The PSDF is made up of non-draft eligible men and women who
function as part-time militia to provide local security, usually at night. Its
total organized strength has increased substantially since last August. In just
one year that force has more than doubled in size. Its performance has been
generally good in providing local defense for the hamlets and villages during
enemy attacks in recent months. More importantly, the PSDF represents an
increasingly important psychological and political force.
Overall, the Government of Vietnam has made encouraging progress in
pacification since October 1968.
Muich of the recent success is due to a series
of "Pacification Campaigns" beginning with a three-month accelerated campaign
conducted during the period November 1968-January 1969. These programs
begin with the extension of government security to formerly contested or VC
held areas. When the area is relatively secure government officials then begin
conducting village and hamlet elections, improving administrative organization
within the hamlets and villages, eliminating VC infrastructure, resettling
refugees and stimulating the rural economy. While we see no dramatic breakthroughs, progress has been steady and President Thieu has recently accelerated the current plan.
A major goal is to have government security forces active in villages and
hamlets where 90% of the population lives by October 31.
Based on recent
reports, that goal is going to be exceeded. When the first accelerated pacification campaign began, only 65% lived behind the shield of government-provided
security. The refugee population in August 1969 dropped to below one million
for the first time since March 1968 when the Tet offensive of that year pushed
the number of refugees to 1. 6 million. Of great significance is the fact that
since March 1969 over 10, 000 elections have been held for village and hamlet
leaders, and in those elections nearly 90% of the eligible voters have turned out.
4. Restoration of Lines of Communication in Vietnam
The MACV program for Restoration of Lines of Communication in Vietnam, established in 1966, is designed to: increase our capability to move and
support military units; lessen the wear and maintenance on vehicles; limit the
enemy capability for mining and interdicting roads; and assist the Government
of Vietnam Pacification Program by improving communications and aiding
economic development.
The program includes the improvement or restoration
of about Z, 700 miles of key national and inter-province roads to a standard
network of two-lane, all-weather roads capable of sustaining traffic by our
heaviest combat vehicles. Approximately 750 miles had been completed as of
31 August 1969. The Army has been assigned responsibility for Z, 300 miles
of the total, including both troop and contractor construction effort. We consider that this program is the most important engineering program in Vietnam.
The increase in pacified area and the effect on the local economy when a
new road opens is startling to observe. Shortly after the opening of the road
to Phuoc Vinh, rush hour traffic was almost bumper to bumper. Prior to its
opening, only a few ox carts or a few vehicles moved along the unimproved
dirt road, The opening of the Song Be road lowered the price level in
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Song Be by 40%.
To expedite this program, we purchased and shipped to Vietnam 31
different types of special construction equipment. The new equipment has enabled
us to increase our troop road construction rate from 180 to 465 miles annually,
with no increase in troop strengths, and will accelerate the completion date for
the program from mid-1975 to late 1971.
5. Logistic Posture and Management
We have essentially completed the organization and stockage of our
logistic base in Vietnam.
During the year we began several projects designed
to improve logistic management:
- We installed a Financial Inventory Accounting (FIA) system for depot
stocks. The FIA programs are expected to provide a better basis for determining costs of operations and result in more accurate forecasting of supply
requirements in Vietnam.
- Project STOP was initiated to prevent input of non-essential inventories
to Vietnam by requiring a careful review of all non-emergency requisitions
before shipment of requested items. Project STOP/SEE is an extension of
Project STOP designed to cancel or divert shipments of materiel to Vietnam
which exceed Vietnam handling and storage capabilities. Cancellations of
requisitions as a result of these projects have amounted to over $336 million.
Our STOP/SEE efforts are continuing.
- Project COUNTER is a program to improve the reliability and accuracy
of supply records and physical inventories under control of the l t Logistical
Command in Vietnam. The project, now completed, marks the Army's first
"perimeter-to-parimeter" inventory under combat conditions.
Project
COUNTER II was begun in February of this year to continue the benefits of
Project COUNTER.
The concept of this program requires that a 100% cyclic
inventory be conducted every six months at all 1st Logistical Command depots
and other supply activities. The improved accuracy of the materiel data base
is essential to other logistic management improvements.
- The Closed Loop Supply and Maintenance Program for special management of selected high-value, critical equipment items proved so successful that
we expanded it from 375 to 500 items. Under this program unserviceable but
repairable equipment is sent to Japan, Okinawa, or the United States for overhaul or rebuild. The equipment is then returned to Vietnam in serviceable
condition, thereby "closing the loop." The overall cycle is geared to meet our
operational requirements in a timely manner but with a minimum total investment in the controlled equipment items. This is the first time that such a
system has been operated in an active war theater.
- The Army is participating fully in the Department of Defense Project
for Utilization and Redistribution of Materiel in the Pacific Area (PURM). As
Secretary of the Army, I am the Defense Executive Agent for the Project. We
have organized and are operating a Utilization ani Redistribution Agency
(PURA) in the Pacific area. The program is an effort on the part of our Defense
establishment to identify, classify and effect inter-Service screening, transfer,
and use of excess materiel, accumulated during our rapid buildup to meet
Vietnam requirements, while still engaged in active combat operations. PURA
became operational in 1968. Since its inception, the Military Services have reported over $760 million worth of excess materiel for screening, and over $ZOO
million of this materiel has been redistributed to fill valid requirements.
Our various management programs for the improvement of our logistic
posture and efficiency in Vietnam have permitted some significant reductions in
inventories in Vietnam during the past year.
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- Our cargo handling and throughput capability in Vietnam continued to
improve during the year. Inauguration of fast container ship runs between the
West Coast and Vietnam reduced pilferage and decreased cargo handling and
ship turn-around time. Increased security and improved roads and bridges
in Vietnam now permits greater use of highway, rail and water intra-country
movements in lieu of the more expensive air mode.
C. KOREA
1.
Forces
The political and economic viability of the Republic of Korea (ROK) and
the strength -f its defense forces are notable evidence of the success of the
U. S. policy of collective security to which we have been committed for the last
two decades. The presence there today of the Eighth U. S. Army is visible proof
of our determination and commitment to help the ROK remain free and to proect Free World interests in Northeast Asia.
During the past year we continued to maintain in Korea a force of two
divisions, one of which shares a part of the defense position along the demilitarized zone with our Korean allies.
2.

Countering the Threat

In continuing it- aim of unifying Korea under Communist terms, North
Korea has initiated what appears to be a change in tactics. The change is evidenced by the significant decrease - from 300 in the first eight months of 1968 to
85 for the same period in 1969 - in the number of incidents along the DMZ. Conversely known sea infiltration attempts of North Korea agent teams into the ROK
rear areas show a significant increase during the first eight months of 1969 over
that noted for the corresponding period in 1968. Both the ROK forces and our
own units in Korea are responding well to the hazardous and trying conditions
which they face.
The vigorous counter-infiltration program being pursued both by U. S.
forces and by our ROK allies has brought the problem under control, but we
must expect that it will require our continuous close attention in the future.
Last year, the President proposed, and the Congress approved, a $100
million supplement to the Military Assistant Program for Korea to counter the
increased North Korean aggression. These funds were designed to help
modernize the ROK armed forces, improve and harden airfields and airfield
facilities, and provide additional counter-infiltration equipment. Two priority
Army items in the package were M16 rifles and carbines.
The M16 rifles,
which have been delivered, will increase the capabilities of ROK Forces along
the DMZ.
The carbines, delivered in July 1968, were a priority requirement
for the Homeland Defense Force. We also delivered a number of helicopters to
the ROK Army during 1969 and will deliver additional helicopter in 1970.
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D.

EUROPE
Each Administration sinc World War II has recognized the paramount
V
strategic importance of Western Europe.
President Nixon's trip there in the
early days of his administration helped to reaffirm our interest and crucial ties.
This year marks the 20th anniversary of the North Atlantic Treaty
,4
Organization. During these two decades our ground forces have remained in
Europe's Central Region, together with the other NATO forces and under
integrated military command$ to help guard against Soviet aggression. The
measure of our success lies in the fact that severe crises have been met and
the political territorial integrity of the NATO countries preserved without a
single breach of the peace in Europe.
1. Forces
We have a large number of Army personnel in Western Europe today.
Most are in Germany, where the U. S. Army, Europe, maintains 4 1/3 combat
divisions, with a separate infantry brigade in Berlin.
Last year, we redeployed 2/3 of the 24th Infantry Division (Mechanized),
the 3d Armored Cavalry Regiment, and certain support units, with a total
authorized strength of about 30, 000, from Germany to the United States to reduce our balance of payments deficit. The redeployed units, with equipment
prepositioned in Germany, are earmarked for airlift to Europe in an emergency,
Early this year we completed a successful test of this concept in Exercise
REFORGER Is in which over IZ, 000 Army troops deployed by air to Europe,
received equipment reserved and prepositioned for them, and participated in a
NATO field exercise. REFORGER I was a most useful exercise and represented an important advance in the realism and practicality of our procedures
since Exercise BIG LIFT in 1963.
Our ground forces are in Europe today - almost 24 years after the end of
World War II - because they are an essential element of the NATO deterrent to
Warsaw Pact aggression. They would be the immediate and primary means of
direct defense, particularly if aggression ahould occur in its most likely form
as a conventional attack. Our forces in Europe are tangible evidence of the
U. S. commitment to help defend NATO.
Conventional ground forces have assumed increased relevancy and
importance - on both sides of the Iron Curtain - in the present environment of
nuclear deterrence. Current NATO strategy recognizes this importance in its
concept of flexible response. We cannot safely reduce our readiness for
nuclear combat, since the Soviets have a full capability to exploit a weakness
should it develop.
On the other hand, we as well as our NATO allies will certainly want to avoid the use of nuclear weapons in any future crisis. NATO
must therefore be able to react promptly with non-nuclear forces so as to avoid
situations in which we would have to choose between using nuclear weapons and
giving up territory or other crucial objectives.
It is clear that the success of the strategy of flexible response is dependent on the size and quality of NATO's conventional forces. To increase the
quality of our forces in Europe, in December 1968 we initiated an intensive
management program to improve our equipment-on-hand readiness. Thus far,
all our divisions have been brought up to their equipment-on-hand readiness
objectives.
Z. Readiness
We have been largely successful in providing our commanders in Europe
with a quantitative fill to meet their authorized strengths, although qualitatively
we have had to lower certain desirable standards.
Our forces in Europe are well equipped to conduct combat operations.
Some temporary equipment shortages which were experienced as a result of
Vietnam requirements have been corrected, and all major combat units have
attained their assigned equipment-on-hand readiness objectives. Our readiness

will increase, of course, as we receive and deploy new equipment, such as
Sheridan and Chaparral/Vulcan (and later, modern helicopters) to Europe,
We are making good progress in bringing our war reserve stocks in
Europe up to their full authorized levels. Recent additions to the USAREUR
depot maintenance program should assure high serviceability of the equipment
in those stocks.
3. Reorganization of Logistic Support
Many of the programmed actions to improve the effectiveness and reduce
the cost of our logistic support operations in Europe reported to you last year
have now been completed. We are actively working toward the establishment of
the additional supply management information systems necessary to exploit fully
our concepts for streamlined logistic support.
Installation of new automatic data processing equipment has permitted us
to eliminate the Seventh Army Inventory Control Center. The stock control
functions formerly performed by that agency are now the responsibility of our
USAREUR Supply and Maintenance Agency. This change has resulted in both
increased economy and greater effectiveness in moving materiel to the users.
For example, it has been possible to reduce the-Seventh Army stockage level in
Europe by $14. 7 million as a result of improved inventory control and the consolidation or elimination of several logistic echelons.
A system termed "Fast Fix," similar to the "Red Ball" system we use for
expedited air delivery to Vietnam, has been developed for Europe. This system
has improved the responsiveness of our supply system, and hence our operational readiness, with no added investment costs.
E. ACTIVE ARMY RESERVE IN THE UNITED STATES
In addition to our overseas deployments, we maintain an active Army
strategic reserve force (called STRAF) in the United States. This force is
designed to respond rapidly and in sufficient strength in reinforcing our forces
deployed overseas or in meeting contingencies in areas where we have no
deployed forces.
The STRAF also serves as the major portion of the sustaining
base for Army units deployed to overseas short tour areas, an important factor
while so large a part of the Army is in Vietnam.
We currently have a STRAF consisting of four divisions in the continental
United States and an independent brigade in Hawaii. Two major units currently
in the STRAF, the 29th Infantry Brigade in Hawaii and the 69th Infantry Brigade
at Fort Carson (integrated into the 5th Infantry Division (Mechanized)) are
Reserve Component units mobilized last May to offset the deployment to Vietnam
of brigades from the 82d Airborne and 5th Infantry (Mechanized) Divisions.
When these units are demobilized later this year, they will be replaced by two
active Army brigades which we plan to organize by that time.
Table 5 shows the status of the STRAF during the period since the beginning
of the buildup in Vietnam.
The reduction of the STRAF since 1965 is a reflection
of how it was used to meet the requirements for forces in Vietnam. Actually,
the STRAF experienced a net reduction of 4 2/3 divisions during this period,
while we were deploying a total of 8 1/3 divisions to Vietnam; this reflects the
fact that not only was the STRAF drawn down - a use for which it was intended but also that it was used as a base from which to fo'em new units. Of the 8 1/3
divisions in Vietnam at the end of FY 1969, 5 2/3 were STRAF units and 2 1/3
were newly organized from the STRAF (the remaining 1/3 is the 173d Airborne
Brigade from Okinawa).
Table 5 - Active Army Strategic Reserve
End of FY
1965
966
1967
1968
1969
Divisions
9
7-1/3
75
4--'-/3
TTT3
As its mission implies, the STRAF must be maintained in a condition of
high operational readiness. One way of measuring this readiness is in terms of
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the time required to ready a unit for deployment to combat under mobilization
conditions, or "force deployability" time. A very significant improvement in
STRAP deployability during FY 1969 was achieved through the combined effects
of full manpower authorization for trained strength needs (notably full coverage
for transients and patients); the mobilization of selected units and individuals;
the extended early release program for short tour returnees; the leveling out
of Vietnam deployments; an expansion of the training program to accelerate
the production of new non-commissioned officers; improved managment of our
installations in the United States; and intensive management of those logistics
and manpower matters which pace readiness.
The separate support units in the STRAF are generally not as ready,
since priority for personnel and equipment fill has been given to the major
units. They do reflect the same trend of improvement, however, even though
the degree of that improvement is not yet as marked.
As our career personnel return from Vietnam and are assigned to STRAF
units, we are accumulating a reservoir of experienced combat leaders and
some skilled technicians. This experience factor, though an intangible in our
normal readiness calculations, is adding to the combat effectiveness and readiness of the STRAP.
I1. RESERVE COMPONENTS
The Army Reserve Components are an essential complement to the active
Army. In an emergency warranting mobilization, they would provide necessary
reinforcement and support for our deployed forces and the STRAF. They would
also provide the forces needed to expand the training and support bb 3e.
I. Strength
The current strengths of the Army Reserve Components are slightly above
the authorized average strengths of 400, 000 in the Army National Guard and
Z60, 000 in the Army Reserve, excluding the reservists mobilized in May of
last year who are still on active duty. For FY 1970, as in FY 1969, we are
programmed and budgeted to meet the average strengths mandated by the
Congress.
2. Reorganization
The Army Reserve Components were reorganized during the period
December 1967-May 1968 to eliminate unnecessary units, to form new units
which were needed, and to achieve a balanced interdependence between the
active and reserve forces. Table 6 shows this relationship in terms of division
forces as it will exist upon completion of the second phase of withdrawals from
Vietnam.
Table 6 - Army Division Forces - FY 1970 a/
SSIs
ISIs
Divisions
It Z/3
18 2/3
18 2/3
Active Army
8
15
8
Reserve Components
26 2/3
76 2/3
262/3
TOTAL
a/ A division force consists of a division, an ISI, and an SSI:
Division - The basic combat unit (16, 000 men).
Initial Support Increment (ISI) - Support units required for the
initial support of the division in combat (16, 000 men).
Sustaining Support Increment (SSI) - Additional support units
required to sustain the division in combat indefinitely (16, 000 men).
As the table indicates, there is an initial support increment (ISI) in the
active Army for each active Army division. Sustaining support increments to
round out some of the active division forces are in the Reserves, in recognition
of the fact that they would not be needed in the initial phase of combat.
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The reorganization eliminated the Reinforcing Reserves, which had been
manned at low levels and for which no procurement of major items of equipment
had been authorized. The Army Reserve Components now contain only units
manned at more than 90% of full wartime strength. Our annual budget computations of equipment requirements take into account the full Reserve Components
requirements, except for Il 000 spaces in the Army National Guard to meet
certain special needs of State governors.
In addition, the reorganization:
- updated the Reserve force structure to (I) conform Io corresponding modifications made recently in the active Army, and (Z) "round out" the
support for the active Army which would be available in the event of mobilization.
- provided adequate forces for the needs of each State.
- distributed units so that the burden of full mobilization could be
shared more equitably among the States and population.
3. Mobilization
In May 1968, to meet requirements generated by the communist Tet
offensive in Vietnam, we ordered to active duty 34 units from the Army National
Guard and 42 from the Army Reserve. These units contained about 17,400 men
when mobilized. In addition, approximately 2, 600 members of the Individual
Ready Reserve were ordered to active duty and were assigned both to mobilized
and active Army units. By the end of 1968, we had deployed 43 of the mobilized
units, containing over 6, 000 reservists, to Vietnam to meet pressing needs for
units which could not be provided by the active Army. The remainder of the
mobilized units (including two infantry brigades) were used to improve the readiness of the STRAF by providing additional combat and support units not otherwise available in the required time frame. About IZ, 100 reservists (61% of
those called) have served or are serving in Vietnam, including those sent as
individuals from the STRAF.
Table 7 provides a summary display of how we
have used the mobilized reservists and the current schedule for their release
from active duty. The data reflect the redeployments from Vietnam announced
in September 1969 and the associated demobilization.
Table 7 - Mobilization, Use and Release Schedule
for Mobilized Reservists
Total Mobilized
Mobilized with units
Mobilized as individuals

No.
17,400
2, 600
20,000
12, 100
(6, 100)
(6, 000)
7,900
20,000

Deployed to Vietnam
(Deployed with units)
(Deployed as individuals)
Retained in the STRAF
Total
Reservists on
active duty (000)
In United States
In Vietnam
Total
Release Plan (000)
By month
Cumulative
Prior to May 1969

May Jun Jul
5.8
5.6
5.5
11.6 11.4 11.3
17.4 17.0 T16.8
0.2
0.2

0.4
0.6

0. Z
0.8

% of Those Called
(87%)
(13%)
(100%)

(610)
(39%)
(1000)

CY 1969
A
S
4.4
4.2
9.8 8.1
14. 2 12.3
2.6
3.4

Oct
3.5.5
9.3

Nov
6.8W
0
6,8

1,9 3.0 2.5
5.3 8.3 10.8

Cumulative Total

Dec
-

-

6.8
17.6
2,4
20. 0
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As indicated in the table, a number of reservists from those mobilized
units retained in the STRAF were reassigned as individuals to Vietnam. These
selective reassignments wore made to help sustain deployed Army units, in
much the same way that active Army soldiers are levied from units in the
STRAF. With the requirements for short tour area replacements at a high
level, we believed it proper for qualified reservists to share the replacement
load. The levies from mobilized reserve units were limited, however, to 716
of the unit operating strength for any one month and 18% in a single quarter, to
preserve unit integrity and readiness. Not more than 50% of the reservists
x
mobilized with any particular unit were levied for oversea movement, and no
levies were made after May of this year.
As part of the July-August force reduction in Vietnam, we returned and
released from active duty, without replacement, some 20 Reserve Component
units totaling about Z, 000 men. Ten of the remaining 23 Reserve Component
units in Vietnam totaling about 2, 100 men, are being returned and released,
without replacement, in the second phase of the withdrawals. We plan to release the remaining units and individuals mobilized in May 1968 by 15 December
of this year. Those reservists completing overseas assignments in short tour
areas are being released upon their return. By the end of this October about
50% of the 20. 000 reservists called will have been demobilized. All mobilized
Reserve Component units will have been released from active duty by 15 Decernber 1969, and these units will be restored to State or Army Area Command
control the day following their release.
The 1968 Reserve mobilization, although limited, served its purpose well.
Essential units were provided to meet requirements in Vietnam and in the
STRAF significantly earlier than would have been possible if we had had to form,
train, and equip new active Army units. In this regard, it is encouraging to
note the speed with which the units ordered up last year were readied for deploy.
mont. Almost all of those earmarked for duty in Vietnam were operational
there within six months of their mobilization. By comparison, the two Army
National Guard divisions deployed to the Far East during the Korean war did not
enter combat until 15 and 16 months after mobilization. We are analyzing the
experience gained from this latest mobilization to determine how we can reduce
deployability times still further.
My comments regarding the recent mobilization would be incomplete if I
did not take note of the outstanding performance of the mobilized units in
Vietnam. Our recent surveys there of the effectiveness of these units, and the
judgment of the senior commanders who have observed their operations, justify
the conclusion that they have given a superior account of themselves under
difficult and challenging conditions.
4. Personnel Policies
During 1968 the Army conducted a searching study to determine the
quality of officers in the Reserve Components and whether current personnel
policies were providing for the maintenance of a high quality officer corps.
The study concluded that the Reserve Component officers were qualified and that
standards were adequate, but recommended certain changes.
The recommendations address six general topics:
- Development of a career and personnel management system.
- Development of a records monitoring system.
- A comprehensive officer acquisition and distribution program,
- Standards for promotion and Federal recognition.
- Clear and equitable General Officer promotion criteria.
- Reexamination of the Advisor system and development of an effective
1A
system for guiding and monitoring Reserve Components training,
Some of the approved changes include:
Establishment of military educational prerequisites for promotion.
4
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Completion of the Branch Advanced Course will be required for promotion to
major; completion of 50% of the Command and General Staff College course
will bo necessary for promotion to lieutenant colonel; and completion of that
entire course will be required for promotion to colonel.
Preclusion of unit promotions to captain, major, or lieutenant colonel
for those officers who have been passed over by a Selection Board until they
have been selected by a subsequent Board.
- Establishment of procedures for removal from the Individual Ready
Reserve of non-obligated officers who for five years do not accept a unit
assignment, mobilization designation assignment, or attachment to a USAR
unit, unless no such assignments are available and a mobilization requirement
exists.
- Establishment of a requirement for five continuous years of active
Reserve status immediately prior to assignment to a General Officer position.
5. Readiness
With the Reserve reorganization completed, we are progressing toward
our Reserve readiness objectives. The major Reserve units were slowed somewhat in their training readiness during the reorganization, but are now progressing satisfactorily toward their objectives.
Since 1966 our annual budget computations of equipment requirements
have taken Into account the full Army Reserve Components requirements.
However, the expansion of the active Army to meet Vietnam demands has
forced us to divert a good share of the equipment which would otherwise have
been issued to the Reserves.
Equipment deliveries to the Reserves have substantially increased during
the past few years. from $62 million in FY 1966 to $131 million in FY 1967 and
to $192 million in FY 1968. There were, however, some partially offsetting
withdrawals to meet Sentheast Asia requirements. While we had hoped for
steady progress in this area, our issues of additional equipment to the Reserves
in FY 1969 dropped somewhat from FY 1968. We should not expect a dramatic
increase in the equipment available for the Reserves until after the end of the
war in Vietnam.
6. Management
Because of the obvious economic advantages of being able to rely on the
Reserves to meet contingency requirements, we are devoting a great deal of
top management attention to the problems of Reserve readiness and how it might
be improved. Recently, we began a series of regular policy meetings involving
the Army Secretariat and the senior Army Staff general officers having cognizance over the several functional areas and offices (personnel, logistics, force
development, Army Reserve Office, National Guard Bureau) at sociated with
Reserve readiness. The meetings are chaired by the Assistant Secretary of the
Army for Manpower and Reserve Affairs and are designed to surface problems
which might delay our progress toward meeting Reserve readiness objectives.
Additionally, an experimental program for improving readiness of selected
Reserve Component battalion-size combat, combat support and combat service
support units during training year 197,0 and 1971 has been initiated. Selected
units of the Reserve Components will be provided additional resources and
closely affiliated with active Army organizations (sponsors) with the objective
of achieving battalion level training readiness by the end of training year 1971.
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IV.

MANPOWER

Successful accomplishment of the Army's missions depends on our
effective use of manpower. The men and women in the Army are our most
important asset. I shall discuss a few of the important aspects of our manpower resources and management.
1, Military and Civilian Strengths
Table 8 indicates active Army military strength since 1965 and projected
through the end of FY 1970. The strength rise to meet Vietnam requirements
and the current leveling off are shown. In fiscal years 1967-70, while the
total strength fluctuates to accommodate necessary variations in trainee require.,
ments caused by the cyclic nature of the Selective Service obligation, the
Army's trained strength is shown as being relatively constant.
Table 8 - Active Army Military Strength (000)
End of FY
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
Trained
881
1010
1320
1345
1315
Trainees
87
189
Izz
Z25
197
TOTAL
968
1199
144Z
1570
1511
The Army now has about 428, 000 full time permanent civilian employees
supporting military functions. As indicated in Table 9, we plan to have
412,400 by end of FY 1970. The 15,600 reduction is primarily the result of
the V.etnam withdrawals and resulting troop inactivations and the President's
overseas reductions.
Table 9 -_Army Full Time Permanent Civilian Strength
Actual, End FY 1969
Program End FY 1970
433,778
412,400
Z. Military Personnel Procurement
We are studying how we might improve the application of the Selective
Service System, and the President has made certain recommendations in this
i
regard. We are also examining the feasibility of relying on an all-volunteer
force.
For FY 1969, of 455, 000 required new enlisted accessions, Z54, 000
had to be provided through the draft.
Officer strength will remain relatively stable. We had 166, 000 officers
Y
at the end of FY 1968, and programmed about 173, 000 for the end of FY 1969
and now plan about 167, 000 for the end of FY 1970.
The ROTC program is
expected to produce 17, 500 new officers in FY 1970 compared to 16, 300 in
FY 1969 and 14, 200 in FY 1968. Our officer candidate schools will commission
8,300 men in FY 1970 compared to 8,700 in FY 1969 and 18,400 in FY 1968.
Increasing enrollment at the Military Academy is reflected in our rising
accessions from that source, and we commissioned 762 cadets in June 1969.
The above figures illustrate the heavy reliance we place on the ROTC
program as the primary source of our new officers. This fact emphasizes the
seriousness with which we must view the current difficulties and criticism the
ROTC program is encountering on some university campuses.
Clearly, we
must not permit the quality of the program to be seriously threatened or its
output significantly curtailed.
3. Military Personnel Policies
A large number of the Army's trained men are stationed overseas, and
many of these are serving "short tours" in Vietnam and Korea. We plan to
endorse limiting the Vietnam tour to 12 months as an essential factor in sustain- 4:
ing the morale of the troops. However, the high proportion of men in short
tour areas introduces a difficult manpower management problem in that we must
provide about 450, 000 replacements annually to Vietnam and Korea.
The shortage of trained leaders compels us to return some careerists to
Vietnam for a second tour sooner than we would like, In FY 1969 we returned a
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number of career soldiers to Vietnam involuntarily; most of these men previously served there in 1965 or later, and a majority had less than the minimum
of 25 months which we try to provide between Vietnam tours. Fortunately, the
impact of second Vietnam tours has been considerably lessened by the Vietnam
volunteer program. During the last two years over 120, 000 officer and enlisted
volunteers were assigned to Vietnam. The need to assign personnel to
repetitive Vietnam tours has also been reduced by the tour extension program;
from November 1966 through June 1969 there were more than 75, 000 Vietnam
tour extensions of six months or more.
Last year we began a special new training program to accelerate production of non-commissioned officers to help meet replacement needs. In this
program selected junior enlisted men are given special training to prepare them
to serve as non-commissioned officer leaders or skilled specialists. In
FY 1969 we trained over 10, 000 soldiers in 43 different skill areas. We plan to
train more than twice this number in about 55 specialty areas in this program in
FY 1970. Men selected for this program spend about one year in training,
including the basic training they receive when they enter the Army. Their
second year in service will normally be spent as non-commissioned officers in
a short tour area. Accelerated promotions are included to encourage participation in the program and to recognize leadership development.
As a second action, we are permitting men to leave the Army following
their short tours if they are within five months of the normal end of their term
of service. While we pay a price for this in terms of a higher annual loss rate,
we derive a very important benefit - a reduction in personnel turbulence.
Before we introduced the extended early release program last August, an
inductee, after having served a short tour in Vietnam, might have been assigned
to a STRAF unit for his last four or five months of service. This meant that
some positions in our STRAW units were held by several different men in a
single year. Most of these men, with only a few weeks of service remaining,
were understandably not highly motivated. The result was that it became
extremely difficult for unit commanders to sustain a high state of training readiness. Now that we permit men to be discharged early after completing a short
tour, we eliminate these short, non-productive assignments, Instead, we fill
the positions with men who come from the training base with a full tour available,
or at least with men who have five months or more to serve. This change in
policy helped us to improve the readiness of our forces here in the United
State s.
The Army has initiated also a new incentive program designed to increase
the extension rate of our warrant officer aviators serving in Vietnam and Korea.
Under this program, warrant officers will be released from active duty approximately 13 months early in exchange for a six month extension in Vietnam or
Korea. Since very few of our non-career warrant officers serve more than 12
months in Vietnam during their three years of active duty, this program, if
successful, will be an important step in achieving greater utilization and continuity in areas where these aviators are needed the most.
We also hope to benefit in several other important respects. First, the
program should reduce our aviator training requirements for FY 1971.
Second,
it should increase the time between involuntary tours for careerists to at least
24 months, Third, it could significantly increase the number of warrant officer
aviators eligible for assignment to the ready reserve, as opposed to the standby
reserve, since most will have at least three years remaining of their six year
statutory military obligation.
4, Contributions to Total National Security
I would like to note several military projects, which, while of benefit to
the Army, also contribute to the social betterment of some of our less skilled
or less privileged soldiers.
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a. Project One Hundred Thousand. In October 1966, the Department
of Defense began Project One Hundred Thousand, a program designed to give
young men not previously qualified mentally or physically an opportunity to serve
in the Armed Forces. During the period October 1966 through August 1969s
the Army accepted more than 155, 000 men into the program. About 40% were
non-white; about the same number were unemployed. About 20% earned less
than $60 per week, and more than half had not completed high school.
We are greatly encouraged by the results achieved.
The failure rate
in basic training has been 3%, only slightly higher than the Army-wide figure
of 2. 1%.
Conduct and efficiency ratings are about the same as the Army average. A majority of the men in the program have been promoted at normal
intervals, and 10% of those with 19-21 months of service have received
promotions to grade E-5. Finally, and perhaps of greater significance, is the
fact that many of these men are being trained in skills which will equip them to
find useful, productive jobs in the civilian economy.
b. Project Transition. In April 1967 the President asked the Secretary of Defense to establish a program for servicemen "to make available, to
the maximum extent possible, in-service training and educational opportunities
that will increase their chances for employment in civilian life. " Project
Transition is the Department of Defense's program to meet this need. It offers
courselling, vocational training and academic instruction, and job placement
assistance to servicemen in their last six months of active duty. While civilianrelated military training courses and military facilities are used, Project
Transition is designed to encourage maximum participation by industry and
labor, as well as by Federal agencies and state and local governments.
From June through December of 1967, the Army conducted a pilot
Transition Program at Fort Knox. In January 1968, the program was expanded,
and today Transition services are available at 55 military installations in the
United States.
During CY 1968 over 105, 000 Army personnel received Transition
counselling.
Of these, 42, 300 subsequently enrolled in either vocational or
educational training and 30, 800 completed their courses of instruction. In the
first eight months of this year, 94, 000 received counselling; 31, 000 enrolled in
courses; and 24, 000 completed courses.
c.
Equal Opportunity. Finally, in its utilization of manpower, the
Army is firmly committed to a policy of equality of treatment and opportunity
for all regardless of race, color or national origin. Adherence to this policy
has strengthened the Army while giving members of minority groups the chance
to advance free from barriers of racial or religious prejudice.
We continue our efforts to provide equal employment opportunity to
black Americans and to other minority individuals in our civilian work force.
Minority members now make up more than 16% of our civilian forces. To
assure further progress, the Chief of Staff recently emphasized to all command- K
ers the importance of their active, personal support and involvement in p.-oviding equal employment opportunity and in maintaining contact with interested
1
community groups to assure them of the Army's cooperative efforts.
I am particularly pleased with the progress that has been made in
the area of off-post housing. We are moving rapidly to assure that no man
honorably serving his country will suffer hardship because of his race or color.
In mid-1967 we surveyed some 250, 000 private rental housing units adjacent to
53 major installations. At that time only 55% of the units were open to all per.
sonnel. However, by June 1969 the expanded survey covering nearly 340, 000
units showed that 97% were available to all military personnel on a nondiscriminatory basis. This significant improvement# while partly a result of
Defense directives designed to counter discriminatory housing practices, is also0'IF
;
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indicative of the improved cooperation and understanding which has developed
between local commanders and property owners.
V.

LOGISTICS

PROCUREMENT GUIDANCE
Since 1960 the procurement objectives for materiel support for the
General Purpose Forces of all the Military Services have been determined by
The
the Secretary of Defense and stated in his annual Logistic Guidance.
Service budget submissions must support the Guidance objectives. The Guidance establishes a balance between programmed forces and the inventories
of equipment, ammunition, secondary items, and consumables to sustain them
in combat. In the case of the Army, it specifies the number of division force
equivalents a/ to be equipped and supported.
The Logistic Guidance and the Army budgets have been expanded to match
the Army buildup since 1965, as indicated in the following table:
Table 10 - Major Army and Allied Forces to be Supported
U. S. Forces
FY 65
FY 66 FY 69
FY 70 1 /
Division Forces In Vietnam
4 1/3
1/3
7 13
Total Division Force
22
26 Z/3
Z7 2/3
26 Z/3
Allied Forces
2/
Z/
..
14 1/3 , 14 1/3Divisions
I/ FY 70 column reflects redeployments from Vietnam
/
1 Vietnamese Army; 2 1/3 Korean; . Thai
a/ A division force is defined as the division its'4! plus its initial and
sustaining support increments - a total of about 48, 000 men, for
planning purposes.
The Logistic Guidance divides Army forces into categories and establishes
logistic objectives tailored for the particular planned strategic employment for
each force category.
In issuing his Logistic Guidance, the Secretary of Defense has consistently
directed that all of our forces in Vietnam be fully equipped and supplied, and
supported by a full pipeline to replace consumption and attrition. These forces
are now being fully sustained by deliveries from the active production base, and
our FY 1970 budget request provides for continuing this support through the
budget year funding delivery period.
The Logistic Guidance provides for full support of our Reserve Component
forces on exactly the same basis as the active Army. In practice, however,
where for good and prudent reasons (which I will describe later) we do not
budget for procurement of our full authorized acquisition objectives, the resulting equipment shortages are normally applied to Reserve requirements. This is
consistent with the fact that active Army units require full equipment to meet
their readiness objectives; non-mobilized Reserve units, however, can achieve
their training readiness goals with somewhat less than their full equipment
allowances.
The Logistic Guidance authorizes for allied forces in Vietnam initial
equipment allowances, replacement of consumption, and a pipeline for intransit, safety, and operating stocks through the FY 1970 delivery period. The
Guidance also specifies that for FY 1970 we should program support for the
Republic of Korea Army.
B. PROCUREMENT DELIVERIES
Our prior year budgets, beginning with the FY 1966 Supplemental, included
funds for the large procurement programs which were necessary to support the
Army expansion dictated by our commitments in Southeast Asia. Since procurement lead times for equipment range from six to 24 months, there is always a
built-in time lag between authorizations and deliveries, or between fund
A.
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availability and availability of hardware. We are therefore still in a period of
large materiel demands, despite the stabilization of our forces at their present
levels. This relationship is indicated in the following table:
Table II - PEMA Budget and Deliveries,
($ Billions)
FY 65 FY 66 FY 67 FY 68 FY 69 FY 70
Budget
ArmyOnly
2.0
5. Z
5.5
6.5
6.7
5.1
Equipment
(1.5)
(3.6)
(3.8)
(3.7)
(3.3)
(2.7)
Ammunition
(.4)
(1.3
(1.4)
(Z.4)
(Z.9)
(1.7)
SAFEGUARD
( .1)
( .3)
(.4)
Production Base
Support
(.1)
(.3)
(.3)
(.3)
(.2)
(.3)
Other Customers
.6
1.5
1.7
2.0
1.9
Z. I
Total
z.6
6.7
7.2
8.5
8.6
7.Z
Deliveries
Army Only_
1.6
Z.1
3,8
5.4
6.1
5.4
Equipment
(1.3)
(1.6)
(Z.5)
(3,4)
(3.Z)
(3.0)
Ammunition
( .3)
( .5)
(1.3)
(2.0)
(2.9)
(Z.4)
Other Customers
.8
.8
1.6
Z.2
z.3
2.1
Total
Z.4
2.9
5.4
7.6
8.4
7.5(Est)
Most of the deliveries of equipment we are now receiving were funded in
the FY 1967 and 1968 budgets.
At the present rate, deliveries of equipment to
the Army alone are valued at almost $Z50 million each month.
With certain qualifying exceptions that I shall mention below, there are
sufficient funds in the FY 1970 and prior year budgets for the post Phase II
Vietnam redeployment total Army structure of 26 2/3 active and reserve division
forces. One notable exception concerns Army aircraft, where, because of the
expense involved we have chosen to buy only those amounts which will be needed
by the post-war base line Army.
Further exceptions to our "full procurement" policy occur when, for
cogent and prudent reasons, we deliberately defer buying certain items. In this
category are: new items for which we are phasing procurement over a number
of years, thereby maintaining an active production base; items for which
phased procurement is desirable to maintain a balance with related items or to
provide for orderly production scheduling at economic rates; and obsolescent
items for which no further procurement is contemplated and for which new
replacement items will become available.
The high priority program to provide modern equipment to the Vietnamese
armed forces, which I emphasized earlier in discussing Vietnam, is inevitably
resulting in some delays in filling all our own active Army ind Reserve
Components equipment requirements. Because of the lead time problem, equip.
ment now being provided to the RVNAF was procured largely with FY 1967 and
FY 1968 funds. We have funds for replacement equipment in our FY 1969 Supple.
mental and FY 1970 requests, but some deficiencies will exist until deliveries
are made in the course of the FY 1970 funding delivery period.
C. PROCUREMENT PROGRAM
Table 12 shows our equipment and ammunition procurement programs,
by category, since FY 1965. The growth trend through FY 1969 is reversed for
FY 1970, a reflection of the reduction in our estimated consumption rates in
Southeast Asia. FY 1969 funding for direct support of our Southeast Asia
effort was $4. 6 billion; the comparable figure for FY 1970 (after the Phase I and
Phase II withdrawals) is $2. 7 billion, a reduction of 40%.
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Table 12
Program
Aircraft
Aircraft Spares
Missiles
Missile Spares

-

Army Procurement Programs a/
($ Millions)
FY 65 FY 66 FY 67 FY 68 FY 69 FY 70
9"77
6
404
39
T043
913
50
255
241
305
154
166
219
307
345
460
843
881
(138)
( 331) (353)
13
45
27
33
45
57

(
Weapons & Cbt Vehicles
Tactical & Spt Vehicles
Communications & Elec

214
346
211

548
540
477

608
571
636

602
402
609

509
396
609

Other Support Equipment
Ammunition
Production Base Support
TOTALS

157
330
79
1955.

403
1332
203
5-3

576
1285
297
9

390
2424
Z79
1
(138)

441
2913
166

4)
357
384
441

(3)
312
1732
346
8- b
(360)

(331)
Figures in parentheses are for SAFEGUARD.
FY 70 column reflects current Army request.
For the categories which require authorization, the following amounts,
included in the above table, are requested for FY 1970:
Aircraft (including spares)
$570 U
Missiles (including spares)
938 IQ
Tracked Combat Vehicles
233'M
I shall summarize some significant aspects of our procurement program:
1. Aircraft
Our current procurement request for aircraft totals $404 million for
FY 1970. These funds will provide for procurement of 1,051 aircraft, most of
which will be required to replace anticipated losses during the FY 1970 procurement delivery period. The remainder represent a modest effort at improving
the inventory toward the approved procurement objective.
Our original aircraft request was established prior to termination of the AH-56A (Cheyenne)
production program, discussed below.
a. OH-6A/OH-58 (LOH). The OH-6 Light Observation Helicopter, with
its improved speed, armor protection and fire power, has proved to be an
outstanding performer in combat, particularly when used in the armed
reconnaissance and artillery observation roles.
We now have OH-61s operating in Vietnam and plan to ship more now aircraft there by the end of CY 1969. First delivery of a total of 2, 200 OH-58A
Light Observation Helicopters procured on a competitive five-year contract
occurred in May 1969# with initial deployment to Vietnam scheduled for November 1969. The OH-58 is expected to perform equally as well as the OH-6 in
Vietnam.
The FY 1970 budget requests funds for procurement of 600 OH-58's
primarily to replace losses in Vietnam.
b. CH-47. The CH-47 "Chinook" is one of the Army's "work horse"
helicopters in Vietnam. It is the Army's principal cargo and equipment air
transport helicopter for airmobile operations and has proven invaluable in moving artillery, bulk supplies and troops in areas where the road net is inadequate
or nonexistent, Funds are requested for 36 CH-47's in the FY 1970 budget to
replace attrition losses and to maintain an active production base while the war
in Vietnam continues.
a/
b/

-30-735 0-09-pt. 7-7
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c. AH-56A (Cheyenne). The Cheyenne was designed from the outset as.
an integrated aerial weapons system. It was intended to provide the Army with.
z
a high speed, heavily armed helicopter for escort protection of airmobile
forces and for rapid-response direct fire support. In addition, when equipped
with the TOW missile, it could provide an anti-tank capability.
On 8 January 1968, the Army exercised an option, contained in the
Cheyenne development contract, to acquire 375 production-model aircraft.
As Cheyenne units were added to the force structure, other elements (such as
armored and artillery units) were to be traded off and phased out of the force
structure. Over the life cycle of the Cheyenne system, the cost of the initial
Our FY
AH-56A program would have been totally offset by these tradeoffs.
1969 budget provided funds for the first increment of 15 aircraft, plus some lonif
leadtime items for the remainder of the program quantity of 375. Our original ,A
FY 1970 budget request provided funds for the second program year increment ;
:i
of 121 aircraft, plus additional long leadtime items for the remainder of the
program.
On 12 March 1969, one of the 10 prototype Cheyenne aircraft manufac-el
by Lockheed Aircraft Corporation under the AH-56A development contract
crashed into the sea off Santa Barbara, California. This accident brought into
s
sharp focus technical difficulties which had been encountered in the Cheyenne
program. In particular, problems of rotor stability and control significantly 1,
limited the maximum safe speed and maneuverability of the aircraft. These
difficulties required us to intensify our review of the status of the existing
Cheyenne program. Under the contract schedule. delivery of the firstproduc.
tion aircraft was to take place in September of this year. Following the
accident, and after a preliminary technical review of the program, the contract.,
ing officer for the Army concluded that any aircraft tendered by the contractor
at that time were not likely to meet performance specifications of the contract.
For this reason, on 10 April 1969. the Army's contracting officer issued to the
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation a "cure notice, " which notified the contractor
that the Government believed that Lockheed had failed to make satisfactory
progress toward the production and timely delivery of aircraft meeting
contractual requirements and that this condition was endangering performance
of the contract. The cure notice allowed the contractor a limited time in which
to submit a written demonstration of its ability to cure the technical difficulties
being encountered.
'
The Army received the Lockheed response to the cure notice on 28 April
1969. This response confirmed that the contractor was unable to deliver conThe response proposed an additionalforming aircraft on the contract schedule,
development effort to resolve existing technical problems, and a slip and
stretch-out of several months in the production schedule. This proposal was
reviewed by Army Materiel Command technical personnel and a group of the
Nation's leading experts in rotary-wing aerodynamics. On the basis of this
review the contracting officer and other Army officials concluded there was
little confidence that Lockheed would be able to deliver specification aircraft
even on its proposed slipped schedule. Accordingly, it was clear that Lockheed
was in default on its contractual obligations, in the sense that it had so failed to
make progress as to endanger performance of the production contract according
to its terms. Given the default status of the contract, it was determined that the,
Army should not continue to commit large sums of money for continuation of the,
_
production contract under a slipped schedule, without significantly greater
assurance than we possessed that we would obtain delivery of aircraft that would
meet our performance requirements.

For these reasons, and following a thorough analysis of the Lockheed
response by the contracting officer, as well as by responsible officials at the
U. S. Army Aviation Systems Command, Army Materiel Command, and Department of the Army level, the contracting officer, with my approval, notified
Lockheed on 19 May 1969 that the Government was terminating the production
contract for default. Although this move was fully justified, both in contractual
terms and in the public interest, it is one we took with great regret. The development of an advanced armed helicopter promises significant contributions
to the combat effectiveness of the Army. When we entered a contractual
arrangement with Lockheed, combining a research and development program
with production options, we accepted Lockheed's assurance, which then
appeared reliable, that a contractor with Lockheed's resources would be able
to accomplish the development objectives in sufficient time to begin production
and delivery of fully conforming aircraft in accordance with the contract
schedules. The Government's decision not to exercise the production option
on 31 March 1967, but to wait an additional 9 months, gave Lockheed an
additional 9 months to resolve development problems before beginning production. However, Lockheed's subsequent performance failed to meet our
expectations.
Despite our continued interest in the potential contributions of
an advanced armed helicopter to improved combat effectiveness, we regretfully
concluded that, because of the contractor's default, production efforts for this
particular armed helicopter could not be allowed to proceed at this time without
unacceptable risks.
The Cheyenne development contract, which is a separate legal instrument,
has not been terminated and continues in effect, although it also appears to be
in default and the contra tor has been so advised. Under this contract, Lockheed has a continuing obligation to complete the development and testing of the
Cheyenne system in accordance with contractual performance specifications.
However, because of the problems encountered in the program to date and in
order to accomplish the development objectives in an orderly fashion without
the time pressure of a concurrent production contract, it has appeared desirable
to restructure the development contract to some extent. In particular, the
Army wished to obtain greater visibility of the details of the contractor's efforts,
greater control over certain crucial development decisions and an advanced
rotor control system as an alternative to the contractor's present design.
Accordingly, the Commanding General$ Army Materiel Command, authorized
the Army Aviation Systems Command to enter into negotiations with Lockheed
for the purpose of arriving at a possible basis for a restructured program. We
hope that the results of these negotiations will provide a basis for continuing the
Cheyenne development effort. In any event, the Army still wants and requires
the kind of capability which the Cheyenne program was intended to provide. We
therefore believe it is necessary for us to pursue development of an advanced
armed helicopter, regardless of our ultimate decision with respect to the Lockheed Cheyenne program. Accordingly, we are concurrently exploring alternative advanced armed helicopter systems for the purpose of initiating development
efforts in FY 1970 in the event that continuation of a restructured Cheyenne
program does not appear to be in the Government's best interest.
As a result of the termination of the Cheyenne production contract and our
intention to continue development efforts on an advanced armed helicopter,
certain adjustments in our original FY 1970 budget request were required.
Unless Lockheed is successful in its appeal of the contracting officer's determination that it was in default on the production contract, it presently appears
that the Army's total liability for the terminated Cheyenne production program including certain contracts for Oovernment-furnished material which were
terminated for the convenience of the Government - is less than the amount
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appropriated for the program for FY 1969 and prior years. We therefore
expect that no 1970 PEMA funds will be required to close out the Cheyenne
production program. However, as I outlined in a letter to the Chairman of
this Committee dated 27 June 1969, our inability to obtain Cheyennes according i
to previous schedules necessitates an interim purchase of other armed hellcopters in FY 1970. The Army proposes to procure with FY 1970 funds
AH-IG gunship aircraft to meet estimated Southeast Asia gunship attrition in
the FY 1970 funded delivery period. The estimated cost of these aircraft is
$86 million (with related spares), which should remain in the FY 1970 PEMA
appropriation. Our original budget request included $429 million for procurement of the Cheyenne; $343 million may therefore be deleted from the PEMA
appropriation account.
On the RDT&E side, my request for additional funds was not addressed
by the Senate Armed Services Committee and was disallowed by the House Arrne
Services Committee Bill. The total funds of $22. 5 million requested in the
r.
original budget were approved by the House Armed Services Committee. How- '
ever, the HASC Bill states these funds were allocated for the specific purpose
of Advanced Rotor Research and Anti-Tank Missile System, Fire Control and
Night Vision rather than for the original purpose intended. With the disapprove]
of the additional funds to meet the RDT&E requirements, it now becomes neces.4
sary to restructure a much reduced Attack Helicopter development program
with the funds provided.
In summary, as a result of actions taken or contemplated since the
President's budget was submitted, our PEMA requirements for Attack Hellcopter procurement have been reduced by $343 million and funds for the
RDT&E for Attack Helicopter development still remain at the level contained
in the President's budget.
d. CH-54 (Flying Crane). The FY 1970 budget provides for six CH-541s
to replace attrition losses and to maintain an active production base while the
Vietnam war continues. Typical missions for this aircraft include delivery of
bulk supplies, movement of medium artillery and engineer equipment, and air- 11
craft recovery.
To illustrate its utilization for recovery operations, over 550
downed aircraft, valued in excess of $330 million, have been recovered by the
Flying Crane since it became operational in Vietnam late in 1965.
e. Other Aircraft. We have also included in' our FY 1970 budget request
funds for other aircraft needed to replace estimated losses in Vietnam and else.
where, and to equip newly activated units. These aircraft include UH-l
Iroquois, U-21 utility aircraft, and RU-21 surveillance aircraft.
2. Aircraft Spares. Also needed in FY 1970 are funds for aircraft spares to
support over I1,000 aircraft in the Army fleet, a large number of which are
in Vietnam. We have budgeted $166 million in FY 1970, compared to $154
million in FY 1969. Our spares requirements are based on flying hours and
usage rates; therefore, Vietnam support requirements far exceed those elsewhere, constituting approximately 75% of the total. Through intensive manage-"
ment practices and the airlift of over 90% of all aircraft spares to Vietnam, we J
have been able to minimize our spares procurement and inventories without
reducing aircraft readiness rates.
3. Missiles and Spares. This year's revised request for $938 million is
somewhat higher than the FY 1969 program, including a relatively small increa"t
in the SAFEGUARD program. Because of the importance of this program, I
shall address it separately later in my presentation.
Our FY 1970 program for missiles, exclusive of SAFEGUARD, is costed
at $581 million, about the same amount as in FY 1969. As planned, the
program will permit procurement and modernization of our missile systems
at orderly and economical rates. We are programming FY 1970 procurements
for four systems (other than SAFEGUARD) which exceed $50 million each:

U
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a.

Air Defense Missile Systems.
1. HAWK System. For FY 1970 we are requesting improved HAWK
missiles and related support equipment at a cost of $90 million. Our current
HAWK system provides a capability in the United States and overseas to defend
against low-flying supersonic aircraft. The improved HAWK extends this
capability to engage slow targets as well as faster targets. The improved
HAWK will have greater reliability, reduced reaction time, increased
lethality, and improved electronic countermeasure capability. This year's
request is for continuing production following initial procurement of the improved HAWK in FY 1969. It will provide the funds necessary to improve some
of the HAWK battalions in Europe, in Korea, and in CCNUS, and will also
provide the necessary maintenance backup for these units.
2. CHAPARRAL Guided Missile System. Our FY 1970 budget contains $100 million for CHAPARRAL missiles and associated ground support
equipment to support the revised program of 24 fire units per battalion. The
CHAPARRAL system is designed as a mobile, low altitude air defense system
effective against aircraft up to nearly sonic speeds.
b. Tank and Anti-tank Missiles.
I. TOW Anti-Tank Assault Missile. We are now requesting $142
millior for TOW guided missiles.
Our need for TOW is based primarily on the
large Soviet armor threat. TOW will provide to an infantry battalion the
capability of defeating enemy armor. It will have an exceptionally high hit/kill
probability.
The requested FY 1970 buy of TOW will permit completion of the second
year of a two-year multi-year contract with our prime contractor.
We had
originally planned in FY 1970 to exercise an option with a second producer to
build up his capability. Because of dollar constraints we are deferring thfs
option to the FY 1971 program. The competitive environment generated by the
second producer should result in a lower unit cost in FY 1971 and subsequent
year procurements.
2. SHILLELAGH Missile System. Our FY 1970 budget contains $50
million for these missiles to support the second year buy of a competitively
awarded three-year multi-year contract. The missile unit cost obtained
through this contractual arrangement is considered most advantageous to the
Army. As with the TOW system, SHILLELAGH was designed primarily to
oppose the Soviet armor threat. It provides our armor and reconnaissance
units, airborne assault units, and tank battalions with an armor-defeating
missile which can be fired from an armored combat vehicle. Recent troop
tests have proven the effectiveness of the missile.
4. Weapons and Combat Vehicles
Our current FY 1970 request for $357 million for weapons and combat
vehicles is the lowest since FY 1965, reflecting the fact that procurements in
recent years have brought us close to inventory objectives for most items.
The FY 1970 budget is designed principally to meet the unfilled objectives and
to continue a modest modernization program.
The largest combat vehicle program, like last year, is the upgrading
of our tank fleet to tanks with diesel engines and 105mm or larger guns (preferred assets). Our FY 1970 program includes M60AI tanks and other vehicles
of the M60 family. A program of this level will insure continuity of the production base and a phased, orderly introduction of preferred assets into the Army
inventory. The addition of these combat vehicles will permit replacing a
similar quantity of older M48 90mm gun tanks which are no longer suitable for
combat but have been retained in our inventory for training purposes until they
could be replaced.
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We are experiencing technical difficulties with the turret control and
stabilization system of the M60AIEZ tank. This system is necessary in order
to permit the EZ tank to shoot accurately on the move, an advance in the
present state of the art. We are working on solutions for this problem in orde
to proceed with deployment of the M60AIEZ tanks.
The other major combat vehicle program in the FY 1970 budget request
is the procurement of M551 ("Sheridan") armored reconnaissance vehicles.
This procurement will permit the completion of planned M551 deployments to
Southeast Asia and Europe, and will provide for equipping the active Army
baseline force. The M551 will provide the users with a lightly armored,
highly mobile, heavy gun weapon system specifically designed for the airborne
assault role and suitable for use in combat environments of all intensities.
We consider the M551. with its SHILLELAGH missile armament, to be a
particularly effective weapon system to combat the Soviet armor threat in
Europe discussed above in connection with missile procurement. As discussed
above in the section on Europe, the first Sheridans were deployed to Europe
early this year, with additional programmed for shipment in FY 1970.
Initial deployments of Sheridans to Vietnam were made early this year.
A thorough in-theater assessment of its first 90 days in combat concluded
that the Sheridan is an effective vehicle. While recommending certain modifica
tions, the USARV report recommended that the Army deploy sufficient numbers
to equip all cavalry squadrons in Vietnam. This deployment is now programmed.
5. Tactical and Support Vehicles
Our FY 1970 request of $384 million for tactical and support vehicles is
slightly more than our FY 1969 program. Unlike tracked combat vehicles,
which are primarily replaced due to battlefield obsolescence, our tactical
and support vehicle fleet requires replacement due to wearout through usage
over the years.
During the last few years, we have deferred the replacement of overage
vehicles in the interest of meeting our most critical needs such as Southeast
Asia (SEA) requirements. Vehicles which ordinarily would have been replaced
during this period were retained in service while deliveries from production
were sent to Southeast Asia and other high priority claimants. Now we are
confronted with the problem of having a large number of overage vehicles in
the 1/4 and 2 1/Z ton truck inventory. Our FY 1970 program will permit the
replacement of some of these overage assets and supports one additional requir ei
ment: The procurement of vehicles in support of the augmentation of the
Republic of Vietnam forces.
The principal new procurements apply to the four major payload cat egorl
These truck procurements represent minimum buys needed to permit continued
buildup of the Vietnamese Army and to prevent unacceptable deterioration of
our own tactical vehicle fleet.
In the 1/4 ton class, the buy includes a large number for the Vietnamese
Armed Forces and for other Free World Forces. The balance will be applied
against forecast Army losses.
The new buy in the 1 1/4 ton class provides for continued acquisition of
the high-mobility Gama Goat and the initiation of a multi-year procurement of
a new standard-mobility 1 1/4 ton truck. The Gama Goat, with its high offroad mobility, is an essential item of equipment in the Armyls plan to upgrade
the combat effectiveness of forward area units in the 1970-1975 period. The
new standard-mobility 1 1/4 ton track for rear area units is being bought subjec
to a guarantee of the lowest maintenance requirements ever specified for an
Army tactical truck, and is expected to provide substantial savings on a life
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cycle basis over the 3/4- and 1 1/4 ton trucks procured in the past. The total
buy of 1 1/4 ton trucks will be applied to U. S. Army needs.
The FY 1970 buy of 2 1/Z ton trucks will provide a substantial number for
the Vietnamese Armed Forces and other Free World forces. The balance of the
buy will be applied to our own combat and peacetime losses.
The buy of 5-ton trucks is for U. S. Army needs, except for a few for
Free World Forces. The quantity requested for the Army will replace our forecasted losses.
6. Communications and Electronics
The decrease in our budget request from $609 million in FY 1969 to $441
million for FY 1970 recognizes the leveling off of our Southeast Asia requirements and our recent achievements in upgrading our worldwide tactical and
strategic communications.
This year about 40% of the funds requested are directly related to support
of operations in Southeast Asia. Our forces in Vietnam will continue to receive
the new series of tactical radio sets and portable ground surveillance equipment,
including night vision devices. Specifically, the budget request will enable the
Army to satisfy fully the Southeast Asia requirements for these improved items
of communications, electronic and surveillance equipment. Outside Vietnam,
we will continue to equip at a moderate pace Army units with new series radio
sets, radioteletype equipment, and surveillance equipment.
We plan to invest $96.8 million to acquire additional tactical multichannel equipment. When added to prior buys, this procurement will provide
for more than half of our second generation tactical Army area multi-channel
communications equipment requirements. The second generation Army tactical
communications equipment is much lighter, more reliable, and easier to maintain. It provides a greatly increased capacity and range and exploits the latest
technological developments in miniaturization, solid state circuitry and
modular fabrication.
7. Other Support Equipment
Our FY 1970 request for this category of equipment is $312 million, the
lowest since FY 1965. Included in the program are items such as generators,
materials handling equipment, and construction equipment. This year's
program is designed to replace anticipated losses in Vietnam and elsewhere,
to provide for transfer of materiel to the Republic of Vietnam armed forces, and
to permit replacement of overage equipment.
8. Ammunition
The FY 1970 budget request for ammunition is for $1. 732 billion, compared
with the FY 1969 total obligational authority of $2, 913 billion. This represents
a reduction of $1. 181 billion, or 41%.
The FY 1969 funding, as supplemented, was based on consumption rates
experienced in Vietnam during the period of the Tet offensive in 1968. Rates of
ammunition consumption in South Vietnam have since decreased significantly,
and leveled off for the period between July and December 1968 at about 75% of
the consumption rates for the months of the 1968 Tet offensive. The consumption in the past 4 months has averaged about 80% of the Tet rates.
Objectives for in-country ammunition stockage were reviewed in Vietnam
in November 1968 and reduced by approximately 25%. Actual in-country stockage has been reduced by 100, 000 short tons since November to eliminate
excesses above the new stockage objective. As a result of the above factors,
it has been possible to make significant shipments of ammunition to other forces
worldwide and to meet outstanding MAP requirements. It has also been possible
to stretch out our earlier procurement plans for FY 1969 into the FY 1970
funding period and, accordingly, to reduce the FY 1970 funding requirement.
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The FY 1970 funding requirement has been computed based on an estimate"
of consumption during the FY 1970 funding delivery period, which is CY 1970.
This estimate is based on the actual rounds-per-tube consumption experience
rates for the period October-December 1968. In developing the FY 1970 budget,
we have assumed some reduction in combat intensity from the levels we
experienced through January 1969 and have also reflected the reduced consurnp.tion caused by troop withdrawals.
If consumption estimates prove low, we are protected by our inventory
position, which will increase during the FY 1969 funding delivery period by
approximately $600 million. As additional protection, the production base has •
been maintained with a capability to return in 4-6 months to production rates !
equal to the highest consumption experience to date, namely the rates of the
Tet 1968 period.
For the past 3 1/2 years we have maintained monthly studies for a
selected list of 61 intensively managed ammunition items representing about
85% of the value of our ammunition programs. For each of these items, the
studies show projected deliveries, consumption and net asset position at the
end of each month, quarter, or seim-annual period through the funded delivery
period. On the basis of these studies we adjust our production rates to reflect
any significant changes in consumption. I personally review summaries of thet'
studies monthly and will continue to do so to be sure that we continue to have
adequate supplies of ammunition.
We have been producing the bulk of our ammunition on a sole source
negotiated basis for the past few years due to the urgency of our needs and the
lack of capacity to afford competition. We are now hopeful that we can reverse
this trend with our FY 1970 procurement program. We believe that as our need',
for ammunition decrease, we can achieve increased competition among the
available producers.
9. Production Base Support
,,
The FY 1970 Army budget request for this category is $346 million, up
from $166 million in FY 1969. The requested level will maintain the production'base to meet the current wartime demands, and will also permit a modest start
this year on an essential long-range program to modernize the base.
The Army's industrial base is comprised of a number of Governmentowned plants, principally for the production of explosives and propellants and
for the loading of ammunition. The majority of these plants are operated by
private contractors, and comparable facilities are not available in the private
sector. All but a few of the plants involved were constructed during World War
II and have seen extensive use without any significant modernization program.
In general, it has not been possible to incorporate improvements while reactivating and operating the plants. As a result, many of the manufacturing
processes at a number of the plants are now obsolete and inefficient. In a
number of cases there are serious problems affecting the safety of the workers,"
as well as inadequate means of pollution control.
A comprehensive program to modernize and rehabilitate the Army indust-.;
rial facilities base has been prepared. The program will require approximately.
seven years or more to complete at an estimated total cost of $2. 3 billion.
This year's request will provide for initiation of the much needed modernization,,,
program.
VI.

STRATEGIC MOBILITY

We define strategic mobility as the capability to deploy and sustain
operationally ready military forces anywhere in the world in the quantity and as
rapidly as the operational requirement dictates, It is an important element of
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our overall national security strategy and contributes significantly to our
deterrent posture. A demonstrated rapid deployment capability can encourage
friendly nations to resist aggression and can deter aggression by confronting
potential enemies with the prospect of encountering combat ready U. S. forces
in threatened areas. In event of actual aggression, rapid strategic deployment
of an appropriate force can contribute significantly to the early successful
termination of conflict, thereby preventing the escalation of a contingency into
a situation which might require increased U. S. response.
Our strategic mobility concept is based on a proper mix of the four key
elements of force readiness, prepositioning of materiel, airlift and sealift.
Strategic mobility is thus a joint endeavor of all the Military Services.
A. FORCE READINESS
Concerning readiness, our land forces (active and reserve) must be ready
for movement in accordance with the time-phased strategic requirements which
will enable us to exploit the increased capabilities provided by new and improved
airlift and sealift vehicles. We must be willing to commit the manpower and
materiel resources to do this. In this regard, I consider the deployability
objectives listed earlier for the major STRAF and Reserve units as both
essential and attainable.
B. PREPOSITIONED MATERIEL
I endorse the concept of storing materiel in distant areas where we have
important interests and to which we can rapidly airlift forces in an emergency.
This saves time under conditions in which time could well be crucial. The concept is workable; we have previously tested it in both Europe and the Pacific.
As you know, we recently demonstrated its utility as part of the REFORGER I
exercise in Europe, where we have propositioned equipment and supplies for
2 2/3 divisions and selected combat support units.
An increasing amount of our propositioned equipment and supplies is now
stored in controlled-environment facilities to protect the materiel to reduce
maintenance requirements, and to minimize breakout and issue times. We have
$10 million in the FY 1969 MCA program for additional controlled humidity
facilities in Europe. These facilities will be sufficient for the materiel required
to meet our approved propositioning objectives there.
We plan to reconstitute our prepositioned materiel program in the Pacific
when the level of conflict in Asia is substantially reduced and when resources
can be made available for this purpose.
C. AIRLIFT
Strategic airlift must be available and capable of providing for the early
deployment of selected units and certain accompanying materiel and for the
continuing support of eommitted forces through the timely delivery of personnel
and high priority cargo.
The Army continues to support a strategic airlift force compatible with
our strategic objectives. The current Department of Defense program includes
6 squadrons of C-SA aircraft and 14 squadrons of C-141s. These are backed
up by a suitable Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) of privately owned aircraft
available for charter by the Department of Defense.
D. SEALIFT
While aircraft provide the desired mode for early overseas deployment of
personnel and selected critical supplies, the bulk of the materiel required
(particularly in the later stages of a contingency) can be moved more economically by sea. The Army continues to su;-port efforts to develop a CRAF-type
program for surface transportation which could assure availability of predetermined amounts of commercial shipping in emergencies. Our studies
indicate conclusively that sealift must complement airlift and propositioning, but
can do so only if properly designed ships are immediately available for use in
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emergency situations. Even new merchant ships on restricted routes, however
could not provide the necessary responsiveness. We are convinced that a
limited number of appropriately designed Navy ships are essential to our rapid
deployment capability.
VII.

CONTROL OF CIVIL DISTURBANCES

As Secretary of the Army, I have since April 1968 been the Defense
Department Executive Agent for civil disturbance matters.
To help discharge my responsibilities in planning and employing Federal
military resources during civil disorders, we established in April of last year ;
the Directorate for Civil Disturbance Planning and Operations. The Directora.
has proceeded with the task of insuring the capability of active armed forces to
respond to Presidential orders to assist the States and local communities in the
control of civil disturbances. The Directorate's efforts have also helped to imr.
prove the capabilities of the National Guard and State and local law enforcement
authorities to cope with disturbances. The Directorate currently operates an
around-the-clock civil disturbance operations watch to keep abreast of the
situation throughout the United States. Based on the significance of developing
incidents, the Directorate can change the alert status of Federal task forces.
Its watch team is also prepared to respond to requests from the National Guard
and local civilian authorities for assistance through the loan of special purpose
equipment.
We believe our preparations against the possibility of disorders are prudent when considered both from the viewpoints of recent disturbance history and
the estimated potential for future problems of this nature. Table 13 summarzel,
some recent statistics of interest in this regard.
Table 13 - Civil Disturbance Data, 1967-9
Federal Assistance to Restore Law and Order
Date
Place
Active Army Troops
Federalized Nat'l Guard t
10, Z53
4,78Z
3uly 1967
Detroit
April 1968
Baltimore
4, 3Z1
5, 783
April 1968
Washington
13,682
1,854
April 1968
Chicago
5,005
7,174
Federal Troops Prepositioned (Not Committed) to Meet Disturbance Threats
June 1968
Washington
1,600
August 1968 Chicago
6,277
Army National Guard Troops under State Control
Year
Times Called
Times Committed
1967
28
25
1968
76
62
1969 (as of 30 Sep 69)
53
42
A revised Department of the Army civil disturbance plan was published in "
September 1968. This plan provides for dealing with civil disturbances occurring simultaneously in more than one metropolitan area. We cannot be sure
where disorders might occur, but we have developed supporting plans for the
areas considered most likely to have civil disturbances requiring Federal assist.i
ance. The Directorate has reviewed the supporting plans for the highest priori,,'
areas. In addition, Information Planning Packets containing maps and such use
ful information as city facilities, troop assembly areas, and police and fire
stations have been prepared and distributed for those metropolitan areas where
the possibility of civil disorders presently exists. At all times at least two
Army Quick Reaction Brigades, with respective responsibilities east and west
of the Mississippi, are maintained at a high state of readiness for commitment
to civil disturbance control missions.
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The disorders in April 1968 demonstrated the importance of airlift operations in the event of multiple civil disturbances requiring Federal assistance.
To expedite airlift movement planning an Air Force Airlift Center was established and collocated with the Air Force Command Post. Prior to publication
of the new civil disturbance plan# airfields were selected and surveyed at all
high and intermediate priority metropolitan areas and for selected departure
airfields for the task forces. In order to facilitate airlift operations the
amount of equipment and vehicles to be deployed with active Army forces has
been standardized.
In May of 1968 civil disturbance training was initiated for selected units
of the United States Army Reserve. Current plans contemplate possible use of
up to 18 USAR brigades, with a total strength of approximately 48, 000
Reservists, to assist in controlling civil disturbances. These Reservists have
received 33 hours of individual civil disturbance training, and staffs and commanders have received 18 additional hours of training. Refresher training is
included in the annual training program for these Reservists.
The President had authority, without declaration of a national emergency,
to order elements of the Army Reserve to active duty to augment civil disturbance control forces available from the active forces and the National Guard, but
this authority expired on 30 June 1969.
The Civil Disturbance Orientation Course at the U. S. Army Military
Police School at Fort Gordon, Georgia, has proved effective in training State and
local officials and National Guard officers and in increasing their awareness of
the need for local civil disturbance planning. Over 4, 100 individuals attended
this course prior to its closing for the summer in April. More than 50% of the
attendees w.vere local civilian law enforcement officials, National Guard
officers and FBI representatives,
During the past year we carefully examined after action reports, summaries, and lessons learned to identify unsolved problems and through their
solution to refine civil disturbance procedures and make recommendations concerning improvements in training doctine. Where appropriate, we passed these
developments in cAl disturbance procedures and tactics to the National Guard
and state and local authorities.
We have taken al of these steps to insure our readiness because we cannot
be certain, in view of recent events, that it will not be necessary for the armed
forces to assist state and local authorities whose resources have been overwhelmed. Our readiness, however, in no way reflects a change in the policies
which have for many years governed use of Federal troops to assist local
authorities. When disorders arise, state officials are expected to make full use
of the resources available to them, and Federal forces can be made available
only after the President, in response to a request from the governor or state
legislature, has determined that Federal assistance is appropriate.
Our substantial efforts to improve the posture of state planning and the
readiness of the National Guard to perform state civil disturbance control
missions reflects the view that the principal responsibility for maintaining law
and order remains with the states. By improving the training in the National
Guard, by training local law enforcement and National Guard officers at Fort
Gordon, and by improving the availability of civil disturbance-related equipment
to the National Guard we have attempted to reduce the possibility that Federal
forces will be required. At the same time, we have assured that the responsibility of the Federal government under the Constitution can be fulfilled.
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VIII.

RDT&E

A.

FUNDING
The Army budget request submitted to the Congress included $1,849. 5
million for Army RDT&E. On 27 June 1969, I sent letters to the Chairmen of
the House and Senate Armed Services and Appropriations Committees requesting.
additional funds for an Attack Helicopter Program. As you know, the Senate
has authorized a total of $1,626.7 million for Army RDT&E and the House
Armed Services Committee has recommended an authorization of $1, 664. 5
million. We have accepted the House total authorization level. Thus, we are
now requesting approval of an Army RDT&E program of $1, 664. 5 million, which
is a reduction of $239. 2 million from my adjusted request and $13. 5 million less
than the FY 1969 program.
Although there is a decrease of $13. 5 million between the FY 1969 approved
program and the FY 1970 request for RDT&E, the funding level for SAFEGUARD
and the Kwajalein Missile Range has increased by $114. 8 million. Therefore,
there have been substantial reductions in the balance of the R&D program.
Table 14 is a comparison of the Army R&D program levels for FY 1968, FY
1969 and FY 1970.
Table 14 - RDT&E Budgets
FY68 Program FY69 Program FY70 Program
$1.678,0
$1o664,5
$1# 522. 2
Army RDT&E Funds ($ millions)
(311.5)
(400.9)
(383.9)
SAFEGUARD
(83.9)
(58.5)
(38.7)
KwaJalein
(1,179.7)
(1,099.6)
(1,308.0)
All Other
B. PROGRAM SCOPE
The Army's mission requires a broad RDT&E effort. Our program must
range from the development of very sophisticated weapons systems - such as
ballistic missile defense systems - to relatively simple equipment for detecting
The Army plans
enemy movements and presence in the Vietnam environment.
its RDT&E program to meet new or developing threats that cannot be met with
present systems, and to provide improved systems and equipment which will be
significantly more effective in accomplishing a given task.
We recognize that new weapons systems can be expensive to develop, procure, and deploy. We are therefore reviewing our programs very carefully to
insure that only those systems are developed which promise significant improvements in performance to meet new threats or which result in major savings in
Even after a new system is
manpower, logistic effort, or maintenance costs.
defined and developed on this basis, we recognize a particular obligation to
justify the feasibility and desirability of the improvements before any decisions
are made to procure and deploy the systems.
C.
SIGNIFICANT ITEMS
I would like to highlight several major development programs:
1.
Main Battle Tank - 70 (MBT-70)
Fabrication of the first R&D pilot model was completed in 1967.
Since then the 12 pilots and three test rigs which have been constructed have
The data resulting from
logged over 30, 000 miles in various test operations.
this testing provided a good basis for the in-depth review of the entire program
which we completed this past Spring. As a result of this review, we realigned
the program in April to obtain an improved balance among technical risk, costs,
At the time of the Deputy Secretary of Defense's approval
and production dates.
of our realigned program, he announced that OSD would conduct a major review
of the program this December.
Despite the urgent need to modernize our tank fleet, we are taking
Consea calculated and deliberate approach in the development of the MBT-70a
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quently, the tank is still in its early stages of development, with extensive
engineering and service tests scheduled to take place before a production decision is reached.
2. Heavy Lift Helicopter
Our preliminary studies indicate a need for a helicopter to lift
combat essential and tactically significant loads in the 20 to 23 ton range. Our
present CH-54B aircraft, which has the greatest lift capability of any of our
Army helicopters, can only lift loads weighing up to 8 tons under "hot day"
conditions.
This year we plan to begin advanced development of critical components of a new heavy lift helicopter with a payload of 23 tons. This capacity
will improve our logistic support capability and provide tactical units with a
better capability to lift medium self-propelled artillery, light armored vehicles,
armored personnel carriers, downed aircraft, and other heavy equipment. The
initial work will require contractors to describe design concepts, identify
critical components, and estimate associated development costs and schedules.
The Army will evaluate the results of this initial effort as well as additional
studies of Army requirements to develop a balanced heavy lift helicopter program.
3. Surface-to-Air Missile Development (SAM-D)
SAM-D is in the Advanced Development phase. The design and
fabrication of the prototype radar, computer, guidance component, and missile
which wil demonstrate the integrated system are progressing satisfactorily.
We need SAM-D in the mid-to-late 1970's to replace the HERCULES and HAWK,
which will have been in the field 20 years by the time they can be replaced.
We expect SAM-D to offer significantly improved operational effectiveness as
well as substantial savings in manpower and operating costs.
4. LANCE Missile
In FY 1968 technical problems in the LANCE fuel system appeared. During FY 1969 we found the causes of the problems and have changed
the design to correct them. We have decided to extend the maximum range of
LANCE, in the nuclear configuration, so that LANCE can replace the
SERGEANT as well as some HONEST JOHNs. To accomplish this a redesign of
the rocket motor will be necessary.
This redesign and total system integration
are the major engineering efforts for LANCE in FY 1970.
5. Multiple Artillery Rocket System (MARS)
Our operations research and requirements studies have shown t'
need for a relatively short range indirect fire system which can rapidly deliver
a large volume of non-nuclear fire on armor, other materiel, and personnel
targets. Our in-house studies indicate that these requirements could be met
best by a system containing several rockets or simple missiles on a single
launcher.
We are now evaluating the results of competitive conceptual
design studies from five industrial concerns and we will determine to what
extent the designs can meet our criteria. Based on these studies, we will define a new baseline system which offers the most attractive overall prospect
from the aspects of cost, development time, and effectiveness. This baseline
system will then provide a basis for extended concept formulation contracts to
include hardware fabrication and demonstration.
6. Tactical Communications System (Project MALLARD)
Versatile tactical communications facilities are essential for
the conduct of successful operations on the battlefield, and experience in Vietnam has demonstrated that we need to improve our present capabilities. Our
tactical communications system must be designed to handle complex traffic
rapidly and accurately while our combat elements are engaged in extensive
large-scale movements.
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Project MALLARD is a program for the development and procurement of a tactical communications trunking and distribution system for use
by the armed forces of the United States, United Kingdom, Canada# and
Australia. MALLARD will provide reliable, secure, mobile and versatile
communications at echelons from the field army through brigade headquarters,
The project was initiated in 1967 and is jointly sponsored by the participating
countries listed above,
7. Night Vision - SEA NITEOPS
Last year I reported on our efforts to develop night vision devices utilizing image intensification, thermal imaging, laser, and low light level
TV techniques. The Small Starlight Scope, Crew Served Weapons Sight, and
Night Observation Device are now in Vietnam and Korea in operational quantities
and are being enthusiastically used with very positive result:.
Recently a
significant breakthrough in the manufacturing of second generation image intense.
fiery tubes was made. An accelerated program to develop devices utilizing
these newer tubes is underway. Small, lightweight night vision goggles which
can be comfortably worn by the individual soldier and will enable him to move,
drive vehicles, and fire his weapon under complete blackout security are now
under contract for advanced developmental models and will incorporate the
second generation tubes. Significant cost reduction and greater effectiveness
are anticipated with the introduction of such second generation equipment.
A Southeast Asia Night Operations Program (SEA NITEOPS) has
been undertaken. In this program some eleven new night vision devices are
being developed. These devices constitute an integrated system of night vision
applications for use on helicopter gunships and ground vehicles, as well as by
individual soldiers. The devices are now under contract for production of
advanced developmental models and during calendar years 1969 and 1970 extensive testing and evaluation efforts will be carried out. These efforts will help
determine the Army's requirements for these new devices.
IX.
A.

SAFEGUARD SYSTEM AND ABM ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT

SAFEGUARD System
In his press conference on 14 March 1969, President Nixon announced his
decision to proceed with the development and deployment of a modified
SENTINEL system (now called the SAFEGUARD system).
Since then, Secretaries Laird and Packard and others have briefed and testified extensively in
Congress on the SAFEGUARD system and the alternatives considered. In view
of these previous discussions, I have omitted a lengthy discussion of SAFEGUARD from this statement. I do, however, want to make it clear that I
participated fully in the review of the SENTINEL program and am in complete
accord with the decision and resulting program.
There are three main changes made in the SAFEGUARD program decided
on by Mr. Nixon:
1. It is oriented for defense of our deterrent forces.
Z. It is phased with provision for modification as the threats develop
or if arms limitation talks indicate that modification is desirable.
3. It is designed to make its defensive intent absolutely clear. (By
moving the radar and missile sites away from our major cities, we eliminate
any implication that we are trying to attain a first strike posture. )
The first phase of deployment will inchrle installations at two MINUTEMAN
site locations (Grand Forks AFB and Malmstrom AFB). The objectives of this
phase are to:
I. Give limited protection to a portion of our MINUTEMAN force.
Z. Provide experience in the production, deployment, checkout and
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operation of a system,
3. Provide a base for rapid transition to other options if required.
The full deployment can be implemented later in phases depending upon
the progress made with strategic arms limitations talks and the development
of the Soviet and Chinese Communist threats. The next decision point on subsequent phasing (other than site acquisitions) is 1 January 1970. There are
three principal variations of the second phase:
1. To counter a greater Soviet ICBM threat to MINUTEMAN - deploy
additional MINUTEMAN defense and add the defense of the Washington National
Command Authority (NCA).
Z. To respond to greater Soviet SLBM threat to SAC bombers - add
sites and the defense of the Washington NCA.
3, To respond to development of Chinese Communist ICBM threat add sites and the defense of the Washington NCA.
The DOD investment cost (procurement atsd construction) of the new
system will be approximately $6 to $7 billion, depending on the options exercised. The AEC costs are in addition to the above.
The total budgetary requirements for Fiscal Years 1969 and 1970 are:
($ Millions)
FY 69
FY 70
400.9
311.3
RDT&E
360.5
530. 6
PEMA
97.1
183.0
MCA
23.Z
30.3
O&MA
9.8
6.0
MPA
89.5 a/
861.2
TOTAL
a/ By carrying forward $98. 0 million ($15. 0 PEMA, $83.0 MCA) of FY 1969
funds appropriated by 90th Congress, the NOA for FY 1970 would be
about $793. 5 million based on the above chart.
B. ABM Advanced Development
To take full advantage of the phased SAFEGUARD system approach we
need to continue with our Advanced Ballistic Missile Defense Program, in which
we develop defense system responses to a variety of possible ballistic missile
threats. The program is paced to achieve a response capability to meet the
foreseen threat.
Principal elements of the program include: research and development required to extend the effectiveness of the SAFEGUARD System to counter the
evolving Soviet and Communist Chinese threat; research and development cfme"s
to defend U. S. strategic offensive forces; and the development of system responser and necessary technology to counter more sophisticated and more
massive threats. Projects in the program are carried only through advanced
development.
Our budget request for the Advanced Ballistic Missile Defense Program
for FY 1970 is $117 million, most of which will support work on radar and
missile systems, discrimination technology, and reentry physics. The remainder supports data processing development, advanced systems studies,
optical programs, nuclear effects studies, and threat evaluation.
X.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Good management of the Army depends on the availability of good information about the Army. Reliable data, clearly displayed, are the principal tool of
our decision makers. During the past three years, we have devoted great
energy, some of our best talent, and considerable money toward improving the
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credibility of these data. The payoff is in timely decisions that are based on the
best information that computer technology can provide.
A. NEW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
One of our first efforts toward improving management decisions was the
development of a computer-based system to provide detailed information on each
Army unit. This Force Accounting System (FAS) was evolved from several
<
information banks operated by different agencies and has been in operation since
mid-1967. The result is a single authoritative source for force structure data I
and the keystone system for all our subsequent planning.
As the FAS was being completed, we undertook a longer range project
designed to build a companion information bank to record the equipment and per.
sonnel requirements for each of the 20, 000 units identified in the FAS. The
result is The Army Authorization Documents System (TAADS), which was
completed for the active Army in the fall of 1968 and is virtually complete for
the Army Reserve Components.
The FAS and the TAADS together are the responsibility of a single manager
and provide source data against which virtually every Army resource requirement and budget request must ultimately be justified. Computer programs based
on these two Informational systems were used for the first time in 1968 to develop
the Army FY 1970 budget request for equipment.
We have also developed systems to give greater visibility to the difficult
task of planning the acquisition of resources and their subsequent distribution.
This management problem is one of evaluating assets and projecting requirements into the future in order to predict what equipment and ammunition should
be bought and what personnel skill training must be programmed.
Our FY 1970 budget estimates for principal items of equipment are based
on computer models using basic requirements data from the FAS/TAADS systems. Assets and predicted losses come from field reporting systems. The
result is a manager's display - the P-Z0 form, from the "Automated PEMA
Budget Model" - which has become one of the most significant milestones
achieved in our effort to provide visibility to this complicated process. Coupled
to the plan for acquisition which the P-Z0 portrays is the plan for distribution of
major equipment. Since the fall of last year, this plan has been produced by a
computer through the "Equipment Distribution Planning System. " By this
technique, priorities which have been assigned to forces in Vietnam, in Europe,
and elsewhere are applied to our assets and funded programs, permitting us to
plan the distribution of assets on hand and expected.
Our systems for management of equipment have developed ahead of those
for the more difficult techniques of managing personnel, but in August a
significant advance was made when a comprehensive automated personnel data
base was established. We are now testing a "Personnel Inventory Analysis
Model" which will provide a degree of management capability for personnel
programming similar to that already achieved for equipment. It has already
been used on a limited basis to predict personnel training requirements for
alternative Army force structures.
B. AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
The Army is now employing automated data processing (ADP) techniques
to assist in many aspects of facilities and operational management. Each agency
of the Army Staff and each of our major commands has established a central
ADP management office, and I recently approved the establishment of the Army
Computer Systems Command which is responsible for integrating this large ADP
effort and insuring its responsiveness to worldwide Army needs.
None of these management systems can make our decisions for us, but
their displays of meaningful data clarify the range of alternatives and associated
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impacts to our top managers. I consider the development of the systems I have
mentioned to be of immense value, and reqtiest your support for their further
development and refinement as well as for other automated resource management systems for the Army.
XI.

THE FY 1970 ARMY BUDGET

The Army budget for FY 1970 as submitted by the President requests a
total of $25. 0 billion in total obligational authority, summarized by major categories as shown in Table 15:
Table 15 - FY 1970 Army Budget
Category
Amount ($ Billions)
Military Personnel
9. 226
Operations and Maintenance
7.811
5.559
Procurement
Research, Development, Test
and Evaluation
1.849
Military Construction
0. 521
Total Obligational Authority
2. 966
I have already reviewed our manpower, equipment and ammunition procurement, and RDT&E requirements. I shall now discuss briefly the other
principal categories of our fund requests.
A. OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
Our Operations and Maintenance request totaled $7,811 million, including
$306 million for the Army National Guard. The amount requested is about
$5Z3 million less than the approximately $8, 334 million in the FY 1969 revised
budget, but is considered adequate to support our Southeast Asia and nonSoutheast Asia operations. Notwithstanding this reduction, we will be supporting an average strength in Vietnam in FY 1970 which is essentially the same as
in FY 1969 (including Free World Forces and RVNAF support computed on a
U. S. forces equivalent basis). The reduction has been made possible in part by
the continuing management actions to improve supply utilization in Southeast
Asia, permitting more efficient use of those items that are presently in long
supply. This will allow the Army to lower its purchases of new supplies, which
in turn will permit a lower budget request.
Some decrease in the consumption and attrition of materiel in Southeast
Asia became apparent in the closing months of CY 1968, and the general situation
indicated that there should be a continued decrease in the level of activity. An
assessment was made that the probabilities of a continued decrease were such
that the FY 1970 budget should realistically reflect the turndown in activity.
There is no precise way, however, to estimate the degree of combat deescalation; the budget projections were made based on judgment after reviewing
the latest trends.
The judgment regarding the required budget level was made while recognizing that programs and funds may require adjustments later based on updated
consumption and attrition experience. The funds requested have been reduced
to the minimum required to operate at the lower intensity levels projected in the
budget. Overall, our request for operation and maintenance represents a very
austere budget, and is one which will provide little or no flexibility for the Army
to absorb additional operating costs.
B. MILITARY CONSTRUCTION
The Army budget for FY 1970 requests a total of $496 million for the Military Construction, Army, appropriation and $25 million for Reserve Components
construction. Of this, $97 million is allocated to the planning and construction
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required for deployment of the SAFEGUARD system. The remaining $399
million available to meet other Army needs worldwide is sufficient for only the
most urgent of our operational requirements and for the health, welfare, and
safety of our personnel, Included is $50 million for NATO Infrastructure fund.
ing. $24 million for urgently required facilities in Korea, and $20 million for
storage and petroleum facilities in connection with the relocation of the line of
communication in Europe. $241 million is for construction in the United States
to provide operational and training facilities; maintenance, production, and
supply facilities; medical and administrative facilities; troop housing; research
and development facilities; utilities; community facilities; and ground
improvements.
About $164 million of the total is for long-overdue, replacement and
modernization of existing facilities. The remainder of the funds requested are
for the construction of urgently required new facilities. The Army is not requesting MCA funds this year for any projects in Southeast Asia. The $25
million for Reserve Component construction will continue the construction program for armories and training centers at an austere level.
C. FAMILY HOUSING
The Army received funds in the FY 1969 budget for the construction of 500
housing units, and all of these are scheduled to be under contract by the end of
the fiscal year. After completion of these units, the Army will still have a
program deficit of 40, 900, of which 14, 200 are overseas and 26, 700 are
dome stic.
We are requesting in the FY 1970 budget a modest program of 1, 200 new
family housing units at six installations in the United States and the relocation of
226 units in Japan as shown in Table 16. The estimated cost of the entire FY
1970 family housing new construction program is $28.4 million. Our request
also includes $3.7 million for improvements, advance planning, and design;
$47. 5 million for debt payment; and $141.4 million for the operation and maintenance of the Army's existing family housing,
Table 16 - Family Housing New Construction
FY 1970 Budget
Location
No. of Units
Cost ($000)
Arizona (Fort Huachuca)
100
2, 250
Georgia (Fort Benning)
340
6, 800
Kansas (Fort Leavenworth)
150
3,750
Louisiana (Fort Polk)
260
5,460
Maryland (Fort Meade)
250
5, 200
Virginia (Vint Hill Farm)
100
2, 200
Subtotal
1,200
25,660
Relocation in Japan I
226
2,700
TOTAL
4660
8,
1/ This item will permit relocation of 226 family housing units from Chitose,
Japan, to Misawa Air Base, Japan, in compliance with a base realignment package which involves the consolidation of functions of the Army
Security Agency at Misawa Air Base, Japan.
D.
CIVIL DEFENSE
We believe an adequate Civil Defense program, to complement our active
strategic defensive forces, is an essential and prudent element in our Defense
planning. It will provide a significant increment of protection for our civilian
population in the event of a nuclear attack.
Our Civil Defense budget request for FY 1970, in view of the higher priority Southeast Asia-oriented requirerrrents, is for $75. 3 million. This is $Z
million less than the original FY 1969 request. This year's request is
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sufficient only to fund for Civil Defense at the lowest possible sustaining rate
while still providing an option to expand or accelerate the program should the
decision be made later to do so. Our major objective in the Civil Defense
program remons the development of a nationwide shelter system to protect the
population from radiological fallout.
Deferrals and rephasing of major program activities were instituted during
the past year, and most will be continued in FY 1970. The funds requested will
provide for:
-- surveying large buildings to identify fallout protection at a level
that will permit coverage of a majority of the new buildings completed during the
year;
-- resumption of Federal marking of public fallout shelters, which
was discontinued in FY 1969 as the result of limited funds;
-- procurement of the initial increment of certain medical items to
replace those that are deteriorating in medical kits placed in public shelters
six years ago;
-- continuation of the Community Shelter Planning activity to make
maximum use of available shelter in an emergency;
-- matching funds for State and local Civil Defense personnel, equipment, and emergency operating centers, at 4% above the FY 1969 program, but
15% below the FY 1968 obligations;
-- an experimental shelter support program designed to test a lowcost means of obtaining additional shelter, where needed, in new building
projects. (Projections of fallout shelter and population to the mid-1970's
indicate that up to one-half of the population will still lack standard (Protection
Faflout-40) fallout shelter;
-- sustaining such essential support functions as Research, Training
and Education, and Emergency Information.
E. REVISIONS
The Army is moving toward the $1 billion expenditure reduction goal
established by the Secretary of Defense. The withdrawals from Vietnam and
the concurrent decision to deactivate the 9th Infantry Division have already
produced savings toward that goal. Additionally, we have elected not to submit
reclamas to certain reductions in authorizations which were imposed by the
Senate and House Armed Services Committees.
F. ADEQUACY OF THE FY 1970 BUDGET
The FY 1970 Army budget of $25. 0 billion was designed, first, to provide
for our immediate demands in Vietnam; and second, to pursue those programs
essential to assure that the balance of the active Army and Reserve Components
achieve and maintain their readiness objectives.
The FY 1970 budget request was constructed based on what we believe to be
reasonable and prudent assumptions regarding the requirements to meet out
Vietnam commitments during the budget year. For budget purposes, it was
necessary to assume that combat operations will continue through the various
leadtimes on which the budget amounts are based.
In formulating the Army budget request, we took cognizance of the competing priority demands for funds while the war in Vietnam continues. Where
possible without directly impairing national security, we eliminated or stretched
out less essential programs, and we postponed others which are necessary but
deferrable. We are continuing that rigorous examination as we seek out further
areas of possible expenditure reduction.
In this connection , I believe it is useful to consider the budget in its relation to our Gross National Product (GNP). The Defense budget for FY 1970
estimates expenditures of $77 billion or about 8% of the GNP, including about
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$25 billion for the cost of the war in Vietnam. By comparison, defense expendi.
tures for the non-war years 1961-1963 averaged slightly under 9% of the GNP.
A similar relationship appears in comparing the military budget expenditures
with the Federal total; the FY 1970 Defense outlays are forecast at 40% of the
Federal budget as compared to the 1961-1963 average of about 44%. The Army
accounts for about 32% of the Defense total, which is IZ. 7% of the Federal
budget, or 2. 6% of the GNPo I believe that from any responsible perspective
this is not an excessive share of our GNP or Federal budget to devote to
national security under the present wartime conditions.
I participated personally in a detailed review of the FY 1970 Army budget
and the revisions that I have addressed and consider it adequate.
I am convinced that it is a minimum request for essential operating funds and fully justi.
fied programs, and that it is consistent with the desires of the President and
the Congress to minimize Defense funding while still meeting our national
security objectives. I therefore urge your favorable consideration of our
request,

XII.

CONCLUSION

I stated earlier that people are the Army's most important asset, and I
believe it is appropriate to close by acknowledging the magnificant professionalism and dedication of our Army military and civilian personnel.
The record in Vietnam speaks for itself, and those of us who have had the
opportunity to see your young soldiers in action there must certainly feel a sense
of pride in the tremendous job they are doing in the face of sacrifice, hardship
and danger.
We should also be greatly heartened by the skifl and professional. competence demonstrated by our military leaders in conducting with restraint a
limited and protracted war not supported by all segments of the American public.
I would pay tribute particularly to General Westmore.and, who executed our
military policies in Vietnam and directed our forces there for four years, and to
General Abrams, who is now carrying out the programs which General Westmoreland initiated.
It is not just in combat in Vietnam, however, that our people are meeting
todayls challenges so effectively; the same levels of competence and spirit of
achievement prevail throughout our worldwide Army establishment of over 2 1/2
million people. These men and women merit our recognition and gratitude, and
I am sure you share my determination to provide them the dedicated leadership,
the material support, and the responsive regard for their morale and welfare
which' they deserve.
Mr. Chairman, I would be pleased now to address any questions you or
the other members of the Committee might have.
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STATEMENT OF THE CtIEF OF STAFF

Mr. MAHON. Yesterday the statements we had from the Air Force
had been presented to us in advance and we had the opportunity of
reading them or scanning them in advance. But we on the committee
will go through these statements, and the staff will go through these
statments and-evaluate this testimony which you have presented. General Westmoreland's statement will be placed in the record at this point.
General Westmoreland, since this is your first appearance before
the committee in your present position, we will insert also your biographical sketch.
(The biographical sketch and statement follow:)
GENERAL WILLIAM 0. WESTMORELAND, CIzEF OF STAFF, U.S. ARMY

General Westmoreland was born in Spartanburg County, S.C., on March 26,
1914, and graduated from Spartanburg High School in 1931. He attended Tle
Citadel for 1 year, and graduated from the US. Military Academy, -where he
was first captain and regimental commander, on June 12,1936.
After service with artillery units at Fort Sill, Okla., and in Hawaii, General
Westmoreland assumed command of the 34th Field Artillery Battalion in April
1942, and commanded it In combat in North Africa. He fought with the 9th Infantry Division through France, Belgium, and Germany, first as executive officer of
the division artillery and -then as chief of staff of the division. After commanding
the 60th Infantry Regiment in Germany, le returned to the United States as
commander of the 71st Infantry Division early in 1946.
General Westmoreland assumed command of the 504th Parachute Infantry
Regiment at Fort Bragg, N.C., in July 1946. In August 1947 he was named chief
of staff of the 82d Airborne Division. From the summer of 1950 to the summer
of 1952, he served as an instructor at the Command and General Staff College
and at the Army War College.
On August 1, 1952, General Westmoreland assumed command of the 187th Airborne Regimental Combat Team, which was twice committed to combat in Korea
while under his command. In November 1953 he reported for duty at the Pentagon
as Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff, G1, for Manpower Control. In 1954 he attended the advanced management program of the Harvard Business School, and
became the Secretary of the Army General Staff in July 1955.
General Westmoreland assumed command of the 101st Airborne Division on
April 2, 1958. In July 1960 he was appointed Superintendent of the U.S. Military
Academy. He became Commanding General, STRAC and XVIII Airborne Corps,
in July 1963.
In January 1964 he reported to duty In Vietnam and in August 1964 was made
Commander, U.S. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam. General Westmore.
land became the 25th Chief of Staff of the Army on Tuly 3,1968.
General Westmoreland has been awarded the Combat Infantryman's Badge,
the Master Parachutist Badge, the Di4tinguished Service Medal with two Oak
Leaf Clusters, the Legion of Merit with two Oak Leaf Clusters, the Bronze Star
Medal, and numerous other U.S. and foreign decorations.
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STATEMENT OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF US ARMY
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee:
I am honored to appear before you today to present my view of the Army's posture as provided for In the President's Fiscal Year 1970 Budget. The support you
have given the Army in the past is appreciated. I anticipate working with you
closely as you discharge your Constitutional responsibility to raise, support, au
regulate the Armed Forces of the United States. My intent is to continue the
highly cooperative and productive relationship which my able predecessor, General
Johnson, established with your Committee.
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Early in his tenure, every Chief of Staff formulates a program to lead the
Army -- and by Army I mean the One Army, active and reserve alike -- to an improved posture. Philosophically, the goals of such a program can be stated in
general terms with which most of us would agree. For convenience, I have organize
objectives and programs for the Army into four broad categories under the headings
of mission, motivation, modernization, and management -- the "Four M's." They
reflect four goals which may be stated as follows:
Four M's
MISSION -- the attainment of a balanced Army posture which is responsive to
the various missions of the Army.
MOTIVATION -- the continued enhancement of the dignity, pride and motivation
of the members of the Army.
MODERNIZATION -- an equipment modernization program which makes full use of
every technological advance.
MANAGEMENT -- the achievement of the maximum effectiveness from the resources made available to us.
To have substance, these goals must be translated into more specific objectives
And here any Chief of Staff must be selective. Since to emphasize everything is
to emphasize nothing, he must decide which important activities of the Army most
deserve his personal attention. Other activities benefit from his direction primarily through their interaction with those in which he is more directly involved.
The selection of arecific objectives with which a Chief of Staff becomes involved
depends on his view of the present status of the Army and his judgment as to those
future events which will most affect the Army's capabilities to reach its goals.
The Army has now passed the peak of its massive buildup resulting from the war
in Vietnam. This buildup was a magnificent accomplishment insofar as meeting our
requirements in Vietnam was concerned. As a result, we developed a vast training
base; procured, shipped, and issued huge quantities of materiel; and moved and
maintained more than a third of a million men in combat, all without a general
mobilization but with no major lessening of our heavy commitments elsewhere.
However, in order to meet our Vietnam commitments, we have had to pay a price
elsewhere, and I shall touch on this during the course of my presentation.
Three basic decisions were taken when large forces began to deploy to Vietnam.
These decisions relate to the whole discussion of the Army's current posture. The
first and obviously appropriate decision was to give Vietnam an overriding priority
in men, money, and materiel -- if need be at the expense of other forces, other i
areas, and other requirements. When coupled with no mobilization, this decision-.
among other things -- has caused our experienced people to be spread thinly through
the rest of the force.
The second of these decisions was not to procure, in certain selected cases,
equipment for the entire Army force structure as expanded to meet the requirements
of Vietnam. The Army has not, for example, procured aircraft above and beyond
those required for the post-Vietnam or base line force plus consumption (including
battle losses).
One consequence of this decision, coupled with the high priority to Vietnam, is
that the great bulk of our aircraft which otherwise would be in Europe, Korea, or
the strategic reserve is now in Vietnam. This also equates to a decision to forego temporarily the distribution of certain equipment to the Army reserve component
and in fact has required a substantial withdrawal of equipment already issued to
the reserve components. These were deliberate decisions taken to prevent an
,accumulation of materiel which would be excess at the end of the war when the size
of the Army contracts. We believe they have accomplished their purpose.
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I should add that our program to modernize the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces
is of recent origin. Therefore$ the actual equipment now being provided to the
Vietnamese forces has been procured from FY 67 and VY 68 funds. Replacement
equipment is included in the FY 69 supplemental and FY 70 budgets.
The third decision was that we would adhere to a tour of approximately one year
in Vietnam for many reasons, including equity. The broad consequence of this decision, in the absence of mobilization and when combined with the fact that the
draftee's tour is only two years, has been a very high level of personnel movement
and turbulence throughout the remainder of the Army.
Let me list some of the costs and risks which we still face in the Army:
All of our forces outside of Vietnam still retain some equipment which had
been programmed for replacement.
-- Construction and maintenance of facilities, including family housing, which
had been programmed at a minimal rate in the past, has been further delayed.
-- Much of our research and development of equipment to meet future Army needs
other than in Vietnam has been deferred.
-- To meet manpower requirements, we have imposed exceptionally heavy burdens
on our soldiers and their families over the past few years.
-- There are disturbing indications that deliberate efforts are being made to
introduce the divisiveness found in our society into the Army.
-- Meeting immediate requirements for Vietnam absolutely dictated that certain
actions be taken regardless of the long term inefficiencies which might result.
While I see the problems I have just listed as being most serious to the Army
today, I most emphatically do not want to convey any impression of dissatisfaction
with the Army's performance during the past few years. Considering the budgetary
and manpower constraints placed on the Army, the job has always been done and in
an effective manner. Certainly as the commander in Vietnam I was consistently
pleased, impressed, and even amazed by the stream of highly trained, highly motivated, and well equipped units and individual replacements arriving there, and by
the continued support provided to them. But since assuming responsibilities as
Chief of Staff I have become acutely aware of the serious problems which have resuited from the constraints imposed in conjunction with the Vietnam buildup,
despite the best efforts of all of us.
Selection of those objectives to receive personal emphasis from the Chief of
Staff depends not only on the problems which he sees today, but also on his judgment as to coming events which will significantly affect the Army. Although the
future may prove me wrong, I believe the following events will be of most concern
to the Army during the next few years:
Fighting within Vietnam will continue for an undetermined period of time,
although its intensity will probably decrease. Although the Paris talks are a
significant milestone which we hope will lead to a peaceful settlement, the war
is not yet over and ve can expect that the enemy will continue to pursue his
military/political strategy of fight-talk-fight.
-- There will be a continued and, if events of the past year in Eastern Europe,
the Middle East, Korea, and Latin America are any indication, perhaps an increased
challenge to the status, influence, and interests of the United States throughout

the world.
-- The possible termination of hostilities in Vietnam will probably lead to
public demands for a rapid reduction in forces and reductions in spending without
full consideration of valid continuing military requirements.
There may be controversy as to the lessons to be learned from the war in
Vietnam, to include the proper future roles of the Army.
-- There will be enormous strides in management sciences and techniques which
can be of value to the Army.
Based on the deficiencies I see in the Army today and my judgment as to the most
relevant future events, I have refined the broad, long range goals of the "Four
M's" -- mission, motivation, modernization, and management -- into several specific
objectives. These are the objectives to which we must devote major effort -- and
which the FY 1970 budget is designed to support within resource limitations. Let
me discuss them briefly.
Immediate Objectives
Continue our high level of support for Army forces in Vietnam so they may
complete their mission of contributing to the termination of hostilities on terms
favorable to the United States.
In this .regard, we must all be mindful of our experience in the months and years
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immediately following the beginning of the Korean truce negotiations, when heavy
fighting not only continued but also affected progress toward peace.
Correct the manpower shortages and imbalances in the Army outside Vietnam
which resulted from the expedient manner in which the Vietnam buildup was
accomplished.
We must work hard at correcting these shortcomings, without waiting for a
settlement in Vietnam. These corrective actions must, of course, be consistent
with our post-Vietnam planning. Some shortcomings resulting from heavy overseas
deployments and from structure and manpower limitations will persist until the ew
of the war in Vietnam.
Provide the equipment and facilities needed to insure an improved program
of modernization for Army forces world-wide.
Continued deferment in the modernization of the Army's plant and equipment
adversely affects our readiness. Although we have met and exceeded the Congressional floor on facilities maintenance, we do have a backlog of requirements. As
for our research and development efforts, we must guard against a lag that would
place the Army at a disadvantage when compared with potential enemies.
Prepare now for changes resulting from the termination or significant reduction of US military involvement in the Vietnam war so that the resulting Army
posture will be adequate to meet foreseeable requirements.
Realistically, the Army recognizes that there will be increasing pressure for
a reduction of forces and expenditures as requirements for Vietnam decrease. The
Army also recognizes its own equally valid need for resources both to overcome
any remaining deficiencies and meet new demands. The world situation after Vietnam will not be similar to the situation in 1946, when the US was the only world
power remaining, or in 1953, when the US was still unchallenged as the world's
foremost power. After Vietnam, the US will be at best the stronger of two recognizable superpowers, and will, with its allies, be involved inescapably in shaping,
the future course of world events. The redistribution of our available resources
must reflect this reality.
Increase the efficiency with which the Army manages the resources made
available to it.
Here we must not only continue to expand the Army's understanding and use of
appropriate management tools, but must also insure that the systems used do not
overlap. They must be flexible enough to adapt to change and new requirements an
to interact efficiently with other governmental agencies. Our management tools
must provide for the incorporation of valid lessons learned from our experience I
Vietnam into the Army of the future. Here, we must exercise good judgment and
considerable caution in adopting these lessons; we have no desire to prepare to
fight our last war over again.
Insure that the Army is identified as a respected and integral part of
American society, both in the eyes of the public and in the eyes of the individual
Americans who make up our Avry.
Although I have listed this objective last, I most emphatically do not place
it last in importance. Here again I do not imply the least dissatisfaction with
the American soldier who has given outstanding service during the past few years
in return for the limited rewards given him. However, a truly "American" Army,
drawn from all elements of our society, fed by all the strengths of that society,
and contributing to both the domestic and external needs of that society is fundamental to the progress of our nation. From a relatively narrow point of view, we
must insure that the Army can attract and retain the young men and women whom we
need. We must insure that those who leave the Army, whatever their length of
service may have been, will recognize with pride the value of their contribution.
From a broader point of view, the Army must contribute to society by returning to
it Americans who are, in every sense, better citizens. I have made this a particularly personal goal.
These, then, are the objectives with which I shall become most involved in the
coming year. Events may well lead me to change some of these and to add others.
nevertheless, my objectives will always be chosen io support my firm conviction
that the United States must at all times have at hand an Army ready to do whateve
is required wherever it may be needed.
WORLD-WIDE FORCE STRUCTURE
As background for discussing the programs funded by the FY 1970 Budget, let me
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review the current Army force structure.
The structure of the Army presently consists of 27 division forces -- 19 active
and 8 reserve. The 19 active division forces include our 17 active divisions plus
6 separate brigades which equate to another 2 divisions. Our current division
forces consist of the divisions themselves (or their equivalent in brigades);
Initial Support Increments (ISI's), which contain the units initially needed to
support divisions in combat; and Sustaining Support Increments (SSI'e), which are
the units designed to sustain divisions in combat indefinitely. Total strength of
a division force for planning purposes is 48,000 men.
THE ARMY'S POSTURE IN VIETNAM
Although we have reduced the size of Army forces in Vietnam from 8 1/3 to 7 2/3
divisions, and our personnel from 368,000 to 353,000, that country continues to
contain our largest concentration of division forces. For this reason, and because
military operations there continue to be our greatest immediate concern, I have
placed first on my list of short range objectives,
CONTINUE OUR HIGH LEVEL OF SUPPORT FOR ARMY FORCES IN VIETNAM SO
THEY MAY COMPLETE THEIR MISSION OF CONTRIBUTING TO THE TERMINATION
OF HOSTILITIES ON TERMS FAVORABLE TO THE UNITED STATES.
Together with the other military services, the Army's mission in Vietnam has
been, in broadest terms, to punish the enemy and provide a shield of security behind which the Republic of Vietnam's government can rebuild a nation. The Army has
performed its mission well.
Perhaps the most significant measure of our success has been the enemy's total
inability to achieve success on the battlefield.
But this is no time to rest on past successes. After all, 12,700 American
servicemen died during the two years of Korean truce negotiations. And more than
15,800 Americans -- including 10,500 Army men -- have been killed in Vietnam since
the Paris talks began. We must expect much more hard fighting in Vietnam as the
enemy continues his recurring offensives. These offensives have been characterized
by sporadic bursts of activity, or "high points," as he calls them, and have consisted mainly of attacks by fire (primarily against military targets), small ground
probes, and a few battalion-size attacks in the vicinity of urban areas.
Our initial assessment of these offensives is one of significant enemy failure
-- which could become even more significant with the passing of time. The pacification effort continues to progress, country-wide elections were held without interruption, and the Republic of Vietnam government and armed forces appear stronger
and more popular than ever before. However, the enemy still retains a wide range
of military options, and has demonstrated that even if military victory is not
within his grasp, neither will he be defeated in the near term.
The heavier fighting which has taken place as a result of each enemy offensive
makes it imperative that we continue to improve the effectiveness with which United
States and allied forces in Vietnam conduct military operations. The Army has high
priority programs to accomplish this.
Improvements in US Army, Vietnam
First, we have programs to increase the efficiency of US Army units, including
the provision of improved models of helicopters for Vietnam. In another area of
improvement, we are shipping new M551 SHERIDAN light armored assault vehicles to
Vietnam.
Army programs to develop new equipment for our fighting men in Vietnam are continuing at a high level, with 220 million dollars budgeted for RDT&E related to
Southeast Asia in FY 70 as compared to 248 million dollars in FY 69.
For some time the Army has been developing improved night vision systems. The
first generation of these, which work on the principle of amplifying existing starlight, moonlight, and skyglow, has been achieving excellent results in Vietnam. We
are accelerating development of second generation devices which show promise of being smaller and less expensive. To improve our current night combat capability, we
are continuing Project SEA NITEOPS. The purpose of the project is to evaluate
materiel performance and proposed doctrine and concepts leading to an improved
capability to fight at night with daylight effectiveness. This capability will be
evaluated in the United States and in Vietnam.
Dozens of other R&D projects are underway, ranging from the development of a
small tear gas (CS) grenade weighing only 4 ounces to position locators which will
tell the soldier on the ground what his map location is. I have personally been
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most pleased with the response to new requirements coming from Vietnam, and see
future performance remaining at the same high level.
Another area in which the Army has made and is continuing to make significant
improvements in efficiently prosecuting the war in Vietnam is in the training of
individual replacements. For one thing, we are giving an extra week of advanced
individual training, oriented toward combat in Vietnam, to all of our new infantto
men. This program has been expanded to all infantry training centers, since most
of our infantrymen eventually serve tours in Vietnam. In addition, a special 32hour training program is being conducted for other troops going to Vietnam. It
includes an orientation on Southeast Asia; a concentrated review of perimeter defense, duties of sentries, ambush drill, sanitation, jungle survival, and commune
cations security; a minimum of 16 hours of training on the M-16 rifle; and a review of lessons learned in combat operations. To make all our training more
realistic, we are using captured Communist AK-47 rifles for orientation and live
firing demonstrations so our young soldiers will be familiar with their sound, a
pearance, and capabilities, and so that they may safely handle rifles they capture
Finally, we are placing additional emphasis on training small unit leaders, particularly at the squad level. Our newly expanded Reconnaissance Commando (RECOn
schools emphasize physical fitness, fieldcraft, and self-reliance -- all qualities
much in demand among squad leaders in Vietnam.
Improvements in Allied Forces
In addition to improving the efficiency with which US Army forces conduct combat operations in Vietnam, we are also taking steps to improve the capabilities of
our allies. Our major effort there is with the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces
themselves. We are now deeply involved in a program for improving and modernizial
the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces. The program was initiated as a two-phase
program: first, to increase their ground combat capability and second, as the
security situation in Vietnam permits, to balance the military services and add tc
their support units, thus providing the Vietnamese with a capability to operate
against the VC insurgents independently of US support. As the first program was
being executed the potential for sudden developments in the Paris Talks led to a
plan for rapid completion of both programs. We are now executing this accelerate
plan.
The Army is supporting the modernization of the Army of the Republic of Vietna
-- the ARVN -- and its associated Regional and Popular Forces (RF/PF) with men,
materiel, and money. Over the years, our advisory effort has grown. Now, as the
Vietnamese units become more self-sufficient, our advisory effort can be reduced,
and advisory teams have been reduced in size in a number of Vietnamese units and
activities. However, the Army still has many officers and men assigned to advisory duties with Vietnamese forces.
The program for modernizing Vietnamese Army equipment is proceeding rapidly bu
in an orderly fashion. We have already supplied the Vietnamese with M-16 rifles,
howitzers, mortars, personnel carriers, trucks, and radios.
Another significant change in allied combat forces in Vietnam came with the
deployment of the remaining elements of a light infantry division from Thailand
this past January. We are providing a major portion of its equipment and support
Funds are contained in the FY 70 budget to continue this support.
Outlook in Vietnam
I want to conclude my remarks on Vietnam with several comments which will convey my views concerning the military situation there. First of all, some general
statistics tell part of the story. Since 1 January 1969, the NVA and VC have lost
almost four times as many men killed in battle as have the forces of the Republic
of Vietnam and the Free World. This ratio includes the figures for 1968, when the
enemy lost over 5k men killed for each allied soldier killed. As a result of their
losses, significant changes in the composition of the enemy's forces took place.
The percentage of North Vietnamese battalions in the NVA/VC combat forces rose
from 10 per cent at the beginning of 1965 to more than 55 per cent at the end of
1968. At the same time, the percentage of North Vietnamese soldiers in nominally
Viet Cong battalions rose from less than 10 per cent to more than 30 per cent during the same 4 years. And during th$s period, the quality of the enemy's replacements, both from within the Republic of Vietnam and from North Vietnam, dropped
significantly.
Another encouraging aspect of the war in Vietnam is our effective effort
against the VC infrastructure -- the members of the quasi-military cadre who orgar
ize and supervise the absolutely vital intelligence and logistical support for
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enemy combat units. This infrastructure has been the object of concerted,
coordinated attack (code named PHOENIX) by Free World and Vietnamese forces.
PHOENIX has been quite effective.
A third development in Vietnam worthy of comment here is the recent progress in
pacification. Pacification efforts were set back about 6 months by the enemy's
general offensives during early 1968. The government of the Republic of Vietnam
moved aggressively to counteract this adverse impact) and by last fall commendable
progress was again being made in the pacification program. Precise measurement of
this progress is difficult. However, one criterion of progress is the number of
Vietnamese living in relatively secure areas -- that is, those areas with a sufficient level of security that the enemy cannot operate freely in them and where
reasonably normal social and economic activity is possible. Figures provided by
the government of the Republic of Vietnam reveal that in early 1965 only 45 per
cent of its population lived in relatively secure areas. At the end of the first
half of CY 69, the figure, by our count, had risen to over 85 per cent. These
statistics certainly reflect a most encouraging trend.
Finally, the nation-wide Communist attacks at Tet, early in 1968, were from our
point of view a Battle of the Bulge, somewhat similar to the attack by the Germans
in December 1944. The North Vietnamese/Viet Cong attacks were a last-ditch effort,
an at* pt to reverse the course of the war at one stroke -- the failure of which
could be so costly as virtually to preclude later victory. But for the people of
the Republic of Vietnam, the enemy Tet offensive was a Pearl Harbor, a surprise
attack which brought the shock of war for the first time to many citizens and
galvanized them into military and political action. That shock permitted President
Thieu to enforce full mobilization, with its drafting of 18 and 19-year old youths.
The unprecedented response of the Vietnamese Armed Forces and the general public
gave heart to all of us and self-confidence to the Vietnamese. This growing selfconfidence may be the most hopeful sign of all.
I am convinced that, barring Chinese Communist intervention, the enemy has no
prospects of military victory in Vietnam. Nor can he achieve military successes
of such significance as to affect the outcome of the Paris negotiations. This is
not to say that he will not attempt to achieve military victories; I expect him to
do so. But I am confident that the Army, together with the other services and our
allies, will meet successfully any challenges he may make.
These developments, and our success in improving and modernizing the Republic
of Vietnam Armed Forces have enabled us to proceed with our long-planned Vietnamization of the conflict and concurrent withdrawal of U. S. Forces. This summer we
redeployed 15,400 soldiers, and are scheduled to redeploy a second increment by
mid-December.
DISPOSITION OF ARMY UNITS REDEPLOYED FRC4 RVN
UNIT
STRENGTH
DISPOSITION
Hq, 9th Inf Div (Base)
4007
Inactivate
1st Brigade, 9th Div
3414
Inactivate
2nd Brigade, 9th Div
4300
Inactivate
Non-divisional support units
3679
Inactivate/
15400
Demobili u
THE ARMY'S POSTURE ELSEWHERE
A major reason for the effectiveness of the Army in Vietnam was that it received
the necessary resources to develop a first class fighting machine. The highest
priority was given for funds required to provide, equip, or support Army forces in
Vietnam. The budget for FY 70 provides for a continuation of a high level of support, assuming that the decreased level of activity noted last fall persists.
Such is not the situation for the rest of the Army, however. Budget policy for
the past several years has been to accomplish approved programs at the lowest possible cost, while keeping as the major target an increase in military capability.
Programs that did not fall within the category of urgent military requirements
were reduced to the lowest possible level of operation, deferred to later years, or
deleted.
The Army, recognizing the logic of this policy, has loyally supported it in
past years; we continue to support it. But with this support must go a clear recognition of what the effects of these reductions, deferrals, and deletions have
been.
Thus as I discuss my next objective --
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CORRECTIG THlE MANPOWER SHORTAGES AND IHBALANCES IN THE ARMY OUTSIDE
VIETNAM WHICH RESULTED FRCH THE EXPEDIENT MAW% IN WHICH THE VIETNAM
BUILDUP WAS ACCOMPLISHED
-- you will find me much loss optimistic, Our FY 70 programs reflect the best us,
of our personnel which we can reasonably expect to be made available, but few
problems will be solved. At best, we hope to prevent most problems from becoming
worse, and we plan to be in the best possible position to resolve them when resources permit.
Effects of Expansion
Let me turn now to those deficiencies in the Army which result from imbalances
in our expanded force structure, and actions underway to overcome them.
We initiated accelerated promotions several years ago, and now offer promotion
to captain to those officers who serve more than two years on active duty. This
has undoubtedly induced many young officers to stay on active duty to get the pr.
motion rather than leave service just prior to promotion. We hope that many of
these men will make the Army their careers. We have also revised assignment polU.
cies to permit filling some jobs, which do not require specific branch skills,
with officers from other branches. For example, supply officers and adjutants in
infantry battalions are now often from branches other than infantry -- a branch
that is extremely short of captains.
We have also expanded our Skill Development Base program. That program gives
an average of 5 months additional training to outstanding young soldiers, graduat,
ing them as small unit leaders or technicians in the grade of sergeant. We expect
to train over 26,000 men under this program in 75 military occupation specialties
during FY 70. Most of these young leaders go to Vietnam, where they have earned
high praise from their commanders. Even though most serve in Vietnam, their
availability means that other noncommissioned officers are released for assignments elsewhere. As with officer promotions, enlisted promotions have been accelerated. Here again, however, promotion is not a completely adequate substitute for experience, and little could be gained by further acceleration. As a
matter of fact, our rapid promotion, particularly in Vietnam, has raised a minor
problem: many of our young leaders who have proved themselves in combat do not
have the leadership skills required for stateside garrison and training positions.
We have instituted 6-week courses at 5 military posts to help these men convert
successfully to a non-combat environment.
The Army plans to train 7,036 active Army aviators in IY 70, with the capability of increasing this if required. This will not solve our second tour in Vietnm
problems. Since almost half of our requirements for aviators are for short tour
areas, aviators will still be assigned to second tours in Vietnam with about 22
months between tours. While this has some very undesirable connotations, I should
point out that we need a balance between experienced and newly trained aviators it
Vietnam. We presently consider that 25 per cent of them must be experienced; thul
training more new aviators this coming year would not, in the short run, permit ui
to lengthen intervals between tours in Vietnam for experienced pilots.
Effects of Structure and Deployment Imbalances
The recent expansion of the Army, together with the high proportion of overseal
deployments, has caused exceptionally severe personnel turnover in our units. Eu
if every individual had remained at one station during 1968, the year the Army
strength buildup ended, without being transferred to meet service requirements, w
would still have seen an annual average change in force content of approximately
44 per cent simply through accessions and discharges. Of the approximately 1 1/2
million men and women in the Army, about 700,000 -- just under half -- serve over,
seas at any one time. Of the over 800,000 serving in the United States, over
170,000 are trainees who are not yet available for assignment overseas. This sit,
uation in itself guarantees great personnel turbulence.
But the various military skills into which we classify soldiers (almost a
thousand different categories) are not equally distributed between what we call
long tour stations -- those in the United States, Europe, Panama, and parts of
Alaska -- and the short tour areas -- Vietnam and Korea. Looking at division
forces, for example, we find 9 2/3 in short tour areas and 9 1/3 in long tour
areas. The difference is even more marked in some of the supporting units: virtually all of the soldiers holding certain skills are needed primarily in short
tour areas,
The Army has recently taken steps which should reduce personnel turnover and il
prove the readiness of our forces outside Vietnam. We have adopted a policy of
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discharging short tour returnees on their return to the United States if they
have less than 150 days of service remaining. This policy avoids the problem of
having these soldiers assigned to stateside units for such short periods that they
would contribute little to unit capabilities. We have revised assignment priorities so as to reduce turnover in certain selected units, thus permitting them to
conduct more progressive training and reach higher levels of readiness. We have
arbitrarily limited transfers from certain units, particularly those in Europe.
Finally, we are reviewing our force structure within the present constraints to
see if better mixes of units would alleviate the problem. But here again without significantly increasing the size of our forces, high personnel turnover will
continue to plague us as long as our present pattern of large overseas deployments
to short tour areas persists.
My next objective -PROVIDING THE EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES NEEDED TO INSURE AN IMPROVED
PROGRAM OF MODERNIZATION FOR ARMY FORCES WORLD-WIDE
-- is an important feature of the FY 70 budget.
Our requirements in this area far
exceed the available funds. This is primarily because of the deferral over the
past few years, in order to provide resources for the Vietnam effort, of programs
for which there are still valid requirements. However, we cannot permit our plant
and equipment to deteriorate nor can we fall behind the Soviets in modernizing our
forces. We believe that resolution of the war will permit us to make progress in
this direction within the planned availability of funds.
Research and Development
Modernization must be a key goal for the Army over the next few years. It
starts, of course, with research and development. We are asking for 1.8 billion
dollars for RDTSE in the FY 70 budget which is before the Congress now. This is
after allowing
four 5years,
past than
themore
as in of
level of
same
the in
pproximately
for
rising costs
research
and effort
development
per cent
per year.
Two additional costs reduce our flexibility in using R&D funds. The first of these
is the portion which is devoted to National Programs -- those programs of interest
to more than just the Army. Included in this category are such items as some
strategic missile programs (including SAFEGUARD), missile range support, and communications systems. National Programs, over which the Army has little control,
consume morc than 42 per cent of our research and development budget. The other
unavoidable costs which reduce our flexibility for research and development are
those in support of Southeast Asia, which I have already discussed and which we
have no desire to avoid. These have risen from 4 per cent of the RDT&E budget in
FY 66 to about 12 per cent for FY 70.
The FY 70 budget for research and development will nevertheless fund some 145
program elements, with over 600 separately identifiable projects. Many of these
projects have been in research and development for a number of years. For example,
we have the Administration's approval to procure and deploy the SAFEGUARD ballistic missile defense system, and are entering the final R&D phases of its development, with 400.9 million dollars programmed in the FY 70 budget. There is also
significant advanced R&D effort looking beyond the SAFEGUARD system to stay abreast of the evolving threats, with anticipated funding of 141 million dollars in
FY 70 for advanced ballistic missile defense research. Major items here include
improved radars and related data processing equipment.
Other weapons systems which have been under development for some time and are
ready for fielding are the TOW anti-tank weapon, improved PERSHING surface-tosurface and self-propelled HAWK surface-to-air missile systems, and CHAPARRAL/
VULCAN air defense weapons. Two other major development programs underway are the
HBT-70 tank and the CHEYENNE armed helicopter, both of which are particularly important to the Army. Let me discuss each of these programs briefly.
Technological advances and our concept of future land warfare in Europe indicate an increased emphasis on open, fluid warfare. The decisive element of these
operations will be the rapid concentration of the combat power required to achieve
tactical advantage. Our subsequent survival will depend upon equally rapid dispersion to avoid enemy retaliation.
The MBT-70 -- our Main Battle Tank for the later 1970a -- is designed for just
this type of mobile operation. Its ability to shoot accurately on the move, to
fight effectively at night, and fire both SHI1LJLAGH missiles and very high velocity conventional rounds, will give it a big advantage over other tanks.
While other systems offer promise as "tank killers," they cannot assault and
over-run enemy positions, nor conduct sustained offensive action against a
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sophisticated and highly mobile enemy. The MBT-70 is a very effective tank-kills
but its primary value is its ability to engage in decisive offensive combat.
The CHEYENNE armed helicopter is the first helicopter designed from inception
as an integrated direct aerial fire support system. This aircraft weapons system
integrates the latest technology in helicopters, weapons, computers, and navigational capabilities. It incorporates our most significant technological advances
and is intended to provide outstanding combat effectiveness with excellent maintainability and survivability.
To present a balanced picture I must tell you that a number of Army weapon sys.
tems developments have encountered substantial problems -- either in terms of cost
overruns or failure to meet military specifications. I would like to touch on
three of the most important.
The first concerns the H6OAIE2 tank. In order to provide a better tank to our
troops in Europe who, as you know, are faced with a substantial Warsaw Pact tank
force, several years ago we began modifications to the M60 tank, Because of what
we regarded as a tactical urgency, we took some technical risks which at the time
appeared acceptable. We asked for a tank which could fire conventional amunitiot
or a missile and could fire the conventional ammunition while on the move. This
required that we combine a number of gun, turret, and stabilization systems which
either have been developed for other tanks or were in an advanced state of develop;
ment. Unfortunately, the integration of these systems has proved more difficult
than we anticipated. As a consequence we have stopped, at least temporarily,
production on the E2 model and returned to the production of the standard M60AI
tank until the technical problems can be resolved.
The MBT-70 is not now encountering any substantial technical difficulties.
Fabrication of R&D models is complete, and subsystem tests and advance production
engineering are underway. However, frankly, the costs have moved upward throughout its development. Accordingly, further expenditure has been suspended pending
completion of a major program review in December.
The CHEYENNE - our advanced armed helicopter - has also encountered technical
difficulties, as you know. Problems of rotor stability and control led us to
terminate the production contract for the CHEYENNE last May. The Army continues
to have a requirement for the kind of capability which the CHEYENNE was supposed
eanwhili
to provide, and we intend to continue the CHEYENNE development program.
we have asked the Congress for 106 million dollars to provide interim COBRA gunships to meet estimated attrition, and for advanced helicopter gunships to test.
One area of our research and development effort which requires attention is th
need to reduce the time from the inception of an idea through the issue of equipment to troops. Our average lead time for development of major systems is about
10 years, including the time required for management and force structure de vision
which cannot be charged to research and development itself. We count on technology to overcome the manpower of our prospective enemies. The technological gap i
closing. The Communists are ahead in some fields, such as the heavy lift helicop
ter. If we do not reduce lead time, we may soon find ourselves not only outmanne;
but outequipped. Consequently, we are looking at our programs and determining
better means to manage them from inception to their initial operational capabilit
The Army currently maintains research contracts and grants with about 156 U. S
colleges and universities. These range from many low-cost projects by individual
investigators to a few multi-discipline efforts at higher cost by larger groups.
In FY 69 this program cost about 37 million. The projects are in both basic and
applied research, are generally unclassified, and the information developed is
available to others who need it. Of course a few relate to sensitive military re
quirements or capabilities and must be classified.
We are concerned that campus turbulence may lessen the willingness of investigators to do military research. However, the academic community has generally
encouraged participation in unclassified, open exchange efforts.
Our proposed research, development, test and evaluation program is carefully
thought out and, although pruned and revised extensively, reflects a balance of
approved projects.
Modernization of Equipment
The results of the Army's R&D efforts must be translated into equipment, and V
the FY 70 budget we are asking for a PEMA appropriation of 5.08 billion dollars.
However, most of this money -- over 58 per cent -- must be spent on programs which!
Sdo t contribute directly to replacement or modernization of Army equipment. E'
amples of such programs are the procurement of ammunition and repair parts,
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production base support, modernization of the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces,
equipment support for the two Korean divisions and the Thai force (a light division) which are fighting in Vietnam, and support of National Programs. Many of
these items, while necessary and deserving of Army support, contribute little to
my goal of modernizing the Army.
The equipment buy supported by the FYt70 budget will replenish ammunition and
combat and other losses at anticipated rates. It should make modest progress
toward modernization, assuming that no unprogrammed requirements arise. This, of
course# is what has happened to the Army in recent years. We have been buying new
equipment with the objective of modernizing the Army's base line force -- that is,
the portion of the Army structure which we plan to retain after the war in Vietnam
ends. But unforeseen contingencies arose as our involvement in Vietnam grew. As a
result of the initial decision not to mobilize the reserves, we could not use the
support units in the reserve components on which we had counted in our planning.
Therefore, we were forced to organize similar units in the active Army and deploy
them instead. Further, two-thirds of a US division force was withdrawn from
Europe to the United States in mid-1968; equipment was left in Europe with prepositioned stocks for two other divisions and replacement equipment was issued to
the two brigades when they returned to the United States.
We have been able to supply the needed equipment to meet these unprogrammed
demands in part from new production. New equipment has thus been used to equip
and sustain new forces or permit prepositioning of equipment rather than replace
old equipment already in the hands of troops. While this has been logical under
the circumstances, it has slowed the rate of modernization significantly.
The FY 70 PEHA budget follows the same pattern. It is austere; it contains few
hedges against contingencies at a time when planning for contingencies is a way of
life. And it leaves our troops outside the combat zone still equipped with materiel which we had planned to replace by now.
However, if all goes well we will make some gains in modernization during FY 70,
based in part on equipment purchased with monies appropriated by the Congress in
past years. For example, we expect to take delivery of enough UH-I (IROQUOIS)
helicopters to permit us to begin replacement of obsolescent models.
Further, in the PENA budget proposed for FY 70, we have requested 68 million
dollars for M60Al tanks, 73 million dollars for M551 SHERIDAN Armored Reconnaissance Airborne Assault Vehicles, 156 million dollars for TOW anti-tank missiles
and launchers, and 99 million dollars for improved HAWK air defense missile
systems.
The PEMA appropriation requested in the Ft 70 budget will provide for a continued high level of support for our men in Vietnam, and for very modest modernization of our forces elsewhere. In my opinion, our request merits approval by
your Committee.
Modernization of Facilities
A third aspect of modernization, in addition to the development and acquisition
of materiel, concerns the physical facilities necessary to support the Army. In
this area I refer to the need to replace and modernize both our production base
and our permanent physical plant. In the first instance, the Army-owned production
base, which consists largely of ammunition plants, is primarily of World War II
vintage. It has been intensely operated in support of three wars. Over the years,
the processes have become grossly inefficient and, in some instances, unsafe. A
program to rehabilitate and modernize this base, which we estimate will cost $2.3
billion, has been developed which will insure the capability to provide ammunition
support for emergencies. Due to the condition of the base, we should spend about
$500 million a year to accomplish this program within a reasonable time. We are
asking for $345.5 million in the PEMA budget for replacement and modernization of
the production base in FY 70. In the second instance the Army has developed a
plan for its permanent physical plant -- a plan which is updated yearly. Our experience has been that, in order to get the most efficient use from our existing
facilities, we should spend about 4 billion dollars on facilities over the next 13
years, at an average rate of 300 million dollars a year. We are asking for $164.0
million for replacement and modernization construction in FY 70. In both instances,
because of the pressure of Vietnam expenditures, these amounts for FY 70 are considerably below the desired figures. Indeed, since the Vietnam buildup began, we
have consistently deferred or cancelled facility modernization and replacement.
For the past five years we have modernized our permanent physical plant at a rate
of less than 125 million dollars a year. Even at the desired funding rate of 300
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million dollars per year for our permanent physical plant, the last of our World
War It temporary structures at permanent installations will have been in use over
40 years prior to replacement, The FY 70 budget year will be our first major ste
1
in modernizing our production base. I strongly urge that our PEIA and MCA budget
requests for FY 70 be approved intact so that we can begin a return to a more
rational long range program and meet our most urgent current requirements.
Army's Posture in Europe
Moving now from these general deficiencies in the Army's posture to some
specifics, I should like to discuss our situation in Europe, For many years the
Army has considered Europe its most important defensive position, This is not to
deny for one moment the importance of the shooting war in Vietnam, our assistance
to the defense of Korea$ or our positions in other trouble spots around the wor,
It does reflect the dependence of the United States and Europe on each other.
This interdependence exists, not at the expense of Vietnam or Korea, but as a
complement to them. Without the degree of security which NATO has brought to
Europe our nation could never have made the commitment it did to the defense of
freedom in Vietnam and Korea,
Our potential major enemy in Europe, the Soviets, are continuing to modernize
their ground forces, which now number about a million and a half active duty per.
sonnel. They have increased the variety and number of weapons delivery systems
and tactical nuclear warheads available. The USSR has also made progress in rece:
years in acquiring a capability to apply conventional military power at a distance
from its land borders, Swing-wing and vertical takeoff aircraft and helicopterborne and amphibious operations have been demonstrated. Russian naval infantry
(marines) continue to increase in numbers. The antisubmarine warfare (ASW) helix.
copter carrier MOSKVA which, in addition to helicopters, carries antiaircraft aN
antisubmarine missiles, has been deployed to the Mediterranean periodically since
mid-1968.
The importance of all this was heightened by the August 1968 invasion of
Czechoslovakia, From a military point of view the USSR and its allies demonstrated their long recognized capability to attack rapidly and effectively, giviq
no tactical warning, under the guise of a scheduled maneuver. In addition, some
forces which had not been previously counted as immediately available for cunmitment to an attack in Europe were quickly and effectively mobilized for the intervention. While many of the Pact forces have since been redeployed out of
Czechoslovakia, the military efficiency demonstrated in the intervention must coD
tinue to be a factor in NATO defense planning. Yet another consideration growing
out of the Czech intervention deserves emphasis. The military axiom of basing a
military structure and posture on a potential aggressor's capabilities, rather
than intentions, was again proved sound by the Soviet's decision to use available
military power as they deemed necessary.
All of these considerations make it even clearer that US and other NATO forces
on the ground in Europe must be capable at all times of meeting a Warsaw Pact attack, since such an attack could easily come before reinforcements arrived.
To meet the requirements for the defense of Western Europe, the US Army has
4 1/3 divisions and 2 armored cavalry regiments. This is down from the balanced
force of 5 divisions and 4 armored cavalry regiments which wtu had in Europe in
1961.
Much of the reduction of the Army in Europe between 1962 and 1967 consisted of
the elimination of support units and personnel. As a result, combat unit personnel have been diverted in increasing numbers to perform maintenance, supply, and
housekeeping tasks.
On the plus side, the Skill Development Base program which I described earlier
trains new men to serve in Vietnam in the lower NCO grades. Thus we do not have
to call on Europe to provide these people.
Also, the number of Vietnam war veterans in Europe is now increasing. As of
mid-December, 18 per cent of all officers and 25 per cent of all noncommissioned
officers were veterans from Vietnam.
We see no easy solution to our problems in Europe. As the demands of the
Vietnam war diminish, we should be able to improve the quality of our support to
combat forces as we are able to provide larger numbers of experienced people to
fill the authorized positions.
Our actions to curtail gold flow, coupled with substantially rising labor and
utility costs in Cermany, have reduced our capability to maintain and repair our
physical plant there. Repeated deferment over a period of years is now creating
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substandard conditions in troop housing and logistical installations. The Army
has developed a program to reduce this backlog of maintenance and repair, but it
will require substantial funding.
Our lines of communication to Germany used to extend 500 miles through France
to a series of ports on the Atlantic, with reserve materiel dispersed along them.
we now depend, in peacetime, on a primary line of communication through the North
Sea port of Bremerhaven -- a line which runs within 80 miles of the East German
border and which crosses the logistical support lines of other NATO forces. However, the FY 70 budget contains funds which will alleviate portions of our problems
in Europe.
Army's Posture in Korea
On the other side of the world, we have two divisions in Korea -- an area of
the world which, until 1967, was relatively quiet. There, North Koreans, apparently acting on their own initiative without direction from either Peiping or
Moscow, have greatly increased their pressures on the Demilitarized Zone (0t4Z).
ihenumber of I14Zincidents rose from 42 and 37 in 1965 and 1966 to 452 in 1967
and 542 in 1968.
The Chinese Communist capability to reinforce North Korea in the event of renewed hostilities is still a concern. Red China deployed a force of one million
men in Korea during the last conflict. Today she has large ground and air forces
in Manchuria. Her military forces have borne immense civil responsibilities in
controlling the Cultural Revolution during the past two years, but this situation
is now apparently more nearly under control.
Along the Korean LX4Z,the US 2d Infantry Division mans a portion of the front
while our 7th Infantry Division is in immediate reserve just north of Seoul.
As in Europe, the size and composition of our force in Korea is determined by
both political and military considerations. A study now underway in conjunction
with other governmental agencies, which is considering a wide range of alternatives, should provide a basis for long range planning. In the meantime, we must
remember that 33 Americans were killed and more than 100 wounded during 1967 and
1968 by the North Koreans.
Army's Strategic Reserve Posture
The Army's strategic reserve consists of those active Army forces in the United
States and all of our reserve components units. The mission of these forces is,
of course, to be ready to respond to contingencies, either as reinforcements for
units already deployed, or by themselves in areas of the world where no US forces
are stationed.. In general terms, and under the then prevailing assumptions, we
had the needed forces in our strategic reserve prior to the Vietnam buildup in
1965. Since then, we have used the strategic reserve for one of the purposes for
which it was intended: to meet a major contingency. The equivalent of 5 2/3 divisions which had been in our strategic reserve have been deployed to Vietnam.
This leaves us with 4 1/3 divisions, excluding 2/3 of the 24th Infantry Division,
which although under the control of the US commander in Europe, is stationed in
the United States. I am happy to report that with the stabilization of Army
forces in Vietnam we have been able to rearrange priorities and control personnel
flow enough to permit considerable improvement in our active strategic reserve during the past few months.
The major portion of our strategic reserve is found in the Army's reserve components, where we have 8 combat divisions, 21 combat brigades (two of which are
temporarily on active service), and the necessary supporting units to provide
balanced formations. As you know, the past year has been an eventful one for our
reserve components. A major reorganization, which provided for a fully supported
force structure compatible with operational requirements and active Army forces,
was completed in Hay 1968. All units attended annual field training last summer
in their reorganized configurations. The resulting structure is manned at 90 per
cent strength or more. The Army Reserve has an authorized paid drill strength of
254,100; the Army National Guard, 387,600. These figures are down from last year's
figures of 260,000 and 400,000, reflecting the mobilization in May 1968 of 34 Army
National Guard units and 42 Army Reserve units totalling 17,400 men. Another 2,600
members of the Individual Ready Reserve were ordered to active duty at the same
time to fill personnel shortages in the mobilized units and in the active Army. We
plan to return these units to the reserve components upon their release from active
duty, which is now scheduled for completion in December 1969. And, as necessary,
we will form new active Army units to replace demobilized ones.
Let me say here that we in the Army have been highly pleased with the reserve
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component units which are now on active duty. Forty-three units were deployed to
Vietnam where they efficiently took their place beside the active forces there.
Commanders in Vietnam have high praise for these fine units 4 The performance of
the remaining units, which have been assigned to the strategic reserve, has been
equally professional. Concurrently, hundreds of individual reservists have contributed their skills throughout our active force structure. I believe that the
unfortunate actions of a very few have unjustly clouded the exemplary record of t&
many reservists who performed in a thoroughly commendable and patriotic manner as,
once again, trained and dedicated soldiers from our reserve components took their
places on our nation's security team in accordance with our One Army concept.
Army reserve components increased their capability to conduct operations to
control civil disturbances during the past year, and are maintaining this high co'
petence through periodic refresher training. In all, 375,000 Army National Guards
men and 204,000 Army Reservists have been trained for this mission, with more that
1,200 officers completing the civil disturbance orientation course at Fort Gordon,
Georgia. Special equipment for disturbance control, including shotguns, sniper
rifles, armored vests, chemical dispersing equipment, radios, and bull horns have
either been issued to units or prepositioned at critical locations. The Army
National Guard is properly trained to cope with civil disturbances. Approximately
48,000 Army Reservists, organized into 18 brigades (3 TO&E and 15 provisional),
have received additional training to accomplish civil disturbance missions. Our
active forces in the US are, of course, also trained for such missions.
I have already discussed the Army's equipment status in general terms, and the
problem areas which I identified apply to the reserve components as well as the
active Army. Shortages are chiefly of the most modern items, while a significant
portion of the equipment on hand is over age. We are attempting to provide the
needed materiel to the reserves, and we have made some progress. For example, in
FY 68 we issued 192 million dollars worth of equipment to reserve units. However,
I believe certain problem areas in the reserve components will persist until at
least the end of the war in Vietnam.
Army Strategic Forces
I mentioned earlier the SAFEGUARD ballistic missile defense system in relation
to our R&D program. I think it is appropriate to comment further on this particular system -- which is a National Program but under Army sponsorship -- in view
its importance to the Army and to our national defenses.
On 14 March 1969 President Nixon announced his decision to deploy a modified
anti-ballistic missile system, called SAFEGUARD. The overall objectives of this
modified deployment are to safeguard against any attack by the Chinese Communists
over the next decade, to safeguard our land-based retaliatory forces and thus enhance our second strike retaliatory capability, and to safeguard against any irrational or accidental attack of less than massive magnitude.
The first phase of the SAFEGUARD deployment would be two sites in the Minuteman fields -- Grand Forks and Malmstrom Air Force Bases -- with decisions by 1
January 1970 on whether and how to proceed with further deployment.
SAFEGUARD hardware subsystems consist of two radars and two missiles which wer
selected from the NIKE-X engineering development program. The Perimeter Acquisition Radar (PAR) provides long range detection, identification and tracking of reentry vehicles. The Missile Site Radar (MSR) is a shorter range radar designed tc
track the reentry vehicles and to launch and guide either missile to intercept.
The SPARTAN missile is the long range defensive missile and provides area coverage
the SPRINT missile is a short range missile and is used for local defense. The r
vised R&D program will include developing certain improvements in the SPARTAN missile and in the MSR. Whether or not these improvements will be included in the de
ployment will be a matter of consideration in our annual review of progress being
made in R&D and of the developing threat.
Our revised budget provides for continuing a rigorous R&D program and deployment of the first two sites. The Army's budget previously submitted to the Congress included for SENTINEL 1,788 million dollars for FY 70 and 962 million dollar
for FY 69. The revised budget is estimated to be 892 million dollars for FY 70 at
861 million dollars for FY 69 -- a total reduction for these two years of about I
billion dollars.
Because of your general familiarity with SAFEGUARD components, I will not dwell
further on the subject. I do want to emphasize that I am firmly convinced that tf
United States requires a timely and effective ballistic missile defense and that
the SAFEGUARD deployment is an important program. The review inherent in the
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decision by 1 January 1970 on whether and how to proceed will insure that the
system will continue to be responsive to the threat as it develops and to any
changes in our national strategic policy.
Other Army Forces
I will not take time here to discuss in detail the posture of our combat units
in Alaska or Panama, our air defense forces, or our training and logistical support establishments here in the United States. All of these share to some degree
the common deficiencies which I have discussed.
I would like to say a few words in praise of our training base, where 45,000
men at our training centers will instruct 461,000 active Army and 116,000 reserve
enlisted personnel throughout the coming year. This training base has met the requirements of our expanded Army in exemplary fashion. Perhaps most impressive has
been its flexibility in adjusting to ever-changing requirements. A good example
of this is our program for training the many-fold increase in college graduates
perhaps as many as 36,000 this year -- who are expected to enter the Army as a
result of limiting graduate student draft deferments. We plan no changes in basic
combat training or combat arms advanced individual training, since those college
graduates who serve in combat units need a proper grounding in fundamentals, But
for those who go into supporting units, we plan to accelerate some 60 technical
courses. We also plan to use the acquired skills of our college graduates to the
maximum extent possible, to channel them into challenging leadership positions
where feasible, and in general to make their service as valuable as possible both
to them and to the Army while still insuring that the needs of the Army are met.
It is this type of flexibility which has made our training programs so successful.
The Army has a number of programs designed to move it toward my goal of correcting the deficiencies which resulted from the expedient manner in which the Vietnam
buildup was accomplished. We believe these programs represent the most efficient
use of the funds we are seeking in the FY 70 budget. They are not sufficient to
overcome in the immediate future the deficiencies which I see, but they do promise
at least limited progress in almost every field. I must emphasize, however, that
we are very often merely postponing actions which will have to be taken in the
future. As long as these postponments continue, the capability of that portion of
the Army outside Vietnam will be less than I would like to see.
POST-VIETNAM POSTURE
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I have indicated several times thus far that we cannot look for ouch improvement in many of our problem areas until the termination of the war in Vietnam. To
achieve the desired improvements then, I think it most important that the Army
rapidly reach my fourth short range objective,
PREPARE NOWFOR CHANGES RESULTING FROM THE TERMINATION OR SIGNIFICANT
REDUCTION OF US MILITARY INVOLVEMENT IN THE VIETNAM WAR SO THAT THE
RESULTING ARMY POSTURE WILL BE ADEQUATE TO MEET FORESEEABLE REQUIREMENTS.
Since much of our post-Vietnam posture will depend on the circumstances of the
conflict's termination -- which are as yet unknown -- the Army's present efforts
toward reaching my fourth objective consist in the main of intensive planning. We
are taking the widest possible view of what may happen so that we will be ready for
whatever comes to pass. Most of our studies are open-ended and will continue, taking into account the developing situation, until we can see more clearly the directions we should take. Therefore, let me simply present to you some important
questions for which we are seeking answers.
Post-Vietnam Army Size and Composition
One major post-Vietnam problem concerns the proper size and composition of the
Army as a whole. Optimum Army organization is a continuing problem, and I am sure
that no chief of any military service is ever completely satisfied with the resources he is given. But this problem becomes most acute immediately following a
war when the clamor for reductions in forces may be deafening. I see no reductions
in international tensions in the near future which would justify decreased military
preparedness for this nation, and I look forward to working with you to maintain an
Army capable of meeting the demands of our national commitments and interests.
The timing of the phase-down in Vietnam is also of major concern to us, I have
already mentioned our desire to rebuild our strategic reserve even while the war in
Vietnam continues. Troops and units not needed in Vietnam should first be used to
improve the readiness of our strategic reserve and forces deployed in Europe and
Korea rather than being released precipitously from the service, however,
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reductions in the budget may preclude this, And of course we need a reasonable
amount of time to carry out a reduction in force efficiently.
A new problem (or a problem of greater importance than in the past) has to do
with the role of the reserve components. In major wars of the past, needed units
from the reserves have been mobilized, There was a clear reluctance to do this
for Vietnam, and, however valid the reasons for not mobilizing more reserves esri,
er, the past reluctance does raise questions as to the future. It is for this
reason that we have studies underway to determine, in particular, what units need.
ed to sustain active Army combat units in prolonged combat should be maintained on
active duty and which can safely be retained in the reserves.
An old and recurring problem is the tendency to substitute civilians for soldiers -- and vice versa -- in essential administrative and support positions, as
strength ceilings and the need for combat forces fluctuate. This seems to be
cyclic, and inevitably produces the inefficiencies associated with any personnel
turbulence.
Strategic Mobility
Strategic mobility -- our capability to deploy forces anywhere in the world arA
to sustain them there -- has been of intense Army interest for many years. It Al
be of even greater importance after the Vietnam war when forces released from
Vietnam are once again available for commitment elsewhere in support of our various multilateral and bilateral obligations. This is especially true if present
balance of payment pressures and the trend of reducing overseas basing is continued. We in the Army enthusiastically support the Air Force program of acquiring 6 squadrons of the C-5A transport aircraft by the mid-1970's. We are just as
enthusiastic in our support of the Navy proposal to begin construction of Fast
Deployment Logistic (FDL) ships, and continue our support for other modern, fast,
and responsive sealift. The airlift capability provided by the C-5A's and the ott
er programmed aircraft of the Air Force provide, for the first time, a capability
to airlift all the equipment organic to even our heaviest Army divisions. The
Navy FDL ships' capability to store prepositioned materiel under controlled humid
ity storage conditions for extended periods, and to transport immense tonnages of
supplies efficiently, when combined with an improved airlift capability represent
ed by the C-5A, and other propositioning programs, will go far toward providing a
improved solution to the Army's strategic mobility problems.
MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENTS

-

The fifth objective which I have set for the Army -INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY WITH WHICH THE ARMY MANAGES THE RESOURCES
MADE AVAILABLE TO IT
-- is a continuing one, and one toward which we have made great progress.
Improvements in Major Management Systems
In general, I am most pleased with the way the Army has adopted modern management techniques, and I know from my own experience of the many improvements in
management made at the Department of the Army level. This is not to say that further improvements cannot be made; they can and must be. But I see Army proposals
and programs as being primarily in the form of adjustments to what is already a
basically effective system. For instance, while Army management systems are com-i
patible with the OSD planning, programming, and budgeting system, there are plent
of areas for improvement -- particularly in streamlining the administration of the
combined system. As another example, our Army Combat Developments Command, which
is concerned with ideas, and the Army Materiel Command, primarily concerned with
managing supplies and equipment, are both structurally sound. As the commander it
Vietnam, I received superb support from both organizations. We must now be sure
that the vital interaction between them is continued and strengthened. This is at
area which I am examining very closely.
We are concerned with programs to improve management at every level, not only
at the highest levels. Last December, for example, I directed increased emphasis
on more effective management of our Army installations. There, the management
problems are somewhat similar to thqse faced by civilian communities and service
industries. We have relatively few men and women in the Department of the Army
who either have extensive experience or formal training in these fields. Thus my
first step was to direct the identification of key positions at Army posts for
which such experience and training is necessary, and to determine how we can best
train officers and civilians to fill these positions.
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Supply Management for Southeast Asia
Another specific management program which we have underway deals with our
supplies in Vietnam. As I pointed our early in this statement, the Army wisely
sent to Vietnam, at the beginning of the buildup, those supplies which we expected
to need. We did this recognizing that we had no demand data for a war of the type
being fought -- indeed, we were not sure just what kind of war would be fought.
Of course, some of the supplies were not needed. The problem then became one of
identifying these and getting them back into the Army supply system. This could
not be done efficiently in Vietnam because of the continuing high level of other
supply activity there in support of the forces in combat. So the excess materiel
was shipped to Okinawa and Japan where it could be efficiently segregated, stored,
and accounted for. Our experience thus far is that this program costs the Army
less than one and one-half cents for each dollar's worth of supplies utilized. As
a corollary to this program, we are participating in PURM (Project for Utilization
and Redistribution of Materiel in the Pacific Area). Conducted under Army auspices, PURH facilitates the redistribution of materiel within and among US military services. This program began on a test basis in March 1968, and became fully
operational 1 August 1968.
As a broader effort, the Army's Project PRIMAR (Program to Improve Management
of Army Resources) is nearing completion. Its purposes are to strengthen the Army
force and resource planning system and to improve supply management procedures.
Management and Automatic Data Processing
The computer has become a major tool in every facet of Army management. At the
same time, the computer has created special problems in streamlining and standardizing our world-wide automated reporting and management systems. There has been
some concern among the committees of the Congress regarding the cost and proliferation of Automatic Data Processing equipment systems. There is no alternative
to the expanded uses of Automatic Data Processing equipment in an Army of a million and one-half men with a large financial program, a 10,000 mile high-cost
pipeline to Southeast Asia and some 500,000 supply items in the system. Our problem, frankly, has been to control and coordinate the growth of these ADP systems
and to proceed in an orderly, planned and integrated manner. This year on 31
March, the Army activated a Computer Systems Command with the mission of assuring
commonality of systems and compatible programing for all of our multi-conand systems. I am confident we are on the right track and that this management and organizational arrangement will produce the controls we require. However, it will
take several years before the full benefits of this centralized system become fully apparent and clearly visible.
Using Lessons Learned in Vietnam
Under the heading of improving management I include incorporating experience
into our doctrine. Here I am particularly interested in making use of the lessons
learned in Vietnam. Our experiences there, particularly with helicopter-provided
air mobility and tactical intelligence systems, undoubtedly have wide applicability and should serve as a springboard for the future. Of equal importance are the
lessons we have learned as a result of our advisory and pacification efforts.
Helping to insure a climate of order within which responsible government can function efficiently was a challenging mission for the Army, and our performance improved significantly with experience. But here we must be careful not to accept
our Vietnam experiences as being totally applicable in future conflicts in which
the environment and national purposes may be as strange to us as those we faced in
Southeast Asia in 1965. We must be selective in our application of the lessons we
have learned in Vietnam.
Management Training
In reviewing the Army management systems and the changes which we plan in them,
I have found much to be encouraged about. One of the most encouraging signs has
been the enthusiasm with which the Army work force, both military and civilian,
has adopted new techniques. This enthusiasm is most easily seen in the expansion
of our formal management training programs. Requests for attendance at the Army
Management Engineering Training Agency (AMETA) at Rock Island, Illinois, one of
our major management training centers, have been rising sharply. We presently
train about 5,000 military and civilian personnel each year at AHETA in 47 courses
varying in length from one day to 8 weeks. AMETA also offers management intern
programs, on-site training, and college credit extension courses in conjunction
with the University of Iowa. As a separate action, the Army established an executive course in Operations Research/Systems Analysis at Fort Belvoir in
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January 1968, This 4-week course is specifically designed to equip Department of
the Army personnel to recognize the value and make maximum use of this management
tools Our emphasis here is to insure that men are using the tools of management
-- tools such as systems analysis -- rather than becoming slaves to them. We must
not permit management systems to take on a life of their own and become decision
makers instead of providing assistance for the men who make decisions.
THE MOTIVATION OF THE ARMY
The final immediate objective for the Army which I want to discuss today falls
under my general goal of motivation. It is to
INSURE THAT THE ARMY IS IDENTIFIED AS A RESPECTED AND INTEGRAL PART
OF AMERICAN SOCIETY, BOTH IN THE EYES OF THE PUBLIC AND IN THE EYES
OF THE INDIVIDUAL AMERICANS WHO MAKE UP OUR ARMY.
This is an objective which concerns me greatly -- and in a very personal way.
My personal interest springs from the deep pride which I have in the heroic efforts of our fighting men in Vietnam and the wholehearted support given them,
under very trying circumstances, by the rest of the Army. My concern stems from
certain indicators which, although having only a limited adverse impact on present
Army capabilities, do emphasize the need for action on our part. These indicators
include a decline in reenlistment rates among our career noncommissioned officers
and anti-military activities by vociferous minorities in our society which some
have attempted to carry over into the Army. While the latter will probably subside with a settlement in Vietnam, I foresee other detrimental effects on the
motivation of our personnel resulting from the turmoil of reducing the size of the
Army.
Let me break the Army's programs to improve motivation into two parts, which
although not mutually exclusive are useful in organizing our efforts: programs tc
improve motivation (and thus efficiency and retention) within the Army, and programs to enhance the stature of the Army within our society.
Motivation of Army Personnel
The Army has many ongoing programs to improve motivation. These would logically include many of its educational programs. I am encouraging individual initiative at every level of our school system -- a trainee at a basic technical course
is allowed to progress as rapidly as possible through the techniques of programmed
instruction, and a colonel at the war college is urged to consider problems of
national security from every viewpoint. We set high standards of performance in
the Army; we train our officers and men to meet those standards -- and require
that the standards be met. Within our resources we provide the best possible
facilities and equipment for our soldiers. The aura of professionalism inherent
in a well-trained, well-equipped, and well-led military unit is in itself a powerful motivating factor.
Military pay, to include fringe benefits and retirement compensation, is also
a most important motivating factor. Although our studies show that pay is not nec
essarily first among the reasons young men list for leaving service, it is almost
always listed somewhere. We are continuing our various incentive pay programs for
proficiency, reenlistment, and hazardous duty. I am very much aware of the overwhelming support for adequate pay which has been given the military by Congress;
all of us are most grateful for your leadership in this matter.
I should mention the importance of a proper family life in the Army. Repeated
family separations prevent our holding out to the young careerists this hope. We
cannot solve the family separation problem while we are forced to assign such
large numbers of people to tours of duty overseas without their dependents. Most
of our men respond well to repetitive short tours, but understandably their families do not. What we have done here, as we do in units outside Vietnam which are
short of key personnel, is make up for resource shortages by relying on the dedication of our career military men and their families. While military men expect
to shoulder a large share of the national load of hardship and danger in periods
of crisis, we should not and cannot expect their acceptance of this to become a
way of life. However, if the post-Vietnam war force is authorized adequate manning levels, we can manage in a way which will keep family separation within
tolerable limits.
Family housing is a motivating factor which speaks for itself. It looms high
in the "wife influence" category. From post to post, the availability of quarters
varies greatly, as does their size and condition. The lieutenant and the young
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1CO can survive these conditions# it they can look forward to something better
farther along the road. The solution lies in making funds available for the improvement of existing quarters and in developing a program for a reduction in the
total shortage of quarters.
Society's View of the Army
However important these personal motivation factors may be, I believe that in
the final analysis the Army is motivated most by what it perceives its image to be
in the eyes of the rest of American society.
Most Americans form their opinions about the Army either from service in it or
the service of friends and relatives. Since our Army personnel centers are the
last place soldiers see upon leaving service, we are making a special effort both
to make them more efficient and to provide a better atmosphere during the last
portion of a soldier's service. We are also cooperating with the press and local
civic groups to provide some recognition for returning soldiers in their home communities. Veterans and civic organizations already are doing much in this important area, but much more can be done to insure that our servicemen receive the
recognition which they deserve. Along the same lines, I intend to insure that
there are appropriate ceremonies for major Army units whenever they do return from
Vietnam.
One program which I have recently expanded is our National Speakers' Program.
we tested this program last year with a group of 16 volunteers, young officers
and enlisted men, who had recently returned from Vietnam. These men made 1,676
presentations in 48 states, describing in detail their own personal experiences in
Vietnam, and were extremely well received by the public. An analysis of these eagagements showed that 78 per cent of the audiences had never been addressed by an
Army speaker, and more than 95 per cent of the sponsors indicated they would like
to have another speaker from the Army. We are continuing this small but successful program with 30 new Vietnam returnees.
Another area in which the military interacts with our society is in the ROTC
program. The following table shows the importance of that program as a major
producer of Army officers:
OFFICER PRODUCTION BY SOURCE
SOURCE
FY 68
FY 69
FY 70 (proi)
USMA
675
764
700
ROTC
14,176
16,300
17,500
OCS
18,355
8,782
8,400
We now have Senior ROTC detachments at 283 colleges and universities. 120
schools applied for ROTC during FY 68 and 69. Of these, 30 were accepted. Other
applications are still pending. This demonstrated interest in ROTC indicates that
there is broad support for the program.
On the other hand, we are very much aware of the anti-ROTC sentiments on a few
campuses. Of the 283 campuses having ROTC programs this fall, we have encountered
significant problems in 7. Some of the criticism received over a number of years
from sincere, objective faculty and administrators concerning course content is
valid. Responding to their constructive advice, and in accordance with the Army's
uwn efforts to keep pace with changing trends in education, we have adopted a
flexible approach to our curriculum which will allow tailoring at the institutional level within established guidelines. This approach represents a continuation
of curriculum changes which began in 1961. Our new curriculum was developed with
the student in mind. We lose good students each year who evaluate their course
requirements and opt not to take ROTC for fear it will affect their academic work.
This new curriculum capitalizes on the existing academic course offerings at each
institution. As shown below, it blends the purely military subjects with the
academic courses:
ROTC Curriculum Development (Contact Hours)
Standard
Modified
Developmental
New (Core)
Military Subjects
480
360
240*
210 (min)
Academic Subjects
120
120
180 (min)
Applicable to a
Military Career
480
480
360*
390 (min)
Summer Camp
(Scheduled Training) 264
264
264
264
TOTAL
744
744
624*
654 (min)
*Additional hours of instruction in military subjects are optional in
first year (MSI).
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In every respect the-new curriculum focuses on the student by increasing the
possibility for him to take ROTC. This is an evolutionary and progressive change
and not a reactionary response to dissident pressures. The new curriculum concept will be instituted at all host institutions in the fall of 1970. However, it
is being put in effect at some schools in the fall of 1969.
On the other side of the coin we find certain elements on the campus whose goal
is to abolish ROTC. Their activities take many forms -- from simple demonstration
to acts of violence. Some are initiated by students; some are supported by faculty members. Dartmouth College and Harvard University have seen fit to disassociate themselves from ROTC; accordingly we will terminate the program at those institutions. Although we regret this, the Army will not remain on campuses where
it cannot conduct its business with dignity and with the support of the administration and faculty.
Where extreme anti-ROTC activities have taken place, such as the bombing of an
ROTC facility or arson, FBI and local law enforcement agencies have been quick to
exercise their authority. From the Army's point of view, there does not appear tc
be any need for new legislation to counter these activities. I am confident that
within the scope of present legislation Army ROTC will continue to combine the
vitality of the academic environment with the practicality of military preparedness.
The Army can and must contribute to the building of American society. We have
several programs to do this. Most were designed primarily to contribute to Army
capabilities, but they also contribute to our society and, thus, to the image of
the Army. We are continuing Project 100,000, in which we accept men previously
rejected for service. Our experience has been that men in this program perform
adequately in practically all jobs and are promoted along with their contemporaries. Also continuing is Project Transition, designed to prepare soldiers for employment in civilian life. In addition to on-the-job training in the Army facilities, 32 public and 368 private agencies are providing training opportunities.
Over 30,000 Army personnel have completed training during the first year of the
project. Other programs assist in police recruiting, host young people at Army
installations, and under Project VALUE assist youths to qualify for civilian jobs
with the Department of the Army. I consider all of these beneficial to both the
Army and the Nation.
Now let-me touch on race relations. The Army has conscientiously supported
equal opportunity with the Army for many years. Recently we have expanded our
interest in equal opportunity by establishing programs to insure that all Americans know what great opportunities can be theirs by enlisting in the active Army
or the reserve components, or by entering the Military Academy. We also participate in the Department of Defense programs for equal opportunity in off-post hous.
Ing. Since 31 July 1967, there has been a 143 per cent increase in the number of
rental housing units open to soldiers of all races. I am most pleased with our
progress in this field, and expect it to continue.
CONCLUSION
Mr. Chairman, I should like to sum up the posture of the Army now and in the
immediate future, as I see it, in a series of statements:
-- The Army in Vietnam has accomplished its assigned missions well, and will
continue to do so with the continued support of the Congress. The Armed Forces of
the Republic of Vietnam are being expanded and modernized so that they can play an
increasing part in the defense of their nation with the goal of having them assume full responsibility as rapidly as possible.
-- The Army outside of Vietnam is a formidable force in spite of deficiencies
in personnel and modern equipment. It is capable of entering combat if required.
-- The Army is planning now to avoid extreme turmoil with the ending of the wa
in Vietnam. We will be prepared to maintain the highest feasible level of readiness as changes occur.
-- The Army is in general efficiently managed, and will continue to increase
the efficiency with which available resources are managed.
-- The men and women of the Army hre highly motivated and performing magnificently under various adverse conditions. With the support of the American people
which they so richly deserve, they will serve us in the future in the same splendid manner.
Thank you. I will be happy to address your questions.
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READINFSS 1OSTM

OF THE ARMY

Mr. MAttON. General Westmoreland, from your statement We Would
deduce that the readiness position of the major Army forces outside
.Despite this fact, as I understand it, the Army
of Vietnam is in the process of mating certain reductions below the so-called
Johnson budget and below the budget of President Nixon; is that
correct?
General WSTmOnELtND. Mr. Chairman, we have inactivated certain troops that have been withdrawn from Vietnam, specifically the
9th Infantry Division less a brigade. We will inactivate the 3d Brigade
of the 82d Xirborne Division when it is withdrawn in phase II. We
for the
have accepted a shortfall in trained strength of about
end of the fiscal year, which will reduce personnel levels in certain
units.
Now, with respect to the readiness of our divisions outside of
.
Vietnam
Mr. MAHON. Mr. Secretary, what is the planned reduction in expenditures below the April 15 budget of President Nixon?

Secretary REson. Mr. Chairman, before I answer that, might I
call attention of the committee to page 133 of my statement where
there is a display that attempts to show the readiness of our units. As
you will see, -such as training of reserves and ROTC.
As of September 30, we were quite significantly better than we
were about a year ago.
MODERNIZATION

Mr. MAION. We have been spending billions of dollars on modernization of the military forces in recent years. I assume that substantial
modernization is taking place in the Army?
Secretary REsoR. That is correct. We have had to defer some of the
non-Southeast Asia-oriented aspects of modernization but there are
some very significant funding requests for modernization in this
budget. One request that I know General Westmoreland is particularly
interested and concerned about, is our request for the TOW antitank
weapon in Europe.
Actually, we are now at a place where we have contracts and
can get TOW's from production. That will make a significant modernization improvement in that very crucial area, Europe, where our main
problem is that the Warsaw Pact has about a
tank ratio. This
adverse tank ratio makes our antitank weapons most important. This
TOW weapon, which we are now ready
would make a major
contribution to meeting that problem.
TOW MISSILE

Mr. MAoN. Is the TOW weapon in some trouble?

Secretary REsoR. No, the TOW weapon has performed very well
in its tests and is ready to be fielded.
PROTECTION OF MEN IN VITNAM

Mr. MAHON. Mr. Secretary, I don't think this committee or the
majority of this Congress would be willing to matke any reductions
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in the Defense program which would increase the hazard to our men
in Vietnam and in Southeast Asia generally, or in Korea. Are any
of your proposed reductions such that our men in Asia would be
subjected to increased hazards as a result of the reduction?
secretaryy REson. No, We have very carefully avoided that kind of a
reduction.
BUI)GET REDUCTIONS

Now, I can answer specifically your question about what we now
contemplate as a reduction from the April budget, if you would like.
I can give you certain general categories.
Mr. MAfox. Yes. But before we get into that in detail, I would assime that you would say that these reductions would, to some extent,
impair the overall effectiveness of the Army worldwide but not in
Southeast. Asia.
Secretary RESoR. That is correct. General Westmoreland has already
referred to one, a programmed, planned shortfall in trained strength.
That would affect primarily our units here in the continental United
States.
General WESTMoREIuAND. That. is right; it would not affect. the-.
Mr. MAHoN. Except for the budgetary reasons, you would not be
willing to accept the reductions which are being imposed?
Secretary Risoit. That is correct.
Mr. MAioN. You have been consulted by the Secretary of Defense
in regard to the reductions which you are making belowg the budget
figure and you have had a major voice in determining where those reductions should be applied?
Secretary REsOR. Yes. He has consulted us in detail and he has
delegated to us a considerable degree of the responsibility for deciding
where these reductions should be taken. General Westnoreland and
I have consulted together with our staff at. great length about this.
We feel that the deductions which we would propose would be
the ones that would be least damaging to the Army. Now, to add one
more thing to my first, answer:
There are certain reductions which I think one could take even
without the expenditure problem that we are faced with: namely, those
reductions that. would flow from redeployment of our forces from
South Vietnam. In other words, certain of those forces have always
been contemplated to be dropped out. of the Army force structure, and
the mere fact of redeployment means you reduce your level of consuminption of those items that are consumable in i combat situation.
That kind of a reduction could be taken even without the expenditure problem that we face.
HISTORY OF BUDGET REDUCTIONS

Mr. MAMON. General Taylor, will you place in the record at this
point a table of Army fund requests, the President's budget estimates
and appropriations for the Department of the Army by fiscal years
from 1950 through 1970?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
AMOUNTS REQUESTED BY TIM ARMY, PRESIDENTS BUDGET AND APPROPRIATED BY CONGRESS
PY 1950 - FY 1970
(In Millions of Dollars)
Army's Request

President's Budget

10,429.1
147.8
10,576.9

4,695.9
4,727.9

4,380.6
32.0
4,412.6

1951 Basic................
1st Supplemental ....
2nd Supplemental .......
4th Supplemental ....

4,260.5
3,862.8
10,622,1
-2,895.1
21,640.5

4,120.0
3,148.5
9,211.8
2,850.9
19,331.2

4,094.3
3,166.4
9,161.8
2,847.6
19,270.0

1452 Basic................
Supplemental..........

23,973.6
1,388.0
_25.,361.6

21,987.6
1,168.0
23,155.6

20,839.7
1,128.0
21,967.7

1953 Basic................
Amended..... ....... ...
2nd Supplemental .......

19,087.8
19,276.3
803.8
20,080.1

14,617.9
14,798.5
776.3
15,574.8

12,826.4

1q54 Basic ................
Amended........,....

17,500.5
14,733.5

12,034.6
13,596.0

12,937.4

1q55 Basic ................

10,044.3

8,211.0

7,619.1

1)56 Basic ................
Amended ..............

8,876.6
9,161.6

7,289.0
7,574.0

7,330.0

1957 Basic ................
Amended..............
Supplemental ...........
2nd Supplemental .......

8,809.9
8,864.9
88.4
38.6
8,991.9

7,899.4
7,954.4
88.4
8,042.8

7,539.3
88.0
7,627.3

1958 Basic................
Supplementql...........
Supplemental ..........

11,525.9
3.1
57.7
11,586.7

8,845.0
3.1
44.7
8,892.8

7,629.6
3.1
44.7
7,677.4

1959 Basic ..................
Amended..............
Supplemental...........

9,707.1
11,171.5
144.0
11,315.5

8,830.0
9,294.4
51.7
9,346.1

9,229.1
58,8
9,287.9

1960 Basic ...............

12,064.6

9,357.0

9,682.7

1961 Basic.................
3rd Supplemental......
4th Supplemental .......

10,320.2
161.9
40.0
10,522-.1

9,546.0
112.0
40.0
9,698.0

9,720.0
112.0
9,832.0

1962 Basic..................
Amended................

12,685.4
14,261.4

10,405.5
11,981.5

11,996.5

1150 Basic ................
Supplemental...........

32.0

Appropriation

12j826.4_
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
AMOUNTS REQUESTED BY THE ARMY, PRESIDENT'S BUDGET AND APPROPRIATED BY CONGRESS
FY 1950 - FY 1970
(In Millions of Dollars)
Army's Requet

President's Budget

Appropriation

1963 Basic...................13,325.4
Amended.................
13,382.8
Supplemental............
56.2
Supplemental ...........
.65.8
13,504.8

11,846.0
11,903.4
56,2
65.8
12,025.4

1964 Basic............... ..
Supplemental...a., ....

14,344.5
267.4
14,611.9

12,837.1
224.0
13,061.1

12,316,4
195.7
12,512.1

1965 Basic .................
Supplemental ..........
SEA Supplemental .......

13,685.5
331.3
218.0
14,234.8

11,994.9
47.3
218.0
12,260.2

11,681.5
47.3
218.0
11,946.8

11,770.3
63.8
11,834.1

1965 SEA Suppl. is Army's por tion of the amount appropriated to Emergency Fund, SEA.
1966 Basic................
SEA Amendment..........
Supplemental ...........

13,435.8
569.1
6,369.7
20,374.6

11,336.5
569.1
5,264.6
_17170.2

11,240.2
569.1
5,264.6
17,073.9

1966 SEA Amend. is Army's por tion of the amount appropriated to Emergency Fund, SEA.
1967 Basic. ...............
Supplemental...........

1968 Basic ................
Supplemental (pay) ....
Amended SEA Supplemental

21,072.9
7,817.9
28,890.8

17,116.4
22,760.8

2?j.873.4

27,741.9
355.2
1,957.6
30,054.7

23,628.6
292.1
1,957.6
25,878.3

22,992.7
117.8
2,182.4
25,292.9

5.644.4

17,279.0
5,594.4

1968 SEA Amended Supplemental represents Army's portion of the amount appropriated
to Emergency Fund, SEA. In addition to the amounts shown in the Army's
request and President's Budget columns, request was made for the release of
$472.6 million in reserv e. Army's portion of the funds authorized by
Congress to be released was $71.3 million for the pay supplemental and $118
million for the SEA supp lemental.
1969 Basic.................
Supplemental...........
Amended Supplemental ...

1970 Basic.................
Amended................

31,363.8
2,514.9
33,878.7

25,214.6
1,513.0
1,470.6
26,685.2

30,050.9

25,929.5

-

-

24,375.9

23,769.3
1,222.8

24L992.1
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EXPENfDITUM REDUCTIONS

Mr. MAHON. What is the total expenditure target which you have
by way of reductions below the outlay budget for the Army?
Secretary Rson. We have identified and agreed with the Secretary
of Defense on expenditure reductions of a total of $521 million. Now,
we realize that the Department of Defense as a whole will probably
have to reach a level of $3 billion expenditure reduction. Since our
budget is approximately one-third of the total Defense budget, I think
it is not unlikely that we-will eventually have to increase that $521
million figure which we have already identified and agreed on to
approximately $1 billion.
EFFECT OF REDUCTIONS ON VIETNAM OPERATIONS

Mr. MAHON. Do you feel confident, both of you, that this reduction
can be made without impairing our position in Southeast Asia?
Secretary REson. I believe that is correct.
Mr. MAHON. Is that true, General Westmoreland?
General WEsT.IORPLAND. Yes, Mr. Chairman.-.
Secretary RE o. Yes; I should modify my answer to that degree.
Mr. iATON. Is that included in your reduction figure?
Secretary REson. It is not included in the $521 million which we
have already agreed on. If we are forced to go to the $1 billion we
would include it in that additional amount.
EFFECT OF COA1MITTEESI REDUCTIONS ON VIETNAM

OPERATIONS

Mr. MArON. Well, I would like to make this clear, and I believe this
represents the view of the committee: I am not willing to make reductions in funds for personnel which could be interpreted by the
administration or by Hanoi or by others to indicate that this committee and the Congress are trying to pressure you into making reductions in the forces in Vietnam which you do not think are in the
interest of the United States. I would like for that to be very clear.
I know this committee is not going to try to reduce your personnel
apl)ropriation for the purpose of pressuring you into making reductions in forces in Vietnam more rapidly than you feel they should
be made. Do you understand fliat?
Secretary REBon. I do. Let me say that we agree wholeheartedly
with that. We think we would send the wrong message to Hanoi if
they felt that we were being forced to make withdrawals for budgetary
reasons; that is withdrawals that were not justified by the improvement in the Vietnamese forces and their ability to take over a larger
share of the war.
Mr. MAiiON. I think that the attitude of the Congress in military matters generally has been to support the Commander-in-Chief,
whether he was President Eisenhower, President Kennedy, President
Johnson or President Nixon. We can't run the military from the
Capitol, as I see it; it is an executive function under our form of
government. So I do not want any implication made that we are trying
to interene in the conduct of the war in that context. But if you
make reductions in funds based upon unannounced reductions in per-
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soniel, don't you place yourself in a rather difficult and untenable
position?
Secretary RESOR. Well, I would hope that we would not have to (o
that; that if no further reductions in troop levels in Vietnam are annouiced any further reductions we make would be made only if we were
able, based on the current levels of activity, to estimate that our ammunition expenditures in the period which this budget funds; namely,
the fully 12 months of calendar year 1970, and our level of consureption of other cosumables, particularly those financed by the "Operation and maintenance" account, would be decreased.
I think it is possible that one might be able to conservatively reach
that conclusion based on the trends in levels of consumption, but it is
too early yet to do that.
IDENTIFICATION OF PLANNED REDUCTIONS

Mr. MA'ON. Can

you spell out at this point for us the identification

of the $521 million spending reduction which you are proposing to
make?
Secretary RESOR. Yes; I can.
Mr. M\.%io. I wish you would do that. I wish you would identify it
as to the l)articular appropriations account which is involved. I want
this information for the committee with respect to expenditures and
when we finish with that, I want. the same information with respect to
the appropriations because, after all, the bill which we will present to
the House, while it will deal ultimately with expenditures, will deal
more specifically with appropriations.
Can you give us both the expenditure figure and the new obligat ional authority or al)l)ropriation figure?
Secretary RESon. Yes, sir; I can, and I think perhaps it would be
easiest for you if, as I identified a program reduction, I give you both
figures to match that reduction. Would that be satisfactory?
Ir. MATION. All right. Why don't you do that. Do you have copies of
this? Is it in your statement?
Secretary RESOR. No, sir; this is not in my statement, but we can supply copies of it this afternoon.
fr. MAuiOx. All right. Supply that please this afternoon.
MILITARY rERSONNEI. REDUCTIONS

Secretary RESOR. I will give you the broad outline now.
In the "Military personnell"'account we have identified a reduction
of appropriations of $195.9 million; expenditures, $188.1 million. That
is broken down into three parts. Tho first is what we call phase I, withdrawal from Vietnam of 15,400 military personnel which was accompllished by the end of August 31, and resulted in a net decrease in the
Army end strength of 11,800. That resulted in an appropriation reduction of $85.5 million and an expenditure reduction of $82.1 million. The
second part relates to the phase.Il withdrawal recently announced by
the President. The Army's share of that is 14,082 military personnel
with a net decrease in Army end strength of 22,064 by the end of December of this year. That will result in an appropriation reduction of
$83.5 million and an expenditure reduction of $80.2 million.
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Finally, the decision to inactivate the 9th Division units which redeployedfrom Vietnam and thereby reduced the end strength of tle
Army by 10,896, results in an appropriation reduction of $26.9 million and an expenditure reduction of $25.8 million. Those three parts
total
to the military personnel account reductions which I previously
identified.
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE REDUCTIONS

Now, also associated with those three parts are reductions in the
0. & M.A. account, "Operation and maintenance account," Army.
They aggregate a reduction of appropriations, $188 million, a reduction of expenditures of $161.7 million.
Mr. MAHON. Are you speaking of th, whole 0. & M. picture at this
time, or only of that portion related to personnel?
Secretary Rso. No; the whole 0. & M. portion, but only insofar
as it relates to these three actions that I have identified.
9Mr. MAI ION. I see.
Secretary RF.son. The first action reduces 0. & M., $91.3 million in
appropriations and $78.5 million in expenditures. The second phase
I withdrawal, $76 million appropriation, $65.4 million expenAitures.
Third, the inactivation of the 9th Division units, $20.7 'million, and
$17.8 million in expenditures, the first figure being appropriations.
So that the total of both MPA and 0. & M.A. from those three actions is $383.9 million appropriation reduction and $349.8 million exlenditure reduction.
Now, there are two other broad categories I would identify. Those
are the PEMA and the R.D.T. & E. I will move to that now, if you
like.
Mr. MAHON. Have you identified all of the reductions in 0. & M.?
Secretary RsoR. Ail the reductions that have been currently identified as part of the $521 million.
Mr. MAHON. I understand. Now, then, go to Procurement.
PROCUREMENT REDUCTIONS

Secretary RFoR. In procurement, the reduction there totals in appropriation $478.7 million and in expenditures only $76.6 million. As
you are aware, that account spends out much slower.
Mr. MAHON. Surely.
Secretary REsoR. there are three categories. In aircraft, the Cheyenne procurement cancellation resulted in appropriations reduction of
$429 million and expenditures reduction of $68.6 million. Now, that is
offset by the necessity of purchasing additional armed Cobras and that
costs us an increase in the appropriation of $86 million and an increase
in expenditure of $13.7 mill ion. The other aircaft. item is a deletion of

the procurement of certain Mohawk aircraft which MACV have decided that they did not wish to buy. That reduces the appropriation by
$28.1 million and expenditures by $4.5 million, and the total for aircraft then is an appropriation reduction of $371.1 'million and expenditures of $59.4 million. That is a net reduction after taking into account
the need to purchase the additional Cobra aircraft.
In the case of the missiles program, we have reduced it $35.2 million in appropriations and $5.6 million in expenditures. The largest
item is a reduction in the TOW procurement of $14 million appropria-
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tion, and $2.2 million in expenditure. That essentially is a stretchout
of the procurement from the second source where we are trying to get
competition..A reduction in the Hawk of $9.2 million in appropriation
and $1.5 million in expenditures. The Interrogator, $8.5 million appro-

priation, and $1.4 million expenditure. The laluncher COF model, the
M-43, $3.5 million in appropriation and $0.5 million in expenditures.
In the case of the tracked combat vehicle, the total would be a reduetion of $72.4 million in appropriation and $11.6 million in expenditure. The major item is a reduction in the procurement of the Sheridan
from
. That would be a reduction in appropriation of $48.6
million, in expenditure of $7.8 million. The reduction in the funds
needed for the M-60A1 tank of $20 million and $3.2 million in exnenditure, a reduction in the funds for the laser, M-60A1E2 tank of $3.8
million in appropriation and $0.6 million in expenditures, making a
total PEMA reduction of $478.7 million in appropriation and $76.6
in expenditures.
R.D.T. & E. REDUCTIONS

The last category is R.D.T. & E. In that. category we have identified
a net appropriation reduction of $185 million, net. expenditure reduction of $94.4 million. There are four major items: The heavy lift
helicopter program has been reduced $5 million in appropriation. $2.6
million in expenditures; aircraft weapons, $8 million in appropriation
increase and an increase of $4.1 million in expenditures; the research
helicopter, an increase of $8.5 million in appropriation and $4.3 million in expenditure; then a number of R. & D. programs would be reduced to effect an appropriation reduction of $196.5 million and an
expenditure reduction of $100.2 million.
So giving the aggregate figures which I identified, this all comes up
then to the $520.8 million expenditure reduction and an appropriation
reduction of $1,047,600,000.
ADDITIONAL REDUIOTIONS

Mr. MAITON. Now, as I understand it, your target may very probably
be $1 billion in expenditures rather than the $521 million before this
exercise is completed?
Secretary REsoR. I think that is not unlikely.
Mr. MATION. Then you will be able to advise us at a later date, I
assume, where you could best make these additional reductions.
Secretary REso. Yes. We have been studying this problem for some
time, both in the Army and with the Secretary of Defense's staff, and
as we identify items we plan to advise your staff so that we can work
together on this problem.
'Mr. ANDrmws. Has there been a deadline set for the possible $1 billion reduction?
Secretary RFsoR. I don't believe there has, as yet, Mr. Andrews. I
would think it would be something that would have to be addressed in
the next 2 or 3 weeks, I mean completed in the next 2 or 3 weeks, but
I don't know. General Taylor, do you know of any?
General TAYLOR. No, sir. There has been no deadline established as
yet.
Secretary REsoR. We are just doing it as expeditiously as we can and
doing it carefully, consistent with doing it carefully.
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Mr. MAHON. Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)

us again
this morning Mr. Lipscomb, the ranking minority member of this
conmittee, who is not only one of the most valuable men on the
Appropriations Committee but one of the most valuable men in Con(ress and in public life in Washington. He has been ill for some time
Eut he appears to be in fine shape today, I just want to welcome you,
M[r. Lipscomb, back to the committee and give you tle opportunity
to make any inquiries or any statement you would like to make at
tlhs time in regard to our problems.
Mr. MAHON. We are very greatly pleased to have with

Mr. ANDnEWS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that I did not

fully realize what a valuable member of this committee Mr. Lipscomb was until lie left us for a few months. We missed him. It is
just a pleasure to have him back with us. He looks fine and I hope
ie,will take care of himself and meet with us for many years to come.
Mr. MAHON. I hope that he will spare himself from some of these
hearings, but when we sit down and decide what to do I hope he will
be there with pencil in hand-and I am sure lie will. Mr. Lipscomb.
Mfr. LnrscomB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee, for your kind remarks.
I am glad to get back into harness. I must admit that I am a little
stable on some of these things. You know, you stay away for a while
.a1d you lose contact. But I am most pleased to be back on the job and
looking forward to getting our work finished and completed for this
year. I want you to know that I offer you every cooperation.
Thank you,'George, for your kind remarks. I am glad to have this
opportunity to get caught up on wlfat the situation is.
SOCIAL PROGRAMS

Mr. LpscoMn. Mr. Secretary, in 1970 the services have budgeted $39
lion for the various social programs thev conduct. This would inelude Project Referral, Project 100,000, Project Value, manpower
studies, and Project Transition. In meeting the $1 billion expenditure
reduction goal established by the Secretary of Defense would not these
programs be a primary target for reductions since cuts in these projects would not affect the country's defense posture?
Secretary RFso . Our countrv's defense posture is a reflection of our
strength as a Nation. The strength of our civilian economy and the
support the Arned Forces receive from the American people as well as
manpower and money we allocate to the military services all contribute to our national defense. The programs you mention strengthen
our national defense in all these respects. They help provide more and
better trained manpower for the civilian economy and for the Armed
Forces, and they help increase the support, of theAmerican people for
the armed services by showing the concern of the defense organization
for the general public welfare as well as for the military defense of the
Nation.
INVENTORY OF ANTI-AIRCRAFr

WF-APONS

Mr. Lirscorn. Mr. Secretary, would you have placed in the record
a listing of the various anti-aicraft weapons and systems in the opera36-735 0-60-imt. 7-10
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tional inventory of the Army and how they differ in range, deployment, use, and effectiveness.
Also list the various anti-aircraft weapons and systems under development and compare these with those in the Army operational inventory, which ones they will replace, and when they are expected to
become operational.
Secretary Rpson. Yes, sir.

(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
EXCFSS INvENTORIES IN PACIFIC ARMAS

Mr. Lipsco .n. Mr. Secretary, will you insert in the record a schedule
showing the current status of suplily inventories in Southeast Asia
and the Pacific area in general. I would like this schedule to show the
amount of inventories on hand, the amount of excess at the latest date
available.
(Information requested follows:)
The value of in-store supply inventories in the Pacific area as of June 30, 1969

was $997,073,000. Included in this amount was $269,858,000 reported as excess to
Pacific area requirements. Distribution of these inventories was as follows:
[In thousands of dollars
Total supply
Inventories on
hand (in store)

Subcommand

Excess Included
Intotal

U.S. Army, Japan .....................................................
2d Logistics Command .......................................................
8th Army.......
. ..................................................
U.S.Army, Hawaii ..................................................
U.S.Army, Vietnam .........................................................

152,484
170.213
163,289
20143
'490,944

31,306
57,675
34,743
5,318
1140.816

Total ................................................................

997,073

269, 858

'These amounts do not include the value of major end Items in RVN. This information is not presently available.
EFFECT OF REDUCTIONS ON UT.S. SECURITY

Mr. MAHON. Mr. Secretary, it seems to me that those of us in the

legislative branch must work with those of you in the executive branch

insofar as possible in an effort to handle this problem in the public
interest. We all know the competition for dollars in the Government.
and in our society at this time. We all know about the attacks which
have been made on military spending and upon the war, but it is up
to us in the capacity in which we find ourselves to act as responsibly
as possible. That we propose to do.
Do you think the reductions that have been announced and that
may be in the offing, General Westmoreland, can be made without seriously hampering the security of the United States worldwide?
General WESTMORELAND. The reductions that have been made, in
my opinion, Mr. Chairman, will not impair the security of the United
States nor jeopardize our commitments. It is difficult to pass judgment
on those that could be made in the future--and I am referring specifically to Southeast Asia-because no decision has yet been made. I
feel, as a practical matter, it will be possible in the remainder of this
fiscal year to make further withdrawals from South Vietnam as the
Vietnamese continue to modernize their forces and marginally ex-
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pand those forces, but I do feel that there is a danger of withdrawing
so rapidly that we could create problems that, might be insolvable.
WITHDRAWAL OF FORCES FROM VIETNAAM

Mr. MAHON. I don't want to get into a full discussion of the war in
Vietnam at this moment, but I think in the light of your statement I
would assume that you would think it would be most unwise to set a
target as to just when we will withdraw certain forces from Southeast Asia and what forces will be withdrawn.
General WESTMORETAND. Emphatically so. As I said, there is noth-

ing to be gained and. a great deal to be lost if we tell the enemy precisely what we are going to do.
,Ifr. MAHoN. Yes. I don't have any patience at all with the theory
of just walking away from our responsibilities and jeopardizing our
forces and the immediate and long-range security of the United
Otates
by a willy-nilly irresponsible with-drawal from the war. The objective
mflst, be a decision reasonably acceptable to the United States.
Now, getting back to more detailed questions.
THAILAND TROOP WITIIDRAWALS

It has recently been announced that 6,000 troops are to be withS
drawn from Thailand. How many of the 6,000 are Army personnel and
what will be the resultant savings? Also, are they included in the $521
million reduction which you have referred to in'spending?
Secretary RpsoR. No. That has come quite recently. We don't have
the official Secretary of Defense decision on it, the internal decision
that allocates the exact mnl)ers. We know, we think, quite well what
1 those numbers will be but I have not yet included that in the expenditure reduction which we forecast. It is aboutArmy personnel.
Mir. MAIGN. You can amplify for the record.
Secretary REsoR.
- space reduction.
(The information follows:)
-

Of the 6,000 spaces to be withdrawn from Thailand

-

are Army.

TEMPORARY CANCELLATION OF DRAFT

Mr. MAHoN. It was recently announced that the November and De,ember draft calls had been canceled. Of the 50,000 young men to be
'alled during those 2 months, 47,600 were to be for the Army. What
will be the savings in appropriations and in expenditures, if you can
give it, as a result of this action on the 1970 budget?
Secretary REson. That. has been included because the reduction of
those draft calls was made possible essentially by tile programed with(lrawals from Vietnam. So I have included that already.
ARMY PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO OSD. AND JCS

Mr. M,Ho-. The committee notes that there are 1,975 civilians and
721 military spaces assigned to OSD and 490 civilian and 1,485 military
spaces assigned to the JCS. Would you provide for the record the
tiumber of Army personnel assigned to OSD and JCS by year for the
last 5 years?
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Secretary R on. I'd be glad to.

(The information follows:)

ARMY DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL
OSD 0
As of June 30

Military

Civilian

1965' .............................
262
1966 t .............................
259
1967 t .............................
333
19682 ............................
291
1969 ...............................
340

39
40
41
33
60

8

JGS
Total

Military

Civilian

Total

301
299
374
324
400

276
341
366
415
462

0
0
0
0
0

276
341
3%
415
46?

T
t

I Excludes Army military personnel assigned to thedepartmental elements of Defense Intelligence Agency, Defense
Communications Agency, and Defense Supply Agency.
' Civilian strengths include Youth Opportunity Campaign and Youth Opportunity Back-to-School participants.

Mr. MAON. In the committee report last year, it was stated:
headquarters
It would appear reasonable that at this time of fiscal stringency
staffs could very well be reduced by 5 percent and no loss in the efficiency in
essential direct support of the war in Vietnam.
The Army has 765 military Spaces assigned to OSD and JCS. Should
this area be a prime candidate for reduction at this time of fiscal
restraint?
Secretary RESOR. We have already in the Army itself instituted a
survey to see if we could at Department of the Army Headquarters
make some reduction. I would think that it would also be appropriate
at the Defense and JCS level, although that is really a little outside
of my jurisdiction to comment on.
PLANS FOR REDUCING ]IEADQUARTEIIS STAFFS

Mr. MAIoN. What plans does the Army have for reducing its headquarters staff in the W1
ashington metropolitan area?
Secretary RESOR. As I say, I have asked General Westmoreland to
have a survey made to see if we could effect a 5- or 10-percent reduction
in the Department of the Army Headquarters. That would not only be
the military but in the secretariat, too.
Mr. MAoIN. What about a 10-percent or a 15-percent reduction?
We have an excess of military and civilian personnel in the Washington area.
Secretary RESOR. As you are aware, the Secretary of Defense has a
quite stringent rule now about introducing any new 1)ersonnel into the
Washington area. Essentially, I think we are in a position where we
pretty much have to tradeoff before we can bring anyone new in here.
So Believe considerable attention is already being focused on the
problem of not having an increase in the Defense Department personnel in the Washington area.
Mr. MAHo N. Would you place in the record the number of military
personnel in the Washington metropolitan area and the civilian personnel of the Army?
Secretary RESom. I'd be glad to.
(The information follows:)
As of June 30, 1969, there were 38,023 military personnel and 35,71M) civilian
personnel In the Washington metropolitan area, which Includes tine District of

C
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Columbia, Maryland counties of Montgomery and Prince Oeorges, and Virginia
counties of Arlington, Fairfax, Prince William, and London, as well as the cities
of Alexandria, Falls Church, and Fairfax.

Mr.

MAiiON.

The'staff shows me a figure here which I interpret as

indicating that we have a total of 114,922 military and civilian personnel in the Washington area, speaking of all Defense forces, of
which 42,029 are military and 72,893 are civilian.
Now, as I interpret the figures before me, in the Pentagon itself on
December 31,1068, there were 15,444 civilians and 13,501 military, making a total of 28,945. There has been a feeling, Mr. Secretary, for years
thfat we are topheavy in personnel in the Washington area and in icadquarters throughout the country and the world. Do you subscribe to
that?
Secretary RFson. I think probably right now I would not, in view
of the fact that we have expanded by 50 percent since the beginning
of the Vietnam war, from roughly 1 million to 1,500,000. I don't think
there has been a proportionate expansion in headquarters. I
I think probably right now the overhead problem is spread against
-ui
.gnch it
a sigificanty-nl
sinifantly greater base than this is currently tls
a less
Ii~onificant problem.* However, I think it is something that we should
follow very carefully as we phase down the size of the Army because
i then I do lunk that'it might be a problem. So it is something that we
hIave to watch very carefully to be sure that we take out a l)roportionate
share of headquarters along with the general force.
NEED TO STREAMLINE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Mr. MAHON. In trying to go to the moon or in trying to develop
innovative
ana
we drastically
certain things.
weaponsAtsystems,
try to bewere
great big
gadgets
and now"
change
one timewe
transistors
they have been miniaturized to where yoQ almost need a microscope to
sec.some of them. But I don't think anything has happened in the last
25 or 30 years that has indicated a drastic, dramatic improvement in
the management of personnel or the Defense Department generally.
Why
,
is it that this big, cumbersome, lumbering organization can't beconie more streamlined and more efficient? Is it impossible ?
Secretary REsoR. We have made a very strong effort, which I think
has produced very significant. results in improving our management.
of our resources. there is a section in my statement in which I go into
i this in detail and describe the achievements we have made to date
and some of the goals that are still ahead of us. I think the fact that
we are today managing an Army 50 percent larger than it was in
1965-and I think managing it effectively and economically-with
i.it
proportionate increase in the staff is partly because of these very
significant management system improvements, particularly management information system improvements which we have introduced.
For the first time the Army today has an automated force accounting
system, that is, an automated system where we have one troop list
for all the units in the Army and can at any time tell exactly what
units are in the Army today and what units will 'be in the Army
for the next 5 years. That automated list includes over 20,000 separate
Army units aild includes all the reserve components as well. For the
first time we have an automated capability of determiniliq from that
force accounting system the exact equipment requirements for
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that, Army. In other words, we call produce the exact, computation of the number of tanks, rifles, et cetera, by an automated

system. Beginning this August we developed the capability to do
that for the 1,500,000 people in the Army, the people requirement. These
are really significant improvements. In fact, I think this is the kind
of improvement that is going to make effective the new Secretary of
Defense's policy to decentralize to the Army more of its own de.
eisionmaking. If we hadn't developed this increased capability to
manage our own resources over the last 3 years, I don't think that
would have been a successful program. In fact, I think that was one
of the reasons that Mr. MeNamara originally centralized so many of the
decisions in the Office of the Secretary of Defense.
REVIrEW OF IIEADQUARTEI1S STAFF

Mr.MAIHON. How long has it. been since there was a review of the
need for each or any one headquarters staff unit, not just in relation
to the war or in relation to the budget problem, but in relation to need?
You talk about managing a larger Army without. a commensurate
increase in overhead personal. But have you really looked at this in
terms of need?
Secretary REsoJi. We have looked from time to time at various
functions.
For instance, since I have been here we took out one intervening
layer in the AMC structure. There used to be a layer between, for
example, the Tank Command and AMC Headquarters and that intervening layer has been recently removed. Of course, shortly before I
came there was a combination of the 1st and 2d Army Headquarters,
and we are continually surveying the question of whether other headquarters could be combined.
In fact, the Chief of Staff has directed an extensive study of the
general structure of the Army in anticipation of the suggestion that
as we phase down, some changes and economies in headquarters might
be possible. General Westmoreland anticipated this l)roblem and has
already started a study along this line.
PLANS FOR REDUCING

IIMADQUARTERS AND CO5MAND STAFFS IN
FIELD

THE

Mr. MAHON. What plan does the Army have for reducing Headquarters and Command staff in the field'?
You can supply that for the record.
Secretary RESOR. We will be glad to.
(The information follows:)
The Army has foreseen the need for a total review of its requirements. Accordingly, the Chief of Staff has established two special study groups, each
headed by a major general, reporting directly to him. The first of these is
already in being, and is examining the Army's long-range stationing requirements
and capabilities. The role of headquarters and staffs will be examined with
consideration given to future force-level projections, expansion potential, and
encroachment problems, with a view toward the most efficient use of our assets
balanced against projected needs.
The second study group, which will convene shortly, will review current DA
organization. Particular attention will be given to the impact of advanced
management techniques and information systems on our headquarters functions, organization, and procedures. Some preliminary work is already underway

I
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in this area. This group will define more clearly the Army's overall CONUS
organizational needs, to include the possibility of elimination or consolidation
of some headquarters. Reports from these two study groups should be available
ulear the end of the current fiscal year.
lit addition to these longer range plans, the Secretary of the Army has
directed a lower Army end strength, including a reduction in headquarters DA
stuff size. Although still in the planning stage, this reduction should exceed 12
!jr-rtent of the current Department of the Army Headquarters personnel strength.
'Timmilitary and civilians Involved will be off the roles by June 30, 1070.
EFFECT OF END-STRENGTIT REDUCTION ON ALLOWANCES

Nr. M:AuoN. Since the Army is cutting back on end strength, can
we assume then that related items in the budget. that reflect an increase
over 1969 can be reduced to at. least the 1969 level?
I refer specifically to special pay, to allowance for quarters, to reenlistment, bonuses, to change of station travel.
Secretary REson. We are currently reviewing once again the amounts
in for promotions and travel adjustments. I would think that is
one of the areas where we could identify further expenditure
reduction.
NEW FOOD ITEIIPROGRAM

Mr. MAHION. In the military personnel budget, $1.5 million was req(jiested for the new food item program. These funds were to provide
I million test meals. Since the Army is interested in cutting thebudget,
(',11ld the sample, size be reduced to 100,000 or even 200,000 of this
new type of meal and save perhaps a million dollars?
Secr etary RFsoR. In view of the latrge number of menus in the proiJ)oled iten meal, 25-man, uncooked, it. is necessaryy to procure sufficient
(mm
entities to insure industry's capability to produce a satisfactory
j)roduct. Reduction in this program is being considered.
INCREASE IN M3ESS HALL ABSENTEE RATE

Mr. MAION. The committee has been advised that there has been a
.p wnificant. increase in the absentee rate in the mess halls from 10.6
t, 21.7 percent. Has this been taken into consideration in developing
Iudget reductions?

Secretary REson. Yes. The increased absentee rate has been utilized
in developing a reduction to the fiscal year 1970 budget.
SUPPORT SERVICE CONTRACTS

Mr. MAIION. In looking for budget reductions, could support service
,'oimtracts be a place to make sonie adjustments?
Secretary RESOR. We agree that savings may accrue through reevaluation of those support services obtained by contract from commercial
:,(Urces. We also believe that savings may be realized by review and
evaluation of support services which are performed in-iouse by our
owii personnel. Except for those services which must be performed
in-house because of military necessity, it is the Army policy to select
hat arrangement, consistent with civil service laws and regulations,
which will produce the lowest overall cost.; that is, performance in-

hiouse, lby other Federal agencies, or by contract. In order to insure
that, we obtain our support services at he lowest cost to the Govern-
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ment, the Army has a program in effect requiring continual review and
evaluation of all support service activities on a triennial basis.
PnOCUIMENT
U-21A AIRCl IFT

Mr. MATION. The Army PEMA budget contains a request of $22.5
million for 72 IT-21A aircraft plus $1.3 for initial spares. Army witnesses testified these aircraft are required to fill up Army units worldwide to transport high-priority cargo or people, instead of utilizing
helicopters for this purpose. this is a rather large request for these
aircraft, especially when only
were funded in the last fiscal
year.
When will you receive the last delivery of IJ-21 aircraft you have
on order at the present time? In other words, when will the production line stop?
Secretary RFson. I will have to ask General Kornet.
in the 1969 program were RU-21
General KoRnF.T. The
rather than U-21, that is a reconnaissance aircraft. As to the date that
the production will stop, I will supply that for the record.
(The information follows:)
The last RU-21 in the fiscal year 1969 program is scheduled for delivery in
April 1071.

Mr. MAiioN. Do you still plan to procure these additional aircraft.?
Is this buy a part of your cutback?
Secretary REsOa. No; it is not a part. of our cutback. Ir is, however,
an item we are reviewing as a possible area of .additional cuts.
Mr. MAHON. In view of the lateness of funding this year and the
need to economize wherever possible, how much can you reduce this
request?
Secretary RESOR. For the U-21 ?
Mr. MfAiLON. Yes.

Secretary RFSOI. I would like to put fthat in the record. We have not
figured that out quite yet.
(The information follows:)
The lateness of funding will not affect the procurement of U-21 aircraft, since

they are essentially an off-the-shelf version of a commercial model and a production line will not have to be established.
Considering this, plus the fact that our search for economies is still in process,
I do not believe we should revise our reque-t for U-21's at this time.
AI-IO HEMCOPTMS

Mr. MAHoN. The House Armed Services Committee authorized 170
AH-1G HueyCobras at a cost. of $86 million over the budget request
to make up for the loss of the Cheyenne. As of April 30, 1969, only
$145.2 million of a Cheyenne development program through fiscal year
1969 of $168 million hadl been obligated, and only $184.5 million of the
fiscal years 1968 and 1969 PEMA budget, amounting to $224.2 million,
had been obligated.
Is it possible to recoup some of these unobligated Cheyenne funds
to at least partially fund -these AH-1G helicopters?
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Secretary REsoR. It is my understanding it is not, that the termina-

tion costs will require that funding. However, I would like to address
this in more detail in the record.
Mfr. MAnIo. All right.
Secretary REsoi. fdo know we need the extra money for the Cobra.
In fact in th9 Cobra the last few months our losses in Vietnam have
beei significantly higher than the program loss rate. The problem is,
if anything, worsening.
(The information lollows:)
Fiscal years 1968 and 1069 Cheyenne funds are not available to fund the
Cobra in fiscal year 1970. The unobligated prior year Cheyenne R. & D. funds
are allocated to the Cheyenne development effort which has slipped due to techideal problems. The unobligated prior year PEMA funds are reserved to cover
costs associated with the termination for convenience of the Government of
CvFM contracts related to the prime production contract with Lockheed, The
balance of unobligated prior year PEMA funds is reserved to meet additional
termination costs in the event that litigation sustains Lockheed's appeal of the
Army's termination of the production contract for default. These additional
termination costs could exceed the appropriated amount, depending upon the
cost. incurred by Lockheed for advance procurement of long leadtime materiel
within the terms of the contract. In the event prior year funds exceed the termination cost, these funds will be applied toward the recoupment target of $250
million for fiscal year 1970.
CIIAPARIAL/VULCAN

SYSTEMS

Mfr. MAHON. During our R.D.T. & E. and PEMA hearings, we discussed at length the Chaparral/Vulcan antiaircraft weapons systems,
which have been in R.D.T. & E. since about 1964. There are problems
remaining with the Vulcan gun turret and as recently as December
1968 the Chaparral filed to meet three performance characteristics
specified in .the QMR. The Chaparral missile and chassis, the Vulcan
gtn and chassis, and most of the Vulcan 20-millimeter gun ammunition
have yet to be type classified standard A items.
The Army is requesting
in R.D.T & E. funds for
fiscal year 1970 for the Chaparral/Vulcan systems, and testing will
continuee into --.
There is over $140 million in the fiscal year 1970
PEMA budget for these two systems. Since we have Redeye and Hawk
systems operational, it would appear that Chaparral/Vulcan would
I;o of low enough priority that we could possibly eliminate their procurement this year, and thus, give us more time to correct any other
problemss identified during their tests and thereby avoid costly mnodiIications later.
What is the thinking of the Army on that question?
Secretary REso. I think General Westmoreland can answer that
better than I. It is my understanding that the Chaparral/Vulcan fills
it gap in our air defense, it is not in lieu of the other weapon systems.
Mr. MAHON. Is that one of the targets for reduction?
Secretary RESOR. Not in significant amount.. I think due to some
slight program revisions, it might be possible to get a few million dollars out of-each, but we definitely do not plan to cancel procurement.
General WESTMRELAND. Mr. Chairman, we do not plan to cut back
this program because I consider it of very high priority. As a matter ol
fact, I am extremely concerned about our
I believe the Israeli war against the Egyptians shows how a lack
of an antiaircraft capability can help an enemy that has a very skillful
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and adequate tactical Air Force
. True, we have the Hawk and
the Redeye, but we need the Chaparral/Vulcan to fill the gap between
lhe capabilities of these two weapons.
Mr. MAiioN. Do you take the position, that this weapon is related
to the protection of our forces in Southeast Asia?
General WEsTmOnELAND. No, sir; not in South Vietnam, because the
enemy there has noitactical air force.
Mr. MAioN. How about Korea?
General WFSTMORDA ..
.
Secretary RESOR. Mr. Chairman, I know in Europe General Polk
is in part
. He is
.
As you know, we are under a
ceiling in Korea and he is
reviewing the question again. If lie feels lie
that lie is currently
authorized.
CHAPARRAL TEST RSULTS

Mr. MAIION. Is it true that the Chaparral has only been
per.
cent successful in tests?
Secretary Rsoi. I will ask General Betts.
General BE-rs. That is approximately correct. The number I have
is
percent.

Mr. MAHON. Is that bad?

General BETS. It is not as good as we would like, but we have had
rates in individual units as high as
percent, so that it indicates
some part of this is related to training. With time we should be able
to improve it.
Mr. MAHON. Does this mean that you ought, not, to move as rapidly
with the program and get the imperfections out of it so modifications
will not be required to the same extent in the future?
General B=rs. It is not clear that any near term simplifications
would make significant changes in those numbers, Mr. Chairman. The
problem we have is lacking any capability at all like the Chaparral
Vulcan combination. It was the Judgment of the Army Staff we should
produce this in its present configuration and work on improvements
to correct the deficiencies.
CHAPARRIL, IMPROVEMENT OVER EXISTING WEAPONS

Mr. MAHON. You mean it is the decision of the Army that
of
the weapons, to some extent, you ought to go ahead with it anyway?
General BETrS. I would rather put it this way; despite the fact that
it is less than what we would like to have, it is infinitely better than
having nothing.
Mr. MAiION. Are you confronted with this or other? You have
the Hawk and Redeye.
General BET'is. Essentially Ave have very limited proliferation weapons for air defense of the F ield Army. lReally, in the overall it goes
from the .50-caliber machinegun up to the Hawk and the Hawk is not
designed as a Irol iferation weapon. It is too expensive.
'We have the Redeye, it is true, but the Redeye will not perform
against targets of a performance that can be handled by Chaparral.
General WESTMORELAND. I would like to add, Mr. Chairman, it has
a rather good percentage probability of hits against a moving target,
particularly when you consider that with the old conventional type
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of antiaircraft. weapon such as the 90-millimeter gun we were getting
tio more than 5-percent hits. It tremendously improves the accuracy
compared with the old conventional antiaircraft weapons.
MAr. MAION. Do you plan to make some reduction in tfis program?
Secretary REson. As Isay, we are looking over the program schedule
'1iu I think it may be possible to reduce a few millions of dollars in
("Iaparral and some in Vulcan if we have to go to the higher expenditure figure.
IMPROVED

IIAWK

MISSILE

MNr. MAHON. The House and Senate, with respect to the improved
I lawk missile, reduced your request of $98.7 million for the system
by'As$9.2I million.
understand, this system is currently under test,
problems still
exist, and the R.D.T. & E. program has slipped. It is not scheduled
for type classification standard A until late
and there may be
further testing required after
For these reasons, would you think this is a feasible target for reduction in appropriations?
Secretary REsoR. As you will recall, we have already identified about
a $9.2 million appropriations reduction, which we think would be
justified.
(Additional information follows:)
It should be noted that along with the $9.2 million reduction which both

Rouses have incorporated in the proposed act, there is an associated missile reduction from --.
Further, we reported an additional $14.2 million to the
house Armed Services Committee following the review of this program in July
which was not addressed in the House authorization bill.

Mr. MAIION. Do you expect to identify further reductions in this
field?
Secretary REsort. Not at this time; no. We have not seen the possi)ility of further ones.
Mr. MAHON. Will any of the improved Hawk missiles and
related equipment be used for the test program?
If so; how many of them?
Insert that in the record.
(The information follows:)
Of the Improved Hawk missiles and related equipment, the following
are planned for use in test programs:
Missiles:
R. & D. tests
-----------------------------------------------Tests incident to production
-----------------------------------

28

GROUND SETS

Of the
improved Hawk retrofit kits required for the conversion of basic
to) the improved system, none will be used in testing.

SIIILLEAGII MISSILE

Mr. MAHON. The fiscal year 1970 PEMA budget contains a request
of $50.5 million for Shillelagh missiles. The committee has been advised these are all for the Sheridan system. Since no Shillelagh's are
being deployed to South Vietnam, since the fiscal year 1970 Sheridan
program has been all but eliminated, and in view of the buys of this
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missile in previous years would it be logical to eliminate the proposed
fiscal year 1970 Shillelagh buy?
Secretary IREson, We feel it is essential that we have a 1970 Sheridan
buy of
.That is a reduction from the
and that is our
reclama position currently.
We have a firm contract for those and at a good price. And we need
the Shillelagh missiles that relate to those. We have deployed the
Sheridan to Korea and Alaska and we are in the process of deploying
it. to Europe.
so it is essential we have the missiles to go with it.
rhis buy takes into consideration the reduced number of Sheridan
vehicles. n other words, we have carefully associated the number of
missiles with the vehicles so that we are not overbuying.
I can give you the exact figures for the record.
(The information follows:)
Shillelagh missile assets forecasted to be on hand at the end of the fiscal year
1069 funded delivery period (September 1970) are
HEAT missiles and
.training missiles. The Army plans to procure
HEAT missiles and
Training missiles In fiscal year 1970. This buy will leave, after training
and other losses.
HEAT missiles and
training missiles. The Army's
authorized acquisition objective (AAO) for tactical (HEAT) missiles Is
based on support of those Sheridan vehicles planned for Active Army, less South.
east Asia. The fiscal year 1970 buy will allow near achievement of this AAO and
will also provide for 5 years' training losses, should there he no further procure.
meant of Shillelagh. This situation could occur if the M-60AIE2 tank program
fails to generate valid requirements for Shillelagh missiles.

Mr. MAHON. Is this entire buy related to the Sheridan procurement
program?
Secretary REsoR. That is correct.
The other place 'where you would use the missile is the M-60A1E2
tank. We are not buying any for that because we still have not decided
the best fix for the turret on that tank.
Mr. MAAHiON. Please advise what reductions the Army thinks, in view
of the planned reduction in appropriation and expenditures, will
probably be made in the Shillelagh program?
Secretary RESOR. We will be glad to.
(The information follows:)
There should be no reduction in procurement of Shillelagh this year because
of reductions in fhe Sheridan program. We are buying only to support the
which will be equipped with the reduced Sheridan buy.
AMMtUNITION

Mr. MAHON. With respect to ammunition, in view of the scaledown
in fighting in South Vietnam at the present time, and the announced
withdrawal of troops, has your fiscal year 1970 ammunition requirement been reduced?
Secretary RF.son. You will recall, Mr. Chairman, that President
Nixon's original budget reduced the President Johnson Army request
for ammunition by $460 million, and because of that we have not included any further ammunition reductions. We really anticipated in
that first budget revision the-te would be a reduction inthe level of ammunition expenditure, and we took that at that first budget review.
For that reason we are not currently planning a further cut.
We will review this issue again it it appears there might be further
troop withdrawals, but as I am sure you are well aware, this is a pro-
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gram we have to review on a, monthly basis. I review it personally on
i monthly basis because we want to be sure we have enough andyet
at, the same time we want to be sure we avoid any possibility of unnec,&SArily large stocks.

We have reduced the inventory that is stored in Vietnam by over a
hundred thousand tons since just a year ago. We did because we have
l), en watching the level of consumption and we felt it could be done
safely. It was done with the approval and concurrence of General
Abrams. We are doing everything we can to conserve funds on ammunition because it is such a very large part of our budget, and money
we spend for ammunition we do not have to spend for other kinds of
equipment that would modernize the Army.
So there is real pressure within our own system for us not to overbuy
on ammunition.
Mr. MAHON. Is most of the ammunition of which you speak related
to South Vietnam?
Secretary REsOR. Yes.
Mr.'MAlON.

Expand that for the record, please.

Secretary REson. Ammunition consumption in South Vietnam is

just, under $200 million per month. And our monthly training requireimient is only about $25 million. So you can see Southeast Asia constitutes the bulk of our ammunition requirement.
POLICY OF U.S. GOVERNMENT REGARDING VIETNAM

M1fr. MATION. Is it your understanding, Mr. Secretary and General
Westmoreland, that it is not the policy of our Government to capitulate in Vietnam and it is not the policy of our Government to unilaterally bring the war to an end in Vietnam? Is that the policy of our Goveiirnent, as you understand it?
General WESTMORELAND. As I understand it, it is certainly not the
policyy of our Government to capitulate, sir. The point has been made
hv the administration that we can reduce our troop level if one of three
things happens: If something comes out of the negotiations in Paris,
if the enemy reduces the level of his military effort, or if the Vietimmese improve to the extent they can take over more and more of the
battlefield burden. If any one of these three things happen, we can
withdraw further troops.
Mr. MAiON. Do you have anything to add, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary RESoR. o; I think it is a good statement.
AMMUNITION

I would like to correct one figure on the ammunition. My memory
was wrong.
The average expenditure in Southeast Asia for the last 12 months,
was $157 million a month. We project. that in calendar year 1969 our
total loss to inventory worldwide will be about $2.3 billion, and it will
I e about $2.4 billion in calendar year 1970. That is what we fund in
the 1970 budget.
Mr. MAHON. It is impossible, I would assume to predict precisely
the course of the war in Vietnam. Are we handling our ammunition
l)roblem in such a way that we can react to whatever situation may

arise?

Secretary RESoR. Yes; as I say, we watch it closely. We got figures
on about 60 individual items in monthly. We have a computer pro.
gramed for this and we adjust the schedule to reflect apparent changes
in levels of consumption out there.
And another thing, this year we are emphasizing price competition.
Up until now we have had to build the ammunition lines and we have
ld to go sole source in large measure. This year, starting early this
summer, I asked the ammunition procuremenit people to go out an(l
get as much price competition as we can. Already on the metal parts
for the 105, contractors' bids are in and we will actually decrease the
cost on the metal l)arts for 105 by roughly 4 percent, which, considering the normal escalation of costs we face, is a substantial saving.
Air. MAoIOX. You do not recommend that we reduce funds for ammunition below the April 15 budget of the administration?
Secretary RESOR. Not. at this time. I want to take another look at it
when we have to come up with the balance of these expenditure
savings.
As of right now, I would think there would not be much more ammunition in the balance. There might be conceivably 75 million or
something like that.
PRODUCTION

BASE SUPPORT

Mr. MAIo.x. In the fiscal year 1970 PEMA request for production

base support, there is a total of $345.5 million. Of this total, $115. 2
million is for the construction of facilities.
Could a significant portion of this construction be eliminated? How
much of the $115 million would be so affected by the moratorium on
public works which the President has amouncedl?
Secretary REsoR. Yes. We have that, very much in mind, and because
of that I would think it is not umilikely that some of the additional
reductions we will have to come up with will be based on program
slippages in construction. I cannot yet identify the exact figure.
IROCURIEMENT REDUCTIONS

Mr. M.Hox. In the action taken by the House on the authorization
bill, certain reductions were made. 0an you provide for the record a
tabulation showing where the ets were mnade, as well as where additional related reductions can be made in the fiscal year 1970 PEMA
request? I hmve in mind such areas as ammunition, spares and rel)air
parts, construction, and so forth, which are related to the specific reductions made.
Secretary REsoR. Yes; we can give you that information.
A certain amount of that, as I have already indicated, has already
been included in the$521 million.
(The information follows:)
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PEMA REDUCTIONS INTHE HOUSE AUTHORIZATION BILL AND POSSIBLE ADDITIONAL REDUCTIONS
IN RELATED PROGRAMS
Un thousands of dollasl
House
author.
ization
bill reductons

Additional reductions
Repair Production
parts and
base
support
support
ma anal

Remarks

AH-56
................

429,000 ........................

OV-1
Mohawk ................

4,000 ..........
6,200 ............
...................
156,000
700......... This repair parts reduction relates to an
authorization reduction of $14,000.000
since the Army has reclaimed $142,000.000 for TOW in fiscal year 19710.
3 500 ..............
57:6010
800.......
This repair parts reduction relates to an
authorization reduction of $48,600,000
since the Army has reclaimed $24,200,000
for the M-551 infiscal year 1970.

All possible related roram reductions were
Included In the 1 000000. Funds
oilginally programed for AAFSS ammunition
are
still
required
to
procure
substitute
AH-la ammunition.

28,100

HaNI ......................
9,200
ANTPX-46 ....................
8,500

TOW
..........................

XM-43 COFLchr ................
M-551
.........................

V,60AI.........................
Laserrange finder ...............
MBT-70 ......................
6.,IE2 ......................

(+2,600) $2,600 000 will berequired to lay away the
production line In fiscal year 1970 as a
result of the authorization action.

20.000
3,800
25,400

3,800

Total additional related re-

ductions ...........................

Totaladditional related increases ..............
Net additional related reductions...........................

i1 700

+2,600

2:600 ...........
9,100 ............

Mi'. MAIoN. Can you identify any new problems or slippages which
l:vivo occurred in your R.D.T. & E. program which could possibly
iimict, either directly or indirectly on your fiscal year 1970 PEMA.
blvi!get ?
Secretary RlEsoR. As you know, we were cut severely by the authoriz:ation committees on our R.D.T. & E., and I would hope we do not
have to go below tie House level, that is the level to which we
Mi'. M,\UoN. In view of the announced withra-wal of personnel
from South Vietnam and the reduction announced in future draft

Vills, where can we reduce tile fiscal year 1970 PEMA request in such
areas as weapons, tracked combat vehicles, missiles, aircraft, and other
stI)l)ort vehicles, communications and electronics, ammunition, and
so forth.

Will you provide a statement on that?
Secretary REso. I believe I have already answered the ammunition
part..
Mr. MaNiON. Please give us the whole picture?
Secretary REsoR. Yes.

('rile information follows:)

The fiscal year 1970 PF2MA program should not be further reduced in any area
if equipment as a result of the two specific situations mentioned. A reduction

,it the draft call does not have an effect on PEMA equipment since computations

Of reqtlrements are based upon a given structure of tactical and supporting
ittifts. PEMA does provide equipment for the Individuals within these organiza-
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tlions. Currently, the draftee i used to fill shortages in existing units and not to

activate new organizations.
Current planning does not foresee any free assets from equipment organic to
units withdrawn from Vietnam. Certain units withdrawn will be relocated and
retain their equipment. Other units withdrawn will leave their equipment in
Vietnam in support of the Vietnamese forces. Unito withdrawn and deactivated
will provide assets which will be distributed to fill shortages existing In the high
priority STRAP units, thus bringing them to a higher state of combat readiness.

For ammunition, our fiscal year 1970 budget anticipated a reduction in South
east Asia consumption, either by withdrawal of forces or reduced intensity of

combat. The original budget presented by President Johnson, which provided
for some reduction in consumption, was further reduced by $400 million in the
budget submitted by President Nixon. Our current analysis, which considers
withdrawal of certain forces from Vietnam, confirms the fact that no further

ammunition reductions should be made.

U-10 RIFLE

Mr. MAIXON. In view of the fact the Army is experiencing l)roblems
with one of the M-16 rifle manufacturers, can your fiscal year 1970
PEMA request for M-16 rifles be reduced? If so, by how much?
Secretary RESOR. As you know, because we have more than one Pro(dcer we got price competition and because of that we will be able lo
reduce the funds for the procurement of the M-16.
Mfr. MA oN. Is that included in your list?
Secretary R.FSOR. That is not included yet and is one of the additional items we are looking at.
Mr. MAIoN1'. Will you supI)ly a figure on that?
Secretary RESeR. 'I will be'glad to when it is available.
Incidentally, the producer flat is having difficulty is the producer
that, lost out'in the competition. So when they have completed their
current contracts, they will no longer be a supplier.
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, AN)

EVALUATION

REDUCTIONS

Mr. MAIo.N. Mr. Secretary, will you identify by amount and program, the proposed research and development effort in fiscal year
1970 which are directly or indirectly related to the Cheyenne and
TOW systems?
Secretary R.son. Yes. We have only about $16.5 million in this
budget for Cheyenne and $6.0 million for airborne TOW. That is
the minimum amount that we need to get some benefit in 1970 from
the funding we have already put in in 1969 and prior years. I aim
sure you are aware what we need to do now is to find out what is the
cause of the rotor instability and correct it. This is a generic problein
for helicopters and the knowledge that we seek will be of benefit to
us whether or not we buy from Lockheed or buy some other form
of armed helicopter.
Mr. MiAtioN. The House Armed Services Committee reduced the'
overall R.D.T. & E. budget, for fiscal years 1970 by approximately 10
percent. Specific reductions were made in Cheyenne and the heavy
lift helicopter. Mr. Secretary; can you identify the other areas where
reductions will be made in the fiscal year 1970 Army R.D.T. & E.
budget request?
Secretary Rpson. Yes. I think our reclama to both the House and
Senate lays it out quite clearly.
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As I say we stayed at the House level, but we have asked for
slightly different use of the funds than the House, and that is carefully explained in- the reclama.
Mr. MAno. Have there been any problems developed which were
iiot known at. the time of our R.D.T. & E. hearings which would cause
a slip in your R.D.T. & E. program, thereby reducing the amount
of funds which could be spent economically in fiscal year 1970?
Secretary RFSOR. As I said, we feel that we do need the low level
that the House markup and authorization bill gave us. That is a significant reduction and we would hope not to have to go below that.
HEAVY L1r IIEuPcOm'ER

Mr. MAHON. Mr. Secretary, the Army is requesting $15 million to
initiate the heavy lift helicopter development. The Air Force is
requesting funds this year to initiate the light intratheater transport
(LIT) aircraft, a V/STOL cargo aircraft which is being developed
to meet an Army requirement.
In what ways do the purposes and missions of these two systems
developments duplicate each other?
Secretary RESOR. I would like to have General Betts answer that.
General Bzrrs. I do not think there is any direct duplication, Mr.
Chairman.
Indirectly in the general area of logistic support, obviously any
transport we get from the Air Force is something we do not have to
haul ourselves. You will recall in our defense of the heavy lift. helicopter we sized it at the level we feel will handle most of the Army
combat load, things like the Sheridan, like the reconnaissance scout
vehicle or the other lightly armored vehicles that would be within this
23-ton limit we have picked as ti load-carrying capacity for the heavy
lift helicopter.
Also, at that 23-ton point we can lift for logistic resupply, the cargoCarry ing container that weighs out at about that weight, and, of course,
wouid be an individual load. Since we are talking now about tactical
imovrement where no airfield would be available to us, we do not see that
kind of capability as something that. would duplicate the Air Force
support capability that we also use.
LAND COMBAT SUPPORT SYSTEM

Mr. MAHON. The land combat support system is a test set designed
to test critical components of the fOWV, Shillelagh, Lance, and Dragon
missile systems. A total of 10 sets were procure d in fiscal year 1969 to
support Shillelagh in Southeast Asia.
In fiscal year 1970, the Army is requesting
in R.D.T. & E.
ftinds and $30.9 million In PEMA funds, the latter amount to
buy
more sets. Since Shillelagh is not. being sent to South Vietjiain,-Lance and Dragon are not yet operational, and the House Armed
Services Committee eliminated further funding of TOW, would it
appearr the committee could safely cut the PEM2A funding for
sets in fiscal year 1970?
Secretary REson. I am not that familiar with that particular program.
Mr. MAHON. General Betts?
36-435 0-69---pt. 7-11
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General BErrs. I think what we have to do is sort out the difference
between the PEMA buy of land combat support systems for the appropriate maintenance requirements and the money we have 'i the R.D.T.
& E. budget.
You will recall when we originally conceived of the land combat
support system we had not then programed all of these missile systems
for maintenance support from this system. Having provided the basic
capability inherent in the automatic data processing that is the heart of
this system, what we want additional R.D.T. & E. funds for is to develop those aspects of instrumentation and software that will extend
the capability of the land combat support system for otier systems
requiring this kind of maintenance support.
The question of the PEMA buy would relate to how many places at
which we would put this kind of maintenance support.
I will have to turn to General Kornet.
Mr. MAHON. How much can we make in reduction in dollars in this
area?
General BE'rs. If we go ahead with the program as we have presented the reclama to the Congress, I do not see that there are any significant reductions we can make.
M r. MAioN. Do you plan to go ahead with it.?
General Brrrs. 'lWe have asked that the Congrees reinstate that
TOW procurement. We feel the cutout of the TOW procurement
was made because of a lack of understanding of very essential differences between the Shillelagh and TOW missile. That is presented
to you in our reclama paper.
fr. MA HON. General Kornet, will you address this question?
General ICOIINFT. Yes, sir, I will'address the PEMA portion, sir.
We cannot safely cut the
sets in fiscal year 1970. I have reexamined in detail the Army's geographical maintenance support
requirements for LOSS since the proposed House Armed Services
Committee elimination of TOW, and under even the worse case basis,
that is if our reclama to reinstate TOW is turned down, we Will still
require the
sets in fiscal year 1970. Any adjustments would
come in fiscal year 1971 and 1072.
Ou- first buy of LSS with PEMA funding was in fiscal year
1967 for 10 sets. The fiscal year 1968 buy was five sets and our fiscal year 1969 authorization and buy was for seven sets. From our fiscal year 1967 biuy of 10 sets we have deployed one set to Sagami,
.Japan to support the Sheridan Armament Systems in Southeast Asia
and Korea, one set to Alaska, and the balance, eight are being utilized
in continental United States. Of the five sets procured in fiscal year
1968 one is at. White Sands Missile Range and
-. Our planned
deployment for the seven sets procured with fiscal year 1969 funds
will send
to activities in continental United States.
Mr. MAHON. Indicate in the record where the 10 sets will be and
where tlc, sets would be, please.
General KOIHNET. Yes, sir; we will provide that.
Mr. MAiON. And for what. missile system.
General KoRr,T. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

LOSS by fiscal vear bity and deployment
l ocati n
Fiscal year 1067 buy (10 sets) :
continental USA --------8 sets ili

Systcms supported
5 for Sheridan/Shillelagh, TOW.
2 for Depot Maintenance-Shillelagh

and TOW.

I for Missile Maintenance Center and
I set In Sagaml, Japan------------

Iset in Alaska------------Fiscal year 1968 buy (5sets) :

I set at White Sands Missile
Range

4 sets to

---------------------

School (MMCS).
in Korea and SheriSheridan dan in Vietnam.
Sheridan
Test and evaluation.

Fiscal year 1069 buy (7 sets):
Fiscal year 1970 buy (-

sets)
VIETNAM

Mr. MAHON. I would like to ask a few general questions about the
war in Vietnam.
DECLARATION OP WAR

Mr. Secretary, do you think it was a mistake for this country not to
declaree war when we became rather heavily involved in the war in
Vietnam?
Secretary RESOR. I think it would have been beneficial in the sense
that it might have mobilized public opinion more in support of the war.
linking back to the problems we were facing at the time we first

went in, one of the considerations against that kind of action was that
we did not want to provoke the Chiinese. You remember we went in
gradually and the concern I think at that time was that a declaration
of war or a sudden callup of large numbers of Reserves and the Guard
would have increased the possibility that the Chinese might have
Come in1.
That, as I recall, was one of the things that the administration
was quite concerned about in the early stages of war. So I think, like
most difficult questions, there are arguments on both sides.
'Mr. MAHON. Should we declare war at this time? Would you advocate that?
Secretary REson. No. I think right now we are on the correct policy;
that is, the policy of Vietnamization. I just spent 8 days over in Vietnam at the end of August. The policy is being implemented aggressively by the commanders in the field and it is working.
And the evidence that it is working are the flist two withdrawals.
I agree with General Westmoreland, r think it. is going to be possible
to make further withdrawals because of the success of this program,
but again I agree with him, you cannot announce them in advance, it
woul d have the wrong effect on the enemy.
I do not think you can expect General Abrams to predict in advance
exactly when you can pull out how many troops and to try to get him
to announce that in advance. Then if you cannot meet that schedule,
you lose your credibility.
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But I am optimistic that we can continue, the Vietnamization pro-

gran is working, the Vietnamese military forces are getting better.
The most significant change I noticed 'as in the territorial forces,
the regional and popular forces. That, in large measure, is due to
the M-16's we have given them.
Over the last 12 months we have given the Vietnamese over
MN-16 rifles. -of those are in the territorial forces, and everybody in the country tells you that has made a big difference in the
effectiveness of those units.
That is very important because the ARVN themselves have only
about
riflemen whereas the RF and PF toLether have al
most
riflemen. So it is t very significant add-onito .the combat
capability of the Vietnamese forces.
END OF VIETNAM WAR

Mr. MAION. I interpret your testimony to mean that we are not
looking forward to an early end of the war in Vietnam, but that we are
looking forward to shifting more of the burden of fighting the war
in Vietnam to the South Vietnamese. Is that about right?
Secretary RF~son. That is about right, except I don't look forward
to an indefinite war, I think that if we can make it clear to the enemy
that we can reduce the level of the war to something that the American
people will support. for a significant period, then he will be faced
with such a difficult problem that he will either adjust his objectives
and, negotiate or possibly just. reduce the level of combat. In
other words, I think that. he is now counting on the opposition
of the war in the United States to force a too hasty withdrawal and
then he will win. If we can prove to him that that is not going to
happen, he has got very serious problems. The Government of South
Vietnam is getting control of the population of the country. Our
hamlet evaluation system today evaluates that perhaps 89 percent of
the population is under Government control. That has had the effect
of taking away from the VC their man power base.
As you know, they have great difficulty recruiting. 'he VC complonent of the enemy force has gone down from around 70 percent
in January of 1966 to about. 30 percent now. This is a very serious
problem. Concrete evidence of this is the enemy's deployment of those
two regiments to the Delta. For the first time he has had to put NVA
regiments in the Delta and NVA fighters in the Delta in VC units.
That is a sign he has a serious problem. Before he used to recuit VC
from the Delta and export, them to III Corps, This is a problem that
is going to continue growing as tile pacification program works, and
it is working. The Government of Vietnam is gaining control of more
of the people and it is harder for the eiiemy to recruit locally and it
i)ecomes more all NVA war.
I talked to General Ewell, the III Corps commander who was in
Washington recently, and he said this is strikingly evident in his area.
0

REDUCED LEVEL OF U.S. EFFORT

Mr. MAHoN. Do you think that there is a general feeling in this
country that tile war in Vietnam is approaching an end?
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Do you think that the people themselves really understand that the
war may not be approaching an end but the level of U.S. participation
may be approaching a considerable reduction?

Secretary REson. The latter is what I think is happening. Happily
enough, as you know, the last announced weekly casualties were the
lowest they have been for almost 2 years. The ones announced toinorrow will be lower than they have been since January of 1067. It
is another newv low. Of course, this does not. mean that that will necessarily continue, but the casualties-I am talking about the killed in
action, Americans-this year have been reduced already 30 percent
Ielow last year.
The share of the war the Vietnamese carry has significantly increased. I think trends you have pointed out are definitely taking place.
TIME SCHEDULE FOR TROOP WITHDRAWALS

Mr. MAHON. General Westmoreland, do you think that it would
he feasible for us to pull all of our troops out of Vietnam on a given
announced date in the future?

General

WESTMORELAND.

In the first place, as I commented be-

fore-Mr. MAHON. Do you think it would be desirable?
General WESTMORELAND. I think it would be bad to announce a time
schedule.
Mr. MAHON. What do you think the effect of that would be?
General WESTIORELAND. I think it would be very detrimental. The
enemy would know our detailed l)lans, and could plan his actions
accordingly. It would also build up an air of expectation or commitment on our part. that we might not be able to adhere to by virtue
of enemy action and enemy reaction to such an announcement.
FORCES TO REMAIN IN VIETNAM

Mr. MAlioN. Do you think that the ending of the hostilities in Vietniam is a matter of months or years?
General WESTMIORLAND. I believe, sir, we can anticipate that the
intensity of combat generally will continue to subside. That does not
mean that there will be a straight line reduction in intensity. There
will be ips and downs. The enemy will initiate high points and low
points.
As we have observed since 1967, there has been a general reduction
in the intensity of his activities, but there have been peaks-big
fleaks-in his activity. There is aggressiveness, such as that during
'[ET., 19(68. But after'his TET defeat, there has been a steady decline
overall in his effectiveness and in the level of intensity on the battlefield, despite the fact that there have been lpeaks and valleys associated
with this downward trend. I think this downward trend will continue.
Specifically to answer your question, I believe that. we can anticipate
having military forces ii Vietnam for several years. I do believe that
the enemy's capability, except in the DMZ area, will continue to deline in tile coming months. The DMZ area is a case in itself. Since
we stopped the bombing in North Vietnam, the enemy lhs built up
stockpiles north of the demilitarized zone. He has troops ready and
trained that could move across the demilitarized zone into Quang Tri
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and Thua, Thien provinces at any time with very little warning. He
could create problems in that regard. He has itmore immediate capability to accelerate in that area than in other parts of the country.
NEED TO FLIMINAT

CONFUSION

OVER WAR

Mr. MNioN. I am aware that over a period of several years there
haove been some Americans who have stated that they did not think
the officials of our Govermuent were trying to correctly advise the
American people of the war situation. W without doubt it las been difficult to accurately interpret the situation. I think it would be generally
agreed that there has been no deliberate effort to misinform or confuse
the people. At the present time there is probably greater confusion on
the homefront than heretofore. Among our people there are proposals
to withdraw all our forces from Vietnam as of a given date. There are
statements to the effect that we are in the war indefinitely, and statements that we will soon be out, and statements that we will just precipitously withdraw. There is considerable confusion in the minds of
the American people.
What, Mr. Secretary and General Westmoreland, could the military
do to put this whole matter in better focus?
Secretary REson. First, the President in his press conference made a
good step in this direction. The Secretary of Defense yesterday in his
speech in Atlantic City made a second good step in this direction.
Mr. MAITON. I want to read that speech. I was pleased that he made
it. I think this will give the American people a better overall comprehension of what this country is trying to do.
Secretary RFso-R. I belie%'e he isgoing to have a press conference on
Thursday.4I believe Mr. Rogers is going to meet the press, and then 1
notice from today's paper Mr. Rogers is going to appear before Senator
Fulbright. I would think over the next couple of weeks we will see an
effort to make this clearer to the American people.
Mr. ADnEWS. What clearer?
Secretary Rvsoit. The answer to the questions the chairman raised,
make clear exactly what the administration's program is which comes
under the heading essentially of "Vietnamizing the war," as Mr. Laird
described it yesterday in Atlantic City.
VIETNAMIZATION PRORAIM

Mr. MAHON. I don't think the people fully understand wliat is meant
by "Vietnamizing" the war. They have been so intent on ending the
war insofar as the United States is concerned that they are not fully
aware of the;plans to shift the burden.
General, would you comment on this matter?
General WEs'roIELAND. I think that you have heard me on several
occasions, Mr. Chairman, in past years, speak of the war of attrition,
in which our strategy was not one of destroying North Vietnam nor
of unifying Vietnam'by force, It was not one of defeating the enemy's
armies. And by virtue of our objective of giving the people of South
Vietnam a freedom of choice and to keel) the Communists from overrunning the country and taking it over by force, we adopted basically
a defensive strategy. This brought about a war of attrition. It has not
only been an attrition of resources. It has been attrition of will.

I
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The uncertain element in the equation has been that of will. We
have not projected to the regime in Hanoi the will to stick with this
until we grind them down.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. ChairmanI
Mr. MAIOxr. Yes.
POSSIBILITY OF MILITARY VICTORY

Mlfr. ANDREWS. General, do you think that if we remove the restrict ions from under which we operated since the war started, namely, not
trying to achieve a military victory, do you think that our army could
win a millitary victory in South Vietnam over the enemy?
General WE8TMORELAND. Well, our country is capable of doing anything that it chooses to do. It is the richest country in the world-, with
the most resources. If the resources were allocated we could defeat any
power on earth. Certainly we could defeat the North Vietnamese. It
would take more resources than we have been willing to put into the
effort. However, as I pointed out earlier, this has never been our
strategy, nor the policy of this Nation.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you think we could achieve a military victory in
South Vietnam?
General WESTMORELAND. Absolutely, if it were the policy of this
countryy to seek one, and if we were given the resources. The resources
%would'besubstantial and it would require some mobilization of manpower. However, I don't propose at this time that we do so.
Mr. ANDREWS. Just to cite you an example of how the people feel
:1bout this situation, within the last 2 weeks we have had two special
,ongressional elections, one in Massachusetts and one in Michigan
yesterday. The two candidates who w~n had a platform of immediate
"vitlidrawal of troops and disassociation from the army. The people
are just-I don't know-they are frustrated; they don't know what
to do. This country is reeking with unrest on campuses, in the streets,
citv halls and in the State capitals. I think it is all due to the war in
BOMBING OF HANOI

Don't you think that years ago we should have bombed Hanoi,
l1aiphong and Vinh and stopped the sources of supply there? If we
are going to be frightened about what China or Russia might do, this
thing will go on forever.
Mr. MAHON. Will you respond?
General WESTMORELAND. We could ha ve pursued a different strategy,
without question Mr. Congressman. However, at that time the coi mander-in-chief had many this
to consider. You put your finger
on one; namely, what would
lithe reaction of Communist China?
There was great concern at; that time that we might provoke a major
Confrontation with Communist China. This constrained our efforts
in the north.
PARIS PEACE TALKS
M[r. ANDREWS. Dovyou think any meaningful agreement could come
out of tle peace conference, so-ca led peace conference in Paris?
General WESTMBOJELAND. I would hope that something meaningful
would result, but it doesn't appear that much has happened so far.
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Mr. ANDitEws. I agree with you 100 percent.

I will ask you this question if I may, Mr. Chairman:

)o you think that lhssia and Chini want, to sec this war ended?
General W rTOlEI,. l. I do not.
Mr. ANDIEwS. I agree with you 100 percent. We were told down
here that Russita is putting up $1.2 billion ai ear to keep the war going;
China, $800 million. So for $2 billion they lave their most powerful
potential enemy pinned down. They don't want to see this thing cone
to a conclusion.
NEED TO FIGHT TO WIN

Sooner or later in my opinion you are going to have to face up to the
fact. of winning this war to win, fighting it to win, or get out of there.
I say that I started as a hawk and advocating that we give these people 30 days to get out of South Vietnam and if they are not. out, then
let them have it. Curtis LeMay sat where you are sitting 5 or 6 years
ago. He said that you can never kill all the flies until you destroy the
manure pile. 1-re told us where. those piles were: Hanoi, Haiphong.
and Vinh.
I-To said lie wouldn't leave two bricks together with mortar, and I
Couldn't have agreed with him more.
I am frustrated, General, my people are frustrated when I know
that our boys tare being killed am] we are not fighting to win;
we never have tried to (o so. We don't )lan to do so in the future.
Let inc tell you a very gruesome story that I heard in the cloakroom
the other day. Just. to show you the attitude of many Americans-not
many, but from one. in particular-a member said that a youig man
from his district was killed in Vietnam and the body was Ieturined for
burial in his home town. The father and mother me'ado them open the
casket, take off the uniform of the soldier, and would not accept the
flag. That is a pretty low ebb.
What is the answer, General?
General WESTMO ELAND. AVell, in consideration of the facts of life,
Mr. Andrews, I think that the present policy of the. administration is
it very sound policy-Vietnamization. We come down to the rate of
Vietnamization.
ABILITY OF SOUTI

VIETNAMIESE TO PURSUE TilE WAR

Mr. Wiu'rrE-. May I interrupt for just one question.
I-ow are you going to make folks believe if the United States and
file South Vietnamese couldn't contain the Vietcong and North Vietnamese, how in the world are you going to make anybody believe the
South Vietnamese can do it by themselves?
Mr. MAioN. Answer the question, will you, please, General.
General WEsTMOilIrAND. -Well, the ':S. troops, free world allies,
and South Vietnamese troops have more than contained the North
Vietnamese.
Mr. Wiiirr.TE. I may have used the wrong word.
General
WV:sTrOI.\xi).
We have made steady progress in defeating the enemy. Our troops have ne,,er lost a battle of any consequence
and we should continue to weaken the enemy progressively over the
years.
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Mr. SIxES. Unfortunately, that is the picture that has been accepted
in this country, the picture that we are still locked in an indecisive
series of engagements. That is not true at all. low are we going to get
it across to the American people that our forces and the allied forces
tre very substantial, we are told, and the Vietnamese are taking a
bigger share of the responsibility? How are we going to get that
across? You can not get it printed.
MILITARY VICTORY UNDER CURRENT AROUND RULES

Let me rephrase Mr. Andrew's question because he left, you with too
wide an area, I think, about how to win a victory in Vietnam.
I want to win a victory in Vietnam. Can you do it under the ground
rules that we had prior to the cessation of bombing?
If you were to continue bombing in North Vietnam and along the
sup)liy routes, to confine the ground engagements to South Vietnam,
coud1(1 we win?
General WESTMORELAND. Well, I think we first have to define what
we mean by winning. I thinkMr. SIK S. I mean, by defeating the enemy to the point where he is
willing to negotiate in a meaningful way.
General WSTM.tOR1ANrD. I would describe winning as achievin our
objectives: giving the South Vietnamese a freedom of choice and keeping the North Vietnamese and Vietcong from taking over the South
Vietnamese Government and the countryside by force.
I would further includeMr. SIKEs. By keeping the forces there we have now and theGeneral WFSTMOR1ELAND. Continued progress in the pacification program and hnally some conclusion to the war, It. is my opinion that if
we had continued to bomb, the war would be over at this time-or
would be nearly over. The enemy would have fully realized that. le had
io!thing to gaini by continuing the struggle.
Mr. SIKES. I am not sure that you have answered my question or not.
Mr. MINSH.ILT. A good answer nonetheless.
General WF.8TMORELAND. I cannot be critical of decisions made at the
time because they were inade with every expectation that the enemy
had b)een hurt to the point that lie had (ecided it was time for him to
settle the war at the conference table. The authorities that made the
decision to restrict the bombing and then to stop it had every expectation that this was going to work. I think most. prudent, individuals
would have come to the same conclusion.
Mr. AwonEws. When they argued 6 or 8 or 10 weeks about the size
*1nd shape of the table they were going to sit at, that would he clear
indication they were not interested in serious talks.
Mr. SIKES. General, I think this record is going to read that it could
b. interpreted that the Army itself is no longer willing to talk about
the possibility of realistic victory in Vietnam. You (lon t want to mention the word victory; you want to talk about self-determnination and
something of the sort. that is all a part of the package. I don't know
why the Army shouldn't be willing to say we can win this war if that
is 'hat our Government wants us and the people want us to do.
Mr. ANDREws. lie told me that.
General WESTMORELAND. I have already said that,
Mr. WriTTEN. I would like to get an answer to the question.
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WESTMORELAND, Our forces are guided by national policy.
Mr. ANpEms. You cannot. win if you arehandcu fed, and you have
been handcuffed over there, so is General Abrams, under the policy not
only of this administration but, the prior administration. Slap then on
the wrist-make them sorry-that is what it amounts to.
You can beat them. You have to whip them. And everybody knows
what victory in war means. As MacArthur said, there is no substitute
for victory.
General

ABILITY OF SOUTH VIETNAMESE TO PURSUE WAR

Mr. WiiirEN. May I repeat my question, Mr. Chairman. I didn't
get an answer. I may have inadvertently used the wrong word.
Whatever our aim may be) I think that is broad enough, if we could
not attain it with the Americans and the South Vietnamese, how can
we make the American public believe that the South Vietnamese can
attain it without us?
General WFSTIOIrELAND. Well, I think thete are two things that can
be done. One is somehow to give the American people a keen appreciation, its I believe Mr. Sikes has, of the way the enemy has beer weakened progressively over a period of years, how lie has lost leadership,
and how amateuri'sl his tactics are, so that every time he goes into battle
he loses an inordinate number of men and has to draw on very young
men as rel)lacements.
As the Seetary pointed out, the enemy's recruiting base is greatly
reduced, le is having to send fighter. allthe way down from North
Vietnam, with the resulting logistical problems.
Second, the American people should be assurel that the South Vietnamese Army, despite the way it has been portrayed( by the U.S. press.
is doing very well, it is assimilating the modern equipment we are givingit and using it quite well. We a-re ahead of schedule.
With resI)ect to the Vietnamization program and the transfer of
modern equipment to them, they are making progress and eventually
they will be able to take over more and more of tie war effort. All we
need is 1)atience.
Mr. WijiTrEN. General, you have a wonderful record within the
limits imposed upon you by national policy. We won't go into that. For
10 years this committee ha.s been listening )retty much to the same type
of "thing from that side of the table. The American people have been
reading it. The part that you did not touch on was: How are we going
toget it over to the people, make them believe it?
General WiV}srMORELAND. I am afraid that I cannot answer that;
I have been struggling with this for many years, as you well know.
Secretary REson. One thing that will hiel is the actual withdrawal
of troops.'There can't be any argument about that. We lave comvleted one withdrawal. We are in the proess of making a second one.

f at. the same time, as I believe will happen, we continue to have the
upper hand in South Vietnam, it seems to me actions speak louder

than words. We lave tak2n account of the very l)roblem that you
addrees.
In the early days of the war people overestimated how fast it could
be brought to an end.
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NEED TO PROTEO MEN REMAINING IN VIETNAM
MNfr.
MAnoN. At this point, Mr. Secretary, I would like to raise anther issue. Tho servicemen who are being withdrawn from Vietnam
and their families, will interpret the witlidrawals one way. The men
who are being drafted and sent over to Vietnam may interpret withdIawals another way. They may feel that you are by the withdrawals,
inreasing the hazard to our sons and husbands who are going to
Vietnam.
This country must not by withdrawals, increase the hazard to the
men who remain or who are later sent to Vietnam.
Secretary RFsoR. Yes. I think it has to be made crystal clear there
won't be any withdrawals if the theater commander and the JCS
feel this creates the kind of risk that you referred to.

PRESENT STRATEGY IN VIETNAM

Mr. MA11ON. General Westmoreland, we talk about winning the war
hut, there is uncertainty as to what we mean by winning the war. You
have had quite atcolloquy here with members of the committee. Just
level with us. Are you in favor of doing what we are doing now or
do you want to do "otherwise? The U.S. Army has a big )art in this
war. For the purpose of this discussion forget the past. I think we
l agree many mistakes have been made in the past. From today on,
ari you in favor of pursuing the war as it is now being pursued, or
do you favor bombing Hanoi, Haiphong, invading North Vietnam;
what. are you in favor of ?
General WF1T1MoREANi). From a practical standpoint, Mr. Chair1moa, I think it. would be difficult to adopt today a strategy that may
have been sound several years ago. I think we have gone much too far
down the road for that. It seems to me that we are pursuing, all fac(ors considered, a sound strategy in South Vietnam; namely, one of
Vietnamization. Whether other steps could be taken to shock Hanoi
(i give Hanoi the impression that we might escalate the war from a
bombing standpoint is a matter, of course. to be considered. The politi,1al hazards of this course of action, I am not qualified to address.
Mr. MAHON. I am asking you, what is your answer? Do you approve of tile way the war is being n1 or (1'you want to change it?
You have an important part in running it. Are you running it. wrong
m.right ?
General WESTMORELAND. I feel that the present strategy is a sound
strategy and I believe it is a proper course to pursue. How to retaill
upon the American people to show patience is something that, frankly,
I don't have the answer to.
Mr. WjiVirN. Ten years is a good while.
General WESTMOREILAND. Mr. Congressman, we have actually had
enough forces in Vietnam to put pressure on the enemy in a significant
way'only since late 1966. Our buildup was very gradual. We had no
logistics. We had to build ports and airfields and move in troops on a
%-ery gradual basis. It was not until late 166 that we had enough
(roops to put any real pressure on the enemy.

W

W
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lOIOtBINO OF MEANINGFUL TARGETS

Mr. ANm1Uws. General, we keep hearing about the so-callel bomb.
ing halt. We had at bombing cessation, so to speak, from about Feb.

ruaty 106O5, if I remeint)er correctly up until te halt last November,

During that. time that we had the bombing, would you say that the
bombing was effective? Did they hit meaningful targets?
GeIneral WESTMORRIAND. In manly cases, yes; in inlty cases, no.
Mr. A.niwws. That is the point. right, here. I don't. see that wo have
stopped anything by cessation of bombing that was conducted prior
to tie stop (late last November. I was in the White House the night
that the President said, "I am going upstairs." The first bomb fell over
there that night.. Ile said, "Starting at 2 o'clock I am going to stay
up intil 4 o'clock and bring this thing to an end."
I have talked to many people who-have been over there, servicemen,
and bombs hitting rice paddies and not meaningful targets in a meaningful wiay. I asked the Air Force people recently in here if they could
put North Vietnam out of commission by bombing meaningful targets
inia meaningful way, and the answer was, "Yes."
I agree with that. If you are going to bomb them, bomb them, don't
hit swamps and rice paddies. I agree wvith you 1,000 percent. I am
frnstrateti.
Mr. MAION. Mr. Sikes?
SIONIPIOANCE OF LULL IN

FIGHTING

Mr. SiKm:s. Mr. Secretary and General Westmoreland, would you
please give me your o inion of the significance of the lull in the fighting? Them'e. are two sides. I know General Abrams' side, and I support
his position, that. supplies to the enemy have been limited and manpower to the enemy has been drained to the point that it is difficult
for him now to mount. an offensive, and he is having to conserve his
assets.
On the other hand, there are those who support the Paris peace
talks and sAy the North Vietnamese are deliberately scaling down the
level of combat operations as some show of sincerity in tie negotiations. I don't subscribe to that.
For the record, would you tell us your opinion of the significance
of the comparative lull in the fighting? I would like that from both of
you?
Secretary Rv:soi. I think that he is probably going back to a protracted war concept. As General Abrais indicated to you, this is a
concept where he conserves his resources. I think he has been forced to
do that because of the terribly heavy casualties that he has taken and
because of the success of Geineral Abrams' program of getting his
caches and because our forces have been successful in pushing the
fight to the boundaries, to the Cambodian and Laotian boundaries and
the DMZ.
lie has been forced to this. I would think that lie would l)robably
continue on this line with 'occasional-as General NVestmorelani!
pointed out-occasional high points. Those high points have been les
and less effective over the last 18 months, weaker and weaker.
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RETURN TO OUERRILIA WARPARB

Mr. SiKS. Tht brings on two quick questions:

One, has there been any appreciable increase in the movement of

sUpplies since the time that you and I were there nearly 2 months ago?

'Two, do you see the return to more dependence on guerrilla-type activities and does this pose any greater ,problem to the pacification
foives that we have had prior to this time?
Secretary R.soR. On the question of supplies, the only changes since

*vo aitnd I were there is that they, I am told, have reintroduced the
IPi')r1oiel in the Laotian supply line coming down. We have not yet
seei any significant change in the infiltration of people. In other
words, they may be building up the roads and getting stations ready
for supplies, but there has been no significant further introduction
of people. That is, I think, very important. On the effect on the pacifi,.ation program, it has not been impeded to date by their efforts. In
fact, I thought that that was one of the things that was going best
over there?
Mr. SIKES. I realize that. There is this return on the part of the
Siil)stantial number of North Vietnamese units and Viet Cong units
o guerrilla-tYpe activities, rather than unit-type activities. Apparently
lthis is just, getting into stride. I am wondering if it is anticipated that
that is going to cause any significant problems in the paciflcaton
program ?
Secretary REsoR. I think they may be forced to target our pacification effort. because it. is so successful. I would think that targeting it
with guerrillas on their side would be much less successful t an targreting with the main forces. As long as their main forces are forced
to stay on the boundaries, I think it makes it much harder for their
guerrillas to exist in the interior of the country.
If you were in Thua Thien Province, you saw what happened there
when we l)ushed their peol)le back into the A Shau Valley. We got
control of the piedmont and lowlands.
LULl, IN FIOTING

Mr. SiicEs. General, would you make a brief comment on that general
I)icthre, particularly the lill ?

General

WES MORBIAND.

Yes, sir. First, I would agree with you

that the enemy's level of activity is a function of his capability. In
my opinion, it is not associated with the talks in Paris.
Second, there is evidence thitt the enemy is making plans to step up
his infiltration. He has not significantly done so to date. He is returning to guerrilla, warfare as a substitute for the main force actions, since
his main forces are not now capable of carry ing out meaningful military action. This situation could change in t Iemonths to come. I don't
anticipate that the enemy's return to guerrilla warfare is going to
create any major problems for our pacification efforts, which Y believe

will continue to move forward.

USE1 OF ALL-VOLUNTEF.1R FORCE IN VIETNAM

Mr. SixEs. Let me ask you briefly about the possibility of our involvement in the war with an all-volunteer force as one way of satisfy-
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ing the public, tile parents who are protesting that their sons are
drafted to fight in Vietnam. Is this a feasible thing, to use an allvolunteer force for the conduct of the war in Vietnam, assuming that,
our involvement can be substantially reduced within the course of the
year?
Secretary Rr.son. As you noticed, we have already reduced draft
calls. I would think it would be possible to make further reductions
if we make further redeployments. I personally would doubt that you
could do it by an all-volunteer force. I would think it would put a
burden on the career Army that would be unjustified.
Mr. SI Rm. Do you have a comment?
General WESTMOIEnLAND. I agree with that. I think we run into
difficulty with respect to career officers and noncommissioned officers
who serve their one tour in Vietnam and go back there for a second
- back for a third intour. As a matter of fact, we have about
voluntary tour in fiscal year 1970. We run into great problems Mr.
Sikes, on getting the number of volunteers with tlie requisite skills to
go back.
Mr. SYKES. It would seem to me it would be an almost impossible
thing to do, but there is speculation about it and I thought we should
have something in the record on it.
REDUCTION IN OVERTIME RATIHER THAN REDUCTION IN EMPLOYEES

In the cutbacks in civilian personnel-and I don't think the Army
is affected as much in this as the other services--but civilians who are
laid off are very adversely affected, of course. There is particularly
in the other services considerable use of overtime. It has seemed to me
a less use of overtime would permit more civilians to retain their
jobs.
Have you considered this in the Army?
Secretary RESOJ. Yes; I believe we have actually reduced our
amount of overtime. I would like to supply that for the record.
Mr. Snc~s. Will you, please?
Secretary REson. Yes, sir.
(The in formation follows:)
The utilization of overtime by the Army has continued to decline since the
institution of controls during fiscal year 1987. A summary of the Army's overtime

utilization follows:
Overtime dollars in thousands

Fiscal year:
196
-----------------------------------------------1907 ------------------------------------------------------1908
-----------------------------------------------1969
-------------------------------------------------

120, 580.3
112,0673.1
105,083.6
3,084.1

TIMETABLE) FOR ENDING TIlE WAR

Mr. WIII'rEN. This is not. meant to be ugly in any manner, but for
10 years it has been going on in one way or another. I recall when the
first foreign aid had a esignation to this area and I sat here along
with others listening to the testimony through the years. I am aware
that we built up from 6,000 to 16,000 to 64,000 and on up. We were
told by the former Secretary of Defense for a number of years that
the plans for the financing were based on a given period and that we
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could expect that this thing would be over and he would give us a
Timetable.

'inhat never did pan out. That was his honest. judgment. It was sup-

ported by the Joint Ohiefs of Staff. Each year lie was asked about his
1 wediction of the preceding year. I know I asked this question, and I
don't think it was ever satisfactorily answered: "Mr. Secretary, now
that you have been proven wrong in your predictions, to what do you

,titribute your miscalculation?" Whether the question was fair I don't
know. We are trying to call on the best witnesses possible and honest
witnses-I know that is true, but the calculations have been proven to
have been wrong. The enemy has not accepted defeat even though he
found he couldn't win. The enemy has gone to the conference table and
during the first week has spent All his time arguing about the size of
tlie table. I am just wondering how much credence we can give to your
honest calculations. I give you credit for doing your absolute best.
First, could you address yourself to where we miscalculated in all
these other decisions and predictions. Did we misjudge their character? Did we misjudge whether the Chinese would keep feeding them
supplies and money? Did we misjudge the Russians? Did we misjudge the South Vietnamese willingness to bring anything to a halt
that would stop this $20 billion going into their economy?
That is important at this point in the record because on that we will
hav e to predicate how muc~l substance we can give to your present
predictions and calculations. Now, if I am not broad enough, you
broaden it because Il would be interested in anything that you might
say, Mr Secretary.
8-erbtary RSOR. That is a very fair question and a very difficult
one. I think that we seriously underestimated the problem when we
1irst went into Vietnam. I thif k we did it ecause we had never tried to
do what we were attempting to do in Vietnam. This is a war different
from any war we have ever fought before. I don't think we appreciated
when we started how different it was. We did not appreciate what a
fragile governmental situation there was in Vietnam, nor the extreme
regionalism, nor the extreme separatism caused by different religious
l~liefs.
In fact, there was no tradition of a central government; the hamlet
and the village were really the historical strong governmental entities.
1We also faced the problem of the very long coastline and the very
long interior line which we would have to set up in some way so as
to interdict the enemy's ability to introduce supplies. I think we have
learned a great deal over the years 1965 through 1969. I think today
we have a much better understanding of the problem. Accordingly,
I think that our estimates of the current situation should be significantly more valid. However, I do not want to be in the position of
lredicting to you how long it will take. I think that is one of the
lessons we have learned, that it is dangerous to make predictions. I
Can only say I think time is running on our side in Vietnam. Therefore,
if we can just buy some time in the United States by these periodic
progressive withdrawals and the American people can just shore up
their patience and determination I think we can bring this thing to

a successful conclusion. We will he able to gradually build the Vietnamese to where they can take over all of the significant operations
and get themselves the free right to choose the ind of government
that they want to have.
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Mr. WjXVirnN. Thank you.

General, could you add to that from your own viewpoint?
General WEST1OR1ELAND. Mfr. Congressman, I was on the other side
of the water at the time.
Mr. WVTrr,-. I know you were at that time, but let. me not predi.cate it on what we heard here but your own ideas as to where we
may have miscalculated. Obviously, we are relying to a great degree
on your judgment.
General Wi:sTnonk...iA). Addressing it from my vantage point in

Vietnam, I have never made the prediction that this would N%. other ihan
a long war, in consideration of our political strategy, I did from time

to time when I came back to the Untited States pIass judgment on
how the war was going. There were people who extrapolated this to
some conclusion, b'ut never did I give any indication at all that it was
going to be other than a long war. The. onlv forecast that I ever made
was in November of 1967 when I predicted'that the Vietnamese could,
Cnceival)lbv, take. over the war effort. and we could start leducinr our
forces in the last quarter of calendar year 1969. 1 felt. that they had
that. capability and I felt that the tinie had arrived when we should
I)ut, the monkey on their Nack. we should put. pressure on them, we
should tell then they were going to have to think in those terms.
This had a lot to do with l)rining about mobilization, which was a
missing element. But the thinly that really made miobilizattion a reality
was the shock effect of the 1968 Tot offensive. But looking at the matter
from the standpoint of Washinon-for which I had, I must say, a
limited feel because I was fully occupied in Vietnam at the timeI do feel that there was midiudgment as to how tough the enemy really
was. There was a certain feeling that the South Vietnamese were better
organized )olitically than was th case, and that they had irreater capacity. The. ability 'of the. South Vietnamese to get the job done and
to make progress has( been in direct relation to the strength and political stability of the Government.
In 1964, 1965 and part. of 1966 the situation was v.v chaotic in that
regard, but, when Thieu and Kv came to power they i;roceeded to stabilize the Government.. The Constitution was lrafted and promulgated, and elections were held. Then we started getting real political
stability. We are getting the payoff from that now. I think there was
also a certain misju'dgnent of public opinion on this one. I don't know
what could have been done about influencing l)ul)lic opinion, but this
has been our Achilles heel, without any question.
Perhaps we expected too much froim our constrained bombing prograin. Finally, and I have alluded to this before, we did not face up to
the absolute essentiality of the mobilization of South Vietnamese manpower. The fact was that in 1965, 1966 and even early 1967, they were
not politically strong enough to move into general mol)ilization'. They
could have decreed it but, they couldn't have enforced it. 'he leader's
knew that. It. was not until we'made it known that they had better start
thinking in terms of taking over, because I was planning to start withdrawing troops by the end of 1969-that the -had better start thinking
about. the prospect and-that we were not going to stay around forever.
But the thing that really made the manpower mobilization a reality
was the shock effect of the Tet. offensive. This was their "Pearl Hlarbor," this galvanized the Government, unified the people, and made it
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politicallyy palatable to go into a general mobilization. So while the Tet
tl'eiisive apparently a major setback to public support of the war here
at home, it was a blessing in disgust in Vietnam. It. galvanized them
ond shocked them. I don't believe anything else would lve (lone it
in the same fashion.
Mr. WjHiFN. Thank you both. I appreciate that because that is
one of the things that troubles us; not. that people could guess wrong
but the "why" after the fact is one of the things that troubles us,
trying to get public support at the present time.

'Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. MAHON. Mr. Minshall.
Mr. MINSIrnLL. Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)

IIINDSIGIIT ON VIETNAm[

Mr. MINSHALL. Mr. Secretary and General, I have sat on this cominittee now for 11 years and I have heard many of these philosophic
discussions regarding our military posture, and especially in recent
years our military posture and strategy n Vietnam. I know that you
ive discussed much of that here today and most of it will be redlined; marked DSR "deleted for security reasons." I have always said
in the past that maybe much of this that has been deleted has been
deleted for political purposes, at least in the past, rather than for real
security reasons. I think if you will look at the sanitized version versus
the unsanitized version over the years that there is a lot to what I
have to say.
But be that as it may, I would like to ask General Westmoreland
and also the Secretary a sort of hindsight question, looking over your
holderde: If you had to go into Vietnam again, General, would you
inake any recommendations that you did not make? Or would you be
a little more firm in some that you did make, to make sure that they
were carried out?

General Wi&TfOR

LAXND.

To answer a question that broad would

require considerable thought.
Aft. MI~smii,. Let me be more specific, General. Did you ever
minake any recommendations to alter our strategy in a vay that would
hinve sealed off the port of Haiphong or to bomb Hanoi or hit some
of these key towns like Vinh that Mr. Andrews talked about?
General VE.S'rMORELAND. I did not have the responsibility for the
air war. That was vested in Admiral Sharpe. My area of responsibility
involved the ground war in the South. Therefore, I was not expected
to make recommendations with respect to the conduct of the air war.
Nevertheless, I did from time to time make certain recommendations
in concert with Admiral Sharpe and on a few occasions on a unilateral
basis. Sometimes they 'were accepted, sometimes they were not.
Mr. MINSAmL. As to the overall strategy, whether or not you had
control of the bombing, you would say it would be helpful to seal off,
to isolate the battlefield?
General WFIS'MORMTAN. I addressed my recommendations several
times to the bombing campaign.
Mr. MINSITA.
Would you say that again?
36-735 0--69-,pt. 7-12
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General WrTjt)s,
Vo11.AND. I addressed the bombing campaign in
sonie of my recommendations on a number of occasions.
Mr. MINSAa,. But by the time it, got back to Washington your
recommendations were overruled?
General 'WIsTtOI1IIND. Well, they were normally associated with
the recommendations made by Admiral Sharpe, who was my milita ,
boss.
Mr. MINsl IA,. I can't, hell) but sit here and think, General, about
1960, if I remember rightly, we had the then Secretary of Defense be.
fore our subcommittee, Mr. McNamara. You said one thing earlier
that reminded me of it, that is, public opinion. At that time he was
making a lot of wonderful statements about the morale of our Armed
Services in Vietnam, and all of that at that time was very true. But
I told him-and it rings loud and clear right now-I said that I am
not concerned about the morale of out Armed Services in Vietnam.
I said that I am concerned about the morale of the people here on the
home front. 'his has now all come to Iass. But even then, 3 or 4 years
ago, you could get. the sentiment of the people back home about their
feelings toward this war in Vietnam.
As you say: low can we unite them? I don't know. But it is a tremendous task that this country faces from the war that was inherited
by this administration and, to at degree, inherited by the previous admiinistration. So I am not. trying to say this is a Democratic war or a
Republican war or anybody's war, but it has been a sad state of events
since its inception. I'had the privilege of visiting Vietnam in 1963.
At that tine we presumed that we had only 800 advisers in the
country. It was ironic that the only other congressional visitor to
Vietnam that year was a Senator, Lyndon Johnson. I look back on
what has transpired since that time and it sounds like a fantasy and
a nightmare. Be that as it may, we can talk here all (lay about this
war. I am interested, just as much as you are, in getting our troops out
of there on some kind of an honorable basis as quickly as we possibly
can. How we best can do that is strictly up to the powers that are down
on Pennsylvania Avenue and over in your shop.
(Discussion off the record.)
TROOP WIT

RAWALS

'Mr. Ammui.o. Getting back to the budget, on the question of troop
reductions, what would be the actual effect. if in the withdrawal these
Imell were discharge(] rather than reassigned to other locations?
Secretary RI-som. You niean the troop withdrawals from Vietnam?
Mr. Anmimio. Yes.
Seerelary Rnm.so . We are inactivating forces equivalent to and
greater than the number of forces we are withdrawing from Vietnam.
Wo are inactivating the same number )lus the overhead that, we have
in the United States to support that size force.
Mr. ArnD.umo. What is the effect of our reduction in forces in South
Vietnam as far as our allies are concerned?
We read recently where the'Philippines are going to pull out 1,500.
Secretary Rtou. I do not think this was the cause of that. They
have had ii funding probleni and could not get the legislature to pass
the funds for 1HTILCAG. It is not. a fighting organization, but more
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like our engineers, doing construction work. Tie other allies indicated
they intend to leave their forces at the present level.

Mr. ADDAnno. Is there any study or will there be any study at what

point we must stop reductions in order to protect the men we will
have in South Vietnam?
Secretary REsoR. I am sure General Abrams has that problem very
much in nind and I think it is something he will have to survey as
he goes along.
I do not think you can predict that at this time.
PILFERING

-

MAr. ADDABBO. With the war in Vietnam there has been much publicity relative to pilfering. Now as we hope to turn over a greater
-Im
rt of the war to the South Vietnamese, what protection will there
he as far as pilfering?
Secretary REser. That is a good que-stion.
We have advisers with all of the South Vietnamese units that use
,ur equipment, particularly with the district, units which handle large
quantities. A very strong effort is going to be made to protect against
this, but it is a very difficult. problem. But we are going to do all that
is humanly possible to prevent it. We are very sensitive to this
VITIIDRAWAL OF NORTH

VIETNAMESE UNITS

Mr. ADDAnno. I read where we were advised since the cessation of
omnbing of North Vietnam that actually they have withdrawn several
,of their regiments from South Vietnam back across the DMZ; is tlmt

Secretary RFsoII. They made a numl)er of withdrawals last September ani October, particularly from I Corps-a significant reductlion. Some of those came back sometime this year. More of them have
Iwen in safe areas in Laos and Cambodia during this year, sometimes
,',raing across and now going back again.
SOUTH VIETNAMESE CASUALTIES

Mr. ADDAnno. We are happy to read about our casualties being de,'teased. Have the South Vietnamese casualties also decreased in the
s41ine proportion or increased?
Secretary Rusol. The South Vietnamese killed in action are a siglitiantly higher percentage of the total killed in action than they were
'I year ago. I think you will see this continue to go up, particularly
:I- the regional and Ipopular forces take a larger share of the combat.
The South Vietnamese casualties, I believe the record will show,
have recently declined as ours have, but I also want to call attention
to the point ihat as a percentage of tih total they are steadily increasiug, which I think is another reflection of the fact they are doing more
of the fighting.
CURRENT TACTICS IN VITNAM

Mr. ADnD %nno.The fighting of the war is the job of you gentlemen,
ut. we have to explain certain conditions back home; i.i there a strategic benefit of fighting for a given point, a given hill, losing American
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men and then immediately withdrawing and the Vietcong are back in
the same position they were before?
Secretary IREsot. I went to see Colonel, now General, Kroesen, who
commandeI tile 196th Infantry Brigade while he was there for a year,

and that. brigrado had a very tne record and relatively low casualties. I
discussed with him the tactics he employed and he sAid he thought the
most important thing a commander could do would be to have continual

patrolling. In other words, clearly the wrong thing to do is to sit in

at fire base and wait.for tile enemy to attack.
'This is not. the first time. I have heard this. I thitln

that is the uni.

form feeling. I think that is General Abrams' and General Wheeler's
feeling.
I saw General Wheeler in the press just this morning saying that
preemptive defense is tile strategy he believes is the sound'one, and
General Abrams is currently pursuing that.
Sometimes that will involve taking a hill tMint you lately have to give
up. I think General Abrams is undoubtedly trying to avoid that and
have his subordinates avoid that wherever they can. But, I think the
important thing is the concept that aggressive. patrolling is t-he way to
reduce American casualties.
I really should not be answering. General Westmoreland can do it
much better than i.
General W EsTMORhANI). You have to have certain fire,bases, but inost
of the troops should he on the move and should be patrolling. It depends
upon the enemy formations. If lie is broken into small groups, we
break into smail groups. If lie maintains battalion size units, we neel
large units in order to combat them successfully. You cannot defeat
tin enemy )attalion with a patrol.
The terrain and weather also have an influence, on tile tactics so
do the number of helicopters you have available, and our number of
helicopters has progressively increased since our initial commitment
of ground troops until late 1968.
IAMBUROER HI,

Of course the case you referred to is the so-called Hamburger Hill
operation, which is the name given to it. by the prebs-the hill is named
"Ap Bia." This particular hill dominates the A Shati Valley. It is iraportant from time to time that we insure that the enemy is not on
that hill because if lie is, lie is in a position to move troops along the
road that runs past Ap Bia into the A Shau Valley. It. is in our interest
to keep the enemy from building up troops and logistics in that area because from this trea lie can launchl attacks into tie populated coastal
a rea a round Hue.
It would have been desirable if we had kept him off Ap Bin. But once
tile enemy established himself on this piece of key terrain and it was
the unit's mission to clean him out of the A Shau Valley, it was
necessary we destroy the enemy on Ap Bia. We bombed it and shelled it
for a number of days, and we finally had to go in and actually root
them out of the foxholes.
Of course it, involved far more casualties than bhecommander on
the ground hoped it would, but having committed himself to take the
hill, which were his instructions, he iid so, as a. part of the general
clearing of the A Shau Valley.
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.1[fr. AnDAnBIo. What we have to explain-we can understand the
tAkin,, and justify tle taking, but to immediately take it. and then
witli(fraw and give it back to them is almost, as if we expended tile
Ilmci for no purpose in the seesaw battle.
generall Wrs-r.rorI,, n. The war in Vietnam is not a war where
terrain )lays the same iml)ortant role it has in other wars. Instead
of focusing on terrain, we have focused on the enemy.
()n the other hand, there is certain terrain that may be of temporary
w;f'itial importance during the course of a battle but which, after the
enm, y is defeated, is no longer of value. There is no necessity of keeping people on that sort, of terrain if you can use those troops in mobile
ol) rat ions.

Mr. MAHON. Are you saying, General, that wlile we took the hill
and then gave it up, it, was not preoccupied by the enemy in force? If
it was reocculpied in force, how can you defend the action?
general l VFsT.MoiREr,AND. After this particular hill was seized, we
held it for a period of time and it. was used as a fire base to support
other operations in tle vicinity. After the enemy had been driven back
into Laos and had been defeated, there was no reason for us to sit on
the hill.
We
- and from time to time sent patrols to the hill by helicopter. Aircraft would fly over the hill almost daily to see if the enemy
had returned or was positioning himself so that he could return.
Mr. ,!)MumO. Actually 1 you did control the hill. The men left but the
enemy did not move back in ?
General WESTMOEA ND. They did not. When we abandoned the hill,
we pit it under surveillance.
Mr. ADnAnnio. This makes it easier for us to explain.
What was reported in the newspapers was that, they were u ) there,
then we took it and then )ulled back. After we pulled back they
returned.
General WSTMOIF.LAND. That is not true. We did move back after the
enemy was defeated and then we put it under surveillance.
fVi. MAHON. The impression, I think, was left that we took the hill
Mnd then gave it u) and it was reoccupied by the enemy.

Mr. Ai)ABo. 21,at is right. That is what the people back home were
led to believe and we have to answer those questions.
M'7RING ON MEDICAL I[ELICOPTERS

One other problenl that has come back to us from the people back
home is relative to the helicopters. Do we have enough helicopters
there with the Red Cross markings?
They had two cases back home where the helicopter pilot was killed
in evacuation of wounded, but the helicopter was not properly marked.
AIld that is the excuse tho Vietcong gave for it being knocked down.
General WESTMoRr, AND. We have aerial medical evacuation units
(hat (1o nothing but move casualties. They are marked with a red cross.
'lThere are cases from time to time, where a man is evacuated from the
imttlefield by the most expeditious way, because when a man is injured
his life is often measured in minutes, and if there is a helicopter moving
out. of the area they will put the casualty on that rather than wait for a
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Inedical evacuation helicopter. But this is exceptional. Normally the

regular medical evac'uation1 helicopter moves the injured from tile
battlefield.
Mr. AntD.\no. Hahve there been any cases on record where the regular
medical helicopters were shot down?
General WEsMrxoitEt.LkND. We have had some shot down. We have lutd
many of them hit by enemy tire.
Ai. AVDABBO. Thank you very much.
(Off the record.)
SUPPORT' O

Mr. MlfmiO.

WAR EFFORT

In the testimony today, General Westmoreltnd, you

said something to this effect: "Yes we could win the war militarily,

we could have, and we could now.' Of course, a citizen reading this

would tend to think, well if we could win the war, why do we not
go ahead and win it.
I think it is very important that your statement be surrounded with
enough detail that those who read the record can understand what you
mean. Is it absolutely clear now that. tile Secretary of the Army and
the Chief of Staff of the Army are on record in this hearing as sup.
porting the war etfort as it is nov being conducted?
Are you on the record to this effect?
Secretary RF.soR. I hope I am.
Mfr. MA.nox. Are youl
General WES'rMoII.\ 1. Yes, sir.
Secretary R.son. I would like to go on the record right now that I
am fully in support. of the way the war is being conducted now, and
I personally think it would be an error to go back to a heavy bombing
campaign against N orth Vietnam.
I can see if-and I think General Abrams is currently authorized,
aid I think he should )e authorized-if the enemy violates the DMZ
by bringing trool)s across in significant numbers to threaten our mien
( b)omb DMZ and somewhat north of it to
to the souti, then we should
l)revent that from happening.
I personally think we should not go back to general bombing of
Northl Vietnam. And I think it is important to recognize that we may
have ceased the bombing there,
Mr. MAHON. Of course my question does not apply to what you
would want to do if there should be a change in the situation.
Secretary REsomi. Yes.
Mr. MLnON. In other words, if there should be a dramatic change in
the situation, I would assume you would want to change your reaction.
Secretary Rrson. Yes.
sUPrO

orrPRESENT POLICY ON WINNING TIlE WAR

Mr. MAHoN.I would like to have it made clear, General Westmoreland, if it is your opinion that we are now fighting the war approximnately as you think it ought to be fought?
General WF.srmV.LAND. I'thought I had made it clear in my testimony, Mr. Chairman, that I do support the present war strategy which
is 'based on Vietnamization.
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MNfr.
MAIHON. Do you think it is the best pol icy to puisue at this time?
General WESTMORELAND. I do without question. It seems to be the
(oly l)ractical alternative open to us.

.Ar.MiKor. At this timely

General WF MOR AiIND. At this time.
Mfr. Andrews asked me a theoretical question. He asked me if we

could-and the word was "could," as I interpreted his question-win
dhe war militarily.

My response was that we are the richest Nation on eatth and we can
do anything we wish to do. Certainly it is possible. But I qualified
this later by stating that there are certain facts of life that, do not make
that realistic at this time. What we could do is not necessarily what
we should do.
Mir. AjioN. I think the American people and the Members of Congo-ss and this committee are entitled to know whether or not the Chief
of Staff of the Army thinks the war is being fought at this time along
proper lines.
General WESTMIIORELAND. I (1o, sir. It was my intention to make this
yeiy
clear and I reiterate that I feel that, all factors considered-and
We have to forget about the past, and think in terms of the situation
we face today. The present strategy of the administration is a proper,
sound and workable strategy which I fully support.
Mr. MAHON. This, I think, is important because of the unrest and
,.0,nfusion in the country about the war. I think it is important for
th people to know that people in your position think that the right
thing is being done because that gives them some confidence that we
;is a nation probably are following the most reasonable and l)ractical
coursee that could be followed.
The transcript will conie to you and you can, of course, make sure
that you have properly stated your views in regard to the various
questions which were asked. If I have appeared to be too lsersistent,
it is because I want the record to be clear.
I am sorry we have kept you here as long as we have without a
break, but we do thank you for your frankness and helpfulness. We
have faith in you; we recognize the magnitude of your tvsk and we
wish you success in your efforts.
General WFsTMORELAND. Thank you, sir.
Secretary REsot. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
STATEMENT OF TIE DlEroR OF 'TiME

AnRMtY Buvr

Mr. MAHON. We will insert in the record at this point the stateiuent of Ma. Gen. Leonard B. Taylor on the 1970 budget.
(General Taylor's statement follows:)
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Statont of tho Pirector of Army Budget) Office of the Comptroller of the Amy
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
Secretary Resor and General Westmoreland have presented their evaluation of
the posture of the Army, outlined objectives for the future and explained the
fiscal year 1970 program requirements. Other Depattment of Defense witnesses Nil
discussed the policies and concepts which governed the formulation of the fiscal
year 1970 budget. It is a privilege to appear before you to present a auemaryoc
the financial resources needed to support Army program requirements. It is my pr
pose to present the general budgetary highlights of the Army request for fiscal
year 1970. Other Army witnesses have presented the details concerning each apprt.
priation request within the purview of this Comuittee. The Army's fiscal year 1'
budget was formulated in accordance with the following primary objectives:
I. Continued support of combat operations in Southeast Abia, to include the
phased improvement and modernization of the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces
(RVNAP).

2. Continued improvement of operational readiness of Army forces.
3. Continued improvement in logistical and personnel operations.
4. Increased effectiveness in the management of resources.
REQUIREMENTS
The total Army program for fiscal year 1970 is $25.0 billion, a net decrease
approximately $1 billion 263 million from the revised fiscal year 1969 level of
$26.2 billion. Included in the revised fiscal year 1969 amount is the enacted S;;
plemental appropriation of $1 billion 223 million to support additional Southeast
Asia requirements and to provide for the military and civilian personnel pay in.
creases which became effective in July 1968. The fiscal year 1970 program repre.
sent funding support of those requirements set forth in the January budget requej
as amended by the April Budget Amendments. As a result of the Budget Amendments,
reductions in New Obligational Authority (NOA) amounting to $42 million and $1 bi:
lion 554 million were made in the fiscal year 1969 Supplemental and the fiscal ye,
1970 Budget, respectively. Although there is a fiscal year 1970 expenditure reduction program underway, this presentation will address only the revised Presi.
dent's budget currently before the Congress. It is understood the Committee is
being provided certain information involving the status of those reductions currt:
ly being implemented. The chart to follow shows the Army's fiscal year 1970 Budl!
Plan by appropriation, Although Military Construction requests are not made bceft
this Committee, this chart includes these requirements in order to provide a ore
comprehensive perspective of the Army's total budget requirements.
BUDGET PLAN
TOA

(In Millions of Dollars)
TOA

FY 1969

FY 1970

FY 197:

8,375.0

8,551.7

8,551'.

287.2
320.9

311.0
363.5

OHA

7,986.0

7,504.5

7,504.;

OHARNG
PEHA
RDTEA

276,2
6,784.9
1..627.6

306.0
5,559.1
1,849.5

306.:
5,069.:
1,84

APPROPRIATION
MPA

RPA
NGPA

NOA

311,:
36).!

Subtotal

Less Construction
MCA
MCAR

MCARNG
Subtotal
Construction
TOTAL
NOTE:

2

57.8

24,445.3

553.7
8.9

496.4
10.0

9.5

15.0

15.

572.1

521.4

420'

26,229.9

24,966.7

May not add due to rounding,

23,95.:
395.i
10.!

24,375-
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Of the 025.0 billion total program, the Army is requesting Now Obligational
Authority (NOA) of $24.4 billion. Excluding the Military Construction accounts,
the Army is requesting NOA for those appropriations within the cognizance of this
Committee, amounting to $23 billion 955 million. I will describe each appropriation, after first presenting some of the more general budgetary highlights of
the Army request for fiscal year 1970.
The net decrease in the direct budget plan in FY 1970, as compared to fiscal
year 1969, is attributable primarily to a reduction in funding requirements for
southeast Asia. Consumption in Southeast Asia is projected to decrease based upon
assumptions involving the forecasted level of combat intensity. Coupled with this
projection of the level of effort of support in Vietnam is a planned redistribution of useablc supplies.
The fiscal year 1970 active duty military personnel end strength of 1,508,585
represents a net decrease of 25,190 from the 1,533,775 revised fiscal year 1969
end strength.
This budget request supports the same force structure of 27 2/3 divisions as
provided for in the revised fiscal year 1969 program. Although the 19 2/3 active
division and brigade force structure remains unchanged through fiscal year 1970,
all of the Reserve Components personnel called to active duty in Hay 1968 are
programed to be released by December 1969 and returned to reserve status. The
units involved will be replaced by now units activated at that time in order that
the active Army force structure will remain unchanged.
Contained within this budget request are funds required for the continued
improvement and modernization of the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF).
As
stated by the Chief of Staff in his testimony before thief Comittee, the Army
supports primarily the Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) and its associated
Regional and Popular Forces.
The modernization of equipment for the RVNAF is progressing at an accelerated
rate, as evidenced by the funding increases of this program in both fiscal years
1969 and 1970. The fiscal year 1970 budget represents funding requirements to
sustain the approved RVNAF force structure in accordance with their assuming a
greater portion of the combat burden in Vietnam.
The funding support of the remainder of the Free World Military Assistance
Forces (FWMAF) in Vietnam is also provided for in the fiscal year 1970 program at
approximately the same level as the revised fiscal year 1969 budget. This
includes support for the Republic of Korea, Thailand and the Philippine forces in
Vietnam. We do not budget for direct funding support for the Australian and New
Zealand forces in Vietnam.
Contained within the Army's fiscal year 1970 budget request is an increase
of approximately $30 million, from the revised fiscal year 1969 program, for
funding support of the Anti-Ballistic Missile system (SAFEGUARD). A separate
presentation on the funding requirements of this national program has been provided this Committee by the SAFEGUARD System Manager.
The civilian personnel end strength supported by the fiscal year 1970 budget
request is 454,020, a decrease of 14,209 from the revised fiscal year 1969 level
of 468,229. The fiscal year 1970 end strength includes the 24,914 Army National
Guard Technicians, recently converted to federal employee status. To support
this civilian personnel workforce in fiscal year 1970, approximately $3.5 billion
will be required, an increase of approximately $13 million from the revised
fiscal year 1969 funding requirement.
This budget request includes approximately $200 million required to fund
identifiable programs directly related toward domestic improvement of the nation.
Illustrative of these programs are Civil Defense and the Office of Emergency
Preparedness requLrements; personnel improvement projects such as Value, One
Hundred Thousand, and Transition; the General Educational Development, and the
Overseas Dependent Education programs; Air and Water Pollution construction projects; and the control of Civil Disturbance activity.
I shall now describe the individual appropriations contained within the
fiscal year 1970 budget request. Military Personnel, Army will be discussed at
the outset, followed by the Reserve Components appropriations, and then Operations
and Maintenance, Army. The capital appropriations, to include a brief mention of
the construction accounts, will conclude the appropriation description. The
financial plan for this budget request will be covered in the latter portion of
my statement#
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MILITARY PERSONNEL, ARMY
The fiscal year 1970 budget request of $8 billion 552 million for Military
Personnel,Army is $177 million higher than the revised fiscal year 1969 program
of $8 billion 375 million.
Funding requirements reflect the average active duty military personnel
strength in fiscal year 1970 of 1,517,219. This represents a net increase of
4,944 from the 1,512,275 revised fiscal year 1969 average strength.
The number of active duty military personnel to be financed by this appro.
priation request is indicated in the following tables
ACTIVE DUTY MILITARY PERSONNEL

Officers
Enlisted
Cadets

Total

End Year
FY 1968

Average
FY 1969

End Year
FY 1969

Average
FY 1970

End Year
FY 1970

165,569
1,401,702

168,963
1,339,845

172,680
1,357,745

169,148
1,344,429

171,342
1,333,600

2,443

3,467

3350

3A642

- 3,643

1,569,714

1,512,275

1,533,775

1,517,219

1,508,585

RESERVE COMPONENTS
The Reserve Components appropriations both personnel and operating accounts,
will be described at this time. In order to provide a basis for comparison of th
funding level of the Army Reserve and the Army National Guard, included within
this presentation will be Budget Program 2600 of the Operation and Maintenance,
Army appropriation, which is the operating account for the Army Reserve. The
construction accounts of the Reserve Components will be discussed during my
remarks involving construction in the latter part of my statement.
The following table summarizes the Reserve Components budget request:
RESERVE COMPONENTS

(In Millions of Dollars)
Reserve Personnel, Army
(ROTC)
National Guard Personnel, Army
Budget Program 2600, OMA
(ROTC)
Operation and Maintenance, Army National Guard
TOTAL
Army National Guard
Army Reserve
ROTC

FY 1969

FY 197

287.2
(33.8)
320.9
105.8
(15.8)
276,2
990.1

311.0
(33.1)
363.5
130.7
(18.2)
306.0
1,111.2

(597.1)
(343.4)
(49.6)

(669,5)
(390.4)
(51.3

The request for fiscal year 1970 represents an increase of $121.1 million fro
the revised fiscal year 1969 level. Of significance is the approximately $50 million additional funding requirement for support of the Reserve Enlisted Program
(REP). The fiscal year 1970 program projects an additional REP input of 46,662
into initial training above the 69,290 revised fiscal year 1969 level.
The fiscal year 1970 end-strepgth for the Reserve Components is 665,252 per.
sonnel. This represents an increase of 23,531 over the revised fiscal year 1969
end-strength of 641.721.
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The fiscal year 1970 Reserve Components program reflects the return to
reserve status of those units mobilized in May 1968. Also included in fiscal
vear 1970 end-strength is the authorized overstrength for the increased Negro
participation in the Reserve Components program.
At this point, I shall discuss the individual Reserve Components appropriations covering, first, the personnel appropriations, and then, the operating
accountS.
RESERVE PERSONNEL, ARM
The fiscal year 1970 appropriation request of $311 million for Reserve Personnel, Army is $23.8 million more than the $287.2 million required in revised
fiscal year 1969. Of the fiscal year 1970 estimate, $277.9 million is for the
Armv Reserve program and $33.1 million for the Army Reserve Officers Training
Corps (ROTC) program.
The number of reserve personnel in paid drill status to be financed with
these funds are reflected in the following tables:
RESERVE PERSONNEL, ARMY - PAID DRILL TRAINING

Officers
Enlisted
Total

End Year
FY 1968

Average
FY 1969

End Year
FY 1969

Average
FY 1970

End Year
FY 1970

32,201
212,038
244,239

32,951
221,344
254,295

33,700
220,421
254,121

34,073
222,191
256,264

34,700
226,520
261,220

In addition to the paid drill personnel strength, another 48,000 reservists,
paid for active duty training only, are supported by the fiscal year 1970 appropriation request.

The request for support of the Army ROTC program is $0.7 million less than
the revised fiscal year 1969 estimate. The fiscal year 1970 request supports an
opening enrollment of 150,400 cadets in the Senior Division ROTC program, of
u~ich 36,900 are advanced course students. The advanced camp of the Senior
Division enrollment is programed at 18,000. The Senior Division program is
expected to produce approximately 17,523 commissioned graduates at end fiscal
year 1970. Funds for the Junior Division ROTC program will support an enrollment
of 123,000 students in fiscal year 1970.
NATIONAL GUARD PERSONNEL, ARMY
The fiscal year 1970 appropriation request of $363.5 million in National
Guard Personnel, Army is $42.6 million more than the revised fiscal year 1969
estimate.
The National Guard personnel supported by this appropriation request are
members of 3,008 various units.
The number of National Guard personnel in paid drill status to be financed by
this appropriation is shown in the following tablet
NATIONAL GUARD PERSONNEL, ARMY - PAID DRILL TRAINING

Officers
Enlisted
Total

End Year
FY 1968

Average
FY 1969

End Year
FY 1969

Average
FY 1970

End Year
FY 1970

31,938
357,244
389,182

32,357
355,960
388,317

32,200
355j400
387,600

32,817
362,474
395,291

33,000
371,032
404,032

'
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BUDGET PROGRAM 2600, ARMY RESERVE AND ROTC
(OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE , ARMY)
The fiscal year 1970 budget program request of $130.7 million in Budget
Program 2600 of the Operation and Maintenance, Army appropriation ts $24.9 mil.
lion more than the $105,8 million required in revised fiscal year 1969, Of the
fiscal year 1970 estimate, $112.5 million is for the Army Reserve program and
$18.2 million for the ROTC program.
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE,

ARMY NATIONAL GUARD

The fiscal year 1970 appropriation request of $306 million in Operation and
Maintenance, Army National Guard ts $29.8 million above the revised fiscal year
1969 level of $276.2 million. In accordance with the National Guard Technician
Act of 1968, the 24,614 Army National Guard Technicians supported by our fiscal
year 1970 program receive the personnel benefits related to their conversion to
federal employee status. Of this technician force, 4,771 are located on-site at
air defense facilities.
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, ARMY
The fiscal year 1970 budget request of $7 billion 504 million in New Oblil
gational Authority for Operation and Maintenance, Army is a decrease of approxi.
mately $482 million from the revised fiscal year 1969 level of $7 billion 986 mil
lion.
Primarily, this not decrease is due to a reduction in Southeast Asia support!
and reflects the completion of the U.S. forces buildup in Vietnam. Based upon
assumptions involving the forecasted levels of combat intensity, projected consumption requirements have been reduced. Additionally, a drawdown of useable
supplies currently in Southeast Asia is forecasted to materialize in order to
reduce our overall Southeast Asia support requirements. No flexibility exists,
however, to provide support for increased requirements which may occur as the
result of a higher intensity of combat activity than was assumed in the budget
projections.
The support of the accelerated buildup and modernization of the RVNAF forces
represents an increase of approximately $49 million from our revised fiscal year
1969 level.
In non-Southeast Asia activities supported by this appropriation, an increase
of approximately $43 million is requested to provide for additional requirements
which include the education of dependents overseas, medicare program and the cost
of maintaining the NATO international military headquarters.
PROCUREMENT OF MISSILES AND EQUIPMENT, ARMY
The fiscal year 1970 Procurement of Missiles and Equipment, Army program of
$5 billion 559 million, including a request for New Obligational Authority of $5
billion 69 million, is a net decrease of $1 billion 226 million from the revised
fiscal year 1969 program of $6 billion 785 million
Based upon the assumed level of combat activity projected for fiscal year
1970, consumption and attrition requirements were significantly reduced. The
principal decrease involves an approximate $1.2 billion reduction in Southeast
Asia ground ammunition consumption,
Aircraft procurement within the fiscal year 1970 program calls for 1,014 ait
craft, a reduction of 479 aircraft from the revised fiscal year 1969 program of
1,493 aircraft,
SAFEGUARD requirements funded by this appropriation for fiscal year 1970
increase approximately $30 million from the revised fiscal year 1969 level.
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT,

TEST AND EVALUATION,

ARMY

The fiscal year 1970 Research, Development, Test and Evaluation, Army budget
plan provides for funds in the amount of $1 billion 849 million, as compared to
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therevised fiscal year 1969 program of $1 billion 628 million. This budget request is based upon requirements involving approximately 600 separately identifiable projects grouped into general categories of researcN aircraft, missiles,
ordnance and others.
Tho net increase of $221 million in the fiscal year 1970 RDTEA program
includes an increase of approximately $90 million over the revised fiscal year
1969 levol for the SAFEGUARD program. National programs, to include SAFEGUARD,
satellite communications and missile range support, comprise approximately 42 per
cent of the Army research and development budget.
This appropriation request is based upon the operational requirements of the
Arnmy
and it does provide funds to support our highest priority projects. It is an
austere budget which contains the minimum increase necessary to enable the Army to
regain the research and development momentum essential to ensure accomplishment of
directed national programs and projects applicable to solutions of known or anticipated military requirements.
CONSTRUCTION
Although this Committee does not hear Military Construction appropriation requests, I mentioned earlier in my statement that these requirements would be
covered briefly, in order to provide the complete picture of the Army's fiscal
yeAr 1970 budget request.
The net amount of construction program contained in the fiscal year 1970
budget is $521.4 million, a net decrease of $50.7 million from the revised fiscal
year 1969 level of $572.1 million. Reduced SAFE(UARD construction requirements,
amounting to a decrease between fiscal years 1969 and 1970 of approximately $86
million, is the principal item in the construction program.
MILITARY CONSTRUCTION, ARMY
The fiscal year 1970 Military Construction, Army program of $496.4 million,
including a request for $395.6 million in New Obligational Authority, is a net
decrease of $57.3 million from the revised fiscal year 1969 program of $553.7 million. However, the facilities other than SAFEGUARD, the fiscal year 1970 estimate
is actually an increase of approximately $29 million from the fiscal year 1969
budget.
MILITARY CONSTRUCTION, RESERVE COMPONENTS
The remainder of the fiscal year 1970 construction program includes a
request for both direct program and New Obligational Authority of $25 million
for the Reserve Components appropriations. Of this amount, $15 million is
required for construction involving the Army National Guard; the remainder
represents Army Reserve projects.
The overall increase of $6.6 million in the Reserve Components construction
program, as compared to the revised fiscal year 1969 program level, is attributable primarily to an increase of approximately $5 million in armory construction
projects for the Army National Guard.
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ARMY FINANCIAL PLAN
The Army Financial Plan, to include a summary of outlays by appropriation, t,
shown on the following table:
ARMY FINANCIAL PLAN
(SInmillions of Dollars)
1970

1969

OutIast

TOA

NOA

Outlays

TOA

NOA

HPA
RPA
NGPA
OHA
OHARNG
PEHA
RDTEA
Subtotal

8,375.0
287.2
320.9
7,986.0
276.2
6,784.9
1,627.6
25,657.8

8,375.0
287.2
320.9
7,986.0
276.2
5,671.5
1,560.1
24,477.0

8,460.7
270.8
315.9
8,029.9
269.7
6,116.7
1,520.8
24,984.5

8,551.7
311.0
363.5
7,504.5
306.0
5,559.1
1,849.5
24,445.3

8,551.7
311.0
363.5
7,504.5
306.0
5,069.1
1,849.5
23,955.3

MCA
MCAR
MCARNG
Subtotal

553.7
8.9
9.5
572.1

548.1
3.0
2.7
553.8

450.3
1.5
8.4
460.2

496.4
10.0
15.0
521.4

395.6
10.0
15.0
420.6

TOTAL

26,229.9

25,030.8

25,444.7

24,966.7

24,375.9

APPROPRIATION

Revolving
& Management Funds

422:
Q,
8.,
437.
24,915.,

-238.

-410.2

24,677.:

25,034.5

TOTAL

8,47.t
288,
342.
7,525,:
300.:
5,861,0
1,68).!
24,478.:

ARMY FINANCIAL PLAN
The Army direct budget plan--total program less reimbursables--for FY 1970
will be financed as shown in this table:
TOA FINANCING

(In Millions of Dollars)

Entire
Budget

Less
Constructi0"

New Obligational Authority
Prior Year Funds, UnprogramLd
Anticipated Recoupments from Prior Years
Anticipated Transfer from Defense Stock Fund
Reimbursable Orders Not Requiring Replacement

24,375,.9
174.8
266.0
50.0
100.0

23,955.3
90.0
250.0
50,0
100.0

24,966.7

24,445.3

Total Obligational Authority
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CONCLUSION

In sumsaryj the fiscal year 1970 Armay Budget will support our essential needs
in Southeast Asia, provided the assumptions involving combat consumption and
attrition, plus the planned utilization of certain long supplies, materialize. No
flexibility exists, however, for supporting an increase in the tempo of combat
operations in Vietnam beyond that contemplated by the budget projectiQns. Should
the level of combat accelerate beyond that projected by this budget request, a
fiscal year 1970 Southeast Asia Supplemental appropriation would be required for
such incremental support.
Additionally, Army plans are currently being developed which will provide for
theadequate redistribution of materiel resources in Southeast Asia between certain
United States Army forces withdrawing from Vietnam, following an acceptable conclusion to the conflict, and the modernization requirements of the Republic of
Vietnam Armed Forces.
The support provided to the remainder of Army forces by the fiscal year 1970
Budget request is at the minimum essential level. This budget, however, does
provide the necessary funds to support approved program levels.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
WITNESSES
HON. JOHN H, CHAFEE, SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

ADM. THOMAS H. MOORER, U.S. NAVY, CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERA.
TIONS
GEN. LEONARD F. CHAPMAN,
JR., U.S. MARINE CORPS, COMMAN.
DANT, MARINE CORPS
REAR ADM. W. D. GADDIS, U.S. NAVY, DIRECTOR OF BUDGET AND
REPORTS, OFFICE OF THE NAVY COMPTROLLER
BRIG. GEN. E. H. SIMMONS, U.S. MARINE CORPS, DEPUTY FISCAL
DIRECTOR, MARINE CORPS
INTRODUCTION

Mr. MA IoN. The subcommittee will be in order.
Mr. Secretary, we are pleased to have you here for your first ap-

pearance before this subcommittee of the kppropriat ions Committee.

We wish you every success in the work which you are undertaking as
Secretary of the Navy. We realize that the Defense I)epartment is a
very complex organization, which has an image which is not )articularly acceptable to a lot of people these days. Most of us, I think,
continue to have confidence in the military and civilian leaders of our
country in matters involving the issues of war and peace.
1IOOI\APIIICAI, SKETCII OF TIlE SE(IFTARY

I would like you to place in the record a 1)iographical sketch, which
is customarily (lone by witnesses upon their first al))earance.
(The sketch follows:)
HOI. JOHN H. CHAFEE, SECRETARY OF TilE NAVY

John Hubbard Chafee was born in Providence, R.I., on October 22, 1922, and is
a graduate of Deerfield Academy, Deerfield, Mass. Following graduation from
Yale University In 1947, he entered Harvard Law School and was graduated tIi
1950 in the top quarter of his class.
His education was interrupted by his enlistment at the age of 19 in the U.S.
.Marine Corps as a private In February 1942. The following August he was iII
combat with the original invasion forces on Guadalcanal. Ordered to the United
States in November 1943, he entered Officer Candidate School and was commissioned a second lieutenant, U.S. Marine Corps Reserve, in June of 1944.
Lieutenant Chafee departed for Guam In January 1945, and served with the
6th Marine Division In the battle for Okinawa in April 1945, Four months later
lie was ordered to Tsing Tao, China, where he served until his release from active duty in December 1945.
With the outbreak of the Korean war, lie was recalled to active duty in March
1951, as a captain and served as a rifle company commander with the 1st Marine
Division in Korea. Following his tour of duty in Korea, he served in the Marine
Corps legal office at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, until his release from active duty
in June 1953. His active service .vith the ,Marine Corps totals nearly 0 years
during two wars.
After returning to Rhode Island, he commenced the practice of law in Providence and also became active in both civic and political affairs. In 1956 he was
elected to the Rhode Island General Assembly as a member of the House of
Representatives from the third district and, following reelection in 1958 and
1960, lie became the Republican candidate for Governor of Rhode Island in
1902. He was elected to that office, and served three terms as Governor, being
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reflected In both 100I find 1060. lie wvas appointed by president Nixon to be
Secretary of.the Navy and took office as Secretary on January 31, 1069.
li. has recelved-Jionorary degree from Brown University, Providence College,
a.dl the University of Rhode Island. lie is on the Committee to Visit the John
Fitzgerald Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University.
Mr. Chafee Is married to the former Virginia Coateo of Ilayvlie, N.Y. They
have five children: Zechariah, Lincoln, John, Georgia, and Quentin. The Clhafee
family currently resides in Wa rwick, 1U.

Mr. MAIKoN. We have had many months of hearings. We are not
iee this morning to rehash the Navy's budget or to explore issues
whivith have been fully and amply explored in previous hearings this
ve-ir. This is the 10th month of the year and Congress met in January,
dhe first month of the year. We ieed to be moving toward the (imne
of Defense will know wha.t funds it will have
Department
when
the for
3vilable
the fiscal year 1970, which is slil)l)ing away rapidly,
I think all of you uutlrstand that we do not have an authorization
bill for many of the major items having requested and therefore canniot bring the Defense appropriations hill before the House.
Admiral Moorer, we aire pleased to have you before us again. We
look forward to hearing your testimony and the testimony of others on
!I itlubjects whieh will he before us today.
Do you have any prelimimiry statement von would like to make, Mr.
s.(re ary ? If so, we would be'p)leased to hear from you.
. No, sir. We havethe prepared statement. We will
Secretary Cmm
itt!eed in any manner you see fit.
PREPARED STATEMENTS

I believe it,would be best for us to proceed without
Mr. MINI.
oV"ur reading the statements. They have been available to us now and
we have had the o)portunity to read them in detail or scan them,
depending upon the availal)ility of time. Your formal statements
will he inserted in the record at the appropriate place.
(The statements follow :)
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STATI724T OF THI SECRETARY OF THV, NAVY
Mr. Chairman, Gentlemen:
I appreciate
on the posture of
Moorer, the Chief
Commandant of the

and welcome this opportunity to report to your committee
the Department of the Navy. With me are Admiral T.H.
of Naval Operations, and General L.F. Chapman, Jr., the
Marine Corps.

I propose to review, in broad terms, the more significant Navy and
Marine Corps programs. I will specifically address FY 70 budgetary implications and their effect on our present and future posture. Admiral Moorer
and General Chapman will address operational aspects of our Navy and Marine
Corps team.
I was privileged to visit Southeast Asia in May. During these firsthand observations of operations in South Vietnam and of Seventh Fleet units,
I was greatly impressed with the dedication, professional skill, and
enthusiasm of our land, sea, and air forces. Our Navy continues to honor
our commitment to the peoples of Southeast Asia with 80,000 personnel in
afloat and other units in support of operations in South Vietnam as well as
the 107,000 Navy and Marine Corps personnel who are ashore in South Vietnam.
Elsewhere, our Navy is charged with maintaining the freedom of the seas while
providing rapidly deployable forces to deter aggression.
The Secretary of Defense will appear before you shortly. He will address
many of the political, economic, and military considerations affecting the
United States. We are guided by these factors in developing programs to
provide deterrence or to counter the formidable threat to our continued free
use of the seas. Appreciation of the implications of the Soviet Union's
dynamic maritime expansion is fundamental to an understanding of this threat.
The Soviets are alert to the political and psychological potential of
seapower and employ it as a tool to increase their world-wide influence.
In terms of merchant and fishing fleets, Soviet ship construction and
acquisition continue to outstrip our efforts by sizeable margins. The
Soviet flag is seen increasingly on the high seas and in harbors throughout
the world. New guided missile cruisers, frigates) helicopter carriers,
amphibious ships, escorts, and patrol craft continue to join the Red Navy.
The complementing and modernized auxiliary fleet has enhanced Soviet capability to project sustained naval power further than ever before.
Of even greater importance, the Soviets are modernizing their submarine
force, the world's largest. Following a period of large-scale shipyard
expansion, new classes of ballistic missile submarinesand nuclear attack
boats are becoming operational. More of these new types have been launched
than foreseen a year ago.
As to Soviet projection of naval power, the prompt use of its expanding
naval capability is exemplified by the fact that Soviet warships were
calling at Persian Gulf ports within weeks after the British announcement
of their withdrawal from east of Suez by 1971. Deployments to the Indian
Ocean/Persian Gulf area have been varied widely in scope from a single
missile destroyer and tanker of the Pacific Fleet to surface combatants,
submarines, and auxiliaries from all four Soviet fleets. These cruises
include many "show the flag" visits on the littoral of the Indian Ocean/
Persian Gulf. In the past five years, Soviet out-of-home-area submarine
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deployments have increased. A large portion of this increase represents
the deployment of cruise-missile-firing submarines, probably developed
for employment against our fast carrier task forces. In the Mediterranean,
we have witnessed intense Soviet naval activity. Of particular interest
to our Sixth Fleet and NATO have been the operations of new ships such as
the helo carrier MOSKVA, the shadowing of Sixth Fleet units by Russianmade bombers as well as Soviet surface ships, and Soviet access to certain
Arab naval and air bases.
These naval excursions and the recent one to the Caribbean, coupled
with a growing emphasis on amphibious forces and training, indicate Soviet
appreciation of the importance of naval power. The capability to project
military power anywhere on the seas or the littoral areas of the world is
an important national security aspect of a nation's military posture.
Soviet recognition of this fact produces a situation for which we must be
prepared.
It is quite clear that the Soviet Navy presents a serious and growing
threat to our continued supremacy on the seas. Thus, a modern and balanced
naval force to counter the threat is essential for both our national security
and foreign policy objectives. I desire to review our present programs and
outline our plans for FY 70 to achieve the required capabilities in furtherance of these objectives.
STRATEGIC FORCES
In November 1960, the GEORGE WASHINGTON left port for the first POLARIS
operational patrol. Since then, the Navy's Fleet Ballistic Missile submarines have provided a significant contribution to our nation's strategic
deterrent force. This force is now at the programed strength of 41 FM
submarines, each capable of launching 16 POLARIS missiles.
Our SSBN force now spreads over the North Atlantic, the Mediterranean,
and the Pacific, providing continuous coverage of assigned targets. To
date, these submarines have completed over 700 successful patrols, with an
outstanding record of resl.onsiveness. We are justifiably proud of this and
it is a tribute to those who have produced and to those who have been
operating and maintaining these submarines and missiles.
We have been actively pursuing new developments which will maintain
our assured destruction capability. Of course, it takes time to bring
such new developments in the complex field of nuclear weaponry to fruition.
Therefore, we must continue our efforts to ensure that we anticipate Soviet
technological advances and avoid the loss of our deterrent effectiveness.
Such a new development is the Navy's POSEIDON missile, designed to
maintain the effectiveness of our sea-based strategic weapons. The
POSEIDON weapon system will be ready to continue the sea-based deterrent
strength that has been so important to our security in the sixties. The
POSEIDON missile is larger than the POLARIS missile. Its Multiple Independently-Targetable Reentry Vehicle (MIRV) capability permits delivery of
warheads to many separate targets. Our current program calls for deployment of POSEIDON missiles in 31 of 41 SSBNs. The ten oldest 831 will
retain the A-3 missile.
In FY 69, funding for two of six requested VOSEIDON conversions was
approved. Two others had been authorized in F 63. The action of Congress
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in slowing the rate of conversion from POLARIS to POSEIDON was intended
to reduce the commitment to the newer weapons system prior to the time
its successful development is assured. Eight of the flight tests in the
POSEIDON development program have satisfactorily attained test objectives.
To date the POSEIDON teat program is much more successful than that of the
POILARIS A-3, which failed six times before its first successful flight test.
1 believe the remaining missile flights and subsystem tests will demonstrate
convincingly that the POSEIDON weapon system is progressing through development at a pace that justifies our recommended conversion program. 7he FY 70
budget request includes funds for the conversion of six SSBNs to follow the
four already authorized and funded. The JAMES MADISON, first of the SSBNs
being converted, is scheduled to redeploy with its POSEIDON missiles in
early 1971.
In the strategic command and control area, we are continuing our
efforts to ensure survivable communication facilities to relay essential
messages to our sea-based forces under all postulated conditions of enemy
attack. Our present facilities are VLF transmitting sites which are strategically located and continuously available to relay messages, including
attack orders to our SSBNs at sea. Several projects are being prosecuted
to improve current operational systems as well as develop promising new
systems and techniques. The most promising are SANGUINE and TACAMO.
Construction of a SANGUINE test facility was completed this past August.
TACAMO is an operational airborne VIF system capable of relaying command
and control messages from operational commanders to submerged 8S.3Ns in the
event fixed shore-based transmitters are destroyed. In addition, we are
considering the concept of Ship Mobile VLF which would provide a more
survivable sea-based VLF transmission system.
If the Soviets were to attempt to counter our sea-based submarine
strategic systems, they might well mount an extensive ASW effort against
our SSINs. In preparation for such Soviet efforts, we are examining a
longer-range submarine launched missile system. This system is being
planned for introduction in the late seventies and is called the Undersea
Long Range Missile System (ULM$). The UILMS submarine would each be armed
with a large number of ballistic missiles. Increased at-sea availability
would be achieved through new techniques to reduce time required for upkeep
and overhaul.
PERSONNEL
The heaviest investment we have made and are making in the naval
service--and I am sure in the Armed Services--is our personnel. In a
way, this is most gratifying because I am learning at first hand in the
travels I have begun around to Navy and Marine Corps units and installations
that these personnel are doing a magnificent job. We have intelligent,
dedicated young people who are a couple of steps ahead of their World War II
and Korean War counterparts. The serious personnel shortages in the Atlantic
Fleet bottomed out last December, and they recovered numbers-wise by . July
1969. The experienced petty officers are doing an outstanding Job in
bringing the youngsters along. In Vietnam, our sailors and Marines are
upholding the finest traditions of courage, ingenuity, and spirit. Through
August of this year, 36,712 Marines and 13,052 sailors huve volunteered to
remain on for additional time in-country because they believe in what they
are doing.
Our readiness is keyed directly to personnel and the level of
experience maintained in our units. We are still having difficulty in
retaining the desired career force which is necessary to ensure that
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manpower quality will keep pace with the rapid growth in technology.
Lowretention rates of officers, primarily among our lieutenants with
four to six years' service, have created shortages of experienced middle
grade officers. In addition, Navy enlisted retention at the first
reenlistment point has declined over the past three years from 24 percent
to about 16 percent. Measures being taken to reverse these trends include
not only approved or requested material benefits, but also the close
attention to intangibles of career motivation, stressing personal leadership and energetic management from top commanders down through the lower
supervisory levels.
The large expenditure reductions necessitated by the revised FY 70
tudgct and the attendant ship inactivations and release of personnel will
have a further serious effect on personnel readiness. Of the men released
to achieve an end strength reduction of 72,000 by July 1970, 90 percent will
come directly from the fleets. Thus, we can expect personnel turbulence of
sizeable magnitude despite energetic measures we have instituted to alleviate
it. :.ot only will we experience an overall drop in experience level, but
also we are aware of the adverse effects such turbulence will have on the
career motivation of our people.
We are concerned about serious deficiencies in personnel support
facilities in general, and bachelor housing in particular. The program
submitted to Congress this year will continue the progress attained in
FY69. Even so, the remaining deficiency will still be significant, and
continuing substantial investments will be.required.
'crI APPROPRIATION DEFICIT
One of the significant features of our reconsideration of the FY 1970
budget involves the funding of deficiencies which have materialized in the
"Shipbutlding and Conversion, Navy" appropriation. I reported the rapid
growth in those deficiencies to the Secretary of the Defense during our
review of the budget in February.
In my appearance before the Senate and House Armed Services Committees
and the Senate Defense Appropriations Subccmmittee, I presented the situation
as it existed at that time. I announced my intent to devote personal
attention to this problem, towards eliminating the causes that might lead
to further increases, and to determine as accurately as possible the true
extent of existing deficits. It was and is my intent to keep the Congress
informed concerning this matter. Therefore, my report to this Committee
isbased on more recent analysis of the SCN appropriation deficit than
that which was given to the other Committees. It will be communicated to
them as soon as possible.
Subsequent to the Navy's submission for the FY 1970 budget, we began
receiving increasing numbers of claims under shipbuilding contracts awarded
under prior year programs. These are a result of cost increases and
escalations substantially in excess of those for which Navy had budgeted.
Inflationary pressures have combined with the normal burdens which the
shipbuilding industry bears with long-term contracts and slow material
turnover to subject the industry to a particularly severe economic squeeze.
Inaddition, Mr. Chairman, in the Navy's desire to incorporate in our ships
the most advanced weapons system resulting from our Research and Development
programs, the Navy has been optimistic in projecting deliveries of government furnished equipment. The attendant delays and associated engineering
changes have contributed to these cost overruns.
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At the time the budget was examined by the new administration, the
total deficit in the shipbuilding program computed on a cost-to-completion
basis for all ships approved and funded was estimated at $600 to $700
million. During the intervening months, we have continued to review and
refine our cost estimates. Our current evaluation is that the deficit has
grown and is now in the $800 to $850 million range. This increase is the
result of receipt of claims against earlier years' programs that are for
amounts greater than the Navy anticipated. They have not been evaluated
or negotiated. There is also, a potential problem that could be as much as
$350 million more. Further analysis could reduce this estimate.
To meet this currently estimated deficiency, certain ship cancellations
have already been effected in prior year programs. These total almost
$2 million and include primarily one destroyer escort, one submarine
tender, and one destroyer tender. Accordingly, we now have a deficiency
of $600 to $50 million remaining to be liquidated. This includes
restoration costs of US$ GUITARRO. Program reductions of $167 million
from the initial FY 70 budget were made. These reductions included
two guided missile frigate conversions, advance funding for the FY 71
minesweepers, a portion of the advance funding for the FY 71 frigate
conversion, and two P-3C ORION aircraft. These budget reductions provided
the source for that $167 million line item in the revised budget to further
reduce the deficit. Also, prior year approved programs in the amount of
$104 million, consisting primarily of a replenishment support ship of a
program value of $84 million, are being deferred for reprogramming as
required to meet requirements for FY 70.
This leaves an estimated uncovered $350 million deficit of which $100
million is the FY 69 recoupment objective which the Navy has not been able
to meet. We believe this amount can await consideration as part of later
budget review when more definitive information becomes available.
Cancellation of these ships does not come easily--and many of you
gentlemen are even more aware than I how hard you and the Navy fought for
these programs and how badly new ships are needed in the fleet. But we
must put this appropriation on a sound footing before we can proceed to
plan for the type of long-range shipbuilding program required to maintain
our sea-based superiority.
Admiral Moorer and I both recognize that this is a problem area which
requires more than merely meeting the current deficit. Our contracting
procedures, our management at all levels, our fiscal controls and liaison
with the building yards, both public and private, must be revised and
strengthened. For the more complex ships, we are substituting fixed price
incentive or other type contracts as appropriate in place of firm fixed
price type contracts. At the headquarters level, we have instituted a
project management procedure by ship type which will lodge cost and
change control in one responsible individual. We plan to increase
emphasis on performance specification, as well as to establish more
realistic programming of government-furnished equipment to reduce delay
and disruption costs. A task force, which was convened last fall to
examine pricing and cost control policies has pointed out additional ways
to strengthen our program; these are staffed and implemented as resources
permit.
Even with the corrective actions taken to resolve the current deficit,
it will take time before all the Navy's shipbuilding financial problems
are resolved. As we have probed more deeply into this problem our figures
in the various categories of claims, cost increase, and change orders have
become firmer. Our current deficiency of 600 to 650 million dollars
represents our best assessment of the known problem. The potential problem,
which might be as much as $350 million is not a determined amount at this
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time and it cannot be made so. There are many variables in this long
pulfiliment appropriation such as: escalation in labor and material
above the projected statement figures, claims from contractors, and
characteristic changes to meet technical advances, which fluctuate in
magnitude and firmness.
I assure you that we will continue to give this problem our closest
personal attention to ensure that all necessary actions are taken to
strengthen the management of the shipbuilding program and to control the
cost of Navy ships. The Congress will be kept advised of our progress and
true status of this situation.
PROCUREME

OF SHIPS/SN BUDGET

For ship construction and conversion, the budget we are requesting this
year totals $2.8 billion. This level of funding is substantially higher than
the $1.2 billion approved by Congress last year and also higher than the
approximately $2.0 billion average over the last ten years. This year's
program requests your approval to construct 16 ships and to modernize an
additional 17 as compared to our FY 69 program of six new ships and 16
modernized ones. I am convinced that the continued effectiveness of our
Navy will require in the future annual amounts in excess of $3.0 billion
for ship construction and conversion over the period of the next decade.
The $2.8 billion for this year is a major step toward that level.
There are a number of reasons for our increased SON requirement, the
majority of which are well-known to the members of this committee and to
others in the Congress. However, let me review a few of the more important
ones.
First, one of my principal concerns is the increasing age of the ships
in our active fleet. Currently 58 percent of our ships are over 20 years
old, the average age of all ships being 18 years. While chronological
age is not the only determinant of value, it nonetheless is a good general
indication of the worth of a ship to the fleet. Moreover, during the last
decade, there have been significant advances in the technology and in the
complexity of war at sea. The ships which you authorized during the last
few years incorporate this technology, and each new ship which enters the
fleet today has a significantly greater capability than its predecessor.
Such progress is essential to the continued effectiveness of our Navy
against a threat which is also typified by technological advances.
Secondly, our ships have become more costly, not only because of the
increasing complexity of warfare, but also because of the general increase
in cost of labor and materials. Por example, a 2100 ton destroyer built
during World War II cost $8.5 million. The postwar class of Forrest Sherman
destroyers built in the early 1950a cost, on the average, $26 million.
The average cost of the DD 963 class is expected to be considerably greater.
As we look to the future, we are not seeking new ships on a "one-forone" basis in all cases. For example, we have new designs such as the LHA,
approved by you last year, which combine the capabilities of four
amphibious ship types with significant advantages over the mix in both
operational flexibility and procurement cost. Other ships, such as the
DX and the DXGN, with greater endurance, improved weapons, and increased
availability, will allow some reduction in total destroyer force levels.
One other aspect of SON merits our attention--the shipbuilding
industry in this country. Although the industry has invested some $400
million in the last decade in new or improved facilities, there are plans
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to double this expenditure rate if a major shipbuilding program becomes
a reality. I would like to stress the next statement of which I'm sure,
Mr. Chairman, you are well aware. What is needed is that assurance of
continuity of program so that the necessary investments can be undertaken
with a reasonable expectation that they can be amortized over a continuing
building program
These increased investments will provide needed
modernization and promote greater efficiency that shouldlead to ship
construction costs lower than they would be otherwise,
In addition, with your approval and encouragement, we have started
on an extensive public-shipyard modernization program. These shipyards are
vital to fleet readiness, since they represent capabilities essential to
wartime requirements and peacetime repair and modernization of ships.
I urge your support of all aspects of this most important ship
construction and conversion program.
CVAN PROGRAM
Last June, the keel was laid for our second nuclear-powered attack
carrier, NIMITZ (CVAN-68).
She is scheduled to join the fleet in 1972
as the first of a new class of nuclear-powered attack carrier which will
employ a two-reactor propulsion plant with fuel for 13 years' operation
in the initial cores. This program, consisting of three ships, was
initiated in FY-67.
The three new ships of the NIMITZ class will replace the last of the
aging World War II ESSEX class ships still serving as attack carriers.
In order to acquire these carriers at least cost, all three ships are to
be of the same design and procured from a single shipbuilder. To continue
this building program, we are requesting authorization and the remaining
funds in FY 70 for the second ship. In 1977, when the last of these new
carriers has been delivered, the attack carrier force will consist of four
nuclear-powered carriers plus the eight FORRESTAL class and three MIDWAY
class.
DESTROYER FORCES
During the past year, we have continued to move forward with plans
for our new construction program to develop and produce a large new
family of destroyers and frigates. These consist of three new 30-knot
ship classes, standardized with each other to the maximum extent possible:
the DX (now designated DD 963 class), DXG, and DXGN. All have a strong
ASW capability, with the DX optimized for this mission. The DD 963 will
also have a gunfire support capability to fill the broad requirements of
the mission. Two industry teams remain in competitive Contract Definition
of the DD 963 based on their proposals submitted on 3 April for design,
development, and production. Last year, Congress approved DX procurement
for FY 70, providing $25 million to initiate the program. The total
number to be procured will depend upon the results of Contract Definition
and decisions in later years. Five DD 963s are included in the FY 70
budget, with long lead time funds for eight more.
As you will recall, last year it was decided to delay the Contract
Definition of the conventionally-powered DXG until the results of DX
Contract Definition were in hand so as to ensure maximum standardization
between the two ships. Accordingly, we plan to start development of the
DXG after the DD 963 contract award.
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In July 1968, a contract was awarded to Newport News Shipbuilding
Drydock Company for construction of DLGNs 36 and 37. The Ninetieth
Congress provided long lead funds for two nuclear frigates and indicated
that the Navy should review the decision to shift from the DLGN 36 class
to DXGNs in the FY 70 program. Three separate efforts were undertaken
in response to this guidance. First, a thorough examination and evaluation
of characteristics, performance requirements, and costs were made. Second,
production and schedule risks of major subsystems in the selected DMON
design were assessed. Finally, those studies which formed the analytical
base for determining the required numbers of missile systems and configurations of missile ships, particularly the Major Fleet Escort Study,
were reexamined. As a result of these efforts, the Navy is confident the
DXN represents the most advanced nuclear frigate design to meet the
fleet's requirements. This is a ship of great capability, with modern
fire control systems and two missile launchers.
3d

The budget reflects full funding for one DXGN. Only one ship is
included for full funding since it is possible to preserve the original
schedule for fleet delivery of all four DXGNs in the approved program by
contracting for nuclear components for two additional DXGNs in FY 70.
As you know, $52 million of advance procurement funds for the first two
DXGNs were made available in FY 69. Accordingly, we are requesting $196
million to complete the funding of the first DXGN in this year's budget
and $8 million for the advance funding requirements for nuclear components
for the third and fourth DXGNs and ordnance items for the second and third
DXGNs.
We are continuing the anti-air warfare modernization program for
our DLG 6 and 16 class guided missile frigates. The revised budget
includes modernization of one of these ships in FY 70, plus long lead
time funds for four ships to be modernized in FY 71. This program provides
for significant increases to the missile capability of these ships by
installation of the Navy Tactical Data System and associated weapon
direction equipment, improvements to the missile radars and fire control
computers, and the installation of an improved long-range air search radar.
Upon completion of this program, the 19 frigates in these classes will have
a standardized anti-air warfare configuration encompassing improvements in
range, reaction time, reliability, and availability.
AMHIBIOUS ASSAULT FORCES
A contract was awarded to Litton Industries on 1 May for procurement of the general purpose Amphibious Assault Ship (LiA).
For FY 69, Congress provided funds for one LHA and long lead time
funds for three more. For FY 70, we are requesting two LHAs and plan
to request additional LHAs in the FY 71-73 period. The first of these
ships, which will form the nucleus of our future fast amphibious assault
forces, is scheduled for delivery in FY 73.
FLEET ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
The primary Soviet offensive force at sea is its large modern
submarine force consisting of about 350 submarines, over one-sixth of
which are now nuclear-powered. This force can contest our control of the
seas by presenting a three-dimensional threat consisting of strategic
-allistic missile attacks, stand-off attacks against our naval forces
with cruise missiles, and attacks on allied lines of communication
with torpedoes and through mine laying.
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Recently, there have been significant developments which indicate
the emergence of even greater Soviet naval strength and operating
capability.
Our own attack submarine program has properly received much attention
over the past years. Although our approved force level is 105 submarines,
at the end of FY 69 our force totaled only 101 due to the lose of the
SCORPION, late delivery of the NARWAHL, and the inactivation of the TRITON
and other actions resulting from the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act.
We will regain the 105 force level figure by the end of FY 71, consisting
of increasing numbers of 5SNs as they replace our diesel submarines.
Originally there were three S 688 submarines in the FY 70 program along
with advance procurement funds for four more in FY 71. We now find that the
delivery schedule for the FY 70 buy will be delayed somewhat with two
5SN 688s fully funded along with advance procurement funds for five more
in FY 71. This new submarine class will emphasize high speed with minimal
self and radiated noise. It will have sensors superior to any in existence
today, and a highly capable weapon system. It is our intent to build the
best submarine that state-of-the-art technology permits. The SSN 688 has
space for growth in electronics and weapons while maintaining superiority
over the threat. In addition, fabrication has begun on the turbine electric
drive submarine (TEDS).
We are also working on a new advanced design submarine for the late 1970s which will have even greater performance.
ASW air forces are divided into two major systems--carrier based ASW
aircraft and long-range, land-based patrol aircraft. These two complementary
systems supply the elements of rapid response, broad ocean coverage,
flexibility, and force concentration.
The future of airborne ASW system
is bright, with P-3C production on schedule. The first fleet P-30 has been
accepted. Additional P-3C land-based ASW aircraft are being requested in
FY 70.
An engineering contract for the S-3A, formerly the VSX, a replacement
aircraft for the aging carrier-based 8-2, was awarded to Lockheed on
1 August. The S-3A and P-30 will use DIFAR, the WOFAR system now in
production. This is one of the key sensors in obtaining the effectiveness
we seek in all ASW aircraft. A DIFAR production contract was awarded in
April 1968, with fleet introduction of these buoys scheduled to begin late
this year.
In ASW weapon development, the torpedo MK 48 continues to receive
priority attention due to its critical importance to the overall capability
of our submarine force. The production configuration of the HK 48 is
essentially firm, and preproduction tests began last November. The torpedo
MX 46 is the primary ASW weapon for our surface ships and aircraft. The
additional procurements requested in FY 70 will bring us significantly
closer to our inventory objective.
We continue to find that our ASW-configured surface ships are indispensable all-weather systems for antisubmarine protection of vital forces
at sea. In spite of the expected wartime effectiveness of our other ASW
forces, requirements for destroyers will remain high.
FLEET ANTI-AIR WARFARE
In an effort to counter our surface forces, the Soviet Union is
developing the capabilities of the terminal-homing antiship missile which
may be launched from aircraft, surface units, surfaced submarines, or land
sites, at short or long ranges. Thus, fleet anti-air warfare embraces defense
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against missiles in flight as well as aircraft. The wide scope and
gravity of this threat have led to a requirement for the utmost responsiveness and coordination among defense systems and the centralized management
of all aspects of defense against the missile. Antiship misrt le defense
effort has been assigned a place of high priority alongside our ASW efforts.
The components of the fleet air defense that are available to counter
this threat are manned interceptors, area surface-to-air missiles, point
defense weapons (guns and short-range missiles), and electronic warfare
systems. The Navy's first line of defense against the cruise missile,
aside from our attack submarines which can interdict enemy submarines at
forward barriers, is naval aviation. Carrier-based airborne early warning
aircraft operate to detect and warn of impending attack by surface craft,
aircraft, or missiles. With adequate warning that enemy warships, patrol
boats, or surfaced submarines are in the vicinity, our aircraft could attack
and effectively counter them with air-to-surface weapons. A number of
weapons are available for this purpose, including bombs, rockets, and
WALLEYE.
Our ships must employ both electronic warfare and surface-to-air
missile systems to detect and destroy antiship missiles and launch vehicles
that may have eluded outer defenses. Recent improvements in electronic
warfare systems have been responsive to increases in sophistication of the
threat. We have found it necessary not only to develop sophisticated
electronic systems, but also to improve operational doctrine.
As evident from the above, our capability to defend against an antiship
missile attack continues to concern us, but we are moving forward with
programs directed toward significant long-term improvements.
PROCURMET OF AIRCRAFT
Our FY 70 fighter, attack, and helicopter procurement programs generally
continue the current policy of procuring the quantities of aircraft required
to replace losses from combat action and operational accidents. This year
we are requesting funds to procure replacement aircraft, to incorporate
necessary improvements in operating aircraft, and to provide for sufficient
spare parts to support properly the existing inventory. The specific
procurement program for each aircraft model will be discussed later.
Turning to the aircraft rework program, the number of Navy aircraft
tied up in this "pipeline" has been a matter of concern. In the FY 65-69
period, the Navy aircraft overhaul workload has increased significantly
due to aircraft modification -equirements and the increased complexity of
damage repair and overhaul for modern aircraft.
Existing aircraft rework plants were predominantly constructed and
expanded during World War II, with some structures dating back prior to
1920.
The facilities were insufficient to meet 1965 workloads and are
not adequate now.
In addition, we have not procured sufficient quantities
of modern equipment to replace worn-out equipment or to outfit new facilities,
all of 4dtch would substantially reduce aircraft rework and cost.
In FY 70
we are requesting $2.3 million in the Military Construction appropriation
for modernization of these facilities and 417.2 million in the Other
Procurement, Navy appropriation for industrial plant equipment. A longrange modernization and expansion program of rework facilities is in the
last stages of development.
We expect this modernization program to
result in cost savings that will amortize our investments in a relatively
few years.
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F-14 PROGRAM
As a result of the cancellation of the F-lB,
we are proceeding
1
with development of the F- 4A aircraft.
For FY 69, Congress appropriated
$130 million to finance engineering development.
Responding to a Request
for Proposal, five contractors submitted designs and firm prices in
October 1968.
In December 1968, the competitors were reduced to two.
On 3 February, Grumman Aircraft was awarded the engineering development
contract.
The F-14A will be a tandem-seat, variable-sweep fighter.
It will
provide fleet air defense with its planned PHOENIX missile system and is
expected to be superior to Soviet fighters.
This missile control system
will also permit the F-14A to employ SPARROW and SIDEWINDER missiles, guns,
and numerous air-to-ground weapons.
Our request thiq year for $175 million
in R&D and $275 million in PAMN is based on a schedule for initial operational
introduction in mid-1970s. The missile systems interface into the F-14A
continues as planned. Test firings during the past three years have resulted
in an impressive number of successes for this most promising missile.
We are planning follow-on versions of +he F-14 which will incorporate
advanced technology engines and more capable and lighter avionics.
When
the new lighter-weight, higher thrust engines become available, they will
be installed in the same aircraft which will then be designated the F-14B.
At a later date, the new avionics suit will be incorporated and the aircraft
will be designated the F-14C.
The advanced technology engines, currently under joint Air Force/Navy
development, will reduce the F-14 takeoff gross weight and increase its
thrust. These engines, coupled with the lighter-weight advanced avionics,
will give the F-14C an even greater fighter-versus-fighter capability.
To proceed with this important new engine program with the Air Force
in an expeditious and efficient manner, $50 million in R&D is requested.
NAVY TACTICAL AIR FORCES
We are requesting authority to procure F-4J Phantom aircraft in FY 70.
The F-4J, equipped with the AWG-1O fire control system and an improved
version of the J-79 engine, is the latest Navy version of the F-4 and was
first procured in FY 65.
Its avionics include significant improvements
in capabilities and reliability. The improved J-79 engine provides additional
thrust, better specific fuel consumption, and increased reliability.
The HARRIER, a single-piloted, transonic, close support aircraft
manufactured by Hawker-Siddley, Ltd. of Great Britain, has been in development for the past ten years.
In January of this year, a team of three pilots
from the Naval Air Test Center at Patuxent River conducted the final Navy
Preliminary Evaluation of the HARRIER.
The evaluation consisted of 23

flights and a total of 20 flight hours and on the whole was highly
successful. It is a fully developed and operationally suitable aircraft
and represents a low risk procurement program.
Because of the wide range
of tactical applications for this V/STOL aircraft, the President's budget
has been modified to procure HARRIER aircraft in place of F-iJs for the
Marine Corps. The procurement of F-4Js has therefore been reduced.
The budget includes funds for procurement of A-1M aircraft for the
Marine Corps. This is the latest version of this proven aircraft and
includes a more powerful engine and other improvements which will increase
the combat capability of our Marint light attack squadrons.
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The A-6A continues to be the mainstay of our night and inclement.,.ather attack capability in Southeast Asia. New systems are programmed
to increase its versatility and search-and-kill capability. In addition,
w,'eare procuring a modified version, the KA-6, as the follow-on tanker
to replace the aging K-3s.
The A-7 Corsair II has compiled an impressive combat record over the
past year and is rapidly becoming the workhorse of our carrier striking
force. The follow on A-7E version made its first flight last November, and
fleet deliveries are beginning now. The FY 70 budget contains funds for
continued procurement of the A-7E to replace our older A-4 Skyhawks.
The RA-5C Vigilante multisensor tactical reconnaissance aircraft, in
conjunction with its associated shipboard Integrated Operational Intelligence
Center, has continued its outstanding performance in Vietnam. We are
requesting your approval for further procurement of RA-SC in FY 70.
Over the past year, we have continued development of the EA-6B, an
advanced tactical electronic warfare version of the A-6A. This program
began in FY 65. Flight tests of prototype aircraft were successfully
completed in April. Authority to procure these aircraft is requested in
this year's budget. This will permit introduction of the EA-6B into the
operating forces beginning in the early 1970s and wil provide us with a
fully tested, carrier-based, tactical electronic warfare system. The
deferral of some EA-6Bs originally in the budget can be accomplished without causing a production scheduling or plant-loading problem.
MARINE CORPS AIR/GROUND TEAMS
The major effort of the Marine Corps continues to be devoted to
Vietnam with about 70,000 Marines, or one-fourth of their total personnel,
serving in-country. As you know, the performance of the Third Marine
Amphibious Force in the I Corps has been achieved without mobilization of
the Fourth Marine Expeditionary Force which remains intact as part of the
Organized Reserve. The Second Marine Division/Wing Team on the east coast
continues to meet deployments to Guantanamo Bay, the Caribbean, and the
Mediterranean.
In 1966, the Fifth Marine Division was activated on the
west coast and one-third of that Division was deployed to Vietnam and
remains in-country today. An additional one-third of the Division was
deployed to Vietnam as an emergency force following the TET offensive
of 1968 and last September returned to Hawaii and the west coast. For the
past year, the deployed strength of the Fleet Marine Air Wings, in numbers
of squadrons and aircraft, has been approximately one-half of the total
strength of Marine Aviation.
The splendid combat performance of the Marine Corps air/ground team
in Vietnam and the ability of the remaining air/ground teams to meet other
requirements are eloquent tribute to their officers and men.
Early this year sufficient 175mn guns were introduced into Vietnam
to replace the 155am gun batteries in III MAF. These batteries have made
the conversion and are operational. All remaining Marine Corps 155mm guns
are to be replaced with the 175mm gun by mid-1971.
The Marine Corps is now employing the AH-lG armed helicopter in
Vietnam to provide improved suppressive fire support for Marine Forces.
The aircraft is basically the standard single-engine Army version of the
Cobra. It will release UH-lE helicopters, now performing the armed
helicopter task, for other vital combat support missions. The AH-lG is
an interim aircraft for the Marine Corps and offsets UH-lE attrition until
delivery of the improved twin-engine AH-lN Cobra.
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The LVTPX-12, a new family of assault amphibian vehicles under
development since 1964, is programmed to replace the current LVTP5-Al
which will have been in use over 15 years. Our program for procurement
of these vehicles begins in FY 70.
The Marine Corps plans to initiate a four-year procurement of
improved HAWK air defense guided missile systems commencing in FY 70
to replace the current basic HAWK system. The first Marine light antiaircraft missile battalion equipped with the improved HAWK system will
be operational in the early 1970s.
MOBILITY FORCES
Rapid deployment of combat forces to counter an enemy threat can deter
aggression, or failing that, may result in a smaller force commitment a
shorter war, and fewer casualties. The Fast Deployment Logistic (FDLS
ship provides the required capability of specialized military sealift
for rapidly deploying and reinforcing our combatant ground forces.
We are requesting three FDLs in FY 70 at a cost of $187 million.
About 97 percent of the cargoes for Vietnam continues to be delivered
by ships. As of 1 September, the MSTS-controlled fleet consisted of a
government-owned nucleus fleet of 153 vessels, 76 general-agency-agreement
ships from the National Defense Reserve Fleet, and 215 vessels under charter
from the U.S. commercial fleet. To maintain an appropriate balance of
maritime resources for meeting national security requirements, we need to
modernize the MSTS-controlled fleet composed of government-owned ships and
ships under long-term charter from industry. In this connection, in FY 70
we plan to procure from industry, on a build-and-charter basis, ten multipurpose cargo ships in an overall program of 30 ships for the MSTScontrolled fleet. New concepts are being developed for multipurpose cargo
ships for meeting contingency requirements.
To meet wartime requirements, the Department of Defense and the Navy
historically have looked to the U.S. Merchant Marine and the National
Defense Reserve Fleet. The condition of bobh, however, continues to
decline.
Basically, the problem is one of obsolescence of existing ships and
of growing specialization, represented increasingly by the container
concept in conversions as well as in new ships. In 1968, 108 ships
reached an age of 25 years. The Maritime Administration advises that,
in five more years, the U.S. Merchant Fleet will have only 357 ships under
25 years of age. Of even greater concern is the fact that the current
replacement rate in the U.S. Merchant Fleet is only about 12 cargo ships
annually. There are also other requirements on the Merchant Marine as a
whole which pertain to other Departments. Our current requirement is for
a 460-notional-merchant-ship fleet augmentation to meet peak contingency
needs.
The Reserve Fleet, which in the mid-1950s numbered about 3000 merchant
ships, will consist of only 196 ships in 1971 and about 170 by 1975. By
1975, most of the ships in the unsubsidized liner fleet will be retired,
with no current replacement program. The same holds true for the tramp
fleet. Although 172 Reserve Fleet ships were activated for Vietnam
support, dependence on these ships in the next decade is questionable;
some have already been scrapped. Therefore, a program for meeting
defense requirements must be developed. Otherwise, I cannot look ahead
with any confidence that the required lift capability will be available.
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NAVAL AND MARINE CORPS RESEWE FORCES
In October 1968, pursuant to Public Law 90-168, the Secretary of the
Navy made his first report to the Congress on the extent to which the
Ready Reserves of the Navy and Marine Corps have satisfied their training
and mobilization readiness requirements. This report discussed in detail
the structure, organization, training, personnel, equipment, and facilities
of both the Naval and Marine Corps Reserves. At this time, I will speak
only to those aspects which are of current interest or which reflect recent
changes in component readiness.
Last September, authority was received from the Congress to increase
the size of the Navy's Selected Reserve by 3000 drill-pay spaces to a
total strength of 129,00. Action is being taken to achieve this new
goal.
We all have cause to be pleased at the response last year when six
Naval Air Reserve squadrons and the two Reserve Mobile Construction
Battalions were recalled to active duty. As you know, the Naval Air
Reserve squadrons were released to inactive duty in October. The Reserve
Mobile Construction Battalions, deployed to Vietnam since October 1968,
returned to the United States in March and April, with release of personnel
from active duty within 30 days of return.
The Naval Reserve has benefitted from the effect of reduction of
active fleet ships in FY 69. These ships, 12 destroyer types and nine
minesweepers, have entered the NRT group with more modern equipment than
those ships they replaced in the NRT.
Similarly, the Naval Air Reserve has increased in ASW capability
through the transfer of 106 aircraft of various types from the active
forces into the Naval Air Reserve inventory. These ASW aircraft will
contribute to increased readiness of both augmentation personnel and
combat units. The attack and fighter aircraft, however, are old and
limited in their capability to perform current combat missions.
In view of constantly changing parameters, and in order to ensure that
the Naval Reserve is properly structured in all respects, a major review
of the Naval Reserve Forces has been undertaken. This review will identify
tasks in support of Navy missions which could be supported by recall of
Reserve units or individual Reservists and develop methodology to determine
active force/reserve force mix. In addition, it will examine mobilization
concepts and procedures, current organization, manpower, enlistment
prcgrams, and training program structure.
The Organized Marine Corps Reserve provides a true combat reserve
for the Marine Corps in the form of the Fourth Marine Expeditionary Force.
Although not activated for the Southeast Asia conflict, the Fourth MEW
is prepared for immediate mobilization. It can be deployed anywhere and
anytime subsequent to M-plus-60 days. Personnel, training, and equipment
readiness are at the highest peak in history, and we have great confidence
in the ability of the Marine Corps Reserve to respond to any national
emnergency.
Despite the readiness of this reserve air/ground team, however, we
are concerned about its aircraft inventory. The Marines, like the Naval
Air Reserve, do not have all types of required aircraft and many of their
assigned aircraft are obsolescent. When costs associated with support of
Southeast Asia operations are reduced, these needs are more likely to be
met.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
By means of our Research and Development Program, we maintain the
technological superiority which will enable our force to meet the
challenges encountered both in the immediate future as well as over the
long term. The technological problems facing our Navy are dynamic. As
old needs are satisfied, new ones arise to offer us a continuing challenge-a challenge which our R&D program is designed to meet. The Assistant
Secretary of the Navy for R&D has previously presented a detailed review
of the Navy R&D programs,
OCEANOGRAPHY
Oceanography remains a subject of major Navy as well as national
interest. We emphasize support of the operating forces, and our program
continues to represent well over half of the total government oceanographic
effort. We are carefully watching developments stemming from recommendations
of the Marine Science Comission and Marine Resources Council to ensure the
maintenance of an effective, mutually beneficial bridge between our efforts
and those of other federal, state, and local agencies and the private
sector.
PROJECT 703
In the past two months, reductions in personnel and inactivation of
aircraft squadrons and over 100 ships have been announced. Although Fleet
readiness will be affected, this will be offset to a degree by a modernized
Fleet as new construction ships are delivered and modernized ships rejoin
the Fleet after conversion. Modernization of our aircraft inventories is
represented principally by our reqlest for funds for the F-lIA fighter;
the S-3A, a replacement for the aging ASW carrier-based 8-2 aircraft; and,
for the Marine Corps, the HARRIER V/STOL close support aircraft. The
highest priority is being placed on new modern design weapons systems,
both ships and aircraft, and a balanced research and development program
to support them.
The impact of personnel reductions was addressed earlier in the statement.
This completes my review of the Navy plans and programs for FY 70.
Now I will briefly summarize our request for funds to supporL these plans
and programs. This summary reflects the President's budget submitted to
the Congress on 15 April and results in an overall reduction in the total
obligation authority of $527 million from the budget of the previous
administration.
APPROPRIATION SUMMARY
Submitted for your review and approval !.sthe Navy/Marine budget of
$23,881 million in total obligation authority (TOA), including $23,211 million
new obligation authority (NOA).
This compares to the $22,298 million TOA
and $21,018 Million NOA appropriated or proposed for FY 69. By appropriation
account, our request will support the following major items:
$6086 million for Military Pay Navy and Marine Corps--to support
an average active duty personnel strength of 765,791 Navy and 316,771
Marine Corps.
$186 million for Reserve Pay Navy and Marine Corps--to support
an average reserve strength of 129,000 Navy and 49,489 Marine Corps.
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$2499 million for Procurement of Aircraft--to procure 440
aircraft consisting of 327 combat, 104 trainer, eight airlift, and one
special purpose aircraft, along with aircraft modifications and spare
parts support.
$851 million for Procurement of Missiles--to procure 3,561
nrssiles, along with missile modifications and spare parts support.
$5781 million for Operations and Maintenance, Navy and Marine
Corps--to support an active fleet of 877 ships and a reserve training
fleet of 79 ships, 7117 Navy and Marine Corps aircraft, and four active
Marine Corps divisions. Of this total, $457 million will be for the
Yarine Corps.
$2782 million for Shipbuilding and Conversion, Navy--to construct
16 ships and convert 17 ships.
$2356 million for Other Procurement, Navy--to procure other items,
largely ammunition, weapons, and support equipment.
$7114 million for Procurement, Marine Corps--to procure other items,
!-rgely ammntion, communication, and electronic equipment.
$22ll million for RDT&E--to support development of new weapons
systems and necessary research.
$414 million for Military Construction--to provide for
construction of facilities ashore in support of the operating forces
and reserve activities.
CONCLUSION
Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, we appreciate the counsel we have
received from your Committee in the past and solicit your continued advice
szd support. In the interest of conserving your time, I have not addressed
all of the Navy/Marine Corps programs in my prepared statement. Subject
to -,our concurrence, I suggest that Admiral Moorer, and then General
Chapman, present their statements.
The three of us will then attempt to
respond to whatever questions you or members of your committee may wish to
direct to us.

"36-705 0-69--Mt. 7-14
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STATOMT OP TH, CHIEF OF NAVAL OPerATIONS
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. I am honored and
pleased to appear before you in support of the Navy's FY 1970
budget. Although this is my second annual presentation to you,
it is the first after a full year in which I have been privileged
to serve as the Chief of Naval Operations.
My statement reports to you the posture of the Navy within
the framework of increasing Soviet maritime and naval activities;
our operations in Southeast Asia; our significant accomplishments
this past year; and our key areas of concern.
NAVAL AND MARITIME ASPECTS OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
The Soviet Maritime Threat
Today we are confronted by a formidable and expanding threat
to our supremacy at sea - not only on the high seas but also in
our own back yard. We cannot afford to ignore the implications
of this threat for the years ahead. Nevertheless, I am personally
disturbed at the number of influential citizens who seemingly do
not appreciate the implications of this Soviet move to sea with
It becomes a matter of special
modern ships and modern equipment.
concern in the light of our traditional maritime orientation and,
in fact, of our dependence on the freedom of the high seas.
The naval forces of the Soviet Union are today second in size
only to those of the United States and include the world's largest
submarine force. Of particular interest and concern is the
consistent qualitative improvement in both submarines and surface
ships.
Since January 1968, the Soviets have introduced new classes
of submarines, one of which is remarkably similar to our ETHAN ALL

class ballistic missile submarine. Some of these classes are
nuclear powered. While the current Soviet submarine construction
rate is impressive, it represents only some of their capacity for

building nuclear submarines. This present construction rate, however, is still greater than our own full capacity. The continuing
Soviet programs indicate their intent to maintain numerical

superiority while striving for qualitative superiority as well.
Soviet e forts toward this end are not limited to their

submarine force.

In the same time period, they have commissioned

new surface combatant ships, some of which represent entirely new

designs in their naval arsenal. Notable among these new ships is
the M4SKVA type helicopter ship. Created primarily for antisubmarine warfare, this class gives clear evidence of the Soviet
concern over the capabilities of our submarines.
Providing support to deployed Soviet naval forces and to the
national economy is the Soviet merchant marine which has risen from
a position in 1958 of 12th in the world in total tonnage to 7th in
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1968. During the same period the United States dropped from
4th to 5th. At this rate, the Soviet merchant marine could surpass
that of the United States in less than five years. Over 50% of
Soviet foreign trade is carried in Soviet bottoms. This represents
2/3 of their expressed 1980 goal which they are expected to
In sharp contrast, only 5.6%of our foreign trade is
achieve.
currently carried in United States bottoms. Aggravating our own
situation is the fact that we are forced to depend on foreign
sources for some 66 commodities which are classified as strategic
and critical, yet fully 95. of these imports must be carried in
foreign bottoms.
The Soviets also operate a large fleet of intelligence collection and oceanographic research ships and the world's largest
high seas fishing fleet. They are using all these assets to advance
their national interests in the international arena. It is
apparent that Soviet strategists appreciate the military, political
and economic aspects of Seapower in all its ramifications.
During 1968 and 1969, the Soviets have deployed naval forces
to the Indian Ocean, indicative of their interest in these waters
and the bordering areas, and a deployment is continuing at the
present time. As you know, this summer the Soviets deployed surface
combatant ships and submraines into the Caribbean and the Gulf of
Mexico and thence to West African waters and the port of Conakry,
Guinea. These extended deployments, far from previously normal
Soviet operating areas, illustrate the increasing Soviet capability
and willingness to project their Seapower throughout the world as
an instrument of foreign policy. The Soviets have also demonstrated
their ability to support naval forces either on the high seas or
from anchorage areas, without relying on advanced shore bases.
Using these techniques, they first injected their Seapower into the
unstable Middle East situation.
The Soviets' continuous and expanding presence in the Mediterranean is an obvious move to enhance their prestige and influence
in that area. Thus, although the Soviet Mediterranean Squadron is
inferior in total striking power and versatility to today's SIXTH
Fleet, its presence has had a marked political impact on some
Mediterranean coastal nations and it poses a threat to the southern
The Soviet intention to remain permanently in the
flank of NATO.
Mediterranean is manifested by their increasing use of Arab ports
for replenishment and repairs. It is also significant that in recent
weeks there have been greater numbers of Soviet ships deployed out
of area than ever before. We simply must not ignore this trend.
The Soviets obviously intend to capitalize on the sea as a
means for extending Soviet influence. The Navy and the expanding
merchant, fishing and oceanographic research fleets all have significant roles in this mission. The Russian merchant marine is not
Nertheless, Soviet
really vital in support of their home economy.
merchant ships call annually at some 800 different ports in approximately 100 countries, of which almost two-thirds can be classified
as "developing nations." These visits provide useful opportunities
for projecting Soviet influence upon people of such countries.
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To sum up this threat, let me say that the Soviets are on
the move so far as Seapower is concerned. They are aggressive,
persistent, and competent. They back up words with deeds. Clearly,
they recognize that to be a truly great world power they must be
able to exercise a commanding and sustained presence in broad areas
throughout the world -- which can be done only through the use of
Seapower. With this background of Soviet intentions, our concern
over whether we can afford to meet the threat must at the same
time recognize that we cannot afford not to meet it.
Value of Sea Basing
While Seapower is a key to the achievement of Soviet world wide
objectives, it is indispensable to the preservation of U.S. interests in the World. To a far greater extent than the Soviets, we
must maintain our freedom of the seas in order to protect the
United States from attack through the sea, to protect the ocean
commerce upon which we depend, to sustain our allies, and to be
able to project our military power by sea when needed. Also, I am
convinced, in the light of foreseeable political, military and
technological developments, that our nation must increasingly
utilize sea-based forces for our own defense as well as to support
our policy objectives abroad.
The mobility and concealment provided by sea-basing strategic
nuclear forces makes them more survivable than fixed systems and
forces an enemy to expend resources for defense which might otherwise be used to build offensive missiles of the type that could
threaten our cities and military facilities in the United States.
Sea-based strategic systems contribute greatly to deterrence* because
the high probability of survival of these systems substantially
reduces the advantages of an enemy pre-emptive attack.
Sea-basing of tactical forces is becoming more important as
overseas base rights and overflight privileges become less certain.
Tactical forces such as attack carrier and amphibious striking
groups operate freely in international waters, prepositioned when
tension indicates, unencumbered by political entanglements often
associated with base rights and overflight privileges, and, most
importantly, can be used immediately and selectively to support our
national policies. Furthermore, a sea-based tactical force does
not require an initial construction phase and does not leave behind
an expensive supporting complex of little further use to the United
States.
OPERATIONS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Our operations in Southeast Asia continue to require the
largest measure of support from our available resources. The bombing halt on the first of November 1968, although leading to a major
shift in some of our naval operations has not reduced our readiness
to resume bombing if ordered. Before the halt, we carried out
extensive interdiction operations below the 19th parallel with the
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MK-36 Destructor which was introduced into the combat theater in
1967. These destructors were laid in 1968 on land and waterway
lines-of communications to restrict the flow of enemy men and
material to the South.
During the year, our new aircraft and weapons have performed
creditably. The A-7 attack aircraft, which was first deployed to
Southeast Asia in late 1967, performed well in its attack role and
is steadily replacing the older A-4's. At the end of 1968, seven
A-7 squadrons had been assigned to the SEVENTH Fleet. Last fall,
prior to the bombing halt, our attack carriers on Yankee Station
conducted more single night and all-weather strikes with A-6 aircraft in the high threat area of North Vietnam than ever before.
The EKA-3B electronic countermeasures aircraft now deployed in
SEVENTH Fleet attack carriers gives us a much improved electronic
warfare capability. This year's budget request includes funds for
the improved EA-6B electronic countermeasures aircraft, long leadtime items for which were first funded by the Congress last year.
These aircraft are urgently needed additions for our attack carrier
wings worldwide.
Some of the new, Navy-developed weapons deployed during 1968
were:
STANDARD ARM - An air-launched, anti-radiation version of the
Navy STANDARD missile, designed to counter radars that control enemy
surface-to-air missiles and anti-aircraft guns.
SPARROW/DOGFIGHT - an improved version of our supersonic, all
weather, air-to-air SPARROW missile.
HELO TRAP WEAPON - An air dropped, bomblike weapon to clear
helicopter landing zones of obstructions and various booby traps.
In addition to these air launched weapons various ship launched
weapons have been added to our ships in Southeast Asia. Among them
is the 5"/38 ROCKET ASSISTED PROJECTILE (RAP) which increases
greatly the range of shipboard guns.
In South Vietnam, assault operations by Mobile Riverine Forces
have continually expanded in scope and area. In order to seek out
the Viet Cong, the riverine assault craft and their embarked troops
have ranged from the Gulf of Thailand to the infiltration routes
west of Saigon. Many of these riverine assault craft were hastily
converted from World War II landing craft but have proved to be
rugged, dependable, and comparatively immune to small arms and
automatic weapons.
Our riverine operations have made many major
canals in the Mekong Delta safe for use by the South Vietnamese.
The GAME WARDEN river patrol forces began extended patrols off
the main waterways into the smaller rivers and canals of the Delta.
In the I Corps Tactical Zone these forces are helping to keep open
the vital river lines of communications.
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In October 1968, Operation SEA LORDS was initiated in
order to capitalize more fully on the inherent capabilities of
Navy forces in the Mekong Delta. It integrates patrol, surveillance, and river assault units into small task groups to interdict
Viet Cong infiltration routes from Cambodia into the Mekong Delta;
to pacify and clear the Bassac river islands; to pacify major trans.
delta and other canals; and to harrass the enemy and keep him off
balance. The operation has been successful in penetrating areas
which have not previously known a continuing government or U.S.
presence.
Important steps were taken in 1968 to prepare the Vietnamese
Navy to assume a larger role in the fighting. These include intensified training as well as planning for a sizeable expansion of the
Vietnamese force structure and of the number of ships, boats, units,
and shore facilities to be manned and operated by the South
Vietnamese.
Vietnamese Navy crews commenced MARKET TIME surveillance
operations on twenty fast Patrol Craft (SWIFT boats) and GAME WADFJ
operations on twenty-three River Patrol Boats (PBR). In December
1968, our Mobile Riverine Force commended training the first group
of Vietnamese crews who, in February of this year,began operations,
in the first 25 craft of two River Assault Squadrons to be turned
over to the Vietnamese Navy this year. By the end of September 109
craft had been turned over to the Vietnamese Navy.
As the Vietnamese Navy is modernized and assumes a greater role
in the fighting, reductions in numbers of U.S. Navy personnel engaged in combat will be possible.
A particular highlight of the naval operations in Southeast
Asia is the Navy logistic support within the I Corps Tactical Zone.
This support was a critical factor north of the main base at Danang
from which most of the ammunition, supplies, and fuel for the U.S.
forces in the area were delivered by the Navy. Despite both the
weather and the enemy, our logistic forces delivered the supplies
in quantities which would have been thought impossible a year
earlier. From time to time, these resupply craft were ambushed,
mined, and hit with rifle, rocket, and mortar fire, but they
delivered the supplies where and when they were needed. With this
support the Marines and Army troops in that area defeated determine
North Vietnamese efforts to capture the northern two provinces of
South Vietnam.
The Navy's logistic operations in the II, III, and IV Corps
Zones were also notable. Mobile and fixed bases were operated alon
the coasts and up the waterways. They sustained their share of
enemy attack but nevertheless kept the combat units repaired and in
operation.
Early in 1968, on five'days notice, the twelfth Naval Mobile
Construction Battalion deployed to the Northern I Corps Tactical
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Zone to support the stepped up fighting during the TET offensive
with additional tactical construction.
In South Vietnam, Seabees amassed over 1.5 million mandays in
support of a greatly increased troop population and virtually all
of this was tactical support construction. The primary sources of
material for these stepped-up construction operations were the Tactical Support Functional Components. The pre-engineered and prepositioned components include bridges, bunkers, watch towers, living
huts, and similar structures which are needed by combat troops early
inany operation. The composition of these components is the result
of lessons learned earlier in Southeast Asia and will continue to be
a cornerstone of Seabee ability to give rapid response to a field
corimander.
The quality and scope of Navy medical support in Southeast Asia
The compassion and heroism of Navy Hospital
has been noteworthy.
Corpsnen serving with our combat forces deserves the highest praise.
READINESS IN OTHER AREAS
Our operations in Southeast Asia have not been without cost in
other areas. The priorities in personnel and equipment that we have
necessarily assigned to support the forces in Vietnam have resulted
in a reduction in the readiness of the Atlantic Fleet. This is
primarily due to qualitative personnel shortages within the Atlantic
Fleet caused by the need to augment our ships in the Pacific and to
meet the fiscal reductions arising from the Revenue Expenditure
Control Act of 1968.
Between January and July 1968 it was necessary to transfer
about 4,200 skilled enlisted personnel from the Atlantic Fleet to
the Pacific Fleet. To do this, we placed 40 Atlantic Fleet ships in
a reduced operational status. Later, Public Law 90-364 made it
necessary for the Navy to release about 25,000 enlisted reservists
ahead of their normal release date. This, in turn, necessitated
increasing the number of ships in a reduced operational status,
reaching a peak of 55 in December 1968. An additional 53 ships were
inactivated, stricken or placed in the Naval Reserve Training Program in order to conserve funds.
Although the Atlantic Fleet has recovered numerically from
personnel shortages, a number of ships still must undergo intensive
training in order to reach a satisfactory state of combat readiness.
The recently announced expenditure reductions will have a
serious effect on personnel readiness and may require placing additional ships in reduced operational status. Twice within 12
months we have been faced with severe personnel turbulence caused
by the dislocation of large numbers of our people and an overall
drop in experience level in the fleet. Although we shall make
every effort to minimize these effects, the turbulence can be
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expected to continue until retention rates improve$ force levels
are stabilized, or commitments in Southeast Asia are reduced.
When hostilities end in Vietnam, we plan to readjust personnel
and other assets between the fleets so as to provide a more balance
two-fleet capability.
The Atlantic Fleet has also been affected by the need to provide equipment to our forces in combat. Since our aircraft procure.
ment programs have generally been replacing only operational
attrition and combat losses in Southeast Asia, there are few new
replacement aircraft for the Atlantic Fleet. Therefore, the combat.
proved A-6 and A-7 attack aircraft were not deployed to the SIXTH
Fleet until this past July. I believe we must resume substantial
procurement of combat aircraft in order to reach a proper level of
modernity and staying power of Naval aviation in the Atlantic Fleet,
WARSHIP CONSTRUCTION
In this past year, the Navy has started some important new
programs and has made good progress in others.
As the Secretary has mentioned, the keel was laid in June 1968
for our second nuclear-powered attack carrier, USS NIMITZ (CVAN-68),
which is scheduled to join the fleet in 1972. Our current attack
carrier program falls for the construction of three of these tworeactor ships to replace the World War II ESSEX-class carriers which
are still serving in the attack carrier role.
Additional operating experience during the past year has
further confirmed the advantages of nuclear frigates. Their high
reliability and performance make them well suited for both independent operations and attack carrier task group assignments.
In July 1968 a contract was awarded to Newpor- News Shipbuild.
ing and Drydock Company to build two nuclear powered guided missiles
frigates, DLGN-36 and DLGN-37. These frigates, equipped with TART
'D" missile systems, will be delivered to the fleet in July 1972 ard
May 1973, respectively. They are important steps toward meeting th
Navy's requirement for four nuclear powered frigates as escorts for
each of our nuclear aftack carriers and for independent missions.
The FY 1970 Budget includes funds for the first ship of a new
class of nuclear frigates, currently designated DXGN, as well as
advance funding for two more in an approved program of four of these
ships. This new ship design will make more effective use of the
installed weapons systems by providing earlier warning, reduced reaction time, and improved coordination and control.
In order to replace the large number of obsolescent destroyers
still in the Fleet, we are proposing a destroyer construction pror
gram of substantial size. These ships will be conventionally
powered and optimized for ASW and have been designated the DD-963
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class. In July 1968 we signed contract definition contracts with
Bath Iron Works, General Dynamics (Quincy), and Litton Industries
for this new ship. This program is on schedule and we expect to
award a development and production contract in November 1969.
Last year Congress expressed strong support for this program
and appropriated $25M for advance procurement. These ships are
urgently needed and we seek-to capitalize on the fiscal and design
advantages of series production.
The attack submarine program is now moving forward. The
Electric Boat Division of General Dynamics Corporation has started
preparatory work and material procurement for the construction of
the turbine electric drive submarine. When this submarine is
delivered, we expect it to be the quietest warship afloat.
In this year's budget we are requesting funds to start the
first ships of a new class of high speed attack submarine for
which Congress provided advance funding last year. Also included
is advance funding for five more in FY 71. We have established a
special management organization for this submarine to insure that
it will be the best our technology can produce.
With an eye on increased operating depths for future submarines, the accomplishment of our newest research submarine,
USS DOLPHIN, is noteworthy.
SCN APPROPRIATION DEFICIT
The deficit in our Shipbuilding and Conversion appropriation
is a matter of great concern to me. Part of this problem stems
from the fact that shipbuilding is primarily a construction rather
than-a production operation, conducted in an era of rapid technological change. This deficit arises from recent claims and other
cost growth in our programs for several prior years.
Between January and May of last year we received a number of
bid estimates for new ships that greatly exceed our expectations.
You will recall that it was necessary to reprogram rather large
amounts and to cancel 2 ocean escort ships and 5 ocean minesweepers
in order to fund fully these new demands. On the basis of this
market experience, the costs that we estimated for the FY 1970 budget reflect increases in unit prices.
The Secretary has outlined for you the ship cancellations we
have had to make to meet our deficiency requirements but we both
recognize that more most be done in order to complete prior year
programs wi-thout further cancellations. We have taken and are
continuing to take appropriate management actions. For example,
we are:

Strengthening the status of the Ship Acquisition Project
Manager by expanding his responsibility authority and accountability
and requiring improvement of accounting and contracting controls;
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Minimizing changes during construction through the
exercise of positive change order control;
Shifting from detail design specifications to performance specifications for ships, where practicable;
Initiating the use of fixed price incentive contracts
instead of firm fixed price contracts which our experience shows
are less applicable to the complex ship construction process.
These and other management actions which have been or are
being instituted should lead to more reliable end cost extimates
for our future ships and more positive cost control during construction.
Except for the ocean escorts and the ASW destroyer conversion
which have been canceled, the Navy still requires the other ships
and aircraft enumerated by the Secretary. I can assure you that
it was only with extreme reluctance that the Navy accepted delays
in these urgently needed new support ships in order to meet pressing immediate needs of our current contractual obligations.
AIRCRAFT PROCUREMENT
The development of the F-14A fighter aircraft is on schedule,
In February, after extensive source examination, Grumman Aircraft
Corporation was awarded the contract.
It is important to recognize that all the aircraft in the F-14
series will use the same airframe. The F-14A will use an existing
engine and we fully expect it to posses performance equal to the
best Soviet fighters. The F-14B will incorporate an advanced
technology engine with about 40% improvement in thrust and approxi.
mately 25% reduction in weight. The F-14C will use the same new
technology engine and will introduce improved avionics to enhance
greatly its performance as an air superiority fighter. Our budget
request includes the necessary funds to meet the Initial Operating
Capability date of May 1973 for the F-14A and to continue development of the advanced technology engine for the F-14B.
The PHOENIX missile for the F-14A continues to demonstrate
predicted performance.
Another new aircraft program now getting underway is the
carrier-based S-3A, formerly known as the VSX, which will replace
the old S-2.
The Lockheed Company has been selected as the contractor to enter engineering development. The present schedule
calls for first flight of the S-3A in 1972 and fleet introduction
in 1973. This program is required to keep pace with the rapidly
expanding Sov1et submarine threat.

,I
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ANTI-SHIP MISSILE DEFENSE
The importance placed by the Soviets upon surface-and airlaunched missiles as weapons against surface ships is evident.
Anti-Ship Missile Defense has therefore been identified as a
special program with a Program Coordinator on my staff and a project
established within the Naval Material Cdmmand to integrate our
effort and our resources.
Our intelligence activities have been intensified so as to
reduce the chance of surprise employment of surface launched
missiles against our ships and our fleet tactics are being carefully examined and updated to counter this threat.
USS SCORPION
The loss of USS SCORPION in the Atlantic in May 1968 was a
tragedy. Because of the water depth at which her hulk was found,
the rescue of SCORPION's personnel was never a possibility but her
loss emphasizes the compelling need to pursue a Deep Submergence
Program that will provide us with an effective operational capability for locating and rescuing survivors from any depths within
the operating limits of our submarines.
Location of the SCORPION, 6 months after her loss in over
11,000 feet of water, was a momentous oceanographic accomplishment.
It represented a major milestone toward achieving our goals in deep
ocean search. We hope that the investigation recently completed
by TRIESTE will aid in ascertaining the reasons for the loss of
SCORPION.
PERSONNEL
As I mentioned earlier, there are some major problem areas
which concern me and that require attention. Foremost among them,
just as they were last year, are the recruitment and retention of
personnel.
The Navy continues to get its fair share of the nation's
intelligent young people who have high potential for training and
service. Our success in recruiting these young men, however,
varies directly with the intensity of the draft pressure. At
present, it is not so much recruitment but rather retention of
this talent that is of constant, serious concern and the problem
exists among both officers and enlisted men.
The retention rate of Junior nuclear submarine officers has
declined to the point where, with resignations already received,
itwill be less than 40h by the end of fiscal year 1970. In order
to obtain the needed numbers of officers to meet the rapid expansion in the nuclear propulsion program after 1961, we necessarily
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trained many newly commissioned officers for submarine duty who
are less career motivated than their predecessors. These officers
are now just completing their service obligation in quantity and
not enough of them are remaining in the service. To arrest the
decline, legislation authorizing payment of a special continuation
pay was enacted and was implemented in July. While a substantial
number of the eligible junior officers have availed themselves of
this special pay and have agreed to the attendant service obligation, it is still too early to say that the pressure has been
relieved in this area. We shall take whatever other measures may
be appropriate and necessary to Increase retention. In order to
augment their numbers in future years, we are increasing the input
of officers into training.
We are also experiencing retention problems of an equally
serious nature in other groups such as pilots and surface line
officers. Among our enlisted personnel the first term reenlistment rate has declined from 23.7% at the end of FY 66 to 16.3 at
the end of FY 1969.
One persistent problem which contributes to the Navy's retention difficulty is the rigorous and repetitive nature ot sea Outy
which is characterized by excessively long work weeks and frequent
deployments.
We have identified the areas in which improvements must be
made if we are to increase retention. These include corrective
measures that are material in nature, such as increased compensation, housing,a way to offset the negative influences of repetitive
sea tours, and educational incentives. In addition, less tangible
aspects of motivation must be improved. These are receiving our
earnest attention. They include improving the personalized consideration of our people's individual needs, improving their
career planning, and ensuring job satisfaction.
LONG RANGE SHIPBUILDING PROGRAM
I have already discussed the status of our current warship
building program but the long range shipbuilding program is an
area of great concern. This year's budget request does represent
a substantial step forward toward acquiring the new ships we so
badly need today. By the end of FY 70 the Navy will be composed
of about 770 ships of which 47% will be at least 20 years old.
In comparison, less than a quarter of 1% of the Soviet surface combatant ships and submarines are 20 years old or older. While there
is no definite age at which a ship ceases to be useful, age does
lead to increased maintenance costs and obsolescence in weaponry
because of the lack of space, weight or stability reserve, or
electric power to accommodate newer weapons needed to match real,
new threats. On balance, the average age of the fleet should be
under 15 years. We need to.move toward a sustained building program to off3et the growing Soviet maritime threat and the diminishing capabilities of our older ships.
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Since new ships and improved weapons can provide greater
capability per ship than heretofore, one for one replacements
may not be necessary.
A credible, long range shipbuilding program which includes
is
multi-year procurement of those ship types for which this
requireour
grouping
By
desirable.
most
is
sound,
feasible and
ments into multi-year buys of the same ship types, rather thanof
spreading individual ship buys over several years, economies
production will be possible. Commercial shipbuilders must have
sufficient confidence in the implementation of the Navy's program
to warrant investing toward improved techniques as well as recruiting and training the required labor force. Larger procurements
with prospects of stable workloads encourage more private capital
investments, more progressive shipbuilding methods, and achieve
long term economies in training and logistic support of standardized ships constructed in series.
In addition to these multi-year procurements there will continue to be designs done in house, one or two ship procurements,
conversions and single year buys of certain follow-on ships. We
must recognize the needs of large and small shipyards and at the
same time get every possible bit of fighting potential for each
shipbuilding dollar we spend.
The Navy has been studying various long range shipbuilding
programs to provide adequate replacement ships within reasonable
budget levels. We are continuing to refine these plans in order
to assure value and continuity to the annual programs we present.
In addition to our warship construction, I am also concerned
with the condition of our resupply cargo ships. It is significant
that our sealift tasks in support of the Vietnam war wherein we
have lifted approximately 12 million measurement tons in the peak
year of 1968 were conducted without requisitioning of ships. However, it strained our maritime resources in quantity and quality
of ships and available manpower. Consistent with our military
posture and commitments overseas, there is a need to strengthen
and modernize our maritime resources. The Military Sea Transportation Service fleet is faced with the serious problem of ship
A replacement program to modernize the fleet is
obsolescence.
indicated for the short range period. In recognition of this
problem, the Secretary of Defense has authorized the Navy to proceed in FY 70 with a charter-and-build program for ten cargo ships
toward a program objective of 30 ships for the MSTS controlled
fleet. Detailed plans for implementation of this program are
For the program to be effective, however,
presently being developed.
the Navy requires authority to charter for 10 years; otherwise
financing would be expensive and very difficult. A draft of proposed
legislation to authorize construction and contracting authority for
10 years to MSTS for the first 10 ships has been forwarded to the
Congress.
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While we start construction toward a fully modern Navy, we
must continue to maintain the ships we now have and the cost of
their maintenance is increasing. The increasing age of already
old ships, the complexity of our newer ships and the shortage of
skilled shipboard personnel all contribute to the increased cost
of ship maintenance. We are doing as complete a job as possible
on the ships we do overhaul and handling the others through use
of interim measures, thus limiting the number we are updating.
The outlook for FY 70 is for some continuation of the gradual
decline in the material condition of the fleet as a whole which
has occurred over the past several years. The FY 70 increment
of the Naval Shipyard Modernization Program is in our Budget
request. This program is expected to improve our capacity to
handle increasing numbers of modern ships and to increase the
effectiveness of our shipyard labor force.
ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
The growing and increasingly sophisticated Soviet submarine
force continues to require the high priority that we accord to A.
The Soviets' newest nuclear attack submarines are capable ships
and will require improve countermeasures on our part if our vulnerability to Soviet submarines is not to be increased.
In addition to the new carrier based S-3A aircraft which I
have already mentioned, our FY 70 request contemplates procurement of 23 P-3C aircraft. This new aircraft, introduced into
the Fleet last month, takes advantage of a new airborne digital
computer system called ANEW which integrates the improved navigational sensor, and armament system and thus will gain significantly
higher detection and kill probabilities.
We are continuing to improve our surface ship sonars. Our
latest and most powerful surface ship sonar, the SQS-26, is
installed in destroyer types and is planned for two classes of
ocean escorts as well as new destroyers and frigates. Improvemnt in our SQS-23 sonar will give it improved reliability and
increased detection performance.
The DIFAR system is now in production and it is one of our
most important ASW developments at this time. Its ability to
detect submarines is enhanced by features which make a solution
of the ASW problem, from detection to localization of the target,
easier, more rapid, and more effective. Fleet introduction is
scheduled for January 1970.
In ASW weapons development, the MK-48 torpedo fulfills an
urgent requirement for a long range high-performance, conventional
torpedo with a high kill capability against a high speed, deep
diving nuclear submarine.
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A dual purpose version of the MK-48 torpedo that will provide
a required capability against ASW surface units, large combatant
ships and merchant ships as well as against submarines is also
being developed.
SEA-BASED STRATEGIC FORCES
The comparability of United States and Soviet Union technology
must focus attention now and in the future on. optimizing our
strategic offensive and defensive force mix. The POSEIDON C-3
conversion program is an essential element of this mix.
The results of the POSEIDON Fleet Ballistic Missile development flight test program have been very gratifying.
These flight tests have added to our confidence in the capabilities of POSEIDON and to our confidence in the program for
converting SSBNs from POLARIS to POSEIDON. We fully believe that
POSEIDON will be as reliable as POLARIS. Work has already commenced on our first four POSEIDON conversions.
In addition to POSEIDON SSBNs, the Navy has analyzed a number
of alternatives for rapid expansion of our sea-based strategic
capability.
One attractive proposal is a Ballistic Missile Ship
(BMS) force armed with POSEIDON missiles. The Ballistic Missile
Ship adds to the complexity of the Soviets' problem in that it
cannot be pretargeted for pre-emptive attack and it is the least
expensive of our strategic force options. By early completion of
the BMS design we would reduce the lead time for the first ship.
In our advance development program, we are proceeding with
the development of an advanced undersea strategic offensive system,
the Undersea Long-Range Missile System (ULMS).
This system could
supplement our POLARIS and POSEIDON submarines.
Armed with long range missiles, these submarines could be ontarget at all times at sea and even when in port in the United
States. They would be less subject to Soviet advances in ASW. We
are also studying a surface ship platform, the Ship Based Long
Range Missil System (SLMS), to carry long-range missiles.
The Navy has completed preliminary feasibility studies of a
Sea-Based Ballistic Missile Intercept System (SABMIS) which is a
promising new prospect for strategic defense. Mounting ABM missiles,
a SABMIS ship could be deployed in selected sea areas to intercept
incoming ICBMs before they reach the United States.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
The aggressive expansion of the Soviet Navy into new areas,
their initiation of an advanced design shipbuilding program of
several classes of nuclear submarines, helicopter ships, and high
performance aircraft are conclusive evidence of a strong Soviet
research and development program.
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Our own program in the Navy is hard pressed to ensure maintaining proper balance between immediate needs and future require.
ments. The end of hostilities in Vietnam should permit us to put
more of our money into future programs as the need for quick
reaction improvements, needed in combat, are diminished.
CONCLUSION
Mr. Chairman, in conclusion I would like to point out that,
by a series of budget actions commencing with implementation of
the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968, the Navy's budget
has been cut a total of about $4.5B in obligational authority and
about $2B in expenditures. It has become necessary, therefore,
to inactivate a total of 187 ships and 281 operating combat aircraft by 1 July 1970. Our personnel strength must be reduced by
a total of about 77,600 officers and enlisted men and 33,300
civilians. These cuts have come at a time when the Soviet Union
is rapidly building her maritime power and while we have an on-goirl
war in Vietnam.
It is important to note that the number of fighter and
attack aircraft for which procurement is included in the FY 70
Budget is the lowest since 1946. The FY 69 appropriation for
shipbuilding and conversion was the lowest since 1955 and the
U. S. Navy today has fewer active ships than were in the Fleet
when the Vietnam war intensified in 1965.
In recent years, we have necessarily given priority to our
combat requirements in Vietnam and have had to forego modernization
as well as maintenance and overhaul of ships assigned to other
areas. The age of many of our ships and aircraft is beyond that
at which they can be further maintained economically. Many cannot
accept the weapon systems that are needed in order to defeat
sophisticated forces such as those that the Soviets are expected
to deploy in the future and that they can provide to other
countries. Our programs must consider these factors while at
the same time building upon those assets we now possess which
can serve effectively into the future.
For tomorrow's Navy, we seek ships, aircraft and equipment
that will be as economical to develop and produce as our technology will provide and that will be designed for compatibility with
the skill levels of the men who will operate and maintain them.
We are endeavoring to insure that our programs strike a balance
between the operating and maintenance costs of our forces for
national security today, and the cost of development and procurement for tomorrow.
Mr. Chairman, I fully recognize the problem of national
priorities which must be considered by this committee and the heam
pressures brought to bear-by the various programs of National
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concern. Nevertheless, I would like to take this opportunity to
emphasize to you ury concern over the trend in the maritime posture
of the United States* particularly when viewed in the light of the
rapid expansion of Soviet maritime strength.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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StATEMEXT OF TIIP COMMANDnANT, MARtINE CORPS
'I. INThODUOTION

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee.
Last July, after tie start of fiscal year 1970, I submitted to this committee
the
a statement which reviewed the operations of the Marine Corps during
Corps and

last fiscal year and reported on the current posture of the Marine
of that
its future requirements. My statement to you today will contain much
information.
you
Additionally, I will amend that statement in certain areas to discuss with cuts
the Impact on the Marine Corps posture of recent force redeployments and
in personnel strength.
I have recently returned from my fourth trip to South Vietnam since become.
first.
Ing Commandant last year. These trips give me the opportunity to assess fight.
hand the progress we have made, to see what the Marines and other U.S.
Ing men are doing and the problems they face, and to determine what we in
Washington can do to help them. During the last year I have also visited every
major Marine Corps command.
These trips have confirmed a fact already well-known-that we have a devoted, highly professional, and tremendously successful force in the Marine
units in South Vietnam and the Western Pacific, and that we have a dedicated,
responsive force in our uncommitted units here in the Un ted States.
My report to you today will describe some of the concepts, operations, and ac.
complishmen'ts of our Marines during the last year as well as our plans and
programs for the future.
I.

OPERATIONS IN vIrNAM

The Marine Corps has consistently advocated the principle that the war in
South Vietnam can be conclusively won only through convincing the South Vietnamese people in the villages and hamlets that their hope lies with freedom.
not with communism. In all our combat operations, we have never lost sight
of this basic objective. Today, while the search for a negotiated settlement to the
war continues, this becomes even more important.
During the last year, the Marines in I Corps-together with other United
States and free world forces-have actually fought two wars. We have increased
our emphasis upon mobility to conduct large unit incursions into the enemy
hinterlands and extensive cordon operations in the lowlands. At the same 1ime,
we have waged an unremitting, day and night campaign to protect pacification
efforts and vital military areas and deny to the enemy access to the resources
he desperately requires.
We have been successful. Our concept of employing heliborne Marine Forcks
and mobile fire support bases has kept the enemy constantly off stride. In fact,
the latter part of 1968 and tle early part of 1969 saw the enemy, by and large, pull
back his major units unwilling-and to a large extent, unable-to risk further
destruction at the hands of this maneuver and firepower.
Our counterguerrilla operations to drive enemy forces from populated areas or
destroy them in place, and our efforts to root out the Vietcong infrastructure, have
generated a new and lasting growth in the pacification campaign, a program now
embracing measurable momentum in its acceptance by the Vietnamese people.
Marine Corps losses since July 1, 1968 include 3,383 marines killed and
another 24,492 wounded. Enemy losses to Republic of South Vietnam, free world
forces in I Corps during this period were 78,683, of which 25,106 were kille( in
combat against Marine units.
There has been a marked reduction, however, in the number of large scale
combat operations during the last months. Since the start of 1969, marines have
concluded 17 major operations of battalion size or larger, four of which are still
in progress. Most of these operations are joint endeavors with U.S. Army forces
or combined operations with RVNAF or Republic of Korea forces. During 1968.
marines conducted 41 major operations, and 10 of these operations extended over
a period of 3 months or longer.
In addition, more than 290,850 small unit operations (company, platoon, squad,
and fire-team actions) have been conducted by marines in the period since July 1,
1968. These patrol and ambush operations are the heart of the counterguerrilla
effort, providing a constant surveillance and interdiction screen against enemy
infiltration and ferreting out the local guerrilla and supporting infrastructure.
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The Special Landing Flrces of the 7th Fleet, of which I will speak more later,
have conducted seven amphibious landings in support of marine operations so far
tid.; year. This Is in contrast to 13 landings in 1068. I would like to comment
briefly on the capability of the Special Landing Force to respond to any situation
and
because of its unique double mobility-by ship up and down the seacoast
enemy
j,y Surface craft and helicopters inland. It has been our only force that the
luis not had a fix on, and the enemy has to be concerned about where we might
dischoose to use it. Furthermore, the battalions of the Special Landing Forge,
engaged from combat ashore and refreshed afloat, have been more effective
iitilly than battle-weary battalions.
The versatility of these forces has been demonstrated by the variety of missions
assigned: Independent landing operations, landing operations in support of
ground operations ashore, and as a rapidly established cordon around populated
atras in support of our pacification effort.
Let me stress that all of this has been an air/ground effort, and Marine aviation
,nits by their support of all Allied forces in I Corps have shouldered a tremen.
d os burden.
l)uring 1968, Marine fighter/attack aircraft flew more than 87,000 sorties in
support of Free World Forces Id the Republic of South Vietnam. The first 8 months
of this year, Marine aircraft have flown 69,093 sorties.
Marine helicopter units have also distinguished themselves by lifting more
thni, 1,100,000 troops and delivering over 129,004 tons of supplies In operations
in 1968. So far this year, helicopter units have lifted 642,394 troops and 82,018
tons of supplies. Additionally, these units evacuated more than 79,000 casualties
in 1968 and another 36,966 during the first 8 months of 1969. This last task has
ben a large contributing factor to the lowest mortality rate among casualties
of all major wars in modern history.
The III Marine Amphibious Force, which we call III MAF, is also actively
spl)porting the GVN revolutionary development program, and all U.S. military
al( civilian programs in I Corps are coordinated by III MAF CORDS-the
icronym for civil operations end revolutionary development support.
Major psychological operations conducted In I Corps in support of the GVN
(1dieu Hol program resulted in over 3,100 defections during 1968. As of August 30,
the number of Hol Chans--or ralliers--in I Corps totaled only eight less than
the 1968 total. So far, defections during 1969 are about 22 percent ahead of the
nuniber for a comparable period during 1968.
One of the most successful means for providing continuous security to a Vietna-miese hamlet or village has been the III MAF technique of combining a squad
of U.S. Marines with a platoon of Vietnamese Popular Forces. Begun with just
oie such combined platoon in 1965, the program has been expanded to 112 platooins throughout all Marine tactical areas of I Corps.
The results of daily face-to-face contact between the combined action platoons
the local community have been reflected In the increased military intelligence
andH1
provided by the local people and Improved military ability of the Popular Forces.
To sum up Marine operations in Vietnam during the last year, the enemy has
h.eii bady hurt. He has suffered terrible casualties, and his ability to launch a
in:tjor offensive from sanctuaries in Laos and through the DMZ has been impired. His attempt to control the rich agricultural area of central I Corps has
liven thwarted, and he has now resorted to a war dominated by terrorism and
guerrilla tactics with the insidious threat of mines, booby traps, sapper attacks,
and hit-and-run mortar and rocket attacks.
('onversely, the GVN in I Corps has continued to gain strength through the
paciflcation program and through Improvement of the armed forces. Further, the
all-important eradication of the VC infrastructure has continued steadily.
m. MISSION AND OROANIZATION
The tasks in South Vietnam, however, are just part of the muny missions
signed tro the Marines all over the world. Despite the heavy impact of our
Vietnam commitment on .the rest of the Marine Corps, we have managed with
certain personnel and logistic restrictions to maintain our readiness to meet other
comamitments which could arise. As part of the Navy/Marine Corps team, we
iiever lose fight of the responsibilities Inherent in our role as this Natitn's force
in readiness for the projection of seapower ashore or suoh other duties as our
country may require.
The Marine Corps' combat readiness and Its capability to execute its easslned
lliions are measures of the effectiveness of our current Wposture, and I shall
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use those yardsticks in reporting the posture of our uncoimmitted forces to you
today.
Congressional legislation established our primary mission: To prepare for
and execute landing force operations as part of all amphibious taftk force.
Thls inision is broad. The 'United States must have the capallility, it event
ofa major War, to seize advance bases for operating and staging areas and to
gain beachheads to enable substantial follow-on forest to mount an offensive
This may require a forcible lodgement, or reentry of U.S. forces, from the sea
and against opposition.
At ,the same time, the United States must be able to meet contingency situm.
tions or limited wars with varying degrees of force. Amphibious forces arm
essential for that flexibility and rapid response capability.
The prinepal elements of the Marine Corps consist of the Operating Force,.
the supporting setahlishment, the Marine Corps Re.erve, and our headquarters.
Because the Operating Forces and fthe reserves are the forces that fulfill Marine
Oorps roeposibilities it support of our national policies, interest,, and strategy
throughout the world, my report to you is centered on those two elemients.
Two Fleet. Marine Forces are maintained for service with the U.S8. fle4s,
These forces, or FMFs, are organized into air/ground teams with a wide variety
of combat resources for succe.,..fully executing amphlblous wswault operation
against an enemy shoreline by sea, by air, or a combination of these two. Thie
are also prepared for such other operations as the President may direct Our
current operatiolLs in South Vietnam ar- an example of such directed tasks.
These FMFs are integral parts of our fleets, and their headquarters are located
alongside Navy fleet headqutrter.s--Fleet Marine Fore. Atlantic at Norfolk, and
Fleet Marine Forces, Pacific in Hawaii.
IV. COM MITMENT OF FORCES

Tie Fleet Marine Forces, at present, include a total of four active Marine
divisions and three active Marine aircraft wings, together with the (Olmbit
sulplport and combat service support units required to support the divisions
and wings. We have an additional division/wing teani-and supporting unitsin the Marine Corps Reserve, which I will discuss later in thils report.
Our active Fleet Marine Forces arc currently deployed front Southeast Ash
eastward to the Mediterranean Sen. Tie bulk of these forces, however, have
heent assigned to FMFPae; and since it is the commands and l)rincipal comit)0.
nents in Southeast Asia and the Western Pacific which will be most affected by
the redeployments and personnel reductions, I will discuss at this point the
changes we have made and the changes which will he made in the deploynment
of these Marine Forces.
At present, we are in the process of a two-l)hase redeployment of a Marine
division and elements of a Marine aircraft wing front the Republic of 4oulth
Vietnam to Oldnawa, Japan, and the United States. We are also deactivatinm
another Marine division (less one regimental landing team), which will reduce
Marine Corps strength by 20,300.
Our Western Pacific forces currently include those air and ground forces
in South Vietnam as well as the Marine forces on Okinawa and Japan. In
South Vietnam, our forces consisting of tie 1st Marine Division, reinforced with
one regimental landing team, the 1st Marire Aircraft Wing, and a composite
of support units designated as a Force Logistics Command, are organized into
the III MAP. The 3d Marine Division, which was formerly included in tite lII
MAF, is now divided with units in South Vietnam, Okinawa, and the United
States. As you know, one regimental landing team front the 3d Marine DiV.
sion, a helicopter squadron, a fixed wing squadron, plus other small coniat.
combat support, and combat service support units were redeployed in Juily
and August of this year to Okinawa and Japan.
Early in October, another regimental landing team front the 3d Marine Divi.
sion began the return trip to Hawaii and the west coast ; and when that movement is completed, the remaining regimental landing team will be redeployeid
from Vietnam. Selected air elements and supporting units will also be rode.
ployed from South Vietnam.
Tie Marine forces stationed in WestPac will then consist of a division heladquarters, two regimental landing teams, two aircraft groups and supporting
elements.
Our remaining FMFPac forces will le distributed between Hawaii and tle
west coast. The 5th Marine Division (-),
which has been stationed at Catill
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l'endleton, Calif., will be deactivated. This division, and certain aviation and
suiiiMrt unts, were augmentation units temporarily formed to replace units dep)oyed to Vietnam and to restore part of our national strategic reserve. As the
riedployments from Vietnam I mentioned earlier take place, these temporary
110ts-less one regimental landing team still in Vietnam-will be deactivated anti
their tasks reassigned to the returning units.
The remaining regimental landing team, the 26th Marines, has been under
operatlonal control of the III MAP in South Vietnam for the last 2 years.
mar west coast/Hawaii forces will be deployed as follows: In Hawaii we will
have a Marine brigade consisting of one, battalion landing team, one Marine airnift group (Rein), and suporting forces. On tie west coast we will have another
Mairie aircraft wing, at Cherry Point. The only exceptions are two Marine air
eraft wing (minus the reinforced group at Hawaii), and supporting forces.
Most of the major components of FMFLant are hIased iln North Carolina--an
ttst coast Marine division and force troops, Atlantic, at Camp Lejeune, and a
Mariht aircraft wing, at Chery Point. The only exceptions are two Marine air
,r,,Jiihs based at Beaufort, S.C. From these east coast units come the reinforced
infantry battalion positioned inl defense of the U.S. Naval Base at Guantanamo
Bay. Cula, a Marine air-ground team for duty in the Caribbean, and the battalion
landing team afloat with the 6th Fleet in the Mediterranean.
'thie IMFLant units constitute the 11 Marine Expeditionary Force, or II MEF.
It ik committed to the support of a myriad of contingency plans.
These ground forces are logistically ready. They do have soine personnel probhti.s which would have to ihe resolved prior to significant coiimmitinent elsewhere.
Foir example, many marines li these units have only a short time remaining on
their obliattd service, or have been back from South Vietnam for less than 2
.viars. However, if Congress passed legislation to involuntarily extend obligated
service and if policies were changed governing length of tours In Vietnam and
the time between such tours, the Marine Corps could deploy these air/ground
itains rapidlly and combat cal)able. It should be noted that the quality of the
diloyed units would be greatly enhanced by large numbers of combat veterans.
)iii.capability to provide smaller forces was demonstrated during the- Febriray 1969 Tet offensive when a regimental landing team from California and
lhawaii was deployed to Danang within 48 hours of the decision for it to go.
The relocatlo of regimental landing teams from Vietnam and their establishiiient in advance bases on Okinawa greatly enhance the Marine Corps' readiness
to mect similar contingencies.
V. PERSONNEL

'l'T4ay's Marine Corps is the second largest in our history. Since the summer
,Of 19165. our strength has expanded from a force of 193,000 officers aind men to
1jure than 314,000. Currently we are authorized an end year strength of 294,200
for fiscal year 1970, a reduction of 20,300 from that previously authorized.
supporting these officers, men, and women. are 23,400 civilian personnel
,inlhyed by tit, marine Corps who forin a vital part of our Marine Corps team.
This is a reduction of 2,870 from that previously authorized, resulting from
,.xpwmliture reductions directed by the Department of Defense.
As mentioned previoumly, over half of our military strength is in the operating
forces. Tie majority of these forces are deployed overseas, including niore than
i).700 marines in South Vietnam, 17,200 elsewhere lin the Western Pacific, and
fatherr 4.200 Marines in the Caribbean and the Mediterranai. Still others are
issigimed to ship detaehiments.

All told, more than one in every four marines are deployed overseas on

miacivoiiianled tours.

ihiring the first years of the Vietnam war, our
levoted to building up our total strength as rapidly
cfuhl deploy and sustain the large forces required
managed to do this without Involuntary recall of

major manpower efftirt was
as possible 1imorder that we
in the Western Pacflc. We
reservists and with limited

ust, of the draft.

Today our major manpower efforts are aimed at sustaining that strength

netcessary to meet our commitments ix the Western Pacific while still miaintain-

ing our unconmnitted forces at adequate levels of readiness and attaining
sillhient budget savings through strength reductions.
(Dar rotation policy, sime the start of the Vietnam war, has been based on a
13-month tour in the Western Pacific. This tour, admimnistered on a 395-day
hosis, commences on departure from CONUS and terminates on return to CONUS.
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Marine Corps policy is to order a marine involuntarily to a second tour in
Vietnam only after all other marines in his rank and speclanIty have been
a second
assigned an initial tour. And no marine is assigned involuntarily to
an accompanied tour
unaccompanied tour In Westpac until he has completed
unit.
with dependents, or at least a 24-month assignment in a CONUS-based
by voluntary
The dimensions of the rotation problem are, of course, reducedtour.
Since the
extension in Vietnam and by those who volunteer for a second
extended
Vietnam war started, more than 36,400 marines have voluntarily
their duty in Vietnam, and other 700 marines are currently serving voluntary
second tours.
Tlien the Marine Corps shifted from the problems of building up our strength
to th problems of maintaining it, we altered our rate of recruit input. As our
numbers of deployable marines dwindled, we found we needed a steady monthly
Vietnam. Although
input of recruits to sustain those forces committed in still
the most signifislightly reduced, our commitment to the Western Pacific is
marines
cant factor in this problem. To insure sufficient number of deployable
slightly.
to meet this commitment our recruit input can be reduced only
necessary to call
To maintain this steady recruit input we have found itthe
poor recruiting
on the Selective Service System from time to time during
months. We intend to continue this practice during fiscal year 1970. These
inductees perform very well, both in training and in combat, Just as their predeexpect
cessors did in World War II and the Korean war. We do not, however,
them to reenlist at the same rate as volunteers..
conThat leeds to the overall problem of rentention. It Is an area of real long
cern, especially in relation to retaining marines with those skills requiring
leadtime training.
officer
We intend to continue intensive efforts toward improvement of both
placed on providand enlisted retention programs. Increased emphasis has been
to improve the living
ing facilities, especially barracks and family housing,
that a
conditions of the individual marine. Further, I directed this past year
Corps to
special carrier planning effort be undertaken throughout the Marine
can
revitalize our entire retention program, and already we have seen that we
do much within the Marine Corps to achieve better results.in other years is the
Another manpower problem which we have not faced
expiration
requirement to release large numbers of marines prior to theisnormal
the driving force
of enlistment.%Our large commitment to the Western Pacific
total
in this problem; and it is now compounded by the requirement to reduce
to meet our
strength by 20,300. To insure sufficient numbers of deployable marines artificially
must
commitments, and still maintain an economical total force, weVietnam
veterans
create vacancies in our enlisted structure by allowing certain
early. This program was initiated
to terminate their enlistments up to 12 months year
1971 at least.
in July 1968 and will continue through fiscal
Vi. LOISTICS

We are
of our Active Forces is excellent.
Generally, the materiel readiness
providing our Marine forces a higher degree of mobility, greater firepower,
poor visibility
improved capabilities to locate the enemy under conditions of
than ever before
and darkness, and logistic support which is more responsive
that I feel are worthy of
in history. However, there are certain logistic areas
highlighting and I will confine my remarks to these areas. the individual marine,
Continuing the Marina Corps traditional regard for
and substantially
we are providing him with functionally better equipment
to be excellent in terms
better clothing which have proved, with few exceptions,
deception, the new
of design and maximum utility. To provide him daylight
being isued
camouflage patterned, tropical lightweight utilities are presently
to our Marines in Vietnam.
receiving the best
The individual marine is being fed well, too. Warines arethree inI every four
About
subsistence support ever provided then in combat.
on packaged
Marines in Vietnam get three hot meals daily. The fourth subsists
and bread-and
operational rations supplemented by fresh fruits, Juices, milk.day.
when tactical conditions permit, at least one hot meal each
stable and sufficient
The ground munitions situation is good. Production isneeds.
In the last half
ammunltiv.- is available for present combat and training
conventional munitions.
of fiscal year 1908 we introduced the new improved
The two
We are requesting additional funds for tracked combat vehicles.
gun,
most significant items in this request are the 175-millimeter self-propelled
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and the initial procurement of our new amphibian assault vehicle. The 175nillineter gun is a replacement for the 155-millimeter self-propelled gun, which
is 14 years old. The 175-mtilimeter gun gives us about 33,000 meters of range,
an increase 'of 9,500 meters.
Additionally, we are requesting funds for artillery recovery vehicles and
rebuilt tanks.
We are requesting other funds to commence a 4-year procurement of a new
anpl)hibian assault vehicle, the LVTPX-12, This new amphibian assault vehicle
will replace vehicles which have been in use over 10 years,
rhe new vehicle has increased range, maneuverability, speed, armor protectino, safety against fire and explosion, weapons firepower, and overall reliability.
It is also less expensive to buy, operate, and maintain. The LVTPX-12 will have
tive configurations to provide personnel carriers, command, recovery, mine
clearance, and fire support capabilities.
The present Hawk system will be replaced by an improved Hawk system. The
improved system will provide better low-level aircraft detection, greater range
and target speed handling capabi-lity, improved electronic countermeasures capability, greater lethality, and decreased reaction time.
While discussing logistics, I must highlight the outstanding support that is
jprovded by Navy personnel and units that participate as an integral part of III
MAP, or as in the case of Naval Support Activity, Danang, operate in direct
support thereof. The well-being of the individual marine and the lowest mortality
rate among casualties of all major wars in modern history is a monument to the
professionalism and devotion to duty of the officers and corpsmen of the Medical Corps. The contribution of the Navy Chaplain Corps has been inestimable.
The Seebees, continuing a long-time Navy-Marine Corps team effort, have pro.
vided the heavy construction necessary to build expeditionary airfields, lines of
eommiunication, port facilities and the essential cantonments.
'The materiel readiness of Marine aviation has continued to improve during
the past year. The OV-10A has been utilized in combat operations in South
Vietnam for over a year and has proven to be a highly satisfactory observation
aircraft.
Modifications to the CH-46 helicopter have proved to be satisfactory and are
m.oninuing without interference to operations. The 0H-53 continues as the heavy
lift workhorse in Vietnam.
As part of a continuing program to improve existing aircraft or procure other
types, the AH-1G "Cobra" has been procured as a replacement for the UH-1E
in the armed helicopter role and was introduced into the III MAF inventory
in April.
ro effect modernization of our light attack force structure, the Marine Corps
will he equipped with an improved version of the A4 aircraft, the A4M. The
lirolosed fiscal year 1970 budget includes funding for the flr.;t of a number req'nred to support authorized force levels through 1980. We foresee no difficulty
in maintaining our authorized force levels for the F-4, RF-4B, A-6A, and
KCO-130.
Delivery of EA-6A Marine Corps aircraft, funded in fiscal year 1908, comiiieneed in December of 1968, 1 month ahead of schedule. The effectiveness of the
E\-AA's we have been operating in Southeast Asia has placed these aircraft in
great (leinand.
The Marine Corps has had a long-standing requirement for a tactical V/STOL
aircraft. The vectored thrust Harrier, an aircraft comparable in many respects
to the A-4, has progressed to the operational stage. Funds are requested in the
iisild year 1970 budget to buy 12 of these aircraft in order to fully explore the
immy operational and tactical possibilities inherent in this new weapons system.
VIr. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Tie Marine Corps' research and development program is designed to meet
"111 statutory mission of developing the tactics, techniques, and equipment used
by landing forces in amphibious operations. Our objective is to design and
lprepare the Marine Corps of the future to carry out this assigned mission as
well as to meet the broad mandate of "such other functions as the President may
direct."
We have Insured optimum contact with the urgent developmental requirements
if our forces in Southeast Asia by a program called special procedure for
iXlilditinmg equipment develomnt--or SPEEJ )-which provides quick reaction
to short-term needs of the F31F. Our technical efforts are further welded to
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the demands of the Vietnam conflict by air and ground liaison officers incountry
from our Development Center at Quantico. The Navy is aiding our efforts by
the direct assignment of Navy Laboratory representatives to the Iii MAP,
Last year I told you about the Marine Air/Ground Intelligence System, called
MAGIS, which we are developing Jointly with the Air Force. MAGIS will b,
employed at the MIF, Division, and Wing levels to provide the commander with
the complete, accurate, and timely intelligence lie so vitally needs.
MAGIS is typical of Marine Corps participation in joint service developmental
efforts. We pursue unilateral development only when planned developments of
the other services will not meet specific requirements for our concepts of am.
phibious landings and vertical assault.
In order to provide necessary improvement of tactical and logistical mobility,
Ave have under development a marginal terrain vehicle (MTV) which will give ;Is
the capability to move marines and their equipment over practically any type
of terrain condition including swamps, snow, muskeg.
As a result of participation in other developmental programs of the other
services, the Marine Corps portion of the R. & D. budget has been and contimes
to be relatively small.
VIII. TIE MARINE CORPS RESERVE
The Marine Corps Reserve is the combat-ready air/ground team which meets
the Marine Corps' mobilization requirements. We have 49,000 reserves in the
organized or drill pay reserve, organized into the 4th Marine Division/Wing
Tean. This air/ground team is entitled the 4th Marine Expeditionary Force, or
IV MEFIM,
trained, organized, and equipped as a reserve counterpart to the 11
MHIBF.
In addition, we also have more than 150,000 individual reservists available
for service in the class III Ready and Standby Reserve pool, for a total of alproximately 199,000 reserves to meet mobilization requirements.
Our organized units and individual reservists are trained to the greatest
extent possible at regular bases and schools to insure maximum readiness for
mobilization and deployment. In terms of training, organization, and prepara.
tions for mobilization, our ground reserve is at the highest state of readiness ill
its history.
1 equipment for the 4th Marine Division and the units which support the
division wing team is on hand or identified for priority procurement.
The status of the 4th Marine Aircraft Wing is a different story. The 4th MAW
continues to have some equipment deficiencies in the capabilities, obsolescence
and number of its jet aircraft and helicopters.
We are assigning UII-34s to the 4th Marine Aircraft Wing as they become
available from the active wings, and 0H-53 helicopters will be introduced into
the reserves later.
Our plans for the future include refinement of the command structure of the
IV MEF so that when the plans are implemented, our reserve MEF will be a.
similar to our regular forces as possible.
IX.

MANAGEMENT

In order to capitalize on the capabilities of the computer to assist the Marine
Corps in the procurement and management of resources, we have developed ,I
concept of an Integrated Information System which we call the I'S.
Our system at HIQMC will be interfaced with similar systems at the major
field command headquarters of the Marine Corps and the Joint Chiefs of Staff
World Wide Military Command and Control System. The I'S is desigued to accept
input into the system incrementally as new subsystems come on line. At the
present time, major functional systems devoted to materiel management, flersonnel management and readiness evaluation are providing data to HQMC. Additional systems scheduled to become operational in this fiscal year will further
assist in the management of supply, training and manpower. Other systems of
long range nature will come on line over the next several years and will be devoted to command and control assistance to tactical commanders.
Increasing technological advances of the past years have required the Marin,
Corps to emphasize management in its education efforts, and electronic data
processing indoctrination is provided for all officer ranks. We utilize the advanced management program at Harvard and several other schools to provio(
training in management instruction, computer science, and systems analysis.
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X. CONOLIUsION

This completes my statement to this committee, Mr. Chairman. I
t,1141nsize to you that the achievements which have been made in
year by the Marine Corps have been realized through the sacrifices,
ledlicatjon and great personal courage of the Individual marine, I am

want to
the past
complete
proud to

rei)resent the Marine Corps before you, and I appreciate the opportunity for that
reiresentation.

I think that you will agree with me that the Marine Corps has upheld the great
trust that this committee, the Congress of the United States, and the citizens
of tifs Nation have placed with us. We take great pride In that trust and in our

contributions to the defense of our country .i- part of the Navy/Marine Corps
t('1111.
And now, I will be pleased to attempt to answer any questions the committee
may have.
REDUCED DEFENSE SPENDING

Mr. MAIioN. As we all know, there is a great hue and cry in some
quarters for a reduction in defense spending. A reduction in spending
for the war, as well as a general reduction in defense spending. In my
ol)inion, the overwhelming majority of the Members of Congress want
this country to remain strong and superior to any other nation in the

world from the standpoint of military might. I, for one, feel we are
superior militarily to any nation in the world now and I propose
to try

to help keep this country in that position.

WVe are confronted with a budgetary situation.The President has
saii(l that lie is going to hold spending levels this year at about $192.9
billion for all purposes. My general understanding is that as a part
of the President's package, defense spending may be cut about. $3
billion. Is that your understanding, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary CHAFEE. Yes, Sir.
Mr. MAHON. Is that your understanding, Admiral Moorer?
Admiral MOORER. It is.
REDUCED SPENDING AND JEOPARDIZING

SECURITY OF FORCES

Mr. MAiON. Defense spending is one thing and defense appropria-

tions is another thing. We need to know where the Navy-and we are
spetaking today only of the Navy-feels that reductions can be made.
i say to you, as i said to the Army, and to the Air Force, in my
olnion as a spokesman of this committee, that we are unwilling to
make any reductions in defense programs and in defense zpencing
which would jeopardize the security and welfare of our forces in

Korea, in Vietnam, or in Southeast Asia generally.

We are unwilling to undertake in an appropriation bill to compel

the President to sacrifice his flexibility in regard to war. We are not
willing to make cuts which would compel the President to say, "Well,
iu view of the actions of Congress, I have no alternative left other
than to take such and such a course in Vietnam."
We are not going to put the Commander in Chief and the President
of the United States in any such untenable and unacceptable position.

Within this general framework we have got to decide what to do

aJ)out the Navy request for funds. Much of your request for funds
relates to long-range strength of the Navy; it relates to the Mediteri'aiea, relates to matters far away from Southeast Asia. We know

tliat. there are many items in the bill which do not relate to the war
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in Vietnam. We want to make some distinction between the types of
programs involved. Wherever we can slow down and make reductions
or postponements in the overall Navy posture, unrelated to Vietnam,
is one thing. Where funds are requested in relation to operations in
Vietnam, that is another thing. We do not want to, in any way, dey
you the flexiblity and the strength that you need in Vietnam.
What is the Navy doing in Vietnam, Admiral Moorer, generally
speaking?
NAVAL OPERATIONS
IN VIETNAMt

Admiral MoonER. Generally speaking, sir, we think of our activtv
in terms of in-country, and the fleet-supporting operations arotil
the periphery.
Turning first to in-country, these operations consist of the support
we give the Marines, organic to the Marine units such as the hospital
corpsmen, the chaplains, and things of that kind.
We operate a very large scale supply activity in Danang which is
responsible for providing the supplies for all of the troops in what
is called the I Corps area. This requires in excess of 10,000 men, plus
many civilians.
We have, of course, the anti-infiltration patrols down in the 1V
Corps, the riverine force, and the boat patrols which are quite active
right now. These are the type of activities we are in the process of
turning over to the Vietnamese.
We have the MSTS operation which carries about 98 percent of
the supplies down there.
Mr. MAHON. Expand on this for the record so anyone can read and
understand the Navy part. today in the war in Vietnam.
We are not concerned with what you have done. but what you are
doing now. We are concerned about how many Navy civilians and
how many Navy uniformed men and women are involved in the war
in Vietnam.
Admiral MOORER. We will divide that into the 7th Fleet, which
conducts air strikes and gunfire support, anti-infiltration patrols, things
of that kind, and the in-country operation which includes the support
activities plus the river patrols, sir.
(The information requested follows:)
The Navy has played a key role In the events In Southeast Asia and continues
to do so. Since World War II, units of the 7th Fleet have suctained an alert
posture In the Western Pacific, and airplanes from the carriers Con.tellatimo. and
Ticonderoga provided the first U.S. tactical air support in Vietnam within 2 hours
after the decision to (ommence air strikes.
The Navy has had several basic tasks which fall Into the following broad
categories:
Provide tactical air support to Interdict North Vietnamese warmaking
capability and overland resupply routes.
Provide air and surface naval units to prevent logistic support of Communist forces from the sea.
Control and pacification of the delta and areas accessible by rlverine

craft.

Conduct air and sea reconnaissance.
Vietnamization of the navdl aspects of the war.

In-country military construction.
Management and protection for the surface logistic lines of communication
for all services.
Close air and naval gunfire support for engaged troops ashore. Indepen(lently, and in concert with Air Force and Marine tactical aircraft.
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Maintenance of an amphibious landing capability.
Details of the Navy's operations in fulfilling these tasks are contained in
the following paragraphs,
The Navy's participation in Southeast Asia operations has been predominately
through the resources of the U.S. 7th Fleet. In addition to the attack carriers,
these forces have comprised an Impressive array of ships and aircraft. An average
lu-area ship and unit count taken any time during the lnst 2 years would show
destroyer type
approximately five carriers, including three "on the line"; -ships with ASW, antiaircraft and antimissile (AAW), sea surveillance, and guntire support capabilities; two heavy cruisers and/or the battleship Now Jersey
with their large caliber guns, and one AAW cruiser. Additionally, on a daily basis,
underway
submarines,
tmere have usually been on station about
mine
amphibious ships, re lenishment and mobile support ships, Market Time/Game Warden, inelduing mobile riverwarfare ships, over
patrol and reconnaissance aircraft
ine, ships and small craft, plus
.(Iuadrons.
As of June 30, 1969, a total of nearly 80,000 Navy personnel were manning these
7th Fleet units or were involved in war-related operations in South Vietnam,
ai(I another 20,000 were directly supporting the war effort at other locations in
the Western Pacific.
SCOPE OF NAVAL AIR OPERATIONS

The three-carrier task force at Yankee Station in the Tonkin Gulf, operates
21 hours a day, 7 days a week, capitalizing on the inherent versatility of a mobile
I)ase. Our sea-based air wings have been able, during the course of the war, to
,iovequickly to optimum launch positions-north or south-in support of the
wair effort against a determined enemy. Last year, for instance, a OVA :aoved
to a position abreast the DMZ in direct support of our troops at Khesanh. In
quick response to major strike requirements in the Hanol/Haiphong complex,
carrier air wings from their mobile sea bases have launched from positions far
to the north.
This balanced force has operated across a broad spectrum of air warfare
combat/combat support
missions, demonstrating an ability to fly up to
sorties per month. Through October 1968 Navy fighters consistently sought out
and successfully engaged Communist fighters. Sophisticated electronic warfare
aircraft, launched from carrier decks have the capability to jam enemy radars.
SUtpersonie reconnaissance aircraft have photographed virtually every square
foot of North Vietnam. Navy attack aircraft have been able to operate contiunously day/night and in all weather against every type of target ranging
from radar sites and thermal power plants to bridges and moving trucks. The
1mndern
computer controlled ordnance delivery systems now used in Navy attack aircraft have significantly improved accuracy of aerial bombing. The computerized radar control aircraft operating from carrier decks automatically
provide surface and air target data-link information to ships of the task force
n4' well as sophisticated airborne fighter intercept control.
Of major interest has been the ability of sea-based logistic support ships to
iustipply task force 77 at sea on a continuous bass--in fact, flight operations,
launches and recoveries of high performance aircraft, often take place simultwivously with "alongside underway replenishment. High speed coupling/un'iiipling of fuel lines, a technique developed by the U.S. Navy, is now routinely
itsvd by ships of the task force. A modern air wing, which consists of 100 aircraft on the newer aircraft carriers of the Navy, can expend up to 250-300 tons
of ordnance per day while consuming over 100,000 gallons of jet fuel. The logistics problem is formidable but has been met routinely by the sea-based logistics
support ships of the fleet.
)uring the course of the air war in Southeast Asia, the U.S. Navy has Intro(luced a variety of new aircraft and weapons systems into combat. The F-4
Piantom, employing the Navy's Sparrow missile and sidewinder, ivas introduled into aerial combat in April 1965. The Sparrow became the primary allweather missile and the sidewinder the primary "dogfight" clear air mass missile
for both Navy and Air Force in Southeast Asia. Employing these two missiles,
th "first line" U.S. fighter plane, the F-4, achieved an exchange ratio (kills/
over Soviet-built MIG fighters in North Vietlosses) of approximately - to air-to-air missiles fired by all U.S. tactical airplanes
nam,. Of the nearly
or percent were Sidewinder/Sparrows.
ii combat,
The A--6A Intruder first employed In Southeast Asia In July 1965, is the first
effective all-weather tactical aircraft in aerial warfare history. This remarkable
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weapons platform can navigate to, attack, and destroy important military targets
in heavily defended areas under conditions of night and all weather.
The A-7 Corsair II visual attack aircraft made its debut aboard 1,S.S. Ranger
in December 1907 and has proved to be a highly effective asset with Its log
range and large bomb carrying capacity.
Among the new weapons, the Walleye L a remarkably successful televislot.
guided bomb which has a hit rate over
In combat.
-.
The Shrike and Standard Arm are antiradiation missiles which home on enemy
radars. They have been used successfully to suppress and destroy enemy missile
and fire control radars in North Vietnam. In addition to these airbore
weapons,
NAVAL GUNFIRE IN

VIETNAM

Gunfire from the cruisers, destroyers, amphibious ships, and battleship of the
7th Fleet has been employed in two distinct but related roles: (1) naval gun.
fire support (NOFS) of U.S. Marine Corps, V.S. Army, and other free world
ground forces ashore; and (2) Operation Sea Dragon, interdiction by naval
gunfire of the southward flow of war materials from North Vietnam.
The use of naval gunfire support (NGFS) commenced In South Vietnam on
May 21, 1965. Its mission is to deliver naval gunfire against enemy targets in sup.
port of anti-sea-infiltration operations, amphibious operations, and U.S. and free
world armed forces operations ashore. Approximately 2.4 million rounds of 111.
munition have been expended against such targets as troop concentrations.
weapon sites, waterborne logistic traffic, storage and staging areas, infiltration
points and lines of communication in each of the four corps tactical zones.
Operation Sea Dragon conmnenced October 25, 1966, and was terminated No.
vember 1, 1068. The mission of Sea Dragon was to destroy North Vietnamese
vessels transporting supplies to the south, to interdict lines of conununicatiol',
and to destroy or harass supply routes ashore. Sea Dragon forces expended
over 250,000 rounds primarily against waterborne logi.-tls craft. and se.
ondarily against shore targets and in self-defense against NVN coastal defense
batteries. Sea Dragon was designed to supplement and complement aerial strike.
against the NVN logistic network.
The success of the Sea Dragon interdiction effort was borne out by major
decreases in the number of waterborne logistics craft sighted after our gunfire
ships patrolled the coastal waters of North Vietnam.
AMPHIBIOUS

The Navy's amphibious forces have played a vital role in countering the
aggression against South Vietnam. In 1965, when the Vietcong and the Government of North Vietnam had escalated their campaign to major unit actions 1nd
were on the brink of victory, our amphibious forces landed marines at Danang,
iue, and Chu Lai. These first American combat units to enter the war reversed
the tide in tile critical northern quarter of South Vietnam by denying the inmjor
population centers to Communist forces and by establishing combat bases for
counterattacks against enemy units in the countryside. As the Communists
intensified their efforts and tile American commitment grew apace, first one and
then two Amphibious Ready Groups (ARG), (each tailored around the "vertical
envelopment" capability of the LPH helicopter carriers and each embarking a
special landing force (SLF) composed of a Marine battalion landing team and
helicopter squadron), supported our troops and those of our allies from the
DMZ to the Mekong Delta. From the Dinang landing in 1965 through October
1969, 69 amphibious operations have been conducted, ranging from assaults
against enemy strong points on the coast to deep helicopter-borne penetration
of tile highlands. The versatile amphibious ready groups have served as mobile
fire brigades, launching embarked marines against isolated enemy base areas.
reinforcing embattled friendly forces in major engagements, and relieving weary
shore-based units for needed rest.
This ability to range up and down the coast at will and insert a firepower
package capable of handling bushh fire" contingencies provides the 7th fleet
'with a high degree of flexibility, and serves to keep the enemy off balance.
RIVERINE,

COASTAL

SURVEILLANCE

AND
INTERDICTION,
OPERATIONS

SEA

LORDS

AND

SEA1.

In 1964 the Commander Military Assistance Command, Vietnam requested
the U.S. Navy to apply expertise to the problems of inland and coastal waterway
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warfare in Vietnam. In response, the Navy established several task forces to meet
this challenge. These are:
(a) Market Time forces which are -responsible for preventing infiltration by
tie enemy from the Aea. Their area of responsibility is the 1,200-mile coastline
of the Republic of Vietnam. Their efforts are devoted to three separate patrols;
inshore barrier, offshore patrol, and aircraft barrier. The coast is divided into
iniie offshore and 49 inshore patrol areas. The inshore patrols are manned by
mCF's (swift boats), WPB's (Coast Guard patrol boats) and South Vietnamese
Xiavy (VNN) craft. The offshore patrol is comprised of WHEC's (Coast Guard
high endurance cutters), MSO/MSC's (minesweepers), LST's (tank landing
ships) and PG's (patrol gunboats). Additionally, multiengined patrol aircraft
patrol the coastal waters continually. The mission of the surface units involves
stopping and searching all suspect waterway traffic. In conjunction with stop
:and search operations, Market Time boats are actively engaged in psychological
warfare operations in all areas where they have ready access to the populace.
8ince initiation in March 1905, Market Time forces have detected and
ahorted
known major infiltration attempts. In addition, these forces
have ziade a significant contribution to naval gunfire support.
b) Game Warden forces, which are responsible for assisting the Republic of
Vietnam to gain control of the national population and resources in the Mekong
elta, Rung Sat Special Zone, and the Cua Viet River aud Perfume River in
I ('orp Tactical Zone. The operations essentially parallel the efforts of the
'ietinamese National Police and Customs Service. Their operations include
inland waterway patrol and interdiction. The three-man crew, 31-foot fiberglass
1111lt (river patrol boat) is the principal asset used to accomplish this mission.
The.e boats are supported by Navy helicopter gunships (Seawolves) and OV-10
type aircraft (Bronco's). Their mission is to harass and inthrdict enemy operatimis to the greatest extent possible. Game Warden also carries out shallow
mimsweeping operations, primarily in the main Saigon shipping channels, in
,erder to keep these vital lifelines open to merchant shipping.
(e) Under the initial plan, a Riverine Assault Task Force was also established.
This task force was responsible for riverine troop assault on known or suspected
einemy strongholds in the Rung Sat Special Zone and the Mekong Delta. This was
;Ijoint U.S. Navy and U.S. Army force. On August 25, 1969, after having turned
,ver most of its assets to the Vietnamese Navy. the task force was dissolved and
the remaining assets were combined with Game Warden forces for use in
ol)ration Sea Lords.
(d) Sea Lords (Southeast Asia Lake Ocean River Delta Strategy) which
mas conceived as a series of integrated operations designed to halt the flow of
eminmy troops and material into the delta from Cambodia. Each has a primary
mission of interdicting enemy activities within an area where the enemy fias triditionally maintained control. A secondary mission is to establish a friendly
pre.sence in the area to assist the GVN pacification program. Additionally, they
how transporting ARVN and U.S. Army troops on Riverine assault operations,
nir
and they perform waterborne gua-d -postduties.
Significant results achieved through Sea Lords operations through October 23,
1Il9, include the capture of 712 tons of enemy material, and an enemy/friendly
kill ratio of 12.4 :1.
(r) Sea air land (Seal) teams: Seal's have been engaged in the Vietnamese
conflict since January 1982. The mission of the Seal team has been the conduct
of naval warfare against the Vietcong.
separate detachments presently
oprate in the Mekong Delta and the Rung Sat Special Zone as reconnaissance
patrols and intelligence gathering units in advance of major forces. Independently of other forces, they conduct rald and guard post actions against the Viettong infrastructure and in support of Game Warden operations.
operates
fr on Danang in training RVN forces for similar special operations. Seal teams
from the Atlantic and Pacific Fleets are fully engaged in Vietnam and continue
to operate with success in their specialized brand of operations.
NAVY'S ROLE IN VIrETNAM CONSTRUCTION

In addition to providing naval mobile construction battalions (Seabees), the
Xavy is contract construction agent for all DOD forces in Vietnam.
As the DOD contract construction agent, the Naval Facilities Engineering
('Onnand's Officer in Charge of Construction, Republic of Vietnam (OICC-.RVN)
has been administering construction contracts in RVN since 1902 when work was
s trted on airfields and communications facilities under the military assistance
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program. When the buildup of U.S. Forces was accelerated in 1965, the OICC.
IN and a major cost-plus award fee construction combine were mobilized
country to perform the heavy major construction works, airfields, ports, and
logistic depots necessary to support the expected U.S. Forces. The contractor
forces built up rapidly to a peak of 51,000 men and a monthly production rate
which, at pne time, exceeded $00 million. Over $1.5 billion worth of construction
lias been completed to date. Over 150,000 Vietnamese have received training and
work experience in construction skills.
Naval and Marine Forces were supported by naval mobile construction forces
which reached a peak number of 12 Seabee battalions (each of 729 highly skilled
men). These forces erected tactical support facilities such as bunkers, bridges,
and tactical airfields, and performed extensive cantonment and warehouse
construction.
Coordination and cooperation between the Seabees and the contractor forces
ias been excellent.
In both the volume of construction accomplished and In the innovations employed, managerial as well as technical, the role of the Navy In Vietnam construction has been a major one.
NAVY LOOISTIO SUPPORT IN SOUTH VIETNAM

The Navy's logistic mission ashore in South Vietnam is performed by tile
naval support acClvitles at Da Nang and Saigon.
The naval support activity, Da Nang, provides shore-based logistic support
in I Corps Tactical Zone including the management of port operations. Military
cargo through the ports and over the beaches In the I GTZ has totaled as high
its 7 million measurement tons annually. Da Nang consistently satisfies 90 percent of the demands for material which are placed on them. We now have
naval personnel at NSA Da Nang.
The mission of providing or arranging logistic support for all U.S. Naval
Forces and some 15 bases in the II, III, and IV Corps Tactical Zones is the
responsibility of the naval support activity at Saigon. Supplies of all classes
of materials, repairs and overhauls, base defense billeting and messing support
are all provided directly at the scene of operations. We now have over
naval personal at NSA Saigon.
BEAIUFT

Sealift, under the Commander, Military Sea Transportation Service (Comsts).
has formed the lifeline to our operations in Southeast Asia; practically all military cargo (97 percent) and all of the bulk petroleum products have moved to
Vietnam by sealift.
Since the outbreak of the Vietnam conflict, it has been necessary to increase
the MSTS controlled fleet from a total of 94 ships in April 1965 to a high of
577 ships. The MSTS has served a vital role in organizing and controlling our
available maritime resources to provide the sealift requirements for military
operations in Vietnam.
CIVIC ACTION

In the area of civic action Navy units in South Vietnam have made a large
contribution toward uplifting both morale and the standard of living of the
Vietnamese. Seabees have constructed schools, hospitals, and homes plus contributing the know how to self-help projects which result in the Vietnamese
acquiring the skills to perform by themselves. In addition, Navy medical teams
provide medical and dental care for thousands of villagers each month.
VIETNAMESE NAVY IMPROVEMENT AND MODERNIZATION

The current improvement and modernization program for the Vietnamese
Navy (VNN) is proceeding on schedule. Commander Naval Forces, Vietnam, is
closely monitoring the program and is accelerating the schedule In areas where
VNN progress has exceeded expectations. Combat craft are being provided first
in the turnover program in order to rapidly increase VNN combat eapabillfy.
The success of the VNN modernization program depends largely on the proper
training of VNN officers and enlisted men. Qualified Junior officers and leading
petty officers are In short supply, These shortages coupled with the time required
for language training and the development of maintenance expertise are critical
areas that could prove self-defeating if the turnover program is accelerated
beyond the growing capability of the VNN.
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Tie USN assets provided by the turnover program will furnish the VNN with
the capability to assume the major portion of the naval air incountry with the
exption of helicopter/fixed wing support for riverine combat units. The VNN
uslacking in depth in maintenance capability, Also, the turnover program,
1tspresently contemplated, does not provide for the support missions presently
fulfilled by the U.S. Navy; such as naval gunfire support. OVA-based tactical
lir and VP land-based air patrols.
I'WN force struotur.-Forceexpansion is ahead of schedule in total numbers.
TV
he VNN has increased in size nearly 10,000 during the past year. All recruits
are volunteers and reported to have a minimum of an eighth grade education.
Training of potential candidates for NCO and officer status is less than desired
due to the lack of quality and quantity of available student personnel. A proposed revision to the promotion system would offer some relief for the petty
Officer rank structure imbalance. Expansion of the warrant officer program and
other corrective measures are being instituted to minimize the impact of the
offleer shortage.
7'raning.-Inaddition to our formal land-based training sites which are now
taxed to the limit, the U.S. Navy is conducting an extensive training program
for those VNN personnel who will ultimately be assigned to the bouts and
craft of the VNN.
Trainees are primarily new recruits who have received 5 weeks of weapons
orientation from the ARVN and 3% weeks naval orientation from the VNN.
.k Boat Orientation School -trainee receives technical instruction in weaponry,
eigiteering and operations, as well as operational training on the craft. Each
trainee also receives some EnglIsh language instruction. Upon completion of the
Boat Operation School, the trainee is -assigned directly to a USN craft for intensire on-the-job training. VNN personnel appear to be enthusiastic and eager to
lea rn.
0p1rational 8tatus..-The mission of the VNN is to conduct aggressive naval
operations in support of the RVNAF objective to defeat the VC/NVA forces, and
ti assist the GVN in expanding control throughout the Republic of Vietnam.
Improvement in the operational capability of the VNN has resulted in increased
plrti(ipation in coastal surveillance and riverine warfare activities. Since
.January 1069 over 242 U.S. ships and craft have been turned over to the VNN.
An Amphibious Task Force Command was also established to effect control of the
tiewly formed River Assault Interdiction Divisions. Vietnamization of the Navy
k proceeding at a rate ahead of our earlier predictions. On the prognosis from
current performance in these areas,
of the small craft in Vietnam and
the ulk of incountry riverine operations i1ll have been turned over by the end
of June 1970.
NAVAL PERSONNEL INVOLVED IN VIETrNAM OPERATIONS

MIfr.

MIxoN. About how many people do you have in Vietnam?

Admiral MOORER. We had about 36,000 men in-country. This has
been reduced to about 33,000 due to the recent withdrawals.
In the 7th Fleet we have also effected some significant reductions in terms of destroyers. We have reduced the number of attack
aircraft carriers in West Pac as of July 1 from five to four and reduced some of the patrol activities.
Mr. MAiioN. How many Navy personnel are involved outcountry

bitt within a few hundred milesAdmiral MOORE. About 79,000.
Mfr. MAIHON. Within a few hundred miles of Vietnam?

Admiral MOORER. Yes, sir; and in addition to that, of course, we

ba v tie Marines that General Chapman can speak of.
Mh'. MAHON. Let us also have the information in regard to Marine
l)eCisonnel.
Admiral MooREn. I will prepare a table, sir.

(The information follows:)
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NAVY PERSONNEL INVOLVED IN VIETNAM
Military

Civilian

33,000
390
..................
A.In.country...............................................
B.7th Fleet:
..............
1. Afloat offshore; west of iISE in waters adjacent to Vietnam ................
2. Afloat elsewhere but rotate into offshore area In relief support of above units:
..........
......................... ...........
...
(aJapan
............
.......
......................
Jpne ........
P
..............
s ....................................................
..............
.......
Tahwan .......... ....................................
.............
Other waters .................................................
.............
Subtotal .......................................
3. Ashore support:

..........
....
(a) Japan.................................................
(b)Ryukyus ....................................................
..........
....
..................................
.
(C) Philippines .....
..............
...
(d)Guam ........................................................
(e) Taiwan . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. ..................... . . . ....... ...............
.........
.
Subtotal..............................................

Total, 7th Fleet ............. .................................
C. Navy total ...................................................................
MARIN.

COl'P

79,000
112.000

390
390

PERSONNEL INVOLVED IN VIETNAM

The Marines currently ill Vietnam are engaged in conducting operations
against the NVA and residual elements of the Vietcong forces in addition to continuing our )aciflcation program.
Disposition of major FMF tactical units in Vietnam is as follows:
Quang Nazn Province (Danang) :
Ieadquarters III Marine Amphibious Force
Force Logistics Command
iIea(lquarters 1st Marine Division
1st Marine Regiment
5th Marine Regiment
7th Marine Regiment
26th Marine Regiment
Headquarters 1st Marine Aircraft Wing
Marine Aircraft Group 11
Marine Aircraft Group 16
Quang T'iri (Dong Ia) :
Headquarters 3d Marine Division
4th Marine Regiment
Thua I'hilen (Phu 1a3)
Marine Aircraft Group 36
Provisional Marine Aircraft Group 39
Quang Tin/Quanz Ngai (Chu Lai)
Marine Aircraft Group 12
Marine Aircraft Group 13
The Marine Corps is currently in the process of withdrawing 18,483 Marines
from Vietnam.
The major units Involved are the 3d Marine Division and elements of the 1st
Marine Aircraft Wing, which are being redeployed as follows :
Redeployement commenced on September 18, 1969, and will be completed by
Status of forces is as follows:
Current Force8
Vietnam
Okinawa
Japan

Force8 (8 of

REDTIooN IN NAVY FUNIS
Mfr. MAIION. We are saying that Secretary Laird's target probablyaid this is all.subject to some degree of flexibility, I am sure-for redutcing spending is an overall amount of about $3 billion for the
current fiscal year. What is the Navy portion of that reduction in
.p('uding that has been identified to date?
Secretary CtmFEE. Of spending-nearly $585 million.
M[r. MAHlON. When you translate that into appropriations, what is
i(enti fled as the reduction as of this date?
Secretary CiiAFE. $1,069 million.
MIfr. MAHON. Now, can you produce for us a table showing where
tht se reductions are proposed?
Admiral MooRET. Yes, sir; I have it right here, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAHON. Can you show us and will you show us where the re(uction would be spelled out, and what such reduction would actually be in the various items of appropriations in the Navy, Admiral
GaI'ddis?
Admiral GADDIs. Yes, sir. We have in the backup material for the
committee the appropriation breakout of this amount.
[r. MAHON. Very well.
MIr. SIR,.S. When will we have an opportunity to have some info'mation on that?
.Mfr. MAHON. Yes, we will go into that after we have a broad
presentation.

EFFECT OF REDUCTION ON VIRNAM OPERATION
Now, can these reductions, Mr. Secretary, and Admiral Moorer, that
'1111
presently identified, be made without any significant, substantial,
or dangerous impact on the war in Vietnam?
Secretary CHAFEE. Yes, sir; I am confident they can be.
Admiral MOORER. There will be reductions, though, sir, in terms of
the olume of gunfire support as well as the tempo of air operations.
But with the present military situation-and I emphasize the phrase
"present military situation"-in Vietnam, I think these can be done
without developing what you called a dangerous situation.
Mfr. MAHON. We assume if the war should suddenly or gradually
es('late and if the present tempo should 'be significantly changed, then
this would change your overall approach to the cost and to the operatiomns related to the war?
Admiral MoomRE. I would hope so, yes, sir.
.Mr. MAHON. But the point is, as ofnow, as best you know, the identilid cuts would not dangerously or seriously have an impact on the
%Valrin Vietnam?
Admiral MooRFx. That is correct, as the war is going today, sir.
IDENTIFICATION OF REDUCTIONS

Mr. MAHON. You have identified over $500 million with respect to
the war, but I believe you indicated, Mr. Secretary, that your target
was $1 billion in spending. Not a billion dollars-plus in appropriations,
hmt spending. Where do we get the rest of the money? Where are you
as of now with respect to further reductions?
36-735 o-69--pt. 7-
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Secretary CmmTAF. So far we have identified the $585 million, and
the rest j st has to be identified in the future.
Mr. M.miox. You have had quite a little time to work on it. Have
011 collie to sollie conclusion?
Secretary (trm.,v:. Well, they will be in support, areas. I am being
l)erfeetiy candlil when T say t'he ships haven't been Identified.
Mr. M.ilox. Wh3 are you4 making the cuts which have been ideiiified and why are you proposing cuts which have not yet been
identified?
Secretary C
Excuse me, sir? Why have we not, made the
Erx..
ClltsMr. MA11Ox. Why are you making the cuts which have been idenltified and why are you proposing cuts which have not yet been
idefltifled?
Secretary C.\rm'. We are proposing the cuts that have not been
idetitiled )ecause of tile overall reductions that are being imposed
byv the Defense Department on the various services, as you originally
otl iied.
Mr. M.Aiox. Is this being done solely on a budgetary basis or is it
l)eing done on the basis of tightening ui) the operation of tie military
estal)lishlent, saving some money and promoting efficiency and so
forth?

Secretary Cri.u',,. I think it is a combination of both. I think the
thrust is coming from tle overall ceiling that has been placed on
!',overmnental expenditures, the increase in certain accounts that are
not controllable, and the resulting need to reduce the accounts .that
are controllable-among which are the Defense Department. It is
hoped these reductions will result in greater efficiency, but I think
Mr. Laird has pul)licly acknowledged that in taking these reductions
there will be, uucjestionably, reductions in capability as well.
EFFECT OF REDUCE)

VrIETN,\31 OPERMTONS

Mr. M'Imox. But these reductions are not associated with prosecutioll of the war in Vietnam?
Secretary Cn.\w.,r,. No, sir. As Admiral Moorer mentioned, we are
reducing some ships that have )een serving there-for instance, the
,infire support ships-so in that instance they have been involved in
tiltol'osecution of the war in Vietnam, but w,ith tile 'war continuing
as it has been, we don't consider this represents a risky reduction.
Mr. ANDRrws. The North Vietnamese are suggestion, that you pull
out of South Vietmn and the administration is oerating o tIle hope
that there will be a deescalation of the war in the future.
Secretary CIxFriE. Not, only in the future, sir, but, I think there has
)een to date-in the tempo of operations.
Mr. ANxBEs. Let me )ut.it this way then: Deescalation will contine, but if operations increase you will have to get back in high gear
in a hurry to meet your commitment. Is that the size of it?
Secretary Ci.u'EE. That may well be. It may turn out. that the forces
that are Ireselltly there, including the Vietnamese, couldn't be able
to handle it: but' our belief is that this giving of increased responsibility to the Vietnamese has worked successfully to date. rWe
are very
optimistic file way things have been proceeding to date.
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Now, I think this is always a fragile thing. How fast you can push
it,
has to be carefully watched.
Admiral MoonuEn. With the exception of the 36,000 men, which is the
m1ximunm number we reached in the so-called in-country operation,
the Navy has not had what one might call a discreet force that was
foensed solely on Vietnam. In other words, our ships rotate and even
those from the Atlantic Fleet come over to Southeast Asia. Therefore,
the reductions that we have made have, in effect, reduced the overall
worldwide capability of the Navy.
Mr. MAION. We agree that reductions made in forces does have an
impact on the worldwide effectiveness of the Navy. We understand
that..
DETAILS OF REDUCTION

WVe want to know what figures to place opposite the various items
in the bill. We have gotten to that point. We are not interested at this
time in going into a lot of philosophical discussion, so let's begin right
now in any way you desire to proceed and tell us what this .$580million-plus cut in spending, and $1 billion-plus cut in appropriations
actuallyy means. Will you please proceed in any way you desire, Mr.
Secretary ?
Secretary CITAFEE. We have reduced 99 ships-Mr. MATlON. If you want the budget officer to do any of this work
for you, let him do it.
Secretary CHAFF.E. I will give a general rundown and then, if the
committee wants more specifics, we have it here; 99 ships and 162
aircraft have resulted in-I will talk about expenditures now, if I
may-an expenditure saving of $138.8 million.
Mr. MAION. You will place also in the record in connection with this
discussion the impact on appropriations?
Secretary CTAFEE. That is $169.2 million in appropriations. OperaIions, $57 million in expenditures and $68.9 million inappropriations.
The Marine Corps reduction in personnel, $23.2 million in expenditures and $42 million in appropriations. That was in the phase I
re(leployment. In the please II redeployment, $76.3 million in expendihires and $102.1 in appropriations.
Research and development, $121.5 million in expenditures and $221
mill
ion in appropriations.
In the procurement of aircraft and missiles-primarily aircraft in
this instance-$2.8 million in expenditures and $18 million in
ql)propriations.
In ship procurement, $2.3 million in expenditures and $63 million
inappropriations.
In other procurement, $106.2 million in expenditures and $303 million in appropriations.
In procurement, Marine Corps, $15.5 million in expenditures and
3o.7 million in appropriations.
Now, that is the general view, sir.
NEED FOR SPECIFIC INFORMATION

fMr. MAiiON. Now, here is our problem: We have often reduced the.
defensee budget. Last year we reduced the defense appropriation by
aI)out $5 billion, I believe. We did it with some consultation with the
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executive branch. We thought under tll the circumstances these redue.
tions could safely be made and in my judgment. nothing has happened
to indicate thit e were in error in the actions which we took,
Now, in my judgment, the 1970 defense budget, despite all the attacks
being made oi the Department of Defense, is now a tighter budget
than was the 1969 budget.
We in the legislative branch are not in the driver's seat from the
standpoint of defense operations. Under our system of government,
the executive branch must. manage and administer the programs.
However, you are going to have to make cuts. Now, if you live up
to this expenditure reduction of $1 billion, I think you may make
cuts that are rather drastic and which may impact rather seriously
on Appr.
on certain programs. Cuts which I doubt lhe Committee would
want
priations and a majority of the Members of the Congress
to see made.
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I ain probably sounding like a hawk and a spender and all that, but
sound as I may, I tlihink I am confronting the facts of life as they are.
Now, you lve given us dollars but we need these dollars translated
into programs so we will understand. Cuts in aircraft, cuts in ships.
Just what does this all mean?
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There is no doubt but what the Navy and the l)epartment of I)e.
fenske, if you are conscientious, and I think you are, can do a better
job ill picking out places where postpoienietis or eliminations can be
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to do. I don't think it would be practical for us to l)lindly-"it wouldn't
be entirely blindly l)ecause we have had months of hearings-for us
to make slarl) reductions in certain fields in which we haven't had the

Wen

It troubles me that we haven't the full picture of what you propose

best, judgment of the Navy.

As von know, and as most members of the committee know-I am
doing miost of the testifying this morning, but I can't help thatCongress approved an expenditure limitation based on the Presidents
budget.
The President. said lie wanted so much money and we said "All
right, we will approve your spending limitation as set forth in your
budget."

But we also said, "If you wish to raise it and if Congress raises it,
then the spending figuIe -,vould go up."
The President has complete flexibility and tie Congress has conplete flexibility to provide funds in additiofi to the budget of Presi-
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dent Nixon, Which was submitted on April 15.
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What we need is more information on what the Navy plans to d0
in arriving at the reductions which have been placed'upon it as a
result of the congressional limitation on expenditures.
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EFFECT OF 2-YEAR REDUCTION ON NAVAL OPERATION

to in

Admiral MooRE. Mr. Chairman, I do not want to leave the impression with the committee that the cuts we are experiencing do not affect
the combat capability of the Navy.
Mr. MAINIAoN. You are talking about worldwide now, particularly?
Admiral MooRmR. Yes, sir.
I would like to point out that since 1965 when the tempo of opera-

1111(

tions increased, when we made the landings there and commenced

tion.

have
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air operations, since that time the overall force level of the Navy was
increased very little. In other words, we have conducted the Vietnam
wal, except for some augmentations, with the force levels that we had
"-hen we started.
Now, as a result of a series of budget actions commencing with the
Revenue and Expenditures Control Act of 1968, then the review of
newin administration
by the
budgetthethat
Johnson
the.
the
order to reach last
make
thatmade
we must
cut was
and finally
spring
billion dollar expenditure reduction, we find that the Navy has had
to cut its obligational authority by $4.5 billion; its expenditures by $2
billion. These. budget actions have made it necessary to inactivate 187
Ahipls by July 1, 1970 which are in addition to ships that were previousy sc,heduled for inactivation.
At the same time we plan to have brought in only 81 new ones and
to have returned 17 conversions to active service. Taking into account
the other scheduled inactivations, there will be a net reduction of 182
shilps. We shall have to inactivate 281 operating aircraft, and our perill be reduced by a total of
.oi,iel strength during this 1-year period wv
about 77,600 officers and enlisted men and 33,000 civilians.
(It has been subsequently determined that 60 of the 281 combat aircraft associtet(d with squadron inactivations, can be reassigned to the Reserves and to
other less demanding noncombat activities involving considerably lower flight
utilization. Thus the total number of aircraft actually expected to leave the
imvintory by July 1, 1970 as a result of these budget actions will be 221.)

Now, when we were requested to make recommendations as to how
we would effect these expenditure reductions, Secretary Chafee and
I have -tried to achieve two things: One, we have tried to retain

suflicient forces and sufficient operating funds to carry out, in a
minimum way, the commitments of today and, two, we have supported
011i1 new programs because we must look to the future. Consequently,

tihe reductions we made beginnhg about this time last year have
forused on those two goals.
Mr. MAXvON. I think the record ought to be perfectly clear that
iii talking about a $4 billion cut in appropriations and a resultant
reduction of a. lesser amount in expenditures, you were talking about

fiscal years 1969 and 1970?
Admiral MooIIER. That is correct; yes, sir, but the action has taken
lhce in about 12 months, sir; from last year about this time until now.
Mr. MAioN. But not on a fiscal year basis?
Admiral MoonEn. No, sir. I was just talking about the most recent

nits.

Now, assuming that we would meet the billion dollar expenditure
Pit, for 1970 and inactivate the ships that were required to give us
the funds, we would then find ourselves on July 1, 1970, with a smaller
by some 90 ships than we had when the tempo in Vietnam began
Xav.y
to
increase.
M1[r. MAITON. Of course, but you would have a more effective Navy
auid i more modern Navy.
Admiral MOoARER. Yes, sir; but most of the time during the Vietnam
uai- the expenditures were focused on the war and not on modernizatiou. For instance, last year we had the lowest SCN budget that we
hae had since 1955. This year we are buying fewer fighter and attack

Ilh'craft than at any time since 1946. So this is why we are trying to
'oncentrate ol new programs, to try to regain this lo s of moderm'aIion that took place during the last, few years.
Mr. Mmiox. That is all well and good. So what? What effect does
that. have I Are you arguing against the cuts that have been imposed
by the administration, or what?
Admiral Moori. I am saving I am disturbed by the trend during
the past year, so far as the Navy is concerned, in light, of the Soviet
buildup,'a. well as the war, and T think that the cuts that we are
talking about, Just, al)out. take us down to rock bottom and it does
entail more risks.
Now, incident to these cuts, for instance, we have reduced some
patrols in the Western Pacific. As I said before, we have reduced
the unmber of ships available for gunfire support and things of that
kind. We have, however, maintained a capability to keep the 6th Fleet
at its current, level in light of the intense Soviet activity in the
Mediterranean.
Mr. SnREs. May I ask a question there?
TYPES OF REDUCTIONS TO BE M ADE

Mr. Siims. What you have given us in the way of figures doesn't
quite fell the story that I would like to know.
Can von tell us more about the direction that reductions are taking
in the Nav'N? Are vou going to reduce the number of shore establishnIents? Are, you going to reduce the fleet operating facilities? Are you
"oing to do vithout modernization? Are you going to sacrifice current
activities in order to achieve modernization? Can you orient your answer to tell us what tomorrow's Navy is going to look like in the
general area that I have,outlined?
Admiral MoorEr. First, Mr. Sikes, we are reviewing tie entire base
estal)lishment as you would expect. This, of course, requires a more
extensive analysis in order to come up with firm answers.
Generally speaking, the first year a base is closed very little cost. reductions result, as you know. It is the out years that are affected )y
closing a base.
So far as the tradeoff between current capability and modernization
for the future is concerned, we have tended to emphasize modernization for the future and that is why I said we have decided to leave funds
generlly in the )udget for the nev programs, sir.
Mr. SirEs. Are you cutting back on R. & D.? I noticed quite a
lengthy article in tle press this morning that there are some who feel
we are substantially crippling research at primarily the college level
because of R. & D. reductions by the Federal Government.
Are your R. & D. programs going to suffer?
Admiral Moom.-R. R. & D. programs will be reduced somewhat, sit,
and we will not be able to do all of the R. & D. that we would like to
do, but I think it will give us a sound program although an austere
program.
This again, sir, is not settled by any means between the Navy an(l
Defense as to exactly what the R. & D. program is going to be.
Mr. SiRES. Have you identified bases to be closed? I am not learning
much.
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Admiral MoonEII. Yes, sir. Let me say this: We 'have earmarked bases
to 1)e
studied for closure and for reduced operation, but this is someilig that can't be done hastily because it involves many things7 as
you know, and a reorientation of deployment and things of thiskind.
'.r.
SIKEs. I would hope none of this will be done hastily because I
have seen these peaks and valleys in defense expenditures before and
tie final result has always been an extremely costly and in the long run
d11aaing procedure to the Military Establishment, and to our prestige abroad, so I am seriously concerned that we may be cutting too
deeplyy or not in the right areas. I don't think there is the demand for
defense cuts that the headlines would indicate and I know there is
tit the justification for them. We have to save money if we can and you
are embarked on that program.
NEED TO REDUCE REQUEST FOR FUNDS FOR OVERTIME

One little side item: This is only a minor thing, but it has some imannounced some reductions in civilian personnel and the
Navy is requesting quite a bit of overtime in its civilian accounts. It
would seem to me from the standpoint of efficiency as well as economy
:od cost reduction and taking into consideration the well-being of the
iidividuals employed by the Navy and their families that you should
eliminate a considerable amount'of the overtime that you have re,uested. This would keep more people on the payrolls and diminish the
1)act. You have

impact of personnel reductions.

lHave you given any thought to that? Overtime is a costly thing.
Admiral MOORER. That has been studied, of course, but one of the
problems is the fact that we have a total overall ceiling in civilian pers,,el and consequently we don't. always have the flexibility that you
siqrrest.

Also, we 'have peaks of work, particularly in the shipyards and con-'qliently the overtime is used primarily for certain periods when the
woik peaks u p.
Secretary (iTFEE. First, in connection with the overtime, the budgeted figure for 1970 is less than 1969 and is actually down to the
1968 level.
REVIEW OF PROPOSED REDUCTION

Secondly, in connection with these reductions, I would just like to say
something if I might: The reason we cannot positively identify to the
Committee the further reductions beyond the $585 million-as has been
mentioned, we suggested them to the Secretary of Defense and they
haven't yet received his approval.
However, everything involves a risk. I don't think the military
services ever get as much as they think they would like to have. The
(,omflittee is far more experienced with thai than am I, but I feel the
reductions we have identified to date, although they as such do present
some risks, they are not unacceptable risks. I am, therefore, prepared
to support -the reductions we have identified.
Mr. SIKES. If these reductions are all acceptable, why have they not
been made earlier so we could have saved money sooner? Secretary CHAFEE. Mr. Sikes, I cannot answer that, except by saying

that this is my first time in the ring here. Second, the tempo of the
war has declined. Obviously some of the reductions are associated
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with that. For instance, the ones I mentioned that the Marines are
achieving are directly attributable to withdrawal of marines from
Vietnam; that is, conl)at pay, and all the pipeline )ersonnel that are
tied up in the war.
Mr. SIKis. This, I think, is fully understandable and is a logical
procedure. Then are we going to shift, our emphasis to modernization?
You know and I know that there is a generation gap in modernization
as far as American aircraft, and I presume American ships are con.
cerned. The Soviets have not had the problem of the war and the neces.
sity of war expenditures and they have been able to concentrate on
modernization, where we have had to expend our resources in fight.
ing a war.
Are we now at the point that we are going to 'be able to concentrate
on modernization, or is that also going to be slowed down?
Secretary CnWuE. No, sir; I think we are concentrating on modernizatioli. We chose to take reductions in ships and personnel associated
with those ships in order that we could preserve the funds we have
put ill modernization. I am speaking of the 1971 budget. which we are
working on. In this 1970 budget, as you know, we have about twice
as much for ship construction as we had a year ago. I think that is a
very favorable step for the Navy.
Mr. SIKEs. Is that program being cut '?
Secretary CI,.1fi:E. No, sir-; that is not. I think there is a very small
dollarr cut in the authorization.
Admiral MooRE% The FDL was dropped and the third submarine
was added which amounted to a small dollar cut in the total authorization.
Mr. MI.\moN. FDL is not authorized?
Admiral MoonFx. No, sir.
Secretary CIIAFEE. We made no cuts ourselves.
(Discussion off the record.)
SovIET FLEET MODERNIZ.vrIoN PROGRAM
SURFACE FLEET'

Mr. SIKES. Let ne ask this question :1Have you been able to ascertain
specifically whether there has been a significant degree of modernization in th'e new Russian ships which have gone into the fleet, which
shows developments that are significantly beyond the developments in
our ships? Remember I said joining the" fleet. I am not talking about
research and development. I am talking about the ships tlint are being
placed in inventory in Russia coinpared to the ships being placed in
inventory in this country. Can you tell us something about the coml)arative degree of modernization?
Admiral Moonmtl. Yes, sir. Of course, they have placed in their
surface ships a coml)lete suit of missiles, that is, surface-to-air an(l
surface-to-surface missiles. It is quite clear by looking at their superstructure that the ships are equipped with a. full suit of electronics of
all types, 'both radar for detection purposes as well as ECM equil)inent.

Mr. SnUEs. Are they as modern as anything we are building?
Admire al Moo,}',. Yes; I would think so.
Mr. SIKEs. Are they more modern than ours?
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.Admiral MlfOORI. I would not think they were more modern. I think,
relatively speaking, insofar as the older ships are concerned, they have
?iaflde more ral)id improvements than we have. I think you would
expect, to find that in at country that was coming from far behind.
.kAother thing, Mr. Sikes, that they have emphasized in many of their
,.1 1ibat ships is gas turbine propulsion, which gives them several adv-,utages in terms of speed and acceleration which, as you know, we
expectt to incorporate in the new destroyer program we have before
t he committee.
Mr. SIKES. You say comparatively speaking their modernization
program is more advanced than ours.
SUBMARINE PROGRAM

Admiral MooRna. I would say based on a comparison of recent years
that they have accelerated their program with respect to surface ships
omore rapidly than we have. Also, as you know, they have a very ambitiotis submarine program.
Mr. SInEs. I would like for you to discuss that also in terms of mode rnization.
.Admiral MOORER. Yes, sir. They have worked on several prototype
suibmarines, attack cruise missile and ballistic missile firing. Of the
ballistic missile variety, the latest is the Yankee class submarine which
is a "Chinese" copy of the Polaris. They now have launched
Of these submarines and have an extensive building program underway. We estimate that the missiles in these submarines have a range
of about 1,300 miles. They have just commenced probing into the Atlantic. I predict that in 4 or 5 years we will have a substantial
imumber in the Atlantic deployed against the United States, and also
ini the Pacific, somewhat like we deploy the Polaris submarine.
In addition to that they are building several other types of attack
stil)marines which have some interesting features in terms of the
wettpons with which they are equipped. Also, we have learned of a
Bravo class submarine, as we call it. Although new,
It apears they are covering the entire spectrum wifl respect to submarine development. Their submarines, as you know, are fast, and
t1ey have all types. They have a large number. As of today about 20
l)ercent, I believe, are nuclear, but this percentage will rise rapidly.
They have submarines that fire ballistic missiles and cruise type missiles; the so-called attack type submarines which would be used against,
other r submarines or surface ships. They have a very ambitious, a very
progressive, and a very aggressive submarine program, sir.
CARRIERS

Mr. SIKES. The Russians still have not shown an interest in aircraft
'ariers other than some that handle helicopters. Does that indicate
that we have been overemphasizing aircraft carriers in the U.S.
Navy?
#
Admiral MooRER. Certainly not in my opinion, sir. A fleet is developed to serve the nation which sails the fleet. The Soviets have
a differentt problem than we do. In the first place, they have a very
significant. geographic problem, in the sense that they have four fleets.
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All four of them tire more or lets confined. The largest fleet is the

so-called North Fleet which must. come around North Cape to reach
open water, They have a fleet in the Baltic which must come through
the Danish Straits, a fleet. in the Black Sea which must transit the
Dardanelles and a fleet, in the Western Pacific which must transit the
Japanese Straits. So far, their activities overseas, their base structure,
their location with respect. to land mass and so on does not facilitate
the use of aircraft carriers. As you know, in the recent past the three
countries that have used aircraft. carriers to ,ood effect are the United
States, the I rated Kingdom and Japan. All three of these countries
had full access to open water. The fact that. the Soviets do not have
aircraft carriers has imposed on them a serious handicap, particularly
in light of the overall buildup of their merchant marine as well as
their Navy. Without. carriers, they would be forced in the event of
iny kind of hostilities to keep their fleet underneath the umbrella of
hnjid-based air. Consequently, they do not have anything like the
flexibility of movement worldwide that we have in 'the T.S. Navy.
REDUCTION iN NAVY FUNDS
EFFECT OF REDUCED DRAFT CALLS ON MILITARY PERSONNEL REQUEST

Mr. SicF.S. It was recently announced that the November and December draft call has been 6anceled. Of the 50,000 young men to be
called during those 2 months, 2,400 were to bi for the Marine Corns.
What will be the savings to the budget in 1970 as a result of not inducting theoe men?
General C1IrHAN. The Marine Corps is scheduled to receive its
approved inductee quota for November and December which actually
amounts to a total of 2,500. These are 1,000 in November and 1,500 iii
December. There was a reduction in the inductees scheduled for Septeml)er and October and the monetary savings from this is incorporated in the total savings in the revised personnel plan which includes
redeployments and unit deactivations. Therefore, there is no monetary effect, attributable to draft call changes in the military personnel,
Marine Corps appropriation.
Mr. SiKEs. Since the Navy is cutting back on end-strength can
we assume that the items in the budget that. reflect, an increase over
1969 can be reduced to at least the 1969 level? Specifically I refer to
such allowances as special pay, allowances for quarters, reenlistment
bonuses and change of station travel.
Admiral GADDIS. The cutback in Navy end-strength in fiscal year
1970 will not necessarily result in a reduction in fund requirements
for all line items of this budget. regardless of whether increases over
fiscal year 1969 are involved. Those items which are directly related
to strength, such as quarters allowances and some special pay, will
not require the funding requested. Even so, selectivity will *be required. For example, requirements for the nuclear submarine officer
continuation pay program, authorized by Public Law 91-20, vill not
change. The Teelistment bonus program, a prime career/skill retention incentive, is expanding and must be maintained at the budgeted
level to enhance the retention of "quality" personnel required to mai
the Navy. Permanent change of station funding requirements will in-
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overall
erease substantially over the budget estimate even with theresulting
strength reduction. This is because personnel redistribution
from the deactivation of operational units and base closures as welI
as the large increase in planned separations, will require additional
nioves over the budgeted levels.
Nfr. SIKFS. Would not reductions in these allowances also be apl,.opriate for the Marine Corps ?
General SimoNs. The assessment that the fiscal year 1970 budget estiniato could be reduced to the fiscal year 1969 level cannot be made. Our
strength reduction will cause increased costs in areas such as separation payments and change of station travel. We foresee increased
costs in basic pay rates and BAQ for the career ranks due to longevity
and dependency ratio increases. We also believe that our reenlistment
bonus costs will riQe due to the increase in the number of personnel
eligible, especially in the H-4 ranks. Additionally there are increased
costs connected with the Pay raise which was effective July 1. 1969.
lrowever, reductions will be realized in certain areas such as Special
Pay, Family Separation Allowance, Death Gratuities, and Servicemn0'q Group Life Insurance.
Mr. SiKes. Would you provide for the record the number of Navy
and Marine Corps personnel assigned to OSD and JCS by year for
the last 5 fiscal years?
(The information follows:)
NAVY
Assignment and fiscal year
Number of Navy personnel assigned to OSD:
1965 ................................................................
1966 ................................................................
1967 ..................................................................
1968 ......................................................................
1969 ......................................................................
Number of Navy personnel assigned to JCS:
1965 .......................................................................
1966 .......................................................................
1967 .................................................................
1968 .................................................................
1969 .......................................................................

Officer
130
154
181
177
178
209
214
221
228
240

Enlisted
57
57
62
64
66
149
153
159
159
185

Note: Figures represent the personnel on board as of June 30 of fiscal year.
MARINE CORPS
and JCS for the past 5 fiscal years)
Ilhe Marine Corps had the following number of military personnel assigned to OSD
OSD
June
30, 1965 ...................................................................
June
30, 1966 .............................................................
June
30, 1967...................................................................
June
30, 1968...................................................................
June
30, 1969...................................................................

33
35
38
41
49

JCS
51
54
62
65
67

REDUCTIONS IN HEADQUARTERS STAFTS

Mr. SIKES. What plans do the Navy and Marine Corps have for re(ticing its headqurters staffs in the Washington metropolitan area?
Secretary CHAFE. As we are making these reductions in the fleets,
we are requiring ill the shore establishments, including the one right
here7 to make reductions, too. Right here in the headquarters in con..
section with this current budget reduction that we are going through
ntow, the civilian personnel will be reduced by 529.
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SIK}s. Why don't you provide the details for the record?
Secretary CUrAxFH:. Yes; sir.
(The information follows:)
xir.

('ivilian personnel reductions for fiscal year 1970 fi Navy and Marine Corps
Iadquarters staffs located IIItit Washlingto metrololitan area are as follows:
4
Secretariat and staff offices -----------------------------------------472
Chief of Naval Operations -------------------------------------------13
('omnIandant, U.S. Marine Corps ------------------------------------529
Total -------------------------------------------------------In fiscal year 1)70, no Navy military billet reductions to headquarters staffs
in the Waslligton area are presently planned. However, 04 military billets are
livncg cut from other Navy activities in this area.
Ili tlseal year 1971, an addition 147 Navy military billets in tie Washington
area have been earmarked for reduction. Of these, 100 are assigned to headquarters staffs.
As a part of Project 703, a reduction of 20,300 in military end strength iN helg
effected. This is related to redeploymnents from Vietnam, and deactivation of
structure temporarily authorized for the war. This reduction does not Involve
military billets itthe Washington area.
it addition, Project 703 Includes a reduction In total elvilian employment of
about. - percent. However. the reduction at Ieadquarters Marine Corps is 4.3
lervemt, which amounts to 53 civilians. A review of military and civilian manipower is now underway. Further reductions may Ibe anticipated as a result of the
.tiirre'ut review of mmanupower requirenents.

Mr. Suirms. By the same token, what, plans do the Navy and Marino
Corps have for' reducing the headquarters and comnmnuil staffs in lhi,
field? Tell me generally whether you are. making significant reduc-

tions and l)rovide the details in numbers for the record.
SecretarV CIIAI"Im-E. 1 do not know whether I can say siglificant, blt
we are making everybody reduce, and we are very conscious of the
headquarters. In other words, we do not want. to have just the ships'
personnel reduced and not the people oi shore, so the pressure is on
to make everybody reduce.
(Clerk's nlte: "Subsequent to the hearing the following additional
statement was submitted by Secretary Chafee for the record :)
In fiscal year 1970 staffs in the field are being reduced by 828 Navy military
blillets. This figure includes 13M billets associated with the 10 percent overseas
reducIon program and, while specific reductions under this program are not yet
firm, the 133 figure Is exlpeted to hold or increase, but not reduce. In fiscal year
1971, additional staff military reductions in the Held are expected to amount to
alpoximtely 520 billets.
The 'Marlne Corps will reduce Its end-strength by 20.300 in connection with
Implementation of project 703. The headquarters and connand staff reduction
assoviath,d with project 703 will total 1057 Marines. This total consists of 676
from Headquarters. 5th Marine Division at Camp Pendloton, Calif.; 203 froin
Headquarters, 9th "Marlne Amphibious Brigade in Okinawa; 70 from Head.
quarters. III MAP in South Vietmun; and. 18 from the staff of COMUSMACV
i South Vietnam.
AI,LCATION OF CIVILIAN PEIIWONNEL REDUCTION

Mr. SIKEs. Let me ask you this question. Through the years tme
trading structni'e has been ihereasing, and through the ,ears personnel have been gaining in seniority so that from tie standpoint of tie
civilian lpersonnel in the Navy and other services, y'ou have largely a

rather senior organization and a highly paid orraiiizatiom, with more
and more peopleat the supervisory level. When layoffs come, it is
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tie people at the bottom, the low-paid people who were last employed,
who generally are first off. So the effect is to leave you with a lot
of chiefs who are highly paid and not too many Indians who do a
lrvivat deal of the work and who are comparatively low-paid. Can you
do anything about. that situation or is it just inherent in the system?
Secretary CHIAE, I think it is inherent in the system. However,
I thlnk there is one change that has taken place, and that is-I am
.inre you have heard this before, but I think it Is a valid statementthat, the equipment is getting so much more complex than it previ,ously was that you have to have a higher paid person or certainly a
more, highly trained person to care for it. I do not think that tiis
answers every situation.
Mr. SIKES. It does not because you have promoted a lot of people
in (lesk jobs and supervisory jobs where they do not do anything but
piisl papers.

Secretary CHAFeSr:. We hope they do more than that.
Mr. SIKES. Of course, they do more than that, but it is the super1inry payroll which is keeping civilian personnel costs so high.
Secretary CiTFEE, I think that is true. In our systems command
these peope are dealing with extremely conplicated ,.d responsible
positions, involving sums of vast magnitude. For instance, to overhaul
one of our major ships now is going to cost over $60 million. That is

just for an overhaul. This has been planned for over a year and a half,
and somebody vho is being paidia considerable sum is supervising
this in advance. He is not out there making the repairs, but he is planning the repairs. If he is successful, and we think he will be, the end
result will be a substantial saving of money.
Mr. SIKES. Doesn't this picture encourage the use of contract operat ions as an escape from this system of built-in high prices or high
costs?

Secretary CHAFE. I am not sure I understand your question.
M[il. SIKES. Isn't there a temptation to turn to contract-type operation in order to get away from the problem of excess overhead as a
IeV.Ilt of longtime senior employee lists?
Secretary CIAFFT. I do not think that has been a driving factor with
us. Maybe Admiral Moorer could touch on that, but in my experience
it has not been a factor.
Admiral Moossa. I do not think so either, sir. As you know the
Navy, with the shipyards and the Naval Aircraft Rework Facilities
NA.RF's), operate a very large industrial complex. We do not have a
direct relation between the so-called blue collar workers and the
others, because the blue collar workers are more or less measured in
terms of man-hours, whereas the supervision has to go on anyway.
There is another thing associated with this, I think, and that is today,
records are kept in such precise fashion and we are queried from all
directionss about so many details, that in itself takes quite a few people
to handle. But I think in the cuts that have been made what you say is
true. Most of the cuts will be in the lower levels. For instance, the numier of aircraft to be overhauled or the number of ships to be overhauled will be reduced. With respect to officers themselves, we cont-rol that through the Selection Board process. When the Secretary of
the Navy advises the Selection Board to select a certain percentage of
the officers that are eligible, we control the supervisory levels at each
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range by that process, so we will not get top heavy as we did at the end
of World War II. As you recall, we had a large captains' hump
which we had to eliminate at some discomfort. We now are making
certain that does not happen again.
Mr. SIKES. Back to the civilian employee problems, the system tends
toward greater overhead because of simple factors like the one you
have just discussed-lay-off of the newer and lower paid employees,
accumulation of seniority, and accumulation of in-grade and step in.
creases on the civil service rolls. Have you given thought, or are you
making efforts to overcome that problem of a built-in increase in over.
head?
Admiral GADDIS. Could I add something here, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary CHmFEE. Go ahead.

Admiral GADDIS. On tlhe question of the civilian grade structure,
sir, we are doing everything possible to maintain the average grade
of our civilian level during this reduction in force operation. As a matter of fact, we have been reasonably successful in this regard. This requires taking a proportionate reduction of overhead personnel every
time you take a reduction in line blue collar personnel. We have laid
these reductions on in exactly this fashion. This is why the Secretary
made the statement that each supervisory level takes its share of the
across-the-board cuts in civilian personnel. Obviously you cannot be
100 percent perfect. I would offer also, sir, if the bill passes allowing
retirement on high 3 rather than high 5, that this would be an assist
in gleaning a few of the older employees that have achieved this
statutory position and help its in separation.
INCREASE IN

Mr. SiKis.

ABSENTEE RATE IN

MESSIIALLS

The committee has been advised that there has been a

significant increase in the absentee rate in Marine Corps messhalls.

For the record, tell us, first, to what you attribute this increase. I trust
the food is still good in the Marine messes..Then for the record, has
this change been taken into consideration in developing budget reductions?
(The information follows:)
Ample quantities of high-quality foods continue to be served in Marine Corps

messes.

There has been an increase in absenteeism at Marine Corps messhailIs during
the last 0 months of fiscal year 1969 as compared with the first 6 months of
fiscal year 1969. This increase Is as follows for both ONUS feeding and overseas
feeding:

Conus;
ist half fiscal year 1969 .......................................
2d half fiscal year 1969 .......................................
Overseas:
1st half fiscal year 1969 ............
.....................
2d half fiscal year 1969

Absentee
percentage

Rations
claimed (entitlements)

Rations fed
(actual)

21.8
28.8

17,643,337
18,633,059

13 807,918
13:261,343

3.6
18,594,920
17,920,649
5.6
5.......................................
11,888,164
16,890,361

The above changes have been reflected in fiscal year 1970 budget estimate

reductions.

As the proportion of personnel committed to Vietnam decreases and a corresponding increase is reflected in Okinawa, Hawaii, and CONUS, the number
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of troops taking advantage of the opportunity to eat at snack bars and off-base
restaurants can be expected to increase. This situation is being continuously
tmonitored through our inspection procedures and reports from field commanders.

NAVY SOCIAL PROJECTS
,N[r.

SIKES. Mr. Secretary, in 1970 the services are requesting almost

,39 million for programs such as Project Referral, Project 100,000,
Project Value, and Project Transition. For the record, will reductions
he made in these programs by the Navy and the Marine Corps?
(The information follows:)
NAVY
rhe Navy 0. & M. N. budget does not identify any funding specifically for
Project Referral, Project 100,000 or Project Value, but administrative, recruiting
-11d training funds indirectly support these programs. There are no plans to
reduce our current level of support for these projects. With regard to Project
Transition, the fiscal year 1970 budget figure of $1 million is designed to carry
oii this program at the level It reached during the buildup in fiscal year 1969.
The increased separations resulting from the cutback in Navy strength will contiuue to require funding at least at the budgeted level for Project Transition.
personnel reductions, in themselves, do not allow a corresponding reduction
i, funds for this program.
MARINE CORPS
Project Referral, Project 100,000, Project Value and Project Transition are
I)epartment of Defense directed programs.
The Project Referral program will become operational in 1970. No funds were
requested in 1970 for this program.
There is no direct cost in Marine Corps appropriations for Project 100,000,
Iut approximately $60,000 in 1969 and 1970 is indirectly attributable to automttic data processing costs. These costs are directly related to reporting and
recording required data on each Project 100,000 trainee.
At the present time five individuals are employed at Headquarters Marine
Corps under the Project Value program. Salaries of employees utilized under
the program are paid by the United Planning Organization. No funds were
requested by the Marine Corps in support of this program.
Tie Marine Corps requested $1.035 million in fiscal year 1970 for the Project
Transition program. This amount has been programed to support the transition
program within the continental limits of the United States. Accordingly, no
reduction in funding for this program is contemplated during fiscal year 1970.
The funding requirement could increase, however, If DOD directs the Marine
Corps to expand the program outside the continental limits of the United States.
Ur.
SIXES. Mr. Lipscomb, do you have any questions on military
personnel or any general questions at this point?
11r. LIPSCOMB.

No, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. SIRES. Mr. Aildrews.

MORALE OF MARINE TROOPS IN VIETNAM

MAr. ANDREWS. General, you have recently been to Vietnam. What is
the morale of your Marine troops in Vietnam?
(Discussion off the record.)
General ChAPMAWN. I have every reason to believe the morale is excellent, Mr. Andrews. With the exception of a few draftees, all marines
are volunteers, and all know when they volunteer they are going to
Vietnam. They do. We train them carefully and thoroughly. I think
their performance both air and ground, is a clear indication that their
morale is high. Another indication is the number who extend their
tours in Vietnam, something on the order of about 36,400 to date, about

a battalion a month. The number who are volunteering for second tours

OKA.
is signifleant. Tie fact that some 14,000 career marines have been or.
dered back for their second tour involuntarily and have gone with good
heart I think is a clear indication of morale. With respect to garriso
duties, the decision to withdraw the 3rd Marine Division and a con.
siderable portion of the 1st Marine Air Wing is. I think, a signifiant
sign that the Marines will probably not be involved in so-called grar.
rison duties. The 3rd Marins Division, two-thirds of it, is returning
to Okinawa to resume the posture of readiness that it occupied when
Vietnam started. The other third is coming back to Camp Pendletoii.
Mr. ANDVEWS. I am glad to hear that. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
BROWN

AVATIFR

NAVY

Mr. SiREs. Are there, further general questions at this point?
The Navy has recently turned over the "Brown Water" Navy, or a
considerable part of it, to the South Vietnamese Navy. Explain what
you mean by "Brown Water" Navy? Then tell us how: many ships this
involves ani what budget reductions will result from this action.
Secretary CHrAFER . Yes, sir. The term "Brown Water" Navy is a term
used to refer to those patrol boats that are operating up in the rives,
primarily south of Saigon in the Mekong Delta. It consists of rather
swift patrol boats and larger armored boats. It is the landing craft
that conduct the landings on the shores of the river there in conjunction with the Army formerly and now with the ARVN forces. The total
number of boats is in excess of 400, and to date 229 have been turned
over to the South Vietnamese Navy.
Mr. SiuRs. And the savings; that is, for the fiscal 1970 budget. You
can provide that for the record.
Secretary Cirmrm). Yes. I am not sure there would be any savings

except as our personnel are withdrawn.
Admiral MooarEB. That is right. The only savings that would flow
from that would be withdrawal of our own personnel. Of course,
some of them remain behind to teach maintenance. The logistics probe.
lem ismore difficult than the operational with respect. to this tmnover.
Secretary CiTAFEE. I would not look for any significant amount of
savings to date.
(The information requested follows:)
The savings for the fiscal 1970 budget would not be significant, since the
U.S. Navy is responsible for support of these boats under the military assistance
service funded program after their turnover to the Vietnamese Navy. Soni
savings might accrue from the withdrawal of our personnel.
INACTMATION OF SnrIS AND

ATRCRAI'f

Mr. SIKES. You are mothballing a number of ships that are currently
operating, are you not?
Secretary CuA M-in. Yes, sir.
Mr. Siis. What is that number?
Secretary CItAFEE. That niunber is in excess of 80.
Admiral GADDIS. There are 99 to date, sir, and there are a few
more to come.
Secretary CiFEr.. Yes, but some of those 99 are being stricken.
The term.was "mothballing."
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Admiral GADDIS. Yes, excuse me,
Mr. SiKEs. Clear that up for the record so the record will show
exactly what you are doing in the deactivation of ships.
Secretary (JUAVE. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sni Es. Tell us what savings you anticipate as a result of that
act ion.
Secretary CitA'ER. We have that here.
Mfr. SIKEs. Would you give it to us now then?
Secretary CHAFFE. First let me get back to your other question.
Ninety-nine ships lave been deactivated. Of that number 80 have been
jnotl)alled and 19 stricken-that is, scrapped. As for the savings,
we have savings of $169 million.
That expenditure is $138 million. That does include the deactivation
(f some aircraft.
Mr. Sinu.s. Yes, I am going to get to that. You are deactivating
how many aircraft?
Mr. CIAFEF-. We are deactivating 162, sir.
M r. SiKEs. What will be the disposition of those? How many will be
mothballed and how many will be stricken?
Admiral M[OORER. A large number of those will go to the reserves,
sir. Some will be distributed to the other operating squadrons that
require replacements. There will be a redistribution of those. Of course,
any left over from that action would be placed in reserve.
r. SIKEs. For the record, show us what savings there will be
realized in all aspects of the deactivation of aircraft, whether in flyinor hours program or wherever it is?
T1he information follows:)
Cost recoveries below the budget request associated with deactivation of 162
aircraft will be realized in the areas of personnel pay, flight operations costs,
reworks, overhaul and miscellaneous support. Estimated cost recovery is as
follows:

Dollars In
millions

MILPERS personnel ------------------------------------8.3
O&MN flight operations -------------------------------------6.1
O&MN reworks, overhauls, and miscellaneous support -----------.
7
Total

-----------------------------------

21. 1

OTHER OPERATIONAL REDUCTIONS

Mr. SIKEs. Does the Navy expect to reduce its request for automatic
data processing operations?
Secretary CH\AFE. I do not know, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Provide an answer for the record.
(The information follows:)
NAVY

There Is a reduction in the Navy request for automatic data processing operations of $8.5 million.
'MARINE CORPS

Discontinuance of automatic data processing for deactivated Marine units in
fiscal year 1970 will result in a small saving ($58 thousand).
36-735-60-pt. 7-17
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.Mr. Sii(i:s. Will there be a cutback in the request for communiea.
tions facilities or operations?
Admiral Gmnnis. We have under discussion with Defense at this
time, sir, an item which would reduce our operating communications
by about $4 million, but it is not firm yet.
"BROWN W.XTEIt" NAVY

Mr. Slimrs. Mr. Davis has a question.
Mr. D.%vis. Yes. Mr. Secretary, before we leave this point, of turn-.
over to the Vietnamese, as I understand it some 200 craft of various
kinds have been turned over out of a contemplated overall turnover of
al)out twice that number, is that a)out right?
Secretary Cl,\wF.F. Yes, sir.
Mr. l).ivs. When we are talking about the turnovers, we are talking prima Il flbout T boat types, and let us say the Coast. Guard
patrol types'and things of this kind. Is that, whiat we are talking
about ? '
Secretarv CmmIr.,. "PT" Would l)e glorifying it a little bit. They are
smaller, less sophisticated, not as fast patrol boats of about 31' feet
in length and with a crew of five or six, and a couple of machineguns.
Mr. Dvis. Are these something that. we have developed primarily
as a part, of the Vietnam operation and specifically for this purpose*?
Admiral Moonin. That is correct, sir.
Admiral G.\m)ys. They have been converted from amphibious type
craft, personnel craft, and so forth, into gunboats, landing ciaft for
river operations, escorts, and so forth for shallow draft operations,
sir.
Mr. D.vIs. This is the same type of vessel that is contemplated
in the remaining 200 or so.
Admiral MoolMn.
That is correct. There would be two DE's for deep
water outside the rivers, but by and large the 400 which should be
turned over by June 1970, would be of this general type. There are
about five or six different t3ypes-assault craft, fast patrol boats, and
river patrol boats and things of this kind. Some are designed simply
to patrol the river, others are designed to take troops in land thell
from the river to the shore.
Secretary Cji.\IrFEi.,. With the exception of the two DE's, and I think
there are two Coast Guard patrol ships, they are all quite small. The
maximum crew I would say is 10 on the biggest one of the riverboats.
Mr. Dtvis. As far as what you might term as salt water vessels, the
two DE s constitute the total that we have or contemplate turning
over to them?
Admiral MooRFR. Yes, sir. These are the so-called blue water or deepwater ships. Two DE's, plus two Coast Guard patrol craft. But they
are oceangoing ships.
Mr. DAVIS. When we speak of the South Vietnamese Navy, this is
about what we are talking about as far as what you refer to as blue
water. Do they have anything in the way of an independent navy of
their own other than what we give them?
Admiral Mooimn. No, sir. Most of their navy is composed of rivercraft. They have what they call powered junks. They actually have
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more ships than we do, but, they are all these various types of patrol
craft that operate in the rivers and estuaries. I think there are about.
9,100) miles of canals and rivers and estuaries throughout the aIrea.
Alith the U.S. Navy we have been doing most of the anti-infiltration
patrols along the coastline of ~ietnam, sir.

Mr. SxiEs. They have done an extraordinarily good job. 'There has

bten a very large and a. very (difhcult undertakin g because of the very
volume of water and the number of miles of area that hifltratmi-:
could use to bring in supplies for the Communists. I think the 1'.S.
Navy and the South Vietnamese forces have done a very good job cuttiug off those su)ply lines.
P 1IOT TIrAIN IEN
Mi'. SIREs. Let usget briefly on pilot training.
Ate you cutting bIek oil pilot training ? We have had a buildup) for
-i utunber of years in pilot training. You told us you were way short of
pilots. Now there are some indications that we are passingr the peak
or soon to pass the peak and start downhill; is that right?
secretary (,mri::.
I have the figures here on that, sir. In 1969 fiscal
year, we budgeted for 2,552. In the current year, under the budget as
l)rol)osed, it would be 2,860; but under the reductions that were suggested, it would be 2,510. In other words, it would be down 42 from
fiscal 1969.
Mr. Sim.-s. What will be the fiscal 1971 figure?
Admiral G.nIS. About the same level, sir. We do not have an accitrate figure on that.
Mll.'. SimEs. How long (10 you anticipate you vill need to continue
this al)proximate level of pilot training?
Admiral MooimR. This level would go on into the mid-1975 )eriod
and maybe beyond.
Secretary CtA-EE. As an indication, in fiscal 1968 we trained 2,334;
so as planned in 1970, following the reduction it would be nearly 200
Inexcess of that.
HIELICOPTER PILOT TRAINIXNO

Mir. SIRFs. Is the Navy and Marine Corps going to continue the fixed
wing training of helicoi'ter pilots?
Admiral MOOBER. Yes, sir.
Secretary Cir~am.. Yes, sir.
Mr. Smnu"s. We have argued with the Navy and the Air hlorce before
about this and still have not obtained a satisfactory answer. The question which naturally arises is since the Army does not make a yrac!ice of giving helicopter pilots training in fixed wing aircraft, whly is
itnecessary that the Navy, Marine Corps and Air Force do so? There
is this tremendous added cost. We have had the answer before, but you
may tell. us again if there are any changes in your thinking?
Admiral MooRER. I do not have any changes in my thinking. Perhaps
General Chapman might want to acid to that because he has most of
the helicopter pilots.
General CHAPMAN. I can give a more complete answer for the record.
(Clerk's note: General Ciapman sul)mitted the following statement
for the record:)
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Use of fixed wing aircraft to train helicopter pilots is an effective means of

teaching airmanship, navigation, instrument flying and developing overall air

Judgment. The T-28 fixed wing trainer, for example, Is available from current
assets whereas additional helicopters would have to be procured if an all hell.
copter program were adopted. Moreover, it is not the intent to give helicopter
student pilots fixed wing time solely that they might later fly fixed wing

aircraft.
Title 10, United States Code, requires flight students of all services to have

a mniImum of 200 hours to be designated a "military pilot." If the fixed wing por.
tion of the syllabus were removed, approximately the same amount of helicopter
time would have to be substituted. This would require additional helicopter

assets to provide this time.
Although the Marine Corps does not receive immediate, direct utilization belie.
fits from the fixed wing training of those helicopter pilots who do not receive
fixed wing assignment or from those who do not remain after their first term of
obligated service, the benefits of the fixed wing training, the assignment flexibility
and career development Implications, and the avoidance of the initial investment
costs of procuring training helicopters are sufficient to justify the present method
of us-lng fixed wing aircraft for basic flying training for helicopter student pilots.

Mir. SIrs. It costs thousands of dollars for this type of training.
General CIIrAP3IAx. The fixed-wing training is an essential element.
Admiral Mooni.iz. Also it is interesting to note that because our pilots
ha-ve had dual training it will make it possible for the Marine pilots
to readily adjust to the Harrier.
Mr. SiiEs. W'e do not,ha-ve any Harriers yet.
Admiral Moomn. No,sir. To have a fully trained, fully fledged pilot,
it certainly enhances his skill to have that much training. The trainintis small in relation to the cost of procuring and operating the eqlil
ient that he is exposed to.
Mr. SIKES. Then after you have given hin fixed-wing training, if he
changes to fixed-wing air-craft, he still has to go through a refresher
course or transitional courses, does he not? It seems this is an expensive
way to have a dual capability of pilots and it would be a practical thing
to have pilots who are trained for helicopters and let them fly hell
copters and have pilots trained for fixed-wing and let them fly fixedwing. Surely you have enough of a requirement for both so it is not.
necessary to have everybody trained for both jobs.
Admiral MOOREn. It is just a matter of opinion how far you want
to go.
Mr. SIKEs. If you look at places to save money, it appears this is one
of them.
Admiral MooimR. I will look at it again, Mr. Sikes.
NUMBER OF FIXED-WING AND HELICOPTER PILOTS

Mr. DAvis. At this point, Mr. Chairman, if I may interrupt, could
we have for the record the number of fixed-wing anl helicopter pilots
in the Marine Corps, and then as a corollary to that the number in
training in both of those categories.
Then if we could have similar figures for the Navy, we can get this
all together at this point.
(The information follows:)
This table depicts the number of fixed wing and helicopter pilots in the Navy
and in the Marine Corps and the numbers in training in both of these categories,
respectively.
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NAVY
Fixed
wing .................................................................

Pilots
11,714

In training
3,162

Helicopter ................................................................

1,814

460

2,017
2,324

581
627

MARINE CORPS
Fixed
wing ...............................................................
Helcopter ................................................................

Adniral Moo IEn. As you know, sir, the Army and Air Force train
som.e of the Marine pilots.
General CITAPMAN. That is right.
Mr. DAviS. I want the figures that are either by or for the Marine

Corps.
General CHIAPMAN. Yes, sir. Many of theMarine helicopter pilots
are now being trained by the Army.
Mfr. Svi s. After they have received their fixed-wing training by tie
11
m
Ntvy, that still is an additional cost.
general CtAPMNiANt.
NO, sir. The Marine pilots that are trained by
seArmy
go directly to Army helicopter trainlilng upon condlissioth
ig. They do not go to the Navy air training.
OVERIIAUL AND REPAIR FACILITIES

Mrh. SIKES. Sorne years ago there was a very generv.d study of the
quectiou of in-house operation of overh11aul atid repair faoilities versus
contract operations, and it, was decided, wN-isely I am certain, that it wvas
better to retain tile capability-the very sig-nificant capability-for
iii-house. operations. I am advised that.this matter is again under study.
I do niot think the facts have changed. 1 tlilik the importance of
tnl
an in-house capability is not as great now as it wa then.
Could you tell us something about the current study', and w en it is
exp ected to come to fruition, so that a decision can'be made, or is it
iii fact under serious study ait this time?
Secretary CH1AFER. Mr. Aikes, that is not under the Navy's jurisdictiol. The Navy's position is that we, as you do, approve the way we
are conducting matters now. It is my uiiderstandig that OSD has
underway such a study, but I could not report as to the status of that
study.
Adniral MootER. What we are trying to do is improve the capabilitv of the NARF so we can reduce the cost of the overhaul. Our
b1u(let includes several items focused on that end.
Mr. Sii-s. Are those items still in the budget?

Secretary CHAFEU. Yes, sir.
RACIAL TENSION IN THE MARINE CORPS

MAr. SI S. General, there have been a number of comments in the
recently regarding your message on the use of the "lack Pantlier" salute and the "Afro" style haircut in the Marine Corps. Will
you share with the committee your views on these matters?
l)ress
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General CuxAP.NIN. On September 2,10609, in a message to all Marine
I pointed out the Marine Corps' approach to coml)ating current racial
tensions.

Tt is now and has long been our policy that discrimination in any
form is not tolerated an(l that a fight ing organization such as omls
ilust. have a solid foundation of firm, in partial discipline. I reemplia.
sized these policies and that we will apply the traditional methods of
leadership t o get at the causes of the problem and solve it.
Til lly message, I directedd sevell specific actions be taken to come
to 'vil)s with ilhe )rolem.They nre emillrafed11
i( the text of my
ei- ~:l"te, a copy of which is eiiclosed for the record.
()nly two of tlie.-e seven act ions I directed received the attention of
most of I lie news media, and for the most part they were either edi.
torially misfilter reed ori'
were misinterpreted )v so11 readers.
j was alleged t(ohave (hanged our' regulations to permit the Afro/
t IIIl hair style. What. I did (10 was to point o1t that. the style was
aut horized provided it conlied with existing regulations. No more;
110 less.

I was alleged to lhiV' avit horized the Ilhack Power salute. What I
did (1o was to poilt out that. iliflivilual signs l)tweell groups or
individuals would be discouraged as a matter oi policy, but that they
were hot. g oumids for discilill arv action unless they were executed
during official cereonies or ill a'nianer suggestingt. direct defiance
( 1I'll v (istit tted alit holit
I lo;pe this lears tle air on whlt I did and (lid not direct. One thing
is vertaili. h'e valiov :n10 eI'e't iVeneCs of what I have (one is not
to 1 Ilieasitrel by wvhat has been said in the press. Rather, it,
depends
on
e il t at 'resut
lroughoutl ithe
Marine Corps--results that
will become hilly apparent onlyv after an elapse of time.
I will itisert it copy of mv message for the record.
(Tie message follows :)
NAVA\, CO.I.
3.1,+NCTION8

(RPeh:11eol

SYSTiEM

by T,.F. ChalMian, Jr.)

F1roml ('MC.
To: ATMAR 02230OZ/65 (Sel)tember 19119) UNCIA'.
1

m(iClI 5550. iRacial relations and Intances of racial violence within the
I rhi

Corps.
A. SE('NAVIN .1T 5350.0A.
11. PAR 5390(MARCOItMAN.
C. PAR 124-i U.S. NAV REIGS.

1). PAR 1701 MARCORMAN.
Ml.MCO P1020.3-11 PAR 1101.

1. 1 iring the past several months there have been Instances among marines
of vh'leuce and other unacceptable actions which apparently stem from racial
differences. Su.h problems are almost unheard of among marines in combat. It Ii
when marines move to other areas or return to the United States that these
differences arie. And it is there where acts of violence between, marines are
occurring, acts whieli cannot. )etolerated, and must stop.
2. 1 (1o not believe that the recent events are typical. In fact, literally thoisaml.
of Marines have quietly made the adjustment from combat, and capably serve
stern and dmandilg tours of duty, In a national atmosphere where expressions)
of appreciation for their services are hard to find. It Is evident, however. tht
despite our substantial progress toward racial parity, difficulties of a significant
not tire do exist illour corps.
3. I is now and has long been our policy In tle Marine Corps that discrimlnltioi i any form Is not tolerated. It has siilarly been our policy that a fighting
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organization such as ours umist have at solid fmindation of firm, Impartial dis.
4ipiite. It is In tile context of these two basic policies that we must take tMeasures
to dispel the racial probleins that currently exist.
., We may argue that the underlying causes of our racial difficulties parallel
those of tile Nation at large, but the fact remains that they are real, and tlhey
.ain adversely affect the military effectiveness of our Corps. We must seek in
e*viry manner possible to imlrove understanding among all Marines, stressing
tihe voncelit that we are a band of conrardes in aran,, a loyal fraternity with a
traditional esprit that spans an era of nearly 200 years. Tie truly integrated
,Idrit that pervades on the battlefield, inst pervade in the barracks and(i on
iiherly as well, The causes of friction, rather than the symptonus. ilt41 be
leti lfled by all
commanders, frankly and openly discussed, a1111eliminated
\i nre possible. Positive 1an1d overt efforts to eadicate every trace of dis(rli.
tilion,
whether Intentional or not, must be continued. Actions or influences that
toiii to arouse antagonism between fellow Marines m1ust. Ibe cotubatted. E'ery
Marine nust. understand that tie Marine Corps does guarantee equal rights.
equal opportunity, and equal protection, without regard to race. and will coi.
thinne to (10 so. We take care of our own, continuing to recognize. as the foundation
,,f ci, Corps, tit
Iportance, integrity, and dignity of the individual Marine.
5.i Equally vital, each Marine must understand why the Marinhe
orps ha1s
always demanded the highest stanlidards in nlii tary a ppeallice, ttil itary
ci.,rtesy, and proilcienc. and why we will continue to (o so. 'I'he.se high stand;.itl' breed prihe. and pn'ide. in turn, hutlisls the kind of discildine that i essential
t,, battlefield su,(esS with ilnhttit castIalties. These qualitiles have always beci
th' h l1n rl of Ma rifles and io rehixatioll it oul proven high standards will be
1*,,i,'ited. For exaplitie. Ultltoiltis 'ill lie worn correctly with no notiegliltIoll
ihiil,; itl evildete hlr.lits will contformti to regulations. !1o iore, no less: proler
military salutes will ie rendered on appropriate ocensionsh
the highest qttuality
,)f Iirtfes.s(illslilil it11st lie exhlibited ill every aslg leillet:
'teai.hies (if griol
,rtilr antd dlseililie will Ie dealt with fairly, exlpeditilously, and firmly. This is
t,jiially true for those Marsines who instigate or excttc violence against their

f' lhbiV MitIlles.

i:. It i. tile rsliilsililty of tile flh'ers alldtlstlft
N((' l's to provide the lenderhil and set the example for those Junior to then, ha tltilarly for the cotitiit
vst'tr'ais who haive had little expeletice ill other ditlthis. Wi Illust demonstrate
imt leadership responsibilities (leiiia1id after-hours availability and suiervisit.
I , tlisit improve upon the expression of principles of leadership and the relitis"between officers, staff N('O's aii tmen as they are written it the M'Marile
','rl, tIlamittal. If these \vt're collsvietiously carried oit, iti ity of our problelli"
wv'tl disappiear.
7. Some cOmiplilaints aliut discrimiation I have heard appear to be valid,
lit tlltally are hlise(
ll rilltt or 'iisai)iirehteltsioii. Nevertheless, some marines
believe them to be true. Most are concerned with promotions, niiliary Justice,
ditty assignments, atnd request nIast. It Is essential that all commanders learn
,of these errtoeous beliefs and systematically and continuously ifori their
is'tt of tile facts. Comt)tmanders and staff NCO's must coaniunicate with their
meti, atatl see tltat they get the straight word, so that trust in tile corls call be
:ihtitd Ill those who dlouibt.
'. To come to grips with the problem of racial friction, tle following actions
wvill be immediately undertaken:
.k. The contents of this ALMAI will at oce be read and explained to all
marines, except to those In combat, by imediate counandilng officers personally.
It. All officers and NCO's will review the complete contents of the I)epartltelat of the Navy's Manual on equal lolportultilty and treatment of military
i-,rsoninel (reference A applies).
C. All officers and staff NCO's will read, carefully absorb, and practice the
",litelts of that section of tle Marine Corps Manual dealing with military
leadersltill (reference It applies).
I. Every coiumtanding officer will receive hIs request imast procedures to ilu-

.,use that all marines understand clearly their right to air their grievances
without hindrance or irejudice. I emphasize that no harassment, either real

or Implied, will be permitted to occur at any level between the Ilndlivilual re.
quiesting mast and the commander with whom he Is requesting mast. Individuals

nay request mast with any commanding oflicer/commanding general In their

,'lati of command at their base or location. I want to Insure that clinnels of
voiitmunlcations between every marine and his commanding officer are open,
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that every marine understands that they are open, and that legitimate grlev.
ances will receive sympathetic consideration and rapid response.
E. Commanders will permit the Afro/natural haircut providing it conforms
with current ,Marine Corps regulations (reference E applies).
F. No actions, signs, symbols, gestures, and words which are contrary to
tradition will be permitted during formations or when rendering military cour-

tesies to colors, the national anthem, or individuals. Individual signs between
groups or individuals will be accepted for what they are-gestures of recognition
and unity; in this connection, it Is Marine Corps policy that, while such actions
are to be discouraged, they are nevertheless expressions of individual belief

and are not, in themselves, prohibited. However, they are grounds for disciplinary

action if executed during official ceremonies or in a manner suggesting direct
defiance of duly constituted authority.
G. Each commander will review his promotion procedures to verify their

fairness and emphasis on merit and potential, and will correct any errors that
may have been made in the past, in accordance with current regulations.

-1. Commanding generals and commanding officers will immediately, con.
scientiously, and persistently execute the general and specific provisions of this

ALMAR, and report progress to me from time to time through the chain of
command.
9. This ALMAR is applicable to the Marine Corps Reserve.
10. This bulletin is canceled March 31, 1970.

Mr. Siicrs. Mr, Secretary, as an ex-marine would you like to comment?
Secretary CHAF.EE. I have nothing further to add to the Colnimandant's remarks. I think that lie has an.,wered well and fully for
the Marine Corps.
B]mrTn-II,-O-C IIrER A :ImIEMIEN T
1OI)EIIN IZVrIO

OF U.S. NIEIiCwII.\N'T FLEET

Mr. SictFs. Now the problem of the construction of the merchant
11m-rine fleet.
Mr.Secretary, in your statement, both you and Admiral Moorer
referred briefly to the Navy modernization of the 17.S. merchant fleet
under the so-called build-for-charter Contratcs. Will you outline this
for tile committee?
Secretary CITAFEE. Yes, sir. If I could reanl this, I think it sets it
forth pretty well.
We hav-e this programm of 10 1Ilult ipuro)ose shisJ) and nine small tankers, and the idea is that private industr-y would construct these sliiis
in return for the guarantee of a long-tr-ri contract from the Navy.
The Navy would not make the capital ilivestuielit, but the long-teri
contract would be there. So that is one way- we are attempting to solve ,
this problem, although admittedly these ships,are not going to solve
the entire problem.
Mr. SiicEs. Mr. Secretary, do you or Admiral Moorer waint to add
anything to the desirability' of this program as compared to current
programs?
Admiral Mooiw.R I think it is highly desirable to modernize the
MSTS fleet, sir. I think the skips we are using in the Vietnam war are,
one might say, on their last legs. Consequently 5 years from now we
would not be"able to conduct an operation of that size with the ships
we have today. I think it is essential that we modernize the ships that
are available to MSTS.
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MULTIPURPOSP. CARGO SHIPS

Mr. SIm s. Mr. Secretary, you mentioned that new concepts are
developed for multipurpose cargo ships for meeting contingency
heing
requirements.
1hat new concepts do you have in mind?
SecretarkT CHn VE. I think these ships themselves represent a, new
concept. The multipurpose ships (M'PS) dry cargo ship will be
readily convertible to container, roll on/roll off (RO/RO), break
ul)k operation or any combination of these modes. As you well know,
410, of our problems'has been that most of the modern ships that are
being built are container ships which are not readily adaptable to
DOD needs. I think we have to change our techniques to accommodate
to these ships. The ships are not going to change to accommodate to
ii1, because that is what is needed-now in private industry.
MAfr. SwiiEs. You anticipate, then, that military cargo is going to be
cojitainerized?
Secretary CHAFEE. To a far greater extent than it is now. I must say
that today it is containerized to a great degree, as you know, from
s:ceing those containers out there in the Far East.
Admiral Mooitm.N Mr. Sikes, generally speaking, in terms of these
new concepts, we are looking at increased speed, automated handling
of the cargo, and quick turnaround. As you know, during the Vietnam
war, we had ships that laid to out. there for some length of time. The
modernization will achieve these three results.
ST( ICK1'1 LE OF M1OVABLE1)OCKS

Mr. SIKES. That is very important because we had an extremely

costly problem at that tile, much of it due to lack of port facilities.
Wha t are you going to do to overcome that? Are you going to stockpile some of the movable docks?
Admiral Moom.:m. Yes, sir, that would be the solution to that
roblef.
Mr. Sncrs. Is that in your program to stockpile these movable
docks?
Admiral .NiOORER. It is in our studies, sir. We have not included any
funds in the budget yet but this is the way I think we should go.
MN[r. SnIuI5. If it is only in a study category, do you have any assur:ineo that the movable docks will not ha e been disposed of aind lost
to the Navy by the time the study is completed?
Athniral Moolw,. Yes, sir, we will take care of that.
Mr. Snui:s. Would you expand on your answer for the record just
how you intend to co)e. with this problem? I think some additional
information for the record to spell out the new concept would be useftil, Mr. Secretary.
(The information follows:)
Navy-owned assets
is planned to recover
1)anang. Movable or
efforts. to determine

of DeLong piers consist of one
the pier when no longer needed
portable piers/docks have been
the best method of discharging

pier located in Danang. It
by Naval Support Activity,
the subject of Navy study
containerships to environ-

ments where facilities are damaged, inadequate, or not existing. These Navy

studies have evaluated heavy lift helicopters, special gantry crane ships, barges,
md portable ports as a means of utilizing non-selfsustaining commercial containerships. There has been no final decision on which method is best and the study
efforts are continuing.
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MNr. Sil:s T note Aft. Secretary, in fiscal 1970 the Navy intends
to contract for 10 of tbese multiptirlmse cargo shils under the build-fat
carter contracts. How long do tile contracts ,1111 ?
Admiral (Iurns. !Theinitial period vill be 10 years with options for
extensions that won't exceed 10 years.
Mfr. SnIR:s. Spell out how the' Will operate.
C rME. 'Tie optJi6n is the contract, sir?
Secretary lCA
Mr. Siii s. 'Che options to extend?
Secretary Cim-FE,E. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sncu.s. I would like to have details. I would like to have some
comparison for the record of cost, and tile reasons why you feel this
is a good programs.
Secretary Ci TAFEE. Yes, si 1%
(The information follows:)
The cost for acquisition of nine diesel tankers under bareboat charter hire
agreement Is estinmted at $218,402,170 based on level debt service over 20 year..
This cost consists of the bareboat charter (ontractor's investment in the tankers
after reducing tie ship construction costs by the equity sold to other investors.
phis Interest on the funds required to finance the owner's investment, plus a
fixed fee to the owner to cover overhead and prolit. Although the costs to MST8
would amount to $218,402,179, ti costs should be discounted over the period of
payment in order to arrive at a fair comparison with costs of having the ships
constructed by the Navy vith direct appropriations. 'rie cost to MSTS discounted
at 10 percent for 20 years would amount to $115,-28,372.
The cos
to the U.S. Government of having the ships constructed by the
Navy with direct appropriations are estimated at $118.143,790. with shipyard
construction cost. Tis
amount Is not dis'omlmte(d since the (expenditures for
Navy construction would not be deferred.
Time cost for acquisition and operation of 10 multipurpose dry cargo ships
under a bareomat charter and hire agreement is estimated at $425,465,160 based
on level debt service over 20 years. This cost to AIST'I discounted at 10 percent
for 20 years would amount to $283.964,350.
The costs to the U.S. Gov-'rnment of having the ships constructed and operahd
by the Navy with direct appropriations are estimated at $288,545,890.
i addition to being slightly cost favorable over a long-term basis, acquisition
of these tankers and mullilmri)ose cargo ships I)y a charter hire arrangement
eliminates the high Initial Investument of a)propriated funds.
LEO STATION TO EXTEND COTII.'IING A 'THORI'Ty

Mr. SII(,S. Admiral ,OOl-er,

you state a draft of proposed legisla-

tion to authorize construction and contracting authority for 10 years
to mSTS for tle first 10 ships has been forwarded to'the Congress.
Is it necessary that the authorization be completed before you can l)roceed with the program?
Admiral MooRER. I would think so, yes, sir. as- to the authorization.
However, the draft, legislation is )resCntly with the Bureau of the
Budget en route to Congress.
Mfr. SIKS.s. You do require authorization?
Admiral G,%DJ)s. We require approval of the Congress to proceed ill
this fashion, sir.
hr. SICES. I alll 1lt SUi-e I' undelrtan(d. Do VaOn have to have a spe(ific line item in an authorization bill, or does it require the a))ri-oval of
the committees as they program under special authorization which

already exists? How will you acquire the authority that you need?
Admiral GADDIS. We require approval authority in the bill for 10
years' charter contract similar to that in Public Law 57r, 83d Congress,
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which authorized MSTS to enter into 10-year charter contracts for

acuisition of a specific number of tankers.
Mr. Surs. Let us be sure the record is clear on this, and we are not
confusing the committee when it attempts to mark up the bill.
Mr. Garrity, will you help bring out the facts in this matter?
Mr. GARITY. Do you have to have specific legislation before you
begin construction of these ships?
Admiral GADms. This would require a general provision.
(Clerk's note: The following clarifying statement was submitted
for the record:)
, sq)arate bill haq been Introduced to allow 10 years leasing authority in this
(ase. No additional authorization is considered necessary so long as appropriated
funds are used only for lease of these vessels, and the appropriate committees
indlieate approval possibly by inclusion in the general provisions or by notation in
al,. committee report.

Mr. (IunirY.
You are not clear when you say general provisions.
General provisions in what-in the Appropriati'on Act or in the Authorizatioin Act, or do you need some specific act?
Admiral GADimS. There is a specific act, sir, that has been submitted
to uitiorize the 10-year period of lease. Then I would presume, subject- to correction by3 the committee, that approval in the general pIovisions of the aIpl)rol)riation act or notations in the committee re!)Ii
wmold(l suffice.
Mr. GMmiUT'M.
Are you saying that if this committee puts some sort
of a general provision authlorizing you to go ahead with this 10-year
program, that, would be suflcient legislation ?
Admiral (i-mus. Presuming tie bill to authorize the 10-year lease
had been approved by 1)oth houses of Congress.
Mr. SIKES. Is a 10-year leasing authorization all you need and not
specific legislation to acquire these ships? You need a general authorization for 10-year leasing. Is that what you are saying?
Admiral MoolER. That is right.
(Clerk's note: Subsequent to the hearing Admiral Moorer's answer
was changed to read as follows:)
Admiral lOORER. That would be acceptable. However, the present prollo.al Is
for 10-year charter authority, specifically for 10 MPS dry cargo and nine tankers.

Admiral GADDIS. This is what I understand.
Mr. SnEs. It is not. necessary for these 10 ships?
Admiral GADDIS. No, sir; it is necessary.
Admiral MoomiE. We had authorization for 5 ),ears, but the. companies that were interested in going ahead with tis arrangement of
the nine tankers would not accept it on that, basis due to inability to
obtain financing. I expect they will take it on a 10-year basis.
Mr. SIKES. They probably could not afford to go on a 5-year basis.
Admiral M\oonnu. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKEs. That is fully understandable. Then specific legislation
is not required for the 10 ships. What you need is the authorization
to lease for 10 years.
Admiral Moonia. Yes, sir but only for this 19-ship program.
(Discussion off the record )
FUNDS IN 1970 BUDGET

Mr. SIKEs. What is the total amount of fiscal 1970 Department of
Defense budget for the 10-year construction program and in what
appropriation request? Can you give me that information?
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Admiral MooRUn. There would not be any funds in the 1970 budget,
Admiral GA6Dis. There are no funds in the budget for this purpose.
Mr. Snitcr. None in the fiscal 1970 budget.
Admiral GADDIS. No, sir.
Mr. Sim-s. Then show us for the record in what year programs you
would require funds and what the amounts would be.

Admiral GADDIS. No appropriated funds would be required, sir,

The Military Sea Transportation Service is an industrially funded
operation. The funds, then, would come from the customer dollars, not
only Navy but other services supported by the Military Sea Transpor.

tation Service, sir.

Mr. SiREs. I know that but 0. & M. money generally would be
available for this purpose.
Admiral GADIS.Yes, sir. On the basis of shipping requirements.
(The information follows:)
In response to Mr. Sikes' request to show for the record in what year program
funds would be required and wlmt the amounts would be, the answer Is that there
would be no effect on the appropriated funds of the shipper services.
The controlled fleet has reached a stage of obsolescence in which the ships are
no longer economical to operate and the ships' characteristics are so outdated
as to be incompatible with requirements for the transport of modern military
equipment. The charter-for-building program is designed to meet qualitatively
the vital need represented by the present controlled fleet-and to modernize and
rel)lace it. Under the private charter-for-building alternative, the entire twentyyear life cycle cost. inclusive of construction cost, would be funded by the shipper
services through MSTS billings for cargo lifted. As currently planned these ships
will be built with commercial capital.
The shi)s blult under this method tire intended to replace other ships in the
MISTS controlled fleet. MSTS lifts cargo on ships controlled by MSTS-goveramnient-owned ships; commercial time chartered ships; and proposed charter-forbuilding ships-and additionally by utilizing commercial berth lines space for
tonnage to be lifted in excess of the capability of the controlled ships. Since the
charter-for-building ships would provide greater capability for equal or less cost
than the ships they would replace, the cost to the shipper services (Army, Navy.
.Air Force, Marine Corps) O&M appropriations would not be affected because of
this clnge in capability.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON PROGRAM

Mr. MALpioN. I am going to read into the record some additional
questions in order to clarify this whole program. Be sure to make it
crystal clear just what the situation is.
Adlllnral GADDIs. We would be most pleased to lay this on the record.
yes. sir.

Mr. MAHON. Mr. SeCretary, you state that this 10-ship program is
a part of an overall
'Io.1al1'of
ships -0
for the MSTS-controlled
Ileet. Is this program a substitute for the 30-ship FDL prograln whieh
was originally p)rol)osed in the Navy's fiscal year 1968 budget request
and which was denied by the Congress0
Was this program formulated as a means for modernization, of conmercial shi)yards?
(The information follows:)
The 30 general purpose dry cargo ship program is not a substitute for the
FDIJ program. It is a program to modernize the MSTS-controlled fleet, which
presently contains many overage cargo ships. Further, the program was not
specifically formulated as a means to modernize commercial shipyards, but

should contribute thereto.

Mr. MAJIONm Admiral, you mention that for this build-for-charter
program to be effective the Navy requires authority to charter for 10
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years; otherwise financing would be expensive and very difficult. How
If~l1se will this program be?
pe
fow much will it cost to build the first 10 ships and also what will

be the cost of the 80 ship program ?
How much would it cost the Navy to build the first 10 ships, also
the 30 ships in the total program.?
Will the same contractor-build all 30 ships or how is it to be divided?
(The information follows:)
The total 20-year life cycle cost for 10 multipurpose ships is estimated at

$751,282,316 or $283,946,350 when discounted at 10 percent. It Is expected that

costs of follow-on ship increments would not decrease because of the rising costs
of labor and material. Based on present estimates, the total 80 ship program
life cycle cost would be about $2,250,000,000 (undiscounted).

Contractual arrangements cannot be predetermined and would depend on de-

cisions that would have to be made incident to the competitive bidding procedtires.

Mr. ~AUoX. Mr. Secretary, you state that the Navy's current requirement is a 460 merchant ship fleet augmentation to meet
)eak contingency needs. Do your remarks imply that the Navy, under
the operations of the MSTS on a build-for-charter contract basis, ultimately intends to build a new merchant fleet for the United States
of 460 ships?
(The information follows:)
Based upon the sealift transportation requirements implicit in our contingency

planning, DOD has estimated a requirement of 460 notional (15,000 measurevient tons, 15 knot speed) dry cargo ships to meet two simultaneous major
,.,iltillgen.les, one ('110b in Europe and in Asia, in the inid-1970's over and above
those available in our own sealift forces. Starting in fiscal year 1970, we plan
to obtain from industry on a build-and-charter basis, 10 multipurpose cargo
ships as partial replacements for the M$TS-controlled fleet.
Further analysis of contingency and peacetime requirements is nec(.eesary in
order to determine if MSTS should ultimately enter Into additional build-andcharter contracts.

Mr. MAHON. We discussed these build-for-charter contracts during
the hearings on the Navy's operation and maintenance request. Are
these 10 ships in addition to the nine that were contracted for under
this type arangement in February of this year?
We were advised during those hearings that the nine-ship contract
was terminated because the Contral Gulf Steamship Corp., could
not borrow adequate funds to construct these ships. Has this contract
been readvertised?
(The information follows:)
These 10 multipurpose dry-cargo ships and nine tankers constitute the entire
build-and-charter program which Is presently being requested by the DOD
through draft legislation for 10-year charter contracting authority. The contract
for nine tankers were terminated due to the industry's inability to obtain
filiacing. This contract has not been readvertised.

M[r. MAHON24. WXhat is the status of the tanker construction program?
Although terminated the contract for the construction of the nine
tankers under these build-for-charter agreements was for 8 years. As I
understand it, the first 3 years was for construction and the fast 5 y-ears
was for charter operations. What. I would like to know is, if youi can
have 8 years build-for-charter contracts, why cannot you have 10-year
contracts?
(The information follows:)
The nine-tanker construction program in combination with the 10 multipurpose dry-cargo ships Is being held In abeyance pending enactment of 10-year

charter contracting authority for these 19 ships.

2138
lpast
It has been tie practice of IMSTSNever since Its co'ction, for' the

two

decades. to enter Into bare-boat charters for a period which was keyed to tile
planning cycle officially established within the Department of Defense for opera.
tiomil and fiscal purposes. This planning cycle is expressed In the f5-year
defense plan. The previous MSTS request for proposal (RFP) for the charter
of nine 25,000 DW'T tankers to be constructed over a 3-year period contemplated
tile use of these tankers for an Initial period of 5 years, Thus, tile initial obliga.
tion of tile Government Is for a maximum period of 8 years, which embraces both
the construction period and the bare-boat-charter period. Tis 8-year period is
keyed to tie force structure established in the 5.-year defense plan. This plan
provides for the basic requirements of the force structure for an 8-year period
its wvell as the establishment of a financial plan over a 5-year period. It is the
projected requirement under the 8-year planned cycle that supports the Initial
period of tle proposed charter.
Te enabling legislation providing for the e.tablishing and operation of worki1a-- lptal funds (10 1,3. 2208), under which MSTS operates, authorized the
Secretary of )efense to establish working-capital funds to "11 ifintnce inven.
tories of such Supplies its he may desigiate. and (2) provide working capital for
such inmlu trial-type activities, and suc chommercial-type activities that provide
common services . . ." By Iav, the.e "funds shall be charged, when appropriate,
with the cost of (1) supplies that are procured or otherwise acquired. mainfactm'ed. repaired, issued or used: and (2) services or work performed." While
these a itthorized costs are required to be reli bursed from avallable atpproprlations primarily 1)0)) customer appropriations) or otherwise credited for those
costs,. it Is inherent to the nature of a revolving working-eapital fund financing
an industrial-type activity that it may be obliated for a period beyond the need-s
of t1w current fiscal year with al)roiriflate consideration of the antillpatcd
irei 11|)11 rsellients.

Congress ha.s spelled out specific controls on which it Intended to rely for the
operation of working-capital funds. Subsection (f) of 10 United States Code 2208
state-:
for supplies dra'a, from in"The requisitioning agency may not inur a (ot
vegltorle. . or services or work performed by industrial-type or commercinl-tylpe
ativitie for which working-capital funds may be established under thk section,
that is anore than the amount of all)ropriations or other funds available for those
S.C.
-. 2208) directe(d the Secretary of
8uh,-ection (hI) of the enabling act (10
Defense SECl)EF) to prescribe regulations for the management of workingcapital funds. It is well settled that regulations expressly directed by the Congres. have the force and effect of law if consistent with the law to be lanp1emonted. SE('S)FW did establish such regulaton. under wh'tich at charter was
issued to 3S'TS. The authority of MMTS to obligate funds and to enter into longterm contracts was expressed inI section IX of the charter as follows:
"Military Sea Transportation Service is authorized to enter into contracts
including long-term contracts as may be necessary In the best interest of economy
and( ,tr national defense for materials and services provided that the cash retiirea:ents to liquidate the contingent liability for undelivered materials or services under such contracts )lus other commitments and liabilities will not exceed
the total available cash plus anticipated receipts for the same period . . ."
Alone, this section would probably be sufficient to sustain any contract considered economically advisable. However, we have for many years applied the
added test to this broad provision of determining a period of predictable operations. Within this predictable period, we can then apply the test of available funding to cover long-term contracts authorized by section IX of the charter. Although the funding provisions in section IX do not necessarily require a 100-percent coverage of the gross obligation, as is the requirement for appropriation
accounts generally, each long-term contract must be adequately covered by available resources. plus anticipated receipts, for current payments thereon.
These aspects were discussed generally during the hearings on Senate 278R, and
in a letter dated ,March 10, 19M, from the Secretary of the Navy to the chairman.
Committee on Armed Services, U.S. Senate. These proceedings led to the enactment of Public Law 575, 88d Congress, authorizing MSTS to enter into certain
10-year charter contracts similar to the one here under discussion. That statute
is not available for this proposed procurement.
It is the considered opinion of the cognizant legal staff that the period of predictablo operations which could support long-term contracts by MSTS and meet
the several provisions of law discussed above Is 5 years, with mtconstruction
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itriod of not to exceed 3 years. This has its roots in tle DO1) 5i-year defense

plan, which is based upon a projection of physical requirements of the force
qtrttcture for a period of 8 years. This phln not only establishes plans, programs
operations of the Department of Defense during the 8-year period, but also
n111d
,i'erinhies budgeting sand funlidng for a 5-year period. Whel Congress receives
animal budgets for DOD requirements, It Is advised of long-ralnge phlins contained
In the DOD 5-year defense plan. Certainly, Congress is not lit any way commlitted
based on present budget planning and structure.
ti approprite future fids
Nontheless, we have for several years ben htiiIlmj tlgM( ID)efelns operations lllni
lirograns on the 5-year defense plait. 'The plan, for ex'itnlple, projects (Ispositioll
Of forces and activities. Supply pipeline requirements are an Integral aspect of
stuchi disposition. Plans and budgets for time cost thereof are projected. We cal
isonaobly anticipate during such planning period that Congress will appropriate
fnids to SISTS customers for such basic requirements. To proceed beyond this
5..ar defense plant for tile present purpose could only he on con.ieeture.
It establishing any liability in anticipation of receipts beyond the clurrent fiscal
ytar, the probability of any technological cmhnge which would affect the continued
use of the service sought must be considered. This should be in addition to tile indicated requirements found in the 5-year plan. Generally. the capacity covered by long-term charters, probably should be less than 50 percent of the total
Carter requirements of tile type of transpomration covered by tfle long-term
clatrters. This is consistent with MS'TS planning for this procurement, and giveni
a more certain predictability to the anticipated revenues for tie period involved.
Any liability from termination claims should also be hcluded in this calculation.
III atccPleptilg this appl0roh lit past years. this discipline was lilways applied. A
-oid operating rule iln regard to total obligations outstanlding (of the fund). Iiludling liability under long-terml charter lh'it, sholld he that il nO event should
III, total liability inlcilrredl at ally time exceed tihe (orpls of ti fund plus anitlciimted revenues for 2 yeitrs. Thp pl'eVioulS p)rogrims for the charter of nilne tankers
tumld he supported d within tllis t'rle.
It view of the foregoing, it was includedd that the hare boat charter of nine
,25.,1t) I)WVT tatitwrs ws Iprovideh ill tihe reultlSl for iroposalIs ll( contemplated
in the charter with tlit ('entra l Gulf Steamshill Co., was legal lind lropr under
the statutory authority cited in this nienoralldum. This authority, however, does
wit extend to tile 10-year charter contracting which is now being sought for 10
multipurpose dry cargo ships find nine tankers. The proposed legislation which
woild give this authority specifically for these 19 ships Is now in the Bureau of
the Budget enroute to the Congress.

Mr. MA I[ON. During tie O. & M. hearings it was stated that the Navy
bad not obtained an opinioiin from the Comptroller (eneral on the

heirality of the 5- and 8-year build-for-charter contracts. I Ias the Navy
iimve obtained such an opinion on these contracts?
Is it feeling of the Navy that these contracts may have been illegal
tder current law mi(1 that is why you are now seeking new legisla-

tioni?
(The information follows:)

The Navy has ttot obtained an opiion from the Comptroller General ott these
contracts because there has never been any question of legality of the 5- land 8year authority. Tlte 10-year authority is being souglit o1 the basis that private
itlustry will more readily obtain. fltmtlting for tite ships. Any authority to -ointract by the Navy through the Navy industrial fund must be within the S-year
authority. If tie Navy desires to exercise contract authority in excess of 8 years,
mch authority not being within the 5-year defense program must be specifically
nralted by Congress.

Mr. MAIION. Gentlemen, we will want you back at. 2 o'clock for resuimption of our discussion.
A'IrACK CARRIERS
Mr. MAHON. Mr. Secretary, the Navy intends to continue the operalion of 15 attack carriers through fiscal year 1976. This morning we
touched on the subject of carriers vis-a-vis the Soviet Union and
otherwise. You state that when the last of the new Nimitz class nuclear carriers is delivered in 1976, the force will consist of four nu-
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clear powered carriers, eight of the Fo'reqtalclass and three of tile
Midway class. Can the Nay begin a reduction in the size of its attack
air carrier force as of that date?
Secretary C.uAFEE. It is hard to tell the problems that will be
faced at thiat time. The size of the carrier force is dictated by the
commitments we are involved in. Take the )resent situation. When
we came to consider making some ship reductions this year-as you
know we recounted earlier the approximately 100 ship reductions that
have been made-the question was how about the carriers; how about
a carrier, or two carriers?
The difficulty we confronted here was that the United States is coinmitted to having two carriers in the Mediterranean and four carriers in
the Far East and in order to sustain that carrier force requires the
15 carriers plus one CUS in a CVA role that we have now, in view of
the fact the men and the ships have to be rotated. As far as 1976 or
thereafter is concerned, I just don't know-but if the commitments
go Mr.
down,
we can We
reduce the number of carriers.
MA1ON.
always hang our hats on commitments. We
don't
know what, our commitments w ill be in the 1970's. I presume your
answer would be about the same, Admiral Moorer?
Admiral MOORER. Yes, sir. We do have requirements for ships. As
long as we are operating at the current tempo in the Southwest Pacific,
we. need these ships.
COST OF CARRIER TASK FORCE

MLfr. ALjioN. It was-claimed by the opponents of carriers that. the cost
of a carrier task force is about $4 hi Ilion. Are you familiar with the
exlilationl of how they arrived at $4 billion? A carrier task force
cant be, onl location all of the time. It has to have certain auxiliaryships and so forth. I don't, know whether you have addressed yourself
to this question. Speak to the. original cost and all the aspects involved
in this $4 billion figure which has been tossed about. Nobody claims it
costs $4 billion to build one carrier, or $4 billion to provide the support
forces for one carrier, but wheni you figure out the total utilization and
all of the auxiliary costs, it does run in that area. I wish you wouhl
gii-e your analysis'of this.
Admiral Moon-n. You want me to provide that for the record?
Mr. MAHON. Yes, provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)
The following is an analysis of the claim "by the opponents of carriers tliht
the cost of a carrier task force is about $4 billion." It is assumed that this is
the claim set forth in the Report on Military Spending by the Members of Con-

gress for Peace Through Law/Committee on Military Spending. An extract of
pertinent sections of this report is appended.
The sum of $4.031 billion alleged by the "Report on Military Spending" parports to include the investment costs for "hardware" only for three carrier task
forces and carries with it the assuml)tions (a) that all carriers have six surface

combatants assigned, and (b) that only one of three of our carriers is available
at any given time. The following is a discussion r' these assumptions and of the
Navy's cost comparison of the Navy's figures with those items listed in the
appended extract of the "Report on Military Spending".
The assumption that all carriers must have six surface combatants assigned
i erroneous. There is no standard carrier task force with a fixed number of
surface combatants in company. A task force is constituted as the title implies,
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for the accomplishment of a specific task, Tio composition of the carrier task
force will depend upon the nature and magnitude of the anticipated threat. The
Navy's forces of missile ships and antisubmarine ships are not maintained for the
sole purpose of escorting carriers, but their mission is to operate against specific
threats in exercising control of the seas. It is in the context of this role that
surface combatants are included as components of, or operate in conjunction with,
attack carrier forces. Thus, it cannot be presumed that a carrier will be deployed
with six surface combatants in company. One attack carrier normally operates
tit
conjunction with from two to six destroyers; however, attack carriers can,
have, and will continue to operate with the only one or two other ships in company when appropriate to the requirements of the tactical or strategic situation.
The report charges the acquisition cost of six new destroyers (DXG) to the
cost of the carrier. To do so is simply disregard of fact. The Navy does not buy
new escorts and new support ships for each new carrier. The surface combatants
and support forces which operate in conjunction with the older carriers will
continue to operate In conjunction with their replacements. Furthermore. there
are no destroyers of the DXG type presently being constructed. Also, as the
nuclear-powered Ninmitz class ships replace the older conventional carriers, the
existing requirements for fleet oilers to provide ship propulsion fuel is actually
reduced, Therefore, it is neither germane nor correct to add to the cost of the
carrier the acquisition costs of new suface combatants or support ships.
The statement In the Report on Military Spending that "Shce an aircraft
carrier is on station only one-third of the time, to get one carrier on station 12
months of the year, three task forces have to be purchased" is not supported by
actual experience.
The deployment of one-third of the total carrier force is a routine, sustained
peacetimno pattern. In contrast, in World War II, the need for carriers was so
great that 85 percent of the carrier force was kept in a deployed status. Today,
should the strategic situation demand, carriers In home waters would inmediately
be deployed, and others in a maintenance status could be made ready rapidly.
Readiness for deployment of most of our carrier force while the peacetime pattern
prevails is illustrated by the fact, that on August 1, 1909, 14 attack carriers were
at sea or immediately ready for sea. One more could have been deployed in 60
days. Today, October 13, 1969, 12 are ready now, two could be ready in 15 days,
one In 30 days, and one is in the first stages of overhaul.
It is evident, then, that while under peacetime conditions one-third of the
carrier force may be distantly deployed, the readiness of the entire force would
allow more than three-fourths of the attack carrier inventory to be deployed if
the strategic situation demanded.
The costs listed in the Report on Military Spending are misleading in certain
respects. It should be emphasized that these costs portray investment costs of
new ships, and as such do not reflect an accurate appraisal of actual costs of
the current inventory which will be useful for many years to come. The investment costs of the 15 OVA's in the current inventory, with a service life of up to
30 years, were Invariably less than the $510 million listed for the OVAN; for
example the cost of USS Forrestal was $189 million. The fallacy of charging
six surface combatants to the cost of the attack carrier has been discussed in
previous paragraphs.
The derivation of the tnomt of $400 million for "Logistic Ships" is not
evident. Since logistics ships nornvtily provide services for the entire fleet,
including amphibious task groups, shore bombardment task groups and the
like, as well as for carrier task groups, attribution of costs is not meaningful.
Support ships are not acquired for each new carrier, and therefore it is not
proper to add their entire acquisition or operating costs to that of the attack
carrier. Nevertheless, to put the acquisition costs into a perspective which
will allow comparison with the amount of $400 million in the Report on Military Spending, representative acquisition costs of existing representative logistic
ships are as follows:
AO-143
A-58
Ai.-2
AO-1
AF-1
AW-26
AOI-1

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3-735-00-pt. 7-1S

$11.5
17.0
10.5
08.0
24.0
35. 0
34.0
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Finally, the allegation that "To this amount should be added the cost of

tile
aplproximately 23 percent of a carrier's aircraft usually earmarked for task
force defense and thus not avallabl, for tactical missions" Is a distortion of
tie facts. It is preslilied that the 23 percent referred to represeiits the Ir.
tiollof lighter tylu aircraft In tie attack carrier's air wing. Yet It Is incorrect
to consider these aircraft to be dedicated to tile task force defense role. MI.era carriler lghters are mnuithnissloi aircraft and have major capability In tile
attack role. The F-4 l'hantom I, the standard Navy carrier based fighter.
can carry up to 241500-pound bombs on a single attack mission, although a
typical bomb
(load
wouhl bv somewhat loss. In fact this Navy carrier plane im.4
beeli adopted by the U.S. Alir Force us its current tactical fighter with a l)rimary
bombing milsslon. The enploymellt of the encrier's fighter,: would be hused 11um
tit cal situation. Depending up1)on1the threat to the carrier force, they call le
iused for task force defense, or iII alloffensive role. Today in Southeast A\sia,
only about 5 percent of the attack carrier's aircraft are being utilized for ileet
defense.
APPENDIX A

Extract from report onimilitary spending by Members of ('ongress for Poeaee
Through I,aw/('ommIittce oil military Spending:
"'hle Investment ,-ost of a nuclear attack carrier task force, therefore, in
current dollars an assulnimig no cost overruns is:
6CVAN

.------------------------------------------$5111

Logistics ------------------------------------------------------------

100

Total ---------------------------------------------------------1.315
"To this amloulit sholld be added time cost of the approximately 23 hKrceilt
of a carrier's aircraft, usually earmarked for task force defense and thus not
milible for taelhal m!ssons. The average Naval Airwing of 75 A-U's, A-7's.
an(d F A's cost $175 million conservativee estimate).
"$3.15 billion+$36 mlilloi,$1.351 billion
"This llgiire, $1,35ibillion Is the present Investment cost of a nuclear attack
aircraft carrier task force with its defensive aircraft.
"Ihowever, sinee an aircraft carrier Is on-station only one-third of tile tim,
to get one carrier on-station 12 months of the year, three task forces have to
be lrclased.
"Muiltiplier is 3.0 for ships and 2.39 for aircraft.
-01.315lbilliotiX 3=$3.1)t51)lllioii.
"-$36 miion X2.:39=$8(; million.
'"$3.9-15 billion+-$.Osi blillion-$.l.031 billion.
'"Thms, the investment cost iII hardware reaches $i03 billion to keep an
aircraft ca rriero(-st at ion 12 months per year."
IN(clIi.\SiE;I CAPAiLI'iTY 01" ('.AIMIIEItS

Mi'. MAIION. Each
cla.s nuclear carrier will carrm'y I1lore aimr(m,'t.
craft,; ;).() Ier('et mort aircraft amimunitionl mid twice as much ai'crIft fiel as eoliventiolliv powered attack ('arriers.
would these
factors allow time Navv to 1rduluee the total nimhers of carriers while
mainfaiiing time same'level of strike capability ?
Adllral hK)IIoEI. Again, sit',
del)Ilding 0 tie threat, it would, ii
you had a fixed requirement. At the same time, I think we must
reiuember that as we incorporate iin1provement's in veapos systems,
it is not simple m net, gain for the simple reason that tle other side
is improvinig t)o, but generally speaking, it would, sir. If you had a
fixed level of threat.
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PROTECTION Or WORDS POPULATION

Mr. MA1o,'N. Admiral

oorer, ill yolr positioll Pal)er to 13he Secre-

tary dated August 25, 1969-wiich has been provided tile committT-olO of the l)rincil)al reasons advanced by you for the colistruclion of new nuclear carriers anld for the conti~niation of the 10 attack
farrier fleet, is that 85 permeuit of the area covered by our military
,otinrgency plans and 9.5 pcrent of the world's population lies within
iun1llge of carrier aircraft operating in international waters. Is the
Ned for a fleet, of, ]5 attack carriers based upoll the Navy's intention
to pa11trol all the waterways oin earth and protect most of the world's
l)latioll from aggression '
Admiral Moonim, N;ot at all, sir, but it is based on the requirement
fr' the United States to have the capability to concentrate a force
which ol)erates tactical aircraft from bases vhich are not subject to
interference by other sovereign powers and not at,all with tie intention that we would police the entire world.
IESOUICEs NOT AVAILABLE TO 3E.TP EVERY EVENTUALITY

Mr. M.\1[oN. Wculdn't we agree that it, is not - ithin the realm of
possibility, not withill the resources of this country, to provide a sitli'ielt military force to meet every eventuality that might conceivably
take place?
Admiral M\oom.nt. Yes, sir; we cannot do that in peacetime. I agree
witi you on that, but I think that also one must. remember that i-I
or(ler to operate I.S. forces overseas at all-and when I say U.S.
forces, I include land forces, land-based air forces as well-it is neces-arv to insure that the seas and the air over the seas are secure. In
tilier words, we cannot operate forces overseas unless we can take
.sup)l)lies from the lUnited States to that 1)oint where they are operating.
U.S.S.R. NOT MAINTAINING LAROE FOlCES OVERSEAS

.M[r. M IIOX. Is that, olne difference between the problemm of the
Cltited States and the T.S.S.R,, that the U.S.S.R. is more or less lanldbased 11d isi't trying to maintain larre forces overseas as we are in
AKorea,

A' ietlilall, Germany, andl elsewhere?

Admiral MooREit. I think the diflerence, the Significant differenlee,
is that, tile forces they do maintain-for instance, in the satellites and
Places like thait-are accessible to the U.S.S.R. by land whereas in
mur case tile access is through the sea, sir.
Mr. IAHNix. Of course, the Soviet, Union does provide sull)ort for
ilidigenous forces in Korea, North Korea, and North Vietnam, and in
('ba, Egypt, and the Middle East.
Adiliral Moore:.

Yes, sir.

POSStIuI ITY or USING FEWVI'IE

(ElttllAtS

Mr. iM.ioN. Admiral Moorer, in your position paper you also state
that "Within the range of warfare situations, the greatest probability
of conflict lies below the general war threshold. There have been ,b
wars or near wars since tile end of A oriel War II. Yet no carrier has
suffered loss or damage from hostile act ion during this period, in spite
of the fact that all but two of our currently designated attack carriers
have been involved in actual combat operations since World War II."

Since the greatest probabilitv of conflict lies below $he general war
flreshold, as yo'u have stated, ani(d sinle the possibility of losing aty.

attack carriers is remotely )robleillatical, (loes it follow that the Navy.
should persist in stating a requirement for the 15 attack carriers? WIat
is your statelient there ? We have been so successful and haven't lot
any carriers. V(old there 1)e some possibility that we could get along
with fewer carrier..?
Admiral Moomi. I think elsewhere in that statement I comment oil
the subject of vulnerabilit y. 1 would be the first, to accept the fact that
carriers can 1)e smik,. Mr. C(hairmarn, but at, the same time I dot accept
at all the thought that thev are in essence highly vulnerable and consepzntly my statement was made to show that while we had operated
in Korea, Lebanon, the I)ominican Republic and extensively in South
Vietnam, as a matter of fact, we have lost no aircraft to mortar fire.
for instance, or no aircra ft due to attack on the carrier itself and thertfore I wa.%making the point that the carrier has a very high degree of
survivability.
CARIP18s ALMOST IXNV'NLN EIIABLE

Mr. AIJON. The carrier, as lon( as it is not confronted with sulbmarines and no attenlpt is made to b~oinb the carrier from aircraft, it k

undorstandably almost invulnerable?
Admiral Moo0RPR. Of course, during World WAar I there were veI'
intense efforts made to bomb the carriers by the Japanese, even resortiing to the best guided missile that has ever been made, the kalikaze.
The Saratoga,for instance, at one time took seven or eight kamiikvzt,
aircraft and survived. So the point I was making, except for the prewar

carriers, including 'World War II, none of the attack carriers had been

sunk. In other words, many people have suggested that all that it is
necessary to do is to hit an aircraft carrier with one bomb and that
is the end1 of it, whereas tie point I am making is that it is a very tough
cookie.
NAVY

NO'T CITALLENGED IN

VIETNA3M

M[r. M,\HoN. Admiral, we would say that in the present war, except
for Navy pilots and naval personnel engaged in river warfare, our
naval presence in Southeast Asia has been more or less unchallenged.
I would assume it is correct that no plane has attacked or attempted

to attack our ships and no submarine has fired torpedoes at our Navy

ships, carriers or otherwise.
A(lmiral MooiriE. That is correct, sir. Although I would go on to
say that the threat is there and consequently in that environment we
muist maintain a defensive posture just in case.
,AioN. The fact that the Navy has not been challenged in
Mr.
Vietnam, does that in any way indicate that maybe we could do with
less than 15 attack carriers?
Admiral MooRnE. No, sir, because the volume of sorties has beeni
dictated by the action ashore and as a matter of fact for a long time
the Navy was executing over half of the sorties against North Vietnam,
sir.
FUTURE REQUIREMENTS

FOR CARRIERS

Mr. MAHoN. Now, in this position paper of yours, you seem to be
harping back to World War II. I doubt that any of us feel there ever
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wotild be another war like World WNar I or World "ar 11 and I hope
like the war in Southeast Asia. However, I would hope if we had
ziither war of the type we now have in Southeast Asia, the Navy
would be free from challenge as it has been in this war.
llut actually this is a rapidly changing world, as we all know. Is it
,e sirable to look backward very much as you look forward to the
requirements of the Navy in the area of carrIers?
Admiral Moomwit. 'We are not looking backward, Mr. Chairman. As
:imatter of fict ,uow we have less access to bases overseas than we had
in World War II. We have problems in the Mediterranean; there has
iust been a coup in Libya and at the same time the Soviets are giving
,opIhisticated forces to" the U.AR, long-range bombers and fighters.
They have given them to North Korea, as you mentioned a. while
IJthink in the event we become engaged again that we would expect
to 1) challenged by sophisticated equipment and consequently it is
iit..essary to have 'modern equil)ment with which to confront this
-'uhisticated equipment. I dont think I am looking back at all. We
:e looking to the future, such as what the Sovmets are now doing
w0,ldwide. I don't think there is any questioning the fact that they
31e, mamkinar a. very strong eWtort to extend their influence throughout
ir.world.>This is quite clear, particularly in the maritime role.
IM:r,ACEM NT OF" OLD

CARRIEiRS

M.1. MNxlx-oN. If our carrier force should be reduced, would you want

Veduce
e,
it,
by eliniiinat ig polo-1Ivd new carriers or by decommission'im_,existing old carriers?

Admiral Moounmt. Decommissioning existing and old carriers by all
sir..
allllS,

'l'hree weeks ago I was in Vietnam aboard the Hancock and had

,,..asion to give this ship an award for performance, a Navy citation,
:111d
I also observed the same citation in 1944 during 'Worll War II.
'I'hose ships have reached an age where they require replacement.
COST OF"A 'r.ASH iORCP,
Alr. MhxnOx. 'What savings would be realized in 1970 if the attack
'.arrier force was reduced from 15 to 12 and what apl)ropriations would
(- afteeted? I-ow munch per carrier would you be able to eliminate
-pending for?
Admiral Moomiu. In a task force we include other ships operating
with the carrier as well as the oilers and support. 'We cut te slice
3ll the way across the board in terms of what is needed. I think I
d1iould also point out that the primary cost in carrier operation is in
the aircraft and not in the ship itself. The ship itself is one of the
-1Iallest parts of t':e investment because the ship lasts 25 or 30 years
anid -ou can amortize the cost over anextended period of 'tine,
as we were just discussing. To answer your question specifically, de)ending on what you include in the cost of the task force, the anatal cost is but something less than $100 million; about 90 or so.
I will give you a typical task force and show the ships, the aircraft, the 0. & M., the personnel, the support ships; everything
that is associated with that particular task force, and give you a cost
for it, sir.
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('he information follow.,')
('ost of a Itlplcal ta.qk force
There is to fixed size or composition of a carrier task force. A U.S. naval
task force is organized on an ad lhce basis to accomplish i specific task, The
by the nature and magntltlde of the
cOmlponitloli of the force is determinel
task, and the availability of our ownI resources.

Carrier task forces are normally comprised of carriers and destroyer type
slips. lit tiw ioreai war mid in the present confilet in Southeast Asia. the
attack enrrier task forces engaged Included as many as four attack carriers at
lilacs of peak combat intensity and at other times consisted of olly cone attatck
carrier.
Each attack carrier normally operates in conjunction with from two to sIx
destroyers. 1lowever attack carriers can, have. and will cnt hmae to operate
with only one or two other ships iii company when appropriite to tite tactical
or strategic situation.
To price ollt an attack carrier task force, a force composition must lie spetliied
ln terms of numbers of carriers (with embarked air wigs) and surface cam1hatants. tenitli costs determined for each unit.
For the irpose,; of this analysis a nominal task force consisting of one
air wing and six surface combatants (cruisers,
carrier with Its cubarkedl
frigates. and destroyers) has heien selected.
Slice the nominal force is to lie a typical one, the unit costs must lie an
average for till of the ships of the type. because the classes of ships and their
costs vary widely.
The cost of a nominal task force eonstituted of ships and aircraft can be
expressed as the average investment and operating costs of one attack carrier
with ifs emba'ked air wing and six surface combatant ships in the active serviee
inventory. These costs are documented in the ships construction. Navy OSCN)
and provuroment of aireraift and missiles, Navy (PAMN) accounts expenditlts
111l1as invest ent (acqulisitioll iild conversion) costs and in the operations a1d
teiance. Navy (0. & M.N.) and other procurement. Navy (OPN) accolts
expeilditures as operating (direct and indirect) costs.
T'he average cost of tlw above nomitnal carrier task force, then, as made up
from the fiscal year 1939 active ship and aircraft inventory is as follows:
In thomsandq
Average Investment cost:
1$212,047
1 CVA ----------------------------------------------------2 207, 714
I CVW (air winig) .............................................
o Surface comltants (4 AAW and 2 ASW) -------------------- 309. 6(
Total ----------------------------------------------------Average amllllili operating cost :I
1 VA -------------------------------------------------------1 OVW ...--------------------------------------------------0 Surface combatants (4 AAW and 2 AS\W) ---------------------

729.4,7
33. k.314
CU. 01s9

32, tOS

lO8,
Total ------------------------------------------------------conversion (or odeurnizition) costs for ill attack carriers In the current force whlch Inlules the Etterprise.
Kitty Ilawk, Forrcstal,MIideay, and Hancock (13se.r) classes. Source Is NAVSIIIPS SCN
account file.
2 Flyaway cost of air wvIng organization aircraft, Does not include "pipeline" aircraft
I An average of the original acquisition cost and mubseqlit

bouglht to irovide training and constant unit aircraft strength it

full allowance. aircraft

special support equipment, and Investment spares. Source is NASO P-1080. Cost Esti.
mates of NNpapons Systems. Ships, Aircraft, Missiles and Task Forces, 1 Decenher 1968.
3 An average of the original acquisition cost and subsequent conversion (or modernlizuitio) costs for the 90 (0 per 15 attack carriers) surface combatants In the current cruiser
and destroyer forces which would be assigned to an attack carrier task force. Source is
NAVSIIIPA SON account file.
'Consists of :
unaintemlmlee'",
(a) Direct costs-pay ind allowances of unit personnel, sulplis. fl,
and alterations. Source It OPNAV OO1-02, Naiy Program I-aetors. 1 March 1060,
(b) Indirect costsa-tiot Incurred ihy% the lumit. Ineltides pay and allowances for
training and other nonunlt personnel and support funds spent by NAVBHIPS, NAV
AIR, NAVSUP, NAVFAC. BUMED, BUPERS. and for Service.wlde Operations, Does
not include aviation ordnance costs. Source Is OPNAV OOP-02, ,ary Program PaCtors,
1 March 1069,
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DAILY SClIDULE OF 0THI FLEET CAItIERS

Mr. MAIIox. Will yout provide the committee the daily operations
elledule for aIl attack carriers assigned to the 6th Fleet during cal-

endar year 1968 and as cur ent as von can for calendar year 1969?
Admiral Moonn. Yes, sir; we will be happy to do that.:
('he information follows:)

The carriers assigned to the 6th Fleet are maitaind at a high level of
readiness for combat. 1'ven during in-port periods, the combat readiness posture
iimaintained. Normally the ships are prepared to get underway on a miaxhimm
percent of the ship and flight crews
notice. Combat aircraft and
4 --

,re normally retained aboard.

CARRIER VISITS AN)

TIME AT SEA IN 6TII

I:IjsceClt, 1. D. (CVA-42) (1968)

Cmines, France, January 2.
At sea, January 3-19.
St. I'aul's Bay, Malta, January 20-21.
Valletta, Malta, January 22-20.
At soea, January 30-February 4.
Souda Bay, Crete, February 5-6.
At sea, February 7.
Athens, Greece, February 8-14.
At sea, February 15-19.
Naples, Italy, February 20-28.
At sea, February 29-March 11.
Pollonsa, Mallorca, March 12-13.
Valencia, Spain, March 14-20.
At sea, March 21.
Barcelona, Spain, March 22-23.
At sea, March 24-28.
Genoa, Italy, March 29-AprIl 5.
At sea, April 6-11.
Pahna, Mallorca, April 12-23.
At sea, April 24-May 8.
.Ahi!pi-La (CVA-38) (1968)
Naples, Italy, January 2.
At sea, January 3-12.
Pollensa, Mallorca, January 13-14.
lFahna, Mallorca, January 15-21.
At sea, January 22-27.
Arancl Bay, Sardinia, January 28-29.
At sea, January 30.
Naples, Italy, January 31-February 6.
At sea, February 7-15.
Souda Bay, Crete, February 1-22.
At sea, February 23--March 12.
St. Paul's Bay, Malta, March 13.
At sea, March 14.
Valletta, Malta, March 15-21.
At sea, March 22-28.
Souda Bay, Crete, March 29-31.
At sea, April 1-7.
Athens, Greece, April 8-14.
At sea, April 15-19.
Palermo, Sicily, April 20-20.
At sea, April 27-May 13.
I areelona, Spain, May 14-22.
At sea, May 28-31,

'orto Conte, June 1-2.

At sea, June 3.
LaSpezia, Italy, June 4-12,
At sea, June 13-27.
Genoa, Italy, June 28-July 7,
At sea, July 8-17.
Naples, Italy, July 18-23.

FLEEtT
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CAIRIIER VISITS AND TIME AT SEA IN 0TH

BeRaex (OVS-9) (1908:

At sea, March 1-3.
Naples, Italy, March 4-12.
At sea, March 13-21.
Golfe Juait, France, March 22-28,
At sea, March 29-April 10.
Valletta, Malta, April 17-24.
At sea, April 25-28.
IiAdependenue (CVA-02 (19068-60)
Pollensa, Mallorca, May 9.
At sea, May 10-26.
Athens, Greece, May 27-June 4.
At sea, June 5-9.
Messina, Sicily, June 10-14.
At sea, June 15-27.
Valletta, Malta, June 18-July 8.
At sea, July 9-14.
Istanbul, Turkey, July 15-22.
At sea, July 23-28.
Strinonlikoskolpox, Greece, July 29.
At sea, July 30.
Thessalonikl, Greece, July 31-August 2.
At sea, August 3-5.
Toulon, France, August 0-11.
At s a, August 12.
Naples, Italy, August 13-11.
At sea, August 11-29.
Golfe Juan, France, August 30-September 8.
At sea, September 9-13.
Pollensa, Mallorca, September 14-15.
At sea, September 16.
l'alma, Mallorca, September 17-23.
At sea, September 24-30.
Argostoli, Greece, October 1.
At sea, October 2-6.
( enoa, Italy, October 7-15.
At sea, October 1-November 1.
.krancl Bay, Sardinia, November 2-3.
At sea, Novembeir 4.
Livorno, Italy, November 5-11.
Ar sea, November 12-24.
T'ranto, Italy, November 25-December 1.
At sea, )eeemlber 2-6i.
St. Paul's Bay, Malta, December 7-8.
At sea, December 9.
Valletta. Malta, December 10-16.
At sea, December 17-22.
Athens, Greece, December 23-January 2.
At sea, January 3-10.
Palina, Mallorca, January 11-16.
At e., January 17.
Pollensa, Mallorca, Jauary 18.
At sea, Jatnuary 19.
Forrcxtal (CVA-59) (190S-60)
At sea, July 27-August 5.
Porto Coute, Sardinia, August 0-7.
At sea, August 8.
Marseilles, France, August 9-15.
At sea, August 10-23.
Souda Bay, Crete, August 24.
At sea, August 25-20.
Athens, Greece, August 27-September 2.
At sea, September 3-14.
St. Patti's Bay, Malta, September 15.
At sea, September 10.
Valletta, Malta, September 17-24.
At sea, September 25-30.

FtLET--ontlnued
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AN) TIMS AT SEA IN 6TH FLET-Continued

(190&-69)--Contflned
Argostoll, Greece, October 1-2.
At sea, October 3-5.
Argostoll, Greece, October 0-7,
At sen, October 8.
'a ranto, Italy, October 9-14.
At sea, October 15-November 3.
Thessaloniki, Greece, November 4-10.
At sea, November 11-24.
lPaina, Mallorca, November 25-December 1.
At sea, December 2-7.
Genoa, Italy, December 8-15.
At sea, December 10-22.
olfe Juan, France. December 23-January 2.
At sea, January 3-12.

1,o',(s01 (CVA-59)

Valletta, Malta, January 13-19.

At sea, January 20-27.
Naples, Italy, January 2-February 2.
At sea, February 3-7.

Saros, Greece, February S.
At sea, February 9.
Istanbul, Turkey, February 10-16.
At sea, February 17-21.
Athens, Greece. February 22-28.
At. sea, March 1-March 0.
Argostoli, Greece, March 7-8.
At sea, March 9-10.
Trieste, Italy, March 11-10.
At sea, March 17-22.
Pollensa, Mallorca. March 23-25.
At sea, March 2G-28.
Barcelona, Spain, March 29-April 7.
At sea, April 8-14.
larsellles, France, April 15-18.
At sea, April 19-21.
$benyri-La (OVA-38) (1909)
l'ollensa, Mallorca, January 18.
At sea, January 19-21.
Taranto. Italy, January 22.
At sea, January 23-30.
Pollensa, Mallorca, January 31-February 1.
Mt sea, February 2.
Barcelona, Spain, February 3-9.
At sea, February 10-16.
Cannes, France, February 17-26.
At Sea, February 27-March 6.
Naples, Italy, March 7-10.
At Sea, March 17-23.
Athens, Greece, March 24-28.
At sea, March 29-April 2.
Valletta, Malta, April 3-10.
At sea, April 11-17.
Sonda Bay, Crete, April 18.
At sea, April 19-May 1.
Naples, Italy, May 2-0.
At sea, May 7-11.
Barcelona, Spain, May 12-18.
At sea, May 19-25.
Valletta, Malta, May 26-June 1.
At sea, June 2-8,
Athens, Greece, June 0-10.
At sea, June 17-25.
Cannes, France, June 20-July 6.
At sea, July 7-12.
Golfe de Palmas, Italy, July 13-15.

At sea, July 1-18.
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(CVA-07 ) (1909)
Kennedy, J. 1,'.
At sea, April 23-May 1.
Valletta, Mallorca, May 2-11.

1k

At sea, May 12-20.

Genoa, Italy, May 27-June 3.
At sen, June 4-10.
Naples, Italy, June 11-20.
At sea, June 21-20.
Taranto, Italy, June 30-July 2.
At sen, July 3.
Cortu, Greece. July 4-6.
At sea, July 7-13.
Palmas, Italy, July 14-15.
Golfe e(
At sea, July 16-20.
Naples, Italy. July 21-30.
At sea, July 31-August 1.
Valletta. Malta, August 2.
At sea, August 3-15.
Athens, Greece, August 16-24.
At sea, August 25-31.
Cannes, France, September 1-3.
At sea, September 4-14.
Naples, Italy, September 15-24.
At sea, September 25-October 3.
Trieste, Italy, October 4-10.
At sea, October 11-24.
October 25-26.
Navpllon, Greece,
27.
At sea. October
Athens, Greece. October 28-November 3.
At sea, November ,-10.
Saratufta ((VA-6i0) (1969):
At sea, July 20-24.
Valletta, Malta. July 25-August 3.
At sea, August 3-13.
Barcelona. Spain, August 1.-22.
At sen, August 23-September 2.
Corfu, Greece, September 3-9.
At sea, September 10.
Souda Bay. Crete. September 11-12.
At sea, September 13-19.
Rhodes, Greece, September 20-30.
At sea, October 1-10.
Valletta. Malta, October 11-15.
At sea, October 16-23.
Cannes, France, October 24-November 3.
At sen, November 4-12.
DAILY SCT[EDUhE Or ATLANTIC FLEET SSBN'5
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Mr. MaON. Will you provide the committee the daily operation
schedule for all SSBN's assigned to the Atlantic during calendar year
1968 and as current,as possible for 1969?
Admiral Moomm Yes, si'.
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
NAVY Sll, BUILl)NO AND CONVERSION PIIooRA1

570 new
Mr. MAnoN. Tlie Navy has built or has under construction

ships, )lus conversion o? 362 ships. Of these totals§, 151 new ships and
47 conversions were still under construction as of June 1969. Tllere
from the fiscal year 1968 and
-are four new ships and 13 conversions
awarded.
be
to
yet
the fiscal year 1969 programs

(i

cc
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'rte President's budget for fiscal year 1970 contains a request, for
fhnds to build 16 new ships and convert 17 others. As you know, the
I house Armed Services Committee authorized construction of a total
of 36 new ships and conversion of 21 other ships at a. cost of almost $1
billion above the President's budget.
Mr. Secretary, do you believe our shipbuilding industry could accepIt
a total ship construction and conversion program of this magnitude e
in 1 year, and could the Navy, in fact, obligate such a program in fiscal
'ear 1970, assuming the funds were made available?
Secretary CuAt-pm. I don't think so, no, sir. I don't think in 1 year
that could t)e accompliished.
Admiral Mooltm. The problem is we only have 6 months to do it in
s ir, but. I think the capacity is available. I have had that investigated
and studied. We do have the shipbuilding capacity in the iited

States to accommodate a program of that scope. buti you couldn't

physically let all the contracts -uring fiscal year 1970 because we only
hav'e about 7 or 8 months to go.
Mr. MAUox. And you don't have an authorization bill or an appro-

piiations bill.
Admiral Moommit.
we next
do know
whereorwe
would12l)ut
these ships
and I think by soni But
time
summer,
within
months
from
nw we could obligate the program.
Mr. 5[,uioN. It would be the beginning of another fiscal year before
these kinds of bridges would have to be crossed.
ssx-,ss CLASs SUI .IAIXEs

Both the House and Senate Armed Services Committees authorized
a third SSN-688 class submarine in addition to the two in the fiscal
year 1970 President's budget at an estimated cost of $152.7 million.
It is noted that as of ,June 19619 there were three new SSN's funded
iil fiscal year 1968 and 1969, the contracts for which are not yet
awarded.
Assuming the funds were made available for the third SSN, could
those funds he obligated in fiscal year 1970? It. would appear not in
vi6ew of the slow )ace of the other s1il)s.
Admiral Moom,0E. The fiscal year 1968 submarine you have referred
t,) is the electric drive submarine which was approved by OSD in
Oetoher 1968, after very intensive study. Following this approval the
avy placed a contract for construction in Decemn er 1968. The other
two slt marines to which you have referred are the two authorized for
liscal year 1969 and for vhich contracts were placed in July of this
year jtst after the close of fiscal year 1969.
he Navy is planning to award construction contracts for all submarines authorized in the fiscal year 1970 program during this fiscal
ear. If the funds are made available for the third SSN, those funds
will be obligated in fiscal year 1970. The ship acquisition plan for the
SSN-688 class submarines has already been approved. This plan has
been structured to permit award of construction contracts of all three
(luring fiscal year 1970.
Mr. MAHONk. Mr. Secretary, what is meant by four statement that
the delivery schedule for the fiscal year 1975 or SSN-688 submarine
construction will be delayed? How long is the delay and what effect
Mill it have on the two SSN's in the fiscalyear 1970 President's budget?
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Secretary CHAnV. In my statement I said the 688 would be de.
layed-T don't recall tihat, *lr. Chairman.
Mr.MAHON. It is page 21. You say "Originally thlre were three
SSN-688 submarines in the 1970 program along with advance pro.
funds for four more in 171. Wo now find that the delivery
curelnent
schecdde for the fiscal year 1970 buy will be delayed somewhat with
two SKSN-688's fully funded along with the advance procurement funds
for five more in 1971. Why the delay?
Secretary CITA.EE. I am just not sure what did produce the delay,
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAHlON. Admiral Moorer, do you lmow?
Secretary CAFEB. It might have been the original schedule-

-t.
t
CIP

k

Admiral Moonvm. There would be no delay from the original de-

the

livery schedule for the fiscal year 1970 buy ifall three SSN's were
authorized. The delay in autlorization for the third SSN will delay
the delivery schedule for that ship and those in subsequent years.
Mr. MAmio. I am just reading the Secretary's statement.
Clarify that for the record, if you please.
Secretary CITAr.F,. I certainly will.
(The information follows:)

The previous administration's budget for the fiscal year 1970 shlpbulldinprogram was three high-speed submarines fully funded in fiscal year 1970 with
$72 million long-lead funds for four submarines.
During the review of the previous budget requested by the current administration, the Navy agreed to accept partial funding of $47.2 million for the third
submarine proposed for the fiscal year 1970 program provided the ship wns
authorized in fiscal year 1970 and the balance of the funding provided in fiscal
year 1971. The basis for the Navy's acceptance of partial funding is that authorization of the first three SSN 688 class submarines in fiscal year 1970 will allow
award of shipbuilding contracts for all three in fiscal year 1970 and permit the
earliest possible delivery of these ships as well as those in following years.
The revised budget submitted by the President included full funding for two
submarines and deferred the ship authorization for the third high-speed Sbmarine from fiscal year 1970 to fiscal year 1971. It also included $47.2 mgion
advance funding for the third submarine in the fiscal year 1970 budget 1.addIIflon
to the long-lead furnd, for four more already submitted in the previous budget.
Advance procurenment funds are restricted by law to use for deliverable items.
fabrication work cannot be undertaken in fiscal year
Therefore, preliminary shipl)
1970 on the third submarine if only advance procurement funds are provide.
Accordingly, delay in authorization of the third 98N 088 class submarine from
the fiscal year 1970 to fiscal year 1971 would cause a delay of 5 months in ti1
third ship and delays of a few months in later ships of this urgently needed new
class of high-speed attack submarines.
.
and the second ship in _
Delivery of the lead ship is scheduled for -If these submarines are authorized it the fiscal year 1970 program, the third
or earlier. However, if authorization of the
ship could be delivered in
third ship is delayed until the fiscal year 1971 program, as proposed in the April
15 budget, the construction contract would not be awarded until about .Tanunrv
-.
In addition to delaying
1971, the ship delivery would occur in about
delivery of the third SSN 088 class submarine about 5 months by deferring
authorization of the ship from fiscal year 1970 to fiscal year 1971, delays and
additional cost in the follow-on, submarines now programed for the fiscal year
1971 program would result.
The Navy's objective is to attain a force level of about 100 SAN's with a construction program of five SSN' per year. In view of the urgent need for the new
class of high-speed submarines, the Navy strongly recommends continuing
support of the submarine construction program.
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DXG

GUIDED MISSILE FRIGATE

.1r.A iMio. Mr. Secretary, your fiscal year 1970 shipbuilding and
conversion budget contains a request for $196 million to initiate contruction of the DXGNI a new guided missile frigate. As you know,
the committee report on the fiscal year 1969 appropriation bill discussed the DXGN/DLGN concept and asked that the Navy, JCS, and
OSD thoroughly review and analyze operational requirements of the
Navy in light of the realistic challenge, which lies ahead. The committee has received a communication expressing the Navy position on
the DXGN vis-a-vis the DLGN. Has the JCS/OSD study been com1)letedas yet? Do you know?
Secretary COIvEE. To the best of my knowledge, it has and this is
the result.
Mr. tLUIoN. Will you provide the committee with the results of
this study?
Secretary CHAFEE. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
The results of the OSD review of the DXGN/DLGN question support the
Navy study recommendation to start the DXGN building program in fiscal year
-.
The JCS have considered the DXGN as a follow-up ship to the
110.
DILGN and recommended a procurement of
DXGN during the time frame
fiscal year 1970-fiscal year
-.

Mr. MAHox. The committee understands that the contract definition on the DXGN has yet to be completed, is that right?
Admiral Moomini. Yes, sir; except this is being-handled somewhat
differently than a straight out contract definition, Mr. Chairman.
Actually the DXGN will become a DLGN once we let the contract
and the-DXGN just means the design has been under study.
Mr. MAiiON. "X"means that?
Admiral MooiRE. Yes. We use that to suggest it is not under production or construction yet.
As you know, we didlet the contract for two DLGN in July, a year
ago. The DXGN has a better weapons system; it is designed to save
l)ersomlel; it is equipped with a better defense against the surface-tosurface missile and generally speaking has an updating of the total
amntiair and the antisubmarine warfare systems. But it is a modern
DLGN, the best DLGN we can build as of this time. That is what it
amounts to. There is really nothing significantly different between the
DXGN and the DLGN we have built before except for the improved
weapons system in the new design.
As you know, we have two nuclear guided missile frigates and one
nulear guided missile cruiser operating and two more nuclear guided
missile frigates under construction.
Ur. MAiioN. When you talk about modernization, do you mean it
will have a so-called SHORTSTOP electronic warfare system, and
new digital ASW fire control system, and a new
launcher
system?
Admiral MoonEn
. Thus the entire weapons suit has been
modernized.
.1r. MAHrON. Is it correct to say that, in addition, the first two
DXGN's will not have the advance surface missile system, and this
will require retrofit and modifications at a later time?
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Admiral Moom.m. The first, DX(,N's will have the Tartar-D

and we would not expect immediately to retrofit those ships, sir.
Mr. Mmix. You wouldn't, have to retrofit them immediately?
want to
0
Admiral Moomr. No, sir. I am1not saying we wouldn't

retrofi them in 1990 or something like thalt, but, we wouldn't expect
life. concerned over the
to retrofit them ill the flrst,8 or 10 years of their
Mr. MAioN. The committee hias been seriously
now estii.
magnitude of vo.4 overruns involved in shi) construction
billio.
$1.2
as
much
as
being
of
mated at, $8.50 million with a potential
delivering advanced
in
delays
that
testified
have
Navy witnesses
weapons systems mider development and attendant engineering
changes associated with these new equipment have contributed to
these cost overruns. As you know, in the construction of DE's alone,
contractor claims against the Navy have approached $100 million and
it,may be iore.
n tlhe light of this past experience, would it be wise to defer thle
cost ret ion of the new DXGN one year thus giving you am)le time
to complete the contract definition, firm up the cost, estimate, an(l
buy additional time for development of the new systems?
Admiral Moom:r. No, sir.
Secretary Cilm.. It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, in answer specificallv to"your qluestion that, we will just have to figure whether we
are re (lyv-'and we will (1o that. fn other words, we will try to avoi(l
the mistakes that have been made in the purchase of these other ships,
and if we are not ready we won't go ahead.W
Mr. MA. mx. W1hv not get ready before A-ou ask us for the muone\"
alid before we provide it ? We are'always giving people money before
thiv kitnow what they are going to (1o wfith it. 'iat is a little upsetting.
We have been doing that for years around here. You have something
that You are working on and wve fund it before you know really what
you are going to (1o.
Of (0oiirse 'it would slow vou down at least a. year if you really
came before us and told us specifically and with greiaer accuracy what
you really were going to (1o. 1)o you get my point ?
Secretary Crwmu:. It is kind of a chuiefen and egg situation, I guess.
Lots of times if we (on't have the money we can't find out. what we
would

o(10.

imta.
The design, sir, is a larfg part of the expense of
Admiral Mo
the so-called lead ship. A shi) is a construction and not a production.
It is necessary for us to (ho design studies and to obtain lead time
items in adv nee particularly if it happens to be a nuclear ship.
As the Secretary sai(, what' we are trying to do, and the reason
we are beinct so careful with these contracts is to make, certain that
they are written in such a way that. they can be managed and administered during their entire evolution so that, we will not have some of
the difficulties we have had in the past.
We are trying to improve this contract business.
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CONCEPT' FORMULATION/CONTRACT DEFINITION APPROACH

last,

Mr. ANDREWS. Admiral, do you do all your designing, engineering,
and architectural work in-house, or by contract?

feet
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Admiral Moomem.. We do both. Under the concept formulation,.,retract (lelinition scheme that. we now are using, the design is done
11%
the prospective contractors who are competig for the contract.
When the design is completed from each contractor making a proposal,
the designs then become the propertyy of the U.S. Government, whether
he gets the contract or not. As stated previously, however, the DXGN
contactt definition was performed dilerently. 1e did not have several
contractors competing for a total ship design. The Navy developed a
designn lutilizing tile liest talents available, either ind.llstry or Navy,
to p~erfo'm tasks in areas of their particular expertise.
Mr. AN.mimws. )oes the competing eontiactor perform contract (leftjition at his expense?

Admiral Mooe1,1. No. He is provided funds for this contract definition effort, sir.
Mr. ANmmws.What do you do, just tell him in broad terms what
You want all(d then he defines it?
Admiral Moommn. We toll him in terms of the performlance we want.
This is a now approach only use-l in recent years, Mr. Andrews. We
tell him in terms of what. performance we want t'rom the -"hipand

lie in turn tells us how he would construct the ship in order to gain
this perforlma lice.
Mr. A.x-mmws. 'That is about all y u tell him, just performance?
AVdmiral MOORER. Yes.
Mri-. ANDIRws. And tle size of the ship?
Admiral MoonmiE. No, we don't. tell him the exact size. We tell him
What weapons we want it to carry, what we want the ship to do, what
peed we w*ait,,
it to m1l(e, what en(hirance it must have, and things of
this kind. Tihe proposals from several contractors will vary as to disllheinellt sometimes as nmuch as a thousand tons.
Mr. FLooD. Do you have the same problem we have had with tile

Air Force during World War II, that we get plans upon plans, but no
,ii-craft? I-ow many times do they change your plans before you
lalinlch something?
COST OVERRUWNS
l)uring tile war the Air Force came u ) with nothing but l)amis.
Fimally we lad to tell them, "Forget about the Plans. We need air-

phines." Do you have trouble with thaf.2
Admiral Moonnt. We do lhiw trouble with it, but in the new pro'Imm
imins we are letting strict controls on these. change orders that serve
to delay the ship and at the same time increase tile expensw.
Actually I thilxl it is wort-h noting, Mr. Chairman, that in connectioll with what you call the cost overrun, I think it is a combination of
")1110 cost, overrun, some chalres that have been made, and so onm-I
look on it, really, as a shipbuilding deficit. The claim portion of tiis
total overall deficit which includes claims in land and anticipated,
lovers 125 ships authorized over 13 years and wlhoo budgeted end cost
amtounted to $5.35 billion withinia total SCN program for tho.s years
,if
$24.1 billion. It is something that has not 'happened entirely iii the
last,
year or two. None of these figures were generated by wAt, has
haplpmed in the last 12 months. Some of this (fates back 1A years ago.
Mr. MA, ioN. You may CXI)alld on tlhat for the recordlad lmakelperfe,,tly clear what tie facts are.
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(The information follows:)
While full recognition of the potential cost increase problem in the SON ap.
propriation has only been achieved within the past 2 years It is important to note
that tile cost increases do not only apply to the most current fiscal year programs,
but rather involve ships in programs from fiscal year 1057 through fiscal year
19009. The cost increases in the earliest programs result from contractor claims,
while the Increases in the more recent programs are a function of cost overruns,
changes to ship characteristics and unforeseen market conditions including higher
than anticipated costs for labor and material, and higher than estimated profit
rates on the part of the shil)bullding industry.
More specifically tile Navy encountered significant cost problems in the ship.
building program during fiscal year 1908 when, based on quotations being received, it became evident that funds appro)riated for a number of ships rit
fiscal year 1907 and 1968 shipbuilding programs would be inadequate to permit
tile award of these ships. Some of the significant cost growth encountered lit this
time was associated with tile CVAN--S (NIMITZ), tie DLON-30 and 37, and
the SN-085 (the turbine-electric quiet) submarine. This cost growth was dis.
cussed in testimony before various congressional committees last year. The print.
ciple reason for the significant increase in funding requirement to award the
contritlts for these ships was the unexpected change I market conditions aml
the inflationary trend which has developed. Tills was disctissed In testimonv before tile House Appropriations Committee last year on 2 May (hearings before
a subcommittee on the Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives,
90thi 'ong. (1969), p. 6, p. 321) where it was pointed out that large inereass
were being exi)erienced due to higher than anticipated labor rates, increased
material costs, higher profits and limited sources of supply.
In order to provide sufficient funds for award of the fiscal year 1007 and 1968
ships as well as to provide for indicated cost growth in some ships already under
construction and conversion it was necessary to cancel the construction of certain ships previously authorized by the Congress. This was done in lieu of requesting additional obligational authority from the Congress. Reserves normally
held for technological changes in ships under construction and for anticipated
cost growth were cut to bare minimums in order to avoid additional program
cuts.
Cost overruns have been encountered in some programs in addition to the
problem generated by the unusual conditions described above. Some examples of F
these are the cost of tile nuclear deep dive research vehicle (NR-1), the modernlzation of the U.S.S. Midway (OVA-41), and the modernization of the U.S.S.
Albany (CG-10). These costs overruns stem from a variety of reasons. In the
case of NR-i, the full impact of the development effort required to produce
equipment capable of operating for extended period of time on the ocean floor
was not fully recognized. In tile case of the conversions the Navy underestimated
the extensive rehabilitation of hull and machinery the two ships would require.
In addition, the cost of the Midway, in particular, was affected by the disruption
caused by the heavy influx of high priority ship work into the shipyard resulting .
from the Southeast Asia conflict and the west coast shipyard strikes.
At the time the fiscal year 1970 shipbuilding budget was prepared It appear(
that the cost problems as then known could be resolved by intensive effort
which had been undertaken by the Navy to recover unexpended funds from ship
programs in prior years which were completed or nearing completion. After
intensive review by a team of auditors from the Naval Audit Service, working
with personnel of the Navy's Systems Commands, it is now apparent that the
recapture of unexpended funds will not be as great as anticipated and that some
other source of funds to cover the cost growth must be found.
In addition to the above fund recovery effort shortfall, problems were encountered during the past year which made it quite evident that the cost prob.
lem could not be handled as anticipated at the time of budget preparation. The
most significant of these problems was the filing of a large number of claims
by various shipbuilders. This claim problem was noted by Secretary Laird in his
statement before tle Senate Armed Services Committee oil March 19. The clail
mentioned by Mr. Laird against 14 of the DIM 1052 class ships which Iad just
been settled was received in several sections with the principal portions being
filed subsequent to April 1068. Other claims of significant magnitude have since
been received during the months of November and December 1008, January 1969
and September 1909. In addition, other claims are anticipated based on informal
notification of Intent to file by various shipbuilders,
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Tills problem of shlipbuiler clains Is a particularly thorny one. There are
(vrtain claims In programs as early as 1057. However, the bulk of the claims are
:igaillst slli) programs largely in the ilseal
years 1902 through 1907 shipbuilding
lirogralls. 'lie claims are abused on a variety of reasmins such is (a) spel lcatilo
anibiguities which experience proved were difficult to meet within the contract
period, (b) failure of the Government to provide tlha('ly design information for
Government-fartnisied equipment currently under development, (e) late Goveniment plan alroval, (d) Government-directed technical changes, and (c) more
-irlngent Government administration of inspection and quality assurance reitirements of both surface ships and submarines following the 1hresher tragedy. The majority of these recent claims are not yet settled. Because of the wide
variety of factors o1 which the claims are based, tile ratio of settlement cost
tocilin face value can vary widely. Tile settlement ratio on tile recently settled
clain mentioned by Secretary Laird is therefore not necessarily Indicative of the
ritio which will obtain as the other claims are negotiated.
Iliaddition to the shipbuilder claims, cost growth has been encountered III
,iher programs. A most significant factor has been delay and disruption of work
on ships under construction or conversion in nival shipyards where sigitlcant
'.ngeients of the work force had to be diverted from the new construction and
versionn effort to higher priority ship repair/overhaul work which has exi,1lnded significantly since the beginning of Southeast Asia hostilities. Other sig,ilcant cost growth has been encountered in the purchase of equipmeits (radars,
.Mfnars, electronic ordinance and fire control e(ulipments), which the Government
finishes to the shipbuilders.
Because of tile recent cost growth problem it has been necessary to apply all
r,,covered funds to cover the cost growth. This has interfered with the capability
it) meet recoupment objectives which have been included in the
iancing of the
X'N
appropriation since fiscal year 19060. The fiscal year 19068 recoupment or at
hvast a su1 of money equivalent to the recoupment objective will be provided
hy changes imbudgeting procedure in fiscal year 1970 which will allow one-time
recovery of prior year funds to apply toward the price increases wvehave been
iis,'usslng. The fiscal year 19069 recoupment objective of $100 million Is included
inthe $800 million deficit currently projected.
cox'rn:.xc'r1Ee

rm

MI. Aiom.xm-:ws. You contact four contrac1lors and they express till
interest III it iew ship. You 'give those broad glleral olitlines of vilmit
Vollwlllt. E]fll Conies illwith his own blueprints.
Nov, are you permitted to take ideals front eael contractor and pu1t,

Ihe ideas of'a11 fouir toge ther and come up with a single blueprint. or
phln for tile ship you want ?
Admiral MomilEmI. Yes, sir: tile plans are the property of the Goelilelit. We ,iorially start out with four or fie'
lytilt
, ct lig
down to two and thiel niake the final selection on tile basis of a very
extensive criteriaa that we,apply to eachllproposal, which is it colnbinliIio1 of costs, contract. terms, 111(1 perfoi'nillce.

Mr. ANIOmnxs. Thank vou.
Secretary CuIrm,\I '. Bilt you call take these-you can take the best
f'oli oe lid add it to the other.
.Mr.
x D1-mu 's. If yOl can get a

definitions, you can lave four

pretty good l)rice for these contract

or five coll )anies working on the same

shi .
Admiral MoomeniI. That is right.

CRUISE MISSILE DEFENSE
Mr. ANDInWs. Admiral Moorer, as you know, the committee has long
expressed its coneern over the Soviet cruise missile threat and has

urzed tim Navy to move with deliberate speed to meet and counter
this threat. 'T'le testimony this year oin what tile Navy is doing to
0-735---69-pt. 7--l)
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counter this threat leaves some of us somewhat under the impression
that the Navy is moving in various directions in a most expensive
fashion and in a way that is characterized by considerable duplication.
Now, let me review this matter with you.
Under the surface missile system project, the Navy is atteml)tiig
to improve the reliability and performance capabilities of the 3T's the
troubles of which we have heard no end in this committee, wmich
involves pro-viding them with a capability against cruise missiles. At
the same time, the Navy is making major improvements to the 3'ls
under the 3T major system development project.
In another area, the Navy is developing a point defense missile system which is also an anticruise missile system using the Sparrow
missile. This system is being developed, purchased,. and installed in
three phases-the basic, the improved, and the advance point defense
missile system. The first two involve modification and retrofit to ships,
while the advance system is being pursued separate and apart from the
basic and improved effort.
In another effort, the Ntvy is developing an advanced surface missile
system which is designed to provide a. defense against cruise missiles
and it will also be effective, we are told, against surface targets.
In a companion effort, the Navy is developing, purchasing, and installing a ship antimissile integrated defense (SAMID) system oil
ships, but this too is beingd pursued in an expensive manner.
First, an immediate SAMIID is being developed and installed, a
near-term SAMID program is underway, and also work is in progress
on an advanced SAMID.
The SAMID is supposed to work with the point defense missile
system, with the 3T's and ultimately with the advance surface missile
system.
What is the difference between the 3T surface missile system project, the point defense missile system, and the advanced surface missi P
system? Are these duplicating systems? Undoubtedly they are designed to meet the same threat.
What would be the effect of the committee refusing to fund further
effort on the 3T's and the point defense missile system, and recommending that your efforts
be directed toward developing the advanced
?
surface missile system
Would it be ilesirable to stop spending money on the immediate
and near-term SAMID and devote all efforts tow-ard developing the
advanced system ?
Mr. FLoO). I submit that is a rhetorical question, Mr. Chairman. Yom
can answer that yourself.
Mr. MAHON. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Admiral MooiEn. May I start at the very beginning, sir. and talk in
terms of tie overall requirement to defend against airborne targets,
whet her they he aircraft or surface-to-surface missiles?
Mr. M.\iox. You are talking about defending ships.
Admiral Moomwn. Defending ships or convoys or amphibious operations or, for that matter, defending let us say a supply base such as
Danang, and so on. We would use a combination of weapons that a.rc
aboard ships and aboard aircraft.
Now, let me talk first about. the 3T's and the point defense missile.
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We would not install the point defense missile on ships that were
equipped with the 3T's. I know there has been much discussion about
the 3T's, Mr. Chairman, and it is true that we have had some difficulty
with these 3T's but I can report to you that the ones that are operating
today are operating well and, as a matter of fact, the Talos missile
system on the Long Beach
The aim of the 3T improvement is simply to enhance their capability to operate in a jammed environment, that is, it countermeasure
environment and also against low altitude flying vehicles, whatever
they happen to be.
The Navy is always in a t ransition. We can't go out tomorrow and
bIuy a new Navy So we have to continue using in the future the assets
we have, such as ships that are 10 or 15 years old. Therefore, some
slps will still use the 3'[ s and the point defense missile system on
ships not equipped with the 3T's. Incidentally, the point defense
missile system uses the already developed Sparrow, so there is no
development cost in the missile itself. The NATO nations are also using
tie same idea, for small ships that do not have the capability for
the T's.
Now, in the general concept of defending against missile systems,
and particularly surface-to-surface systems, we look on this in about
four parts. One is, of course, the reconnaissance and the gathering of
intelligence; those things to indicate that tile threat is ii the area.
Secondly, to detect that a missile has been fired at a certain target
in the force.
rhirdly, to use electronic means to deceive tle weapon that has been
fired at you and fourtlhly, is to destroy this weapon if in fact you are
unable to deceive it,.
Now, the missiles we have been discussing are aimed at destroying
the incoming weapon that is aimed at your own ship, or other ships
in the force.
SAMID and Shortstop are integrated systems designed to reduce
the necessary reaction time between detecting that a missile is headed
for you and the defensive, deception action as well as firing at
the incoming missile. These are integrated systems using computers.
Mr. MAnON. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. MAHON. Will you expand your explanation of this highly techim'al question for the'record, Admiral Moorer?
Admiral Moomiqt. Yes, sir.
(Tile information follows:)
The SAMID (Ship Anti-Missile Integrated Defense) and the SHORTSTOP
programs are two of the key elements of the Navy's overall antiship missile
defense efforts. Basically, SAMID Is an accelerated program to achieve shipboard combat systems Integration In order to provide a defensive capability
against antiship missiles.
The Immediate SAMID program provides specific improvements . The
electronic

The near term SAMID program provides the Implementation of the Navy's

overall antiship missile defense efforts commencing In fiscal year 1070. This

program Involves the installation of a new electronic warefare (EW) suit,

ipmroved .command and control equipments, modification to search and fire
control radars to Improve antlship missile detection, and fire control modifications to Improve gun and missile effectiveness, The new EW system will operate
-.
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Tle 8110ITSTOP system wilI provide an integrated electronic Iwarfare systeil
to detect. ideitify, and provide rapid reaction caalbility for all stil) weapons
and sensors for defense against antislllp missiles
-.
SHORTSTOP is designed to
-.
The antiship missile threat which exists at this time comprised

both surface-to-surface and air-to-surface mslihs
it,most lertinent system design capabilities are listed below:
(1) Basic system design concepts are "threat oriented" and "threat respond.
sive." Capabilities provided include:
(b) Early warning of linninent enemy attack through the detection of iho
eltenyis presence. This calability includes the automatic detection, evaluatil
and dissemination of tactical threat data for use by the command and decision
area with -ranges to nautical miles or greater.
(2) The system provides for update and growth to maintain system capability
current with the changing intelligence data; to be effective iln to provide
for new advances in electronic warfare capability; and to provide for new ad.
vances il(ectronic countermeasures techniques.
(3) The system is capable of effective countermeasures response and early
warning in very dense signal enviroments which include both friendly and
enenly enmissionis. Mission assignnnts of ships involved cause them to operate
in electromnagnetic environments ranging front total EMCON conditions to close
support of at tack carrier task forces will)
(4) Tie system is capable of responding -(5) Tile system provides effective electronic warfare capability inI ships of
varying missions and hull sizes. The system is selectively saleable to provide
variable capabliitie.4 using the common subsystein and equipment building blocks
with mininmum introduction of new interface hardware.
(6) Tie system is functionally intergrated within tie command and dielslon
system through complete technical (hardware and software) compatibility with
tileexisting naval tactical data system (NTDS) and with planned improve.
iments and modifications. In addition, the control and display concept includes
functional CIC/CI)S integration for non-NT])S ships.
(7) The system cal assist conmmanld Illdetermination of appropriate EMCOX
condition n(d monitor and report oil other ship EM11ON violators.
(8) The forecasted lifespan of the system is 20 years. Maxihmn
flexibility
ill systenl design is employed to assure that tile system call accept growth and
update at mnihUni cost and effort.

Mr. M.IoIx. )o you state for the record that the Navy is strongly
in Sul)l)ort of this ts being the best, procedure to follow at this timle?
Admiral Moolini. Yes, sir.
Mr. \m IoN. J)o you think the sane thing,Mr.Secretary ?
Seietary CtI.vm:. Yes, sir. You mean the various systems you outlined here f
MIr. M uIox. Yes.
Secretary COimFE.E. Yes. I think eventually, we are going to shake
down and find out which one is the best.
Admiral MOOnER. I can understand the confusion over this because
it is very complex. At one place we are making an effort, to improve
the capability of ships we already have in commission and operating.
In the other effort, which is purely R. & D., We are looking to the future
for the new ships we are going to build. Now, when you are talking
about the missiles you are only talking about one part of the overall
package required to handle this problem.
Mr. M\AOX.Amplify on that for the record.
Admiral MoomJn Yes sir.
(The information follows:)
The Navy's approach to effective missile defense is defense-in-depth, using all
the power of our balanced fleet concept. The components of th, fleet's air defense
available to counter this threat are surveillance and reconnaissance aircraft,

manned interceptors, area defense missiles, point defense weapons (guns and
short-range missiles), and electronic warfare (EW) systems. The Navy's first
line of defense against the cruise missiles, aside from our attack submanrines
which cala Interdict enemy submarines at forward barriers, is naval aviation.
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Car-rier-based airborne early warning aircraft operate to detect and wari of
Il)ending attack by surface craft, aircraft, or missiles. With adequate warning
that enemy warships, patrol boats, or surfaced submarines are In the vicinity,
41ur aircraft could attack and effectively counter them with air-to-surface weapmns. A number of weapons are available for this purpose, including bombs and
with Sparrow missiles, provide
rockets. Interceptor aircraft, such as the F-I
jiot only air-to-air capability against bombers and cruise missiles, but also a
limited air-to-surface capability against surface-launch platforms.
Our ships employ both EW and SAM/SSM systems to detect, deceive, and destroy cruise missiles and launch vehicles that may have eluded outer defenses.
'The SAMID packages have provided a threat-reactive, integrated EW/wealpons
s -stem/(-olllnlmid-an(-conirol response for the fleet. Tactics and procedures have
heen modified to reduce reaction time. Terrier, Tartar, Tales, and the basic point
defensee surface missile systems are being updated to improve further their
capability against tih growing threat.
Our new developments will upgrade our capability against higher-speed, surprise, multiple attacks. These include tie Anti-Ship Missile defense (ASMD)
llltegrated suilt, an automatic EW system Shortstop, the Advanced Surface Mlsslh System (ASMS), the Improved 'oint Defense Surface Missile System, and
the Very Close-in Gun Weapon System (CIGWS). These developments are timephased for designated ships in tile program plan for Anti-Ship Missile Defense.
Major contributor. to defense-in-depth will be the E-20, EKA-3B, EA-OB, PP3C, S-3A, mid1 F-14A/Phoenix aircraft systemui and the air/surface launched
utisllp missile Ila-poon. The task force defense thus provided will achieve the
degree of automatic alert and instantaneous response necessary to cope with an
advancing threat.
Si, MAINII , CONSTIRUCTION I'l0oh\3r

Mr. MAHo,. A(iural Moorer, in ex pressing concern for the everin'reasinog Soviet Naval and maritime tireat, you emphasize the magnitude of the Soviet submarine force, tile largest in tlhe world, and
te fact, that tile Soviet submarine construction rate today,
, is
ri-eater tian our full capacity. Do you believe that, we should be l)lactug more elphasi s on submarine construction than building comlatant surface ships?
Admiral Moonmt. No, sir; we should be building at least five nuclear
attack submarines each year until all diesel submarines litive been reI)lac(ed and we have about 100 firstline nuclear attack submarines.
Ifowever, we must maintain balance in the fleet, among types in order
hint all parts of the fleet and the fleet as a whole is able to accomplish
its mission. With limited dollars in mind, we must structure our protor-anm toward the )est balance. 1We believe that we have accoml)lislhed
this.
SOVII'T

INFIMUNC(E IN MEDITERR\ANEA'N

.I-r. M,\mtx. Admiral, you mentioned the continuing effort of tie
Soviets to expand their presence in the Mediterranean for the purpose
of enhancing its prestige and influence in that area. Of course, we have
been aware of the fact that the Soviet Union is undertaking to strengthen itself in the Mediterranean. Do you believe this Soviet presence
should have a marked political impact on certain Mediterranean coastal
nations?
The United States 6th Fleet has been in the Mediterranean for many
yea-s, but this show of force did not seem to prevent such countries as
Ageria, Egypt and Syria from moving under the influence of the
IT.S.S.R. As a matter of fact, this all happened without a. Soviet naval
force of consequence or naval presence. in the Mediterranean.
What have we gained over the years as it result-and I am speaking
of the more recent years-as a result of the presence of the 6th Fleet
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in the Mediterranean from the standpoint of advancing our prestige,
influence and national interest in that area of the word?
We must realize this has been t very expensive operation. I am sure
it has been very pleasant at times for many who serve in the area and
maybe unpleasant for others. I am not questioning whether or not we
sh10hl have itnaval. presence in the Mediterranean, but I think the
question is worth developing and I thought this question might be a
bit provocative. What do you say?
Admiral Moolrea. Of ourseI think one must ask himself the question what would have happened if the 6th Fleet had not been in the
Mediterranean. What you are suggesting of course, is the very coi)licated political problem associated with the confrontation between
Israel and the United Arab Republic. The Russians naturally tend to
take the opposite side-that is, to enhance the strength of the UAR
and, of course, the UAR generally uses Soviet equipment and the
Israelis use equipment from the free'world.
However, the 6th Fleet has made, I think a very big impact on tie
security of NATO and althoughMr. IA1rox. You think it has tended to hold NATO together?
Admiral Moornen. Yes, sir. I know it does contribute to the unity
that exists between, for instance, the Greeks, the Italians and the Turkis
and so on. In addition to that, Western Europe is almost totally dependent on the oil from the Middle East and if that line was cut off you
would see the Western Europeans subject to all kinds of presures ind
even blackmnail, you might say.
Thus, in summary, the 6th Fleet has performed these functions:
Defense of NAT6's southern flank.
Contributed to the stability inithe area as in Lebanon in 1958.
Guarded the vital sea line of communication through the Mediter'alleall.
Available for the protection of U.S. investment and U.S. citizens
in that l)art of the world.
Formed a part of the U.S. strategic deterrent posture.
A visible sign of the U.S. commitment to Europe.
Now, the fact, that the Soviet Navy has come into the Mediterranean-which incidentally, is a part'of their overall expansion of
their maritime power and it is not going to be just confined to the
Mediterranean, I can assure you-gives those nations, particularly ill
the eastern end of the Mediterranean, as well as those along the
southern littoral, a feeling that the environment is changed in the
Soviets' favor and they are willing to take a position more in accord
with that sul)ort.
One can question whether or not they would have had the COl) ill
Libya if it had not been for tle fact that tile Soviet fleet came in there.
These are matters of political judgment, Mr. Chairman, but I do not
think there is any question alout the fact that tie Soviets intend to
use their Navy for-enhancing their pol itical objectives, and in addition
to that I can predict with confidence that when the Suez Canal is opei
you will see a pouring out of the Soviet ships from the Mediterranean
into the Indian Ocean, again using their maritime influence or manitime presence to gain political influence. When it,
comes down to simply
a military confrontation, I am confident that the 6th Fleet can take
care of itself. From a political point of view I think that the position
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of the United States and our allies is naturally weakened by the
presence of the Soviet fleet in the Mediterranean and, as I said, they
a'e (oin to spread elsewhere, too.
T0N. Does it seem remarkable that the Soviet Union has
fr.
I
leen able to do so well in the Mediterranean without something corrSondmg to our 6th Fleet? They have apparently done rather well

hi l)romotig the interests of the Soviet Union. We have not been
able through the 6th Fleet to prevent this progress on the part of
the Moviets.
Admiral MooiER. Mr. Chairman, I think one should question whether
they hald done so ANell prior to the time they brought the fleet in a
,Oiple of years ago In June 1967, the Israelis managed to destroy
,,ver a billion doli]a.rs worth of Soviet equipment. As you know, we
made a landing ourselves in Iebanon previous to that. I do not think
Ihat they had ben doing so well up until this time.
That'is one of the reasons they wanted to bring the fleet into the
Mediterranean. It does have a very significant impact on the NATO
countries that are in the Mediterranean. 'We can see that. It gives the
Soviets an extension of their influence, and they did this just as
,oon as they could get aromd to it. In my view they made a decision
to expand their Navy and their merchant marine which has been
expanded a terrific amount, about the time of the Suez Canal crisis,
because that is the time when they set about to build up a big Navy

zIand also to del)loy the Navy overseas far from home. That was the
chnge in their thinking. It took them until now to build a Navy.

It takes a long time to biulda. Navy.
You don't build one oven ight.
QUESTIONS

-

OF 3f,TCIIINO SOVIET NAVAL PRESENCE NVORLA)W1DE

Mf[r. MAIIoN. The trend of this colloquy more or less leads me to
the conclusion that we are moving toward a major presence in the
Indian Ocean of the Soviet Union, a,greater presence in the Mediterranean of the Soviet Union, and a greater presence of the Soviet

Navyv worldwide. The American people are rather heavily taxed.
'I'here is considerable chafing over the fact that so much of the tax
dollar is being required for war and for defense. If we counter the
Soviet Navy fi-i the Indian Ocean, here, there, and everywhere, as it
expands, how is the American taxpayer going to be able to shoulder
this increased )urden? We cannot expect the people to work just for
defense alone. I realize that the defense budget is less than 50 percent
of the budget, but it is pretty high.
Admiral MooinR. Forty-three )ercent.
Mr. MITN . Where are we headed?
Admiral MooREn. Sir, I did not mean to suggest that we would
necessarily have to confront them everywhere they go. That is a political and not a naval decision. I would simply state the facts as I see
them. That is exactly what is happening. f'think it is a matter of
national policy as to whether or not the United States would take
action in these areas because it was considered that it would be in the
national interest to do so. I do think this is a situation that is coming
'bout. I was just stating the facts and not suggesting how we try to

handle it.
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Mr. MAITON. I do not suggest how to handle the problem, Mr. See.
retary and Admiral Moorer, but I do know there is great, pressure to
reduce defense spending wherever reasonably possible. I do know the
demands for nondefense spending in the social area and otherwise are
increasing. I do know there is a limit on the amount of money that wive
can spend. It,
seems to me that. this discussion is not irrelevatnt to th(
issue before us. I just felt, it woull be well to get your views on this
subject. Do you have anything to add, 'Mr. Secretar-y?
Secretary Cit,%r'mu.
Yes, Mr. Chairman. I would not want you to get
the iml)ression that. the Navy wants big forces in the Mediterranean
just because it is fun to lave ships over there, and I am sure yon are
not suggesting that.
Mr. MHo-N. I think we ought to he in the Mediterranean. I do not
think we ought to pull out of the Mediterranean. But I do think that
Congress and the executive branch must look ahead and try to ndertake 1)rog,-ams which are realistic and which can be accoilnilished(land
which we are able. to fund under all circumstances. I think selfpreservation is the first: law of individuals and nations. I realize that,
unless we can reach some sort of foolproof, ironclad, wholly reliable
arms limitation agreement with the Soviet Union, we are (onft'olted
with 1)rol)lenms of the greatest magnitude fr'om the standpoint of ability
to finance these programs .
A(miral MORER. Mr. Chairman, may I make two relevant points?

I am sure you are aware of the fact that'the Defense budget in relation
to the GNP has been about 9 percent since 1960. As a matter of fact,
in 1965 it was down to 7 percent. Despite the fact. we are fightinga war
that is costing several billion dollars. it. has not gone ul).
Mr. MAiON. That sort of sugar coats a reality. 11re are familiar with
the 8- or 9-percent portion of the gross national product. But the more
realistic figure is that defense is taking about half of the tax dollars.
It is becoming increasingly more difficult to provide additional revenues by additional taxation.
Congress recently in its so-called tax reform bill reduced taxes, aS
you know. The tendency is to spend more than we are spendingI- on defense in relation to our overall snending.
Admiral M ooRE.. Actually it has gone from 47 percent of the Federal budget in 1960 down to 43 percent now.
Mr. MAnow. That is right. Mr. Andrews.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Secretary, I understood you to say
Secretary CHAFEfr. Yes, sir. I just want to make this clear, sir. There
were no

Mr. ANDRIEWS. I understand, but you got the message or the feeling.
Secretary CILArp. Yes, sir.
COMIMITMENTS TO ISRAEL

Mr. ANDREWS. I want to ask you either on or off the record this
question. I keep hearing and reading about commitments that we made
to Israel. Do you know anything about any such commitment?
Secretary CIAFEE. I caniot speak of any commitments. I know of
none to Israel.
Mr. ANDREWVS. I never heard of any.
Mr. CTAr.F. No.
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Mr. ANDREWS. I keep hearing it and keep reading about it from time
to time.
Secretary C1ITAm. The ships in the Mediterranean would be in connection with NATO.
DEFENSE BUDGET EDUCATION AF TER VIETNAM

Mr. FLOOD. In connection with the chairman's question or series of
questions, you remember the television show, "This Is The Week That
Was." Well, this is the week that is. In connection with what is going
on this week it is common parlance now that if and when the war ends
on Monday, the Defense budget will be cut $20 billion on Tuesday.
Where the $20 billion figure comes from, I do not know, but that is the
way they are talking right this week. Of that $20 billion $10 billion
goes to my subcommittee on Labor, Health, Education, and Welfare.
Are you aware of this talk? Did that seep through the ivory towers
across the river? They are not fooling?
Secretary CIIAFEE. There have been various figures.
Mr. FLOOD. The magic figure now seems to be $20 billion.
Secretary ('mAFEE. I don't know what it is based upon.
Mr. FLOOi). Neither do I.
Secretary CurrvE. It depends on what you want or what the country
wants.
Mr. FLOOD. That is what the country wants. I do not know what
figure either. But the average man iithe street-I am not sure what
the position is genierally-if and when this can of worms in Vietnam
is cleaned up, the average man in the street, in mV judgment today,
without peradventure of doubt is certain that Coiloress will cut the
defense budg-et X billion. Of that X billion he things half should go
to Health, Education, and Welfare. Don't you feel that?
Secretary CmzAPFE. I think tile figure of $20 billion is higher than I
heard.
Mr. FLOoD. Scratch the money. A nice round fat chunk will be cut
X billion.
Secretary CJ[AFE. I think that is the public's impression, yes.
Mr. Fro M). That is going to have a very serious ipact on your
llwswer to the chairman's question.
(Disciission off the record.)
SOVIET MERCH ANT MARuINE

Mr. ANmm~ws. On the record.
Admiral, you mentioned in your statement that the Soviet Merchant Mfarine ranks seventh in the world in total tonnage and over 50
percent of Soviet foreign trade is carried in Soviet bottoms,. The
UTnited States, on the other hand, ranlks fifth in the world, but only
5.6 percent of our foreign trade is carried in U.S. bottoms.
Will you explain the reason for this situation?
Admiral MOORmw. First, the Soviets set about again about 10 years
ago to build a moderately large merchant marine. They have. about 11
million tons and are )rogramed to go to 20-23 million tons by 1980.
These ships are all new, modern, fast, well-equipped to handle' eargo.
They are prepared, I am confident, to undercut cargo rates worldwide.
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As a matter of faet, they have done this. I think I am correct ini saying
before World War II about 30 percent or a little more of the U.S. cargo
was carried in U.S. bottoms. Due to the aging of our ships and tie
fact that we have had problems with manning the ships and so on, the
other nations are able to undercut us in terns of cargo rates, and

consequently the trend has been towards giving them tle business. I
think, for instance, the Norwegians carry over twice as much U.S. cargo
in their bottoms than is carried in U.S. bottoms.
Mr. Fioon. Plus American ships under foreign flags.
Admiral Moom. Yes. I think other ships being in many cases newer
and faster give better service. Secondly, they are cheaper. The ti'entl
has been in that direction.
I think this is i very dangerous thing for the overall strength of the
country.
COMPA\ISO'N OF V.S. ANI) FIRIX

ItEVENtE

Mr. A-mminvs. Can you put. something in tie record showing the
difference in the cost of charges made by American shippers and one or
two other countries, those that are longg the most business.

Admiral Mootit. I would be glad to. I might also point out that this
has a significant bearing on tie flow of gold and the balance of payments, the fact that we are spending so much money with maritime
agencies other than United States.
(The information follows:)
The following table was provided by the U.S. Department of Commerce/
Maritime Administration and represents the most recent years for which complete
data are available. No data are available regarding individual shippers.
[In millions of dollars]
All services

Liner services
1965

1964

393
215
53
80

488
230
+66
103

741
150
20.2

887
204
23.0

Revenues, foreign operators:
1,242
1 271
U.S.exports ............................................
,083
958
U.S.imports ............................................
305
300
Passenger
..............................................

609
446
300

619
397
305

2,505
956
38.2
63.8

1,355
475
35.1
55.3

1,321
455
34.4
57.4

1965

1964

Revenues, U.S.operators:
519
U.S.
exports ............................................
............................................
375
U.S. imports

599
380
152
158
Foreign-to.foreign .......................................
103
80
Passenger
..............................................

Total ................................................
................................
Port charges abroad
Percent port charges to revenue........................

Total ................................................
Port charges, United States ..................................
Percent port charges to revenue ........................
Percent port charges to total revenues .........................
MEI
[

1,126
281
25.0

2654
1.032
38.9
63.9

1,240
317
25.6

IA'T MARINE SUBSIDIES

'Mr. ANIWEWS. Do you know whether or not the other ittions are
suibsidizing their merchant marine to the extent that the U~nited. States
is subsidizing our merchant marine?
Admiral MoonEnt. I do not think they are, but I will verify it.
(The information follows:)
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A recent study produced by the U.S. Department of Commerce/MaritIme Administration entitled "Maritime Bubsl~dles" provides an excellent appraisal of
this subject. Forty-nine of the 88 nations having merchant marines are discus.sed in detail. Those nations excluded are those (1) whose fleets total less
than 50,000 gross tons, (2) whose fleets are totally state-owned and controlled,
(3) with whom we do not maintain diplomatic relations, and (4) about whom
little is known regarding direct or Indirect subsidy policies. Practically all those
iiions examined grant some form of direct and/or indirect aid to their shipping and shipbuilding industries which may include the following:
Operating subsidies;
Construction subsidies
Trade-In-aI lowances ;
Government loam at low-interest rates:
Interest subsidies (the difference between the Interest rates charged by
commercial banks and In(entlve rates established by the Government)
Credlt guarantees;
Accelerated depreciation
Tax-free reserve funds;
)uty-free Imports on materials for ship construction;
Cargo preference; and
Cabotage restrictions.

Mr. ANDREWS. If it were not for the subsidization by the American
(Iove'rmnent of the U.S. merchant marine, the cost would be much
higher to the shipper than it is today, is that right?
Admiral Mooimwi. In terms of operations, and also capital investMr. ANDIIREWS. The last, figure I saw about capital investment, we
were subsidizing 55 )percent of construction cost for merchant marine
ships built in this country. If I am not, mistaken, the operating subsidy
ijust about the same ballpark figure.
Admiral Moom.lel. That is right,. But this is a.situation that snowballs
in reverse. If we could get new ships that were fast ships, that handled
('argo rapidly and consequently at a profit, then the trend would
move back the other way. In r-ecent years it has gotten worse and
worse and worse as the ships got older and the cargo rates did not
compete.
OUR DEPENDENCE UPON FOREIGN CO31ODITIES

Mr. ANDREWS. You also state that we are forced to depend on
foreign sources for some 66 strategic and critical commodities, yet 95
percent of these imports must be carried in foreign bottoms. fs this
(tue to the inability of our merchant marine to handle these cargoes,
or is it because of the insistence of those countries to move those
commodities under their own flag?
Admiral Mootm. I think it is primarily-perhaps a combination
of both-the fact that it is just cheaper to move by their bottoms.
We do not have the ships of the proper type and performance to do
it cheaply.
Mr. ANDREWS. In connection with our foreign aid program, we
had to write mandatory lanenage in the appropriation bill to insure
that a certain percentage of goods that we send overseas under our
foreign aid program are shipped in American bottoms. That percentage is nothing to brag about.
Admiral MoonER. Yes, sir; but compared to the overall shipping
that takes place incident to the imports of these 66 commodities that
I mentioned, the Al D program itself is peanuts.
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Mr. A.NDIMWS. I understand it is not much, but the point I am
making is that, of the goods that we send under our aid program, I
think a smaller percentage goes in American bottoms. By that I
mean not over 50 percent. If it had not been through the years for
the mandatory language in either the authorization and/or the ap.
propriation bill, I doubt that that tonnage would have been shipped
in American bottoms.
Admiral Moorer isn't our merchant marine problem one of cost of
operation rather than a shortage of U.S. bottoms?
Admiral Mooim. I think it is a combination. It is cost and modernization both, Mr. Andrews.
SOVIiT NAVAL PRESENCE IN TIlE INDIAN OCEAN"

Mr. AXI-um:ws. Admiral, you appear to be concerned over the doployment of Soviet Naval forces in the Indian Ocean. We assume
you relate this Soviet move to the British decision to withdraw their
naval forces from east of Suez by 1971. Do you propose that the.
U.S. Navy move to the Indian Ocean-Persian Gulf area to fill the vacunumn left by the British withdrawal? If so, what would be our purpose and interest in moving our naval forces into that area of the
world in st rength?
Admiral Moom.m. I do not necessarily propose moving into the Indian Ocean for a continuous presence, but I can envision situations
where it would be necessary to operate in the Indian Ocean in connection with specific incideWnts that might take place, Mr. Andrews.
I come back to the matter of the oil in the middle East-much of
which comes through the Persian Gulf-the problem in Africa, and
also the expanding activities in Pakistan, India, Burma, and so on.
Mr. FLoen. What about the Straits of Malacca?
Admiral Moomi.u. Yes, those straits are ome of the so-called maritime gateways of the world.
Mr. F.ooD. That is why I asked you.
Admiral MoomnM. If one would visit there, which I have done frequently, you can almost see ships bow to stern as far as you can see.
The ,Japanese get all of their oil from the Middle East through these
straits.
Mr. FLOOD. I know all about that, but that is part of Mr. Andrews'
question. What about it? ie asked you about the Indian Ocean.
This is all one package.
Admiral Moconpm. Yes, I agree. Down through the straits past
Singapore and into the South China. Sea.
r. Fl.ooD. But the question is, what are you going to do about it?
Admiral Mooitrit. Of course the key characteristic of the naval force
is that it. can move. We will move where we are ordered to move.
Mr. Fi.oon. Where would you be based?
Admiral Moomm. We have the Philippines, of course. There are
some facilities in Singapore. Depending on where they sit, we have
access to Australian facilities. I think we could handle the basig
problem. This points up one oT the great values of the nuclear-poweredi
ships when one gets into an operation that is extended some distance
from base areas.
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Mr. FLo). I still (lid not hear tll answer. That is a lovel, description of geography and operations, but what. do you propose to do about
i. ? i-Te asked yotr a question. I merely, p utt an appendage on it.
Admiral Moomi'l. I do not make th'e (ecision what we will do about
il.
M.y jol) is to insure Chat, we have a Navy that, can respond to an
o(der to (1o something about it.
Mr. FmoO. That is a good answer.
IAiIST C MISSI IE sli) VI'UtIYS VNINEISEA IOXG-IA\XG

MISSI LE SYSTEM

Mr. ANDREWS. )'Oil speak of the nee( for a ballisti liksile ship
lIfIS) armed with Poseidon and the Ini'ersea Long-Range Mi.sile

System (ULMS) with till advanced submarine anid missile. These tite
h)tlh new strategic systems. If the UILMS concept is only to sUI)l)leIuent and not, replace our Polaris and Poseidon siihnmriiies, wvhy (10
we need both an UtLMS and a ballistic missile ship?
Admiral Moomm:li. The II'AMS is a submarine that is a follow-on to
he Poseidon. It woul take several years to develop it. We are just
I:eginig that. The ('once)t here is to equip a submarine with ICBM s,
that. is, iintereontinenital. ballistic missile es, and consequently the sul)nnrine would be on station at all times. In other words, it would be
il station when i l)ort. It vould be oil station if it. was operating in
the Indian Ocean or South Atlantic or what have von.
So consequently a submarine of this ty)e would aive tile Soviet
n ion essentially' an impossible antisul) marine warfai'e problem, and
voill permit us to deploy them worldwide. It would prevent tile
Soviets from concentrating their detection system in o0, (lireetion.
I think from a vulnerability standl)oint the submarine could ol)erate
with a very high degree o? survivability. Turning to the BMS, the
BMS is a concept that we have been working on in order to provide, if
IW.essary, a capability to ral)idly expand our sea-based missile force.
l'lere is absolutely no question 'about the fact that the Soviets since
ie Cuban con frontation have spent great sius of money and a great
111miunt of effort, in rapidly expanding their strategic foicevs.
vry rapid
l'he S-9 and SS-1 missiles have been expanded at
rite and placed in hardened silos throughout the Soviet Union. I
mentioned the fact that they are coming forth with a Yankee class
. )lnrille Nwhich they are "building at i high rate. They already
th'e
live
- and I am confident they will have a force
IPsidon-Polaris force level we plan to maintain.
We advanced the BMS concel)t as a means of quiclly achievinhz a sea
Inms(d capability in the event thlt it wias determined that this was
iPe'-ssary'.

Nfr. F,'ooi). What yoi are savilin is that a subllarine c'rryin' an
inile range isarle to fire quicker.
l( 1BM with a --Admiral M1oom.ntm. No, sir; I did not say that.
Mr. FLoon. That is so. If you have a target at point A, if ,ou can
hit, it at
miles you can ]lit it quickerthan you can if you have
miles closer.
to go.
Admiral MoomutI. If you are measuring the time the ship departs
the port, say Charleston, to that station, yes.
11ir. FLoo.

That is

nerable to ASIA'.

--

miles faster. Therefore, site is less vil-
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Admiral Mooitcit. That is right.
Iiiles is alot of Wal er.

.Mr.FIAIO).

Admiral Mooi.:ri. That is a hell of a lot of water.
BAL.ISTIC MISSILE

11CON1ElT

Mr. AX,-n.Ews. What type of ship are you thinking alout, deploying
th Poseidon on ?
Admiral MooRER. This vould be a especially configured ship that
woulold simply be anl ordinary surface ship
-.
Mr..\xmI.ws. Wolill tlat he just its etleeti'e for the PO(4eido1 missile as t i sulmnarine would be ?
Admiral MooIE.R. 1es: bit. it. would not havo ie concealment. In
my view, however, it would have it,hig'h degree of survivability.
Secretary Cii.\FF.E. It. will prolbl be a lot cheaper, too.
Mr. Ax;REws. 'Ihat shp could bi used for other purposes, too, I
would assume.
Secretary ChiAFi. It probably could not be.
Admiraf MooRER. No, sir; we would keep it. on station. It is another
means of moving missiles to sea.
NE.D FOR UIMS ANDI)

1131S

Mr. ANDrEvs. Since we itre developing MIRV for both Poseidonl
and Milteman forces, why (1o we need ain ULMS and a BMS ?
Admiral Moou.:r.
oheMI1V is designed primarily to penetrate the
Soviet AB. defenses as well as to give us a larger number of warheads per missile. I think you must, bear in mind you do not get something for nothing. Consequently, the warleads in the MIRV for the
Poseidon
.
M'. A,XDItVWs. You are sl)litting up the main warhead.
Admiral Moomwn. Yes. But you present thel defenses with
targets instead of one for each missile. that. you fire from the suhmarine. That is why we are going for the MRV concept.
Secretary CiFuE. This will l)e a. much greater range, too.
Mr. FLoon. You can get killed just as dead with a .22 as you c:m
with a .45.
Admiral MOORER. That is true; yes, sir.
Mr. A-NDm.ws. How many warheads are you thinking about now it)
the MIRV?
Admiral MOORER. We have the option of placing
- you have.
The presently approved program is for
. The capability is for
• maximum of
INCREASE IN

31INUTEMAN

FORCE

Mr. Amm)RvWs. In lieu of ,a ULMS and BMS, would it not be more
,economical to increase our Minuteman force?
Admiral Moo1\R. I think that is a. question as to what mix one
would want between the land-based and sea-based missile systems.
This is a question that is continuously under study. The land-based
Minuteman, in this case, is based in the United States, whereas the
sea-based missile ol)erates outside the United States. So there are many
factors that go into the determination of what is the optimum mix for
the United States.
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S111-I-ASEI) LONO-IAXOE 'MISSILE SYSTEM
Mr. ANDREWS. Iow does the ship-based long-range missile svstera differ from tie ballistic missile ship?
Admiral MoonEn. The ship-based long-range missile system is

simply an extension of the ballistic missile ship in the same sense that.
I IA18 is an extension of the Poseidon. In other words, the BiMS uses
(he Poseidonmissile. The long-range missile ship and the UrTMS use
tho I CBM. BMS is a short-term solution; SLMS and ULTMS are in
the outer years of the 1970's.
EA -B.1AEI) IALISTIC

MISSILE iNTEItCI,PT SYSTEM (S,kMtS)

Mr. AxJimws. Admiral Moorer, you mentioned that the Navy has
(',i1pleted 1
preliminary feasibility' studies on a sea-based ballistic
missile intercept system (SABMIS) for strategic missile defense.
After all our discussions about the Safeguard ABJIM, what is the requirement for a SABMIS which will probably be as expensive or
more so than a land-based ABM defense?
Admiral Mooniti. I think I testified before that the Navy does not
look at the. SABMIS as a replacement for the land-based ABL. In
other words, it isnot an either/or situatioii. The concept here is to
provide defense in depth and permit us to fire at the incoming enemy
miissile before it has had an opportunity to deploy its MIRV missiles,
if it is MIRY , or to deploy decoys and so on. In other words, Mr. An(lrews, this ship would fire at the missile up to its mid-course, whereas the ABM fires at the missile as it comes down on the United States.
So if vou can visualize a missile trajectory such as that (gesturing),
the concept was that you would fire it in this area here before the
eeoir, missile, if it was a MIRV, deployed all of its missiles.
So'you would have one target instead of several. That would back
up and augment the defensive capabilities of the land-based ABM.
Mr. ANDREWS. You would have two shots at it.
Admiral Moomit. Exactly.
Mr. AN-Rws. Maybe thuee, if you had your ships back to back.
Admiral MOORER. Yes, sir. It'is an augmentation and it is simply
an alllicafion of the defense in depth concept.
BUI LDI N

NUCLEAR AND CONVENTIONALLY POWEIED FRIGATES

Mr. AXDIWS. You are moving ahead with the DX (DD 963 class)
destroyer and the DXGN nuclear powered frigate. Why do you propose to start development of a DXG after the contract award on the
1)D 963's? Why not more I)XGN's in lieu of the DXG frigate ?
Admiral MOORER. It is purely a matter of resources, sir. Of course,
as I have testified before, if we could have our "druthers" we would
always take nuclear-powered ships. But we do have a requirement
for lumbers because one ship can only be in a given place at one
time. Consequently, the intent here is to take the DX design and
equip it with a surface-to-air missile. So you would have in essence
a slip that had essentially the same weapon system, but it would be
in this case gas turbine lowered instead of nuclear powered. It is
purely a matter of resources.
Mr. ANDREWS. Admiral Moorer, I wish you would put a cost comparison table in the record.
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Admiral MoontE:l. Yes, sir,
(Tile information follows:)
To evaluate the impact of nuclear propulsion on ship cost, we used computer.
aided feasibility studies of notional ships. In this way we were able to vary
weapons and sensors without the laborious process of hand drawing each
design. The differential cost was based on the gross ship shown in this table:
DXG

DXGN

Length overall (feel) .............................................................
Beam (feet) ...............
..............................

The weapons and sensors on these two ships were identical. The differeciee
in cost of these two ships was $60 million. We have proceeded further with the
design of the DXGN to the point of almost a complete contract signg. We have
not done this with DXG since we are waiting the results of the )1))-63 coinm)etition. True costs on the samne basis are therefore not available to(lay. It should
be noted that the cost of nuclear ships includes sufficient nuclear fuel to operate
the ship for about 10 years. Fuel costs are not included in the acquisition costs
of conventional ships.
)i1). Ec'T SAN(UINE

Mr. ANDREWS. 'Mr.Secretary, you are developing and building
Project Sanguine in Wisconsin as a redundant means of communicating with SSBN submarines using the extremely low frequency spectrim. The projected investment cost of this system is $1.4 billion.
With the various systems we have today to communicate with our
SSBN stl)marine forces, including the airborne 'IACAMO you have
mentioned, can we justify embarking upon a program of this complexity and cost?
Secretary CII.\uu. We have not yet decided to go ahead with this.
Perhaps von have read they were making the tests on it,
in Wisconsin
to see the eitectiveness of it. Following the completion of these tests,
the decision will be made whether to go ahead.
Mr. ANDmiws. Is this system designed primarily to communicate
with submarines at sea?
Secretary CAFF' Yes, sir.
Mr. Ax..mmws. What type of communication (to you have today,
and what improvement, would this proposed sy stem give you?
Secretary C1m\F],m". I will speak to part of that and' then get Admiral
Moorer to also speak to it.
Now, we communicate with them oil a very low frequency. Ile
Sanguine would give greater reliability and an alternate method. The
key thing is communicating with the submarines that carry our nuclear
weapons-the Polaris submarines, and eventually the Poseidon submarines--so it is extremely important to communicate with them.
Mr. AxnmmE"ws. By all means.
Secretary CIHAFrr. That is really the reason we want this alternate
method. I think the drawbacks in the 1)resent methods are that they
can more easily be knocked out.
Ir. AxNm.RI{s. Do you wan
lt that on the record ?
Secretary CIlAFEE. I think' that has been public knowledge, to the
best of information.
Mr. AN DIZwS. Do you have a good accurate system of communication today with your'Polaris submarines at sea when submerged?
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Secretary Cit.%rm. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANximl.,ws. No problems ?

Admiral Aoomit. No, sir. We liave reliable, continuous vonimunica. The Sanguine ssystem that we have been discussing uses
extremely low frequencies, called ELF, whereas the system we currently use is VLF. As you recall, we built a VLF station in Australia.
We have them sit uateA'1 in such a way that we can easily cover all of
the operational areas that we propose to pUt our Posefdon. Tihe advantagbes of the extremely low frequency are, first, it is very dillieult to
Jin; second it is not as susceptible
. Thirdly, as Secretary
Chafee mentioned, it is not as vulnera)le )ecause it is widely dispersed
and you could not possibly get it with one shot. I think all w'rapl)led i)
together it spells increased reliability of the communication system to
the submarine.
Mr. Axm.:nws. Under the Sanguine system can you talk to the sub
at a lower de)th?
Admiral Moom.:ul. Yes, sir.
Mr. Asnmm:vs. What is the maxinmi depth now that you can talk ?
Admiral Mooini.. Today we can talk . With the'ELF, system,
the water penetration is much greater and therefore the operational
c'onstraints would I)e much less.
Mr. AxImiws. What you are telling us is that the Sanguine system
is far better than the present system you have. It is more reliable,
sa fer and better in other respects?
Admiral Moominn. That is correct. But, still we need to take a good
look at,the tests we tire going to make before we go ahead.
Mr'. ANODEWS. Would you retain the present system if you go with
the Sanguine system ?
Admiral Moom;.m. Once we have the Sanguine system operatingr, as
it is designed to operate, I would think we might 1e able to close down
S0me of the present systems. However, we must retain the capability
ti) serve ordinary Olel:atioial and administrative communication needs
*1iid this requires the )resent systems because Sanguine is 1)rilarily
an eiiergenicy message transiission system.
Mr. Axm:vs. The Sanguine system is just progress in the field of
'Olu1mMi ications for undersea submarines.
Admiral Moomuut.mThat is it in a mtshell: yes, sir.
Mr. ANmi'ws. Is it true that tihe Sanguine system is a very slow
mecthod of communication?
Admiral Moom:i. It is very low frequency.
Mr. Aximi~ws. In my opinion you want a method of communicating
with submerged submariies, Admiral Moominn. We have a good system today. We have a redundant system, that is, several means of getting'the signal to the
.qI)l,,arie, both from land-based, ship-based and airor.,e tramsmitters. But this system would be the most relial)le in tile Sense that
it is relatively invulnerable and not disturbed

tions.

Stil1'

MOBILE VLF SYSTEM

Mr. ANDEws. In your statement you mentioned the Ship Mobile
VLF System, a concept to provide a sea-based VLF transmission
36-735-69-pt. 7-20
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media for our SSBN force. How much would this system cost-total
investment including the ships? Mr. Secretary, we were referring to
your statement.
Admiral Moorer, can you answer that?
Admiral Moomuem. I do not. have the exact cost.
Mr. Axomn1ws. Supply it for the record.
('The information fMllows:)
slnl' .MuOlt,. %I.FsysYruTI

A ship mobile VLF System, In concept formulation, cannot be firmly priced
out at this time because of the many variables and uncertainties which exist.
No decision has been made as to whether a
VLF comiuncatlons suit.
Further study Is needed before the numbers of SMVLF units which might be
edtied canlie determined.
inveswt,mnt costs for itsingle ship SMVLF System are estimated roughly is
follows:

Admiral Moonre.. The idea here is that the lower the frequency the
longer the antenna must be.
Mr. A-NI)Rws. Navy witnesses have testified that early tests of
Sanguine have interfered with the radio and television trainsmissi'on
and have caused telel)hones to ring in that area of Wisconsin. What
are the feelings of the local population relative to the project
Saguine?
Secretary CIIArEE. The feelings that have been transmitted to us
is that the, are concerned about the effect of this in Wisconsin. The
effe,.t not only on the telephones and wire fences, but also the effect
oil the ecology and the wild life. That is why we are going through
these tests andl we will just make certain that all of this vill be protected before we go ahead; plus, as Admiral Moorer said, an evahiation of whether we want to (o it.
INTEIII"ERENCE PROBLEMS

Mr. ANDIREWS. Would it not be prudent to slow down Project Sanguine until these interference problems have been resolved completely
rather than continuing to build on what you already have?
Secretary CITAFrE. 'We have recently completed a test facility in Wisconsin. However, we are not building anything in the way of an
operational system.
Mr. AX.mmws. What are you doing--just testing?
Secretary Ci,,EE. W7'e are also testing in Virginia on it.
Mr. AXDiuws.What. does that have to do with ringing telephones in
Wisconsin?
Secretary CIT.A'E. The telephone ring problems earlier were first
noted in tle Virginia and North Carolina tests. They are afraid that
similiar effects would be a problem in 'Wisconsin. Thie purpose of the
Wisconsin test facility is to provide answers and solutioDs to those
problepils.
Mr. FiA oD.Why Wisconsin ? Why not Nebraska ?
Secretary CITAFEE. The geology of Wisconsin is such that apparently
there is a 'ock surface under most of Wisconsin that is just right for
this type of extremely low frequency transmission and of sufficient area
to support an operational system. 'That is why the decision was Wiscousin, as a. prime area of interest.
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(l)iscussion off the record.)

Mr. A-xinEws. I wish you would do a little research and put in the
record what you have.
(Information supplied follows:)
INTERFERENCETMITIGT Ix

'LsT PIonAMS

IN ]RELATION TO T:LEPhlONiE RINI.GIN

AND SIMILAR EFFECTS

Bell Telephone Laboratories has studied the Sanguine problem in relation to

the telephone system for several years and is continuing on a consulting basis.
RCA,Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute, Battelle Memorial Institute, and others have for several years been Investigating Sanguine effects
on power lines, railroad signalling devices, pipelines, fences, and other such items.
This work Is contintling particularly in relation to the specific situation at the
Wisconsin test facility. Tie technical solutions to the interference problems assoclated with man-made systems are known. The on going test program Is to
determine the actual extent of mitigation work which must be done and to deteriine the economic type of mitigating devices for the various systems.

Secretary CitFE. Yes. The tests have been conducted down here

and have raised some problems which have people in Wisconsin concerneid about them.
Mr. AN'DREWS. In Virginia.
Secretary CITAFEE. Yes.

Mr. A.,Dm.'ws. What kind of problems have they raised?
Secretary CHIAFE. The ones mentioned in the article.
Mr. ANDnREws. Ringing telephones?
Secretary CHAFPEP. Ringing telephones, and affecting barbed wire
fences.
Mlr. ANDREWS. Ill what way?

Secretary CHAFEE. Electrifying somebody's wire fence that they did
not intend to have electrified.
MIr. FLOOD. It might disturb the cows and there goes the cheese.
Mr. AN.-DxR.ws. You can buy charges for barbed wire fences to keep
-Icow from jumping over or going under that wire.
Secretary CHAFEE. The problem is that this is supplying it free.
Admiral MoonEIt. I want to point out that. this system can coinmu-

iicate with headquarters and ships. It is not confined solely to subma-

rijes. It could be reserved for very important operational execution
une.ssa ges.
Mr. ANTDREWS. I think it is one of the essential needs as far as your

Polaris program is concerned, that is, the capability of communicating
with the skippers on those ships. That is true of all submarines, but
especially so in connection with the Polaris. He is out there to do a job
if the bell rings. If that bell rings and you haven't got any way to tell
him what to do, he might as well be back in the Navy Yard at
C(harleston.
Admiral MooiEu. That is right.
SecretaryCIAFEE. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDRmws. It is most important in my opinion that you have the
very best method of communicating with that submerged skipper out
there with what I consider to be one of our greatest deterrent forces,
lie Polaris. If you cannot tell him what to do and when to do it and how
to do it, he ought to come home.
Mr. FLOOD. There certainly should not be any secret about it. The
Iirst thing you want the other fellow to know is the fact that you can.
You want to be sure he knows you can do it.
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Admiral Mooim. And he cannot stop you.
(Discussion off the record.)
NEE) Foil AIRCRAFT CARRIERS

MJr. Ao)mxino. Mr. Secretary, if the primary Soviet offensive force
is said to be their large submarine, force, and if they are developing
terminal homing aniiship missiles, why our great stress on airerah
carriers'?
Secretary CIIAI'EE. I think there is a different mission assigned to
tie Soviet'forces than assigned to the American forces. As was mentioned earlier by the chair an, perhaps this morning, the Soviets are
operating from'a \'ery large land mass in which they can get around to
teiir aallies, or potential )laces where they would like to conduct Operations, by land,
and they (1 not have to get their power across the sea
like the United States; either to support allies or to seize objectives.
So it seems to us, as we have looked at it, that the Soviets' objective is
primarily to deny areas to the United States which the submar ines are
particularly efrective in attempting to do-whereas the U.S. objective
is to get power across, including airpower, and the way to do that is
with the carriers. I (o not see much validity in the statement that leople make that the Soviets do not have airc6aft carriers, therefore it is
questionable whether we should have them. Our mission is different
from theirs.
We have to get power over to our allies in Western Europe, 2,00J)lus miles away. We have to protect our forces going there. That is
what our aircraft carriers do; whereas their submarines try to deny
us the ability to do this. So, even though they have more sibmarines
than we do, it has never been our policy to match them submarine for
submarine.
Mr. A \mmimo.
Doi't we have enough ilnd-1)ased aircraft throughout
the free world to protect our forces?
Secretary Cmvio.,. Land-based aircraft have to operate front bases.
AVe are not, certain how long these bases will be available to us. There
are certain areas even now inthe deep South Atlantic or the Indian
Ocean that land-based aircraft would have great trouble covering. 1
know you are well aware of the base situation in the Far East and
Japan and Okinawa and even the Philippines. We do not know how
long those bases A'will be available for us. Land-based aircraft-I do not
want to run down land-lasel aircraft, because they are extremely helpful-1but
are not all right there, whereas oi the aircraft "carrier
the at rcra they
fto re there.
Mr. ADDA1BO. In our proposed Navy shipbuilding program, is there
any provision for building any of our ships in foreign countries?
Secretary CII.TFEE. No, sir.
'NAVY APPLIED SCIENCE LABORATORY

BROOKLY,

N.Y.

MI. Ali.AmO. Mr. Secretary, back in New York, the great, city of
New York, there used to be a great defense establishment. In the last
few years we have been divested of any and all defense establishments,
and the last establishment we lave is the Navy Applied Science Laboratory at the Brooklyn Navy Yard. In the fiscal year 1970 R.D.T. & E.
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justification book there was an item for $13 million for the Navy

Applied Science Laboratory. Is it still the intention of the Department
to close that Laboratory?
Secretary CnmrI*. It won't all be closed. About a third of it will still
he there, and performing a useful function. A third will be transferred,
and itthird will be separated-lthat is, the people.
Mr. Aix),%no. 1as your office madle a stuy(l of the arguments that
are presented by the O)rganization for the Pieservation of the Navy
Applied Science Laboratory in its report. which was made by engineers and those directly wor-king at the laboratory; have you conslidered the actual money ihat would be saved by leaving the laboratory
stat ion at tho lBrooldyn Navy Yard ?
Seeretarv (iim
'.e
es, s ir; I have spent a considerable number of
hours witli t]lese people myself, and nemibers of ny still have silent
vei imore, so

I ain quite familiar with it.

Mr. Aim.umno. I)o you still feel that your study shows itwill be
cheaper to move these facilities out of the Brooklyn Navy Yard.
Sec(retary Cll.IAF:E. The accent was not solely oil money savings, and
we freely acknowledge in the first. year there would not'be any money
_MllActitally, it wNill cost. uts nioney. There will be annual savings
011l. Weget b, the initial closing, b]t,we iust think it vill be iamore eflicielit setl). We will have it concentrated in centers of excellence.
Mr. Aimlmlilo. Actually you are not eentralizinfg, you are diversifyIife. In other vords. you are taking the stihes being (lone at the laboratory am having thIem lone at various other Alataions.
.ecretar" ('i i.kri:u. We are Ibil(ling il) existing centers of excellence: that's what we are doinm--San Dieoo and Carderock.
Mr. ADn.\mo. After t le losing of the or~yinIIBrooklvn Na-vy Yard.
isnut it a fact. that we lost, imiaty specialists and technieal enplovees'
Ifiat we can never replace if we lved them ?
Secretary Cii~w'EU. I will have to plead a little ignorance. on that, ill
that I was'not aroll(l. I just assiule that you lost sone l)eol)le. I just
won't, be able Iocomment.
Mr. Ani)lmo(. Isn'it it a fact that since the closing of these facilities at
the Brooklyn Navv Ylrd, and tile planned closing of the Navy Applied
Scene L:iboratory, that very few of the specialists or technical emlo)hyees have agree(l to transfer to other stations?
Secretary CI.AFEI'. No: that is not completely accurate. In these
things experience has shown that those who say they -willtransfer often
(1o not. In other words, they will say they ill transfer in order to
l)rotect their options. But tie latest figures we had showed that in the
neighborhood of 70 percent. of those who were offered positions to
transfer said they are going to. I won't say they all will, because we
have somne time to go. It is not meant to be closed until next June, but
I woul]( expect a good percentage of them to transfer.
CLOSING OF BROOKLYN NAVY YARI)

Mr. Atm\BitO. Mr. Secretary, since the closing of the Brooklyn Navy
Yard, I have tried to obtain from the Department figures *to show
what, if any, savings there hald been realized by the closing of the
Brooklyn N'av.y Yard and sending the work to Pliladelphia aid up to
lloston. To date I have been unable to obtain any figures. As a matter
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of fact, No. 1, we find increased amounts in the budget. No. 2, we find
increased costs in Boston because you had to build other facilities such
as speial drydocks and special cranes which we had in New York.
The question arises in my mind whether or not you will be able. tO
achieve any of these savings that you Speak of in the future. You say
tis year we know it is goig to cost you more. But you say next yeatit will l) costing less. This is the same argument we received in the
closing of the Br7ooklyn Navy Yard, but no one has ever given to me
or this committee as far as I know any figures to show what savings

we have realized by the closing of these various facilities. Are there

any such figures availal)le or is there any such study being made?
Secretary CHIvIIE. I do not know whether any such study was made
in the Brooklyn Navy Yard.
Mr. ADDmio. Would you check that and advise me ?
Secretary CHAvFvE.. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADIAnnO. I can say that I have been advised that, to date there
has not been a. study male, andAwe have asked the GAO to look into

this matter.
(The information follows:)
1. Actual savings have not been verified, and no study Is being made by the
Navy.
2. ,Ntinated annual savings range from $13.1 million to $18.1 million.
3. Tqhe lower estimate is based on the following factors:
Mi 1ions1
(a) Elimination of fixed overhead charges (salaries of executive positions; costs of heat, light, power, etc.) ---------------------$11..5
(b) Elimination of requirement for funds to rehabilitate and repair plant
and equipment
---------------------------------------7
(c) Elimination of salaries for military billet
..-------------------.9
Total
-------------------------------------------------13.1
4. Ti higher estimate is based on the cost to perform the New York navid
shipyard workload elsewhere on the presumption that the new- construction work
would be awarded to private yards competitively and that conversion, alteration,
and repair work would le transferred to Boston and Philadelphia naval shilpyards on the basis of 50 percent to each.
a. In estimating the effect of shifting the new-construction work to private
yards, a cost differential of 16.2 percent was assumed. This differential was dlhveloped from an overall comparison of cost differences between naval and private
shipyards in performing new-construction work made by Arthur Anderson
& Co.
b. In estimating the effect of transferring the conversion, alteration, and repair
work to Boston and Philadelphia, a reduction in overhead costs was calculated,
and the rehabilitation and military personnel cost savings (items b and c of paragraph 3, above) were included.
5. The closure costs Involved (e.g. moving of people) would have to be ascertained and deducted from the savings described in order to arrive at a net
savings figure: this has not been done. However, the closure costs would be one
time costs, while the savings described would be recurring annual savings.
QrESTION" OF ACCU RACY OF ('0os'T SAVINGS

Mr. ADDABBO.
There appeared in the newspal)ers last, week that the
Secretary of the Army has reversed a, previous order relative to the
closing of a portion of the Frankford Arsenal in Philadelphia because
i reevaluation showed there would be greater costs if this work was
sent to other places. Who made the original survey for the Army?
Was it the same people that made tie survey for thie Department of
the Navy, or does each department make its own surveys?
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Secretary C1IA'EE. I can only speak as fau as we are concerned. We

made our own surveys.
,Mr. ADAi~o. In ;iew of the fact that the Army finds now by their
own admission that the initial closing cost. estimate announced by the
\rmy was found to be in error, couldn't there possibly be some error
with the proof
in your cost analysis particularly when you compare it,
positive cost, estiimates given to you by the men who work itthe Navy
Applied Science Laboratory?
Secretaly CI[.\FEL. We went over the figures very carefully that tle

,,roup from; the lab presented. The biggrest(dilerentiial that i-e arrived
:it w-is in the claim of the number of hours that would be lost, aild
the number of man-years that, would be lost in getting acclimated to
the new area. As I recall, that was the biggest di IF'erential that existed,
;iuid that was a very substantial one. They said, if the work were trailsferred to Annapolis, that you could consider the whole year lost:
whereas we did not agree to that. We made some adjustments in our
figures after studying theirs. They had made a very good study. Then
there was another very major difference, and that wias over the amount
of new construction that they said would have to take l)lace at the re.eiving labs. We differed on; that. They contemplated that the whole
place would practically have to be.dul)licated, and we just did not agree
to that.
Mr. AnnaDBo. In other words, the facilities where this activity is to
he transferred already have enough desks anld other equipment at the
present time?
Secretary COFE. We indicated there would have to be some tiew
(instruction and so included those figures in our sheets.
Ir. ADDABIO. In other words, there is a possibility that. there might
he additional costs, and that these costs might be greater than what you
had figured?
Secretary Ci.%ire.. There is always a possibility.
Mr. ADD,%Boio. Isn't, the possibility further borne out by your own
miscalculation on a very small minor repair job in New York? I just
read this in the newspaper. Something al)out the famous ehain link
fence and the Grumman aircraft? A question of painting or replaceient and somebody in your department said it was cheaper to replace
than paint and, after further probing and further figures, they said,
"Yes, we made a mistake." It would be cheaper to paint'than to relace.
Now, couldn't you be making the same mistake in these calculations,
iii construction and everything else?
Secretary CIIAFEE. On the chain link fence around Grumman-as I
ud(lerstand, that fence was built by Grumman and not the U.S. Navy.
.ks to the Navy's capability of making a mistake, certainly we call
make a mistake, just like anybody can.
However, we examined these figures very carefully. The differences
iii the calculations they had and ours were in the millions. IVe couldn't
agree with them, particularly on the number of man-years that might
l)e
lost.
Mr. ADDABBO. This was a $60,000 job, but on that small a job there
was a mistake of almost 70 cents a foot. One figure was, I think, $1.90
a foot and it finally came out the cost would be $1.25 a foot for the
painting. This was 65 cents a foot difference on a $60,000 job. Couldn't
you possibly make tnistakes in the millions when you are talking about
i$13-millioin project?
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Secretary CJIE.
I am not conceding that that was what tile Navy
spent.
Mr. ADDABItO. This is not your testimony, but tle testimony of tile
Na.vy and the testimony given in committee, I believe.
There was a question of painting or rel)lacing this fence, whether it
surrounded tile Navy's l)rol)erty or Grunmans. But, it was determined
it would be cheaper to rel)lace'dtan paint and it was found they made
a slight mistake of about 65 cents a foot.
Secretary CH,\;%i:E. If your question is whether the Navy could make

a mistake),yes, we certainly can.

Mfr. AD,\uklo. You are saving this is a small matter, but I am saying
if inl it $()0,o(41)-conltract they could nake a mistake of 60 cents a foot,
then in a .13-million itemi they can also imake miscalculations and
I still believe that in view of the fact they never made any studies
ol previous transfers of work or closings, tlat. before they close anything furthy they should at. least make, a study and show this io
Congress and to this committee whether or not there will be a proven
savings. This is my argmuent.
11there will be a saving, then fine. I am one who is for saving money,
but if von are just closing stations to show you are doing something.
if yon. are just going through the motions,'claiming a consolidation
or reduction, and then we find out it. will co,4 more in the way of addiional expenses. then that should be changed.
I will again ask you to look into this matter.
Sr,,eretamv (i1I.\m.:. T rearet that we. cannot delay the reductions any
lon,,er for 'additional studies. However, the Genelal Accounting Oflive
has 1,een requested to look into the economi(, analysis of the costs and
sav'ings exl)ecte(l. Thme Navy will, of course, cooperate fully.
I don't want to leave" the'record confused with regard to the Brooklyn la) situation. I wouldn't want a misunderstanding here.
We have spent a lot of time on this and we have just come to a disa'reement here. We are not able to tell you that we will have any
further stlldies on it. I want to Ie perfectly candid.
Mr. Am.\mo. "We just want to look at the, budget to find out whether
you hlve 1v n saving iollney or not.
I)I.-II'LINAI Y l1MuB1.E:,S%IN 'ill.TE

MARINE CORPS

General (ihapian, m- colleagues s from New York seem to be prime
movers in many of these problems . This deals with disciplinary problems in the M[arine Corps. Has this prol)lein increased since you are
bringing into the Marine Corps more draftees than normally, when
vonGeneral
just hadCmt.\rMx.
vohmnteers?
No, I canit say it has. The Marine Cors is still
more than 90-percent. volmteer. The number of draftees is 10 percent
or less. I don't think there is any direct cause amnd effect.
Mr. Am)i.\mo. In other w-ords. did you have these problems prior
to bringing draftees into the Marine Corps?
General CItIrhA.wN. Well, not to the extent they are now. We took
the first (raftees in thig war in 1966. That is 3 years or more ago. I
think the pmoblens in themselves have been overstated. The probleino
have been ;n a few units and the implication is that it is Marine Co'rpwide, whichl iq not correct.
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.Mr. ADDABBO. I read an article in today's paper where there had
been a substantial number of increases in court-martials or discllpilary
action taken against, your drill-instructors. IHas this increased?
General CIIAPM[AN It hasn't increased on a per capita basis. The
number of drill instructors has substantially increased as has the
number of recruits, two or threefold. Actually, the 50-odd cases
enumerated in the paper cover several years and cover a. span during
which we have put some hundreds of thousands of recruits through
recruit training at. both Paris Island and San Diego.
r. ADDABIO. Are you running 10 or 20 court-martials a month?
General Cifr muX,
,
Far fewer than that. Tie 50-odd in the paper
were over a period of 3 or 4 years,
,r. ADDABI1O. Do you believe it, might help the disciplinarly 1)roblem if, instead of bringing draftees into the Marine Corps, we were
to limit the Marine Corps strictly to volunteers and cut back the
lorce of the Marine Corps to just encompass, the vohiteers ?
General ChAPMrA.\. I dolt believe that would have any effect on
this particular problem, Mr. Addabbo. Our draftees by an(1 large are
excellent Marines. They are generally a little older, ha'e more schooling, more are married and in many respects they are just as good. if not
better Marines than tie volunteers. In mnami- cases theyv are In fact
volaiteers in the sense that when they were drafted and'lhad a chance
to choose a service, they would choose ihe Marine Corps.
I don't think the draftees per so are the cause or are directly related
to our various disciplinary problems.
Mr. ADDABBO. 'Would you just, say then the general state of affairs
would be the basic problem ?
General CHTAPM,N. I think the problems such as we are having
are spread over all kinds of Marines. It is not. substantially a result
of one kind of method of entry into the Corps.
Mr. ADDABB0. Thank you.
No further questions,'Mr. Chairman.
PRoJJE'CT SANGUINE

Mr. D.\vis. Did you make reference to this Wisconsin article about
Project Sanguine ?"
Secretary CII,\.':E. I don't know if that is the specific one.
Mr. D:is. This is the one that appeared in the Washington Post.
It is too long to insert in the record, but I wonder if you could take
some of the major questions raised and some of the co)ml)laints that
are mna(le and ilnsert a statement into the record in response to this?
Secretary Ci,\IE., .. I will be glad to, Mr. Davis.
(Tie information follows:)
COMMENTS IN RESPONSE TO MAJOR QUESTIONS RAISED AND COMPLAINTS CITED IN
THE OCTOBER 12 WASHINGTON POST ARTICLE, "FOREST IN WISCONSIN WIE) FOR

DOoMSDAY"
It is doubtful that Sanguine would Impair the usefulness of tie forest. Itwildlife, or its habitability. Transmitters in an operational system would be
housed In neatly constructed structures and the antenna would most likely be
buried. The antenna installation would not be significantly different from a
eletrical power line installation that used burled cables. The only land that
would be required for exclusive Govornnment use would be 10-acre plots at widely
(isi)erse(l locations. Some additional land would have to be purchased to provhle
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access roads to the transniltter sites. Only easements would be required for tile
antenna lines and access thereto. There appears to be no reason to limit the
access to or use of private properties.
It Is doubtful that Sanguine would cause soil erosion. However, studies and
Investigations will be conducted to prove or disprove this possibility.

Studies and experiments are continuing in regard to electromagnetic radiation
effects. Specifically, Hazleton Laboratories has recently been awarded a contract
to perform studies and do experiments with animals and plant life to determine
the effect of simulated Sanguine electromagnetic fields and voltage gradients.
Johns Iopkins University maid the Naval Medical Research Institute are studying

eeetric shock threshohls. Preliminary Information is avaialle in the literature.

Specific findings with respect to the Sanguine situation will come from these
efforts. The teelmnical1 solutions to the interference problems associated with mani
made systems are known. Further testing and design Is needed to establish

tile
most economic means. For the physiological and ecological effects we must

await further investigation to find If problems exist. If significant problems (1o

emerge during the test program or are uncovered )yselentflc studies, the Navy
will consider them :nd find an acceptalble solution prior to recominding constrle ion of an operational Sanguime system.
P--14 AIRCRAFT

Mr. MAJox. You stated. I believe in your l)repared statement, Mr.
Secretary, that, the F-14Ak "is expected to be superior to Soviet
fighters."
I )elieve Admiral Moorer's statement was to the
effect that "we
fully expect. it. to possess performance equal to the best Soviet fighters."
Is the Navy convinced that the F-14, including the follow-up
versions, will be the best-and I underline "best"-superiority fighter
the Navy is capable of building to counter future Soviet fighters?
Secretary CHi\AFEE. Yes, sir.
Admiral" Moonum. I think there is a slight, differentiation between
what we said. In one case, I think Secretary Chaffee was talking about
the relative capabilities in terms of battle and I was talking about
primarily aerodynamic performance in terms of speed, altitude and
things of that kind. We know it will be the best fighter we can build
flow, sir-, and this meets our requirements.
Mr. M.xIION. There is no doubt the Navy nes
a good, new fighter
aircraft. The Navv was n ever happy as far as I know with the proposed F-111B program. I think we would all agree that the Navy
went into the F-14 program in an atmosphere of haste, the Navy
feeling that something had to be done, and done quickly, to get another
lireraft on the way, and Grumman had taken steps to anticipate this
development. Am I corrcct, Admiral Moorer?
Admiral MooIlm "Well, we felt there was an urgency for the airplane. We felt we could build an airplane that had minimum. risks and
this is the reason we came up with the concept of the ABC version.
In the A version we are using a fire control system and a powerplant
which have already been tested. We have confidence in it. Consequently, the variable is the airframe.
In the B program, we proposed to insert a. new powerplant and
consequently we only have one variable. In the C program we would
then incorporate nw lightweight avionics and consequently have
essentiallv a. family of fighters that would last us into the 1980's, sir.
So I think it is a very sound program, a program that carries minimum
risks.
Mr. 1,\Ho,. Will the F-14A really be something to brag about,
or will it lack a lot of things you would like to have?
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Adniral Moom.re. I think it is something to really brag about, sir.
lFor instance, it will have certainly a far greater capability over anything we have now. The Phoenix missile systein has been most successful. I would like to report that on the 9th of October we had
the test wherein the firing plane was at
feet, the target
was at
feet,?
and the firing plane and target speeds
were
respectively, so that was a relative speed of
mach.
ihe detection was matde at about
miles, the firing was done
at
miles and the hit was obtained at
miles. That is a
very
superior
performance,
Mr.
Chairman,
for
a
missile of this
kin[1
-.
Mr. NIImo. Are, ou sacrificing some of the things on the F-14 that
you have undertaken to have incorporated in the F-111B?
Admiral Mooin-a. I don't think so. I think the major difference lies
in the capsule, the ejection capsule.
Based on our experience in North Vietnam, we feel that the weight
requirement for building such a. capsule doesn't pay its way.
Mr. MAoIIO. But you were trying to incorporate the capsule ilthe
F--111B?
Admiral Mootml. It was incorporated at the outset in the F-111B.
Mr. MlAHox. If it had n.ot )een put in the F-111B at the outset,
woull the story have been different?
Admiral Mooimtui. No, sir. It. is an attack plane, and, as a matter of
fact, it is being used by the. Air Force in the role of an attack plane
and not at fighter. It would not. have been a suitable fighter because,
a1s
you will note, the F-14 is several thousand pounds lighter than the
F-i 1, although it has the same engine.
Mr. MAioN-. And the capsule is only a part of that reduction i
weight?
Admiral MooRER. Yes, sir. Just one part of it: that is right.
FEWSI ILIT'Y OF CIANG N OlrION DATE FOR LOr3
Mr. MAio.N. It would appear that probably the contracting methods
iised by the Navy for the F-14 leaves mucli to be desired.
Mr. Secretary, have you studied what can be. done to delay a comiimitment to exercise 30 aircraft in lot 3 without jeopmrdizing (he
'otitract?
Secretary CITAFEE. That is the one to be exercised in October.
Mr. MnOioN,. Within 4 months, prior to the flight of the first. prototyp')e aircraft. That is my understanding.
Secretary Cimr.FE.
Could you repIrase your question, Mr.
('Ihairman ?
Mr. MAHo . Have you studied what can be done to delay making a
commitment to exercise the option for 30 aircraft. in lot 3 without
jeopardizing the contract? As you, kniow, the lot 3 option must be
e'xercised some 4 months prior to tlie flight of the first lprototypeiiaircrf.Do you know what I am talking a bout, Admiral -Moorer?
Admiral MooiRm. Yes, sir. WVe have looked at this, and Mr. Packard
has taken a personal interest in this. He is quite knowledgeable in these
things. lIe has been up at Grummlan. He hias hand the project manager
overl, anid we have gone into thiis thoroughly, sir, and hie is satisfied.
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is is a wel-t-hought-out-andnanaged program. This lms
113 feels t.l
been givell tihe closest, scrutiny across the board by everyone in tlie
Pentagon.
MIJ'.N moN,. Is there, alny thought of a delay here ill order to tighten
up1)
the contract?
,
Secretary ClmAFEE. No, sir; we woild hope there wouldn't be any
delay in the program we have laid out. At least not to my knowledge.
I will certainly eheck that again, but,not to my knowledge.
Mr. M,\iox. WVill you supply any additional information
that. miq

he required for the record?
Secretary CITAEE. I will be
(Tie information follows:)

happy to.

C'tirrent Navy planning calls for a procurement of 26 F-14 aircraft in lot 3
of which four aircraft are to be used for Navy evaluation and service acce)tanmtrials, four aircraft are to be used for operatioml test and evaluation itllrplot-s
and the remaining 18 are to be used to (omience fleet (ombat readiness air wing
training which permits the first operationally ready F-ItA squpadron to na'ct its
dcloyment date of April 1973. No delay is anticipated In this sehtedle.
The F-14 contract with the GIrunllan Aerospace ('orp. Includes the grantIng of (eilling price options for productions aircraft in seven lots to Ih delivered
over 7 years. The aircraft quantities in these lots. which .an be varied within
certain restrictions, provides for fewer aircraft in early lots find greater u111111bers in later lots. The current plan is to buy 67 F-14A's under a procurement plan
which will allow tie efficient incorporation of any changes eminating from aeceltanee trials. This contractual arrangement is especially applicable to a lowrisk program such as the F-14 and is considered optimal for the Navy's pinposes. No modification of either the contract terms, quantities. or delivery dates
is considered to be required.
Tie significance of first flight as a milestone is solid demonstration Of th1
contractor's ability to produce a flyable article on schedule. Evenits which are
more meaningful to the service use of that aircraft, however. occur much later
in the rigorous flight test l)rogram. Sueh testing in tbe F-14A is seheduhod to
occur in a time frame which will influence production quantities in lot 4 and
subsequent lots. The extent of control of production quantities in the F-14 contract represents a more-than-adequato safeguard to avoid production of fitlty
Products.
The F-14. by viriin, of its use of existing engines lad developed fire control
equipment, is considered a very low-risk (levelopin ent andinot a candidate for
the costly "fly-before-buy" concept which might lie desirable for new aircraft
and major opponentt designs development.
TOTAL COS'T OF F-4-,

Mr. M tO.
.-

PRiGRAM

According to Nav-- cost estimates of March 31, 1969,

based on a bIuv of 469 aircraft, F-1-1 aircraft, the. F-14 unit cost will be
$13.6 million a program cost of $6.4 billion. By way of comparison, the
Air Force F-15 is estimated to have a unit cost, of $8.2 million based on
a bus-of 749 such aircraft.
The committee has seen lml)lished reports indicating the F-14 cost

maxv be as high as $19 million per copy. Do you think there is any
validity to the thought that the F-14 might require an expenditure of
$19 million a. copy ?
Admiral MooR'E . No, sir: I do not.

Secretary Cu\-.',. I am not sure those F-14 and F-15 costs are based
on the same dollars. That is, if the inflation of the dollars is taken into
effect,.

Mr. M'A,\ox.Will vou doul)le check that?
Secretary C
ir',im,.
I will have to talk with the Air Force.
Mr. MioxT . Double check that, Mr. Secretary.
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Secretary C~r.:, I will.
Admiral Moomat. We have escalated our costs at 4 percent per annum
compounded. In other words, real d61lars and not 1969 dollars,
Secretary CnAPE. I will check and see, but I think the Air Force
dollars are 1969 dollars,
Admiral GADms. In the case of the F-14 there is a signed, firm, multi'ear contract in existence and we are speaking to the actual ceiling dollars in the contract. Since no signed contract is in existence for the
P-15, this is a playing estimate we are speaking to and is, of course,
.ubject to changes arising from contractor selection and negotiations.
There is i significant difference between firm contract prices and precontract estimates.
(The information follows:)
The costs for the F-14 and F-15, as of March 31, 1.909, were correct as provided
id the Air Force. However, the F-14 costs were based on escalattag costs throughout the duration of the procurement while the F-15 costs were
klised onl constant 19M8 dollars. To resolve these costing differences using the June
:10, 1969 Air Force estimate and method of costing, the costs of the F-14A/B and
V-15 progriaims, both as of June 30, 19(1) and in constant 1970 dollar,
is
'-1lliIIlariZe(l l Iowv
liy the Navy

Program
F-14AiB
...................................................
F-01------------------------------------------------

F-15.......................................................

Number of

Total program

Total program
tnit cost

aircraft

(billions)

(millions)

469
722

$5.4
7.4

$11.7
10.4

749

7.7

10.2

Mr. MAHON. Assuming you may buy some 2,000 r-14 aircraft over
the next several years to replace your F-4's, apparently we are thinking in terms of a prograin running between
t$27
million and $38 billion.
What is the most recent estimated cost of the F-14 aircraft?
Secretary
The figure y ou had there, 2,000 F-14 aircraft, I
TiII'1.
don't think we are conimittaign ourselves to a program of the dimensions you indicated. Of course, we are each year coming here requsetitir
yne0,
and this program involves 400-plus. The whole aircraft
earrer sitiiation may be ditferent in years ahead.
Mr. MIN ox. I have been spectilating on a higher figure that has
been kicked around as you know.

Admiral Mooml.a. I'e haven't kicked
Chairman, or 2,000 aircraft. I think the
aircraft or something of that kind. In
give you a conlparison from the same

around any $38 billion, Mr.
current program goes to 469
these costs we would like to
baseline. As to whether you

ai'o talking about flyaway costs or whether you are talking alout

cost, plus spares, plus support equipment, we have to determine what
vou are talking about when you say cost, and how many aircraft are
being bought. The more you buy, the cheaper they net.
Mr. MmHoN. Will you give careful scrutiny to tm question and give
lS the best information you can for future reference? As you know,
there is an increased interest in cost overruns and the ultimate cost of
programs which may be stated on a shoestring. I think we need to be
very careful in this area.
Admiral Mooifm I will be glad to.
(TIhe information follows:)
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The current Navy program for the F-14 Involves 49 aircraft at a prograil
unit cost of $12.0 million and total program cost of $0.1 billion, These figures In.
elude flyaway, support and spares, plus 0 R. & D. aircraft and costs of $974
million for R. & D. The dollars are escalated at 4 percent per year compounded
through fiscal year 1076.
The present contract with Grummnal Aircraft Engineering Corp., is a fixed.
price.izcentive contract which Ires options with ceiling prices for a total of 722 air.
craft through fiscal year 1970. If these options were exercised for the maximumi
quantity under the contract, these 722 aircraft would have a program unit cost
of $11.1 million and total program cost of $8 billion. Again this includes total
PAMN plus R. & D. and is in escalated dollars.
Although no progranl exists at present for a greater quantity, it is conceiv.
able that the Navy could be required to replace all of Its F-4's with F-14's on a
l-for-1 basis over a long period of time. This might be a requirement if no follow.
on to tile F-14 fighter development is undertaken for another 15-year period
similar to that which followed the F-4. A quantity of 1.206 F-14's has been esti.
mated for this eventuality. Although no contract exists for this quantity, costs
have been estimated based on the 722 aircraft schedule, with a maximum rate
of 12 per month In a program extending through fiscal year 1080. Thus, for 1,200
aircraft, tile program unit cost is estimated to be approximately $0.9 million alld
total program cost $11.9 billion. This again Includes all PAMN and R. & D.
with dollars escalated through 1980.
Detailed costing for a quantity of F-14's greater than 1,206 has not been male
and no situation is currently foreseen which would require it In the near term.
Total F-4 aircraft procurement through fiscal year 1970 (well over 3,000) was
based on combined Navy-Air Force-Allied use which Is not presently contemplatell
for the F-14. It is felt that any estimate of total program cost for a quantity
sucli as 2.000 F-14 aircraft would be subject to very large variations due to fluetuation in requirements, technology, world conditions, and national economy over
the period of procurement.
However. If conditions arose whiel required production of a quantity of 2,000
F-14's il a fairly compressed time frame, an approximation of the prograln unit
cost would be $7.9 million and total program cost $15.5 billion.
rie following table summarizes the above cost/quantity data. Since valid
and accurate estimates of escalated costs tin the out years are not possible, cost/
quantities are shown both in escalated dollars and constant fiscal year 1970
dollars.
F-14A18 PAMNIR. & D. COSTS'A
Escalated
Quantity .
.
..----------------------------469
722
Program unitcost(millions) ...................
$12,9 $11.1
Total program cost (billions) ..................
$6.1
$8.0

1.206
$9.9
$11.9

Constant fiscal year 1970
2.000
$7.9
$15.8

469
$11.7
$5.5

722
$9.6
$6.9

1.206
$8.1
$9.8

2.000
$6.6
$13.2

1These costs include total procurement. support and spares, plus all R. & D.They also reflect the initial conclusions
of a recent Navy cost-reduction study of the F-14 program.

COST OF F-4 ARCI AUI'r PROCUREMENT

Mr. Mtnox. How many F-A are'raft has the Navy placed on order,
not counting force requirements and what was the unit cost and total
p)rogran cost ? You can supply that for the record.
Adtniral Moojni. We will'have to, yes, sir; because we bought for
other countries. The Koreans have tlem, the Israelis have them, the
Air Force has them and so on.
Mr. M,\ox. You can explain what your purchase program hais
been.
(The information follows:)
Through fiscal year 1970, the total number of F-4 aircraft contracted for, for

all users (USN, USAF and foreign), is 4,272 aircraft. The Navy portion of tMat
number is 1,262 aircraft, the total Navy program cost Is $4.254 billion and the
Navy unit cost is $3.37 million per aircraft. (Above costs Include flyaway, support, spares and R.D.T. & E.)
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F-xx/'F--XX

AIIICRAIr PROPOSAL

Xfr. MAIXOX. It has been reported that tn OSD systems analysis study
on a ,proposed F-XX and VF-XX aircraft envisioned a faster, higher
perforintce superior fighter aircraft than the Navy F-14 at a unit
- million. What sort of talk is that?
cost of only

Secretary CHAFtr. That had not been gone into in great detail. This
was it suggestion that came from systems analysis-thiat is about, what
it. amlounted to. As I say, it had not been gone into in too much detail,

in our judgunent.

Admi ral Noomlin. This has been brought forward several times, Mr.
chairman . Let, me just explain to you some of the differences.
In the first place, the so-called F-XX, only has the Sidewinder

missile, whereas the F-14 carries the Sidewinder, the Sparrow, and

the Phoenix if we want to put the Phoenix aboard. Secondly, they
solved the navigation l)roblem by just saying "low cost ineriftil mavi,'ator." They don't say what kind, who is going to build it or what
have you.
Mr. MmIoN. It was specified that it be low cost.
Admiral MooiIEi. A low-cost inertial system and there is no such
thing.
Ihey say they are going to use off-the-shelf communications, whatever that neans. in other words, this aircraft is essentially one that
is put together by imagination and not exactly by what I would call
a sound technical approach.
Mr. ,MA1noN. I wish Vou1 would tell us when this study was made
and what was the result of the Navy's review of the study. That is
for the

record.

(The information follows:)
For purpose of the for comment draft of the nmijor program memorandum
(, tactical air forces of June 4, 1969, OASI)(SA) postulated that emphasis
should be placed on lighters with visual air-to-air combat capabilities. A small
highly maneuverable, single-seat, single-engine lighter, designated the L,-XX/
\'F-XX wits proposed.
The validity of time proposal for restructuring tactical air forces depends on
the technical realism of the design criteria of the VIF-XX substitute lighter.
Navy has reviewed the fighter proposal. The review was hamlered by inconsistencies in weight manipulations and design characteristics of the proposal
hut two basic conclusions can be (locuneated:
(a) Either the aircraft will fall far short of the thrust/weight ratio,
wing loading and other performance characteristics claimne(; or
(b) If it possesses the specified design characteristics, it will weigh over
one and one-half times as much as the stated gross weight.
The fighter proposal is extrapolated from a design previously submitted. If
this previously submitted design is modified to make it carrier suitable and
equipment deened unnecessary by systems analysis is eliminated, the resulting
Aircraft will fall considerably short of specified performance characteristics.
furthermore, the extrapolation of available engine thrust is well beyond the
,walinig range of the basic study.
The effects of simultaneously increasing thrust/weight ratio and decreasing
wing loading are an inevitable Increase In size and weight. If the design criteria
i:re met, and the allowances for fuel and electronics are also adhered to, it Is
estimated that the resulting aircraft will weigh at least 50,000 pounds and
require an engine with over 82,000 pounds of thrust. In addition, a single highperformance engine Instead of two engines, may produce significant balance and
lase drag problems.
The VF-XX criteria for combat allowances, reserves, Internal fuel capacity,
mind airframe strength are unrealistic. The claim of small size appears fallacious: The basic fuselage of the source design is longer than the P-14 and W-4
wing span is greater.

-
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The issues related to the VF-XX are not new, The basic concepts were con.
sIdered ti dehil by the services during the formnulatve stages of the t%-14 and
P-15. They were reviewed by DD.R. & EL and have.been rejected in all decisions
to date by 08D,

Mir. Mfuox. What would be the cost tradeoff of using an A-4, -6,
or A-7 aircraft with Phoenix missile in the fleet defense role and

going to the more economical, so-called, F-XX concept to fulfill the
Navy's air superiority fighter requirements?
.A'iniral Mooi..it. We looked at that in great detail and it is not
satisfactory,
UXIT COST OF e -1[ENX 3Iss1LI)

Mir. MA\ix. What will be the unit cost of the Phoenix missile?
per copy. Insert that in the
Estimates have gone as high as --record.
(The information follows:)
For a production quantity of -inissiles, bought over the -year
time span fiscal year
-the Phoenix missile unit flyaway cost is estimated
to be
(calendar year 1970 dollars). The corresponding total procurement
(calendar year 1970
program unit cost for this same number of missiles is
dollars). By definition the total procurement program includes PAMN budget
acti\'itie's 9, 10, nUd 11. "Flyaway" equates to budget activity 9 costs less tian
fleet support element thereof.

MIr. M.IToN. if the Navy attack carrier force should be reduced
15 to say 12 carriers, what impact would such a reduction have
,n all Navv tactical aircraft requirements? What would be the impact
from

for fiscal year 1970?
(The iAformation follows:)
In the long termn, a reduction in force levels from the present 15 CVA's and
14 air wings to 12 CVA's and air wings would result In a corresponding reduction
in the average yearly total obligational authority (TOA). However, because of
recent aircraft procurement which has been less than aircraft losses and because
of the necessity to modernize both aircraft and carriers, this reduction would
not have a significant Impact on TOA over tihs next several years. Moreover,
the deactivation costs and the adjustment necessary to compensate for this size
reduction in forces would not permit appreciable savings during the balance of
fiscal year 1970. This is particularly true in view of personnel phased(owns and
the facilities already in use for deactivation in connection with Project 703.
It is assumed, therefore, that the ithne phasing of a theoretical reduction to 12
CVA's and air wings could not commence until July 1970 (fiscal year 1971 ).
For purposes of illustrating approximate fiscal year 1971 budget Impact, the below
table shows the total of 0. & 'M. N. MPN and OPN. Major procurement is not included because procurement for modernization hits been so fiscally constrained
for several years that no near term effect on procurement should be considered.
For example, aircraft procurement policies for the next few years dictate that,
for most models, only the minimum sustaining quantities can be budgeted. These
quantities generally are the very minimum needed to keep production lilies open.
Thus, as a generality, force level reductions should not be expected to achieve
proportionately large near term budgetary reductions.
7oat recoveries 1
(Dollars in
millions)
Reduction in units:
Reduce to 12 CVA ------------------------------------------19
Reduction in other ships -----------------------------------------20
Reduce to 12 CVW-------- I-------------------------------------3
Total
I

---------------------------------------------------

72

These costs are approximate and do not consider the smaller pro rata share of the sup-

porting infrastructure which might also be recovered as a long-term fallout.
With modernization and upgrading of capability as prime objectives in the
years ahead, elimination of the 13th and 14th air wings and three of the World
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War II carriers would cause little change in the aircraft/missile procurement
.
and ship building accounts. For example, phasein of F-14's in the The Navy and Marine Corps have procured 1,262 F-4 and 1,217 F-8 aircraft.
Although past procurement policies cannot be used as a basis for the future, it is
useful as an indicator of future requirements. Another historical fact which is
relevant is that unit cost of aircraft decreases with increased procurement.
Navy Tactical Air Force requirements a-re dictated by national strategy derived
from our foreign policy. Navy TACAIR force leN els reflect that portion of the total
tactical air requirement that is necessary to operate from mobile sea bases. The
required force level is a ,reflection of national strategy and is influenced by the
geographic areas and contingencies considered. Thus, any reduction in force
levels must be reflected in reduction of commitments toward or national strategy.
(CLERK's NOTE: Addtional classified information was provided the committee.)
NEED FOR IMPROVED PAY, ALLOWANCES, AND HOUSING

Mr. MAHON. We will want to have a further discussion, Mr.
Secretary, with you and Admiral Moorer, and probably other members of your establishment, in regard to reductions which you are more

or less committed to make or wil be committed to make in the April 15
budget. But, since these have not been formalized, you can't give us just
what we need by way of information and guidance at this time. We
will expect to be back in touch with you in regard to that matter. We
tre most anxious in the committee and in the Congress to provide
whatever funds are necessary for the additional buildup of the Navy
:1d for the maintenance of the Navy and the modernization of the
Navy.
Do you have anything further, Mr. Secretary, you would like to add
at this hearing ?
Secretary C ,rAFEE.There is one thing I would like to say, Mr. Chairman. Since I have been over there, I have come to the conclusion thatalthough there are lots of problems with weapons and cost overruns
aUnd newv ships and all that--that where we really ought to concentrate
,t good deal of our energies is in connection with personnel matters.
These matters will come before you, if not this year, in future years,
and I would merely like to give some thoughts that I have. I have
discussed these with Admiral Moorer, and he feels the same way-that,
if we could give greater benefits to our people, it would be a worthwhile
investment. Not just from the point of view of morale, which I don't
think is in danger now but from the point of view of keeping good
people and thereby making a saving all along the line.
As I say, I am'bringing these things up-not that I have specifics
now, but we will come in with specifics in the months ahead-in connection with improved pay, and improved allowances for housing,
which I think are extremely important; with variable housing allowances for our people who live in different geographic areas, and with
arrangements to work out permission to contract for leased housing,
somewhat along the MSTS lines that were mentioned -before. I would
urge your sympathetic consideration for these matters and that of the
committee when we get to them. We are running a Navy 'here with a
tremendous personnel turnover. Of the enlisted men 'in their first
enlistment only about 16 percent reenlist.
Mr. MAHON.' Is that good or bad?
Secretary CHAFER. It is poor.
Mr. MAHON. Has it any good aspects?
Secretary CHAFE. No.
30-735 0-0--pt. 7-21
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Mr. MAIIoN. You have a bigger backlog in the event of an all-out
emergency of at least partially tained people, do you not?

Secretary_ CJIAI. That islooking at. it in its most favorable light, I
tliink, As fl'ar as running the Navy today is concerned, it just. meais
that, on the ships 50 or 60-percent of the people will have only been iii

the Nl avy 'a year. At means that the skippers of these ships are constantly
trying to train their people, rather than getting on to development of
an improved ship and better training for the ship as a whole. As soon as
they get a person trained, he is gone. It is extremely expensive for the
Government and for the Navy. I think that some of these investments
which we could make at relatively low cost would help alleviate these
problems.I
Mr. MAHON. Have you any phuns1?
Secretary Ciiiop. As I say, I am just laying the groundwork because
we will, hopefully, with the approval of theDefense I)epartment, I)e
urging some plans here. We appreciate the approval that was given to
the nuclear submarine officers, through their bonus, which I won't say
has produced great dividends yet-but at least it seems to ha%.e
stemimed the tide, if not reversed'it. I just. wanted to give you some of
the thoughts that I have had after just a few months over there in
connection with all the Navy matters.
Mr. M,\noN. The workers in the various departments of the Government generally are being provided with pay raises at the rate of once
a year or more. Do you think perhaps we are not paying Government
l)personnel adequately?
Secretary CITAFEE. I was not. referring to Government I)ersonel
overall. I w'as really referring to the military people.
Mr. MAiON. The uniformed people.
Secretary CIArFE. The uniformed personnel, yes, sir. I think it
involves more than just straight pay, alth-ugh pay is of course a
factor. I think it involves housing for their families and themselves.
that is, the enlisted men's barracks. That comes into military construction. It comes into family housing construction.
I think it involves the turmoil which is brought about by quick
reductions in forces. I think it involves the I)roblem of their being
away from their families so mucl, which is part of Navy life. I tlink
it involves the conditions in our ships, where the living quarters aren't
the best. We are trying to improve them.
As I say, perhaps this is all old news to you, so I am not telling you
anything you did not know before, but it does seem to me that, if we
can stabilize the personnel situation, we would be miles ahead. I
know Admiral Moorer has given some thought to this.
Mr. MaiON. Are you indicating that you believe in an all-volunteer
force for the services?
Secretary CITAFEE. I think that would be a wonderful objective, !)ut
I am not. suggesting that these proposals I am making here are going
to lead necessarily toward an all-volunteer force. They are going to
make it so that we can get our reenlistment rates up to level higher
than they are now, by far. ,
PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN CHANGE OF STATIONS

Mr. MAnON. Do you suppose the Navy and the other services, but
particularly the Navy, since you are a Navy witness, could encourage
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personnel and improve the morale of the Navy if you would give more
consideration to changes in station and try to stabilize the person for
at reasonable length of-time at a certain station before he is transferred
to another? Is there considerable room for improvement in that area?
Secretary ClFEE. I suppose there is always room for improve.
ment, although in the surveys I have seen I have not seen complaints
about the Navy shifting people around too quickly.
Mr. MAHON. The Army is charged witl this more particularly I
think than the Air Force and the Navy, but certainly you hear these
complaints.
I would like to have Admiral Moorer's opinion.
Admiral Mootmt. We have a problem with respect to moving people
around. I do not think anyone in Washington recognizes the extreme
turbulence generated by these budget cuts. For instance, when we
reduce the Navy by 72,000 men in such a short time, by inactivating
ships and so on, it means of course every one of the people on those
ships must find new homes. We have had many cases where young
officers have had to be released-in many cases they halve just bought
*1home or their wife is about to have a baby. When you get out on the
end of the line, these sudden reductions have a terrific impact oil
thousands Ul)On thousands of people and in many cases leave a bad
taste in their mouth.
Mr. MALio.N. Moving is very expensive from the standpoint of those
involved and also from the standpoint of the Government. It seems to
me that even with some of your high echelon personnel it is "hello and
gzoodbve" at many of their stations.
Admiiral MooiwiE. We have made a concerted effort, in the last 2 or 3
years, not to move people just for the sake of moving them. I can cite
%\ott many cases where people have been kept. for extended periods of
time at bases and I do that whenever itispossible. In order to get
j)romoted sometimes people have to move.
Mr. MAON. There have been people in one place for less than a year.
Admiral Mooimtpmm If we have a large number of ships deactivated
with reductions in numbers of people overseas and so forth, a considerable amount of turbulence is generated and this we have experi(.n(.ed to a high degree during the past year.
We have had about 99 captains of ships and executive officers of ships
amd so on who have to be moved and reassigned. This is what happens
when the end strength of the Navy fluctuates.
Secretary CHAFEE. I think, Mr. Chairman the real purpose of my
'emnarks here at. the end of the (lily was to iay what I hope to be a
sympathetic groundwork for the time when we (o come before you with
specific prol)osals, which we do not now have, and which we will be
trying to work onlduring the ensuing months.
Mr. MAJION. We recognize it is no easy task to operate the Navy. We
are pleased to have you before us. We, will be back in touch with you
before final action is taken on this bill. Thank you very much.
Secretary CHAFEr. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
STATEMENT OF THE DIRECTOR OF BuDxL'r

Mr. MAHON. We shall at this point inthe record insert the budget
statement of Admiral Gaddis.
(The statement. follows:)
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee,
It is a privilege to appear before you to discuss the financial resources
needed to support the Fiscal 1970 program requirements which Secretary Chafee,
Admiral Moorer, and General Chapman have described for you in their evaluation
of the posture of the Navy and Marine Corps.
Other Department of Defense Witnesses have discussed the policies and concepts
on which the Fiscal 1970 budget was based. I will confine my statement to the
financial highlights of the Fiscal 1970 request.
Budget Plan (TOA)

and New Obligational Authority (NOA)

The Fiscal 1970 budget as submitted to the Congress by President Johnson
included Total Obligational Authority (TOA) for the Department of the Navy of
$24,408 million. This amount was subsequently reduced by the amendments submitted
by President Nixon in April 1969 to $23,881 million, a reduction of $52? million,
The following table shows on a functional basis the original President's budget
and the amended budget including the amounts involved in the budget amendment
FY 1970
TOA - Comparison of Budget Document and Amended Budget
(In Million $)
Budget
Amended
Budget
Function
Document
Budget
Amendnent
Military Personnel
Operation and Maintenance
Procurement
RDT&E
Military Construction
TOTAL

6,291
5,840
9,662
2,207
408

6,272
5,781
9,203
2,212
414

-20
-59
-459
+4
+6

24,408

23,881

-527

As the table shows, the reductions in the budget amendment were largely in.
the procurement accounts, particularly Procurement of Aircraft and Missiles which
was reduced $174 million and Other Procurement, Navy which was reduced $218
million.
The proposed method of funding the amended Fiscal 1970 budget plan is
reflected in the table below.

FY 1970
TOA (BUDGET PLAN) AND FINANCING
(In Million $)
Appropriation (New Obligational Authority)
Other Financing
Anticipated Recoupments
Unprogrammed start of year
Transfer of Balances
Reimbursable Orders Not Requiring Replacement
Budget Plan (Total Obligational Authority)

$23,211
300
320
25
25
23,881

The amended Fiscal 1970 Total Obligational Authority (TOA) of $23,881
million represents an increase of $1,583 million over Fiscal 1969 TOA of
$22,298 million (including the amended supplemental request of $352 million).
Ibis increase in the budget plan (TOA) is largely attributable to an increase
in the shipbuilding program of $1;684 million. During the past two years, the
shipbuilding program has been held at minimum levels ($1,190 million in FY 196
and $1,098 million in FY 1969), largely because of other urgent requirements
resulting from the increase in forces required for Southeast Asia, However, it
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is now considered critical that we proceed with the program of replacing and
modernizing our fleets
Other increases in Fiscal 1970 over Fiscal 1969 included
a. $110 million in the military personnel appropriations resulting largely
from an increase of 5,668 man years in the average strength of the Navy and 4,401
man years in the Marine Corps,
b.

$102 million in the aircraft and missile programs,

c. $43 million in Procurement, Marine Corps largely for Landing Tracked
Vehicle (LVTPXi2) and the Improved HAWK Anti-Aircraft Missile System, and
d.

$50 million in RDT&E.

These increases are offset by a decrease of $415 million in Other Procurement, Navy stemming largely from reduced consumption of ship gun and air launched
ordnance.
For the convenience of the Committee, I would now like to discuss the
request for each appropriation. In doing so, I would like to stress that the
data under each appropriation will be based on the amended budget.
Military Personnel, Navy
(In millions)
Fiscal Year
1969

Fiscal Year
1970

$4,455.2
4,455.2
4,455.2
4,413.0

$4,508.5
4,508.5
4,508.5
4,482.6

Direct Budget Plan (TOA)
New Obligational Authority (NOA)
Obligations (Direct)
Net Expenditures

The Fiscal 1970 budget request of $4,508.5 million is $53.3 million higher
than the revised Fiscal 1969 program of $4,455.2 million. Of this increase,
$62.4 million will be used for pay and allowances of officers and enlisted
personnel, and $3.5 million for subsistence. These increases will be offset by
a reduction of $12.6 million in permanent change of station travel and other
7nilitary personnel costs.
The numbers of active duty military personnel to be financed with these funds
are indicated in the tables below
Year-end Strength

Officers
Enlisted
Academy Midshipmen
Total

FY 1969
Estimate

-Y 1970
Estimate

84,744
681,416
4,243
770,403

85,992
676,236
4,243
76b,471

85,408
670,757
4.138
760,303

85,213
676,597
4.161
765,971

Average Strength
Officers
Enlisted
Academy Midshipmen
Total
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Military Personnel, Marine Corps
(In Millions)
Fiscal Year
Fiscal Year
9"__ ......
9
.
1970
Direct Budget Plan (TOA)
New Obligational Authority (NOA)
Obligations (Direct)
Net Expenditures

$1,535.5

1,535.5
1,535.5
1,530.0

$1,577.0
1,577.0
1,577.0
1,561.0

The appropriation request of $1,577 million for Fiscal 1970 is $41.5
million more than the $1,535.5 million required in Fiscal 1969. Additional
funds in the amount of $40.5 million will be required for pay and allowances
of officers and enlisted personnel, aid $3 million for permanent change of
station travel. Subsistence of enlisted personnel and other military personnel
costs will be $2 million less in Fiscal 1970 than in Fiscal 1969.
Active duty military personnel to be financed under this appropriation are
compared in the tables below, both by year-end strength and average strength.
Year-end Strength

Officers
Enlisted
Total

FY 1969
Estimate

FY 1970
Estimate

25,984
287,386

3,370

26,031
288,440
314,471

25,096
287,274
312,370

26,087
290,684
316,771

Average Strength
Officers
Enlisted
Total

Reserve Personnel, Navy
(In Thousands)
Fiscal Year
1969
Direct Budget Plan (TOA)
New Obligation Authority (NOA)
Obligations (Direct)
Net Expenditures

$133,500
133,500
133,500
133,000

Fiscal Year
1970
$140,4oo
140,400
140,400
137,600

The FY 1970 request of $140.4 million is $6.9 million more than the
$133.5 million required in Fiscal 1969. The additional funding requirements
reflect primarily: a two-day increase in the annual tour length for reservists
on active duty for training to comply with Public Law 90-168, an increase in
the NROTC scholorship program, and the return from active duty of CB units, The
number of reserve personnel in paid status to be financed with these funds are
reflected in the tables below:
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Year-end Strength

FY 1968
Actual
Officers
Enlisted
Total

FY 1969

PY 1970

Estimate

Estimate

23,180

22,616
109,734-

28,102
13,14o

114,762
137,942

11,2-2

132,350

Average Strength
Officers
Enlisted
Total

28,325
' ,29
132,604

23,349
108,407
131,756

22,635
109,71
,50

Reserve Personnel, Marine Corps
(In Thousands)
Fiscal Year
1969

Fiscal Year
1970

$37,900
37,900
37,900
37,000

$45,700
45,700
45,700
44,900

Direct Budget Plan (TOA)
New Obligational Authority (NOA)
Obligations (Direct)
Net Expenditures

The $45.7 million requested for Fiscal 1970 is $7.8 million higher than the
*37.9 million required in Fiscal 1969. This increase reflects a two-day
increase in the annual tour length for reservists on active duty for training
comply with Public Law 90-1681 an increase in the average strength of units
erforming 48 drills; and an increase in the number of 6-month trainees.
The year-end and average strengths of Marine Corps reserve personnel
are compared in the tables below:
Year-end Strength

Officers
Enlisted
Total

1

FY 1968
Actual

FY 1969
Estimate

FY 1970
Estimate

3,574
44,409
47,983

3,266
48,575
51,841

3,397
45,644
49,041

3,182
43450
46,632

3,278
47,252
50,530

1

Average Strength
Officers
Enlisted
Total

4
1

3,606
885
9i91
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Operation and Maintenance, Navy
(In Millions)
Fiscal Year

Fiscal Year

1969 .1970
Direct Budget Plan (TOA)

Now ObligatiOnal Authority (NOA)
Obligations (Direct)

Net Expenditures

$5,383.0
5,382.5

$5,323.7
50323s7

5,383.0

5,323.7

5,300.0

5,279,0

The request for Fiscal 1.970 is $5,323.7 million which"represents a decrease
of $59.3 million from the Fiscal 1969 program of $5,383 million. Included is
$37 million for programs formerly financed in the RDT&E appropriation.
By the end of Fiscal 1970, the Navy will be operating 879 Active Fleet ship.
This compares to 906 ships at the close of Fiscal 1969. Ships added to the Flee:,'
mainly from new construction and conversion, will total 55, These include 6
nuclear-powered attack submarines, 14 destroyer escorts, 4 guided missile frlgatei
10 amphibious types, and 6 auxiliary vessels for replenishment-at-sea. These new
inputs to the Fleet are offset by 82 decreases to the Fiscal 1969 end-year
strength, primarily due to ships entering conversion, inactivating, or transferring to Naval Reserve training status.
The Fiscal 1970 Navy Flying Program provides for 7,117 average operatting
aircraft, an increase of 257 aircraft over Fiscal 1969. Funds requested in
Fiscal 1970 will support 3.6 million flying hours, which compares with 3.0
million flying hours programmed for Fiscal 1969. Newer aircraft operating in t e
Fiscal 1970 Flying Hour Program includes the A-7BlE CORSAIR II light attack aircraft; A-6A "Intruder" all-weather attack aircraft; and F-4J PHANTOM II fighterinterceptor aircraft.
Some of the significant increases in the logistics support area include
increases to the Deep Submergence System Program to provide technical and
engineering support throughout the test periods of the Deep Submergence Rescue
Vehicles 1 and 2, increases to the Nuclear Core Reprocessing Program reflectir
an increase in the number of nuclear cores which will be due for replacement in
Fiscal 1970, and an increase to the Surface Missile Rework Program. This BudgeActivity will also be financing in Fiscal 1970 for the first time engineering
improvement support programs for operational systems previously financed with
RDT&E funds. This adjustment is part of our continuing effort to purify appropriation content,
Medical cost increases in Fiscal 1970 are attributable to increased pati,:n'
load in Navy hospitals and increased medical care for dependents in civilian
hospitals. Training costs have also shown an increase due to new and expanded
courses in highly technical areas and increased officer training, Aviation
training increases are due to an increased requirement for jet pilots and accelerated pilot training rates,
Other programs showing funding increases in Fiscal 1970 include; oceanography, reflecting the addition of new ships to the program; communications
stations reflecting increased operating costs for added new facilities; increased
intelligence and security requirements Southeast Asia Classified Projects, and
administrative costs.
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Operation and Maintenance, Marine Corps
(In Millions)
Fiscal Year
1969

Fiscal Year
1970

t64.6
464.6
464,6
434.0

$457.0
457.0
457.0
455.0

Direct Budget Plan (TOA)
New Obligational Authority (NOA)
Obligations (Direct)
Net Expenditures

The appropriation request of $457 million in Fiscal 1970 is $7.6 million
less than the $464.6 million required in Fiscal 1969. The decrease is a net
-hange resulting from a reduction in SEA support requirements. Actually, our
fiscall 1969 to Fiscal 1970 SEA support request is down $16,7 million from $259.7
to $243 million. This decrease has been partially offset, however, by Non-SEA
increases of $3 million for a functional realignment from RDT&E involving improve-onts to operational weapons, and of approximately $6 million to support industrial fund operations at our equipment repair centers, Albany and Barstow.
Operation and Maintenance, Navy
Operation and Maintenance, Marine Corps
(Liquidation of Contract Authorization)
The President's budget includes an appropriation request of $66 million for
Operation and Maintenance, Navy and $2.5 million for Operation and Maintenance,
Marine Corps to liquidate Fiscal 1966 obligations incurred under Section 3732,
revised Statute (41 U.S.C. iI). In Fiscal 1966 the Department of the Navy was
authorized by the Department of Defense to utilize t-- provisions of this Section
to fund certain of its operation and msl
.
requirements related to the
force build up in Southeast Asia. 'ection 3732 permits the military departments
to incur obligations in excess of a tailable appropriations in procuring or furnishing clothing, subsistence, forge, fuel, quarters, transportation, or medical
and hospital supplies not to exceed . the necessities of the current fiscal year.
nder this authorLy, fund availability of $83.7 million was authorized by the
'ffice of the Secretary of Defense for Operation and Maintenance, Navy and $7.9
:.!llion for Operation and Maintenance, Marine Corps.
The following table shows obligations incurred against this authority as of
31 December 1968, assets applied against these obligations, and the current cash
deficiency.
PY 1966 O&M, Navy and Marine Corps Cash Deficiency
(In Million Dollars)

O&M (Navy)
Mel
"3.2
Transportation
Ship Activation & Overhauls
All Other
O&M (Marine Corps)

Obligations

Assets

Cash

12/31/68

Applied

Deficiency

15.2

65.2

.6

2.2

15,8
46.7
14.8
2.8

As the table shows, most of these funds were required for fuel, transportation,
and ship activation and overhauls.
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Appropriation of the amounts requested will
of funds to the Department of the Navy in Fiscal
Fiscal 1970 obligations or expenditures. Rather,
purpose of liquidating the cash deficiency which
1966 accounts.

not increase the availability
1970 nor result in increased
the funds will serve the single
currently exists in the Fisca1

Procurement of Aircraft and Missiles, Navy

(In Millions)

Fiscal Ya

isclYa

969 .... ,
1,

Direct Budget Plan (TOA)
Now Obligational Authority (NOA)I
Obligations (Direct)
Net Expenditures

1

$3o248.4
2,574.3
3,180.6
3,605.0

1

9,7...
$3,350.5
39235,5
3,384.7
3,306.3

The Fiscal 1970 direct budget plan of $3,350.5 million comprises an appropriation request of $3,235.5 million, proposed transfers of $25 million from
the Defense Stock Fund, $75 million of anticipated recoupments from prior yeaL
budget plans, and $15 million of assets from customer orders not requiring
replacement in kind.
The aircraft program for Fiscal 1970 of $2,499 million is $21 million more
than in Fiscal 1?69 and provides for the procurement of 440 new combat, trainirZ,
airlift and other aircraft costing $1,506 million; modification of in-service
aircraft costing $326 million; aircraft spares and repair parts of $569 million
and support equipment and facilities of $99 million,
The missile procurement program for Fiscal 1970 requires funds in the anoun
of $851 million. This is $81 million more than the Fiscal 1969 plan. Aproximately $518 million will be utilized for POLARIS and POSEIDON programs; $252
million for other missiles; $37 million for missile spares and repair parts;
$21 million for missile modifications; and %23 million for support equipment ani
facilities.
Shipbuilding and Conversion, Navy
(Ii Millions)

Direct Budget Plan (TOA)
New Obligational Authority (NOA)
Obligations (Direct)
Net Expenditures

Fiscal Year
1969

Fiscal Year
1970

$1,097.9
820.7
2,183.8
1,700.0

$2,781.6
2,631.4
2,456.2
I,669.0

The Fiscal 1970 budget plan of $2,781.6 million consists of an appropriatic¢
request of $2,631.4 million and $150.2 million in prior year assets. This is
an increase of $1,683.8 million over the Fiscal 1969 budget plan of $1,097.9
million.
The Fiscal 1970 budget plan provides financial resources for the following
major programs:
a. Construction of 16 new ships consisting of: 2 nuclear powered hispeed attack submarines, 5 DD-963 (formerly DX) destroyers, 3 fast deployment
logistics ships, 2 general purpose assault ships, 1 nuclear attack carrier,
1 DXGN guided missile frigate and 2 patrol motor gun boats,
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b. Conversion of 17 ships consisting of 6 ballistic missile submarines
to obtain POSEIDON capabilities, 1 guided missile frigate, and 10 ocean mine
sweepers.
a, Procurement of long-lead time items in the amount of $398 million,
of which $306 million is for the following ships expected to be included in the
Fiscal 1971 programs 7 ballistic missile submarine conversions, 8 DD-963
(formerly DX) destroyers, 5 nuclear submarines, I DXGN nuclear guided missile
frigate, 4 guided missile frigate conversions, and 2 general amphibious assault
ships.
d, Post delivery and outfitting material costs of $79 million for
ships delivering after Fiscal 1969# Beginning with Fiscal 1970, the Navy is
proposing that these costs be budgeted annually "lead time" away from ship
delivery rather than at the time of ship authorization,
e. In addition, a line item is included in the Fiscal 1970 budget for
3167 million to fund action and anticipated claims and ship cost growth in
Fiscal 1969 and prior programs for which funds are not available in the appropriation,
Other Procurement, Navy
(In Millions)
Fiscal Year
1969
Direct Budget Plan (TOA)
New Obligational Authority (NOA)
Obligations (Direct)
Net Expenditures

$2,771.4
2,505.6
2,737.0
2,525,0

Fiscal Year
1970
$2,356.4
2,022.7
2,235.0
2,498.8

The Fiscal 1970 direct budget plan amounts to $2,356.4 million, a decrease
of $415.0 million from the Fiscal 1969 budget plan of $2,771.4 million. Part
of the decrease - $319 million - stems from the reduced consumption of ship gun
and air launched ordnance ($212 million and $107 million, respectively).
Planned funding for Fiscal 1970 provides for an appropriation request of
'2,022.7 million, $200 million in recoupment objectives, $10 million from
customer orders, and $123.7 million carried forward from Fiscal 1969 and prior
year assets.
The Fiscal 1970 program continues to stress the objective of improving
limited war and combat readiness capability through procurement and utilization
of more sophisticated electronics and communications equipment, aviation support
equipment and ordnance.
A significant amount of the budget relates to the
improvement of the capabilities of existing ships and equipment. In particular,
"298 million is earmarked for the installation of alteration and new equipment
on active Fleet ships. Emphasis will also continue to be placed on our antisubmarine capability through procurement of improved weapons, detection systems
and devices, and other related equipment. Of the total direct budget plan, $467
million n is programmed to anti-submarine warfare systems.
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Procurement, Marine Corps
(In Millions)
Fisosal Year

1969 "
Direct Budget Plan (TOA)
New Obligational Authority (NOA)
Obligations (Direct)
Net Expenditures

$671.8
670.0
690.0
865.0

Fiscal Year

1970
$714,4
650,6
700.0
719.0

The direct budget plan for Fiscal 1970 of $714.4 million contemplates
an appropriation of $650,6 million, a recoupment of $25 million to be realized
from prior year budget programs, and unprogrammed prior year balances of $38.8
million. This is an increase of $42.6 million over the Fiscal 1969 budget plan of
$671.8 million.
The requested increase is largely attributable to the initial procurement of
the new Landing Tracked Vehicle (LVTPX12) and the Improved HAWK Anti-Aircraft
Missile System.
Research, Development, Test & Evaluation, Navy
(In Millions)
Fiscal Year

Direct Budget Plan (TOA)
New Obligational Authority (NOA)
Obligations (Direct)
Net Expenditures

Fiscal Year

1969

1970

$2,161.1
2,141.3
2,115.0
2,070.0

$2,211.5
2,211.5
2,208.0
2,153.0

The Fiscal 1970 budget plan provides for funds in the amount of $2,211.5
million compared with $2,161.1 million in Fiscal 1969. The increase of $50.4
million represents the net of numerous increases and decreases among the budget
subactivities.
Some of the major program increases are: F-14A - $45 million; CVS Aircraft
(VSX) - $102 million; future Navy fighter aircraft (F14 B/C) $20 million; and shi:
contract definition - $8 million. Increases are also included for: anti-submarire
warfare; ocean engineering (formerly Deep Submergence Program) and the advanced
surface missile system.
Major program decreases due to reaching late stages of development are:
FBM Systems - $159 million; PHOENIX - $14 million; and MK-48 Torpedo - $10 millic.
Highlights of the Fiscal 1970 Budget plan areas
a, $472 million for the Anti-Submarine Warfare effort,
b, $137 million for research which includes increased funding for
oceanographic research and support of THEMIS (a program to develop new university
research centers).
c. $175 million for continued development of the F-14A aircraft.
d. $165 million for continued development of OVS ASW aircraft (VSX).
e. $224 million for continued development of POSEIDON.
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f. $20 million for initiation of advanced development of the Undersea
Long Range Missile System (ULM$).
g.

$25 million for Ship Contract Definition,

h.

$16 million for Shipboard Electronic Warfare.

i,

$13 million for Ocean Engineering Technical Development,

J.

$30 million for Ocean Engineering Systems Development.

k, Funds for the continued development of the EA-6B aircraft! the AEW
::V-Based Aircraft E2A, the Phoenix missile! the Advanced Surface Missile System
ASMS)l and the Ship Anti-Missile Integrated Defense (SAMID),
Obligations and Ungbligated Balances
Obligations are expected to total $25,479 million in Fiscal 1970, an
increase of $14 million over estimated obligations of $25,465 million in Fiscal
969. Actual obligations in Fiscal 1968 amounted to $23,504 million.
We estimate that unobligated balances at the end of Fiscal 1970 will amount
'o $3,934 million. This compares with $4,262 million estimated for the end of
Fiscal 1969. Funds unobligated at the end of Fiscal 1968 amounted to $6,154
million.
The following table highlights the significance of procurement in relationship to total Department of the Navy with respect to obligational availability,
obligations, and unobligated balances for FY 1968, 1969 and 19701
FY 1968, 1969, 1970
OBLIGATIONAL AVAILABILITY, OBLIGATIONS AND BALANCES
(In Millions)
Available
Unobligated
for Obigation
Obligations
Balance
at End of Year

1968 - TOTAL
- PROCUREMENT

29,670
14,174

100.0
47.8

23,504
8,757

100.0
37.2

6,154
5,416

100.0
88.0

1969 - TOTAL
- PROCUREMENT

29,727
12,994

100.0
43.7

25,465
9,387

100.0
36.9

4,262
3,607

100,0
84.6

1970 - TOTAL
- PROCUREMENT

29,413
12,745

100,0
43.3

25,479
9,367

100,0
36.8

3,934
3,378

100.0
85.9

As the table shows, on an average about 86 per cent of the unobligated
balance at the end of each year is applicable to the procurement area. This
results from the relatively low obligation rate during the first year for many
procurement programs, particularly shipbuilding and aircraft.
Expenditures (Outlays) and Unexpended Balances
Net expenditures (outlays) for Navy and Marine Corps are estimated at
* 22,566 million in Fiscal 1970, a decrease of $7 million below projected Fiscal
1969 expenditures of $22,573 million and $495 million over actual expenditures
of $22,071 million in Fiscal 1968.
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The following table shows the distribution of FY 1968, 1969 and 1970
expenditures by function:
FY 1968, 1969, 1970
Net Expenditures (Outlaysj By Function
(In Million $)
Function1968
Function

Military Personnel
Operation & Maintenance
Procurement
RDT&E
Military Construction
Rev. & Mgm Funds
Other - Trust Funds, etc.
Total

Aotual ...

..

..

Estimate
19 9...

Estimate
19?0-

5,721
5,164
7,992
2,003
93
1,134
-35

25,9
23.4
36.2
9.1
.4
5.1
-.1

6,113
5,737
8,695
2,070
455
-457
-40

27.1
38.5
9.2
2.0
-2.0
-.2

6,226
5,735
8,193
2,153
431
-132
-40

22,071

100.0

22,573

100.0

22,566

25.4

27.6
25.4
36.3
9.5
1.9
- .6
- .2
100.0

and
As the table shows, expenditures for military personnel and operations
of
maintenance, which when combined might be considered to reflect the cost
half
operating and maintaining the operating forces, constitute approximately
of total expenditures.
Fiscal
The following table shows total funds available for expenditure in
the end of each
Years 1968, 1969, and 1970 as well as the unexpended balance at
year.

FY 1968, 1969, 1970
Expenditure Availability and Unexpended Balances
(In Billion $)

Year

Total Available
rfor Expenditure

Unexpended
Balance at
End of Year

1968
1969
1970

40.?
39.7
40.3

18.6
17.1
17.7

approxiAs the table shows, unexpended balances are expected to increase
increase is
mately $.6 billion at the end of Fiscal 1970 over Fiscal 1969. This
1970.
largely attributable to the increased shipbuilding program in Fiscal
Civilian Personnel
A decline in
Navy civilian employment on 30 June 1968 was 419,546.
Reductions totaling 12,683
employment to 415,249 is estimated for 30 June 1969.
of Section 201 of
full time permanent employees result from the implementation
This reduction is partially offset by the inP.L. 90-364 during Fiscal 1969.
and tercreased employment of foreign nationals in Southeast Asia and part-time
porary employees at Naval shipyards and ordnance activities.
For Fiscal 1970, civilian employment -is estimated at 405,346.
a decrease in overall employment level from Fiscal 1969 of 9,903.

This represents
Anticipated

of 6,157, Although
improvements in employee productivity account for a reduction
1969 level,
civilian manpower for most programs has been reduced below the Fiscal
and for
minor program increases in Intelligence,' Oceanography, Naval Shipyards,

The Fiscal 1970 budget also
the Joint Uniform Military Pay System are reflected.
Service
includes the transfer in status of 968 contract Naval Investigative
personnel to direct hire civil service.
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International Balance of Payments
The Department of the Navy's Fiscal 1970 estimate of $843.4 million for
expenditures entering the International Balance of Payments (BOP) shows a
decrease of $81.3 million from the Fiscal 1969 estimate of $924.7 million. The
decrease is almost entirely due to the estimated reduction in military construc.ion in Vietnam, Expenditures by category and fiscal year are reflected in the
following table:
ESTIMATED BALANCE OF PAYMENTS EXPENDITURES
.(In Millions)

Function
Military Personnel
Operation and Maintenance
Procurement
Research, Development, Test
and Evaluation
Military Construction
Revolving Fund Accounts
Other Transactions
Grand Total

FY 1969
Estimate

FY 1970
Estimate

$484.8
206.3
31.5

$538.4
212.2
44.0

$546,5_
215.3
33.9

6.6
164.4
88.8
-134.7

5.1
165.7
92.9
-133.6

4.9
83.1
93.7
-134.1

$847.7

$924.7

$843.4

FY 1968
Actual

We are continuing our efforts to minimize BOP expenditures wherever feasible.
Such efforts include:
a.

Increased military equipment sales to foreign governments.

b.

Limiting procurement overseas in favor of procurement in the United

States.
c, Increasing the utilization of the barter program and its beneficial
effect upon the BOP deficit.
d. Increasing the utilization of Treasury-owned excess and near ex-ess
.urrenciess
e. Publicizing, to military and civilian personnel overseas, the
the United
desirability of increasing their personal savings for deposit inentering
the BOP.
States and to voluntarily decrease their personal expenditures
Conclusion
any
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I will attempt to answer
the Department
questions you may have with respect to the financial aspects of
of the Navy's Fiscal 1970 budget.
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LANGUAGE CHANGES
Mr. MAItON. The committee has received a general statement on the
language changes proposed in the bill, which will be placed in the,
record at this point.
(The statement follows:)
STATEMENT OF MAURION H. LANMAN, ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL, FISCAL
AIATIERS, OFFICE OF TIE GENERAL COUNSEL

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am submitting for the record
a statement setting forth the Department of Defense position on the proposed
language changes in the Defense Appropriation Act for fiscal year 1070, The
statement covers all language changes submitted in the President's budget for
fiscal year 1970 on January 15, 1969, The amended budget submitted April 15,
1969, as a result of the review of the new administration contained no reconimendations for language changes to the Defense portion of the fiscal year 1970
budget.
The new numbers pertaining to the purchase of passenger motor vehicles contained in the procurement accounts merely reflect the number proposed for purchase by the dollar amounts requested, the changes from fiscal year 1909 are, as
in the past, not considered as language changes for the purpose of this statement.
The page numbers contained in this statement refer to the subcommittee print
of the Department of Defense appropriation bill for fiscal year 1970. These references were made for the convenience of the members of the committee.
RESERVE PERSONNEL, ARMY
In the third line on page 27 the citation "3019" has been included to make tlis
appropriation available for pay of personnel under 10 U.S.C. 3019.
This is a new provision of law (Public Law 90-168, Dec. 1, 1968) covering the
Chief of the Army Reserve. His pay and allowances are included in this account.
RESERVE PERSONNELI AIR FORCE
In the third line on page 35 the citation "8019" h&.s been included to make
this appropriation available for pay of personnel under 10 U.S.C. 8019.
This is a new provision of law (Public Law 90-168, Dec. 1968) covering the
Chief of the Air Force Reserve. His pay and allowances are included in this
account.
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, ARMY (LIQUIDATION OF CONTRACT
AUTHORIZATION)
Page 56 is new language which provides appropriations to liquidate obligations incurred during fiscal year 1960 under the authority of Revised Statute
3732 (41 U.S.C. 11).
Detailed justification for the obligation of these funds in fiscal year 1966 was
provided during the operation and maintenance hearings. For further reference
see pages 300-375 of Part 2, "Department of Defense Appropriation for 1970."
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, NAVY (LIQUIDATION OF CONTRACT
AUTHORIZATION)
This new language appears on page 62 and provides as in the case of the Army.
appropriations to liquidate obligations incurred during fiscal year 1966 under
the authority of Revised Statute 3732 (41 U.S.C. 11).
Detailed Justification for the obligation of these funds in fiscal year 196 was
provided during the operation and maintenance hearings. See pages 672-678
of part 2.
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE) MARINE CORPS (LIQUIDATION OF
CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION)
This language is also new and appears on page 08. The language provides,
as it the case of the Army and Navy, appropriations to liquidate obligations incurred during fiscal year 1960 under the authority of Revised Statute 3782 (41
U.S.C. 11).
Detailed justification for the obligation of these funds In fiscal year 1900 was
provided during the operation and maintenance hearings. See in this connection
pages 716-718 of part 2.
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE) ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
On page 79 several changes have been made in the wording covering services
of personnel, starting at the fourth line. These changes result from the enactment
of the National Guard Technicians Act of 1908 (Public Law 90-486). The appropriation wording has been changed to delete any reference to the rank of technicians or the number authorized to be employed, since those matters were covered
by the Technicians Act. Also, the revised appropriation wording has been changed
with the intention to permit the employment of additional technicians, subject to
reimbursement from active service appropriations, over the number of 42,500
authorized by the National Guard Technician Act when such technicians are performing services requested by the military departments in maintenance shops
of the National Guard.
As indicated in prior testimony on the subject (pt. 2, pp. 353-355 and pp.
902-903) additional authority in the form of an amendment to the limiting pro.
visions of the basic law (Public Law 90-486) is necessary to permit the employmnert of the numbers of technicians, including reimbursables, provided for the
fiscal year 1970 budget. Such a legislative proposal is currently pending at the
Bureau of Budget.
OPERATION AND -MAINTENANCE, AIR NATIONAL GUARD
Two changes are made under this heading on page 84. The proviso has been
deleted as no longer necessary as a result of the enactment of the National Guard
Technicians Act of 1968 (Public Law 90-480). Language covering "services of
personnel necessary to provide reimbursable services for the military services"
is included to coincide with the same language included under 0. & M., Army
National Guard. (See statement with respect to that appropriation.)
COURT OF MILITARY APPEALS

DEFENSE

This language was changed to include the words "United States" In recognition
of the enactment of Public Law 90-340 June 15, 1968, which established the
Military Court of Appeals as a Federal court under article I of the Constitution.
PROCUREMENT OF EQUIPMENT AND MISSILE ARMY
Under this heading on page 97, changes have been made in the wording covering
transfers from stock funds into this account, to agree with ,the budget plan,
The proviso making available for general PEMA purposes the sum of $284,600,000
formerly restricted to Nike X purposes, has been deleted, since it has served Its
purpose and need not be repeated,
PROCUREMENT OF AIRCRAFT AND MISSILES, NAVY
The only change in the language on page 103 pertains to the wording covering
the transfer of funds from the Defense Stock Fund Into this account This change
agrees with the approved budget plan.
PROCUREMENT, MARINE CORPS
The only change in language on page 118 is the deletion pertaining to the Defense Stock Fund transfer since no transfer is planned for fiscal year 1970.

36-735.O--46-pt. 7-2
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AIRCIORA'r PROCUREMENT9 AIR FORCE
Changes oil page 121 have been made in the wording covering transfers from
stock funds into this account, to agree with the budget plan. The language
making available $55 million under this account only for the purpose of the
F-12 program is deleted since it has served its purpose and need not be repeated.
GENERAL PROVISIONS
SECTION 503

The proviso in section 503 ol page 155 which restricts the use of appropriations for the training of clerks, stenographers, and typists who receive coinpensation at a rate below that grade to GS-5 is recommended for deletion in its
entirety.
The Government Empolyees' Training Act (chapter 41 of title 5, United States
Code), enacted subsequent to the initial inclusion of the restrictive langauge in
the DOD Appropriation Act, established congressional criteria governing the use
of nongovernmental facilities for all training at all grade levels. This legislation,
supplemented by Presidential executive orders and the U.S. Civil Service Commission and DOD regulations, exercises broad controls over the selection of trainees and the use of nongovernment facilities for employee training. Furthermore,
data on the number of participants at the GS-4 level and below and the total
cost of short-term training in nongovernment facilities Is submitted to the Congress each year.
The restrictions of this language tend to limit the career development programs and the normal proficiency training program of the clerical employees
affected. In many cases such training could substantially increase the present
proficiency and the future potential of these employees. Moreover, the restrictions on training of grades GS-4 and below causes time Department of Defense to
lose the opportunity to train many of the younger employees who would be
receptive.
No increase has been Included in budget estimates in contemplation of the
elimination of this restriction.
SECTION 500

The dollar amount in section 506 on page 156 pertains to the overseas education of minor dependents of military and civliai.%personnel and is proposed for
increase from $112,400,000 to $135,600,000.
The proposed dollar limitation of $135,600,000 represents time composite dollar
amount contained in the budget for fiscal year 1970 under the appropriation heading for each of the military departments.
(Clerk's note: For additional information with respect to the overseas delndents education program see page 340.)
On page 157, it is proposed that a new subsection (k) be added to section 506
which would authorize the use of defense appropriations to provide pay and
allowances of not to exceed nine persons, including personnel detailed to International Military Headquarters and Organizations at rates provided under the
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended.
The U.S. share of the operating budgets of International Military Headquarters
and Agencies (NATO, SEATO, and CENTO) and the U.S. payroll costs of over
180 U.S. civilian personnel of those organizations has been funded heretofore by
military assistance authorized under the Foreign Assistance Act.
The Department is proposing for fiscal year 1970 that these funds .be included
in the military functions appropriations and omitted from the funds requested
for military assistance, since these expenses are incurred primarily in support
of our own Armed Forces.
Because these costs are properly charged to military functions, no general substantive legislation is necessary to effect this funding transfer. However, there
is a problem with respect to the pay and allowances of nine individuals who are
paid at rates higher than GS-15 under the Foreign Assistance Act, which authorizes the employment of personnel performing such support functions overseas at
the same rates as Foreign Service Reserve officer s. Since the Foreign Assistance
Act authority applies only to positions funded under this act, it would no longer
apply to these nine positions after June 30, 1909, if the Congress approves the
transfer of these international military headquarters costs from military assistance to the defense budget
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SEOTION 1520
The dollar limitation contained in section 529 on page 170 pertains to legislative liaison within the Department of Defense. It is proposed that these funds
he increased from $950,000 to $1,150,000 for fiscal year 1970.
This increase is attributed solely to the increase in salaries resulting from
raises for both military and civilan personnel employed under this program.
SECTION 550

It is proposed that section 539 on page 174 be deleted in its entirety as no
longer necessary. This prohibition on the use of funds in the Department of
Defense Appropriation Act to pay salaries of Federal employees who are convicted of inciting, promoting, or carrying on activities contrary to Federal, State,
Or local laws is fully covered by permanent law (see 5 U.S.C. 7318). That
statute has been fully implemented Government-wide by the Civil Service Commission. The text of the statute, together with necessary interpretations and Jnstructions, has been included in the Federal Personnel Manual. I am including a
.opy of the appropriate changes to the Manual for the record.

U.S. CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION,

FEDERAL PERSONNEL MANUAL SYSTEM,

Washington, D.C., July 1, 1968.
Subject: Disqualification for engaging in riots and civil disorders.
Heads of Departments and Independent Estab11shment8.-The recently en.
acted Public Law 00-351 amends subchapter II of title 5, United States Code.
The significant requirements of the statute, as stated in the new section 7313
of title 5, are:
Section 7313. Riots and civil disorders(a) An individual convicted by any Federal, State, or local court of competent jurisdiction of(1) inciting a riot or civil disorder;
(2) organizing, promoting, encouraging, or participating in a riot
or civil disorder;
(3) aiding or abetting any person in committing any offense specifled in clause (1) or (2) ; or
(4) any offense determined by the head of the employing agency to
have been committed in furtherance of, or while participating in, a
riot or civil disorder;
shall, if the offense for which he Is convicted is a felony, be ineligible to
accept or hold any position in the Government of the United States or in
the government of the District of Columbia for the 5 years immediately
following the date upon which his conviction becomes final. Any such individual holding a position in the Government of the United States or the
government of the District of Columbia on the date his conviction becomes final shall be removed from such position.
(b) For the purposes of this section, "felony" means any offense for
which imprisonment Is authorized for a term exceeding 1 year."
The provisions of the new section 7313 apply only to acts committed after the
date of enactment, June 19, 1968. They apply 'to the acts of both Federal employees and applicants for Federal employment committed after that date. Acts
committted on or before the date of enactment, while not subject to the new section, may, of course, be the basis of disciplinary action under an agency's regular
authority.
Agencies are not excused from compliance with parts 752 and 771 of the civil
service regulations in acting under the provision of statute that requires the reinoval of any employee convicted of a felony in connection with a riot or civil
disorder.
Neither are agencies obliged to refrain from taking adverse action against an
employee who has engaged in a riot or civil disorder until his conviction becomes
linal. An adverse action before final conviction could not, however, be based on a
1'onvIetion or on the statute, but would have to be 'based on facts establishing a
causee of action that would promote the efficiency of the service. A detailed discussion of the causes of action is contained in section 81-4 of FPM supplement 752-1,
"Adverse Action--Law and Regulations," annotated.
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White the new section 7313 does not define the terms used therein, there are

some definitions in the Federal criminal code that may be helpful, particularly it
the conviction is in a Federal court, Public Law 00-284 of April 11, 1968, added
now chapters 12 and 102 to title 18, United States Code, which contain the following definitions in sections 232 and 2101The term "riot" means a public disturbance involving (1) an act of
violence by one or more persons part of an assemblage of three or more per.
sons, %vhlchact or acts shall constitute a clear and present danger of, or shall
result in, damage or injury to the property of any other person or to the
person of any other individual or (2) a threat or threats of the commission
of an act or acts of violence by one or more persons part of an assemblage
of three or more persons having, individually or collectively, the ability of
immediate execution of such threat or threats, where the performance of the
threatened act or acts of violence would constitute a clear and present danger of, or would result in, damage or injury to the property of any other
person or to the person of any other individual.
The term "to incite a riot," or "to organize, promote, encourage, participate
in, or carry on a riot," includes, but is not limited to, urging or instigating
other persons to riot, but shall not be deemed to mean the mere oral or written (1) advocacy of ideas or (2) expression of belief, not involving advocacy
of any act or acts of violence or assertion of the rightness of, or the right to
commit, any such act or acts.
The term "civil disorder" means any public disturbance involving acts of
violence by assemblages of three or more persons, which causes an immediate
danger of or results in damage or injury to the property or person of any
other individual.
The Commission has issued this letter at the earliest possible date after enactmient of Public Law 90-351 to alert the agencies to their responsibilities under the
statute, but not to suggest any immediate action beyond notifying all employees
of the statute's provisions. This notice should be issued without delay. No other
immediate action is considered necessary because, since the statute applies only
to acts committed after June 19, 1908, there will probably be no appreciable
volume of cases which require action under the statute in the near future.
We will follow as soon as possible with clarifying information about particular
points of the statute and its implementation.
By direction of the Commission:
NIcHOLAS J. OGANOVIC,
Executive Director.
U.S. CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION,
FEDERAL PERSONNEL MANUAL SYSTEM,
Washington, D.C., ,lcptcnber11, 1968.
Subject: Disqualification for engaging in riots and civil disorders
Heads of Dcpartmcints and Indcpcndcnt Establishments.-Attention was
directed to section 7313 of title 5, United States Code, by FPPM Letter No. 735-5
of July 1, 1968. That section of the Code makes an individual ineligible to accept
or hold a Federal or District of Columbia Government position for 5 years after
his final conviction of certain specified felonies relating to riots and civil disorders.
FPPM Letter No. 735-5 instructed agencies to notify employees of the statutory
provisions and stated that clarifying information about the statute would be
furnished in the future. This letter contains such clarifying Information as Is
presently available, and requests certain reports from agencies relative to cases
under 5 U.S.C. 7313.
The statute is operative only after "the date upon which his [the individual's]
conviction becomes final." While we are aware of no Judicial interpretation of
this language as used in this statute we have adopted the following standard
to determine when a conviction has become "final." A conviction is considered to
be "final" when the defendant has either not sought review within the time period
fixed for appeal, writ of error, writ.of certiorari, or other review by appropriate
judicial authority, or has exhausted that review without success. When an
agency head or his designee believes that the conviction of an individual has
become final within the meaning of 5 U.S.C. 7313 he should request the prosecuting
authority (whether Federal, State, or local) to send him a written opinion on
whether the conviction has become final. On the basis of that written opinion,
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the agency head or his designee should make his decision about the finality of
the conviction. If lie is uncertain about the decision he should make, he should
request advice from his General Counsel or other agency attorney or, if the
agency has no counsel or attorney, from the General Counsel of tile Civil Service
Commission, Washington, D.C. 20415.
Paragraph (4) of subsection (a) of section 7313 refers to "any offense deterinmed by the head of the cmploying agenoy to have been committed'in furtherance
of, or while partcipating in, a riot or civil disorder." [Italics added.] When
an agency head or his designee believes that an individual has been convicted of
such an offense he should request the prosecuting authority (whether Federal,
State, or local) to send him a written opinion oil whether the conviction Is for
an offense of the type described in 5 U.S.C. 7313(a) (4). On the basis of that
written opinion, tile agency head or his designee should make his determination.
If he is uncertain about the determination he should make, lie should request
advice from his General Counsel or other agency attorney or, if the agency has no
counsel or attorney, from the General Counsel of the Civil Service Commission,
Washington, D.C.
Information on specific cases lnay permit us to give additional advice relative
to the problems that may arise in such cases. In order that we have a central
source of Information about the cases that may arise under this new provision
of law we request that each agency that takes an action under the statute furnish
the Commission with a report containing the following information as soon as the
agency action is completed (do not await any appeal to the Commission or the
determination of any court suit)1. Name, address, and date of birth of the individual involved.
2. Nature of action taken; that is denial of employment or removal from
employment.
3. Copies of all notices to and replies from the individual, his attorney
or other representative, and any prosecuting authority contacted.
4. A statement of expected future action, that Is, individual is expected
to appeal to the Civil Service Commission, is expected to file suit in court,
or is not expected to take further action.
5. An explanation of any particular problems that arose during the processing of the ation.
The Information requested should be submitted to the General Counsel, U.S.
Civil Service Commission, Washington, D.C., and should be identified as a
submission requested by FPM Letter No. 72-6.
NicHoLAs J. OOANOVIC,
Exccutfvo Director.
SECTION 540
Department of Defense recommends the deletion of section 540 in its entirety
as unnecessary. This section appears on page 174.
There is no program of the Department of Defense involving loans or guarantees to individuals in connection with higher education. The only program of
suhs-tance that can be considered as involving grants Is the off-duty education
program for enlisted personnel where 75 percent of tuition and expenses may be
paid from appropriated funds. Tits program Is under the complete administrative control of the Department of Defense and in the event that any such
military personnel were convicted of the offenses specified In this section 'they
would be administratively removed from the program.
SECTION 541
It is proposed that section 541 on page 175 be deleted in its entirety as no
longer necessary since section 201 of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act
of 1068 was repealed by section 503 of the Second Supplemental Appropriations
Act, 1969.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you for tile opportunity to submit this statement on
behalf of the Department of Defense.
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OVERSEAS DEPENDENTS EDUCATION
Mr. MAHON. The committee has also received a statement on tihe
overseas dependents education program, which will be placed ill the
record at this point.
(The statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF DR. NATHAN BRODSKY, ACTING DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF DEFE-SE (EDUCATION), SUBMITTED TO THtE SUBCO313MITrEE ON DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE APPROPRIATIONS ON THE, BuI i.n
T
ESTIMATES FOR FIscAm YEAR 1970 FOR OVERSEAS DEPENDENT SCHIOOA
OF THE, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE,
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am submitting for the record
a statement on the Department of Defense overseas dependents schools program.
Overseas dependents schools have been operating since October 1946, wMei
schools were first opened in Germany. In nearly 2.3 years the overseas dependents
schools have grown into a system that spans three continents. Today, there ar
more than 8,000 American teachers and other professional personnel staffing
308 schools, in 192 different locations in 28 countries.
Many steps have been taken to increase the effectiveness of our oversee
dependents schools program during the last several years. They Include:
(1) Establishment of kindergarten and school health programs, (2) issuance
of standards for the employment of l)rofesslonal school personnel, (3) development of unified accounting procedures for reporting expenditures, (4) issmance"
of a standard high school graduation diploma, (5) establishment of eligibility
criteria for admission to DOD-operated schools, kG) Issuance of standards for
fire safety, (7) issuance of instructions for conducting an inter-area transfer
program for professional school personnel, (8) issuance of staffing and program
guidance on a yearly basis, (9) centralized recruitment of professional peronnel
and (10) assigning to the military departments responsibility for the administration and operation of the school program.
Our office is continually working with the military departments to develop
a balanced educational program for the overseas dependents schools. As a result,
overall program criteria were Issued for fiscal year 1970 and fiscal year 1971.
These criteria provide the following: (1) the full spectrum of professional and
clerical school personnel such as classroom teachers, special subject matter
teachers, librarians and library clerks, audiovisual specialists, school administrators and school clerical personnel; (2) purchasing of textbooks and library

books to establish minimum basic collections; and (3) budgeting for educational innovation and research similar to title III of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965, as amended.
A list of the increases over fiscal year 1969 was provided by Secretary Moot
during his appearance before this committee, and is again listed below in sonie
detail.
Thousal

$112.Fiscal year 1969 estimate ------------------------------------------Fiscal year 1970 increases:
3. 7
1. Pay raise for Public Law 86-91 employee --------------------1.8
2. Within-grade increase -----------------------------------3. Increase for program approved In fiscal year 1969 but not accom4.3
plished due to increased student enrollment -----------------2. 5
4. Annual procurement of textbooks and library books -----------2. 9
5. Estimated increase in student enrollment --------------------1.7
6. Estimated Increase in tuition fees --------------------------3. 7
7. Improvement in teacher slaffIng ratios -----------------------.4
8. DOD model school program --------------------------------1.4
9. Standardized school health program -------------------------8
10. Other --------------------------------------------------.
Fiscal year 1970 request --------------------------------------

135.6
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Included in the DOD budget is $3.7 million to provide for a teacher salary increase which was developed according to the provisions of Public Law 89-391.

(A copy of the current salary schedule and the one proposed for the 1909-70
school year is included for the record.)
Since the enactment of Public Law 80-91, the Department of Defense has
recognized 2 years of prior teaching experience in determining the salary rate
for a newly employed teacher. We have not interpreted the broad language of
the act as specifically requiring greater recognition.
The overseas teacher organizations, such as the Overseas Education Association und the Overseas Federation of Teachers, as well as some Members of
Congress, have asked us to consider recognition of experience beyond the present
2 years. Thus, we are reexamining our practice inI this regard, in terms of requirement, cost and desirability.
An additional $1.8 million is necessary for within-grade increases.
To provide for new programs Congress approved in fiscal year 1969, i.e.,
kindergarten program, expansion of the host nation language and cultural
program, an expanded program of special education and 50 percent of the required new teachers to reduce the pupil/teacher ratio, an amount of $4.3 million
is being requested. These programs were only partially accomplished in fiscal year
1969, due to the increased student enrollment of approximately 6,500 experienced
in the European area. Assets thus available as well as those from other program
deferrals were applied to satisfy the increased requirements, permitting us to
remain within the fiscal year 1969 limitation of $112.4 million.
Several years ago we inaugurated a program to modernize textbooks and
teaching materials. In this fiscal year and the coming fiscal year we are making
every effort to improve our textbook situation. We estimate that approximately
75 percent of the textbooks now being used in the overseas dependents schools
were published within the last 5 years. This is a considerable improvement over
the situation several years ago when textbooks were used that were 10 years old.
Our library resources are also in need of upgrading; thus, we are attempting
to reach the criteria established by the American Library Association for both
elementary and secondary school libraries regarding the quality and quantity
of books, periodicals, newspapers and nonprinted materials. Commencing in
fiscal year 1969 textbooks and library books in the European area were procured]
through the local stock fund which permitted obligation of funds upon delivery
rather than at the point of order as in the past. Since the books were not received
until July and August 1969, fiscal year 1970 financing will be required for their
procurement rather than fiscal year 1969. Thus, the increase of $2.5 million in
fiscal year 1970 reinstates funds for procurement of texts and library books via
the local stock fund.
Our current enrollment estimate for fiscal year 1970 is 191,583, which includes
approximately 19,000 kindergarten students, and represents on increase of 9,900
students over our estimated fiscal year 1969 level. Due to this student increase
the DOD budget includes $2.9 million for additional staff. In determining this
enrollment estimate, consideration was given to the many variables which
affect our program such as changes in military missions, changes in the composition of the overseas dependent population and availability of base and economy
housing, and so forth. We will continue to monitor this fiscal year 1970 estimate
to insure that it represents the best possible estimate considering the variables
involved.
An amount of $1.7 million Is required to pay the increased cost of tuition for
sending students to schools in those locations where the Department of Defense
does not operate any schools.
Ba1ed upon statitles published by the U.S. Office of Education in its
publication, Fall 1968 Statistics of Public Schools, March 1969, the average
classroom /teacher ratio in the United States is 1: 23.1, the lowest ever on record.
Our current average teacher/pupil ratio as reported by the military department,4 is 1: 25.97. Thus, in order to provide a tvacher/pupil ratio comparable to
the U.S. ,average, $3.7 million is being requested.
We have planned -a model schools program in the European area begimlng
in fiscal year 1970 to 4rnprove individualized instruction and teacher preparation.
As the European area program is put into action and is evaluated, positive
reqltm will be extended to the Atlantic and Pacific areas. While the budget
figure for the model schools program originally indicated an amount of $0.4
million, we plan, to expend not more than $150,000 for fhis program.
To provide for tihe establishment of a school health program as an integral
part of the overseas dependents schools, which will include an appraisal of
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the health status of students; counseling students, parents, -and other medical
officials concerning appraisal findings; encouraging the correction of remedial
defects; assistance in identifying exceptional children; provision of emergency
care in cases of Injury or sudden illness, and so forth, $1.4 million is being

requested.
An amount of $0.8 million Is being requested to provide for such items'as
compensation for teachers who conduct extracurricula activity programs, and(
for administrative supplies and materials.
We believe that the requested resources will provide a sound educational
program for the dependents of military and civilian personnel stationed overseas.
These improvements will cause an increase in the average per pupil cost
(excluding our unique school costs and tuition-fee cost) for fiscal year 1970 to
$007.51 over the fiscal year 1909 average figure of $528.83 or an increase of
$78.68 per pupil.
Our dependents schools are still below the national average per pupil cost
of $657 for fiscal year 1900 as reported by the U.S. Office of Education for
comparable program elements
Attached are various schedules which have been requested by the committee
In previous years.
Mr. Chairman, I -appreciate the opportunity to submit this fttement for the
committee's use.
SCHEDULE 1.-1968-691 OVERSEAS TEACHERS' SCHOOL YEAR SALARY SCHEDULE, BACHELOR'S DEGREE
Class
IV

Class
V

I .......... $5,715 $6,250 $S,840 $7,485
2.......... 5,955 6,490 7,080 7,735
3..........
6,195 6,730 7,320 7,985
4.......... 6435 6,970 7,560 8,235
5.......... 6,675 7,210 7,800 8.485
6........
6,915 7,450 8,040 8,735
7........
7,155 7,690 8,280 8,985

$8,190
8,465
8,740
9,015
9.290
9,565
9,840

Step

Class
I

Class Class
II
III

Step
8..........
9........
10..........
11-------12..........
13........

Class
I

Class Class
II
III

Class
IV

Class
V

$7,395 $7,930 $8,520 $9,235 $10,115
7635 8,170 8,760 9,485 10,390
7,875 8.410 9,000 9,735 10,665
8,115 8.650 9,240 9,985 10,940
8355 8,890 9,480 10,235 11,215
8,595 9,130 9,720 10,485 11,490

MASTER'S DEGREE
I........
$6,255 $6,790 $7,380 $8,025
2.......... 6,520 7,055 7,645 8.290
3.......... 6,785 7,320 7,910 8,555
4........ 7,050 7,585 8,175 8,820
5-------- 7,315 7,850 8,440 9.085
6........7,580 8,115 8,705 9,350
7..........
7,845 8,380 8,970 9,615

$8,730
9,020
9,310
9,600
9,890
10.180
10,470

8.......... $8,110 $8,465 $9,235 $,1880$10,760
9--------8,375 8,910 9,500 10,145 11,050
10.- -...8,640 9,175 9,765 10.410 11,340
11......... 8,905 9,440 10,030 10,675 11,630
12.......... 9,170 9,705 10,295 10,940 11,920
13.......... 9,435 9.970 10,560 11,205 12,210
14 .......... 9,700 10,235 10,825 11,470 12,500

MASTER'S DEGREE PLUS 30 HOURS CREDIT
I.......... $6,590
2........ 6,855
3........
7,120
4.......... 7,385
5........ 7,650
6........
7,915
7........
8,180
8........8,445

$7,125
7,390
7'655
7,920
8,185
8.450
8.715
8,980

17,715 $8,360
1,980 8.840
8,24S 8,920
8,510 9,200
8,775 9,480
9,040 9,760
9,305 10,040
9,570 10,320

$9,065
9,365
9,665
9,965
10,265
10,565
10,865
11,165

9.......... $8,710
10 .......... 8,975
11.......... 9,240
12 .......... 9,505
13 ..........
9,770
14 .......... 10,035
15....... 10,300
.

$9,245
9,510
9,775
10,040
10,305
10,570
10,835

$9,835
10,100
10,365
10,630
10,895
11,160
11,425

$10,600
10880
11.160
11,440
11,720
12,000
12,280

$11,465
11,765
12,065
12,365
12,665
12,965
13,265

DOCTOR'S DEGREE
1.......... $6,925
2........ 7,200
3.......... 7,475
4........
7,750
5.......... 8,025
6.........
8,300
7.........
8,575
8.......... 8,850

$7,460
7,735
8,010
8,285
8,560
8,835
9,110
9,385

$8,050
8,325
8,600
8,875
9,150
9,425
9,700
9,975

$8,695
8,985
9,275
9,565
9,855
10,145,
10,435
10,725

$9,400
9,715
10,030
10,345
10,660
10,975
11,290
11,605

Effective at the beginning of school year 1968-69.

9.......
1..........
12 ........
13 ..........
14 ..........
15 ..........

$ 9,125
9,400
9675
9,960
10,225
10,500
10,775

$9,860 $10260 $01,15 $11,920
9,935
525 1,305
2,235
10,210 10,800 11,595 12,550
10,485 11,075 11,885 12,865
10,760 11,350 12,175 13,180
11,035 11,625 12,465 13,495
11,310 11,900 12,755 13,810
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SCHEDULE 2.-OVERSEAS TEACHERS' SCHOOL YEAR SALARY SCHEDULE, 1969-701 BACHELOR'S DEGREE
Step

Class
I

Class Class
I1
Ill

Class
IV

........$8,120 $8,740 $7,420
,170
2-----.
6,375 6,995 7,675 8,440
3........
6,630 7,250 7,930 8,710
45.........
........7140
6885 7,605
7,760 8,185
8,440 8,980
9,250
6........7,395 8.015 8,695 9.520
7........ 7,650 8,270 8,950 9,790

Class
V

Step

Class Class
I
II

$8.,
8.......
$7,905
9,295 9......... 8160
9,595 10........8,415
9,
11.
1 8,870
"0,9
10,495
13........9,180
10,795

Class
Ill

Class
IV

Class
V

$8,525 $9,205 $10060 $1,095
8,780 9,460 10,330 11,395
9035 9715 10,600 11,695
9,290 10.225
9,970 11,140
10,870 12,295
11,995
95
9,800 10,480 11,410 12,595

MASTER'S DEGREE
I..........
2..........
3..........
4..........
5
6........
7........

$6,735 $7,355 $8,035 $8,785 $9,610 8.........
7,020 7,640 8,320 9,080 9,930 9..........
7,305 7,925 8,605 9,375 10,250 10 ..........
7,590 8,210 8,890 9,670 10,570 11........
7........7875
8,495 9.175 9,965 10890 12........
8,160 8,780 9,460 10,260 11,210 13.......
8,4459,065 9,745 10,55511,53014......:

$8,730
9,015
9,300
9,585
9,870
10,155
10,440

$9,350 $10,030 $10,850 $11,850
9,635 10,315 11,145 12 170
9,920 10.600 11,440 12,490
10,205 10,885 11,735 12,810
10,490 11,170 12,030 13,130
10,775 11,455 12,32513,450
11,060 11,740 12,620 13,770

MASTER'S DEGREE
PLUS 30 HOURS CREDIT
I.......... $7,110 $7,730 $8,410 $9,160 $9,9859.......... $9,390
2........
7,395 8,015 8,695 9,465 10,320 10 .......... 9,675
3........ 7,680 8,300 8,980 9,770 10,655 1........ 9,960
4........ 7,965 8,585 9,265 10,075 10,990 12 .......... 10,245
5........ 8,250 8,870 9,550 10380 11,325113.......10,530
6........
8,535 9,155 9,835 10,68511,66014 ........
10,815
7........
8,820 9,440 10,120 10,990 11995 15 .......... 11,100
8........ 9,105 9,725 1 ,405 11,295 12,330

$10,010 $10,690 $11,600 $12,665
10,295
10,975 11,905 13,000
10,580 11,M60 12,210 13,335
10,865 11,545 12,515 13,670
11,150 11,830 12,820 14,005
11,435 12,115 13,125 14,340
11,720 12,400 13,430 14,675

DOCTOR'S DEGREE
1..........
$7,460 $8,080 $8,760 $9,510 $10,335
9 ..........
$9,820 $10,440 $11,120 12,030 $13,095
2.......... 7,755 8,375 9,055 9,825 0,680 10 .......... 10,115 10735 11,415 12,345 13,440
3.......... 8,050 8,670 9,350 10,140 11,025 11.......... 10,410 11,030 11,710 12,660 13,785
4.......... 8,345 8,965 9.645 10,455 11,370 12......... 10,705 11,325 12,005 12,975 14,130
5.......... 8640 9,260 9,940 10,770 11,715 13 ........
11,000 11,620 12,300 13,290 14,475
6........ 8,935 9,555 10,235 11,085 12,060 14.......
11,295 11,915 12,595 13,605 14,820
7........ 9230 9,850 10,530 1 ,400 12,405 15.......
11,590 12,210 12,890 13,920 15,165
8.......... 9,525 10,145 10,825 11,715 12,750
'Effective at the beginning of school year 1969-70.
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SCHEDULE 3.-OVERSEAS DEPENDENTS EDUCATION
In millions of dollars
Fiscal r6
............................................
1. Administrative costs
Salaries of personnel above school level ...................
Sa)
b)Personnel benefits .....................................
0 Travel .................................................
d) supplies ...............................................
2. Education costs .................................................

Ia)

Saareso
teachers .............................
of pinipl..............................3.43.39
Salaries
() Salaries of clerical personnel. ........................
Salaries of other employees .............................
) Personnel benefits................................
f) Instructional supplies, textbooks and library books,
equi meant........

Misal yeaar

Fiscal

3.1
2.4
.. 1
.3
3
58.8

3.5
2.8
.1
.3
3
70.7

39.6
.2.3
2.4
3.4

50.1
2.9
2.9
4.3

3.8
3.0
.2
.3
.3
87.8
60. 0
3.1
5.2
5.3

7.0

5.8

8.4

.2
.......
s l..............
(a) Innovations and
.4
.4
Summer school teachers salaries ........................
.4
.3
costs .............................................
Oother
16.6
15.0
3. Support costs ..................................................
5.4
4.5
SSalaries of support personnel .............................
.I
.I
...........................
Personnel benefits
1.9
1.6
Custodial services at school facilities.....................
.5
1.0
Contractual services, other ...............................
4.5
Transportation ..........................................
3.0
2.8
Utilities ...............................................
.5
5
Other costs (rents and supplies) ...........................
90.8
76.9
Subtotal, costs of DODschools..........................
4.9
3.8
Less reimbursement for non.DOD students ...........................
85.9
73.1
costs ............................................
Total, DOD
(163 283)
(145,470)
(Estimated number of pupils in DODschools) ....................
(5. 83)
(502.35)
Cost per pupil) .................................................
10.3
schools ..................................... 12.1
4. Costs unique to DOD
1.5
1.2
Host nation teachers ... ............................
(a)
Costs of living and quarters allowance, foreign post differen3.9
3.1
tais .................................................
5.6
5.1
(c) PCs travel of civilian personnel ...........................
1.1
9
..............
monitors)
board,
and
(room
(d)Cost of domitorles
7.5
6.4
5. Panama Canal Zone Company schools tuition fees ..................
6.9
5.4
6. Tuition fees for other tuition fee schools ...........................
112.4
195.2
costs .............................................
Total DOD
649)
('181
(1163.294)
(Estimated number of pupils including tuition) ........................
(61b. 50)
Cost per pupil) ................................................... (58 91)

1.0
.4
.5
19.0
5.6
.I
2.1
1.5
5.9
3.3
.5
110.6
5.5
105.1
(173.000)
(607.51)
14.4
2.3
4.7
6.3
1.1
8.5
7.6
135.6
('191 583)
(707.91)

i Includes for comparability with fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year !470, $6,686,000 not in limitation of $88,500,000 in
fiscal year 1968.
kindergarten pupils In fiscal year 1969, 19,052 in fiscal year 1970; fiscal year 1968 includes only 702
$includes 15.332
pupils Inthe Canal 'one.
kindergarten
1970
SCHEDULE 4.-OVERSEAS DEPENDENTS EDUCATION RECONCILIATION FISCAL YEAR 1969 AND FISCAL YEAR
PROGRAMS
In millions
of dollars
112.4
Fiscal year 1969 estimate ..............................................................................
Fiscal year 1970 Increases:
3.7
........................................................
employees
86-91
1. Pay raise for Public Law
1.8
2. Within.grade Increases .........................................................................
and
students
Increased
to
due
accomplished
not
but
1969
year
fiscal
3. RestoratIon of program approved In
4.3
late implementation .........................................................................
4. Annual procurement of textbooks and library books (ttime savings in fiscal year 1969 due to accounting . 5
procedure change).. .........................
2.9
............................
5. Estimated Increase Instudent enrollment..........
7
..................................
6. Estimated Increase intuition fees ...........
3.7
7. Improvement Inteacher staffing ratios.......................................................... . 4
8, DOD model school progisam .....................................................................
1.4
9. Standardized school nurse program .............................................................
8
10. Other .........................................................................
135.
Fiscal year 1970 request ................................................................
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SCHEDULE 5.-ESTIMATE BY SERVICE BASED ON CURRENT GEOGRAPHICAL RESPONSIBILITIES
tIn thousands of dollars)

Army (Europe)

......................................

.av.Ant.c)
....................................

AirFoce (Pacific)...........

..

.........

Total ......................................................

Fiscal year

Fiscal year

58,768

64,353

25, 059

34,545

13,453

11,359

95,186

112,351

Fiscal yer
81,6J9

15.678

38,287
135,624

SCHEDULE 6.-FISCAL YEAR 1970 SAVINGS RESULTING FROM CHANGES IN OVERSEAS
ENROLLMENT
DOD enrollment

Grm
ades I to 12 ..................................
Kindergarten ...................................

Budget

Revised I

$102,000
14,000

$97,810
10,240

Total ....................................................................
Air Force:
Grades I to 12 ..................................
Kindergarten ...................................

46.314
5,300

44,200
4,750

Total ....................................................................
"Grades
I to 12..................................
Kindergarten ..............................
Panama Canal Zone .......................

.

Change

-$4,190 ..............
-3,760
-7,950

-2,664

-207

Based on opening day enrollment.

I

Anticipated increase of Panama Canal Zone tuition fee charges offsets savings.

2.0

-405.........
-20 ..............
+218 ..............

Total ...................................................................
I

$3.7

-2,114 ..............
-550

5,229
680
7,618

5,634
700
7,400

Savings

'0

SCHEDULE 7.-ESTIMATED ENROLLMENTS IN TUITION.FEE SCHOOLS
Fiscal yrear

Fiscal 169
ear
198

Fiscal 1970
year

C3nal Zone:
Kindergarten .................................................
Grades 1 to 6.................................................
Grades 7to 12 ................................................
Junior college................................................

704
3,99.
2,208
105

830
4,C05
2,243
125

706
4,061
2,542
91

Subtotal ...................................................
Other
tuition schools: Grades I to
12 ................................

7,012
11,497

7,203
11,499

7,400
11,183

Total enrollment ............................................

18,509

18,702

18,583

SCHEDULE 8.-CLASSROOM TEACHER/PUPIL RATIO BY ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL
All operating public school
systems In the United States
Year
1967to 1968 ........................................
1968
to 1969 ........................................
1969
to 1970 ........................................

DODservice.operated schools

Elementary

Secondary

Elementary

Secondary

126.3
125.4
325.2

20.3
20.3
20.2

'28.9
227.3
1425.2

21,5
23.1
420.5

'"Fall 1968 Statistics of Public Schools," U.S.Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
'Information from Department of Defense overseas dependents schools.
"Projection of Educational Statistics to 1978-79," U.S.Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, OE 10030-69.
Estimated.
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SCHEDULE 9.-COMPARISON OF TEACHER'S SALARIES, 1967-70
IComparison of the 1967-70 salary schedules for classroom teachers In the overseas dependents schools with the
salary schedules lot 1969-701
BACHELOR'S DEGREE
Step

Salary
schedule,
1967-68

2...............
3..............
4..............
...............
6..............
7...............

Salary
schedule
1968-69

$5320
5350
5,800
6,010
6,240
6,470
6:700

$5715
5955
6,195
6,435
6.675
6,915
7,155

Salary
schedule
1969-70'
$6,120
6,375
6,630
6,885
7,140
7,395
7,650

Step

Salary
schedule
1967-68

............. $6,930
97.............. 7,160
10 .............
7,390
11........
7,620
12............
7850
13.............
8,080

S
suchedue,
1968-69

schedule
1969-70

$7,395
7,635
7,875
8,115
8,355
8,595

$7,905
8.160
8,415
8,610
8,925
9.180

$7,535
7,785
8,035
8,285
8,535
8,785
9,035

$8,110
8,375
8,640
8,905
9,170
9,435
9,700

$8,730
9,015
9,300
9,585
9,870
10.155
10,440

$8,050
8,300
8,550
8,800
9,050
9,300
9,550

$8,710
8,975
9,240
9,505
9,770
10,035
10,300

$9,390
9,675
9,960
10:245
10,530
10,815
11,100

$8,430
8,690
8,950
9210
9470
9,730
9,990

$9,125
9,400
9,675
9,950
10,225
10,500
10:775

820
t0,115
10,410
10,705
11,000
11,295
11,590

MASTER'S DEGREE
I...............
$5,785
2...............
6,035
3...............
6,285
4...............
6,535
5...............
6 785
6...............
7:C35
7...............
7,285

$6.255
6,520
6,785
7,050
7,315
7,580
7,845

$6,735
7,020
7,305
7,590
7,875
8,160
8,445

8...............
9...............
10..............
11.............
12.............
13.............
14..............

MASTER'S DEGREE PLUS 30 HOURS
I...............
2...............
3...............
4...............
65........
..............
7...............
8...............

$6,050
6,300
6,550
6,800
7,050
7300
7,550
7,800

$6,590
6,855
7,120
7,385
7,650
7,915
8 180
8,445

$7,110 9...............
7,39510 ..............
7,680 11..............
7,965 12.............
8,250 13
8,535
14 .............
...........
..
8,820 15 ..............
9,105
DOCTOR'S DEGREE

I...............
$6,350
2..............
6,610
3...............
6,870
4...............
7,130
5...............
7,390
6...............
7,650
7...............
7,910
8...............
8,170

$6,925
7,200
7,475
7,750
8,025
8,300
8,575
8,850

$7,460
7,755
8,050
8,345
8,640
8,935
9,230
9,525

9.............
10..............
It .............
12.............
13..............
14.............
15.............

SOIIEDULE 10-FRINOF BENEFITS AVAILABLE TO OVERSEAS TEACHERS NOT
REFLECITED IN SALARY'S
Teachers in the overseas dependents schools of the Department of Defense are
eligible to receive the same benefits that are provided for other civil service entployees in foreign areas by the Overseas Differential and Allowance Act, Publie
Law 86-707. The regulations governing payment of such benefits are issued by
the Department of State and are contained it a manual titled, "Department of
State Standardized Regulations (Government Civilians Foreign Areas)."
The benefits which may be paid to Department of Defense employees (including

teachers) are as follows:

1. Lvitg quarters allotvancc.-This is intended to reimburse an employee for
substantially all of his costs for other temporary or residence quarter wherever
Government-rented or Governn;ent-owned quarters are not provided without
charge. Teachers receive Government quarters or their quarters allowance or
stora :e of household effects during the sunmer recems between school years.
Thu majority of the teachers are provided Government quarters without charge,
Most are single and are provided a room in bachelor officer quarters.
2. Post allowance.-A cost-of-living allowance granted to an employee statloed
at a post where the cost of living, exclusive of quarters cost, is substantially
higher than In Washington, D.C.
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3. Separate maintenance allowance.-An allowance to assist an employee to
meet the additional expense of maintaining his dependents other than at his post
assignment when he is not permitted by the Government to take them to his post.
By regulation the Department of Defense does not permit payment of this allowance except at posts which are specifically approved by the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Manpower and Reserve Affairs). It has been authorized to be paid in
Korea, Iceland, Greenland, and other certain isolated posts. For teachers the
amount of the allowance would be $2,500 per year for one adult dependent, $2,000
for an adult and one additional dependent.
4. Post diffcrential.-Additional compensation of 10, 15. 20, or 25 percent of
basic compensation granted for service at places in foreign areas where conditions of environment differ substantially from conditions of environment in the
continental United States and warrant additional compensation as a recruitment
and rentention incentive. It is authorized only when the post Involves extraordinarily difficult living conditions, excessive physical hardship, or notably uinhealthful conditions.
No post differential is payable in Europe, Japan, or Okinawa. Examples of
places where Department of Defense dependents schools are located for which
a post differential has been authori?;c, are:
20
-------------------------------------------------------Korea
10,15
-------------------------------------------------Philippines
10,15,20
-------------------------------------------------Taiwan
5. Mcdical carc.-Civilian employees lit foreign areas are furnished medical
care at the rate of $1 for each outpatient treatment.
Inpatient treatment Is $45 per day. (This amount Is usually covered In full by
the major medical provisions available to teachers under the Federal Employees
health Benefits Act.)
6. (Jomnilssarlcs and post cichange.-Civilian personnel in foreign areas are
authori7ed use of post exchange and if in housekeeping facilities are usually
authorized use of military service commissaries. No data are available as to potential savings in foreign areas as actual savings are dependent on costs of items
on the local market and the extent of utilization.
SCHEDULE 1O.-EXAMPLES OFTOTAL COMPENSATION PAID TEACHERS IN OVERSEAS DEPENDENTS SCHOOLS
FORSCHOOL YEARS 196849
Schools location
Frankfurt, Germany ..................
Madrid, Spain ........................
Ankara,.Turkey .......................
Argentio Newfoundland ... ...........
Tokyo, Japan .........................
Okinawa ........................
Seoul, Korea ..........................

Basic com- Post differ.
ential
pensation

Post allow.
ance

Quarters
allowance

Total

$1,400
,195 ............................
1,400
, 195 ............................
1,500
6,195 ....................... .
1,000
6.195
$619.50
;...
. ..
1,300
6,195 ............................
.
000
6,195.......................
6,195
1,177.05 ..............3.000

$7,595.00
7,595.00
7695.00
7.814.50
7,495.00
7,195.00

10,372.05

1. Salary rates shown are, those for teachers with a bachelor's degree, in the
third year of teachings. The overseas dependents schools require 2 years of
experience prior to employment.
2. The leave plan for the overseas dependent. schools Is patterned after the
.ommon practices in public schools lit the United States. Ieave practices are
conipa rable.
3. Teachers in the dependents schools are covered by the civil service retirement plan and a deduction of 01 percent of salary Is made. Teachers retirement
plans In the United States include social security and usually a supplementary
State, county, or city plan, Although the civil service plan is probably more
liberal, few teachers remain lona enough to bnofit. On separation the overseas
teachers may request a refund with interest of the amount deducted from their
salary.
4. Quarters allowances shown are the maximum that may be paid a single
teacher. Actual amounts paid are approximate cost of quarters not to exceed
the maximum. As a practical matter most teachers are furnished Government
quarters without charge, usually a room In the bachelor officers quarters.
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5. Value of medical care is nominal. Outpatient treatment charge is $1; how.
ever, inpatient treatment is $45 per day.
0. No figure is shown for the value of commissary and post exchange privileges
as it depends upon the cost of items on the local market and the extent to which
these facilities are used.
7. Overseas teachers receive transportation at Government expense to and
from their post of duty. Costs depend upon the district and mode of travel.
SCHEDULE II.-NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS AND TEACHER POSITIONS IN DODOVERSEAS DEPENDENTS
SCHOOLS
Number of
teacher
positions

Number of
applications
Fiscal year: '
1969' ..................................................................
19681 ................................................................
1967 ...................................................................
1966 ..................................................................
1965 ...................................................................

1,735
1,115
1,407
1,688
1,676

8,105
7.450
6,313
5,251
4,554

1Fiscal year Isthe year in which most of the recruiting actions take place. Most applications are received between January and May for positions for the following school year. The number of positions is for the following school year.
SFinal information.
SCREDULF 12

Experience in ovcrscas dcpcndcnts schools
Teachers, 1968-6.1
Years of experience, 1968-69:
school year
1
------------------------------------------------2,i77

2

-------------------------------------------------

43 - - - -------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

S

--------------------------------------------------

67 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------- --------------------- -----------------

1,30,1
788
5a,5
404

-- -

330
267

--------------------------------------------------

235

9
-------------------------------------------------10 or more
-------------------------------------------

178
691

8

Total

-------------------------------------------------

7,248

SCHEDULE 13.-LENGTH OF TIME TEACHERS HAVE BEEN OVERSEAS
1966-67
Percent of
Number
total
1st ................................
1,829
29.0
2d...........................
930
14.7
3d .................................
855
13.6
4th...............................
548
8.7
Sth ................................
465
7.4
6th ................................
346
5.5
71h ...............................
280
4.4
811
................................
216
3.4
9th ...............................
157
2.5
loth or more .......................
679
10.8
Total ........................
6,305
100.0
Summary:
lst through 4th .................
4,162
66.0
5th through Sth .................
1,464
23.2
lOth or more ...................
619
10.8

1967-68
Percent of
Number
total
2,243
1,227
673
455
315
265
251
186
123
508
6,246
4,598
1,140
50

36.0
19.9
11.0
7.0
5.0
4.0
3.9
2.9
1.8
8.3
100.0
73.5
18.2
8.3

1968-69
Percent of
Number
total
2,477
1,304
788
565
404
336
267
235
178
694
7,248

34.2
18.0
10.9
7.8
5.6
4.6
3.7
3.2
2,5
9.5
100.0

5,134
1,420
694

70.9
19 6
9.5
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ADDITIONAL FUNDING FOR NAVAL SHIPS
WITNESSES
HON. L. MENDEL RIVERS, CHAIRMAN, HOUSE ARMED SERVICES
COMMITTEE
HON. CHARLES E. BENNETT, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA

HON. ALVIN E. O'RONSKI, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF WISCONSIN
JOHN R. BLANDFORD, CHIEF COUNSEL, HOUSE ARMED SERVICES
COMMITTEE
GEORGE NORRIS, COUNSEL, HOUSE ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE
Mr. MAIJoN. The committee will come to order.
The Committee oil Armed Services has battled long and valiantly
in connection with Defense authorizations this year. Our good friend
and colleague, Mr. Rivers, has expremsed a desire to appear before our
committee and make a statement to us pr*or to our action on the
markup on the Defense appropriations bill.
Mr. Chairman, we are pleased to have you and members of your
staff before us. The floor is yours.
Mr. RIVERS. Mr. Chairman, I thank you very much for letting me
come before the committee.
When you told me last night. that I could come th's morning I did
not have time to make copies of my statement. We got it together as
hastily as we could and I hope I can coherently tell you what I have
in mind.
I have with me Mr. Norris on my right, and the chief counsel, Mr.
Blandford, on my left, and Mr. O'Konski, who represents Mr. Arends,
who favors this bill, so this bill is favored by the committee.
If you will remember, the Conference report passed the House
unanimously. 'We didn't even have a rolicall on it.
Mr. Chairman, it is an honor to appear before you again. The last
time I appeared before you representing the committee, Mr. Vinson
sent me here to ask you to give us planes for an airlift which didn't
exist. You responded by giving us money to buy some 130-E's by
lputting a tank and a pylon on wings and an extension tank which gave
these 130-E's a range of 1,000 miles. "E" meant extended range. You
also gave us money to convert some 135 tankers for emergency airlift.
We still have them in our inventory.
I come again, Mr. Chairman, to tell you about the naval fleet as
best I know how.
After talking to Mr. Vinson I asked him to give me some advice
on what we should do for the Navy. You will be surprised how current he is. Today is his birthday. 'lie is 86 rears old today.
Mr. Vinson gave me his idea on how to handle this.
I went to the Navy to get their highest priority list, the list with
which they went to the budget out of DOD and this is what is contained here. This is their list and not mine.
Then we went. to conferene, ond $1 billion additional was involved.
There was a new carrier, a CVAN70. The CVAN69 is being funded this
year but we added the CVANT0. In conference Senator Stennis spe-
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cifically said he could not agree even to put on the long lead time
items for a new carrier because lie made a statement on the floor which
bound him. That is what lie said so it was knocked out.
We worked out as a compromise $415 million out of that $1 billion
additional which the House passed.
Mr. BLANDFORD. In addition to the amount authorized in the President's budget.
Mr. RivERs. That is right. This was over and above the President's
budget.
I have a report here, The Status of Naval Ships, I would like to
give you if you do not have it. It was made by Mr. Bennett with
regard to the condition of our fleet.
Mr. MA1HoN. We have copies but we would be glad to have the
additional copies.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is a fine compilation, one of the finest I have
ever seen.
Mr. RivEns. The Chief of Naval Operations in Great Britain says
it is a best-seller in Great Britain.
Mr. AvDREWS. I am sure it would sell well in Russia, too.
U.S. VERSUS SOVIET NAVY

Mr. RIVERS. In this report the situation of this Navy, we found 58
percent of all the Navy ships were 20 years old or older; 58 percent of
the Soviet Navy was 10 years old or younger. Less than one-quarter of
1 percent of the Soviet Navy was 20 years old. The Soviet Navy is
modern in every way. I have a set of piictures of the new ships which
I can pass among you. They have new propulsion equipment, new
radars, and new missiles.
While the Soviets' surface naval forces are considerable, the Soviet
sulbmarine forces aire a technical marvel according to Admiral
Rickover.
The Soviets have a submarine force of 375 all built since World
War II. They are turning out nuclear submarines in such volume that
their number of nuclear submarines will equal ours by the end of this
year.
-. They can make over 20 a year. The Sovi'ets can turn out
one ballist ic missile sul)marine a month at least.
They have built up ship design teams that have stayed together
through the development of various stages of all types of ships.
They have an educational ba, of 168.000 engineers a year, and that,
was back in 1966, whereas we had only 36,000.
The Leningrad Ship)building Instilute had 7.000 students in 1966
studying naval architecture and marine engineering. 'We did not even
have 400.
Compared to the Soviet navy, our Navy is old and deteriorating.
The machinery is wearing out. The electronic equipment cannot be updated under any conditions. It just. cannot be. It is out of date and
out of whack.
Their service is a drain upon manpower and funds. Jane's saysand that is the bible-that they are becoming a liability rather than
a protection.
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SOVIET NAVY

ACTIVITII'

With their new ships the Soviets tire engaging in Imiore activities
a way from their home waters. They keep ships contitiously in tle
Iniidian Oeean and tire rapidly filling t he vacuiuim created by tile British
witli the withdrawal of their fleet east of Suez.
They have engaged in replenishment activities in the South Atlantic
tor their submarines which have opelledl new taeies for tile Soviets
'Ind new al)1)rolehes to tile U.S. homeland.
i' Soviet activities are not limited to their navv. 'rte Soviet
iiierchallt marine is costly under 1t) years ol. It is plying the ocealls
hot oily along tile Alriean shores biit eveli iiiore Important trade
routes suclh as those which 111nd Altstralia with FIurope.
ite me(literranean Sea is rapidly becoming a Soviet lake. There
:ir1e practically 110 liberty ports left for tile Sixth Fleet. Maneuver
areas are )einig reduced ((oistitllly. AlIost ile entire northern coast
of Afriea is in Soviet hands. We atre being forced out of Libya. Even
,ur NATO partners in Turkey ]ave reservations about V.i. Naval
vessels
entering
ports.
Ait ally
given Turkish
tlile there
tire anywhere front 200 to 50 Soviet ships Ill
le Mediterranean. Soviet sublrmes range throughout the world.
Soviet trawlers may be found ofl every Major port in tile lUnited
States. Thev have a trawler down at 'harleston
and they have
h)I-aticallv an APO there. When they come to Charleston the;y have
t,) go)around this trawler which stands just off the mouth of the
Iarhor, and I ai11 not kidding. The same thing applies il N
England and at Norfolk and down there where they shoot missiles.
'I'lev maintain Constant surveillance over the home ports of our
Polaris sulunarines. This I know.
EI:I)IUSNEss 01 T IILIEAT

If this were not bad enough, look at tile buildup in tit ('Chinese
( minlist Navy. Superiml)ose that on ourIproblem.
The lhral, Mr. (halrman, exists today. It is far more serious than
lle AnieriC1t people want to believe. Seapower is something
g we have
dlA. takei bior granted. Yet our naval supremacy is disappearing in
iIrot of oli'

very eyes.

If I might pai-ap rase Churchill in reverse, we are presiding over
llie liquidation of our Navy and yet we are doing nothing.
ACTION

O'

('ONI'EIIEES

The bill hamt lhe administration sent up to its as passed by the
',,'hale called for $2 ., billion in shipbuilding and conversion. It
included 17 new ships, of which 14 were warships. It also had 17 coilversions. 'rhie House added all additional billion dollars in shipbuilding but in conference we settled for $415 million.
After we had the conference the items added were the nine highest
priorities that the Navy had except for the long leadtime items for
the CVAN 70 which we will have to work out.
We added $20 million for advance procurement for nuclear attack
-mllmarinles.
Mr. Suct-s. For one submarine?
:16-735-69-pt. 7-23
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Mr, Rivrlus. We added an additional $20 million for long leadtine
items for five advanced attack submarines. We added two frigates for

conversion. These are tile Navy's highest priorities.
We added the long leadtine items for two additional frigate coltversions. We added three destroyers of the DD) 963 class. We added advance procurement for one nucear frigate. We added two ocean stirface tugs. We added conversion for 10 ocean minesweepers and we
added one destroyer tender. These were the Navy's highest )riorities
and they aggregated $415 million.
I'REEI)O01OF TiE SEAS

Tile United States has long had the freedom of the seas. We hav
relied for almost all of our history upon the British maintaining their
seapower. Now the British have 11ad to withdraw frol the priorr JI)osition of eminence.
Now the Soviet navy coimnander has boasted thait t1: "flag of
the Soviet Navy flies proudly over the oceans of the world. Sooner
or later the Un;ited States will have to understand it no longer has
mastery of the seas."
They learned in a hurry fromn the tinniliating experience they had
r
in the Cublan missile crisis. U sing Amiericani seapower, l)ased Ipri'iiii-rly
to
able
were
we
ships,
other
150
on eight aircraft carriers and nearly
place aIblockade around Cuba that gave the Soviets time to rethink
a Iliost
and gave the United States time to llan further action. It was
amazing demonstration of what seapower can (o-anlt yet Cuba
was within reach of land-based planes.
Following the Cuban crisis President Kennedy said

and especially of the past f'w
If there Is any lesson of the twentieth century.
and air this country must
space
in
advances
the
of
spite
In
that
Is
it
years,
still move easily and safely across the seas of the world,

ii'
Sf

i

"

ell

FUNDING OF NAVY AUTHORIZATION

Our committee has tried to do its job. The conferees went almost
half way with us on the add-ons, adding on $415 million. recognizilig
the deplorable condition of our fleet. today, since they recel-ied the
.
.
same briefings we do.
,
It may be already too late to begin a large-seale naval shipbuilding
tle
aimd
ship
a
build
to
years
construct ion program. It takes 3 to 4
bell mayI)e afreadv tolling for the ili.e of the supremacy of he seas
that one belonged"to America, I dont know.
i our job. We lived through a (conelr-t
Mr. Chairman, we have done
if:
ence that I didn't think would have an end.
()iscussion held off the record.)
Mr. Riv:ns. I recognize, too, Mr. Chairman, that y'ou have a jo,
and there are a lot of high priorities. This is not tile )iol)lemil now. hie
problem is to do our jo) and let somebody else face the otir dilemmna.
I recognize the ugelncv of tile F-I 4 and the u1,',,en('y of the new F-15,
that the Soviets have'pro(luced new fighter prototypes aud are even \a
now producing a new bomber.

This I guarantee. I didn't get this from 'Mel Laird originally, aid
yon have tile same source that I have.

tit

il1
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IMPORTANCE OF SEIAPIOWEl

But I think we have to remember that seapower gives us a form of
defense that has no other equal. You cannot preplot tihe positions of
,iaval vessels. You cannot make a carrier inoperable with parades, sit,Iowns, and demonstrations. You cannot. deny landing rights to a carier at sea. She is where she wants to be as long is she has those l)lanes
on her deck and those missiles to give her protection, and indeed she is
the best bastion anywhere on earth, on the seas, or under the seas.
'lhere is nothing that can defendus as a carrier. Never forget that.
I'here are doul)ting Thoniases who say a carrier is vulnerable. 'This is
not a fact.
Seapower is it projection of America's foreign policy unfettered by
treaties, agreements or world opinion. It is just as essential for our
survival as 2 and 2 equals 4.
PUNI)! N(1

O-' AUTIOllIZATION

()ur ileonmittee has done its job and we have issued our reports,
prepared a bill with the complete support of the Navy and we know
what the highest priority items are. The'y are in tlh,authorization
bill now on the President's desk.
The funding, of coMse, is your reSl)onsi)ilit y, It is il) to voN.
The ultimate responsibility will be in the President's ha;ds hut if
v'on fund tie full amount that we have authorized, von will have fulfilled your responsibility under the Constitution. I 'lave quoted it so
touch to McNamara that I will never forget it. Only Congress can pirovido an army and navy, and only the President can the commander in
chief of what we give him. The reverse is not true.
1e are not sulpposedI only to give the President what lie says
Ih wants. When we get the facts we are supposed to fulfill our
'Ns
ponsibility.
With great deference, great admiration, and I can assure you the
i.reatest. respect I can engender for any committee as yours, I urge
' with all the conviction I possess to give the Navy tie money for
ilhships it needs. This is only a drop in the bucket and it is far .short,
I can assure you. Put Admiral Moorer under oath and see what he
will tell you. I got this from the Navy and I will give it to you. 'Ihese
are the sliips.
f will end with this statement: There is no strategy in the most
,t,.ret, archives of the Joint Chiefs for Europe or anywhere else that
o,,es not presuppose that the Navy will control the seas. I want you
to know that the Navy is responsible for over 90 percent of the logistic
lift support. That is why I have come to you. I have come to you to
fulfill hny responsibility 'because I just, cannot sleep if I do not follow
(hat to the end of the road. This is my end of the road.
fi your wisdom you may say "We cannot give you all." Iowever,
whatever you can give be sure and include this.
I-ow d( you know the ]"resident's budget. would decide that this
Navy may le a little more important than OEO or the IIEW or some
)ther things for which we are spending money? These are not near as
important If you do not have survival the rest is a moot question.
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Ml-. Milo x. ''llhainl

yon. Mr. Chai riInuI,

for your' inilmissioned IInd(1

it itid r5essive l)leseilta( ion.
iitterlv siIcere an
Mr: lritvsR.

I will try to aiswer any quest ions.

Mr..l. Mlox. Would the gent leman from Wisc, sin have anything
to add.
Mr. O'KLox'saK. No, excel)t it sui1l)ort %-lit
lmy clairman11ll ha1is said.
Mr.M.+lo.N. Would tihe genltleiuiaiu from Florida care to add inythingl?
Mr. Hxuxim-r. After this line l)ITsVIltatioll I (hott think I ,h11hul
ald IImiciI. I (1o want to say thaI I was chlairmain of the Sell Iowel.
Silmicomniiittee and as, it result of flis studyi11 an (oviiieed t here awe

soam vessels of tile Russians which
. I t hinak this should be
brougliht to an ed.
I also wouhl like to eIIIl)hIlsize flait I feel we coul really see some
saving Iby having a moore mo(lermn Navy. In other words, I l)elieve we
will actially save mnmeyv
pulling dovn on liersoiiel which is really
the Imlost expensive hiig If we modernize cerain ships of our Navy.
Mr. Mi-,;. I think we all agree hat the Navy is i direof
;e
add it ional modern izat ion.
Aii (jitestions fiom iiy c(olleagiies? 'This has been a lielpjfuil )reselltat ion.
MIl. simus. Mr. ('ha irmoan, I feel t1hat thi ishas been a great lreseitat ion, a most iilIj)ortant one to this committee. I am glad I had the

rivilege of hearing it.
ASSURNCE

,oM
XY WiLL RE SPENT

May I ask Mr. Rivers-do you have any assurance that the Navy
will lie I)ermitted to send this money ?
Mr. lv-its. No. IHowever, I have tile conviction and the comlflele
feeling that tle IPresident of the TIunited States is not in colcrele.
Wliii f talked to him about this lie approved the additional billion
dollarss which I introduced. lie told tie "We dotl have to f1und it this
year, (1o we ?" Mel said "No." I said "You don't have to fund all of
it bult I will not let you off the hook."

( )iscussion held off the record.)
Mr'. RivERs. I wish you could hear Mr. Vinson's story of how le
got the two-ocean Navy started. It, sounded like something out of a
story hook. lie had nofiody with him and yet they spent that money
,1111d wanted more.
If the money is not spent I would rather have it in the Treasmy.
AUTIIORIZATION OF NUCLEAR SUBS

M,'. Snmvs. Mr. Chairman, I have been quite concerned about the
recent Russian emphasis on modern nuclear submarines. I am coiviiced that they are moving much more rapidly than we are in that
lea.
I note that. you propose. only one new submarine. I am surprised

at this situation. You can comment on the reason for it.

Mr. Nonius. The bill as passed by the Senate contained three new
attack sul)mnarines. It also contained $90 million for long leadtime
items for five submarines for next year.
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Wo added $20 million for additional hog leadtilie itenis for the
submnrines for next, year for the same five.
The reason for that, sir, was that we found that the Navy had
options for the long oadtiliie itemis which exlired ait the eld of
September.
As soon as those options expired the price went tip and we had to
put in the additional $:20 million to cover the same long leadtinie
Items.
Mr. Rivpn's. Mr. Chairman, these prices are down. If we (to not get
,'I11uuitiments now we will pay through the nose next year. W,e have
the 415111(d we have to (o tie best we Canl.
We will certainly get the (WAN 70 )ositively, but nobody knows
l)eyond that. We luve to survive and that is all tlere is to it.
MOVEMENT OF TiROOl's

Mr. Bow. Mr. Chairman, there is one matter which has given me
.zomeconcern an1id that is troo ) carriers and the movement of troops.
I think we till
know that if we get into a conflict we will have to
move troops. h'lhere
is a soriois (Ilestion whether we can airlift.
This brings us to the question of how we will move troops. We
alerted thee passenger ships at tile time of the Cuban (lifficulty.
My questionn to you is this: (ive me your views on the movement
,ftrool.s. We now]lhave till
of our A iei'ican tl,,shil)s tied il). They
are not at sea. 'Thmey are ill
mnothballs anl(it will take time to break
their out.
Wialt is hlie sit nation so fr as thlie illovellient of troo) is C'onTerneId?
Mr. Rlnhvis. We depend primarily now on airlift.
Mr. Bow. Is there sufficient airlift that if we get into a situation
where we have to move divisions, for instance, that we could do it?
Mr. RIv'ERs. We can move a division.
Mr. IBhw. I f we get \niti
itreal conflict.
.Mm'.BLANDu)R. This will del)ed
o)011
I t iime factor.
Mr. Rvrits. Yes, there will be a time factor.
Mr. lBo\-. I 1n1 ve'rv nuli,.h coiverined albaout tle fact that the
l
' ;ate
x. ie . rtheubut. tie BrI
bvu;1 all of wt,' Anierh'ani flaurshil-. iid
Nvz! su*
Siw(imaev which is lost
Mr. Ravits. Completely.
Mr. ]ow'. You do not av I lhie I 'l,;ted S/le'. standiing I\"and tile
II,tewn/a andi the Biwz;l.
Mr. Rtvrits. McNalal'a testified before our (omilittee that if we
had I20 ('-SAs flying u)]Is all tie 14-'s we have they would lift oinly
1,)
pei'eit
,Ihem
riving.of our requirements .to Southeast
",
, Asia. This is with all of
We, don't have anymsi'fact- ships. We have ru1 these merchant slil)S
to ie,'es ill tile Pacifc.
Mr.BLANiDnotl. This was a revised 1)PM which has been going on
for soie time as to whether we should have a 2J.) division num)hii)io1s
lift calability or I ,Iealaibility, all of which is ('ontrolled by the slowcstship you have in the task force.
Ihat has not yet been settled as to what tile imlihil)ious lift Capability should be Ill
tile next few year..
Meantime we proceed with aodMitional TAIA's and we have the LPD's
mid LPT1's which at least. will give us the calability of putting assault
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thenl will permit the
1o) ill to lptliv or hold( tilt lliRl(inl which
11owever, it. is at
troops.
the
bring
to
110os
ad
11'
('-Vsanth

jo

tight thing.
Shlippling has CollA'ou tire absolutely right that. thle amlphibiouls is
hard tip forilrn
Navy
The
rsadbYSo.
n
11(
stanlth1vS-iffered,
dlownf thle 1ler
goes
always
shipp)ing
haitanti vessels and ailphibiouls

tile

and the other pris
Mr'. Bo'w. We h11ae. no0w tiedl i the United ,'/atesof
movellieilt, troops. It wolli(l
senlger shil)s, which could he tis-e foil thle
tile sells lihoit
lld oil(01
l
operion
inl
thlii
keel)
to
cost. tilet ( OvetN0-11lent
$16 m1illionl.
Mr RN-itc. Thait is right.
these shlp
i'Ill illion at good] inlvestmient front keeping
Mi'tt. Boxv. Is$0
froil deteriorating?
NIS T S - x'o l call
uc y mir 1 'z~ t i aly all Iiti ill). 'Th e
.
Mr.l' Rlv~
bring U1161-11l Paniageill amnd he will tell vonl.
Mm.I vontmw. Aoil speak of the S* ('id/d .NIa/ex or tile 1huklE
( fl/U W,.and the I 'iide(/ S'tates?
hlo. an1d the shlips Oi he
Mr. Bimv. And the liwuzI. the .1i
Pac ific.
this be done for $16 million?
Mr. Bllol.Can
Mr. Bowv. Yes.
Mrv. Bt,.%IDlD. I didn't realize that. figure. That, is a new figure.
ennett's report
old read again. Mr. Bolwo
Mr. RIVERS. I Wish yo
go into tile
We
masterpiece.
a
and
which I gave you. It is it classic
nmeirchant marine situation, too.
o-m.-lllhe following additional iforniat ion was Sill).iis
('.
p~lied1 for the record :)
HI-ItFSEENTA'iIVFS,
V.S. i101USP. OF
(o.thMMivi-riE
li'(111181tof.

SI.Aritvict:o,- Ait.\t)
D.C., Noirember 21. 1!(j'.

tec' ol itippwom)ialiwis,
0
('hairliaii. ( 'mmiaf
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llI'i.'%hl
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sa
oI
th
7

A
I

1
*illv

li

niii. D.C.

NoPvemblter Is.
toil
ClIT.AIRMAN : U1101 I llipare(l before yoili (eollllitte
sell,
by
tlroop)8
mlove0
to
IlbilitY
ou11
ablouit
tillustfolls
Mlr. Bo11ashi( lml's011
trooi) ship,.. I ii1itd
Since that1 tille I have isked tie Nav about thle status of Its

I )EA1i Mn.

llrt, ill Icttiatl use0 and1((P0 (If
Iblt MXTS 1b1s elevenl (11) trFoop)8118 w or Nvhi(i are III reserve. It c0sts fte
which
of
eight
and1(
backup
as
whicli Is used( fiI r'otationl
troop sh1p11)1
Navy Ml.8 millfli a year to maintain each
w~ouldt he glad to give up
I have been Inlformlly advised that tile Navy Ilot only shIpN
such as thle Uni1ted
passeilger
mierchanl~t
the
oil
rely
and
titese troop) ships)
for convertMewsehips1
for
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possible
one
has
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s1111).
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ITEMs ADDED BY CONF E,.N C REPORT

Mr. ANIwEIs. Mr. Chairman, your conference report is $415 million above the Senate Armed Services Committee bill.
Mr. Rivmts. Yes.
mEs. Can yiou tell me how many new ships will be funded?
Mr. A D
Mr. RIvERs. $20 ai lion in advanced leadtime procurement for the
clear attack submarines. We added two frigates for conversion. We
added long leadtimne item for two additional frigate conversions. We
added three destroyers of the DD class. We added advance procurement for one nuclear frigate. We added two ocean surface tugs. We
added conversions for 10 ocean mine sweepers and one destroyer
lender.
Mfr. ANDREWS. No submarines?

Mr. RivERs. Additional funds for long lead items for five
submarines.
Mr. BLANDFORD. $20 million additional for long leadtime. These are
only the long leadtime items. They are frightfully expensive.
Mr. ANDn E WS. $153 million would be a good figure for the cost of
the new submarine?
Mr. BLANDFORD. Yes, sir.

Mr. Rm~'Ens. You don't get much for $415 million. We also put in
there some spares and we had better get that.
Mir. ANDREnws. That answers my question.
Mr. MArioN. Further questions?
Mr. MiSJIALL. I woUll like to Commend the chairman of the
Aned Services Committee for a very excellent, candid, and sincere

and forthright statement. I know there are few Americans who are
ms patriotic and have done more for the defense of our country than
Mr. Rivers. I hope we can help you out in some way.
Mr. "MAHON. Further questions?
I. hivRis. I want to thank you geiitlemen.

I 1now evei'v" one of you. I fnow Ihe prohleils we face, hlut I hope

wisdoiml y0u can ligure out some way we can do something here.
irilents, RenemT'es are lie Nav's highest, highest, highest
t all of ouIr plans we presulppose cnot iel of the seas which Ave
oal
(
hav e. I'l is s Isphlnis I (-il spe.l I don' need to give yon a
,tI,
('1.1 k, lint tIlis commit tee. I dontm haye t l(e pat riot ic 1iiiarket coilnred.
h avema very sIllt1 part of it but hlis comnmittee has an eilviouls

ill

not mget
I will
to me
you
too-if
ille
Let,tlland
ent.oil lit
Pllend
ill fil
i ll Iit p~l
l t (on't
,i her give
i :1';d
lk this,
abl it~v
(] :avy
111
lito I)ihanlk you, gentlemen, for a ve'ry helpful
,Nil. MiIN. I wvu
p,: iitlat ioln. I think it is very in;pol-'|t Ihat all of us vWho are illItrsted in (lefellse ald feel ve are somewhat knowledgeal de, work to:,-; her in tlie hest interest of oml commit ry.
.M[r. Riv':ns. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. If you Avant my aid out of
Avll'
we Avill be glad to hel I) you.
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O',x

I

R.ni\s

Mir. .mi.. The committee is honored and pleased to have before
it today the Secretary of l)efense and the chairman of tIhe oint Chiefs
of Stal't, along with Mr. ]obert 'Moot, the Controller, and other
assislanis who are here.
We are lookillg forward to a long and rlOfita)le day.
IIEVIEW OF ('ONOIESONA.L

ACTION

M[r. Secretary, this wvill he y,-our major appearance this vear hvfomt
the committee.'Of course I considered it, very important early in ihe
year when you appeared before us with regarid to the AM, I'he ami iball istic-missile programa.
Your testimony at that tlime was excellent.
inlly judgment.
'IFen, y,,ou were before us in an informal way at some length a few
weeks ago, at whi i time you diselSedc ('rtalt
propose(l ieductio s
in the I )efense budget.
I think it Imight be well to recite for the record tle sit nat io which
has con fronlted tlhe comimlittee this year.
President Johnson sen down h~is I)udget in Janua y. It, was madde
lkiowl to us that tlhe Jolinson budget wuld heIn odifiedib. President
Nixon.
On April 15 President Nixon sent Congress a modified budget. Much
of this bill requires ammal authorization, as we all well know. (erainly, Mrt. Secreta'v, in view of youl' experience, you are fully aware
of the situation.
The other body, the Senate, l)assed the authorization bill on September 18, well after' the fiscal year to which this appropriation relale.z
had started. This IIouse l)assed the authorization bill for Defense on
October .3.
On October 7 the bill was sent to conference, and about a moiilt
thereafter, specifically November 4, a conference report was filed and
the conference report, was adopted by the Ifouse on November 5 and
hy t he Senate on November 6.
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I asked the staff to inquire this morning as to whether or not the
President had signed the authorization bill and I was told that the
President had not yet signed the bill. Do you know, Mr. Secretary?

Secretary Lii).
No; he has not. yet signed it but it, should be signed
very soon. The last day-that he can act on it, I think, is the 19th, and
lie will do so either 'Ituesday or Wednesday.
Mr. 'MAiox. The record should make it, clear that we could not
appropriately bring the Defense bill to the floor without a rule
waiving 1)oints of order prior to the time the President has signed the
bill. The delays this year have, of course, been disturbing from the
standpoint of this committee and, no doubt, from the standpoint of
the Executive. Of course there were some delays in the executive
branch.

Mr. Sevretairy, we welcome you before the committee of the House
where you served with distinction for many years.
Mr. Lipscomb and 1, in particular, and other members of tile subColliiiittee ats well, have been ill frequent conversation with you since
you Ibecame Secretary of )efense. You have been most cooperative
and hellfUl. Of course, you have been Secretary of Defense for a relaI ivelv .,laolt time, 11id wU have not bad time to perform any miracles;
and You are wise enough to know that it,
is impossible to perform miracles alnyway, in your capacity as Secretary of Defense, but you can
l)erform many useful and vitally important functions.
We (to not expect to have a prohnged hearing with you, except we
expect to have a long day today. Since Congress assembled in ,ann-

airy, scores of wvitjisses from tile Pentagon have testified before its;
- 1(1 the printed hearings are very voluinous.
This is a hearing with you list prior to our markup of the bill for
Iiesentlition to the
Nouse.
e want the last word as to what your
'coiitnte1ilat i101s are oil a varlet' of matters. Of course, ill the iar1.kup
we iMuIst lisp 01111 own ii(lel)en(lei't judgment.
FEI)EIl,\h PiSCAT, SITUATIONS

Whie on tilie unified budlget )hil, the Nation is scheduled to show
a surplus this Y'ear of $5.9 billion ; we. know that this is true only
Because there is'
expected to i)e a large excess of trust, fund collections
over trust fund expelditires. We know tlhat under the old administ rative I(lget tile deficit is estimated to l)e $1 .2 billion. That is actually what tlie deficit is. We have a pal)er surplus, blut an actual deficit.
[lhe pthlic debt is now alout 1,4369 billion, and Ile tnnul ini rest
on the debt is approaching $18 Iillion. Inflation is engulfing us. The
Nat ion is in fiscal trouble. Whet her we like it or not, tle Nation must
leilrl-i to practice rest rainit in spending and we thus far are not doing
:1 aIltisfar.tory jo) it.
that direc'tion.
rThis committee revonIlzes that we must reduce Defense spen(lillg
1n1dI)efeltse appropri tons wherever we Ieasonal)ly can. The Presi (ient presented a budget evidencing consilderable restraint in planiied

l'ederal spending, in Defense and otherwise. He announced that lie
was determined to hold the spending for the current fiscal year at
abmt : .1'2.9
billion, and Co gress approved legislation fixing a spendiug ceiling at about $1 l)illinn Ibelow that figure. Tile legislation providles that the executive branch is bound Iv this figure, with certain
stated exemptions, but that the Congress is at lihei'tv by legislative
action, lof course, to raise the spending ceiling to a higher figure.
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Mr. M.\1loN. Mr. seeretarv, how vould you like to proceed e
Secretary lli). ir.
(lhatt1na11, I have it prep~aried statetlelit whi(h
I think the members of ftie co1illittee have. It is tiot a long staltelient
I would be glad to proceed wit It it of' li11y other wav wol Wish.
Mr. MAIoN. 1 ink yo1 should proceed with tle first pal of he
statement. Whell you eole to certain details. near tlh, end otf the stlltement, which wu have had the opportunity to read, we would leave it to
You to decide whether or not they should be read.
Secetary LJAIRD. General Wlheeler alsoI ha, a statelnelt.
Mr. M.ioN. Yes. Arid (1eneril Wheeler, wo (to want to have a statent11I from vou1.

All right.' Mr. Secretary .will you proceed.
'rTEM E,,,NT o1, 'm,
Secreta

i\v I,.\ltn. Mr. (']1

irmall

,SE('-iir.%iY o1)I- )E'xs:.
and mltemel)ers of the contilllit ev:

I welvncoe this opl)portlunit , to discuss with you the presellt status of

outr fiscal year I )91 budget quest. I'he Sel-viCe Seeretlaries and ('liefs,
ill their recent itppeIllra.e,, before thlis Commnittee, have al1'eads' covered
sol))(%of the details of their respective budgets. Today I will provide
you addition det ils oil these )roglralins as a part of a Il ief review
;)f the overall I)efense budget and some of the problelns that we have
elcoillt e red.

As weT pIress fol 'rd
i
tow ards resolvinglip
the sitllntionnil V etilill ll in
ac(1odallve W Ii the Presidelit ,s prcy.aln), wre must kee l? in md the
ileve'lopmnent. oil itlarger fironit whicTc relate to this Nat ion's secutrit v.
Inl determining what level of military strength is appropriate for Ilie
iite(d S tlle.I we ('alnllot ignore whnt is gonOl on in the Soviet Uniion
:111d China, nor should we overlook tile potential (lainlcers and ll renltto pea,:e that exist il Irotl)le spots around the world. Ou defense prorailll is neCee.saril I based
1
oil conillilments and olbligations that oir
Nat iot has 1iiiderltlkell and must, Ut1il modified, honor.
This vear. besides these extel'1l faict ors that mulst lI,',oi';ideel,
w'e hav' been feed with additional problems. The first is tile state of
th is N ti jolts economy. As a result of a eolbin{ation of cir'eliiisttlinces,
o11N1
eonomv has beenl ('xperieiici.ig a period of rapid inflation. ('lea rlv.
"
Ihese force.; of inIlati:ou 1n1sl be liuo:zht tinder cmt 1rio, unid l1flI ,*v.
I believe thlat the major ctis that we have made in prog'as anld
slendli ig for fiscal Year 1970 will hell sul bMtntially in redmiili inollaI iollrV )I'peSSi I'e"s.
At the same time, tlie Government is eon frouted with ,l1V
a
wn *silz
donestic iieeds-alleviation of poverty, el ilnittiolt of turIaIn blitz ,
modernizat ion a01d expansion of otir t iaisportatioll systems, polltt ion
abatement, and further improvements in health at'ed intion. Thi
Congress has already expressed itself in miny of these arens (Iiitllig
the past few months "a(dlhas recomneided iner-eases in tile progr'amed
lelitig to some of t lese areas.
The growth in these domestic needs is oitstripl)ing flie financial
epahilities of the State and local governments. Until some of the exeitilit new Concepts proposed hiv this Administration, such as reveiuesharing, are enacted into law, these needs will continue to add further
to the burdens of the Fe(leral Government.
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lBe fore siiiiiiiiitrizinig tle budget oullook, I would like to note oit(
additional situation, inherited by this administration, that lIRs compounded our difliciilt les ill reduici 7 lph D1)efense hidget.--t he problem
of cost growth, and the resulting funding deficiencies or cost overrnms
that we have heard so inueh about. Ili my first, budget testimony befor-e
a eoltgressioital committee as Secretary of defensee last March, I outlpro)lems we Ineovered in our initial review
lined the cost overrun
and pledged "1o Continue looking into this )rollem" and to "report
back to the Congress any addi ional deficits we uncover."
Mr. ('lutirmnan, you cfan see t lie Inagnittnde of our problem in ihe attilched table 1. It shows it finding deleiency of over $7100 million
hroi gh fiscal year 1970, to be fiiahtced by relprograIniIg, and til addlitional amount In excess of $1 billion to be fiallep( in fit tire yeltrs. The
totil of currently il entified ftumding deiciencies thus remains lit ahoult
the same level identified in Mardi, $1.8 billion.
Mr. M.\nOX. Off the record.
(1)islnssiol oft tile record.)
Mr. M.IioN. Proeed.
se(retarv I,.\!1I). One of our 111iajor problem itrets continues to be
lie Navv shipbuilding program. In this area, as well as in others, tle
def vien ies shown on table I represent 4our best current est inale (if lhe
known lrolem. However, I at still not convinced tlhat we have Incovered all ilie delwieiecies in our current progritn.s ld we will c'tilnel, to exa1m ine theit an d keep the congress s in formed.
I should also note that the cost growth of the 34 major weapon s%,.tems on which we are reporting to the Congress is, its shown (Il tible
i 16.2 billion over originad or baseline est imaites. This l.robl'm
2,
.oite
will a t'ect our budget planning for some years to coite as is evidenced
by tle size of the eost growth and lthe $1 billion near-term financial
6lecieicies. Hard (leeisiolts must be faced as new systems enter tlhe
p)idtdeti) phase find additional amounts of the $16.2 billion (not already financed through the fiscal Year 1970 bltdget) must he provided
within limited bIdget fumds in 6ture years. We will eoittinie to devote top level manaItgement attention, its we have since *Jaittlallrv, to
solving oir Current problems and preventing, to the ntaxiitmin extent
possible. reeltrrences in the future.
The fiscal year 1970 IX'fense buIdget before you is based on the
atmutteuided budget sumilittel by President Nixon; on April 15, 19I9.
whih provided for a reduo'tion of S3.1 billion in new ollilatiloniul
*tu
front lhe
atut liorit v and .I.1 billion il l)efenlse oltla
bIhdulet. A fter sulbmission of this budget, it hecame Obvious that the
Combined impact of the economic needs of tile Nation, the expenditiure limitation eiracted into law, ind the strong indieationls of severe
(.onl.,ressioal cuts would require additional reductions in the Defeitse pr iran. Tin the light, of these factors, T announced oi Augist
21, oiii ilntentiot to fuio er reduce Defense outlays for fiscal year
19t0 by up to al dhitional $3 billion below the April revised budget.
,!'o reduce 1970 Defense expenditimres I1y up1)to $3 billion more after
the fiscal year had already berren), and before the authorization bill
had cleared even one of the Hoises of Congress, presented the Dcfense Department with an extremely (lifietult management probleni.
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It was Clear to us that we coulh hot achieve an additional $3 hillion cut in fiscal year 1970 expenditules simply by it general reducion of about 4 percent in overall Defense spenoling. Rather, It would
require a much larger percentage reluction in those programs that
we judged couhl )011included
as candlidates for cuts, such as personnel
tind operation and maintenance, its well as some of tih(, faster spending areas in procurement. Of course, this meant a reduction of forces
in-being. 'I'he reductions that I announced on August 21 were mostly
in these categories. While these cuts will re(luce our capability to
meet current commitments, let me emphasize that all of us in' Ihe
I)efense )epartment, ill considering re(luctions to tile )efense Bu(get, will as I noted then, "try as best we can to assure that tile reduclions will have t lie least adverse effect on otrii l)resent and on ourl longraiuf11e re(ullirements."

Wili this as a background, let me summarize the actions we now
)rolpose to take with reslpecl to (he fiscal year 1970 Defense budget
as revised by the President in April. Thus far we have identified a
large part of tile approximately $15.5 billion of a(litionll reductions
in fiscal year 1970 NOA that Imllst be made to reach the Lioal of refIlceing fiscal year' 1970 Defense outlays by another $3 billion. The
NOA and outlay totals iucliilde approximately $100 million for items
not yet approved for reaction. hut currently under consi(leralion
to replace restorations made in the authorization bill. When we have
identified the additional items, tie overall total of reductions from
the January lud~ret estimates will amount to about $
billion in
b.6
NOA and $4.1 billion in outlays. The $4.1 billion reduction in fiscal
year 1970 outlays is the greatest cut in all approved budget request
to Congress in any single year since 1946.
The Congress has now eomnpleted action on the anlended fiscal year
1970 authorization request for procurement and R.D.T. & E. 'and
has made re(uctions totaling $1,253 million. These actions are consistent with adjustments that must )e made in )efense l)ro.ranm
in order to reach our expenditure reductions goals. I feel that they
represent considered judgments on the )art of the Congress its to
where elits could be made without severely affecting military readiliiss.

In its action on the authorization hill, the Congress also added a
number of general provisions. All of them, while not completely sup)orted l)y the Department of Defense, can he iml)lemented without
severe impact on oum' progranls. There is one provision. however,
which causes me concern with respect to our future couple of action
in South Vietnam. Section 401 establishes a limit of $2.5 billion of
funds which can he used for the support of other than U.S. forces in
Vietnam, and local forces in Laos and Thailand. I do not believe that
this limit, will restrict our plans to shift more of tile burden to the
Vietnamese during fiscal year 1970. 1 am concerned, however, that.
such a limitation n future years could severely restrict tile administration in its plans for providing increased supi)ort, of the Vietnamese
where that is necessary for the ultimate withdrawal and reduction
of IT.S, forces. I would, therefore, urge that the Congress not impose
limits in future authorization or appropriation bills on tie value of
support to be provided free world forces in Vietnam, and local forces
in Laos and Thailand.
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,. ('hairnanl, ile Ihigal (l lselaio' otr ri
recentt 'xl'l(lifi'
redilis have beeni provided selratelV to tlte conillttee. Let mie now
tuili to a blief review of the chiatiges in end Iiseal year 1970 fou'es
f 1 t hose in thlie Janary Iidget which coutriliite to hlie overall
reduct ion of aliouit $8.0, billion ill N(~
)A and $4.1 bill 1011fiti ouitilays fi-oiii
tlit(- .11
anu1arv lulget estilutes. TI'lese a(ljutst ilielits reflect both 0111' Iecelit exl)eii(itle redliteth101 eflforts and tile earlier rehictions niad(e ill
the April ialnendnludeits.
(,Iveli ile need to 'ed(ce I)efenise extellditures by at total of $4.1
billil within hei current fiscal year, the service Seeretaries atid Chiefs
agree that these force (ljuslst intllt will have the least adverse elleel
on M)1r O
overall Inilill/ postiire. Ill fact, tile Iiiilitary delfl'tllleits
were given tile imititive in dleterIliniing what a(ijustnlieits should he
niai(le. These a(Ijustilelits were t lien rreviewed by tle ,oinit Chief" of
Stall, ns well as by Mr. Packard iahi Iie, llssisted by oiur staff. Thus.
the final decisions were the product of a cooperative, effort involving
all of tle principal civilinn an(] Inilitairy officials of tihe li)eplrtienlt
of l)efense.
The tirst iten involves a significant adjustment ill tile stlate.tric
honiblr
,forces.
All of the B-,>8's will he pleased out 1)y the end of the
current fiscal year instead of in fiscal year 1974 as plalned in the
,1luiiaiv l)i(lget. The direct operating cost of this force is estilmatedI
at about. $45 Million a yealr, and tile full systellis cost., including all inlhirect costs, is consi(lerably higher. By phasing out, all of the B-58's.
til Air Force will be able to eliminate the entire logistic suppoI
striicture for this air-craft, and that is where important savings can
be made. You will recall that, inour initial review of the fiscal year
1970 bliolget. we (lecidedl to cut ol. the F1-I II prograit at four sitladroils instead of six as planned in the January budget. In order to
oil':et lhe loss ill bomluber cllabilitv of these adjiistnieents, three addiional1 squadiroiis of 1--52 C-F's w ill be retained in tile force.
We are also reducin.gt the 11-52 ('-F force used in support of Southeast Asia oleiations by two squadirons. This adjustment requires a
wOrl,,'
of explanation. 'lhe Jaiiury budget provided for an end fiscal
weat 197 authorized active inventory (AAI) of 132 B-152 C- 's iii
unlits (ei*lit squadions),
plus conlmai(l support). However, tile Air
Force also had an additional 83 B-52 ("--'s not. included in units ineluding all aircraft used in Southeast. Asia o)erations. The total
ilv'entoi-v plannedd for end fiscal year 1970 was 215 aircraft, the equivalelit of 13 squadrons plus command support. Of these 13 squa(rol
equivalents. six squi-lhols were assigned to the strategic nuclear mission, live squad'on equivalents to Southeast. Asia operations and two
sq ualdIons to t
lig and
aranrotation. This year, we have
all of
the1-52's in actual squadrons. As a result of all the adjustments
disciissed above, at the end of fiscal yeat' 1970 we will have a total of
14 squadrons: nine assigned to the strategic nuclear mission, three to
Southeast Asia operations and two to training and rotationl.
The re(luction in the nuinier of squadrons earmarked for Southeast
Asia reflects. for the most, part, a drop in the sortie rate to 1,400 peI
month, as compared with 1,600 provided in the January budget and
1,800 actually flown in the first half of this calendar yar. You will
reCall that I added funds to the fiscal year 196) supplemental to maintain the 1,800 per month sortie rate through June 1969. Although we
have reduced the Iumber of Southeast Asia related B-62 squadrons,
we are still retaining a surge capability for 1,800 sorties a month.
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h'lIe
adjustlsments ill stirltegic defelsi-e forces, by and lar1,ge, reflect
ti accelelrationl of tile j1iase down p)'ojected in the .JanuarY budget.
As we all know, the al.' defense forces, as pr-esenitly colstiiltied ale of
limited effe(ti'e(less. Pending a resthilt 1o1 of tile lide-iiztit ioll probil lhese lower l)rioirity forces is
soItleI-edm'e
,ll ack
1l-1t
he'ii,
we beliexe
exl)Oedittlivs.
io help
wi',1111nted
ill orl-er
rhle reductions lius far idetl ihed in the (eiwral Plurpose Land
Pl'oes total 11.t 4 l)ividioi F'orce Equiiialeits (I)FEs), 1 Army and
lis iill reduce the total end fiscal yeal 19"0
%arine (orl)s.
st3reuigth fro)m :g-f to 31 l)IFs.
Thei adjulstmlellts ill t lie G(llelal Pil)ose Air Forces tire((ite modest
,iince 011' objective is to retain as ml , of out' tactical ail power as is
Iesille unidel' the circumstances. Tle largest iedtct ion is in the Special
)perlatiois Forces, which are reidutied by i)outt 15 p)'ereiit. These forces
have beeln extensively used in Sonth Vietnam but we believe that some
reduction is now feasible. It contriust, we have beefed ill) soniewbat the
111lller of aircraft available to tile Air Force Rteserve ('omponents, a
tijatter' which 1 know is of great interest to this committee.
One of the most significant redlIct ions made in the Geiera IPllrl)ose
Forces is ill llaval vessels. The NaVy is phasiig out mliore t han l0i
,I ips and has a,,uounced Ill inactiva'tions to (late. Most of these, however, are ohler ship)s wlich had beell sehledule( to Ie phailsed out over
Ilie next few years. Nevertheless, this constitlttes a significant reduetion in the size of tile active fleet and sharpens the need to press forwal with tie new coiistr-ttioi program.
The reduction the Nav" has announced in CVS aircraft reflects
the inactivation of two ASW carriers. The January budget provided
for six ships and five airgroups. Under the revised plan, we will have
at, end fiscal year 1970 four ships and four air groups, a reduction
of two ships and one air group.
Thie reductions made in the airlift forces are quite nominal. Becaluse of a delay in the C-SA production program, we will have 17
fewer of these aircraft in tile force at end fiscal year 1970 than origiinilly planned. However, the C-130E force will l)e increased by one
squadron to otfset in part the projected attrition of (-Vs and C-I 23's
1and
the planned transfer of (-123's to the Sout li Vietin Vietnam
namese Air Force. The new sqluadiron will l)e formed with production
aircraft which were originally procured to tel)lace C-1.30's lost in
Vietnam but which will not now 1be needed fox that plUrl)ose. All of
the remaining C-124's in the active force will be pIhased out in fiscal
year 1970, instead of inactivating the last 18 in fiscal year 1971. In
the Air Force Reserve, we will retain 18 more C-124's than l)lanhled
in January, and phase out 35 more C-i19's, leaving only 153 at end
fiscal year 1970. The Air National Guard will also retain al additional
IS C-97ts in fiscal year 1970, in lieu of 2 C-141 associate units previously planned for this year.
In addition to the force adjustments described above, some 200
indirect support aircraft will also be phased out of the active forces
in fiscal year 1970 including 24 WB-47 weather reconnaissance aircraft, with the balance mostly proflciency training aircraft.
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thus fTil identified ill
lel r(,(lutil (iS
The end fiscal year 1970 l)e'rs5
('0onjunction with otr1 l)udget redlu(tions are shown on table 3. Again.
I would like to (aitioll that somie fttr'ther (heereases iayQ )e required
to achieve tile reduction (roil. Youi will note that. we have already
rehtleed the pllined fisc|ayear 1970 military personnel end strength

220,000 below that, provided in the Janiiitiiry budget, and 217,000
below tile amended Ibudget. '1lhe April 1.5IuIei(lnents provided for i
20,000 reduction in the end fiscal year 1970 civilian personnel strength.
W e now plaii to cut that strllengilh by another 48,600, bringing it (low)
to 68,600 below the Januariy budget level.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am sure you realize
that reductions of the itagnitude that I have diseusled today cannot
hel) but have aln impact. on our l)ostnre and readiness. Througlout
our deliberations, we have kept in milld the nee.ssity for a strong military base that I believe we must maintain. President Nixon has said
that we are entering an era of negotiations. However. I also believe
that it is prudent to negotiate fromn strength, while assuming our ability
to defend our national interest should negotiation fail. W e have ap
l)ro ied this l)rol)lem of expenlittire reductions with great (are, and
I believe the adljust menls made to (date will have the least adverse
effect o our overall military posture.
(Attachments to Secretary Laird's statement follow:)
TABLE 1.-FUNDING DEFICIENCIES RELATED TO COST INCREASES ON PRO(IRAMS APPROVED FORFINANCING
THROUGH FISCAL YEAR 1970
tinmillions of dollars)
Year Inwhich oblIgational authority required
Total funding
deficiency

Prior
years

Fiscal ear
1969

Fiscal ear
f9 70

Later years

Arm ....................................................................
...................................
AirForce
I
424.
424.1.................................
C-5...........................
S15.9
A/E/D .................... 315.9 ....................................
F-Ill
Navy .....................(1,060..510.5).........................
346.
0,396
261.2
800. 0/850. 0 ............ 192.8
Shipbuilding ................
32.6 ................
37.9
11.3
Aircraft ........................ 81.8
................
16.7 ................
12.6
............
29.3
........................
Missiles
10.4
4.0
3,0
.
. 17.4
Ship supply equipment ..........
Communications and electric
26.3 ..................................
28.3
equipment....................
12.0 .........................................
12.0
.......
Aviation supply equipment.....
3.6 .........................
65.5
69.1
Ordnance supply equipment ......
24.6 ................
24.6 .....................
R.D.T. & E.,N ..................
1,086.0/1,136.
345.5
250.9
18.1
Total funding deficiency ......... '1,800. 5/1,850.5
................
345.5
250.9
118.1
.714.5
...... .
To befinanced by reprogramming
11,086.011,136.0 .................................... 1,086.011,136.0
Remaining deficiency ................
' In addition, there Is a potential problem that could be as much as $350,000,000. Further analysis could reduce this
estimate.
Note.-Relationship offunding deficiencies to program status reports submitted to Congress-Currently cost and technical data are reported to the Congress on 34 major weapons systems. As table 2 s.iows, these 34 systems are currently
or 25.6 percent over original or baseline estimates.
estimated to cost $79,300,000,000-an Increase of$16,200,000,000
The currently Identified funding deficiency Is $1,800,000,000 for program Increments already approved for financing
through the fiscal year 1970 budget, Furthermore. of the $1,800,000,000 about $800,000,000 isrelated to the 34 systems
ol current funding deficiencies is related to other systemsreported to the Congress. The remaining $1,000,000,000
mostly ships.
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TABLE 2.-SELECTED ACQUISITION REPORT ON 34 MAJOR WEAPON SYSTEMS, JINE 30,1969COST SUMMARY
Jbollars
Ir,
millions
Contract
definition
( )Xan
(C I
A-71 ................................
$2,012.1
AWACS ............................
'2,652.7
B-.............................
8,800.0
C-5A............................
3370.0
F-15
.................................
126,039.0
F-l1l A/CIJE.......................
5,505.5
FB-IIIA ............................
1,781.5
RF-111D ...........................
'579.4
Maverick.....-.-...................
--- 391.8
Minuteman ila
......................
4,164.2
Minuteman Il .
.......
4,339.0
SRAM .......................
.......
261.1
Poseidon C-3 ...................
4,384.0
Condor (AGM-53A) ................
126.0
Walleye II...........................
345.0
A-7E ...............................
1,465.6
Phoenix ..............................
469.0

Sparrow Ill 7E........................
740.7

Planned
cost
current
quantity
Col.
2
$2,012.1
2,652.7
8 800.0
3.370.0
6,039.0
2,9419
655.7
542.1
391.8
4,168.2
4,060.3
421.0
4,384.0
126.0
123.9
1,421.5
529.5

265.6

Current
estmale
total
program
(Col. 3)
$2,012.1
2.652.7
8,800.0
4.832. 0
7,700,0
7,401.3
1,218.5
895.6
374.7
4,280.7
4,226.0
1:470.1
5,602.0
167.0
134.6
1,919.1
1,013.8

258.1

Cost
growth
Co. 3
minus 2)

Percent cost
growth over
original
plan

$0.0
.0
.0
1,462.0
1,661.0
4,459.4
562.8
353.5
(17.
1)
112.5
165.7
1,049.3
1,218.0
41.0
10.7
497.6
484.3

0.0
.0
.0
43.4
27.5
151.6
85.8
65.2
(4.4)
2.
4.1
249.2
27.8
32.5
8.6
35.0
91.5

(7.5)

(2.8)

Sparrow III
7F ........................
393.0
246.3
425.9
179.6
P-3C ...............................
1,294.2
2,265.3
2,261.7
l3i. 6)
F-14A18 .........................
6,166.0
6,166.0
6,373.0
207.0,4
Torpedo MK48 Mod 0 ..................
700.3
715.3
3,890.7
3,175.4
Torpedo MK48 Mod I ...............
71.6
71.6
111.0
39.4
SSN 688 class ......................
' 1,614.0
3,462.0
(1
CVA14
68............................
427.5
427.5
536 ...... 5
CVANI
69...........................
' 519.0
519.0
519.0
0.0
LHA .............................
1,346.5
1,346.5
1,379.4
32.9
DXGN.............................
'726.6
3,264.0
4,750.1
1,486.1
S 3A._.............................
2,891.1
2.891,1
2.891.1
0.0
ID 963 class .........................
'1,396.S
1.737.5
3.350.3
1,612.8
Safeguard ...........................
4,185.0
4,185.0
4,185.0
0.0
Cheyenne ............................
36
(')
General
Sheridan ......................
3981
5480
6896
41.6
General Sheridan Ammo Annex t........ 1370.1 .............. 489.0........
Shillelagh ............................
373.1
380.3
573.2
192, 9
Lance (XRL)........................
543.8
421.9
472.3
50.4
Total ..........................
66,735.8

63,089.1

79,266.2

2.9
S:2)

443.9
55.0
25'A
0.0
2.4
$45,5
0.0
92.8
0.0
25.
(S
so0.
11.9

16,177.1

25.6

I Planning estimates.

I Baseline changed to March PSR.
: Minuteman 11and III
counted as I weapon system.
, Not available.
Not Intotals because of lack of definitive cost estimates and status of negotiations.
N
* Not available because of pending litigation.
'Not considered as a weapon system.
Note-Numbers represent June 30. 1969 SAR revised through Nov. 14, 1969.
TABLE 3.-CHANGES IN ENDFISCAL YEAR 1970 PERSONNEL STRENGTHS

January
budget

Amended
budget
(Apr. 15.
1969)

Netchange
Revised
plan

Military:
Army ...........................
1.507900
1,509,300 1,435,400
Navy ..........................
771,500
766,900
694,300
Marine Corps..................
314,
500
314,500
294,200
Air Force .........................
861:200
861,200
811,200
Total ..........................
3,455,100 3,451.900
Civilian:'
Army ............................
444,100
NavYtMarlne Corps
................403800
Air Force
........................
318,200
Defense Agencies .................
68,900
Total ..........................
I Full.time, permanent civilIan employees,
86-735-60-pt. -24

430,420
395.836
319,814
68,930

1,235,000 1,215,000

From
January
budget
-72,500
-77,200
-20,300
-50, 000

3,235,100

-220,000

412,350
380,000
306,800
67,250

-31,750
-23,800
-11,400
-1.650

1,166,400 -68,600

From
amended
budget
-71,900
-72,600
-20,300
-50.000
-216.800
-18,070
-15, 836
-13,014
-1,680
-48,600
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I'II.\SEFT OF It-os, s

oxn. Thatik yoii, Mrl. ,'-;cetra ?,. Mr. Flood.
Mr. Iulm YolU .slv "till of the l-58 s will be phased out by the end
of Ie viurrenlt fiscal year instead of in fiscal I9-1 i as planed in the
.1a111ry Imitlget."
Secretarv l,:\li. YPes. We are keeping more ll-2 ('-F's in the in\venI v t ll( 'had beenl plumed. We have oil'set the 11-58 phaseouti by
ret.ention of more B-502 ('-F's. There is a redu(tion inl cost, a signiicant
reIdiction it) costs lievaise tile naifltenalle , relpir. spare parts, and
so forth, for tihe extra B-52's is Considerably less thani for the I1-,5
force. Instead of phasing out the lB-58 at a later (late we have moved
up the laseout to 1970, but we have conitihilled lmore 1-52's on aclitie
tlitv StllilS tha had bee previously proposed.
Mr. MiuNslimII.. Since its illepololulhow much money have we spent
om tlhe 11-1S program, the whole programi?
Secretary ,.I'ml). I c101lhd supply that for fihe record. At this poilit
I a1 iu)t sure of that figure.
Mr. Mi si x LPut it in the record, please.
Secretla1r L.\IIu). Yes, sir.
(The in'orination follows:)
Mr\l

The llouitlt sjlnt on tim I-is program Is its follows:
"'TO 1B-58 C0,48/
[ In inllllon,4]

-R.lD.T. & E.'.1111d iivesl e-t ......--------------Operatiohs -------------------------------------------------------

- $3, 166. 1
1,082.0

4, 248. I
Totl ----------------------------------------------------------t lIneluh'e total pr eurenent quantity of 110 aircraft. These Included test and evaluation
aircraft fuldt'd unuider the procur

Includes cost through pha seo t.

lent account.

Secretary lim. We are g)il to keep i ore of tht! B-52's in inv\entorv. 'liis c.Illillittee. ns 1"oll kinow, ill its reports has urged that we keep
ill inventory 1111d1 gaive priority to thle B-52).s for at longer
heit(,.'
retention. I wolid juA~tlike to comment :liefore we have any fohlow-oi
bomber, before we (.:In pos.sihv hiAve 11iY fohlowV-oti hoiuihe to thle 1R-52,
the youl1mgesl (of ili 1--.,2's vill be over 15 years of age.
Mr. l~ iS. Mr. ('hirnmn.
Mri. Secretary, tile B-58, of (o1rse, is It sIlpersolic blOMiber, is it not
Secretary L]iiItm. Yes.
It is the only one we have. What was tile tradeol there ?
Mr. il,:s.
instead o)f the supersonic 58 ?
5.2's
Why keep tie
SecretarV l,.ilI'. The 11-52, of course, has a longer range and
greater pay'load. 'We feel during this particular period of time that the
11-52 dOes' have the pellet ration eap )ilitv that. is required. I wouhl
like generall Wheeler to comment on this.
generall Wu lmiml... It. has a greater payload, it has a longer range
avionics. I'lherefore, the Air Iorce preferred to keep
and it, has better
addition 13-52's i in\-eitor,' and phase out the B-58's.
Mr. 111o1.1s. Could you put in the record the difference in range and
payload and the vital statsties of the two airplanes?
General WlWEixR. I will do that.
(The information follows:)
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STATISTICS ON B52'S AND 8-58'S
Characteristics

0-52 F1

8-58

450 000

450. 000

163.000

495
390

495
390

1.147

8-52 D;E 1

TI weight (pounds) . .
......
Length/WeIht span (feet) ..
liOGround run(feet)
...
Combat
ceiling....
Crew .6
Representative
speeds (All speeds in hnots):
High altitude (maximum)..
Low altitude (maximum)

..
....

156.5/185.0
8.000
46.350

156.5S/85.0
5/1688
96.
7, 000
7 400
46.6006
64.4003
66.3

...

.....

610

(Inrefueled rangewith 10,000 pound bcmb load.
(All distances in nau.
tical miles):

High altitude.....-- -......................
6.438
Low altitude.
..............................
2,300
...
8.426
Conventional bomb load (pounds)..
........
..............
54,318
Refueled range (KC-135 refueling and 10.000 pound bomb load)..

6, 581
2.460

4.021
1.810

8.807

6,125

54,318

(1)

I In addition to its primary load. it can carry 2 air-launched AGM 28 (Hound Dog) guided missiles andor 4 ADM-20
(Quail) decoys.
Not applicable.

Secretary l.i).
h'lle deisioti hot to retaini the B-158 indefinitely
waiks made :'ear,
3
ago. It was a limited force of sotite 80 aircraft and
thlten. lils beii no further )t, of the B-58 since fiscal year 1961.
Mri. Hoimows. Is it true also that the B--58 only has a Supersonic dash
(-al)al ilityN
svt,'retarv Lmlit). That is generally correct.
(,genral W, EEI-, Thitt is correct. It is not supersonic in the sense

lhat it IIsa completely supersonic flight profile.
JIETENTION OF B-52 'S

Secretary L iMi1).
I have gone over yoi reports an1d vol have recolnmiended we give p
priority
to the B-52's. It,
was recommended by this
(.oltIIIlittece ttihit we keep three squa(lrons that had been scheduled to

go out ly Se('re tary A eNailara. 'I'hose squadrons wouhl hlive gone
pithll.is \'ear. 'We ,ihave
decided to keel) those s(iaulrons ill oil!r invelltot\. 1 lelicve that it gives its a greater calability to kee ) the B-52 s
thai had bee,lscheduled to,go out.and let the B-58's go out.
Mr. F ro. By 1974 all the 1-52s will be pretty well out, too, won't
they?
Secretary L.\mi). We hope to kee l) the B-52's soing through 1977,
though tiatt time period. [he B-52 is very active in Southeast, Asia.

We believe that. we can keep this aircraft. o)erating through the 1977
tilge pIeriod. 11e, mIay have to keel) it longer than that, Ibut by that
tin the youngest of the B-52's will be over 15 years of age.
PROTE('TIO

OF I)EFEINSIVE CAPABILITY

Mr. Snic.s. Mr. Secretary, I have not given too much credence to
the rather optimistic statements that are apl)earing in the press about
Rtissia's desire to achieve a substantial cutback i nuclear weapons.
Knowing that the Department of Defense feels that it. must be
prepared for any development if that, cutback should come to pass
and there should be a substantial reduction in the number of nuclear
weapons, where is our defense posture? There are now in progress
reductions in defense. For a number of years we have fallen behind
in modernization because of the costs of the war in Vietnam. Are you
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dinking forward to the possibility of a situation where we will he
left. without at truly effective defense, either il conventional or iln
nu(llea I weapons ?
Secretary LAmi. This has been foremost in our considerations as
we reviewed the fiscal year 1970 budget. lVe tried to make all of our
decisions with that, in mind, that we had to look where we would be in
tHie time period of 1973 and beyond. We have tried not to make large

cuts in those particular areas.
Your question is based on the I)remise that the Russians have some
desire to .tit back on strategic weapons. I personally have not seen
any evidence that they desire to cut back on strategic weapons. As a
matter of fact, the evidence seems to be just the opposite. They are
moving in the other direction and they have exceeded the estimates
which we had just about a year ago on the total overall strategic
otfensive force which they w ill have in being. They have gone forward atia very rapid rate. I have not seen any direct evi(lence as yet
that they (le.ire to cut back on their l)resent program. T1his may
develop) in the SALT talks. We hope it does. It certainly hasnt
develol)ed yet.
Mr. Sils. But if it should develop, would it then be necessary
for at reevaluation or reassessment o? our capability for 11odifica,i(,ns in the direction that we aire currently moving? I am coime.rined
about deficiencies in conventional defense and in modernization of
wealpol systems.
Se(.retary LAmP. Nr. Sikes, first I want you to know that all the
way through we have emphasized both in our private deliberations
a1l public discussions as we have prepared for not only the SALT
talks but also as we prepared this revised budget, that our strategic
forces must be designed to have a high retaliatory capability after
a Soviet surprise attack or first strike. The primary purpos- of our
strategic forces is to provide this deterrence against Soviet attack.
We have tried to develop this three-pronged program to deploy a
number of bombers and land and sea based missile launchers t( be
able to deliver an adequate megatonnage to perform this task. It is
true we have not built any new missile launchers since 1967. We
(lid not develop and deploy any major new strategic weapon systems
during the last 9 years although we have gone forward with the
development of MIRV in the Poseidlon and Minuteman III programs.
These are designed to deploy a large number of small warheads
in order to maintain a retaliatory capability against a possible Soviet
AI3M defense of their cities. I think it should be borne in mind,
however, that this MIRV capability which we have developed lhas
very little effectiveness against hardened missile silos in ihe Soviet
Union. The Soviets have gone forward not only on a very rapid ballistic missile submarine construction program but they have gone
forward on a land-based missile construction program -which has
already exceeded the high estimate of the intelligence community
I
of just 9 months ago.
Mr. SiKES. Those are the things that disturb me. If the Soviets feel
that they are sufficiently far ahead in modernization and they know
we are not, then it conceivably could be to their advantage to ask for
n reduction in strategic strike capability, of nuclear weapons during
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tiho S.AL' talks. If that were to be tho ('s51--i I 111 not. optilistic-bIt, if that, were to be the case, would the shift, In emphasis on
'colvenitional weapoIns,
llo(Iori ization to Illor capalility in ilorll
lke i)lacO (Illi'inlg theIiat'l year l97O bl(iget or woulld it have to cole
ill it Intel- bid yet?
Secretary LYAmD. It would have to come in a later budget. I want
to make it clear that as far as reductions in the strategic offensive

forces of the United States are concerned, we are not planning any
unilateral reduct'oin.: ill tait ariel. But the Soviets are pltthlg it
greater emphasis in that area than they ever have before and they
have surpassed us in the number of ICBM's and they are now able

to deliver considerably more missile megatolnnage on the United
States than the United Statets is able to deliver on the Soviet Union.

From the standpoint of their missile deployments, not only ICBM's
but also submarine ballistic missile launc iers, they now have acquired
Ihat capability.
TNEOATONNAOE

STUDY

I ('an give you the figures on the reentry vehicles that each coiuni' h]as if you are interested in those figures.'
Mr. Siicis. It would be well to have then for the committee's purposes if you will submit them for the record.
Mr. hioDFs. Does that study completely discount any ability on
the part of the Air Force to drop nuclear bombs from airIplanes,'that
mefatonnage study?
Secretary ILAIRD. No. The megatonnage study shows it both ways.
I have given it to the committee both including our bombers and excluding our, bombers. That has already been supplied to the committee
and I assume will be in your record. I have tIeI tables right here on

both of those measures. Perhaps General Wheeler would like to comment on this question.

Mr. FLooD. You have told us, in a nutshell, that they are building
up and we are slowing down-period.
SecIetary LAIRD. We are not slowing down in this area but we are
not going forward in this area.
MNt. Fibooe. You are not keeping up.
Secretary LlIID. We have not gone forward with al1y new ballistic
missile sul'marines, we have not gone forward with any new offensive
missile silosMr. FLooD. Tiley are buildingg ill) and we are not keeping up.
Secret ai rv ,ilm Tile only thingM[r. Fi.oon. 1snl't that true: they are building ilj) and we are not
keeping up?
Secretary Lnw. That is true, but we are going forward with the
for M1inuteman ITI and Poseidon, and, of course,
prograil
MIl
program.
tim .\AR[
EPF'ECT OF BUDGET CUTS ONT MODEItNIZA'I'ION OF WFAPONTS SYSTEMS

MJ.SKiu.s. I am not one of those who is demanding Defense cuts.
i tlinlk we have c't,as iliuch as we should. 1 111 more concerned with

whether there will be enough funds in the fiscal 1)7O budget, to confinue the modernization which really is e9sential if we are going to
have an effective force. Now, we are 'falling behind. We are a genera-
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tion behind the Russians on many veaponsi systems. Is that situations

going to worsen during fiscal 19 0ias a result of the cuts that, have
made or that are anticipated ?
ien

Secretary LA RD. Mr, Sikes, most of the redltMions that we have

made affeet only our general-purpose forces. Those which relate to
strategic force, i i etlis that I have-outlined to this commit tee, are
of two types. There is, first, accelerat ion of tile previoisl"V prograled
reductions in the air defense forces which are currenll limited in
their effectiveness, 1111(, two, the item which we earlier "diseelssed of
phlsilng out the ]1-5S's and ret illing a ItIIhel' of Ihe 11-02's Vr-

viously scheduled for phaseout. These reductions have mot weakened
the efteetiveness of our strategic forces in any significant way as far
as tie megatonnage that can l)e delivered ill a retaliatee, strike is
As a niatter of fiact, by retaining the B-52 s we keep a greatercapability than we had wsitlh the l1-58's if we had p)lae,! olt tle
IB-;i')2 as scheduled and not phased out the B-.S's.
The point that you make is an inlmportait poinlIelllse there have
ha(1 to be )ost pollel5elfts (I ring t lit wa I,l
iet tlnnl as fa r is geleralpurpose forces are concerned, and there has been a drawdown of inventories in our forces elsewhere ill the world.
Now, we L
1 ave made some significant iml)rovenelt. in lite List 18
months as far as our forces in Europe are concerned. At the start of
flue Vietnam war there were drawdowns not only of the genleral-purpose forces ill tile United States bilt also inl o1r forces it) Europe. I
call report that those forces have been improved ill the last 12 to 18
months hut, I would like General WVheeler to comment on that military
question.
All right, Generad.
General W iIEILuII. Act uially, we have it sitilulition wlere the Soviet
I lliou has a lart' IIInunler ot"IClVI's than we have. In other words,
we have reached the crossover point. However, of that numn1ber
of their ClM's are soft. Of course, we still put glrevat reliable ol our
11-52 force which leliver.s a sizable fracltion of the Inegatoiilae
whieh wve have puora-i'led alnst the Soviet IUnion. For exaIple,
ouir tot al fore can deliver 4,200 wealponsi ,Its opposed to a total Soviet

delivered force of somewhere between l,300 aid 1.400.
]B0MIIEII PEI EI.'TI I'ON"

~II.\PllITY

Mr. Smi us. General, are you eranlking in the eap'abilitv 4f 10he Rusians to withstand a bomber, attack? T remember we have been hearig
about the new Tallini force, which some peol)le insist is an alt ibomber rather than an antimissile system. Has the effectiveness of our
bomnber forces been degraded as much by Russian countermeasures as
it has by the age of the weapons?
General Wim, ram . *We could have and should have a better bomber
penetration capability, in other words, a newer and faster bomber
which can penetrate at low level, at. high speed.
Mr. Six s. Are you talking about the next generation?
General Win ,r1 n, I am talking of the next generation,
Mr. SIKRt. The AMSAI
General WHErELE. The AMSA or some similar weapon.
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Mr. S icq. Are you saying fihat the liusslans have improved thelr
defense Capablilitles agaigult the bollhCIr, bilt we have lot corresloildanigly iinproved the eapabdiity of out delivery system ?
General WIMELV.
*t10
et
go bac at 1olntilehlt. 'he so-called SA-ti,
system, is estimated to lbe it wea mn which
which is clhledl the Tlhl
is capable of iltereepts at a very high tilt itlide. It is not designed for
a low-level ititercept. The SA-2 system-ad they (to have atlaother,
the SA-3-is a lower level system --. The "B--o force is prograied to penetrate at low level and the Air' Foree-and I must say
SAC does these tigures--conltinues to believe thlt. they have a very
good low-level l)etetration Capability using air-to-surface missiles, t'o
iii elect create a gap through which'they can lnetrate to the target,
which the bombers would follow on to stirike. It is true thail the Soviets
have iml)roved their defense against air-breathing platforis. However, we believe thalt by changing our tactics we have thwarted themll
to a considerable degree. I stil lblieve-in fact, all of tile ,loint ( hiefs
believe--that, we need a follow-on bomber which will give improved
penetration cal)al)ility at supersonic speeds at low levels.
Mr. Suiu(s. This commit tee agree.. But are you moving as fast us you
call onl the new bomber?
General WnimEiLxi. I believe we are sir.
Secretary I,,l).
TI his is an area where we have retluested an add-o1
over the 1liudget, that was submitted bY the previous aditinistratio',
because we felt that this was an area that we should move forward in.
I)EVE[IStA)P

NT OP NEW lit 3IIIER

Mr. MIOmN. General Wheeler, you did not complete the answer to
the question which i.Nfr. Sikes had asked. Would you supply a ,Oli)lh'l e
answer for the record ?
General WiirEti:ri. I will do that.
(The information follows:)
Iln r's)onSc to the (Illtestion
is to whet ier we tire Itaovillg ais fast its ve vil (al
theluew bOlber, tle a iswer is yes. 'iThisis best exphined by tle steps Iat have
heeu taken to pernlit [lie early start of development. A Iurograani ihavolvilig i (oll-

petitive design development effort hald been apiIproved by the Iarevioms adaalalstra-

aIon

for fiscal 1970. However, we requested tian additional $.

tili"ot for liscah

19t70 to shorten tile competitive design phase and to Initiate full-scale engiaaerIng development, since it is Ielieved that iidettuat wilper studies liave beta veiliducted. This revised approach will peritt the following: (1) Ja earlier procurelatent decislont and advaaceanent of tile initial ol)esrattonal catabllity. if necessary;
and (2) it reduction of the R.I).T. & E. eosts by about $350 nithioll its a result of
shortening the compel it ive design phase.

T'ie original Iprograin Involved about at 2 year eonlttion it elch (if three

aa11or

'areas(systell), ptrOllhsion, avioles) prior to comaaptetlo

of (evetolnlelmt

itt thus was more costly *111(1
by nleevssity spread out. Ill view of the extensive

effort that has already been coilquctet oi this prograla ill it cOlipetitive elvIron-

ltlent, the colml)etltlve design phase was shortened. Consequenatly. tile nIeW iprogrami cotltd remult it ail earlier operational capaIbility if at production decision is
slibsequetatly niade. The prograin we have initiated would extend through design,
fabrication and flight test of five aircraft and their subsystems. However, the prograin does not involve a production commitment on the part of the toveranlent.
Requests for proposal were released to industry on November 3, 19169, and the
entire proposal preparation and source selection Is to be completed within 28
weeks. To permit this tight schedule, the contractor proposal requirements were
cut by approximately one-half, Their technical proposals are due within 70 days
and the management, schedule, and cost Information Is due within 105 datys. This

schedule will permit the Air Force to award contracts for the Ilitiation of
engineering development prior to the end of fiscal 1970.
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AMSA
CUMPAIIISON WITII l

-. 1-2it ANtN) pit-i II

Mr. Mmitox. What will the AMSA aircraft be able to to that the
l1-.2I1 alld FB-111 aircraft vill lot ?
Secretnrlyl,.\n). If itdecision is made to go forward with lroluction
of AIIA illtile future, its currelntly phinneld (lesignl would give it
to )otl grolniid survivtll lnd deSuperior characteristics with respect
bilibil..it.
fellse pellet lrit iolt c
get. to itsafe
--. The time+reirel for AMS. to 1ilke oil kin(
istale,woul be mnuc'h shorter 1th1111 that of the 11-2 atnmbetter thal
the 14,B-l11. In aldhlitiol, bmIlese of its short+ takeoll, reqluiretells,
ANN,8A could be dispersed ,to milly rittiways ill tihe tntted States
which tie l1412 voolh( hot ise.
e (lefellses is itst roIg functi on (if
The abilit v of itbObller to pelet I'll
its liVhntl capabilitV. +\SA%outild have better )l1net1lrat ion claIbility
1hn the FB--I11 lecituse it will carv several t intes tle number 4t
SIZAM or S(A1 I) as tile IB- I ll hts atbet te, low 10t itude (a'llbility.
aittl could ('t1l1rV itsignitwaiitl' hlrger EI,('M (conplemett. The AMs.
pIn,
nt rat iol cnibility would also be better t( h1n t hat of tlihe B-52 blttid its redlicel
c:use of its largel SA. Or' SCA\I) lloal, ---exprslre t ile biwi-'ise of higher speed.
it emertil AMSA would possess both sull)t'l, 4rl*rrllol -'urivl
ID-i2.
)u,
lI t he I
(11tI ract otist Ivs aitd better pellet rat ioll calabilitits Ih
to its larger payload carrIing ability. its pleet rat iol callhilily woull
Ihe ijiich iml tl over lhat of the FI-1 11.
NIEE)

FOl

MANNER IBOM ERllS

we colitillue to Sill))ort. a large forct. of strategic,
Mr. M.lIox. l.st
nnitittled )olnibers with their attl1dallt basing, opernti onal aitd other
costs ?

reiiv I.mill). Our current deterrent policy is to maintain it mixed
Secret
strategic rtatliatory force so that all elements mnst le compromised before ithe deterret fails. Tihs mix consists of I(IIM's, SLIM's nd
maimed bombers. Each presents i different problem to an aggressor
nnd would tax his resonrces to the maximum if lie were to cotuter all
of them simultaneously. The ICIIt's and bombers have very difl'erent
i)re-liunnch survival characteristics than does the STJBM. 'A defense
nf.lainst I('Fl[s and , LM s is much different than that needed to
comUler a bomber attack, Bomlbers have the ability to be lliit1lhed oil
warning without an irrevocable commitment, while the others do )tot.
We feel that, while any one of our offensive force elements
(IOCMs. SBM's, or bombers) could, under certain circumstaices,

possess the capability to inflict, a very high or even unacceptable level

of damage upon an centy's military forces or population centers, re-

liance upon only one force element to perform this task under all cir-

cumstaces would reduce our confidence in the deterrent capability of

the United States. Our poiey has been to maintain our ability. to
penetrate the enemy defenses through the capability to attack rom
all altitudes and azimuths with ICBM's and SL.AI's, that have a mix
of trajectories and reentry vehicle characteristics and with bombers

3 "15
that, attack with differing speeds and are equipped with air-to-surface missiles find decoys.
mIfi
1('I1's vEists lus
's to destroy enough of
act
tlltes till
If so, must we also hav'e strategic boiber ir'raft

Mr. M.liox.

the Soviet,
of madness,

)o we have sull'iciet I(l

t le Ilitted
to iliitir i Soviet littack oil
ollni

Explain.
Secretary LAIID. Ar. Chairman, if we could be certain that all of
and afterour ICIM's would sl'ViVe itSoviet first strike against us.i
wards be capable of retaliatory launch, followed by suceessfil iml)act,
thell yes, their number should be adequate to deter i ritional being
I do not feel we can iecertainn of such survivabilfroin iatlieking Iius.
a(lvo('at.ihg develolvnitieit (1
ity, however, its I believe I lade clear ill
th1e S11feguard ABM system.
Our bisic policy ha.; beel to provide i iix of o1 nlsive forces: seillbased missiles, lahnd-bi.sed iissiles and bombers. By so doiiig wve not
only hedge against, expected failure or serious problems of survivibility of one element of the force (such its that 1)osed by the SS-9
threat to Ainuteman) hut also force the Soviets to enploya diversity
of defenses to account for our diversity illattacking forces. We do
not allow himi to colncentrate all of his'esollrces a against ole ty)e of
weapons,Thus, we feel it is necessary to liaintail a viable and ,ffet ive strategic bombhe r force.
Mr. M,\lONx. low niany1N MinUteliman III missiles inl silos couli be
purchased for tlie cost of developing am(i p)rocuring al force of
AMSA's?
Secretary L+miDm. *Mr.('iairmin, Aye have provided Seiat

1.

Steli-

i1is at previolls estiillate of tlhe cost to lihlaie 30 lieW AIM III missiles
ill silos, complete with iall required sull)ort equipeni, it.This estimate.
On
which is still valid, iassigned atcost. of $2.5 billion for t lie :1Ol MMA.
this basis ii $7 to $8 billion progrii to procure the AMSA would be
the, equivalent( of iil)lroxinitely 900t newv MM III illoperating silos.
HoW Hn.y Poseidoll missiles iild tile requi red subMr. Mtoi().
purchased for the est ilnated ,*7 to $8 billion
tiarilies. et, cel era, eolh be't
required for AMSA ?
wve previously furiiished Sellator
Se('reliarv LAiiI. Mfi. ('lii irnn,
StentliS inorilition on the cost of new 1Poseid(ln niisils 1111d sublial'rines. U sing existimor shipbuliig facilities the cost would r1n aplroxinately $250 Inillion per submlline, eq lliped with missiles (but
with AEC costs excluded). On1 the basis it$ to $8 billion progrilll to
l'oclure the AMSA would be the equivalent of al)proximatelv 8 to 0l2
leWv Imissile-equipped subiriines, still exclusive of AEC eohs.
101.

OF BiOMIIER IN NUCLERl

WAl

Mr. "ALlioN. It, is thought by some that in a strategic nuclear wilr the
first blow would be struck by ICBM's and that manned bombers would
platy a clean-up role after hle missile exchange. Is this the role you

proposed for AMSA ?
Secretary LAIID. A general will' strategy should be predicated oil

having multiple options that, permit a fVrxible use of our strategic
to the difficulty in predicting how a general war
forces. This is (1ue1
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w,,ild start 11d how it wouldlbe fought. The AMSA would have a

large payload calacity, a very hih accut racy and a capbility to with-

hold or releasee welapois s cotitns
warr-anted. 'l'liese capabilities
would make it it weapon system of unique value in the so-called eleanill) role, \e eeriailily do not alt i'ij mte that this is tile only role AMSA
wold )erfoli in a strategic lilac Iear war. In it retaliatot'y attlick we
woli Jive the option of employing AMSA either relatively early or
lte inI the exchiaige.
Mr.
l.vl . S1,hould fit u re strat egic nuclea bIomber alttacks be ie(e(led by a missile attack in order to destr oy, at least in paIrt, the
eilny's anIliti-biloihtr defenses ?
Secretary LA1m. I have stated il answer to earlier quest ions, I stated
that the li'imary role of our bomber force is that of deterrience. If
deterrence fails, amid either luIelr'l or non-nuclear war results, tile
Iomber cani be nsed iiia Variet ,of ways deliending on the nat ure of tile
conflict. These applications of the bomber could range from a very
small number of selective strikes to total colnlitilient of virtually time
elitice bomber and missile forces.
Mr. M.lta x. In this kind of ail attack, is a higher perfornalce
Iomber necessary .?Wouhl a ('-5, for example, loit tCI with Ioilas be
an accept lle postiissile attack bonihmr ?
Secretary l,.iti. Mr. Chairman, the answer to this quest ion is almost
COlelelv" delendelt upoli tile assumptions niade regarding the nunaher and type of defenses remaining. If we postulate *ll defenses to be
negated by prior'
l
Inissile strikes, t hen a bomb-laden C-5 could do tle
job.
If niv defense., reniaiinel, however, and we tlhiltk this is a 1mlore rea soialeh, assmllpt ion, tile C-5 would lilve a very low )iriliblility of
pellet rat io'l because of its low speed and limited low altitude capability.
If major modifications wteL made to tile ( -5 so thlt it c ould a,,'iira telh deliver bombs, SR AM's indiusp SCA i)'s, its penetration clpbilit v 'mllld he improved. However, due to its size, speed, and very
limited maneuverability, it. would still he ext remely vulilli'able to loth
air and ground attack and would therefore probably not be an acceptable postiiissile attack iomber.
Mr.
h A.ox.
1low much will AMSA enlance our nat ional secailtv
Would we Ibe soiewihat helpless wit hout AMSA.? Ctil you quantify
the eomitribuit ion of an AMSX force .
Secretary Lbum. Ti all candor, Mr. Chairman, this is a question
which is difficult to answer in quantifiable terms since the answer
(epenlds so eoml)letly upon tlte underllying assuinpt ions. I have already made clear that we have sought to achieve our objective of deterre ice )v maintaining an al)ility to I)enetrate enemy defenses by
attacking from all altitudes ami
azinuths with a mix of ICBMs,
SLBM's. and bombers.. AMSA would enhance our security by helping
to maintain a Ilomber force which is capable of surviving and penet itijig iii'reased eneii y defenses in the future.
I ai sume you. realize the difficulty in assessing, in definite terms,
tile future viAbility of these systems. Essentially, AMSA would help
to provide insurance against unanticipated failures in our missiles, or
unforeseen developments in weapons which might counter our missiles. I tirmlv believe that, bombers materially contribute to the viability of the' missile systems by forcing the Soviets to allocate their
resources to defense against bombers as well as missiles, rather than
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simple, agtnst missiles alone. But this factor is not meaningfully
(Ia
til t flable.

I should note that bombers have one distinctive feature, which
could someday be of immeasurable value, and which is not possessed
by, II i sales.
Tlhis is the ability to be launched upon warning and yet still be

recallable after latunch. During a time of crisis we might even keep
our bombers on continuous airborne Mert. I believe this is a significant and desirable feature although I am still unable to quantify it.
It ismy intention to (1o all I can to insurei the conltinued viability of
our Missile systems-whic.h is equivalent to sayin I shall attempt
to insuro we would not be helpless without a orMber force. But. I
believe, for reasons such as I have just mentioned, that, we need to
continue our development of AMSA'in order to keel) the deployment
opt in opel.
SEI('rION OF CONTAl('TORI

Mr. M.iiox. When and how will the AMSA contractor be selected?
Secretary L.im. Requests for proposal (RFP's) were issued to
i he potential AMSA contractors on November 3, 1969. The proposal
and evaluation periodd is planned to take 6 months. The source selection will he made after (ompletion of the evaluation an1d anticipated
rontracts will be awarded for engineering and development prior to
Il e end of fiscal 1970.
All of the contractors solicited will have the basic capability and
be able to perforiu in the areas that. we consider to be critical. These
are l)relaunch survival, integration of penetration aids and accomodation of tactics, anid the ability to trade )erformance parameters,
within reasonable limits, so as to arrive at i ilit production price that
we ran a fford a nd Ihat isreasolale.
NEW RUSSIAN BOMBER

Mr. MAnoN. It,has )ei stated that you recently disclosed that new
intelligence indicates the Soviets are imilding aitew intercontinental
medium )omber. Mr. Secretary, can you tell its something about this
new Soviet, bomber and how it compares with AMISA ?
Secretary L.muu). Yes, 'Mr. Chairman, the Soviets are believed to
have begunii flight tests of a lew medium jet bomber. The program
is expected to follow a cycle similar to that of other medium
The aircraft is exl)ected to be in the
)ound (lass. Like
Mi der, it will probably have a stand-oif air-to-surface missile. Its
combat payload will probably be between that of the 11-1I1and the AMSA
Performance is postulated to sonie degree by a comlarinson with
known Soviet aircraft technology and is expected to he cOial)aIable
to AMSA. Like its predecessors it might also be equipped for inflight
refueling.
Our proposed AMSA will weigh about. thousand pounds,
have a maximum speed of -and an unrefueled combat radius
of about 1950 nautical miles. Combat load will include
SRA\Ms.
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Mr. 1Oii*sI I hao,,iCve
it (ttitonl which lilts Ito
do with the developmeit of ithhitional ellpalhility for ou' existing bomlbing t'W'e-to
wit, a long range alr-to-grould missile. )o we have anything 1ike
this on the hoards, like tile Skvholt or sonietlhing of that uttlar're.
Central AVE"W,Ft.W~e have* nothing like ti,l Skyhlt. Wke hive

a missile known as the SRAM which is am air-to-groumd missile. It

is still in at development stage. There is money in the budget for it.
Mr. RoIi.s. It is it very short-raige utissile
general l w1IwLrit. It is a short -range missile.
There is some It. & D. on a hoig-ranfge missile, a ir-to-str'fae, which
would improve our capability.
Mr. Si ys. It. seemls to tle we have he:'n hearing these naelies for
a long, long time. Always we are developilg them. W1hen are we going to have something that is usable ? I am concerned about the long
l)eriod of development oi these new weapons.
General
i. lWa
We all are, Mr. Sikes. This is one ()f tihe aIreas
in which the Joint ('hiefs and the Secretlry of )efense have expressed
great concern, but, ui fort unat ely, we are "ust unable to force teelnology leyol a certain point. 'The teliology itsof todtlv will not
Su))Ort some of' thit
ngs we would like to have.
Secretairy' LAlm). I would like to ad(l to generall Wheeler's comininents. We have tile SRIM under consil eration for Iprocurement in
the 1971 budget, but this program la- slil)led in I. & 1). nd tIhere
are questions whether we caln go into pt)or(,itment in 1971. hut I wvnnt
to assure the di.t ingalisled (rentleman from Ilorida that that is a
matter which is untler (onsijeration inithe 1971 budget. fHowever, I
dont vaiit to hold out too much hope that it will he really for lrovurenieilt in tlllt next I)u(get.
EFF'T
CC 1' PS.AT T.AiKSiON i)E'ENE AlPP

RiA'iTION

()I

1970

Mr. MAm Tox. Mr. Secret arv, Mr. Tlipsemib and I have discussed at
problem which I believe should Ihe (liseu.,sed at this time Ibelieve it
would be appropriate to ask it at this .ilhe in view of it question Mr.
Sikes has askeId. The question is this6 I )o you have any information
which you can provide fihe coniiilittee which 'h would indicate that ti
le
fiscal year 1970 aPropriation for det'enfe should he illodified either
lpwairld or. (owiulard,

solely because of possible con('lusions which

night result front strategivc arms limitation talks commonly called
SALT ?
Secretary LAII). No.
Mr. M.xi'ix. General Wheeler, as I stated earlier, we are (lelighted
to have you before its. You have been before its many times n ptrior
years. H ow long have yoou been chairman of the Joiit Chiefs?
General
~mnuo. Nearm'ly '1/2 years, sir.,
Mr. M.\m,-ox. You may proeped with the statement that you have

for the record.

STrATEMEN%1FT OV THE C1MI.iMCAN o1, TiE JoINT' (atl,.rs

or STAFF

general l VluEL'iut. Mr. Chairman, I hlave a prepared statement
which has been distributed to the committee. Much of what I say in
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the I)l'tTared statelielit Was CoVerled ill tie Secretary's shatenellt orl
has eell covered ill q|testioltS hele.
With1 yourilerlllissioll, sir. I would .All1)lil tait fol. ile'ileold but I
wollid like to 1akm a couplee of reiuiarks.
MA. Mitox. Very wNell.
(The prepared state utul of (ehneral
STArMEUNT nY (hi,.

WheelerI

follows:)

l,],tlu.s G. VWtimi:i.i, U.S, AumY

Ni r. (halrilln and itelbers of the colilllnittee. the Joint ('defs of Staff stipport the Delpartment of Defense budget for fiscal year 1970 which, as you know,
was Initially formulated an d submitted by the previous administration and
reviewed and nmodifled by the present administration. They participated fully
in the executive branch decision processes which established the January budget
levels and which subsequently made major downward revisions to those levels.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff assisted In tile articulatloll of tile nmaljor lefelse oh.
jectives whh'h the present budget seeks, they helped clarify the lmlact which
lhe required budget reductions are going to have upon the national security,
they advocated tuodlilcations where proposed cuts could have seriously jeolmrdlzed our defense posture, and they assessed the overall effects which the fiscal
year 1170 budget will have upon our worldwide military capability. Although
the fiscal year 1970 defense budget. as subsequently modified by an additional
$3 billion expenditure reduction, will Impact on our national power and Increase
the risks to our national security, It nevertheless represents a careful balancing
of (omupet ing national Interests, and it has acconmnodated security goals with
economic stability and domestic need,,-.
There are, of course, nnny considerations other than purely military factors
which mist be taken into account In I)relmring a budget for the Department of
Defense. Many dolnestic national goals as well as national economic trends
llulst be kept In foeus In reaching anll optimnumn defense budget level. Still, the
primary objective of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in rendering advice li these matters
contitines to be the malllitenance of adequate U.S. power and security in a con-

tenilmrary worldilarena which finds a itmijor potn lo of the UT.S. forces engaged
iII Vietnam, a global growth In Soviet military general purpose and strategic
strike calmbilitles and a rising lied Cdnese nuclear potential. The military
posture of tile United States Inlist be fully ade(quate to provide for the security of
our forces on the battletleld in Southeast Asia and be adequate to contain
lie current challenges of existing world over realities. Additionally, we cannot
be satislied with solutions which look only to the contemporary scene. The
future, irrespective of our hopes and aspirations, is capable of producing recognizable situations which could be dangerously hostile to free unen and to America.
We must be prepared to preserve the physical and social Integrity of tile United
States In such an envlronient, even as we seek political formulas to meet the new
challenges at )ionie and to reach peaceful settlements and arms control agreelmtelts alirmiad. Any defense budget must contain funding both for the pIresent and
the future.
Although the recommtniended ilgilres of the fiscal year 1i170 defensee budget.
when lesseled by an expelllditure redluction of $3 billion, will reduce our culrrent military calaldllt y, we shall, nevertheless, be able to stilplort the confllct
lit Souhleast Asia on the scale presently planned, meet our other U.S. military
requlirelnifts steminlullg front our worldwide ntionalohll colmlmittments, and lprellare
for the future. It should Ihe recognized, however, that tihe contemplated reductions will reduce our military capability to meet unanticipated requirements In
Soullieast Asia, will lhnit the number of U.S. .lllitary options whlch will lie
available to meet new crises elsewhere in the world, aid will, to somile degree.
slow new weapon development and procurement for our future military 1iosture.
The degree of new weapon sacrifice to budget limitations has, however, been
carefully adJlusted to llaintailill l proprlate eniltasis on toinorrow's ueeds.
Inl past budgets, the future mnllitary needs of the United States have been deemphasized because of the pressing demlllnds of tile conflict It Southeast Asia.
As a result, there ate many new weapon systems starts in the current budget
which can no longer be deferred If our future nillitary strength Is to be reasonably
adequate. The problem of moderniizing the forces of all the services is now
extremely urgent. Of Increasing concern to me Is the U.SS.R. military research
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and development effort. Acceleratinlg III the past, it is now eqtuivalent to ours.
Front a broad mid apparently extremely comopetent base of llItary teeholo.gy
now available to the Soviets, we call expect the upward trend it Soviet rebsearih
and development to eontilue. It will, therefore. he necessary for tle Uniteil
States to carry out ani aggressive research and developnent program tdeqitiitv
to met tis elmerging advanced threat. The budget request of the I)epartnvot
of Defense does provide for the bare ntliinhnum in funds to perform tile tecesary research, developliltent, aind procuremient for thi new systeltsi required eveti
though significant reductions have been made here as elsewhere.
As you are well aware, most of the major downward revisions to the defense
budget which have been transmitted to Congress since this past January were
made in order to reduce total Federal spending for this fiscal year. To aceomiplish this purpose, re(luctions not only had to be inadc lit future developitieitt
and procurement progralts, they also had to be nmude in the current operatiig
expenses of our forces in being. Thitus. our present Ias well as our future capalbilitles have had to be re(luced. The following reductllons III eld lfscal 117(1 o),
crating forces have been made as a result (of ilie dowtwatrd ladjuslents to tlie
January budget levels made in April and the recent exlenditure reductions:
The Army is inactivating the .tint htfantry l)ivision lase and two of it.:
three brigades. ntli all of tile units ieluded ilni the tost recently anntl1oulced
withdrawals front time lepulblic of Vietmint. You will recall this withdrawal
Includes, for the Army, one miiore coilubal briglde anItd selected cminltat Sljsri;4
and combat service support uils. The support establlismnmet hased in lhe Ittted
States Is also being reduced iroiiort onately.
The Navy is Inactivating more than 100 shill"it id more than 200 a irrafft
The Air Force is releasing more tihan 450 aircraft froi

Its acttive toperlat lilt,
id

inventory of strategic offensive and defensive aircraft. tacthtal aircraft.
airlift aircraft. Thirty-six Mace molssiles will also IM- reili--d. - .

The Marine Corps is inactivating tie 5th Marine 1)ivislon, less onke regiimental
landing team. Notwithstanding this reduction, forward deploymen t of 1arlit
Corps forces In Japan and Okinawa, and afloat il tile lPacifie mid Mediterrame.
will still permit rapid reaction, However, reduction in iaval i amphibious lift
and gunfire support will preclude making full use of this capability alt wIll
present definite risks.
As a result of the above and other actions take titus far to reduce the fiscal
year 1970 budget, the end-of-fiscal-year military end strengths will be d( creased
by 220,000 from the January budget cellings-Armny 72,500, Navy 77,200. Air
Force 50,000, and Marine Corps 20,300.
exThese actions will not, as you may recognize, meet the full $3 billion
pendlture reduction goal. Careful assessmtents are being made as to how and
where tie additional cuts can he applied with the least adverse impact. Ill
formulatlng their recoulmendations concernitig these and prior cuts, the Jolit
Chiefs of Staff are aware that tite accutulating changes lit the U.S. military
posture, which the current fiscal restraints will produce, can carry with them
consequences wlich go beyond a pure military assessment of force strengths.
Abrupt changes in our military forces without concurrent change In political
colnlnlitinent can have the widest of consequences. Such actions could affect tit
security limis
force structures and expectations of other ttlons whose nation
beeni identified with ours.
A major unilateral reduction of our NATO-orlented forces or of our forces
deployed lit the Pacific, without a concomitant reduction it our comiuituments.
could carry with it a progressive nllitary deterioration In NATO and in time
Far East. Should serious doubts be raised concerning tite U.S. resolve, out'
security arrangements across tilt, globe coltld be played in jeopardy. For example.
a weakeiing of tile effectiveness or' cohesiveness of tile U.S, contrbution to
NATO could stimulate a military reduction by other members of the alliance.
Thins, changes In U.S. forces could have unanticipated aggregate consequeltces
to the free world overall military posture. World security, its well as U.S. security, could then be placed In danger were the Soviets to attelpt to take mlitary advantage of such a Westen European weakening. Tile survival of tile
free world--indeed all the world-could be caught lip in the stakes.
There is, of course, always a measure of risk associated with any force posture
which must be responsive to fiscal restraints. Absolute certainty Is a conunodity
which all of mankind seeks hut it sottetinies demands too high a price and
it Is always elusive, We cannot have certainty but neither can we abandon can-
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tloll, A,4 we

dj.st present alnd future military forces to meet tile overall needs
wo imist seek that blaice between too imilch and too littletim ha hilne, called lrmlence. ConAiering tile defense reditctions which have
beeni made al those wh1i1h are mW fit tile jilliloing sitilge, thle Joint Chiefs of
Staff Ibollev e that A1phave reiohed the limits of Irdent risk In the present

Of the Natllo,

'i'hmik yotu. Mr. ClIirnian.
VAI\''Cl1PATION OF' J(CS IN liUi)OEIr IIEI)UCTIONS

General WiIm;,Emjt. I would like to assure the committee that. the
Joint. Chiefs of Stafl' have part icipated fully in the examination of the
reduce ions that have been made in the budget.
Mr. MA.miox. That have been made and that have been proposed.
General W1IIE.EIm). Yes, sir, we have.
It is our belief t hat the reduIct ions have been made, as the Secretary
saili a iiioiment ago, in such a way its to have the least possible adverse
effect on our security.
Mr. ,M.o . leleral Wheeler, do you say that under all the ciucuinstances, fiscal and otherwise, you feel the proposed reductions are
Vo.u in support of them?
rea soiitd" accept alle and lare
generall W lui:n. Yes, sit-, Ole .Joint Chiefs of Staff are.
T would like to say further that, of course, any force structure that
is l)rel)ired with fiscal constraint obviously is not going to provide
the forces and the posture to meet every possible contingency. however, we have provided in here for the continuance of the war in
Vietnam in such a way as to supl))ort our forces effectively and permit
them to carry out their. mission.
We have struck a balance, I think, between the needs of the present
and the needs for the future. In other words, we have tried to maintain forces to I)rotect our security today. At the same time we have
supported programs that will provide ?or our security 5 or 10 years
in the future.
I would like to conclude by saying this, sir: The Joint Chiefs of
Staff consider that these reductions in this budget really represent
the limits of what we would call prudent risk.
TWO AN) ONE-HIALF WARl CONCEPT

Mr. M.j-.,. Thank you, General.
Of course, no one can foresee the future and we recognize there are
danger sl)ots all over the world. We realize a nation cannot be prepi)red to fight. instantaneously at every point of the globe. This is
understandable.
As you know, there has been considerable discussion in the Congress fl(] in the press relative to the so-called two and a half war
concept. I believe it has been reported recently that the Department of
Defense has indicated this concept has been altered somewhat, and that
we are now embracing a defensivee and offensive posture sufficient to
support only one and a half wars, or conflicts.
This brain gs up the question of how this reported change in concept
will impact this year and in future years on the Defense budget.
I would like to know the justification for the change, if it has been
made, and just what is involved here.
Mr. Laild, probably you should speak to this first.
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Secretary I.Lilu). First, Mr. Chairima, I think there is a lot of misinformation about where we are now, wha the posture of the Ullited
Stltes iS lit Ohe )reselit tilie.
It is true that the ,Joilt Chiefs of Staff, in slubilttlng their joitlt
st I'ategli olbjecties I)lln to the Secretarv of I)efellse, still itted a re(111e. \']hili would III%.(' provided this countyy with a capability of
li1htng t wo najor wlars amd one ilnor ('OnlihtI his \\' tiet Il's,
so-culled relliest which was made to the Secretary of )efense for the
fiscal ye ar 19.711 lldget . It coitaied forces and plrogram.s which, to-

rether with the I)efen se Agencies, MAP, anid so forth, I heliLwe, wotl(l

iflve required aboiit. $11 l)lilon ill fiscal yIeaI10"40. This was finally .
reduced In the service budget, sulmislOiis to alhoit $100 I, llIon. Bth of
these figUres excluded new pay increases. Then the Secretary of )efense went through his budget rew'iew,.
Now, when the budget was finally subllitted by." the Secretary of
i)efense to the Plresident of' the ['hitel States, it iliclule(1 it total Ire(luest for atpproxiinalely $si) billionl, excludinig
lPIN intl'reases. The
S'0 bill ion was
N2 real i(' estillate a', to wA-hat the Secretarv of i)efense
aiid tile Plesid(ellt felt could )e Sp)enit in the delelse 21rea, I)Ilt it was not
e111oigh to i)rovihle this ,oultlrv or put this country in ai posture to
Iall(lle txw() 1111j0l' wa and
1, olne illior 'ar. If \ve price out where we

are ill ollr budget tolay, we are realist ica!!V iin i posit ionl-if we dis-

coulilt the lth
eesit Vieilill "itililt ioii-- he'e
114i01' Wii1' 1(id ole iii 110' (o' ll ict.

e '(could

sui)I)ort one

I did not like to see the ,Joint Chiefs of Stilly put ill a position wilere
the Sereta li of I)efeli se coilld iilalivs collie i1) to the (Coilly'ess anid

s1 v lhat lie 1ha1id 1t1i1

Irellielnlhis I);ilgbel redilctions. All, ililedhiale
pi'edecessor rollid hlhn i redlict ion of almiuost $431 hilliollII tlie forces
Ilind prgri'rili requests iiade 1)v the Joillt Chiefs ill the ,SO?. Bit the
('hi,'s were filllliiig oil oie'basis -and the Secretary of )efense id
ile P>i'esh(ell t ve'e 1hinn1ilOig 1llanother basis. It just did iiot seem to
ine realistic to require the ,Joit.Chiefs of Still to sulmiilit a force plani
leased Olle type of s irateg,, \'hen the (.Olin1 r" wasn't abolit to fililice
that pal't iciill type of strategy.
Now, back in tlie Eiselihowe'lr ilniiniisti'at iol there de'elol)ed a poliev w\'hich was based almost elitirelv on fiscal restrailts alid guidelines
which were set forth bv t lie Secreti'ry of 1)efenlse prior to thi'e time te
budget w\as (di'a\wn. Ihele wais a sw\ nIg ini the Kennedy administration
ill whieh id1 fiscal guidelilies were (loile way with as far as the services

were concerned in preparing their budgets. I believe that these were
two extreme.,. The approach] in the ],Eisenihower iinilillstrationi, and

then the new approach that. came about in the Kennedy adlinnistrlaion, with lio fiscal restraints )eilig given to the. ser'vi(es in the )re)aration of their iudgets, but only the general guideline of beillg re)ared for twvo major wars and a'minor war. lhey would prepare their
I)ldgets and the hilbdget figures they had w\'orled ]olg ani hard on
Would mean very little because they weren't really in the ball park
of what the country could support.
'What we are noW trying to do is to look at where we are and what,
we can support and then take the procedures that were used in the

Eisenhower administration and the procedures used in the Kennedy

administration and try to take the best of both. And so in our review
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of the fiscal year 1971 budget we are now looking at what we can
supportt and how much it will cost, us to continue ie program at its
present level, rather than go through this other exercise.
I will probably go down on the record as the Secretary of Defense
who has reduced tie Chiefs' and the service recommendations by less
than any other Defense Secretary in the last 10 years, but we are using a different basis. However, this does not mean that we are changing our capabilities as far as what we can do right now is concerned.
Mr. MAoN;. General Wheeler, do you concur in what Mr. Laird
has said and do you have anything to add?
General WnEE.:LFn. I concur in what he has said. I would like to
add this, Mr. Chairman: The forces provided by the budgets of past
years could not support a 21/ 2 -war concept, loosely expressed. We, in
effect, were kidding ourselves by having a strategic concept which
envisioned such a capability. I believe that the way the strategic concept is formulated today is a much more realistic concept in view of
fiscal limitations and the other pressures of which members of this
committee are well aware.
Secretary LAIRD. Mr. Chairman, I just think that the military
shouldn't be in a position where they are embarrassed to the extent that.
they were in being required to submit figures on one basis to the Secretary of Defense, while the Secretary of Defense and the President
submit them on an entirely different basis to the Congress. I just don't
think it does anybody any good to operate that way.
Mr. ANDnrws: A 2f/2-war, or a 11/-war?
Secretary LAIRD. What we are t ryi ng to do is to put together a budget
based on where we are today and what it would cost to continue our
strategic posture at the same level that it is today without any changes,
and a1so what it would cost to continue our conventional force posture
,it the level that it is now, discounting Vietnam.
A i-rITHARY I)EV.N'sE BUDGET CEILIN(S

Mr. MImoiN. Mr. Secretary, what you are doing, and proposing to
do, in the way of controlling the Defense Department is beginning to
sound quite familiar. As I recall, and I think you well remember,
during the middle and late 1950's the Chief Executive would issue an
arbitrary defense budget ceiling; the Department of Defense would
divide that up among the milita-y services prol)ortionately, and the
military services were pretty much allowed to go their own way. Do
you intend to resume that system ?
Secretary LAIRD. It is true that the situation in the national economy,
as well as the relative priority attached to nondefense programs, are
major factors in determining the level of resources that can be devoted
to defense programs. However, I want to make it clear that our approach to budget formulation will not be arbitrarily to divide this total
among the services.
We plan to allocate the estimated resources available by force and
functional areas, rather than by arbitrary division among the services.
The amounts provided for each of these categories will be developed as
the result of our review of specific programs and will not be issued in
terms of arbitrary ceilings. The military departments and the Joint
Chiefs of Staff will be asked to develop programs and forces under
the total fiscal guidance, and to propose equal cost tradeoffs which,
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in their judgifleiit, will )rovide a more balanced program within the
total resources available. Mr. Packard and I will review these equal

cost tradeoffs, together with our stall', and make, specific decisions concerning their approval, disapproval, or modification.
Mr. MMio.N. We are concerned that the stage could be set for inordinate btidget requests from the services to begin with, tie strong
andofoverlappIng
duplicating,
uncoordinated,
probability
ser-ices
the uiiitarv weapons
on the part
lobbying activity
sy stems, andofmuch
before Congress in support of their favorite programs. You will recall
the Thor and Jupiter. It could result in inept and ineffective forces in
the future since they may be equipped and operating on an nncoor(linated basis. I prestime you have. considered all these matters. Since
you once sat here, and have seen this type of thing unfold before the
committee, how do you propose to avoid these pitffalls?
Secretary LAIRD. We certainly appreciate the iml)ortance of the
prol)lems you mention, but I believe our approach to resource alloca-

tion within the Department will enable us to avoid them. The new
system of planning, programing, and budgeting will be based upon a
national strategy approved 1)y the President, which can be financed
with the resources available for defense programs. The fiscal guidance,
which%will be provided to the Joint Chiefs of Staff and military
departments, will be an initial estimate of the allocation of resources,
to implement this strategy. The Chiefs and services will review the
guidance and recommend changes as ap ronriate. This planning, and
our decisions, will not be uncoordinated. SNince we all start with the
same ground rules, I would expect that it might be just the opposite,
a highly coordinated procedure. The new system has the support of
the Joint Chiefs and the service Secretaries, and has been structured
in such a manner as to avoid the kinds of debates that occurred some
years ago in support of the services' favorite programs.
EFIFECT OF REDUCTIONS ON MII.ITAIY IOS'IIn

AIr. A[,Ai oN. Mr. Secretary, in announcing cutbacks, you said on one
occasion, "I want the American people to know that there will be
an inevitable weakening of our worldwide military posture."
You also said, "It is clear that, our defense readiness will be
weakened."

In your statement today you have made statements of similar fimport. I would like for you to give us for the record the areas where
the weaknesses will occur.
(The information follows:)
In announcing reductions in defense spending of up to $3 billion, I did say

that our defense readiness would be weakened and that our capbility to meet
current commitments would be reduced. However, I also stated that we would
strive to make cuts that would have the least possible impact on our readiness.
The review of the fiscal year 1070 budget was undertaken with that guidance.
It must be recognized that even before the reductions our military posture
worldwide was less than optimum because support of the stringent demands
of the war in Vietnam has caused a reduced level of readiness elsewhere. The
reductions are being undertaken' so as to maintain a reasonable balance of
capabilities and to avoid deficiencies in functional or geographie areas that
would Jeopardize our national Interests.
I covered briefly in my statement the reductions In our forces in.being and
our military posture by force area. In addition to these reductions, we plan to
reduce the tempo of operations in some areas, and cut down our civilian per-
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.onnvl force. 1 ani confident, Mr. Chairman, that although these cbithawlis will
weaken our o',cralt level of readiness, they will not result in dleficlencles, either
functional or geographical, that would Jeopardize our national literests.

Mr. MAION. I believe i majority of the citizens of this country
are convinced that we possess enough missiles, with enough nuclear
warheads, to destroy civilization, really, as we know it. Have the
proposed reductions weakened our strategic forces in any significant
way ?
III answer to a questions from Ur. Sikes, you p)oilited out yolr views
on that to some extent. Would you like to am plify those views?
Secretary LAIRD. No, Mr. Chairman. I think we pointed out we
(lid not weaken the overall strategic-force posture. I went into that
with Mr. Sikes.
NEEI) T)

IAL FROM A POSITION OF S'I'RilN(IGl I

Mr. MIoN. As you know, this committee has always advocated
that the United States should deal with other nations at the conference table or otherwise from a position of strength. We feel the
United States should not be required to deal from a position of weakness, or be made to appear to be dealing from a position of weakness.
Some of the statements made during the ABM debate by officials
in the executive and legislative braiclhes as to the growing strength
of the Soviet Union were alarming. Some of the statelments vonl have
made today concern us, and the facts which we have had dirinOllour
hearings this year give us concern that the Soviet Union is building
U) its strength strategically and otherwise. I am thinking in terms
of the number of Soviet missiles of certain types, the number and size
of their warheads, and so forth.
Do you feel that in our international negotiations the United
State-s'is still dealing from a J)osition of strength, or have you concluded that we are recentlyy dealing from a position of weakness?
Secretary LAIRD. Well, Mr. (hairlan, if we were to look at. this
(uestion from the standpoint of where the United States was at the
tne of the Cuban missile crisis and the balance, which favored the
U nited States by more than 4 to 1 at that particular time, we were
dealing at that, time from a position of strength.
Now, Mr. Chairman, as we move into the strategic arms limitation.
talks which have started in Helsinki this week with the Soviet Union,
1 think it should be perfectly clear that the United States possesses
an unquestionable deterrent force today. However, I am concerned
about the growing strategic strength of the Soviet Union and we certainly have seen no indication of a halt in the building of that strength.
We canot predict the outcome of the talks, Mr. Chairman or their
duration.
As Secretary of Defense, I consider it my responsibility to insure
tlhe maintenance of our deterrent in the face of this growing threat
of tile Soviet Union by recommending to the President and the Congress programs and forces which I feel will meet that responsibility,
[ISTiIC'(TION OF NATION TIIIit7(Ill OEII-011XIN(I

Mr. MAIToN. Mr. Secretary, the Communist leaders have, over the
years-I am now looking at the matter of national defense from an-
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other angle--prophesied that the capitalistic countries would destroy
themselves economically. As you know and have indicated, much of
the reduction in the Defense budget before us is a part of all effort
to control gross Federal spending. We cannot risk the destruction of
our Nation by irresponsible spending and irresponsible fiscal policies
in domestic and international fields.
Are we threatening to make it impossible to maintain an adequate
defense as a result of-spending on defense or in other areas? Is there
any logic, in your opinion, to the hope of our opponents that we will
destroy ourselves from within by overspendin ?
ec.reta'y b.um). Mr. Clairiiman, there is this danger, but I believe
we have taken it into consideration in our bu(Iget review. The administration recognizes the dangers to our count ray's security from faulty
economic poTicies and from the threat of inflation which has increased
at a growing rate. We recognize, further, that total Federal spending
has a-tremendous impact, ol the economy and is a direct. factor in the
inflation we are presently experiencing.
The most important function that can be performed is the control
of Federal spending as far as the executive branch and the Congress
are concerned, and we are trying to do our part in that. We have reduced military forces as well as nondefense areas of the budget in
recognition of this economic threat which does endanger the national
security of the country.
We also recognize the importance of the domestic needs, the claims
that are made on Federal revenues by other programs. But I can
assure you, Mr. Chairman, that this problem which you outlined, the
threat to our national security from faulty economic planning, is a
very severe threat and one that affects our national security along
with our military spending programs.
Although we have reduced the readiness somewhat by some of the
actions we have taken and proposed to this committee, we are also
assessing them against a review of our national security objectives in
the National Security Council. I believe the administration's actions
have been taken in the light of the economic requirements and they
certainly weren't just taken as a direct refutation of the Communist
leaders, or the philosophy of Lenin. They were based upon sound
economic policy which we feel we must pursue here in the United
States.
PROPOSED REDUOONS

Mr. MArioN. I believe now that you are proposing reductions in
appropriations of about $5.5 billion. About $400 million of this relates
to military construction and about $5.1 billion relates to the regular
defense appropriation bill. Is this about correct?
Secretary LATIRD. That is correct.
Mr. MAHON. I wish you would for the record give us a breakdown
of the total reductions between the regular military functions which
are included in our bill and those for military construction and other
military related activities.
Secretary LAIm. The currently planned reductions for regular
military functions total approximately $5.1 billion in NOA and $2.9
billion in expenditures. The military construction reductions are presently targeted at about $400 million in NOA and $100 million in
expenditures. I will provide a summary table of these reductions for

the record.
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(The information follows:)
(Dollars in billions?
NOA
Military functions ...............................................................

Military construction .............................................................
Total ...................................................................

.

5.1

Outlays
2.9

4

.1

5.5

3.0

The current status of these reductions Is:
(Dollars In billions)
NOA

Outlays

Provided to House Appropriations Committee by military services..................... 3.4
Provided to House Appropriations Committee by SecDet .............................
1.3
Items under consideration to replace restorations by conference in authorization bill .....
4
Military construction reductions, House Armed Services Committee ..................... 4

2.0
.6
.3
.1

Total...................................................................

5.5

3.0

A.
T
MAJoS. it has been a little diflicuilt to keep) track exactly of
llthe proposed recomlmendations regarding reductions that have
been nade by the Department of Defense. I wish you would make
sure the record shows l)recisely whatI proposed cuts in appropriations
you wish to present.
Of course, it is the responsibility and the duty of Congress--and

Congress will exercise the responsibility-to use its own independent
judginent indetermining what, will be contained in the bill.
Secretary LAmb. Mr. Chairman, could I give you falist of the
(dates
Mr. MAr1oN. I am not especially concerned about the dates. I am

just,

concerned that the information be clear in this record. I beieve that your statement pretty well answers the question.
Secretary LAniR. I have a table here which outlines it by date.
l'. MA11ON. That may be included in the record.
(Trlhe information follows:)
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PRESS
ANNOUNCEMENTS, PROJECT
703

Expenditure
reductions
amount
(in millions)

Date

Approximate
NOA reduction (not
shown in
press an.
nouncements)

220,4
(I)
June 8, 1969(President Nixon)-... "As a consequence of the recommendation bythe
President I Thleu and the assessment of our own
commander in the field, I have decided to order
the immediate redeployment front Vietnam of a
division equivalent of approximately 25,000
men."
Aug. 21, 1969 (Laird)-----.
The Armed Forces fiscal yeir eld strength will be
-----------........
reduced by more than 100,030 military and more
than 50,000 civilian,
$3,000
2 5,100.0
Do----------------- Defense expenditures Li fiscal yenr1170 Wi b) cut
up to $3,000,000,000.
(1)
278.5
Sept. 16, 1969(President Nixon)..- "After careful consideration wit)n sn ir PIvilil s
and military advisors aid i fill c) i Ittioi wit
the Govermont of Vietnam, I hliv) da:lJa)J 1) reduce the authorized troop coili g Ii Vietnam t
484,000 by Dec. 15 . . , a mililnuii of 69,03)
troops will have been withdrawn by Dec. 15,"3
Oct. 20,1969 (Laird)...
. . Major actions we have taken or plan to take In fiscal --------------------------year 1970 include:
A $4,103,000,000 redu.ztiin in expenditures;
About $8,000,000,000 cut iabudet authority;
A220,000.man reduction in military manpower:
A 68,000-man reduction Li the civilian work
force, and
A significant impact on the defense industry
resulting from these actions.
$ 200
200.0
Oct. 27,1969 (Laird) ----Secretary has approved 307 actions to consolidate,
reduce, reline or close installations and activities
Inthe United States, Puerto Rico, and overseas.
I Not amnounced.

Approximate.
3Actually the total reduction in authorized strength amounts to 65,500 (25,000 previously announced aid 40,500 now).
Note that these amounts include reductions made by the Apr. 15amendments as well as the Project 703 reductions.
Approximately $200.000,000 will besaved during fiscal yes.r 1970, and 609,000,000 annually tnerealter.
ARMY-PROJECT 703, PRESS ANNOUNCEMENTS

Expenditure
reductions
amount
(in millions)

Date
helicopter
program
...........
Cheyenne
May 19,
its fiscal
1970
opera(Laird) .........
............ Terminate
Army
willmaintenance,
reduce
Aug.
21, 1969
1969 (Resor
and year
training
bynon-SEA
approximately
tions,
$500,000,000.
Aug. 21, 1969 (Laird) ............ Army plans to Inactivate the 9th Infantry Division...
i None announced.

.

.

Approximate
NOA reduction (not
shown itt
press an.
nouncements)

O

429.0
. . .............

40.4

55.5
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS-PROJECT 703, PRESS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Date
Aug. 22, 1969 (Chaffee) .
Do................

Expenditure
reductions
amount
(millions)

Navy identifies 76 ships to beretired ..............
As a result of the retirement of 76 ships and subse(I)
quent actions, the Navy will reduce its military
manpower by about 72,000.
Do ...................... Reduce military personnel strength by about 20,300
(1)
in the Marine Corps.
Do ........................
Reduce military personnel 7,200 of the previously an(I)
nounced 72,000 military manpower reductions in
the Navy.
Sept. 22, 1969 (Chafee) ..........
Deactivation of the 5th Marine Division with the
(I)
exception of the 26th Regiment In Vietnam.
Do ........................
A reduction of approximately $115,000,000 in
$115.0
Marine Corps expenditures.
Do ........................
An end strength reduction of 20,300 Marines during
(I)
fiscal year 970.
Do ........................
Plans to base on Okinawa and at Camp Pendleton,
(1)
elements o? the 3d Marine Division being redeployed from Vietnam.
Do ........................
Navy announced names of22 additional ships aad
48.0
1Iaviation units.
Oct 11969 (Chafee) ........Inactivate the U.S.S. "Bosto. ...................
1.8
Oct. 07,1969 (Chafee) ...........
Navy plans to reduce its civilian work force by about
(a)
30,000 during the present fiscal year.
Oct. 17, 1969 (Chalee) ...........
Navy plans to retire 4 technical research ships......
()
Do ........................
Navy plans to retire 7 construction battalions
(I)
(Seahees) (as a result about 5,000 men will be
released from active duty).
Oct. 29, 1969 (Chalee) .......... 28 Naval Reserve training centers and facilities
.4
across the country wil be disestablished by
December 31, 1969, as part of Defense savings
program. Approximate annual savings, $0.4
million.
N1ov.
5, 1969 (Chalee)........ Navy announced today that 8 destroyers and 2
8.8
aviation units (CVSG-52 and VP-21) will be retired as a part of the economy program announced
by Secretary Laird on Aug. 21. Total ships retired
to date Is 111.
I None announced.
Not applicable.
Included in the 145.0 shown for the first item Inthis table.
4See above.
Included in 53.3 shown for 3d item in this table.
nNo NOA involved,

Approximate
NOAreduclion (not
shown in
press announcements)
145.0
139.0
53, 3
(2)

()
155.9
(4)
(6)
(a)
51.2
6.6
17.2

10. 1
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AIR FORCE-PROJECT 703, PRESSANNOUNCEMENTS

Date

Expenditure
reductions
amount
(in millions)

Approximate
NOA reduction (not
shown in
press announcements)

(IzL
(t
MOL cancellation ................................
June 10, 1969 Packard).........
(3.
AirForce will reduce Its non-SEA training by 300,000
Aug. 21,1969 Laird) ............
flying hours for the remainder of this fiscal year.
117.0
(3)
Reduce personnel strength by 45,000 airmen; 5,000
Sept. 22, 1969 (Seamans) ........
officers; and 13,000 civilians.
)-.......
Do ........................ Reduction in the active Inventory of Indirect support
and test aircraft by approximately 185 aircraft.
4.4
Do ------................. Phase out 24 WB-47 aircraft ...................... (3)
.5
Do ........................ Termination of the F-100 Fighter Weapons Course(3)
at Nellis AFB, Nov.
(4)
()
No large-scale RIF-reduce by reduced personnel
Do .........................
procurement, early release from active duty on
nonreplacement of attrition.
()
Of the total numberof aircraft being reduced,ap proxDo .......................
imately 90 are AF Systems Command testbedaircraft, Including C-97's, C-135's, F-100's, F-lOt's,
F-106's, and F-4's.
()
100.0
Do ....... .......... Planned procurement of vehicles, supplies electronics, base maintenance and support equipment
is being deferred.
ofapproximately
100,000,000
8.3
8.0
Do ........................ Plannedexpansion ofleased commercial communications deferred.
10.0
10.6
Do ....................... Installation of phase II B-3500 data processing and
other computer Isystams at AF bases partially
deferred.
()
(2)
Do ........................ Reduce military personnel strength by about 50,000
In the Air Force.
(2)
184.8
Nov. 3,1969 (President Nixon).... "Our air operations (in South Vietnam) have been
reduced by over 20 percent."
I Several hundred million.
2 None announced.
$ Approximately $193,000,000.
Not applcable.
*See above.

Mr. MAHON.. How firm was the $5.1 billion reduction in new obligational authority and the $2.9 billion in expenditures?
Secretary LTIID. The $5.1 billion reduction in new obligational
authority aind the $2.9 billion expenditures were not firm figures since
those amounts assumed the conferees on the procurelnent and
R.D.T. & E. authorization bills would agree on the lower amount
of either the House or the Senate Armed Services Committee recoimendatiois. It was recognized that to the extent that a higher amount
was approved by the conferees substitute items of equal expenditure
value would need to be identified. The new obligational authoritv
reduction assumed as a part of the authorization bill and included
in the $5.1 l)illion was $990.5 million. The conferees actually restored
$747.8 million of this amount, requiring substitute items to be identified to replace this NOA figure. Associated with the $990.5 million
was the estimated expenditure amount of approximately $400 million. Accordingly, it is necessary to find replacements for about $350
million of expenditures. The revised targeted reduction-including
military construction-in new obligational authority is $5.5 billion
and in'expenditures is $3 billion. Of these amounts $0.4 billion in
authority and $0.3 billion in expenditures have not yet been finally
determined.
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EFFECT OF

AUTHORIZATION

BIL

ON REDUCTIONS

Mr. MAHON. What effect did the military procurement authorization bill have on these reductions'?
Secretary LAIRD. It required us to make adjustments in our reductions, because of the difference between our planning base and the
actual conferees' report. As a consequence, we still have $0.4 billion
in authority and $0.8 billion in expenditure adjustments to finally
determine.
Mr. MAHO.N. What effect will the restoration of items deleted from
the authorization bills have on the total reduction in new obligational authority and expenditures of $5.1 billion and $2.9 billion, respectively.
Secretary LAIRD. As a result of the restorations in the authorization bill ani-d the compensating actions taken to date, the NOA reductions, including military construction, now total $5.5 billion of
which $0.3 billion has not been finalized. Associated with this $5.5
billion is a $3 billion expenditure reduction of which $0.3 billion
has not been finalized. The NON of $5.1 billion and expenditures of
$2.7 billion represent firm decisions as of this date insofar as appropriation amounts are concerned. There may be some changes within
the appropriation totals however as we proceed with the execution
of the fiscal year 1970 program. The remaining items are currently
under review for final decision. Definitive action, however, will be
taken in the near future to assure the full $3 billion expenditure reduction is effected.
IDENTIFICATION

O' FURTIIER REDUCTIONS

Mr. Siiuvs. Will there be additional reductions beyond those previously announced?
Secretary LAIRD. Yes, there will. In order to achieve the goal which
was set out and which I discussed with this committee informally several weeks ago, we will still have to identify $400 million in further
NOA reductions which have not been announced and which have not
been identified as of today.
Mr. M1tnov. You are speaking of expenditure reductions?
Secretary LAuD. That is correct. We have to get $300 million more
of expenditure reductions in order to meet the target which I outlined
earlier to this committee and it happens to be in this case that we need
$400 million in NOA to get about $300 million in expenditures.
Mr. SIKs. Then I understand that other than an additional $300
million, the Department of Defense has no further cuts projected for
fiscal year 1970?
Secretary LAmD. That. is correct.
ADDITIONAL BASE CLOSURES

Mr. SixEs. Will there be further base closures or reductions?
Secretary LAIRD. There will be some reductions that will be announced in; fiscal year 190, that is correct.
Mr. SicEs. When can that,announcement be anticipated?
Secretary LAIRD. We will probably have one in early spring, but I
want to make it clear, Ir. Sikes, that that will not have any signifi-
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cant effect on expenditures or new obligational authority ill fiscal
year 1970. There are very few exceptions--there are sonie personnel
reductions yet to be announced, and then there is a Navy announcemient, to come on its headquarters, but these are not base elosings. They
will only be personnel reductions and they will be the only; things
affecting expenditures in 1970. Any further base closings tli; coinig
spring would not Orect; expenditures in 1970.
Mr. SmTKES. Is that reduction list available now?
SecretarT LAIRD. No, it is not. I have a, list of force reductions which
will be announced between now and Janua'v 1 and that ik pretty
well finalized, but it has to do with a cutback of personnel.
It,;I)1(*I'I)NS IN (VIIAN

PEIIONNEIL

Mr. SiKiiS. Will there be additional civilian reductions beyond those,
alreadlv announced?
Se:etary L.%tmi.
They will be within the 68.60 that have been
announced, though.
Mr. Sixii:s. No evilian reductions beond the 0.,0I) already
anntoun;ed ?
Secretarv LAuR. With the excel)tion of the spring base actions. We
are also rev-iewing some persolnel in the Department of defensee and
in each of the services, trying to make additional reductions. I doui
want to say that if we ca;i find some places where we can reduce personnel we'are not going to do it. We will do it and will tell this
committee.
The budget amouncements that we have made and the recuiilen(lations that we have before you now are bas(od on 6S.160() civilian red(iiions and 220,000 mi itar. reductions in fiscal year 1970.
AIRCRAFT OVERiHAULh AND REPA IR OVERSEAS

Mr. SIK,,s. You have already anounced reductions in force at all
of the Navy's overhaul and repair facilities. I note at the same time.
and I have called this to your attention by letter, that we are contining to do aircraft overhaul and repair in overseas installations, partic'ularly in the Pacific. I raised this point ; will it not be preferable to
return those )lanes to tie United State. in the majority of cases for
overhaul and repair within the continental United tats rather than
to discharge American workmen and to give this eml)loyment, to
foreign workmen, with the attendant gold flow and other p)ro)lems?
Secretary LAIRD. Mr. Sikes, this matter is currently under consideration andl I can assure you that we are looking at it right now.
Mr. MAHTON. Will you supply an answer at this point ?
Secretary LAIRD. I'will supply a detailed answer.
(The information follows:)
After conducting an in-depth review and analysis of the overseas contract

depot maintenance program projected for fiscal year 1970 and 171, the following
workload find costs associated with these programs are depleted in the clii'l
ielow. 'Phe assessments alld evaluations were made i coordination with representatives of each of the military departments and the consolidated data represents projections to be accomplished in both the Asian and European theaters.
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OVERSEAS
CONTRACT DEPOT MAINTENANCE PROGRAM FORAERONAUTICAL EQUIPMENT, FISCAL YEAR 1970-7!

Ioollar amounts In millions]
Workload In

man-years

Arny..1............................................
Navy ---------------------------------.
Air torco ......................................
DOD
---------------------------------------

115
3,517
2,598
6,230

Cost
$0.405
32,356
12.358
45.069

Workload In

man.years

Cost

202
3,478
2,350
6,030

$0.900
32. 000
13.547
46. 447

It will be noted that the alove data reflects a slight reduction In workloads
to be lperfolrmed by contract lit tim overseas areas between fiscal year 1970
and fiscal year 191T. After making a review of each of the specific aircraft all(1
their associated hardware, which' Is betig processed by (ontractual sources in
the overseas area, It has beent determined that all eqiiuiineits which can be
rettirlied to the Coltinental United States for depot mahittenlailce aire being
returiled. Specifically, only those Navy aircraft whiilt are shore based in Asia
are beillg Slp)orted by coiftrac(tial means it tit(, theater. Carrier based or fleet
operating aircraft are being rettirned to CONUS activities for depot inaintenate sulport. Additionally, hardware associated with these aircraft are being
a(coitiilslld il tile same manner. I-x(el)tions to tills base policy occurs only
wilen elliergency sUpport is required for accessories aindl comlonelnts which are
i critical short supply iII tile Navy system. Another significant element of work
that Is being (omnmretally suplplrted relates to tile Marine Corps helicopters
whichltile oelratilng in Southeast Asia. While tiese equl)nentt are shore based
an1d it wolild seeit reasonable to con-lude they cotld be returned to CONI'S
itteniallce support, suci actiln (.lililtOt lie illplelelted d eto the
for depot tttih
lack of sufflelent quantities of those types ilild configured alreraft to sulport
a transportation iid overltul l pipeline and at the same tue provide operatilng
units with the required ltullber of ailrcaft to carry out atid exectite their basic
tactical mission. 'ri'hs, It will nrot lie feasible to return these helicopters to
CONUS ativitles for lltlintetall(,e support until such time as tactical conditionss
permit I reductionl of tile need for present quatitties iII Sottheast Asia.
cailnot he flown back
III ti ie cise of tit( Air Force. only tho.e aircraft wlltl
to CONUS for delt maliteilaice tire being sullported by overseas (onttrac'tors.
E1veii though tite aircraft are beitig sulprted by contractual ieains. all accessories, compotientry, and other hardware are being rettirned to CONUS aitiities
for ialintenance support as ol)posed to (oitractlg for tills work. All iultiengine Air Force aircraft having slflhilent. raige to reurni to CONt'S are cycled
through either Air Force orgaiic facilities or contract sources as approliate.
The Army has lelt iettrilng the majority of till their aeronautical equipment
since tie outet of hostilities III
to the CONUS for depot illilitell(e sulrt
Southeast Asia. Only it iniliilitim of contractor depot malittenitce support is
heing used in Soutleast Asia a11l(1 tni even lesser amliount is being performed
by contract lit Europe. Army plans call for coipiete lIhaSeoult of (oitracting
for aeronautical equliitelit iltalitellalce IIl Euitrope In fiscal year 1971. A siaill
,olttra(ct prograin is being carried out by Armay oil CH-47 helicopters (hiriiig
fiscal ye.ir 1070 l(]d 1971. The work is being performed lit Soutih VietitI by a
Vietiiatese contractor, The accolplishmeilt of this program through tlis means
Is deemed both desirable mid prtldent lit order to reduce downtime of the equipwould be ictrred if tite wvork were performed lit CONUS tnd this
ment tit
alliproalch will provide for tle availability of a greater inumler of these helicopDnTh;ese equitineivit are
ters to tactical units thall would be otherwise lssibl.
need itt Southeast Asia.
few in number and serve a criil
It must be recogized tiat til programs as projected for fiscal year 1070
2111(l 1971 are predicated on 111 extentsioi of the ,urreilt levels of air aid cobaliilt
activity rates. III gelteral, they are geared to tactical itetivity rates currently
experienced and projected. In tile event titat tactical operations are significantly
reduced( during the tinte frante covered, these depot nmaintenance workloads
will le reduced accordingly and in tltose Illstances wilere tite aeroiliiutical
equipment ilhided i these overseas irogramtls are to le retained by U.S. forces
lhey will be returned to CONUS for depot inalittenitllce suppIo'rt.
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SIIHIP CONSTRUCTION AND IEI'AIR!OVERSEAS

-r. ADDABO. We ill New York have the same l)roblem of the shipyards and men being put, out, of work. I have taken this up ith tle
Navy. While you are looking into the question of the aircraft, periaps you could look at the question of the Navy.
SSecretary LAIRD. Except for five small ships, we are not doing any
ship construction. work outside of the United States at the present
time. I will be very happy to look at that problem, however.
Mr. AfAHoN. He is talking about ship repairs.
Secretary LAIRD. We are doing very little in tile way of repairs in
foreign yar-ds. WVe have had several suggestions that we do some ship
repair work in Singapore in order to have a cooperative arrangement
with the Australians there. But that would not be significant in
amount. I will be glad to look into that matter also.
It would seem to me, though, as we look over the ship construction
program and as Ave go forward with budget reductions, that if there
are additional budget reductions to be made in the future we are
going to be moving in the direction of closing more facilities in the
ited States. This is one of the things that comes about when you
curtail defense expenditures and curtail tihe defense budget, It, is
unfortunate, but it is one of those things that we have to do.
ESTImxAVI'EI) cosr OF VIETNAM WAR

Mr. MHO~. Mr'. Secretary, I would like to move to another subject
noW.
When you were a member of the Committee on Appropriations,
you were often critical of budget estimates submitted by the Departmnent of Defense. Would you say to the committee that the budget
for fiscal 1970 which we are presently considering includes all costs
of the war in Vietnam for the fiscal ye ar 1970?
.
Secretary LAIRD. The budget for 1970. Mr. Chairman, is based upon
our best estimate of the levels of activity and forces in Vietnam.
Should there be any significant increase, or decrease in activity levels,
or changes in the' force deployments, our present estimates would
have to be revised.
Ir. MA~rox. Your current estimate is about $23 billion.
Secretary Ltim). Our current estimate, overall estimate, is $23.2 l)illion for fiscal year 1970. This is the full cost,, not the incremental cost,
as far as the war in Vietnam is concerned. This is the full cost. of the
war in Vietnam at the present time and at the present spending rate.
The incremental cost is somewhat lower. I am sure the members of the
committee will recall I used to get into these arguments with the S(retary of Defense-whether we were talking about full costs or incremeIntal costs. I am talking about full costs.
Mrr. AImo.. Explain, for the record, the difference between full
costs and incremental costs.
Secretary LAIRD. I will do thtrt. I think it, is well that we understand
that difference, because some of the costs that are in the $23.2 billion
will be continuing whether the forces are supported in Vietnam or
not. I have argued this point repeatedly, and I think it is well to put
it in here in detail-what the difference is between incremental cost
and full cost.
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(The information follows:)
FUL

COSTS AND

TNCRFMENTAL COSTS OF TilE' WAIR IX SOUTIFAST

ASIA

The full costs of the war cover the military personnel (deployed and backup)
added for Southeast Asia since 19065 and the costs of equipping and supporting
forces iln Southeast Asia. Some of these costs would have been incurred In any
event, Increnental costs represent the net dliffereone between wartime and pencetime needs.
For example, the amunlln1itiol used in Southeast Asia Is counted as a war cost.
Had there been no war, our ammunition requirements for peacetime training
would have been somewhat greater than they now are. A unit deployed in Vietmian might use 1,000 rounds per month itn combat. In peacethne, tint unit might
have used 50 rounds , er month for training. Full costs would reflect 1,000
rounds per month; incremental costs would reflect 950 rounds per month--the
net difference between wartime and peacetime needs.
Similar considerations would apply to aircraft operations. Full costs reflect
the co;t of operating aircraft in Southeast Asia-fuel, parts, malntenan(e, and
so forth. llowever, sone costs would be incurred in peacetime training of tie
units, and this should be recognized In determining incremental costs.
Other examples involve equipment attrition and losses. ''ie cost of replaceIng aircraft losses in Southeast Asia is treated as a war cost (under full costs).
However, some aircraft would have been lost by those units in peacethie trainIng, and, to the extent possible, this should be recognized in determining incremental costs, Moreover, as older aircraft are lost, they have often been replaced
with newer-type alrcraft-with the cost of the newer aircraft being treated as
a special war cost, since tile immediate reason for buying them was to replace
combat losses. Some of these procurements would have been made in any event,
to modernize the force; this, too, should be recognized to the extent possible in
determining Incremental costs,
Units deployed to Vietnam
have sometimes .received special equipment, or
greater quantities of some items than previously provided. The costs of the
added items have been treated as special war costs. However, in some cases our
experience has proved that the equipment should be incorporated in the basellie force (the peacetime force level necessary to meet our coninttnents excluding Vietnam). Once again, the Incremental cost would be considerably below
time full cost we have reported.
Many new units have been created for operations iii Vietnam, and the cost
of these units has been treated as a special war cost. In some cases, however,
It has been determined that these new units should be continued in the baseline
force, and other units have been (isestablIshed. Our wartime costs (on a fullcost basis) continue to reflect the full costs of the new units, while the d1established units have been deleted from our non-war costs. Incremental costs
would reflect only a part of the costs of such new units.
The war greatly increased our needs for equipment maintenance-there Is
much more equipment in use, it is used more Intensively, and the standards must
be high. We have tried to recognize this in developing estimates of special war
costs. Our experience has shown, however, that In some respects our prewar
maintenance standards were too low, and we do not plan to return to them. To
this extent, the full cost which we have reported Is higher than al incremental
cost.
A significant part of our R. & D. effort has been directed to problems arising
from combat in Southeast Asia, and has been reflected as a war cost. However,
a great deal of this effort In limited war R. & D. would have been necessary in
any event, so that (,ur reported full costs of R. & D. In support of Southeast
Asia are considerably above the incremental costs.
In summary, the costs of the war as we have reported them include costs of
many types which would have been incurred in any event. Incremental costs,
to the extent possible, exclude these.
in addition to the distinction between full and incremental costing, there are
other important factors in considering the impact of Southeast Asia develop.
ments upon Defense budgets. These include problems with respect to reconstituting inventory levels and meeting backlogs that have accumulated In other areas
while priority was given to operations in Southeast Asia.
It should again be emphasized that there are no precise accounting records
for these special war costs, nor can there be.
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Mr. Axnhtws. We 'eplhearing about $30 billion. Is (hat figure not
Secretary LAIn. That was al)lroximately tile cost in 1969. We were
up at $28.8 liilion. That was tIe full cost in 1969.
Mr. M. IIox. We are almost halfway through fiscal year 19,0, so you j
itre ill ii position to imiake sonie prettyy good estimates here.
Give us for t ilt record(l te origiltala estihnate for 1970 costs of t lie wal.
and the original estimate for the cost of fiscal year 1961) and the actual
cost of fiscal year 1969 of the war. Supply tlat for the record.
(The inforniat ion follows:)
The estituate of Southeast Asia expendituires in the President's fiscal year 1)69

budget (submitted in .January 10918) was $25.8 billion. The cost for liscal yeari1016) was t'vestiniated il tie fiscal year 1970 budget submitted iln
January 196.9 al
$28.8 billion which includeda fiscal year 1969 supplelnental appropriation for l
SotitlhesA.t
sU)suplport. The original estimate in the idget submitted lin
Januury
1969 wais $25.4 billion for fiscal year 11)70.
It should be emphasized that these' anouints represent estimates only, since

they lie nlot ised 1111011 specific aceouiting records ; nor is It possible to establish
stich records. Tihe comlaptations, however, are based upon a consistent set (of
ground rules and assumptions so that they aire comparable.

Mr. Rhonns. Did I understand correctly that the projected cost for
Viemnam for fiscal year 1970 is $23.2 billion?
Secretary bImr). It is now estimate(l to be $23.2 billion. In the
original fiscal year 1970 )udget' it was $25.4 billion. As I pointed out,
the 1969 cost was $28.8 billion. These are full costs.
I'EIISON NEL RI.Di)("rINS

Mr. M lox. Make it clear because thei'e is so much

isunder-

standing.

Have you allocated the 68,000 civilian employees reduction and the
220,000 itilitary personnel reduction to the various services?
Secretary Lil). Yes, we lave, Mr. Chairman, and I have the figures
]1ere.

Mr. M.\iox. Be sure to put them in the record. I believe your stateneait contained them.
Secretary LIti). Yes. I didn'tt. l)reak them out by service ill the text

of ii1y statement. Table 4 of my prepared statement has such a
breakdown.
Mr. 'TNl0N. I believee SO.
I)iI\.'-('.\LI

IEI)m'c(TIONS

Mr. AN DEws. Mr. Secretary, in view of the fact that you are cutting the military personnel, all services, by 220,000, does that mean
there will be smaller draft calls in the future, as you have in November and December for this year?
Secretary LAIRD. Mr. Chairman and Mr. Andrews, the draft calls
for the next calendar year, based upon the end strength that is projected in this budget, and assuming we were to continue that end
strength through fiscal year 1971, we would estimate that we woul(
have to draft 250,000 young men in calendar year 1970. This compares with 290,000 young men who will be drafted in calendar year
1969, our current calendar year. So the draft calls in 1970 would be
reduced by 40,000 as compared with this year. We have already, this
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ear, cut, 5it the draft calls for November and December, but it should
e clear that the total draft call this last year was 290,000. Assuming
that the end strength in fiscal year 1971 would be the same as the end
strength at the end of fiscal year 1970, the draft call in calendar 1970
would be 250,000. I want to make it clear, however, that the draft
call would go down below 250 000 if the end strength in the fiscal 1971
budget is reduced as compared with the end strength in the fiscal 1970
budget.
AL-VOLUXTEER AIMED SERVICE

Mr. ANDnRWS.One further question: Do you foresee the time when
you will get enough volunteers to keep up this end strength?
Secretary LAIRD. I personally do not look to that until we get down
near the 2 million mark as far as the military services are concerned.
We have a Presidential Commission headed by the former Secretary
of Defense, Mr. Tom Gates, which is making a very thorough study of
this matter. They may come in with a recommendation which shows
that it is a possibility that at a. 2.5 million manpower level it can be
accomplished.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Secretary, I would like for you to give us your
opinion as to the feasibility of implementing an all-volunteer armed
service at this time or in the near future.
Secretary LAIRD. President Nixon has made it clear that our longrun objective is to eliminate the need to draft men into service during
peacetime. He has appointed a Presidential Commission of eminent
citizens, headed by former Secretary of Defense Gates to develop a
plan for accomplishing this objective. This study is scheduled to be
completed by the end of this year or shortly thereafter. Although I
do not wish to anticipate its findings, I believe that the all-volunteer
force is a realistic goal under peacetime conditions if we can safely reduce our military strength requirements to levels below those which
were maintained in the early 1960's. This assumes, of course, that we
will also take all those additional measures necessary to modernize our
military pay structure and to otherwise make military service an attractive career for our young men.
However, at the present time and in the near future we will have
to continue to rely on inductions to meet our military strength
requirements. In site of all our efforts to reduce our reliance upon

the draft, including the reduction of our draft calls by 50,000 for the
period Oetober-I)ecemlber 1969, it was necessary to place draft calls
totaling -2901000 during 1969. I hope it will be possible to reduce this
draft call level during the com-ing year as wve progress ini our efforts
to Vietnlamlize the war. However, in the absence. of the draft we would

not. be able to meet our currently planned manpower strengths for
fiscal year 19

and fiscal year 1971.

Mi[.'A-.-IREWS. What type of individual (1o you believe will be in-

clined to enter the service under an all-volunteer prograiim
?
1
Secretary L.mTD. I believe that the type of individual who would
volunteer for service under an all-volunteer program would not differ
very Lireatlv from the tyl)e of young man who has volunteered for
service in(ler conditions of a draft. Many of these Voung men,
although )artly motivated to volunteer at p)i'esent by the(ldaft itself,
1ave, ;lso takell into consideration some of the positive benefits stemrning from longer term enlistment commit ments, including 1)articu-
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larly the many excellent training opportunities offered by military
service. We hope that by increasing pay and by other incentives we
would induce many of the same men to enlist, even in the absence of
a draft.
Mr. AxDirmWS. What is the cost of an all-volunteer force?
Secretary LAInD. This is currently under study in the Departnient
of Defense and by the Presidential Commission. The cost will clearly
depend upon the level of our future strength requirements unde'
peacetime conditions as well as many other variable factors, including
the status of the civilian economy. Although various estimates, ranging from as low as $2 billion to as high as $14 billion depending on
the assumptions have been discussed. I am not prepared at this time
to give you a specific estimate prior to submission of the Commission's
report.
OVEfRSTAFFINO OF IIEADQUAITEI-1S

MI. M,\IToN. Mr. Secretary, I would like to move to the subject of
inflation briefly.
We have had economic inflation for decades to a certain degree, but
there has been intolerable inflation in recent years. When you have
inflation, you have to raise the pay of people if they are going to
maintain the same standard of living. The Iouse passed a pay increase
bill in October for Federal workers. I believe it will require an additional expenditure of in excess of $5 billion in a couple of years if
it is enacted into law.
My point is that it is inevitable that pay increases will continue to
1)e made as long as there is inflation. In view of the fact that these pay
increases are inevitable, it seems even more important that we streamline the Government agencies and reduce civilian personnel as much
as possible, and also military personnel wherever you can safely reduce
military personnel.
Our hearings convinced us that you need to do a major overhatul
on)personnel in the various headquarters in Washington. I think we
have too many people here. Not all of them are essential. I wish you
would reply to this now and more in detail for the record.
Secretary LAIRD. The headquarters staffing is under review by us
at the present time. The administrative elements to which you refer
are certainly important as far as the organization of the Department
is concerned. We are making reductions in this area and I would like
to supply the reductions which we have made as far as the DOD
and the services are concerned. The Air Force has already announced
its headquarters reduction in Washington. The Army
Mr. MAIION. Mr. Secretary, please amplify that for the record.
Secretary LAIRD. The Arny has announced it and the Navy will
announce its headquarters reduction within the next week or 10 days.
Mr. MAlloN. I would like to have a good statement in the record
with regard to this point.
Secretary LAIRD. I would like to give you a table I have for the
record.
Mr. MATIoN. Provide it for tli record. We want this information.
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(The information follows:)
DODPERSONNEL REDUCTIONS PROGRAMED FORCOMPLETION BY JULY 1, 1970, WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
STAFFS
Military
OSD/OJCS
.....................................................
Army
..............................................
941
Navy
..............................................
324
Air Force ....
............................................
490

Civilian
117
526
529
367

Total
117
1,467
853
857

-IIADQUAItTEIRS PERSONNEL REI)UCTIONS
Departmental administration, and its corollary, headquarters administration
and staffing are matters of continuous analysis and review. The administrative
elements to which you refer are integral to the organization of the Department
itself, and organization, in large part, dictates what administrative arrangements
result.
I have thought for some time that there were opportunities for substantial
Improvement in our defense organization. I thought so while in the Congress.
On becoming Secretary of Defense, I appointed a blue ribbon panel to study,
report, and make recommendations on the organization and management of the
Department. That panel is at work now on studies of considerable scope and
depth.
In an activity separate from the panel's examination, we have made reductions in the staffing of my office. As part of overall budget reductions, military
and civilian staffing in OSD has been reduced by about 4 percent. The budget
might be called the principal immediate restraint, for resource competition within
the Department is increasingly sharp. This is illustrated by our recent $3 billion
cut in fiscal year 1970 outlays over and above the $1.1 billion cut announced in
April. The cut was symptomatic of today's budgetary climate, and should indicate
my determination to continue looking with a skeptical eye at any proposed
increase in headquarter's staffing.
But it is in major realinements that may be proposed by the blue ribbon panel
that I look for substantial improvements in organization. The panel is reviewing
overall organization of the Department. It has the advantages that come from
perspective. I expect it to perceive areas where organization can be improved,
and to make recommendations accordingly. I don't want to prejudge the panel's
work, but it has time for careful analysis and comparison, and its work should
enable us to make further improvements in organization and administration.
With regard to the headquarters staffs and command staffs of the services that
are located in the field, I look to the Secretaries of the military departments to
manage their headquarters staffs and command staffs. Their management follows
my policy guidelines, and, of course, the budgetary limitations we're all operating
under. Each of the military departments has reviewed headquarters and field
command staffs with an eye to making reductions and actions to date are reflected in the detailed listing provided the committee staff as well as in the
details of the base reduction and realinement list.
SOCIAL PROGRAMS

Mr. MAIto.. There is one other related question here: In fiscal year
1970, the services have requested approximately $39 million for programs such as Project Referral, Project One Hundred Thousand,
Project Value, and Project Transition.
As you know, there was considerable discussion in the hearings as
to whether these programs should be operated by the Department of
Defense. Are these programs affected in any way by the reductions
the Department has made and what are your plans for the future?
Secretary LAIRD. $39 million is involved'in these programs you outlined. We have already cut them back $3 million. I have no I)lans to
cut these programs any further at this time.
36-735--69-pt. 7-

20
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Now, Project Transit ion has come in for some criticism. I have beenl
convinced, though that the project has been working very well with
the men being discharged at the present time from the services. Project. Referral is
imore
Iportant now, as we reduce forces, than it was
before.
We have reduced all of these programs by $3 million, from a total of
$39 million in our budget. review exercise.
EXPLANATION OF VARIOUS SOCIAL PROGRAMS
Mr. MAHOX. Please let the record show, Mr. Secretary, just what
these various projects are. W1e are familiar with them, but they may
not be familiar to all who read the record.
Secretary L.Ill). We will give you a brief explanation of each project, the total cost of each one and the reductions we now plan in these
projects.
'Mr. MI\Ho.N. And what the projects really are, so it will be understandable.
Secretary L\iwm. We will do that, Mr. Chairman. Let me just say
that we have sought to find ways of making Defense dollars do double
duty wherever possible since Ifhave been Secretary of )efense. Members of this committee know, for example, of the medical emergency
we face here in the United States, especially in terms of delivery of
services to people. I think the Defense Department is uniquely qimlifled to contribute in helping to solve that problem through, for
examl)le, a special application of our "Project Referral"' program.
I will provide a full description of this program for the record, but
let me say this: There are some 30,000 to 35,000 military personnel
who are qualified medical technicians or technologists-trained and
experienced during their period of military service-who reenter
civilian life each year. They include a vast galaxy of talent in 40
different skill categories as varied as a radioisotope technician to
a renal dialysis technician.
As you kznow, one of the greatest bottlenecks in the delivery of
health care to peol)le is the shortage of skilled )ersonnel. There
are not enough doctors, nurses, and other trained personnel to take
care of today's needs, and the outlook for tomorrow is grimmer.
By bringing together in some way these trained men and the jobs
in civilian life in the field of health services for which they are qualified, I believe we can help to improve health care and avoid a waste
of skill and training.
Consequently, I have directed the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Manpower', Roger Kelley, to develop a plan in conjunction with
Project Referral that will maximize the opportunities to utilize in
civilian life the valuable medical skill possessed by many servicemen.
I can assure you that we will move promptly to devise and iinplement this plan.
(The information follows:)
PROJECT ONE HUNDRED THOuSAND

Project One Hundred Thousand was initiated in October 1966 to accept men
who were being disqualified for military service under previous mental standards and those with easily correctable physical defects. We were convinced
that a very high proportion of these men would qualify as fully satisfactory
servicemen when exposed to the modern instructional techniques used in the
Armed Forces, and that as a byproduct their military service would prepare
them for more productive lives when they returned to civilian life.
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Fron October 1940 to Septelber 11)9, we avcepted 246,000 men on the basis
of the lowered standards. About half were volunteers, thereby reducing our
reliance on the draft.
The strength of the Armed Forces was not increased for Project One Hundred
Thousand. We are accepting these men it lieu of other men with higher educationual or physical qualifications. Most Project One Hundred Thousand men
complete their training on schedule and become satisfactory servicemen,
Separate cost accounts are not maintained for Project One Hundred Thousand
men because they are trained in our regular training centers and schools along
with all other men. They are given extra help only when necessary.
TRANSITION PROGRAM

The Transition program Is designed to help enlisted personnel leaving milltary service to become gainfully employed on their return to civilian life. It is
directed primarily at those individuals who have gained no occupational skills
useful for civilian employment prior to or during military service.
The program operates on a voluntary basis and provides occupational counseling, training and job referral assistance to the separating serviceman. Counseling assistance is given by civilian or military counselors in the employ of
the military service. Training is provided on a released time basis as the military
mission permits. Training is given by private industry, through courses supported
by Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA) funds and through onthe-job training on military installations.
The major thrust of the training effort is to make available training provided
by civilian industry. The industries involved in the program train the men and
women they expect to hire. This training is provided at no cost to the individual
or to the Government. The MDTA courses are developed in cooperation with the
Departments of Labor and Health, Education, and Welfare which have the responsibility for the administration of the MDTA programs. MDTA training
under Transition costs less per man than does other MDTA training.
Transition counselors provide assistance to the serviceman by helping
him crystallize his career objectives, learn how to prepare job r6sum6s and
how to conduct himself at job Interviews. Assisted by the Department of Labor,
the Veterans' Administration, the various State employment services and private
industry, the Transition counselors help servicemen obtain civilian employment and additional training on separation from military service.
During fiscal year 1969, 300,000 men were counseled and over 60,000 received
training under the Transition program.
PROJECT VALUE

Project Value is a joint Labor Department-DOD l)rogram. The Department
of Labor funds the program as part of its concentrated employment program
to train hard-core unemployed young men and women for productive employment.
The Department of Defense does not pay the salaries or expenses of these
"enrollees."
The way the program operates is that the enrollee is placed on the rolls of
the local manpower agency for up to 9 months in a program of remedial education and onsite training.
Itemedial education is provided by the local manpower sponsor. DOD installations provide only the work sites, supervision and counseling. Supervision and
counseling of enrollees involve some minor expenditures of funds; counterbalancing this is the fact that the trainees do perform useful work for the Departmeat during their on-the-job training. The $639,000 is programed for fiscal year
1970 for Project Value. If the trainee successfully completes the program and
passes a civil service examination, lie is hired by the DOD installation in a
vacancy for which he qualifies. Trainees are spread through 41 areas in which
DOD employees exceed 500,000 and at which an estimated 125,000 entry-level
Jobs exist. The projected vacancies toward which the trainees are targeted are
normal vacancies which result from turnover (about 25 percent) in these 125,000
entry-level positions, such as helpers in the crafts and trades. A goal of 5,600
trainees was established for Project Value, over 5,200 have been assigned to
the program and over 2,500 are currently undergoing training.
The objective of the program is for tie Department of Defense, as a large
employer, to cooperate in much the same manner as do private employers in programs supported by Department of Labot funds to provide Job training and job
opportunities for disadvantaged young men and women.
Project Value is a project under the concentration employment program.
The statutory authority for the concentrated employment program is section
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123(a) (5) of tile Economic Opportunity Act, as amended, 42 V.S.C. 2740(a)
(5) and section 231 of the Manpower and Development Training Act, 42 U.S.C.
2601.
Federal agencies may serve as host employers for programs Initiated pursuant
to these acts. Section 123(a)-(5) of the Economic Opportunity Act provides that
the programs will be initiated with the operation
of private and public
employers.
TIE IIEFEItiAL PRORAMN

The Department of Defense Is developing a plan to expand and further upgrade the preretirement assistance provided military personnel seeking second
careers after their retirement from military service. This plan, called the
Referral program, is being developed in recognition of the vast reservoir
of unique skills represented in the increasing number of military personnel
scheduled for retirement from the Armed Forces, and of their potential for
contributing to the national welfare as civilian employees.
The Referral program will provide a computerized employment referral
service for retiring military personnel who may voluntarily use tile system.
After receiving appropriate counseling active duty servicemen and women about
to retire may register their skills and job preferences with a DOD computer
facility located at Dayton, Ohio. Prospective employers from both tile public
mid private sectors will be permitted to query the computer facility to determine
which retiree registrants meet the employer's requirements for specific emlloymeat opportunities. After a man-job match has been accomplished by tie computer
facility, names and abbreviated r6sums of registrants who meet specific Job
requirements will be provided to prospective employers. Direct negotiations may
then be made between the employer anl the retiree. The hoped-for result of these
negotiations will be the beginning of a second career opportunity for the serviceman immediately upon his retirement. The Department of Defense will not enter
into these direct negotiations.
Detailed planning of tie Referral system is now underway, and initial
registration of retirees is planned for June of 1970. Referral is being developedi
in full coordination with the Department of Labor, the Veterans' Administration and other Government agencies. Referral will greatly expand
the employment options for the retiree and bring the services now furnished by
other Government agencies closer to the retiree.
REDUCTIONS IN "SOCIAL PROGRAMS", DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
(inthousands of dollars
Fiscal year
1970 budget
Project 100,000
---------------------------------Transition program ----------------------------------------------Project value
-----------------------------------------Referral program
------------------------------------Total ......................................................

18.954
17,958
807
1,152
38,871

Reductions
-1,422
-376
-168
-975
-2,941

Revised
fiscal y r
budgt
17532
17582
639
173
35,926

1The Referral program has not been considered as a "social program" by the Department of Defense.
CIVILTANIZATION IN REVERSE,

Mr. SIKES. For a matter of 2 or 3 years under the pressure of the
buildup in Vietnam, you had civilianization of work at U.S. bases
which had previously 'been performed by military personnel. Am I to
assume from what I see that the procedure has now been reversed and
that this work is being returned to military hands as civilian positions
are eliminated ?
Secretary LAIRID. InI some of our bases that may have taken place,
but as far as Southeast Asia is concerned, this is not the case at the
present time.
Mr. SIREs. I speak of U.S. bases.
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Secretary Luiu). No, we have not established that as a policy on U.S.
bases as of today, Mr. Sikes. I thought you were perhaps referring to
established that policy as farias the United
E4lrope. We lave lilot
States is concerned.
VIETNAMIZArION

OF TEil,WAR

Mr. IfAilON. Mr. Secretary, I want, to move into another subject involving the war in Vietnam, the Vietnaimization of the war included
in the President's plan for peace and the impact of this program on
the safety and security of our men in Vietnam.
1)o any of your planned reductions in defense programs threaten to
jeopardize the war effort in Vietnam?
Secretary LRnD. No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAHOx. Do any of them make significant reductions in our
capability to prosecute the war?
secretary LAIRD. Mr. Chairman, I mentioned earlier in my statement the fact that there has been a limitation written into the authorization bill on how far we can go with Vietnamization. That limitation
is that we cannot go beyond $2.5 billion in support of free world forces
Vietnam and local forces in Laos and Thailand. This places a very
ill
definite limitation on how far we can go in turning over equipment
to those forces, how far we can go in supporting training programs,
how far we can go with many of these other expenditures. We will
come very close to that $2.5 billion figure in fiscal year 1970, so we do
have a.limitation on how far we can go with Vietnamization.
Mr. M. no,. You have a limitat ion which doesn't pose an immediate
thr-eat but which could pose a threat on your flexibility.
Secretary LAIu. It. depends on how fast we can accelerate ,the
pace. If we can accelerate it-and there are some who have given
eIstimates that we can-then this would be a very strong limitation
hat
t
lite Congress has written in here. The Congress has, in effect,
)ut i limit on Vietnamization as far as the authorization bill is
coiwertied.
Mr. AMIAio-,.

This is the authorization bill which has been al)proved by the Congress through the Committee on Armed Services ?
Se(ret arv LI.jn. That is correct.
ifr. MIIO N. This is a matter upon -which we are glad to have
your vi(ws. The Congress would nee(l to take note of that. I would
,av we would want you to have ample flexibility.
Chairman, that
Uim.T would like to make it- clear, 'Mr.
Secretary I,\y
our l)resent program in Southeast, Asia is programed at a level of
$2.2 bill ion so that you haveMr. M.IJx-. $300 million flexibility.
Secretary LAmD (continuing). $300 million flexibility in thliat
limitation."
Mr. 5LrilO-. You can colie to Congress if you need more flexibililv. Th Congress could pass legislation to take care of that.
Mr. A.xDnumws. Mr. Secretar , was that limitation put into lite law
prior to the time that you announced your ietnamization program
Secretary LAIRD. No, it

was placed into law after we announced

ilhe program and after the Midway meeting. It was not phlced in the
bill bv the House of Rel)resentatiives, it. was placed in the bill by the
Senate. I think the author of the amendment which added the limitatiou Io the bill was Senator Cooper.
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Mr. Am)ilWs.

ith that. limitation you canlnlot acconiplih your

,ecretar\v LIlit). W'e (.1anot if it (olitihilles itto 1971. 1 ea i assure
\N~(i, Mr. AndrAews. I tried to po~it tllit out in my opening remarks.
From our stantlpoint, not only is it important froln the viewpoint
of reducing the American commitment in persomiel, but also, even
taking into account the cost of the equipment and tralllinng progrnlms.
it is much cheaper for us in dollars to move in this direction. I don't
believe that kind of a limitation is the best kind of a limitation to
write into legislation.
Mr. RhO.Is. Actually this will make it necessary for yott to keep
American personnel over there longer than you otherwise would if
you could step up the rate of Vietuamnization.
Secretary Lmu.
hat. is correct. lat is the effect of the amendment. I want. all of you to understand that our present program is
$k2.2 billion but there is a possibility Nye could go up to a higher rate.
But I certainly hope the Congress doesn't maintain any' limitation
like this in the authorization bill for fiscal year 1971.
MJr. ANRmS.s, You can't implement vour plan if they do.
Secretary LAim. Ihat is correct. The plan cannot 'be accomplished
if this limitat ion is continued through fiscal year 19711.
rEc't

OF w rimi

.\.,

ox s.FEry o" mEx ImM.IXNI(;

Mr. Mia,\T.
I think it would be fair to sayl, of course, that the Congress would undoubtedly give more flexibility if more flexibility appears to be needed in the future.
"
Now, Mr. Secretary. what about tile security of our men in Vietnam1? As you withdraw some of our force and leave other of
our forces there. what. is the situation as to the safety of those who
remain in Southeast Asia ?
I have received letters of concern from people indicating, that a husband or son vas being sent to Vietnam and the question was asked
whether or not his safety might be, jeopardized by the fact that we are
withdrawing some of our forces from Vietnam.
We cannot afford to take. any steps that would jeopardize the security of our men remaining in Vietnam. Have you considered this
1)roblem? What is the overall situation?
Secretary lAIRD. Yes, Mr. Chairman, we have considered this pro])1erm and I can assure you that the IT.S. forces that remain in Vietnam
in support of the Vietnamese will be adequately protected.
I think there is a misunlerstanding on the ;allat of some people as to
what tile Tnited States transitional force in V itnam wil l)e. as combat
res)omsil)ilities are increasingly turned over to the South Vietnamese.
Although the logistics support forces remaining in Vietminam will not
have comlblat. responsibility, there will ibe some coml)at forces to provide
security for the supl)ort forces.
I don t. want to get into these plans in too munch retail. --.
But
ill all of our planning on this particular program we realize tile necessity of protecting American personnel in tle. area. Although they
will not have combat responsibilities as far as the country as a wlole
is concerned, they will be prepared to protect the safety "andsecurity
of American military personnel.
.
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Mr~'. M,\N. would like, for you
N to there make it a little clearer as
to whether Or not there isaiiy'additionzl jeol)al'dy u)ol Ihe troops
remaining in Vietnam. We need the assurance that no action will )e
taken to unduly jeopardize the security of our men in Vietnam.
Secretary L,\iw. Mr. Chairman, I will give you that assurance. You
can be assured that the safety of the United States soldiers in Vietnam
is one. of the major factors in determining b)oth the replacement schedtile and the composition of the transitional forces in Vietnam.
ATI'A('K ON ('AMI' II

F1)('IIIF1"

Mr. SwImis. Now, 'Mr. Secretary, how do you assess what appears
to be security lal)ses which permit'small hostile forces to penetrate our
)ases lby cutting barbed wire protective lines, or otherwise gaining
access to base facilities? Recently such a force destroyed a u ber of
aircraft and were even able to" attack a U.S. hospital before they
were drivel off?
Secretary Lmum. Mr. Sikes, we have had some exl)eriences with
standoff attacks on hospitals and on other installations at which
airera ft are operated. Trhs isa wolemn but it is a cont inuii"r problem.
We have had less of it in the )ast few months than we ha\'e
previously had.
T would like to 1)oiit olut that I don't think we can elimimate it (coinpletely. These mortar attacks that have been made by the eieiiy are
not going to Ie completely stopl)(d. They are going to try to eolcentrate on U nited States and Soth Vietnamese )ersonne!h ill order
o l)rin:, easualt ies up.
Mr.SIKES. A band of men were able, to (.lt a fence ,ind get into the
ar-ea of iaireraft anld into I lie hosptial area. That woul(I appear to be it
security lapse. 1 know some of these things are groill to hal)pen,
but it al)l)pears that here the security forces were not as alert as they
should have been.
Secretary LAiz). I think that is probably true. I think you are referring to the hospital in Da.Nang.
General XV1,EEir. He is referring to the attack on Carop Radcliffe near An Khe. This is the base camp of the 1st Air Cavalry
Division.
Mr. MAiON. How many planes were destroyed?
General WHELER.
helicopters.
Mr. MAnoN. At a cost to the United States of about how much?
Insert that figure in the record.
(The information follows:)
COST

TO THE

UNITED

STATES

OF HELICOPTERS DESTROYED AT

CAMP RADCIFFE

NEAR AN KnE

This totals out to a cost to the United States of about $4.506,273.
Mr. ANIDREWS. The papers said 20 at a cost of $5 million.
General WH:ELEr.
were destroyed and
were damaged.
They had various degrees of damage. From the first report I understand one American soldier was killed and several were wounded.
Mr. SIKES. The hospital was also attacked.
General WiTEuxr. That is correct.
Mr. MINSHALL. What. protection have these helicopters? Were they
revetted?
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General Wl.LI.

They have an outside perimeter of wire; they

have guards; they have dogs; they have radar; and I think I would
be inclined to agree with Mr. Sikes that undoubtedly there was a socurity lapse of some kind, Mr. Minshall.
Mr. INSHALL. I have been at An Khe and I have seen it.
Secretary IAi). The hospital attack I referred to was done by
mortar. This was not. This was probably a. security lapse.

Mr. MNsIiti.. What do you mean,by "security lapse"?
General WmHEI'uLER. In other words, somebody wasn't as alert as he
should have been. These people are very clever tit this stuff, by the
way. They are first-class intiltrators, as we know.
Mr. FLOOD. It was a sapper.
General WhIELER. It was a sapper attack.
Secretary LAIrD. The other day we lost two helicopters while
Americans were loading into them. Now, personally, I think there
wasn't. enough security as they were loading those two helicopters
and it .just seems to me sometimes you will have some lapses with p)ersonnel. We suffered about 16 casualties in that one incident simply becauses the )ersonnel were not as alert as they should have been.
FORCES TO REMAIN IN VIETNA3M

Mr. MAoION. Mr. Secretary, in speaking of our forces that are
being withdrawn from Vietniam and the forces that will remain in
Vietnam as well as the forces that will later be sent to Vietnam as
replacements, you have made reference to transitional forces in some
of the statements which you have made. You have made reference to
sil))ort forces in some of those statements and you have made reference to residual forces. Will you clarify for the record just what

you are talking about in all of these cases? Would you do that for

the record?
Seeretarv LAIRD. All right.
(The information follows:)
The term "residual" gives a rather unfortunate connotation. These forces

should be thought of more as "transitional forces." These tare temporary su)port forces whose primary role Is to assist IRVNAF as it apl)proaches self-sitfflielncy and, at the same time, to provide protection of our forces which are
phasing down. In terms of numbers, or the size of these forces, this is to be
determined on the basis of continuing assessment of the three criteria mentioned so often by the President: (1) progress In the Paris negotiations; (2)
the levels of enemy activity; and (3) improvement in South Vietnam's ,aimabilily to provide Its own defense. Should there continue to be no significant
progress, in the negotiations, redeployment of U.S. Forces will be based on the
latter two (riteria.
Mr. IN-sLt.
lWould
you yield for a minute, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. M\lxoN. Surely.
VIETNAM TROOP WITHDRAWALS

Mr. MINSnALT. It has been stated publicly that on June 10, 1969.
when President Nixon announced his intention to withdraw 25,000
troops from Vietnam, the total number of men in that country wvas
537,500. It was stated that, on July 19, 1969, there. were 535,500 troops
in Vietnam. Now that the first tr-oop reduction has been completed.
what was the actual number returned and how many JTT.S. troops
.

_
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are left in Vietnam today? This is confusing. Of course, all along men
have been rotated out of Vietnam. What have been the net, unreplacecd
withdrawals as of given dates?
Secretary LAIm. The first phase of the redeployment of U.S.
troops from South Vietnam took place from July 1 to August 31,
1969. On July 1 the troop strength which was authorized for all
American units/elements in Vietnam and which was used for manpower, materiel and financial planning, was 549 500. This was the
maximum authorized strength and it was set by te Johnson administration. This authorized strength was reduced by President Nixon
by 25,000 spaces to 524,500.
On July 3 there were 538,300 actual troops in SVN. By the end
of the first-phase reduction-August, 31--28$700 actual troops had been
withdrawn without replacements. This brought the actual strength
remaining in SVN on August 31 to 509,600 personnel.
The second phase of withdrawals commenced on September 18 and
will be completed on December 15. The authorized strength will be
reduced by 40,500 spaces, from 524,500 to 484,000 on December 15.
On November 8, we were at 490,700 and on November 15, 489,200.
M[r. M s',si.iLL. And how inmny combat troops have been withdrawn?
Secretary L.mw. Both (.o1balt anld sul))ort force have
1h&,en withdrawn. 1)o you want them broken down ?
Mr. MhPsIL,. Please.
Secretary L.ll. I will supply that for the record.
Mr. MINSiI.t, The reason I asked this question is that in the pilhliecpress and elsewhere many people have said they have not witldrawn any combat troops.
General
'.IELEU.
Why, the entire 3dl Marine )ivision is out.
Mr. MISIl\Li. I know, )ut this should all be at one spot in the
record where people can read it.
Mr. MAibo-x. Make it clear at this point in the record what the
withdrawals have been.
(The information follows:)
BIREAxDOWN OF COMBAT AND

SUPPORT FORCES IE)DEPI.(YED

FROM

NV
N

Of the announced Presidential total reductions in the U.S. military manpower
authorization from RVN to be effected by December 15, 1969, approximately
are from units/elements assigned to combat/combat support operations, and
-from
service support activities.
The following major ground combat units are included in the reductions:
9th Infantry Division less one brigade
3(1 Marine Division
3(1 Brigade, 82d Airborne Division

M'. MINS1AT,L. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. L.iio,. We will resume lit 1:30.
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Mr. rmlon. We will resume tile hearing.
Mr. Seeetar', tile Preidelit mlade i speech oi November :, with
regard to his hopes and his plans for peace in Vietnam.
It 1w0 Ieell Ily privilege to be at the White house several times
this year
1pooeeas;i0ol5 when the President dismissed the war and(
Ilie IprolVlem,; whiell confront us. le has expressed every concern aliit
the wai and has Indieated hislburnin desire and hope to brill the
war to 1111lonlorable conclusion at the earliest possible moment.
I have !efore me a llagazine which headlines the story "Will the
President
Plan Bring Peace ?"
nlieret in this question is tie matter of Vietnamization. Can we
with confidence hope that the &iouthViet lnamese will rather soon be
able to leii r the major ri it of the lighting ?
There are many questions involved here. My question of von now
is whether the President's plan for peaee will aWhieve success* Iiyour
opillioll ? Ifso, when .
Secretary L.xmm. Mr. Chairman, the Presidents plan for peace
involves two major courses of action on the )art of the administration.
First, of co.,rmse, isnegotiation. Second is tile Vietnamization plan of
the Nixon allllistntlio1.
Everyone, I think, hoPs that there will be success in the negotiations, hut the President realized t hat we 0(ould not put all of our hope
in a negotiate(] settlement as far aIs Southeast Asia and Vietnam are
concerned. To be perfectly frank, we have not had much success on the
negotiating front.
For that reason the plan for Vietunizing our activities in Southeast Asia offers the best hope for success at the present time.
Vietnamizing the war in Vietnam complements negotiations. If
negotiations are successful, which we hope they will be, the Vietnamization process merely complements them. If negotiations are not successful, then Vietnamiization, it seems to me, is the best course of action
that we can follow.
We have made considerable progress during the last year in the
Vietnamization process. When I first took over as Secretary of Defense I found that there had been plans made to prepare the South
Vietnamese forces to deal with the. Vietcong threat, but no plans had
been formally approved and implemented to prepare the South Vietimnese to deal with both the threat of the Vieteong and the threat
of the North Vietnaimese.
The military aspects of the Vietnamization program involve preparing the South Vietnamese to deal with both of these threats. I have
a long)list of things that hav'e been accoml)lished in the last year in
this l)art icular program.
'

SUCCESS OF VIr,3FTz.rTOX PROO{fAM

Mr. MxHo,. Would you like to place it in the record?
Secretary Li
. I would like to place it in the record if I mayMr. MA1iox. I wish you would.
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Secretary L,\Im). Because I think it points out the success that we
have had thus far.
(Ti information follows :)
I°vilmEN('Es or So*'lt

VIE'INAMT ESk

II.InITARY PRIloiI:SS-ELIA'IV1 To aTtlE VIFtrcoNo

l'uture South VietlilIIiese milta ry success Is built upon it solid base of progress
I the past year and a half sitce the Tet offensive by hoth United states aid
Soluth 'ietilmlese forest. Looking lt the present situation, there are Indicators
which point the way toward the ability of the South Vletnamese forces (or
It\*NAPI to cope with both the North 'letnalmese aidiVietcong threat as It
stands today. Some of these inlicators are:
Tile
iRepublle of Vietnaim ArmedI Fores (IIVNAI,) have made considerable
progress, especially in 196(9The Ileguinlr Army demonstrated at ll I let that it cani stallid alnd lightand will.
Ex(el)t for U.S. helicopter, euigiver, tactical air, and naval support, the
IIVXAI have largely assumed responsibility for tie war in the Mekong
I elta.
The Vietnamese have a.i"siumieti responsibility for tie sec.urity of Saigon
and tIh(e immediate vicinity.
They have iiiet and exceeded the manpower goals they set for expaldlig
regular forces as well ais the regional and popular forces.
Voluiteers oltituiber coscrilpts by about three to one.
Training is now being carefully reviewed to find those areas which will
really (olnt In raising the effectiveness of the IVNAF.
The Vietnamnese are making progress it their efforts to neutralize tie
Vietcong infrastructure. This is a high priority problem.
Ior the future, the HVNAFtare planned to be disposed militarily with tlhe-Rerii-:ll I forces, popular forces, amlld peoples' self-defense forces 111 ailanit
ing lil, Seclrity of theIlhamlets aud villages, sunlplelleltillg police forces, as
they to). illrease It size anld eflectiveIess.
ThIe Regular Army (ARVN) meeting the North Vietnamese threat with the
help of the F.S. support forces for a time which is "Ot inmdeillite.
h'll(civillan irregular defense groups ((C1l)G) taking care of border
suirviillatce, backed up by tile Regular Army.
()l flit, 1.S. side, \'p have miearly cotliplted major programs to give IIVNAI"
Iiotlerlii
and effective weasllis fial equipment. We are putting siular emphasis
fll filing ways to hell) the VietnamesI e iilu'ove IIVNAF effectiveness even faster
than they are at present.
()i the olher side (f flite colmm, looking at the North Vietilelise and VietOn(1g
forces, there are inidicators which shoi sonie of their real problems
The Vietc'ng have l)rol)lems and (11lillleult
o(ies. While they ret'liI a potentially
Italii.r4'ills force, we shoulld recognize thatMore of themit are (oming, over Io tie (IIVN side under the Chics Ilol Progia ll than ever before. The total for Octoelr 1till9 \wals a record high. Ali
average of abolt 1,001) per week latlve returned to governmentt control since
m id-Sel)telhlier.
In vihm'lltl areas, the Vhlet('ollg orglilizatiomal structure Is being neutralized
by in. (,VN. Much reniaus to le done, but there is noticeable progress.
"'heri is Some evidence of slumping morale a-id of warl' wearilless, even
atiioliag soile of time higher raising Vieteong cadre.
while North Vietnamiese problems should not he ,weremphasized.
Similarly,
neither should they be ignored.
The new namlional leadership is not yet entirely ulified. an(1 they face pressure to rebuil(1
and improve living conditions In North Vietlaiii.
They have taken staggering losses. particularly as far as experienced
leaders are concerned, since Tet 1908. At the very least, this loss of leaders
has had al adverse Iapact oil the fighting quality of some North VietliallMee
Army units.
Morale of North Vietamuese Army units in the south may bI trending
downward. There are reports of a substantial number of NVA deserters
In one area who get their food by attacking Vietcong units. Furthermore,
there are reports of Increasing friction between NVA and VC soldiers In
other areas.
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Secretary ,.%tm). T know of no other Plan Which has bee n set forth
in the Congress nor anyone in this country which offers
by anyone
chance of success that this Vletnanlization program does, Mr.
the
Chairman.
LA\N FOil sOUrI[ VIETNAMESE TAIEOVER

OF "WAR

Mr. MAHoN. Do you have some considerable confidence that the
South Vietamnese can take over this responsibility successfully?
Secretary LAIRD. Yes, I do. any guess at all as to within what time
Mr. MAT~oN. Do you have
frame this call he (loe?
Secretary LAlm). Mr. Chairman, we have worked with the Governinent of South Vietnam on the plan to turn over the full combat resl)onsil)ilities in South Vietnam to the South Vietmmese forces.
As far as the time frame is concerned, Mr. Chairman, I have been
unwilling to make any public forecast or private prophesies as to the
ime period that is involved simply because I think we have had too
much of that in the past as far as Southeast Asia and Vietnam are
eoiceriied. This has led to a credibility gal), or whatever you want to
call it. I-; the plast.
The answer to this question as to the exact time period depends on
how fast, the South Vietnamese can increase their effectiveness. I
think the progress indicators that I referred to earlier point to a
fairly reasonable time period within which this will take place.
I am not trying to hedge on this question but I just don't like to
gi ve timetables.
M1r. Secretary, I do not want y'ou to plaee yourself in
Mr. M ,rox\O.
an untenable position. If you do not feel it is appropriate t)s)eculate
as to tie timetable,. I (10 not think we should undertake to require
you to do so. We just. want you to tell us what you can tell us for
the record at this time because there is a lot of interest in this question.
If I thought you knew the answer, if there was a good answer, it would
l)e fine, but I am afraid nobody knows the timetable.
Secretary, LAIRDn. Well, we ho)e to move in the direction of the
smallest possible U.S. force in South Vietnam in the shortest possible
time. This depends not only u)on success in the Vietnamization
program, but also upon certain factors which we cannot precisely
estimate, such as tile amount of enemy infiltration and the level of
activity on the part of the North Vietnamese.
fr. MaHON. What tile North Vietnamese do will, of course, affect
what you and we as a Nation can do.
Secretary LAu. That is correct.
Mir. FLooI). On the other hand, Mr. Chairman, if and when you
execute, your timetable, whatever tile date is, you wvill still have x
number 'ofmedics, Air Force bomber and fighter pilots, field hospitals, et cetera. An awful lot of people Will still be there.
Secretary LAIRD. We are currently planning ways to move down ill
that area, too. This is part of our program. T1hat program will not
move as ra.pidlv as tile transfer of combat responsibility, however.
We can transfer the combat responsibilities to the Vietname-e in a
much shorter time period than we can transfer the supl)ort functions
to which you refer.
I am not trying to hedge on this question, but the President feels
that it is most'important to make our announcements on this program
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based on what we actually can deliver. I have urged all along that we
do not make projections thatitre. more than 4 to 0 months in, advance
as far as announcing figures in this particular area is concerned, However, I want to assure you that we have a plan, and it is a definite

plan. It has a higher level and a lower level projected within certain
periods of time, and it is a program to transfer the complete combat
responsibilities to the South Vietnamese. That plan also involves the
eventual phaseout of U.S. support activities and brings U.S. responsibilities down to what I refer to as a training mission.
NEGOTIATION OF TROOP WITDIIDIAWALS

Mr. FOOD. Would you still continue, after you finish your first timetable, and then timetable 2, the support functions, to keep Green
Berets there for a third timetable?
Secretary LAID. The President has said we are prepared to negotiate the complete withdrawal of all American forces from South
Vietnam.
The Vietnamnization program is not the samne ats negotiating the
complete withdrawal of American forces because in the Vietnainizaion program you go from relieving our forces from the combat~ re-

sponsibilities to one of relieving them from the support responsibilities and you would end up with what might be referred to as a
military assistance group. That is somewhat different, from the President's program to negotiate the withdrawal of all external troops
from Vietnam.
Mr. MAHON. Mr. Secretary of course you would like to negotiate
an arrangement to remove ali troops from Vietnam. In my ol)inion,
the chances of doing that in the foreseeable future are extremely
remote.
Secretary LAIRD. We have not had much movement in that direction, Mr. Chairman, but the President still stands ready to
negotiate
Mr. MAHON . I understand that and he shouldSecretary LAIRD (continuing). All external troops out of Vietnam
on the basis of mutual troop withdrawals.
TROOPS TO REMAIN IN VIETrNAM

Mr. MAHON. As a practical matter, we will have troops in Vietnam
for 10 years or more, I mean limited numbers of troops? We have
them in Europe, we have them in South Korea. I realize situations
are different there, but as a practical matter will we probably have
troops in Vietnam to some extent for quite a number of years?
Secretary LAIRD. If negotiations are not successful I would assume
that some U.S. troops would remain in Vietnam, but not at the same
levels that are in Korea or in Europe.
Mr. MAirON. No.
Secretary LAIRD. I would like to express in the record at this
point the difference between the Vietnam situation and the situation
in Europe and Korea. If I may I can do it right now.
Mr. MAHON. Put it in the record, please. We know what it is.
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(The information follows :)
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if the North
Mr. AIMAlON. If Vietnamiization does not work, and be reached in
cannot
agreements
Vietnamese escalate the war, and if
of an
lie Paris peace talks or otherwise, do you foresee the possibility
escalation of the war in Vietnam?
Secretary Lxm. I would not rule out that possibility completely,
Mr. Chairman.
LEVEL OFItU.S. FORCES TO) REMAIN

Mr'. Rtorws. M[y question has to (o with the troop level after Viel-

natuizat ion, with the Paris talks having come to no result.
Would
In January 1964 there were about 16,000 troops in Vietnam. mission
assistance
military
a
of
idea
your
with
coil)mensuraite
this Ibe
at that time ? Would this be about the troop level ? down on anI exact
Secretary LAI). I wouldn't, want, to be pinned
the
figure, Mr. Rhodes, but. I certainly believe it would be lower thancatenum ber in Korea. The remaining. forces would be in the general
g'orv of a military assistance mission.
Mv'. MllxSuI,\I. Would these be in the role of logistics people or
in the role of advisers ?
Secretary Lmtiw. They would, primarily be in the role of advisers.
Il there would be some logistics support involved.
installations which I
Let me give you an example. We have -they would probably
But
operate.
to
continue
would
would assuie we
have to be operated by U.S. personnel or else w'e would have to get
sotie contract; personnel to do this, and I believe we probably cannot
get ont ra't personnel to operate these
General WHEmE.. I would doubt it.
Secretaly LAIRD. So there would be some of that involved for a period
of time.
(liscussioni held off the record.)
C'11i1N

II( 1FlOWN TO F[,(IlI)DA

Mr. SiKEs. Can you bring us up to date on the recent flight of the
Mig aircraft from Cuba into Florida? As you known, there was some
discussion at the time that our guard was down because our radar
planes had been grounded due to defense cutbacks.
I woul like to have from you a thorough explanation of tre matter.
I would like to know what. hiis been done to preclude such a recui'rence.
Tbis appears to be a very serious mat ter.
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Mr. M Aol ,NIs it, really possible in the foreseeable future to prevent an iiclellt Sonllewhat. similar to this situation?
Secretary Ln',LR.

I Will prlovide U11explaInatioIn for the record,

(The intorination follows:)

On October 5, 19(19, a Mig-IT piloted by Lt. Eduardo Guerra Jilaez, chlef
of the plans seetlo of the 1013th Base I'nit, $anta Clara, Cuba, diverted front
Cuba to Homestead AFB, Fla.
It order to undertly tile radar coverage of both the Cubanm and UI llted States
radars, the Mig-17 was flown as low as possible for most of tile route. 'I'he pilot
stated that hIls altitude was 10 meters (30-40 feet). A popip maneuver was
performed at 12:10 e.d.t., 87 nautical miles east of Key West for tle purpose of
navigational reorientation. The air defense system detected a target at tiis
point; however,
because tracking was so intermittent and poor. was
dropped by the system. We now know that this was the MIg-17 which immediately descended to the 40-foot low level cruise altitude. Despite the fact that
the air defense system could not establish a track on tills unknown return sufficlent to perform an Intercel)tion, two F-104 tighter/Interceptors were directed
to assume a minimum reaction alert posture; but were not launched.
While crossing the coast south of Ilomestead APB, tile Mig-17 again climbed
up for reorientation and again descended to low altitude proceeding Into llonestead over land at approximately 100 feet. The Mig-17, with gear down, )r,ceeded down the runway at 100 feet rocking from side to side in order to sigI
to the Homestead tower that a no-radio aircraft was in the landing pattern with
intent to land. The MIG then landed at 12:23 e.dt.
The aircraft and pilot were taken into custody. The aircraft was Identified aa Mlg-17A (No. 232), with Cuban insignias on fuselage, wings, and tall. External
stores consisted of two drop, tanks and ordnance was one 37 millnieter gun with
40 rounds and two 23 millimeter guns with 160 rounds.
Surveillance and warning information was being received into the NORAD system from long-range radars at Key West NAS and Richmond AFS (just north
or Homestead AFB). In addition, three gap miller radars are tied into Ilhimond :
however, tile Mig-17 basically underflew the corerage of these radars except for
the brief periods of his "popup" previously described. The only low altitude coverage in this area is that provided by airborne EU-121 aircraft.
As the committee knows, the incident occurred during a period of time when
an airborne early warning and control EC-121 airplane was not on station. Since
mid-lt162 these radar airplanes have patrolled the Florida Straits between Cuiba
and the United States 24 hours a day. The recent DOD budget reduction for this
year required the Air Force to examine its entire operational force structure.
Reduction of the EC-121 force was approved and directed based on the determiation tlhat loss of the EC-121 capability would have a minimal inlipmI on the
overall operational status of the U.S. Air Force.
In view of the extremely low altitude flown I,. the Cuban Mig, and the fact that
only a single aircraft was Involved ill the Ipemet ration,
'T'o correct weaknesses in our present .system, to achieve a 'apability to counter
the present threat, and to realize cost savilrsl In total exilenllttnre.s for air defense. we should proceed with the air defense modernization program. The
AWACS. OT. andtll
an improved maned interceptor are, tl key elements of this
program. While the greatest advantage would be realized by employing an
improved interceptor with AWACS, any delay in an interceptor decision should
not ie permitted to delay lroeeeding with AWACS. Regardless of time interceptor
elployed, AWACS will provide Il)roved survivability, command and control,
and low altitude coverage.
In the interim, recognizing the need to continue an air defense force in southern Florida, the Air Force has directed that a detachment of personnel and
EC-121 aircraft be continued at McCoy APB, Pla. To provide a ready identification and Interception capability in that area, the Air Force has directed that F-4
tactical fighter aircraft from the tactical air command wing at Hlomestead APB
be utilized to provide this alert capability In place of the F-104 aircraft being
retired front the active Inventory.
It should be noted that the following additional air defense weapons are available in southern Florida:
Key West:
-Hawk fire units, - missiles,
launchers,
Homestead:
Nilke Here -missiles
launchers.
Hawk
missiles
launchers.
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AlttIREENSE

Mr. SIls. What do we have ill the way of bomber defense today,
and how do y01 assess its effectiveness?
Secretary LI\in. Our current defenses before our fiscal year 70 expendliture ireduct ions take effect consist of a force of about 100 century

series intercel)tors (F-101s, F 102s, F-104's and F-106s) in NORAh
Forces and about 300 F-102's ill Air Natioludi Gnard units under
NORA) operational control. They are directed through the SAGE/
BUIC system tlat integrates the inputs of radarls covering a zone along
our coasts and on eaeh side of the Canadian border. Alaskan comman(l
and control is similarly provided.
Terminal defenses 'are also l)rovi(led by Boma re, Nike/llercules,
and Hawk missiles deployed throughout the urban industrial areas of
our mid and northeast, in south Florida, California, around Seattle,
anld in Alaska.

My overall appraisal of these defenses is that they wo-uld be fairly
effective against high altitude bombers dropping gravity bombs, but
would be less effective against low altitude attacks or attacks by
bombers launch
air to surface missiles.
Mr. SlIVs.
hat reductions have you proposed in our present.
bomber defenses?
Secretary LAIRD. In general, the impact of our recent expenditure
reductions will be an acceleration of the pliasedown previously planned
in our bomber defense forces.
During fiscal year 1970 we will phase out one F-102 squadron and
one F-104 squadron in the Active Forces. Three F-101 squadrons in
the Active Forces will be transferred to the Air National Guard to replace the three additional F-102 squadrons we now plan to phase out
of the ANG.
One Bomarc missile squadron will be phased out in fiscal year 1970,
along with a total of
Nike-Hercules batteries in the active Army
(including two batteries previously planned to be phased out). A total
of nine NIke-Hercules in the Army National Guard will be phased out
(including three we had previously planned to phase out). In addition to those adjustments, the mission of four active Nike-Hercules
batteries and eight Hawk batteries will be assumed by STRAF in fiscal
year 1970.
Additional reductions have also been proposed in the control and
surveillance systems during fiscal year 1970. A total of three Sage
combat centers and five Sage direction centers will now be phased out
in fiscal year 1970, including one combat center and two direction ceiters that we had previously planned to phase out. In addition, our
recent cuts in expenditures will result in end fiscal year 1970 reductions of one BUIC III Control Center, six search radars,NikeHercules fire coordination centers, and 33 EC-121 aircraft.
Other actions we now plan to take include a reduction of 27 target
aircraft and six support aircraft,
Air. SiKES. What impact will the new Soviet bomber you spoke of
earlier have on the proposed new air defense requirements in the 1970
budget?
, Secretary LAIRD. The introduction of a now Soviet bomber will have
little effect upon the fiscal year 1970 budget request. The fiscal year
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1970 budget includes programs that lead to development of AIVACS,
a new CO US air defense interceptor, 0TH-B radar, and
R. & D.
funding whi6h leads to the development of an advanced manned interceptor. rhe forces developed as a resultuof these programs are designed
to 1)rovide the capability needed to counter qualitative improvements
in the Soviet bomber threat in the near future.
MIMLITAllY VICTORY IN VIETNAM1

Mr. ANwmEws. Mr. Secretary, people ask me every day wherever I

go--why are we not fighting this war to win? I have returning vet-

erans asking me that question, those who have been over there.
The policy of the previous administration was not to seek a miitary victory. That is also the policy of the present administration if
I understand correctly.
Secretary LAmD. You are correct.
Mr. ANlmmws. The Secretary of State told one of the Senate committees last spring that this country did not seek to achieve military
victory.
Secretary LAIRD. The President said that in his May 14 speech, too.
Mr. AxREws. Mr. Flood has been telling me that for 8 to 10 years.
Now what can I tell these people who ask me that and what can you
tell me to satisfy my opinion of this war? Why are we not trying
to seek a military victory in South Vietnam?
Secretary LAIRD. Mr. Andrews, I think the answer to that question
is that a. decision has been made to seek a settlement in Southeast
Asia, particularly in Vietnam, through negotiations. The administration has considered the advice of those who argue for an intensified
American effort designed to bring a military victory over North
Vietnam. It has not been persuaded that this would be a. wise course.
It would involve costs, in manpower and resources, far beyond those
committed to the conflict at this time and at the time of our greatest
involvement there. More importantly, it would run counter to the
general policy of the Nation toward tie Far East and the Pacific, the
Nixon Doctrine, which the President outlined at Guam last July and
summarized in his November 3d address.
We have come to the conclusion that it may be, difficult to achieve
a negotiated settlementMr. ANlDREWS. )o you have any hope whatsoever that there will
b~e a negotiated peace at the table in Paris?
Secretary LAIR. . I always have hope but I am not very optinirtic
about it. TPhat is why we have supplemented the effort to seek a
negotiated settlement with the program to Vietnamnize the war and
turn over combat responsibilities to the forces of South Vietnam.
In answer to an earlier question , if both negotiations and Vietnamization do not succeed, then we would have to pursue another course
of action. But I am confident that our program to Vietnamize the war
effort will be successful, and I believe that that in itself could lead the
way to a military victory in the sense of the South Vietnamese being
able to defend their country, even against North Vietiamn.
Mr. ANDitEws. I admire your optimism, Mr. Secretary.
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MILITARY VICTORY TITIROUGII VIETNAMIZATIO

Mr. RIHODES. If the gentleman will yield at that point, you are not
ruling out the possibility, then, that the South Vietnamese, when
Vietnamization is completed, could actually do what is necessary to

end the war by military victory over North Vietnam?
Secretary IJAIRD. I am not, and that is one of the points I would like
to communicate as well as we can to Hanoi and to the other side in
Paris.
Mr. RihonES. The reason I ask the question is because this is the first
time I have ever heard an official of this administration or any other
administration say that. I think it is very important to have it said
because the end result of Vietnamization, as I understand it, is to
hedge against the probability that there will be no progress in the
Paris talks. The concept yoi have outlined would still allow us to
look down the pipe and see some light at the end, in other words, the
end of this war.
Secretary LAmRD. That is correct.
Mrl'. RHODES. This is very important.
Mr. MLSIIALr. You say you are not ruling out any course of action.
You mean by that conventional warfare only or would that also
include nuclear weapons?
Secretary LmIn. I would not anticipate the use of nuclear weapons
in Vietnamn. I am not, however, ruling out other actions that might
be necessary in the event the Vietnamization program does not work,
even thougli I am confident it will work.
Perhaps General Wheeler would like to comment on that.
General WHEELER. Our experience with Vietnamization to date has
been favorable. By that I mean that we have removed the whole 3d
Marine Air Division Wing team from North I Corps. We have also
removed the equivalent of one Army division.
The Vietnamese, by an increase largely in regional force and
popular force units-these are paramilitary units-have filled in the
voil, and to date they have not suffered any major military reversals.
In IV Corps today-this is the delta region-there are no American
combat units except support, units. There are some helicopter gunship
companies down there, and, of course, we do fly Air Force close air
support missions for the Vietnamese. The Vietnamese have been able
to more than hold their own.
CONDITION OF SOUTH VIETNAMESE

ARMED FORCES

Mr. FLOOD. And they tell me they have gone from
sions to
(Discussion off the record.)
FLOOD. We went through the
General WHEELER. That is r'ight.

Mr.

Mr. FLOOD. They are good now.

-

same thing in Korea.

good divi-
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SOUTH VIETNAMESE AIR FORCE

General WHEEEtR. I was very interested when k was last in Vietnam, which was in early October, in talking to Gen. George Brown
who commands the Ith Air Force. He told me that his program oy
improving the Vietnamese Air Force has gone extremely well, and
they are handling their F-5's and their A-37 s in superb fashion.
Mr. FLOOD. They tell me this Vietnamese Air Force is a fine outfit.
General WHnELEu. For their size they are doing a very fine job. In
other words, they are doing as much as the can do.
Now, their helicopter units are in the Vienamese Air Force, which
is probably a very wise thing for the size force they have.
They are flying as many support missions per aircraft with their
helicopters as the U.S. Army is flying with theirs. I consider this to
be a pretty remarkable achievement.
Mr. FLOOD. And we are training a lot of chopper pilots, South Vietnamese, right here.
General WEELER. Right here in the United States at Fort Rucker
there is a sizable program.
SOUTH VIETNAMESE NAVY

Admiral Zumwalt has been very pleased with the progress of the
Vietnamese Navy. This is an elite force,
--- all of them high school
graduates, all of them volunteers. They have been trained on the
job with our people. In other words, first they go on with a group
of American sailors. As the Viet mamese lea;'in the job, American
sailors are taken off.
Mr. FLOOD. How are they doing with the gunboats in the Delta?
General WHEELER. Very well. They turned over well over 100 vessels now in the Riverine Force to the Vietnamese. They putand they are operating a Riverine Force down there. They have been
having some rather sharp fights in the Ca Man Peninsula near the
U Hinh Forest.
Our experience today with the Vietnamization program has been
good.
There are two things that are worrisome. One, they still continue
to be thin on leadership. I speak particularly, of officer and senior
noncommissioned officer leadership, and this Is something that only
time will correct.
We have to be patient because their units have got to gain confidence
in themselves.
One of the major aspects of a good army or a good navy or a good
air force is the confidence the unit has in its own ability to defeat
the enemy.
DESERTION RATES

Mr. FLOOD. You forgot one thing. What is the desertion rate?
General WnELr R. Too high, but it is going down and they are
trying to do something about it.
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As a matter of fact, I talked to General Diem when I was out there,
il October. He is well aware of the problem.-.
Mr. FLooD, Their deserters do not go to the Vietcong, they go home.
General W pHEEL. Either they go home or desert and join a regional force unit or a popular force unit where they can stay close to
home.
They are trying to correct that because they are giving ID cards
with fingerprints and pictures to every Vietnamese soldier, something
they have never done before, so they can keep track of these people.
Sir. Fiooi). When they desert do they take the small arms with
them ?
General WjintLER. Very seldom.
Secretary L\n.
I thIink it is important to point. out, Mr. Flood,
that. the volunteers outnumber the eonseripts three to one. The desertion problem that you refer to is a serious one but I think you have
to understand that the net monthly desertion rate has gone down
from about out of a thousand in 1968 to
out. of a
thousand in the last few months.
PLANS FOR KFEI'INc PAMIIAS TOOE'ritEiI
Mr. FLOOD. )o they still move their women and kids with them?
Secretary Lm). This is one of the )roblems that we have in many
of these areas. It is a IlmItter of some of these men wanting to get 1)ack
to see their families, too. I had a little study made of this and sent
some people over to look at the problem. I was sui'Irised that Som
of the )eo)le interviewed. who had left. their units, had not been in
touch with their families for a period of sometimes as long as 9 or 10
months, and had not even been able to send money to them. They just
went home to see how their families were getting along, and in several eases they joined the regional and popular forces when they got
holne.
This is a problem we are looking into, to see whether there is not
some way to bring these families together. There are several experiments going on in this area where families live together and where
we can get. allotments to families, as well as other things.
Mr. FLooD. This is not. peculiar to the Vietnamese. This is historic
with Southeast Asian troops and has )een for a thousand years. This
i z not a thing peculiar to these Vietnamese outfits in just this fighting.
This has been a custom of the trade for a long -ime.
Secretary L.mED. But it is still a serious problem. It is always somethinig which las to be solved.
Then there is also the leadership problem General Wheeler pointed
out.
General Wmurt.ER. We. are trying to work out a local R and R nro:(ram all( also are building some inexpensive shelters for their
families.
These people, as you know from going out there, really live in a
one-room house. Th veyare trying to figure out some way to build a
large number of these small houses so that if a unit moves the women
and children can follow along behind them. They are also trying to
provide an R and R program.
Mr. AxDrws. Are the South Vietnamese people getting tired of
the war.
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about it.
General WimETaR. I would say there is no questionwho
are getting

Mr. Amnmms. Some are and some are not.notThose
want the war to end.
rich, according to what I hear- and read, do
guard.
corporal's
number-a
small
a
is
Mr. FLOOD. That
the South Vietnamese
General Wnr ELEn. The great majority ofI would say perhaps 99
people-and when I say the great majority,
'I hey have not
ercent-would like nothing better than to have peace.old story.
an
be
to
gets
This
years.
20
for
had peace in Vietnam
a corporal's giuar
I would agree with what Mr. Flood said-it is
continue.
war
this
see
that would like to
HISTORY OF

'IE'rNAMTIZATION PIOGRAM3I

that we had not
Mr. RRODES. General, Vietnamization is something
much about until Secretary Laird came aboard, al-

really heard too
be
though I think a lot of us had sort of dreamed that it might
possible.
this in
What has happened to make it possible for us to think of of
such
think
dare
even
didnt
we
ago
year
a
whereas
now,
terms
real
a thing?
what
General Wi'ELEi. They had started a year ago, Mr. Rhodes,
18
about
started
it
fact,
In
'Vietnamization.
I would call a prototype
months ago.
However, as the Secretary pointed out a moment or two ago, this
of dewas pointed only at giving the South Vietnamese a capability were
who
people
the
words,
other
in
VC,
against
fending themselves
in country.
One of the assumptions was that the external threat, the North
Vietnamese threat, would have been negotiated away.
In effect, then, what you are talking about is soething on the order of a high level police type action rather than more formal warfare.
This last program, the one we are now embarked on, as tlie.-Secretary pointed out, is an addendum to that concept, or an expansion of
it, to give, the Vietnamese forces the capability to defend themselves
not only against the VC. but against the North Vietnamese threat.
Mr. RiHODES. Was this caused by reappraisal of the capabilities of
the South Vietnamese, or was it always felt that this could be possible
if we decided to go that way .
General WIEELE. I think it was a matter of priorities, to start off
with.
When we first moved our own forces into Vietnam, our ground
forces, in particular, in large numbers in the summer and fall of
1965, it was in the face of a situation that I would characterize as being critical. The enemy was very, very close to achieving an overwlielming military victory in South Vietnam. I think you will all
recall that very critical time.
Why the North Vietnamese were so cautious and delayed making,
you might say, a sizable attack with major North Vietnamese forces
I will never understand because they could have swept aboard. It was
not a question of whether they could have won, but it was a question
of when they would have won.
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Therefore, the first effort we undertook was to provide to General
Westmoreland sufficient military power to reverse the trend of mili-

tary events in Vietnam. That was first priority.
Aniong the critical items was to get better small arms for our own
troops, the M-10 rather than the M -14, so that the grenade launchers, the better machineguns, more modern equipment, and that sort of
thing was important. bur first effort was to provide the U.S. troops
witl better equipment.
Mr. FLOOD. P1lus the fact that whatever the South Vietnamese had
were so pathetically and obviously inferior to what the Vietcong were
bringing out from ihe North.
General Wm.:E1I. That is right. We didn't have enough production
to take care of our own troops and at the same time to provide these
better weapons to the Vietnamese.
Then General Westmoreland, as soon as we began to get a more
ample supply of M-16's, began advocating upgrading the weaponry
of the SoutlIi Vietnamese,, and actually this effort started just about
the time, of Tet of 1968. 'lis is the first time we could start doing
that, and then we began in light of the experience of the Tet offensive
of 1968, to go into a more extensive program to equip not only the
regular forces, but the paramilitary forces, with better weapons.
This has been expanded further under the present administration
into what we now call the Vietnamization program.
Secretary LAIRD. As far as upgrading the weaponry of the South
Vietnamese is concerned, Mr. Rhodes, we accelerated that program
in February. It might he interesting to note that as far as the reional forces and the popular forces and the regular forces in-country
are concerned, we have 100 percent of all the M-6s necessary to
equip all of them. Ninety-seven percent of all the forces already hiave
the L\-16. I use that as ani example.
ENEMY USE OF MORTARS
Mr. .FLOOD. There is one weapon which they knocked our brains
out with in Korea, and these Vietcong and North Vietnamese are
just as good. They can drop a mortar shell in your vest pocket. Why
can't our people, including the Americans, do that? IVe cannot touch
these people on handling small mortar fire.
General WIIEELER. I don't agree with you, Mr. Flood.
Mr. Fi.OoD. You don't?
General WHEEtLER. No, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. Everybody else does.
General WiEELER. Used to be a weapons platoon leader myself.
Mr. FLOOD. Mortars?
General WIHELER. Yes, sir.
Mr. FIooD. What about the Vietnamese? Are you giving them
mortars?
General WHEELER. Yes.
Mr. FLOOD. Call they handle them ?
General WnEELER. They are good.
Mfr. FLOOD. They are?
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General WHELER. Yes, sir.
Mr, FLOOD. By golly, the other fellow is.

Secretary LAIRD, 'Tihat other fellow is not so good with the mortar
now,
Mr. FLOOD. Yes, he is.
Secretary LAIRD. Well, I would rather have General Wheeler comment on that, but the mortar fire Mr. ILOOD. I don't mean those bia guns but the small mortars.
General WHEELER. Eighty-two millimeter, Go millimeter.
Mr. FLOOD. That is right.
General WVEE .Ei. The Vietcong and the North Vietnamese are
well trained in the use of small arms. There is no question about that.
DELAY IN PRODUCTION OF 31-16 RIFLES

Mr. RHODES. If I may pursue this further, and ask General Wheeler whether I am interpreting his previous statement correctly as saving that the. bottleneck, in so far as Vietnamization was concern d,
was the production of the M-16 rifle?
General WI:iE.Li.1. That was the bottleneck, and money was a
bottleneck. It was a matter of how much money we put in.
fr. ROnES. "Why didn't somebody ask this committee for more
money for more I-16's?
Mr. FLOOD. It wasn't the money, Skipper. We would have given
you all the money you wanted.
Mr. Riioims. They (lidut ask us.
Mr. FLOOD. It. tok 7 years to put that gun on the line.
Mr. RHODES. That is ihe point I am trying to make. They didn't ask
us and I don't know why.
General WHELER. I am not trying to put the blame for this on the
Congress. Don't misunderstand Inc.
A1r. FLOOD. We understand that.
Mr. RHODiFS. I am trying to find out where the blame was.
Mr. FLOOD. It was prioduction.
General WHEELER. We had only one production facility to start
off with.
Mr. FLOOD. We could have had more.
General WinmLEIm. We put in three, as you recall. This was only after
the Tet offensive of 1968.
Mr. MINSII.ALL. Who insisted on one production facility?
General WVnHEELF.R. Perhaps this committee knows more about this
than I do as all individual, and that is that Colt owned the patents to
the M-16 and there was a very difficult negotiation which had to be
conducted with Colt before the two other facilities, GM and 1-I. & R.
could be brought into production.
Mr. RHODES. As you well know, if this had been World War II you
would have put the guns into production and negotiated later.
General WHEELER. That is correct.

Mr. RHODES. This is the point. Somebody didn't give this a high
enough priority, and it made Vietnamization impossible.
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OBJECTIVES OF VItTNAMIZATIO,

PIOGRA3l

Secretary LAIRD. I want to make one comment here if I may. We
are talking here about the military aspects of Vietnamization. There
are other things involved in Vietnamization. First, there is the question of attitude and political philosophy of the South Vietnamese.
Then there are the problems of economic and political development
and the provision of effective security in Vietnam.
We have been addressing ourselves primarily to the military aspects. We have been giving the military aspects of Vietnamization the
highest priority as far as our commanders in Vietnam are concerned.
I think it is important that we have now changed the orders to our
commanders in Vietnam to make this broader objective the highest

priority.

Really, the momentum that has been built up there is quite encouraging and it is important that we maintain this momentum. I think
we can maintain it, but I want to make it clear that there will be some
setbacks in Vietnam. People who think that we will not have any setbacks or that the South Vietnamese Forces will never have any defeats, really are not looking at this situation very realistically. I'hope
that the members of this committee will help us caution these people
when the South Vietnamese Forces do suffer a defeat in a particular
battle-which is bound to come in any war
Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Secretary, the British went through this for 500
years.
Secretary LAImD. That is correct. We are doing well. Now, looking
at it from just my viewpoint, the Ben I-let experience was perhaps
rather significant because General Abrams decided not to send in
Ameriean-help there except for some support. The South Vietnamese
made some mistakes, but I think they have learned a lot from that
particular operation and they learned one major thing, which N.iz
that they could handle such an operation on their own.
Mr. RihoDEs. Mr. Secretary, the thrust of my questions-and I am
sure you know-was to inquire as to why we hadn't gone into Vietnamization before. It is a great idea. IT'is something that. should be
done. I congratulate you for doing it. But I wanted to see if I could
find out why it hasn't been done before. I think the General's answer
was very complete, very definitive.
Mr. ANDEaws. Mr. Plood has some questions. Are you through, Mr.
Rhodes?
Mr. RHTODES. Yes.
FUNCTIO'NAL MANNING

OF SHIPS

Mr. FLOOD. It is actually one question, Mr. Secretary. I mentioned
it to you before the hearing started so that you would be alert to the
import of the question. I know certain members of your staff are. This
is not because I am asking it but because the history of the question is
such-and the nature of the question is such-that in view of what you
are proposing to cut back in ships and cut ships in bodies, I thought
you should be alerted to the import, of this question.
I direct your attention to page 10 of your statement. Of course,
it is marked "Secret," so I don't know whether these will be. carried in
the final record or not--this particular portion.
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Secretary L.\au. We will try to declassify as much of it as we can,
Mr. FLOOt). The second paragraph
saying:

on . page 10, you wind up

Nevertheless, this inactivation of more than 100 ships constitutes a sig.
nificant reduction in the size of the active fleet, and sharpens the needs to press
forward with the new construction programs.

Now, I have been identified with this matter for a couple of years.
I will tell you how this came about: We arranged to have this meeting held on March 17, 1967. Now, believe me, March 17, 1967, or
March 17 in any year is a very important day, St. Patrick's Day.
Anyhow, the meeting was held in Secretary "Nitze's office. Under
Secretary of the Navy Baldwin was present. There were also about
9,000 admirals of all ranks, colors and descriptions. So it was no
amateur show.
The experts call this subject "functional manning approach." I
have here a document which I have been through a number of times,
produced by the Stanwick Corp.
Now, this is the nub of the thing, they say that all ships carry far
too many men. Now, while they have never made a study of a carrier, they estimate that they can save 1,000 men from a. carrier,
although they have never studied a carrier. Now, that is their estimate.
The experts, tell me and I checked with two very well-knbwn intelligence agencies here in the Government last week that these people are
apparently of the highest repute in their profession. This I do not
lnow as a fact. Anyhow. they advised me today that the average carrier has 1,000 more men on hoard than are needed.
Now, with respect to small ships, they did a survey. The title
of the thing is known as the Barney Study. I asked them what the
Barney Study was. They said it was a study made by the Stanwick
people of one of the small ships, of the destroyer class. Now, this
was a very hot technical study. They reported this destroyer carried
87 more men than were needed.
Now, there are 23 ships that are in the same class. They tested
this ship in the Mediterranean, the Atlantic, the Pacific and Vietnam.
Then the Navy decided, as is the wont of the Navy, that they
would make what we all call an in-house test, not ;y Stanwick.
The Navy decided that this was so good, or so hot, or something,
that they would do an in-house study of these same problems.
Now, the Stanwick people went, a step further. They recommended
that the same test be made for the entire Navy. The Navy said that
they would run the destroyer test, they would run a carrier test, and
they would consider rmniig an entire Navy test. The Stanwick people
advised mie as of noon today, that even'though they met recently
with the Navy people on the other type of tests, the Navy never
followed through oni the functional management approach. Nobody
knows why. Well, my opiion Is this: they got mixed up with the
admirals 'and they should never have recommended a study of
adimirals. They weie out of their mind. That was the end of the whole
thing.
No-, the Barney study, they tell me today, amounts to this: The
ships are not manned properly to do the job. They are overmanned.
They figure it takes $1 million for a man for 20 .-ears in the Navy,
that it costs you $1 million for a man for 20 years in the Navy,
over a period of 20 years.
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Now , they did not need 87 men. That is $87 million. Now, you take
28 ships in the same destroyer class as the Barney, and you wind up
with $2 billion. Now, if you want to cut bodies and if you want to
save money, I recommend that you take this report that I just handed
you, have the meeting again with these Stanwick people who are
irrel)roachable people--nothing wrong with them I am assured,
Secretary L,\lnD. That woulff be $87 million during the lifetime of
the ship.
Mi'. Fr.oou. That is correct; 20 years.
Secretary LAIRD. Not year, though.
Mr. FL6oD. No, No; for the lifetime of the ship, that is correct.
Since you are concerned about cutting bodies and concerned in the
new construction program, they have part of this whole synopsis of
the new construction program that they just met with the Navy on.
So there is the speech.
Secretary LAnID. Mr. Flood, we will be glad to review that report.
I think it is important to examine this whole personnel question, and
I will be very glad to review it. I would point out the Navy ships have
been operating during this Vietnam period, according to their standards, on an undermanned basis.
Mr. FLOOD. I know. Thiat is the combat story. They have a story
about combat and a story about "Suppose you have an epidemic all
of a sudden in some port where everybody'gets sick?" Then what is
going to happen to your ship? The answer, to that is easy. An admiral
vis-a-vis one man who is a technician or an ablebodied seaman, then
you don't have any p roblem. If you lose captains and admirals in
combat or in an epideimic, you have a problem. But you do not have
a problem with ablebodied seamen, not when you are overstaffed 1.000
to a carrier and 87 to a destroyer in the class of the Barney.
Then that argument does not stand up. So stay away from the admirals in this thing. This can help you really save bodies and dough.
I am not kidding.
Secretary LAIRD. I will follow you, advice and will review the study.
Mr. MAIo.N. Are there further questions?
FORCE REDUCTIONS IN PIIILIPPINES AND THAILAND

Mr. ADDABBO. Mr. Secretary, as we reduce forces in South Vietnam,
there was a period when we were reassigning these forces to other
areas such as the Philippines and Thailand. Has that been continued?
Secretary LAIRD. No. We are cutting back on our forces not only in
Vietnam but also in the Philippines. We have already announced a
reduction in forces in Thailand by about 6,000.
Mr. ADDABBO. With the reduction in forces in Vietnam and the socalled Vietnamization, we are putting into the hands of the South
Vietnamese expensive and new equipment. Now, even when we had
full control of it there were many cases of pilfering and loss of material. What precautions will be taken now that this material is being
directly turned over to the South Vietnamese for their use and
disposal?
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Secretary LAimt. Every feasible precaution is being taken to provide proper protection for the logistic supplies, I can't assure this
committee that there won't be any pilferage or stealing as far as some
logistics support equipment is concerned. This is difficult to police entirely, but I think a better job is now being done in this area. Additional security precautions have been set up and there is a better check
now than we have had in the past. The General Accounting Office
made certain recommendations in a report a. year ago, and we have
worked closely with the GAO. I think that they will also substantiate
the fact that a better control mechanism has been established, so we
are certainly watching this closely. There was too much of that in the
past. A year and a half ago1 which I believe was when the GAO made
its last report, I took up this matter with Elmer Staats and since then
he has been encouraged that we have this in much better control than
we had even 18 months ago when the report was filed. That was a critical report. It was made available to this committee as well as to the
Government Operations Committee.
SOUTH

VIETNAM1ESE SUPPLY SYSTEM3

distribution
Mr. ADDABBO. We will keep control of the
right? as lono- as
is that
possible before we turn that over to them;
Secretary LAIID. Well, we are trying to turn over the distribution

function to their own units, the South Vietnamese. This is part of the
Vietnainization program. In the past the only thing that many of these
South Vietnamese units would (o was to go to some American unit
near them and use their logistics supl)ly lines. The Commnaud in Vietnam now has instructed the American uniits not.to fill their requisitions,
but. to make them go through their own requisition procedure. Ir is
most improtant for them to develop their own logistic support. 'We
should not be relied upon to fill their requisitions.
I had a report on this just 2 or 3 weeks ago. I sent some people over
from the systems analysis shop in my office. I think they vent over
with the idea that they were going to find an awful lot wrong with
this. They came back with one of the most glowing reports onl the
progress Iii this logistics supply system that the South Vietnamese
have set up. rhey thought a lot of the success was based upon the fact
that the Amnerican units just were not freely giving them parts, equipment and so forth.
Mr. FLOOD. I hope you are not training these troops to live off of
the country. That is the most dangerous thing in the world for indigenous troops.
General WhEELER. On the contrary
Mr. FLOOD. Well, it is very dangerous.
General WmixELE. On the contrary, we are trying to keep them
from living off the country. This happened in the past and it got into
such disrepute with the populationMr. FLOOD. No doubt about it.
General WHEELr. May I amplify your response further?
Secretary LAnM. Surely.
General WHniE. The Vietnamese so-called supply system in the
past was based upon four depots located in the four corps tactical
zones-period. In fact, they had no supply system worthy of the
name.
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Over the past 2 years COMUSMACV logistical people have been
working with the Vietnamese, the joint, general staff, iii particular,
and their logisticlans in developing their own logistics system quite
similar to ours. When I was there in October I received some very
welcome news; namely, that the Vietnamese had taken hold invery

good fashion in the logistics area and were more and more able to
support themselves logistically than they had before. This is due to
new procedures and techniques. There is'one problem area; that is, as
of our logistical system is now really based
this committee knows, a lotADP.
upon the use of computers,
The question arises as to what we can do to speed up the Vietnamese
methods of logistical computation and recording, because they were
still using the old hand method which is really too slow for this kind
of logistic system that they are talking about. 'his is one of the things
that is inprogress right now.
)I

IiiNG OF,'TIlE M1E)ICALLTIY

U NQ T,\II EI)

Mr. ADDAmBO. Mr. Secretary, as the reductions are made inour forces
in South Vietnam and the reduction inthe callups of draftees, is there
a further study being made as to the possible reduction with respect
to medical qualificat ions? In other words, right now the. qualifications
are down to the minimum. We have a case now in my office where a
boy, with deteriorating muscular activity in the knees, is being assigned to Vietnam. Have your medical requirements been revised so
that those who are limited,' where they have one eye or one ear, such Is
that, will they be excluded?
Secretary LAIIRD. We have not changed the medical requirements as
far as selective service is concerned at the present time. As you know,
they were lowered about I years ago and I think that was the last
time. There has been no change since then in those requirements. They
are being reviewed, however, at the present time, along with all the
other aspects of the Selective Service System, such as all methods of
deferment, including college and graduate student defermenit. The
whole Selective Service prosran is Eeing reviewed at the present time.
Recommendations will be made to tie National Security Council
around the 15th of December. We will be prepared to testify no later
than the 1st of February next year about proposed changes in the
Selective Service Act, andalso proposed chances in the selective service
rules and regulations as promulgated by the President.
Mr. AmmiImo. Are there any rules for the present. which you might
be publishing relative to assignment to South Vietnam in any one of
the marginal medical qualifications?
Secretary LAim.No. We have no l)oposed change in the regulations
as far as medical requirements are concerned for service in Vietnam
as of today. I would be glad to look into that question further, but I
knowv of 1'0 proposed changes as far as medical requirements are concerned that are contemplated to be put into effect prior to the overall
review of the Selective Service System. We will probably be making
some changes in February.
Mr. MINISHALL. Would you yield?
Mr. ADDABBO. Yes.
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VARIATIONS IN MEDICAL REQUIIE M EXTS

BY STATES

Mr. Mixsi,Lr. One of the biggest complaints we have had about the
Selective Service System itself is the fact that the medical requiremnents and regulations have differed so much from State to State,
whether it be in Massachusetts, Ohio, or Wisconsin. The same boy

who might flunk a physical for entrance into the military service
in Massachusetts would pass it, in Wisconsin.
Secretary LAum. That is one of the things we are looking into right
IHow.
Mr. MINSmArLL. It is very inequitable, to say the least.
Secretary LAIRD. Before we make any changes, this study would
have to be completed. We will be making recommendations with regard
to all possible inequities that do exist. 'We wanted to go forward, however, and we have been trying to move to a random selection procedure
as the first major change to be put into effect. We felt we could put
that into effect by January 1, and we have concentrated on that
change.
The study which deals with other changes to remedy other inequities
in the Selective Service System will be completed by the 15th of Decemnber and we will have those recommendations ready by the 1st of
February.
WITiDRIAWAr, OF ALLIED

"OIICES FRO31 VIETNAM

Mr. ADDABO. We read about and have heard about the Philippine
reduction of 1,500 Philppiie Forces from Vietnam. Now, because
of that withdrawal and our own, would any of our other allies who
have forces in South Vietnam be reducing their forces?
Secretary L\inW. None of the other allies have any present plans to
reduce their forces. I refer to statements that have been made by the
Governments of New Zealand, Australia, and South Korea. There is
no present l)lan to reduce forces as far as Thailand is concerned.
Mr. FLOOD. You may have some trouble in Australia because of the
closeness of this election there. That is pretty touchy.
Secretary LAIRD. This is a matter that we are certainly interested in.
'We do consult with these countries. I met with the Prime Minister on
this particular subject. I am sure General Wheeler has also had discussions with the Australians in that regard. They have no present
l)lans.
Mr. FLOOD. You see, the opposition ran entirely on a pullout ticket
and it came awfully close.
Secretary LAID. They are doing that in New Zealand. Now, New
Zealand does not have a great commitment but it, is an important
commitment for them when you consider that they are a country of
only 3 million people. I think it is important to encourage our allies
to make a larger rather than a smaller commitment.
Mr. FLOOD. If the Australians and New Zealanders know geography,
they won't pull out.
Secretary LAIRD. I think we should encourage them not only to
maintain their commitment but perhaps to increase their commitment.
Mr. FLOOD. Just remind them they are in the Western Hemisphere
in case they have forgotten.
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Secretary LAIRD. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
UOPMLfE OF NORTH VIU'rNAMESE AND VIErCOXG

Mr. ANDREWS. Everybody seems to be getting war weary but the
North Vietnamese. What about them a1nd the Vietcong?
Secretary LAIRD. I think they are getting war weary. I don't believe
there is anything to indicate to me that they are not war weary.
Every indication would lead one to believe that the Vietcong has
some very difficult Problems and certainly the statistics which I put
in the record in answer to the chairman's earlier question would lead
one to that conclusion. I would like to repeat that here, if I could.
Mf r. MfINSHALL. Would you yield for a minute?
You say that the Vietcong are becoming war weary. How about the
North Vietnamese People? Have they had any demonstrations in their
country like we have had here?
Secretary LAIRD. I don't believe they would Permit any kind of a
demonstration in their country. They have a tendency to take care
of anyone that disagrees in itdifferent fashion. I ami thankful we
don't have that same process here.
Mr. FLOOD. Furthermore, why should the North Vietnamese be
unhappy about the war? They are not getting hurt,. They are taking
some casualties but nobody in'i North Vietnam is really getting hurt.
Why should they be sick of the war like the South Vietnamese?
Secretary LAI.RD. There was some indication prior to the stoppiini
of the bombing, though, that it was having a. significant effect upon
their morale.
Mfr. FLOOD. The fact remainsSecretary LAIRD. It is true that since last November, when we
stopped the bombing, the people in North Vietnam have not been
getting hurt.
BOMBING OF NORTH VJMBrNAM%

Mr. ANDREWS. They did not get any real meaningful bombings
before the so-called bombing halt,, did they, Mr.Secretary?
Secretary LAIRD. I would think Perhaps at, the start of the bombing
that this night have been a fair appraisal. But I think as the bombing progressed until the time it was discontinued there were significant bombing raids taking place in North Vietnam.
Mr. ANDRmVs. None of their cities had been bombed or rocketed.
Mr. FLOOD. They got a few on the outskirts of Haiphong but not
enough to worry about.
Secretary LAIRD. Perhaps General Wheeler would want to comment on that question.
General WiEELER. During the bombing activity just before the
bombing halt on March 81, 1968, they were really taking a shellacking.
Now, we did not, of course, just bomb cities indiscriminately by any
manner or means. We were going, after military targets. So, in that
regard, there was less impact on the population than t~iere would have
been otherwise.
Mr. FLOOD. You dropped two or three pretty close to downtown
Hanoi.
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Well, even there-take the testimony of the
in Hanoi. He said that the bombing had been
General
British Consul
the most precise in the history of warfare, as best as he could ascertain.
miss
Now, this isn't to say that every now and then somebody didn't
a target and knock over a building or two because they did. But as
I say, generally speaking we were going alter military targets-and
with some success. There were signs that they were having problems,
particularly the problems in maintaining their lines of communicathe
tion. It was taking them well over 40 days to turn a ship around itin and
unload
not
could
simply
just
they
because
Haiphong
of
port
then clear the doc-c areas and move the stuff out. We figured that they
lines f
had close to half a million people engaged in maintaining
communication to the south, moving stuff by bicycle, by transloading
across bombed-out bridges, things of that kind.
General

WHEELER.

COST OF WAR TO RUSSIA AND CHINA

Mr. ANDREWS. Talking about war weariness, we were told that
Russia is putting up $1,200 million per year to keep this war going
and that Red China is putting up $800 million. I am satisfied that they
is a
are extremely happy with what is happening right today. That
enemy
powerful
most
their
have
to
them,
for
bargain
pretty good
pinned down. I am sure they would not like to see this war end.
pinned down, Mr. Andrews,
Secretary LDaRD. I don't believe we are
in lives-particularly lives and
but we are spending considerably more
manpower resources-coupled with tremendous financial sacrifice on
the part of our people, than the Russians and Chinese are.
Mr. ANDnEws. They ought to be extremely happy because they have
wanted and yearned for this through the years and it is taking place
now. This country is filled with unrest on college campuses, in the
streets. That is what they want. This has to do with the war, among
other things.
Mr. FLOOD. Off the record.
()iscussion off the record.)
Mr. ANDREWS. I wouldn't think they would like to see this war end.
Just 2 weeks ago I saw in the paper an AP story out of Moscow stating
that Russia.was prepared to financially back up North Vietnam. Every
time I see where envoys go from Hanoi, they stop in Peiping, Moscow
and then to Paris. When they leave Paris It is Moscow, Peiping, and

Hanoi.

Secretary LAIRD. Mr. Andrews, I have seen no evidence that the
Soviet Union or Red China is making any effort to bring the war to
a. close in South Vietnam.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is right.
Secretary LAIRD. As a matter of fact, the evidence would seem to
point to the opposite conclusion.
Mr. ANDREWS. Then you and I agree on it.
Mr. MAIHON. Are there further questions on my right?
OPEN BIDDING FOR REPAIR OF NAVAL VESSELS

One further question of a personal nature as far as
We in New York, as you know have been
concerned.
New York is
raped as far as defense production facilities are concerned. he BrookMr.

ADDABBO.
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lyn Navy Yard, now the Naval Research, and several of the Air Force
bases are being closed. One of the things we have proposedd of a positive nature is the open bidding for reiairin g of naval vessels. Rigit

now they are restricted to their hiome )ort. We are seeking a radius
of 350 miles where any port or any dry(lock owner could hid'on it. We
have two instances wlich were brought to the Secretary of the Navv's

attention where there was a bidding out of Norfolk and there were
only one or two l)idders on it. But then there was another bidding out

of Ntarragansett. where the New York drydocks vere allowed to bid.
It was on naval vessel IX-306 (AKI-221 ), where the New York port
shil)yards were allowed to bid.

Now, we underl)id the. others by over $150,000. T'Ile Navy talks about

inconvenience to the servicemen, not being near their point of call. Yet
they shipped men from Norfok, Va., to Baltimore, over 200 miles.
Nov what. we are. asking is that New York be able to bid on the ships
Assigned to Narrangansett Y1ards Awhich would be between there anid
Nev York, in(ler 180 miles.
We feel in view of the fact, that we have been able to prove dollar
savings on repair bidding, that this matter should be reviewed and
that all repair workl be, No. 1, let out for competitive bidding and,
No. 2, within at least a minimum radius of 350 miles.
Mr. Secretary, I bring this to your attention because again New
York has lost money, we. have paid many dollars in taxes l)ut, we are
losing that. We have a. great. minority )rolblem Ul) there. We could u.ce
the employment. If it does not happen, where we have been taxpaerz
we are going to become then tax users. I ask your office to again review
this matter because I will be presenting this amendment on this side
and I know the senior Senator from New York, Mr. Javits, will bv
presenting this amendment in the Senate when the bill gets there.
SecreI ary LAIRID. I thank you for bringing it. to my attention. Let nine
su)ply an answer when I have had a chance to review the problem.
MI' AD.AIn o. Thank you very much.
Mr. M.xiox. AMr. Minshall.
CM[ANGE IN VIETNAM IZATION PRORA'M

Mr.

f xsim,,. Mr. Chairinan, to revert for a moment, my good

friend Mr. Rhodes asked a question about what caused the sud(len reverse English on the Vietnamization of the war. In response to that
colloquy the. general said that they had started at program about 1,
months ago? a prototype program.' But what. I don't think is clear in

this record is what. caused the sudden shift? All of a sudden we see a
march ahead as to attitude, as to philosophy, as to the Vietnamese having the proper weapons. Now, what caused the sudden shift?

Secretary LATH). There were several things. First and foremost in
importance I think we had gotten to the point where it looked, at least

to me and I am sure to General Wheeler and others, that there was
not., very good chance of negotiating the withdrawal of the North
Vietnamese forces. It took a. considerable amount of time even to get
down to any negotiations. The only thing of substance that has been
accomplished is the agreement on the shape of the table.
So it seemed to me when I got into this new position that we should
not count any longer on the idea that the North Vietnamese were
going to withdraw from South Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia and go
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nicely up to North Vietnam and stay there. It seemed to me that we had
to start immediately in, planning anld ilPlenieitilig a l)rogtlam thatt
would allow us to reduce the American ground force commitment in
Vietnam and also see to it that the South Vietnamese were prepared to
meet not only the VC threat. but the North Vietnamese threat.
So in our planning after my trip to Vietnam with General Wheeler
in March we decided-and the joint Chiefs and MACV are very
much aboard in this programn-that we woul( start. planning for a
new and different program. That. difterenlt program was named
the full responsibility for combat and
Vietnamization; turning over
1
to the )eopl of South
responsi)ilitmes
0r
o0
the
of
eventually most
Vietnam. I don't think it (loes any good to get into the debate as to why
our ground forces are in Vietnam. What we are trying to do is to
(levelo) a program so that our ground forces and other U.S. forces can
be reduced in Vietnam. We felt that tle tune had come to abandon
the planning in our Government tlat was based solely on the premise
that the North Vietnamese would withdraw to the north. That is the
difference. We have gone forward on that new basis and I believe we
have gained momentum. I think it. might be well for General Wheeler
to comment on this, but basically that is the difference.
Mrf.MIINSHALT. Could you add to that, General ?
General WHEELER. Actually I can't add very much because I think
the Secretary gave you the rationale behind the decision. In other
words, it became very obvious, at least to most of us in the executive
branch, that the negotiations were not a very promising area of advance toward an honorable settlement. of the war. Therefore, it seemed
sensible to have some other means of obtaining an honorable end to
the war than merely the negotiating track.
The Secretary was willing to go ahead and push this program-not only willing, in fact lie took the lead in this program. Everybody
as lie said, was anxious also to proceed down this road of Vietnanization. So that we have some alternative to the negotiating track.
Furthermore, I would say that from the military point of view,
as well as from the political point of view, it. makes sense because, as one
of your colleagues remarked a while ago, we have no pressure on tfle
North Vietnamese other than the casualties that they are suffering in
the South, which are quite heavy by the way. This does put pressure
on them.
If I were a North Vietnamese. the last. thing in the world I would
want to see would be some time in the future a South Vietnam fully
armed, fully able to defend itself, because this would be, I think, tle
death of all their hopes of achieving the overrunning and subjugat ion of South Vietnam.
Mr. MINsar,LT,. With this dramatic change inattitude in philosophI3
and Vietnamizing the war, if this Vietnamnizing of the war doesn't
work, what is the next course of action as you look down the road?
General WHEELER. As the Secretary said earlier-and I agree with
him on this, too-I think we would have to consider other courses of
action

-

Mr. FLOOD. HOW do youMr. MINSHALJ. Just a moment.
WHEELER. For
30-735-69-pt. 7-28

General

example, we could
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Mr. MINSMALL. All of these things we have talked about over the
years that have not yet been done.

Mr. MAUoN'. And some of the things that have been done that have
been suspended.

Mr. MINSHALL. That is right.
MORALE OP NORTH VIE'TNAMESE AND VIETCOXO

Mr. FLOOD. Along that line, Congressman, how do you explain, if it
is so, this high esprit de corps of the northerners? Why the esprit

de corps of their troops? 'Why are they so hot?
General WnEEII As a matter of fact, I was going to intervene in
this discussion a while ago. The Vietcong have very definite morale
problems today.
Mr. FLOOD. I don't mean the Vietcong.
General WHEEIER. I know, but I am coming to that, Mr. Flood.
Also, we have noted that the North Vietnamese units are a little bit
less ready to go than they were at the outset. They have lost in their
battlefield leadership. They have had very heavy losses. Their units,
generally speaking, are not as well trained and as well led as they were
a year ago, certainly not as well trained and as well led as they were 2
years ago when they were extremely well led and extremely well
trained. Their motiviltion doesn't seei to be as high as it used to be.
One other thing. when these North Vietnamese get into the South
yon have got to remember they are strangers in a strange land. The
gouht Vietnamese hale their guits, so they don't have any place to go.
Most. of them feel they have got to fitht whether they want to fight
or not. Therefore, we don't get a veryhigh number of defectors from
thme North Vietnamese units. I think the highest number we have ever
gotten in 1 month, about a month ago was when we )icked up 58.
)n the other hand, in the South, rerless
of what is said about the
South Vietnamese Government, it is not a Communist government.
They don't have the same apparatus as in the North, with the same
types of discipline both at home and abroad. You have a different
approach. Also, the South Vietnamese men do have some place to go
ifthey desert.
Secretary LAIRD. There are quite a few desertions. Last month we
had, I thiik, over a thousand a week. The casualties of the North
Vietnamese and the VC were over 3,000 last week.
REASON FOR DELAY IN VIE'rNAMIZATION

Mr. MAION. General Wheeler, you have been over in the Pentagon
for some time. You are a man of wide knowledge. Your opinions are
always respected. I would like to ask you about this matter of Vietnamlization.
As I understand it, you and the Secretary have said that in view
of the fact that no progress is being made in'the peace talks that some
other alternative in order to parmally disengage us 'from the war is
necessary, and that Vietnamization is one of the alternatives that we
could, to some extent, exploit.
It,does seem to me that we ought to do all we can toward Vietmamization; that is, causing the South Vietnamese to shoulder a
heavier responsibility in connection with the actual fighting.
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Now, the question arises: Why didn't you, as chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, advocate and find it possible to achieve a greater
degree of Vietnamization in the earlier phases of the war? Was it impractical then? What is your assessment of that matter?
General WixiPLvn. Mr. Rhodes touched on this a little earlier, Mr.
Chairman, but, as I pointed out to Mim, in 1965 when we first put
our ground troops into Vietnam-in the late summer and fall of
1965-we were reacting to a situation that I could only describe as
being critical. The enemy had very badly defeated and fragmented
the South Vietnamese forces to the point where it wasn't a question
of whether lhe could win militarily, it was a question of when. So
our first effort had to be 'to put our own troops in there, to establish
a logistics system which we did not have to permit General Westmoreland to reverse an adverse military tide and regain the initiative
from the enemy. This took about 2 years to do.
In the meantime, we were gearing up and increasing the production
of all types of munitions. 'When I say munitions I include small arms,
particularly the M-16, the M-79 rocket launcher, and so on, to equip
our own forces. Now, General Westmoreland advocated, as I recall
it, in 1966 that we start a program of giving the M-16. in particular,
to the Vietnamese regular Armed Forces. This was found to be impractical at the time simply because we had only one production
facility, Colt, and all of that production had to go to our forces.
I think everyone in the Department felt at that time that for us
to arm the Vietnamese forces with an M-16 while our forces were
still armed with M-14s would have been unrealistic. Then when the
time did come, when we were beginning to catch up on production,
this was after the Tet of 1968 when the decision was made to increase
the production facilities to three in number-you will probably recall
that Secretary Clifford initiated that program.
Mr. MAnON. I remember that, yes.
General WHEErLR. There was quite an exchange with the Congress
on the selection of the two new contractors, and so on.
It was by means of this increased production, however, that we
began to get the means in hand to improve the weaponry of the
Vietnamese.
However, during this period the concept was considered of giving
the Vietnamese the full capability to defend themselves against both
the VC and the North Vietnamese. The decision was made that we
would provide them only with a capability to protect themselves
against the residual Vietcong force. This was based upon the thought
that we could negotiate the North Vietnamese out of the war, leaving
only , you might say, an internal subversive threat.
It was in March, as the Secretary said, after he took a trip to
Vietnam and conferred with General Abrams, that the concept of
Vietnamization, as we understand it now was formulated. It was
agreed to by everyone, and was directed to be implemented. At that
time, we began also to put more money into the Vietnamization program than we ever lfad before.
I think you will recall, too, Mr. Chairman, there was a time when
the war in Vietnam was fought under the military assistance program.
This proved to be a completely infeasible way to finance a war. You
can finance peacetime forces this way, but not wartime forces. There
had to be a change made in the way in which the war was financed
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Vietnam, Thailan(l, and Laos are excluded fronti MAP funding and

tile funding for those three countries has been assumed under the tT.S.
Defense budget. As I say, this has a long history. It was a matter of
criticality, a matter of provision of weapons, both to our own forces
and to the friendly forces, and finally it was the recognition that
negotiations, at least at this time, looked like a very dry well.
rfh.FLOOD. Do you have military assistance people working behind
your back toward couuterpurposes with your command over there?
General Winl.'nra . No, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. Are they under your command?
General Wn a.ELIFR. There are no military assistance people, as such,
in Vietnam. You do have a military assistance section in the headquarters of MACV.
Mr. FLOOD. I-ow reaDy 3NIAP people like we have in Peru or some
place else?
General IVIIELEII. No. General Abrams has full control of everything in Vietnam. It is he who makes the initial decisions on the military assistance. that will be provided. Of course, he comes back through
service channels an(l makes recommendations as to what should be
turned over, what should be procured for them, and so on. Finally,
they go to the Secretary of Defense for final decision.
Mr. ANDmEmVS. The gentleman from Arizona.
iJIARDENING 01

MISSILE SITES

Mi. II )'s. Mr. Secretary, (o the Russians have anything which
al)l)roximates our Operation Iar(lrock ? Are they trying to harden
any of their missile sites to the extent that our Ilard Rock contemplates?
Secretary Lmm). Yes; they are, but we (lon't have ainy evidence that
they have gone into a program that is as extensive as our Hard Rock
silo program. But we haven't, actually built any of these Hard Rock
silos yet.
Mi. RimDEs. We expended some funds on Hard Rock last year. Is
there anything in the budget for fiscal 1970 for this jrogramn?
Secretary LAIm. No; there is !o money for actual ()eployment.
We
have requested research and development funds as well as some
0. & M. for site surveys. But we have no funds in the fiscal year 1970.
military construction account to go forward with the Hard Rock
program at this time. 'We still are continuing the program that was
Initiated last year in the research and development area, but we have
not gone forward with the military construction aspects of that
program.
AM ERICAN DESEIITEIS IN VIETNAM

Mr. RHODES. In last Sunday's paper or the Sunday before that, I
believe there was a rather extensive article about American deserters
who have apparently gone underground in Vietnam and because of'
their access to uniforms and thii, appearance and the like, they are
quite active in certain activities like, for example, cashing bum clhecks,
and fencing stolen goods for the Vietnamese underground. Is this
happening to any large extent or is it fairly isolated?
Secretary LAIRD. We think it is fairly isolated, as far as American
service personnel are concerned, but there are some deserters in Viet-
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nam. I don't have the number that we estimate right now. Do you
have it?
General WHEELER. I don't have that.
Secretary LAIRD. It is not a substantial number.

Mr. FLOOD. Did you ever hear that there are 500 of our deserters
over in Cholon, across the river, underground in the Chinese area?
General WHEELER. Not 500.
Secretary LAIRD. I had never heard that there were 500.

Mr. FLOOD. No, I mean in Saigon, in the Chinese section of
Saigon.
r.RHODES. This is what I was asking about; I read the same story
that you did, that they were pretty active over there.
Mr. FLOOD. I didn't read any story on it.
HARD ROCK PrOiRAM

Mr. SiCK. Would you yield on that Hard Rock program? You said
there was no request ior money in Hard Rock this year.
Secretary LAIRD. There is no request in 1970 to go forward with the
program except in the research and development and site survey
areas. We are going forward oin an experimental basis, but we are not
going forward with the construction of operational Hard Rock silos
for our Minuteman missiles.
Mr. SLACK. As I recall, it,
did jump from about $2 million to $8
million or an increase of $6 million in the 0. & M. account and from
425 million to $50 million in R.D.T. & E.
Secretary LAIID. Yes, that is correct, there was an increase from
fiscal year 1969 to fiscal year 1970. But the amount was $25 millioll
in fiscal year 1969 and $50 million, plus some site survey funds for
fiscal year 1970.
Mr. ADDABBO. Theri is $278 million planned for constructing the
first, research silo.
Secretary LAIRD. Yes, but we are not going forward with hardenimig the Minuteman sites on the Hard Rock basis. We are making the
site surveys, and we are looking over certain areas of the country
which have the proper geological formations, in order to be able to
go forward with that Hard Rock program in the event we increase
our strategic missile force or decide at some future time to give greater
protection to our current force.
Now, in my testimony before this committee on the ABM, I testified on the differences In costs between the ABM program and the
Hard Rock program. I think at that time we put in the record the
estimates made thus far based on the surveys that have been made.
Mr. SLACK. Thank you.
Mr..ADDABBO. Is

this full $278 million 'committed to research on the

Hard Rock silo?
Secretary LAIRD. It is entirely planned for going forward over a
period of years with a demonstration test program as far as the Hard
lock silo'is concerned. The $278 million is an estimate of the full cost
of the experimental program as presently planned. Let me supply

for the record the total amount requested in the revised fiscal year
1970 budget.
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(The information follows:)
The total amount requested for Hard Rock silo development In fiscal year
1970 is $50 million, In addition, $4 million is being requested in the revised fiscal
year 1970 budget for site surveys to reduce operational leadttme.
COST OVEIRuNS
Mr. RHODES. I have never before seen the figure that you have on
page three of your statement, the figure being $16.2 billion overrun
compared to the original estimates on the 34 major defense systems.
It was a very revealing figure and I think you should be complimented for including it in your testimony.
I can't help but ask, however if there is a significant amount of
overruns in the so-called minor defense systems. Would the $16.2 biltion overrun be substantially augmented by overruns in minor defense
systems?
Secretary LAIR). I believe that we haven't identified all of it as yet
and I think I tried to make that point in the statement. I said "I am
still not convinced that we have uncovered all the deficiencies in our
current programs an( we will continue to examine them and keep the
Congress informed." As a matter of fact, on each one of these weapons systems that are included on table two, I require the service
secretaries to sign off personally every quarter on the cost of every
one of these major programs. No project officer may do it, no one else
but the service secretary himself.
Mr. FLOOD. I am advised that to participate in discovering overruns
is a very hazardous occupation.
Secretary LAIID. In my first appearance before a congressional committee on the defense budget I tried to set forth all of the overruns
which we had uncovered when we took over this new watch, which I
consider I took over on the 21st of January. One of the persons I assigned that responsibility to was a former staff member of this committee, Frank Sanders. I said, "Now, Frank, I want all of these identified in every area of the Navy. I want to also identify them in the
Air Force and the Army so that we.have them put out in one place.
what these overruns are in every major weapons system." This hasn't
been done before. We have been doing that. As you can see by this
table, we have a cost growth of about $16 billion on these 34 najor
weapons systems. I would like to declassify as much of this informiation as possible because it seems that some people go up to the Hill
and try to give the impression that this is something we haven't really
identified, but we have. The only reason these reports haven't been
put in the record before is that they contain classified information on
these weapons systems.
This committee had access to this type of material last year during
the hearings of this committee on the C-5A. The earliest disclosure
of a potential overrun was developed right here in this committee. I
think you should make that very clear.
Yoi may recall, Mr. Chairman, that you directed a whole series
of questions on C-5A cost overruns to the Air Force witnesses at that
time. At one point you noted that if inflation continued we would
have, I believe you said, tremendous additional costs.
All of this material wasn't first revealed to the Congress in November or December, and anybody who thinks that it was just hasn't read
the published record of this committee.
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SALT TALKS

fr. RHODES. The SATIr talks are beginning in He]sinki, as you
know. I have always worried about talks such as this because of our
history of being talked out of our eye teeth at conference tables. Can
you reassure me that the Department of Defense is well represented
at these talks and that you and your people are being kept informed
as to the progress of the talks so that any agreements made will be
made only with the concurrence of the D;partment of Defense?
Secretary LAMD. I feel very confident that the Department of
Defense is'well represented.
One of the first things I did after becoming Secretary of Defense
was to testify before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee at some
length regarding the SALT talks. I predicted at that time that the
SALT talks would be delayed by 9 to 12) months because of the invasion of Czechoslovakia, andI I wias severely critized by some people
for making such a prediction. But that prediction tur ned out to be
correct.
I appointed as my personal adviser and the adviser for the Department of Defense ol SALT the former )eputv Secretary of Defense,
Paul Nitze. -1ie has worked as a consultant in my office for the last G
months and is prepared, as is no other person in our delegation, oil
this whole area of strategic arnis limitation.
Now, Paid Nitze has been appointed by the President as a top miember of our delegation in Helsinki. In a(ldition. Lt. Gen. Allison who
was, just confirmed within the last few days, is also a member of the
delegation, Hie was a Major General when lie went over to the t-Ilks
but on the way over he was promoted to Lieutenant General. lie is
also there andt is a very important member of that delegation.
I was somewhat concerned about the reports that appeared in the
paper that there was a conflict, not only within the Departmnent of
Defense between the Secrearv of Defens.e and the Joint Chiefs, but
that there was conflict in this administration between the Joint Chiefs,
the State Department and the Department of Defense as far as the
SALT talks are, concerned. Let me assure you that is not the case.
General WHELER. General Allison was for 2 years the head of my
"Special studies group," which devotes full time to conducting conceptual studies of current and future military strategies, many of them
having to do with strategic nuclear warfare.'He is an Air Force officer,
highly intelligent, with a. very fine background in nuclear matters, as
well as in matters having to do with missiles and so forth.
For over a year now lIe has been engaged practically on a full-time
basis and for the last 6 months on a full-time basis in the role of my
special assistant for arms control negotiations. In other words, during tie past 6 months he has c,one nothing but this. He is supported
by a group of hand-picked officers of the Colonel-Navy Captain
level, who are experts in such things as nuclear matters
Mr. FLOOD. Is he in Helsinki tonight?
General WiHEEER. Yes, sir, he should be. I got a message from lihsm
this morning, Mr. Flood. It was from Helsinki.
He is, I think, the best qualified military man I know in this particular field because he has devoted not only a great deal of time to
it on a personal basis, but also because he is -a highly intelligent
officer.
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Now, lie has the title of the military adviser to the delegation

wiich makes him one of tile senior members of the delegation.
Mr. Rliomws. That is all, Mr.Chairman.
C-5A COST OVERRUNS

MJr. Mmxsu.AL,. Mr. Secretary, in your statement on page 2 you
stated that volt had inherited the situations that have compounded
your (liffcultfies in reducing the defense budget. One of the things
yon inherited was the C-5A program. There has been much in the

iew's inedia about the firing of a gentlemn by the name of Fitz-

r1erald. 1W ould vou care to comment on that in detail ?
Secretary ,,\um. In detail? I would be glad to comment oil it but
this is a natter which is best handled by the Secretary of the Air
IPorce. I dout get into the business of selecting every'employee of
the Secretarv of the Air Force. I thing that once you pick a man to
be the Secretary of the Air Force and lie is confirmed by the Senate,
some of these )ersonnel problems within his particular department
should be left. to him. I want. that. understood. I am glad to comment
on this but the responsibility for personnel in the Department of

the Air Force, except presidential appointees, is certainly a matter
that. I have delegated to the Secretary of the Air Force and I think

it proper that he should have that authority.
Now, as far as presidential appointees are concerned, that matter
was turned over to me1by tie President to Inalce recommendations. The Secretary of thei Air Force is solely responsible for all
al)lpoiltments on his staff, with the exception of presidential appoint-

mitets. I take care of making recommendations to the President on
Iliese -fter recommendations till(] consultation with the Secretary of
the Air Force and the other Military Departments.

The Secretary of the Air Force hals made a decision, after a very
careful review, to reorfyanize the Office of Financial Management. A
new man camie aboard as Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for
Financial Mann,-emlient and a decision was made y!)
the Secretary of
the Air Force. Ie informed me of the reorganization he contempfated
in this area. ie will l)e appearing tomorrow ill
public session before
tle ,Joint. Economic Committee of the Senate and House at which time
le will outline in very complete detail the reasons why lie made the
decision that he (lid as far as the reorganization of the Office of Financial Management is concerned.
I have talked to Mr.Fitzgerald on several occasions. T called him
down to my office to visit with him concerning this whole question
of cost overruns. He is right as far as his estimates are concerned on
the C-SA program. I believe officials in the Air Force, not under
Secretary Seamans but in the previous administration-and I am not
trying to level blame one way or the other-did not pay as much attenltion to his analyses as they probably should have tiat there was
a significant increase in cost.'This could have been discovered, I believe, some 24 months ago and it AN-as really not discovered until this
committee discovered it last, year. That is hew I became aware of it,
as a member of tls committee listening to the testimony here last year.
When I became Secretary of )efense, being aware of the problem
on the C-5A, I did not fully accept the explanation of Assistant See-
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rotary Charles who came up and gave me a briefing and indicated that

everything was all right. I ordered my own investigation on this matter. It bore out the facts that had been developed here in this committee and also the charges which had been made by Mr. Fitzgerald.
I want you to know that I pointed out these overruns myself in my
first appearance before a congressional committee on the F Y 19710
Budget. But the question of reorganizing the Office of Financial Management is strictly a matter that should- be handled by the Secretary
of the Air Force and he will discuss this matter in great detail tomorrow. I will be glad to supply for this record his testimony oil this
question if you would like it.
Mr. MINSHAL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAHLON. Mr. Secretary, speaking of the C-SA what are y.our
current feelings at this time concerning the need for a fifth C-5A
squadron?
Secretary LAIRD. Mr. Chairman, as you know, the Air Force notified
the committees last Friday that it does not. intend to request the fifth
squadron in fiscal year 1971 although final budget decisions at the Department of Defense level have not been completed for fiscal year 1971.
BLUE RlBilON

Mr. MA

PANEl,

IN.Mr. Secretary, you are aware that the committee has

for years reviewed the management of various defense l)rog'auis.
,ch
year we have )ointed out in our report on the Defense Appropriaito ns bill the need for better management in various aspects of
the defense effort. The detailed hearings this year again demonstrate
lie need for better management of some Ijefeuse operations. Are
you going to give the blue ribbon panel sufficient authority to take
an in-depth look into Defense operations so that it will be able to m'ake
some meaningful recommendations?
Secretary LAIRD. I have already given the panel that authority.
Tile general scope of the panel is to study, report, and make recoiIuen(i nations on:
(1) ''he organization and management of the Department of )efense, including the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Defense agencies, and
the military services, as it affects the Deplartment s missionl performance, decisionmaking process, the command and control function and
facilities, and the coordination with other governmental departments
and agencies, with emplhasis on the responsiveness to the requiremnents of the president and the Secretary of Defense.
(2) The )efense research and development efforts from the Standpoints of mission fulfillments, costs, organization, time, and interrelition with the scientific and industrial community.
(3) The Defense procurenint policies and practices, particularly
as they relate to costs, time, and quality.
(4)' Such other matters as I may submit to it from time to time.
In the course of making its examination. I have taken care to insure
that the l)anel has free and unlimited access to all the records of the
Departinent, and to all the major (omponents in the Department. I
will be quite surprised if the l)anel does not make a. number of meaningful recommendations.
Mr. MAHoN. Mr. Secretary, in addition to the savings to be achieved
by reductions in forces, cutla-ks in operations, and the deactivation
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of installations, do you foresee any substantial savings which can be
realized by the elinuhiation of duplicating functions, the overlapping
of responsibilities, and the elimination of unnecessary programs and
personnel, both civilian and military?
Secretary LAIRtD. I hope so, Mr. "Chairman. I just noted the scope
of t lie blue ribbon panels review of our procedures. I expect that this
comprehensive examination will result in recommendations for
streamlined operations and consequent savings, both financial and
manpower.
DEFENSE PIIOCUREM31ENT

Mr. MAHON. It has been reported that of the $44 billion spent on
weapons and other military goods in 1968, only 11 percent of the
contracts were awarded through formal advertising. Sole source procurement accounted for 57.9 percent. It. is in the sole source of procurement of major weapon systems that munch of the problem of excessive
costs and cost overruns have occurred. This committee has tried for
Years to increase coml)etition in defense contracting. Mr. Secretary,
is there any way to prudently increase our awards through formal
advertising ?
Secretary LAIRD. Formal advertising-that is where bids are received in sealed envelopes and publicly opened at a prescribed time
with the award going to the lowest bidder-is not adaptable to most
Defense purchases. This does not mean, however, that we do not encourage and get vigorous competition for Defense awards.
You are correct that during fiscal year 1968 only 11 )ercent of the
total value of military contract awards were male through formal
advertising. However, approximately 42 percent of all awards were
made following vigorous competition. Some of that competition was
obtained through the use of small business set-asides where the bidding
was reserved exclusively to small business firms and the contract was
thereafter "negotiated'i with the lowest offeror. We do not call this
formal advertising. Additionally, during fiscal year 1968, price competition was obtained by soliciting priced proposals (not in sealed
envelopes) following which we negotiated the best possible contract
price for the Government considering all competitive offers within an
acceptable price range. We did not call these awards formally advertised-but they were competitive.
Some sole source procurements are what we call "follow-on" awards.
In placing follow-on contracts for the annual buy of a major system
where we initially held price or design competition and where we
were satisfied that the Government initially received the best possible
product for the lowest sound price-we go back to the original developer or the original producer and we negotiate with him to get
the lowest sound follow-on price for our annual requirement. Considering the heavy investments made by both the Government and the
contractor to provide adequate industrial capacity to meet our requirements in these situations, it is doubtful that it would be in the Government's interest to pursue any other course of action.
Approximately 40 percent of the total dollar value of Defense
contract awards are sole source. These include annual requirements
for such major systems as Minuteman, UH-1 helicopter, F-4 aircraft,
and the tremendous orders placed for ammunition and shell loading
at Government-owned and contractor operated plants. it is doubtful
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whether a significant portion of our major hard goods requirements
will ever be purchased on a formally advertised basis-but we will
continue to get competition.
Mr. MAIION. In its report last year, the committee was critical of the
apparent lack of competition in the procurement of spare and replenishment parts, particularlyy in the aeronautical field. The committee
noted that no improvement, was made during the past year and, in fact,
competitive procurements have declined. Can you take any steps, Mr.
Secretary, to assure that the military departments will mace improvement, in this area?
Secretary IL,\uw. It is true that the competition in this area has declined. Tlhese conditions, of course, are influenced by the commodity
mix of procurements and quite often by the urgency of the procurements making it impossible to take the time to get competition. While
I am not satisfied with what has occurred, it should be noted that although competition has declined there has been a considerable increase
in procurements which have been placed directly with manufacturers
of the items. This is what. we call direct purchase. Mr. Shillito, the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics), has already called this "problem to the attention of the Army and Navy
where there appears to be the most room for improvement in the aeronautical spares areas. I think, however, that all three departments
should be doing better and I assure you that I shall undertake to reverse this trend.
Mr. TM\1AION. The GO is currently auditing 24 defense l)rocurement incentive contract,s with 1S contractors totaling a $1.17 billion.
The Comptroller General testified recently before a. House subcommittee that the GAO is finding there is insufficient DOD guidance to contracting officials as to when and how incentives should be used. He
cited an example in which incentives were included in a contract for
early delivery of a component when it was known at the time that
the end item on which the component was to be mounted would not
be available until some time later. In another example, a contractor
was given an incentive for meeting quality control specifications in
a contract, when the intent of the incentive should be to motivate the
contractor to exceed contract specifications. What actions do you propose to take to assure that the necessary guidance is provided contracting personnel in this area?
Secretary LAIRD. Without the benefit of the particulars on the specific incentive contracts cited by the Comptroller General it is not
possible to direct our reply to those contracts.
In regard to the GAO finding that "there is insufficient DOD guidance to contracting officials as to when and how incentives should be
used," I believe that this should properly be related to the time frame
in which the contract was awarded.
Since 1962, DOD has issued four revisions to the original Incentive
Contracting Guide. Each has utilized the lessons learned from previous periods and has advanced the degree of coverage as new and more
sophisticated techniques have been developed. These have contributed
to evaluating and assisting in the structuring of incentive contract
forms. The latest guide, dated October 1969, is a joint effort of cooperation between DOD and NASA and explains in detail all of the sop'histicated computer assisted visibility tools available to Government per-
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somel in this area. The new guide stresses the point made in both tile
Armed Services Procurement Regulation and the Contract Pricing
Manual that the key element in any procurement is the selection of
the right contract type for each procurement situation based upon the
cost and technical uncertanties Involved when balanced by the value
objectives of the Government.
The DOD has a comprehensive training program designed to provide the necessary "guidance to contracting officials." Since 1962 over
7,000 individuals have attended regularly conducted in-house courses
in incentive contracting.
DEFENSE

COMMUNICATIONS

Mr. Secretary, for many years, one of the areas of conMr. MoN.
cern to this committee has been telecommunications. The report on last
year's Defense Appropriation bill was quite critical of the managemnent of this large, costly, and coml)lex functional area which serves
all elements of defense and other Government agencies. There may
have been some slight improvement since then, but not to the degree
we might have expected. 'Ihere dosn't seem to be a single strong focal
point for the management of all DOD telecommunications resources.
Several offices at tle OSD level share responsibility for various parts
of the telecommunications function. What is the total sum the Defense
departmentt has been spending oil communications, both tactical and
strategic, in each of the last 3 fiscal years?
Secretary L.\mw. Defense Department commum-ications expenditures
fall into two categories-Defense Communicationis System and nonDCS communications-which generally parallel strategic and tactical
communications. I will provide, a table for the record showing estimate( expenditures at this point.
(Tile information follows:)
lExpenditures In millions]
Fiscal year
1969

1970

722
726
cS .............................................................
2,519
2,380
Non-DCS .........................................................
3,241
3,106
Total ......................................................

837
2,227

1968

3,064

These figures are estimates of communications and communications
support costs within the DOD. Changes now in process to the planning, programing, and budgeting system will provide improved visibility of communications expendiltures.
MAr. MATo1N. The committee has been advised that telecommunications would be reviewed by your blue ribbon lanel. As you know,
there have been many )ODI studies the last few years, all pointing to
tie same problems, most of which relate to telecommunications management, or lack of management. What priority does the blue ribbon
panel review of telecommunications have?
Secretary L,\m. The blue ribbon panel is examining the functional area of communications management as a matter of special interest.
This review is in its early stages. Priority in this review, is indicated
by the special attention being given the subject, rather than by incorporating a particular decision schedule. It is too early to predict, what
this review may recommend.
Mr. MA11oN. The committee understands that the management and
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review of the DCS telecommunications systems supporting the intelligence mission are handled together with the consolidated Cryl)OtOgraphic program, rather than with the rest of the defense telecomnulications systems. Why is this being done separately?
Secretary LAIRD. Communications for support of the consolidated
(ryl)tologic program are an integral part of the total intelligence missiton. Tile requirements for these communications are therefore consi(lered during the review of the intelligence programs. The manner
in which the intelligence communications requirement can be best
satisfied is a function which falls within the management of DCS
telecommunications. le control and review of these commnunications are therefore carried out as a part of the management of l)CS
telecommunications systems. I think I should also draw the committee's attention to the step)s we are taking in regard to the entire area of
intelligence resource review. Last August I assigned to the Assistant
Secretary of I)efense for Administration the responsibility for reviewing all of the major intelligence resource programs. I told him to estab~lish a review process which would look af all of these programs
together, and winch would enal)le us to make tradeoffs among them.
Tihis concept. is a major step forward. We will use this new review
process to build a total 5-year intelligence resource plan, laying out the
major intelligence resources of the 1)O1) so that all of the l)arts fit together and so that we can see how they fit. Secretary Froehlke has a
staff element working on this process now. We are not adding another
la~ver of mamagementl-we are establishing a focal Doillt for intelligence
resurce management. This will give us the first really practical way
of looking at all of the efforts, including related communications, (lal a
processing, and other high-cost components, and adjusting them as a
total effort so that we get the best return for our investment.
Mr. MAl1oN. What's the future of the National Communications
System (NCS) ? It was established in a crisis atmosphere during the
Cuban missile confrontation and we have seen little come out of the
resources expended since 1963. In a recent. report on the NCS, GAO
was quite critical in this latter respect. Do you have any plans to
reexamine the continuing need for the NCS?
Secretary LbAuD. The NCS is a creation of the President and the
National .ecurity Council: hence the future of the NCS will be dictated bv the needs of the President and his staffs. I believe the needs
are obvious and the NCS will continue in even a more dynamic role
than it now plays.
As indicated in the Comptroller General's report, the NCS has made,
and I might add continues to make, significant contributions to the
management of Federal communications, especially in crisis situations.
The comptroller General has rightfully attributed the limited accoml)lishment of the NCS objectives to defciencies in policy formulation
and direction in the Executive Office, as well as wea knesses in the NCS
organizational structure. This overall problem has been receiving
thorough scrutiny by the present administration and steps are currently being considered at the White House level for strengthening
telecommunications policy direction.
Within the )OD, I am taking reorganiation actions which should
strengthen NCS and DOD telecommunications management arrangements and these should have a beneficial impact on the effectiveness of
the executive agent/manager. I will review the effectiveness of the
executive agent/manager NCS functions under these new arrange-
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ments and determine if a further examination of the structure, authorities, resources, and relationships is needed in order to achieve the
national objectives for which the NCS was created.
Mr. MAlioN. The management of resources and the procurement of
tactical telecommunications, as opposed to strategic or DCS telecommunications, is also fragmented. It would seem that technology has
advanced far beyond this artificial distinction of tactical versus strategic communicate ions and that such a distinction could perit duplication of communications assets and unnecessary costs. Would it be
advantageous to establish one end-to-end DCS to serve all users, both
tactical and strategic, and manage the whole entity at the OSD
level-a strong, single focal point with responsibility for all DOD
telecommuniCatioD)s
Secretary LAIRD. Historically, all communications (tactical and strategic) were managed in the military departments and commands as
a military resource vital to a military mission. Primarily because of
the high costs and duplication involved, the strategic communications
of all these departments were separately identified and integrated in
1961 into a single Defense Communications System under a single
operational manager-DOA. It is quite true that technology has advanced greatly and is not a limiting factor in the establishment of a
single end-to-end communications system. From a. management viewpoint, however, it is important to insure that our non-DCS communications stay closely related to the military departments' planning and
procurement cycles for combat equipment and, when deployed, be
responsive to the military commander's mission. This has ben the
reason we have not formally incorporated non-DCS (or tactical)
communications into the DOS. We have made DOA responsible fo'r
publication of interface criteria and have made the military departments responsible for complying. We also have made the JCS responsible for insuring the compatibility of tactical equipments between and
among the services.
We intend to appoint a new official responsive directly to me and
the Deputy Secretary of Defense, with the responsibility for coordinating the fiscal aspects of communications.
Mr. MTIoN. Is the Blue Ribbon Panel studying this possibility?
Secretary LAIRD. Yes, such a possibility is under study. The Blue
Ribbon Panel is examining the functional area of communications
management as a matter of special interest. This review is in its early
stages, and it would be premature to predict what it may recommend.
Mr. "A,110N. In a letter to this committee under date of October 7,
1969, Mi. Packard indicated that he has a plan to incorporate
"some" of the non-DCS systems into the DCS and to consolidate the
functional review and resources control under the Director of DCA.
Can you enlighten the committee as to what is meant by "functional
review and resource control under the Director of DCA?"
Secretary LAIRD. Mr. Packard's letter of October 7,1969 refers to
plans under consideration to centralize authority and responsibility,
and to establish a strong focal point for improved communications
management who would:
1. Develop, coordinate and recommend Department of Defense
policy on planning and program development;
2. Review plans, resource requirements, program accomplishment, and redirection as required;
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3. Review the application of available resources to satisfy approved programs and provide guidance for follow-on plans and
programs.
Other changes contemplated will include a redefinition of cominunications to conform with the centralized management objectives and thus eliminate the fragmentation of responsibilities as
in the past.
We have already taken action to separately identify DCS resources
in budget submissions of defense components. This will provide the
visibility that will be needed to control the application of money and
personnel resources and to measure progress against approved programs. Thiti will be done within the existing structure of the DOD
Planning, Programing and Budgeting System and will provide a
new office, directly responsive to me, with the visibility for coordination of communications resources within the DOD as a coherent fiscal
program.
CONSTRUCTION OF GOVERNYMNTOWNED

FACILITIES

Mr. MA HO. In March 1969, the General Accounting Office--GAOcompleted a review of acquisition of industrial real property at five
Government-owned, contractor-operated industrial plants. This review disclosed that the Air Force and Navy acquired major new facilities costing about $31 million at these five locations without previously
disclosing this construction to the Congress in budget requests. In the
instances noted the contractors operating the Government-owned
plants provided the financing of these construction projects and
recovered the cost through overhead charges against Government
procurement and R.D.T. & E. contracts. GAO indicated that the armed
services l)rocurement regulation-ASPR-is not clear as to whether or
not the method used to Rnance these facilities is permissible, and there
is no guidance in ASPR as to what controls should be exercised over
the acquisition of facilities in this manner if authorized.
Mr. Secretary, what action have you taken to require full disclosure
in budget submissions to the Congress of all proposed direct or indirect
expenditures of procurement and R.D.T. & E. appropriations for construction of Government-owned facilities?
Secretary LAIRD. First let me state that I subscribe fully to the
policy that there be a full disclosure in budget submissions to Congress
of all proposed expenditures from the procurement and R.D.T. & E.ap-

propriations-and I am hopeful that we are doing this now to the
best of our ability. If improvements are in order or our budgetary
procedures, they will be made.
Mr. MAHION. Is there any prohibition forthcoming in ASPR to cover
this situation ?
Secretary LAIJID. Wilth respect to clarifying our budgetary procedure, we will probably not be required to add to the armed services
procurement regulation (ASPR) because, of course, instructions with
respect to budget preparation are contained in other directives. However, we may flid that our purchasing regulations should be modified
to bring both procedures closer together.
REVIEW OF GENERAL PURPOSE FORCE STRATEGIES

Mr. MAHON. Shortly after President Nixon took office, the National
Security Council ordered a review of alternate general purpose force

strategies. The Department of Defense thereupon undertook a reas-
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sessment of both the total requirement for tactical aircraft to meet
each alternative strategy and the relatives costs and effectiveness of different mixes of land-based and sea-based aircraft. The outcome of this
reassessment could have a significant impact not only on future DOD
budgets, but on the fiscal year 1970 budget. as well. Can you tell us
when this reassessment will be completed, and provide us with an
interim report on the direction it is taking thus far?
Secretary AIRD. In Jauary the National Security Council directed
a review of alternative strategies for our general purpose forces by
an interdepartmental study group, including the Department of
)efense. This review included an analysis of tactical air forces as well
its other types of general l)l)ose forces for each alternative. This
study was too broad, however, to cover questions of the mix of forces,
such" as land-based or sea-based tactical air. As a result of that study
wve have recently received general guidance from the President which
will forn the basis of force planning, but the reassessment of specific
requirements for tactical aircraft is not yet complete.
We are continuing to assess the balance of land-based and sea-based
tactical air as a part of our force planning to implement this guidance.
Our fiscal year 1971 budget submission ANill reflect our decisions for the
forthcoming year, and N ill be limited to a presentation of forces provided for in tat budget, (which must inevitably use our present forces
as a base) and a general discussion of force alternatives available for
the out-years. As you knowv, an additional and related study requirement. was included in the Authorization Act.
F-4 AND F-1 5 AIICR.AFr

Mr. "M.lox.Mr. Secretary, we are proposing to develop two new
fighter aircraft--the Navy's F-14 and the Air Force's F-15. Are you
c(milvinced that we should'develop two separate fighter aircraft for the
milit ary, instead of having one superiority fighter for both services?
I belie e that the Navy and the Air Force each resecretary ,\LAIRD.
quire a new fighter. 'The differences in the characteristics between the
F-14 and the F-15 are based upon the differing needs of the two services. The understand the significance of these differences in specific
system characteristics, it would be necessary to revio.v the needs against
w-hieh the two systems are being designed.
For example, it should be emphasized that the F-14 is a carrierbased, t.wo-l)laee airplane while the F-15 is a land-based, single l)lace
design It is possible to operate any carrier-based design from land
bases, but the reverse is not true. With regard to range and crew requirements the F-15 has different characteristics than the 'F-14. Our
experience with the F-111 convinces me that attempts to meet the varying requirements of the two services in a single airplane are not only
costly but, result in undesirable compromises which penalize aircraft
)erfo)rniance for both services.
.11r. MaoNm. Both aircraft wilJ have somewhat similar su)eriority
lighter aircraft. capabilities. Have you considered the possibility of
developingg either the F-14 or F-15 for both the Navy and Air FKare,
and at tile same time developing a high altitude Mach 3 aircraft similar to the Soviet. Foxbat?
Secretary LAIRD. The possibility of developing one fighter for both
servicess wts considered by the Department of Defense. However, it
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soon became apparent that the two services did not have similar
repireqnents. For example, the Navy F-14 must perform a fleet air
defensee mission, be able to attack targets on land and sea, and tieally,
where required, engage in close-in air-to-air combat. 1The.qe requireinents resulted inia multimission aircraft containing a long-range
radar and Phoenix missiles.
Tie Air Force F-151 however, has been designed to perform only
one mission, air superiority. It should be lighter and have maneuveriny I)erformance superior to aircraft which perform multiple missions.
I believe that the Air Force considered the development of a Mach 3
tactical fighter, but that their studies indicated a large, relatively sluggish aircraft might result, aand that it would be much more expensive
than the F-15 design that evolved.
Mr. MHAITON. WJill either the F-14 or F-15 aircraft have any
foreign sales potential or will they be too complex and costly?
Secretary LAIRD. It is still too early in the development cycle of
both aircraft, to determine exact foreign sales potential. There are no
firm requests from any country to buy either of these aircraft
although some interest was expressed through requests for briefings.
'There are friends and allies who could assimilate either of these
aircraft into their air forces.
Mr. MAIoN. Which of the two aircraft-the F-14 or F-15 will

he the best sul)erority fighter aircraft?
Secretary L.iR). It is impossible at this time to compare specifies
of the F-14 and F-5 because the F-15 is still in the contract definition phase. The Air Force source
ihe end of this year so that the
ning design is not available. In
be more inanieuverable than the
multimission design.

select ion will not he coml)leted until
estimated performance of the wingeneral I believe the F-15 should
initial F-14 because the F-14 is a

EFFECTIVENESS OF F-14 AGAINST SOVIET AIICIIAFT

Mr. MNLmno. Will the F-14A; in fact, be superior to known Soviet
superiority fighter aircraft?
Secretary TAIRD. First, let me say that the Navy intends to produco only 67 F-14A's and these aircraft could be converted to higher
performing F-14B's when the advanced technology engine with its
greater thrust becomes available.
I believe that the extensive tests to date by both the Navy and
NASA, which included NASA wind tunnel exaluation on the existing Soviet fighters, indicate that the F-14A will have a margin of
superiority over the threat, but not as great as the F-14B is projected
to have. Of course, the F-14 has not flown yet, and comparative
performance analyses, which must also be based on intelligence estimates of Soviet aircraft, use just that-estimates.
Mr. MAToN. Do you believe that the F-14B/C aircraft will have
the capability of defeating known Soviet superiority fighter aircraft
as well as those the Soviets can be expected to develop in the next
5 to 10 years?
Secertary LAIRD. Mr. Chairman, the F-14 has not flown as yet.
If the F-4 and its weapons systems achieve their design performance goals, I am confident that it will have the capability of (lefeat30-735-69--pt. 7-29
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ilg knownv Soviet sulperiority fighter aircraft. I believe that it is
impossible to speculate with confidence what aircraft the Soviets
(an he expected to develop, or their characteristics.
Fi-xx/V"-XX AtltCIXAFT PROPOSAL.

Mr. MAiox'. Since tile study on the F-XX/VF-XX aircraft proposal, have you considered thepossibility of developing such an aircraft to meet the Navy's superiority fighter aircraft requirenlents, ad
sling an existing aircraft, such as the A-6 or A-7 with the Pioenix
missile, to fulfill the fleet air defense role ?
Secretary i.\iim. The issues related to the F-XX/VF-XX are not
new. The I;asic voncel)ts were considered in detail by the services durint.r the forninlat lye stages of the F-14 and F-15.
'With respect to the A-6 or A-7 carrying the Phoenix missile in
the fleet defense mission, I believe the NaVy examined in depth several
alternatives including those aircraft. This examination showed that
in the vasm of the A-6A, factors such as low acceleration and relatielv inelfective deck launch perforinance were such as to make thi.altel:native uinacceptal)le. It also conclided that the A-7 )erfol'mnce
is equally imattractive, on the same basis as the A-6, and that tlhe
A--7 would require iiiajor and expensive redesign to accept the
Phoeiiix missile system.
('.\RI ElI
. (

T)M
Ai TIII ITY oFl.OF-15

Mr. M.\IoX. The committee was informed (hat at one time colls:lderafion was to have been given to the feasibility of designing the
F-i aircraft to be carrier compai)ble. Was this 'Conlsidered !i1 coniuc ioll with the Air Force contract definition ?
I
Secret ary L.%umi. There was no specified requirement for thfp F-15
I(bc arrier suitable. However, (luring the F-i5 contract definition
I)idders l)riefii" oil ()ctOl)er 10, 1968, the following statement was
'The Deputy Secretary of Defense encolirags Pi('l contractor to eoiisldei
poteiltifil Navy uappli(atholo during the design of the Air Force's PX. The Air
Force FX will be designed to meet tle specifications established in their HF11'.
al1 Should not be com)romilsed for a Navy verplon. Action relating to a imosiblh
Navy Version of this aircraft will be taken at a later thne by the Navual Air
willNt 1W
I piart of Iis lhase I effort.
System('Commal ad
TOW MISSILE

Mr. Mf.woNx. Tle House denied further authorization for procurenient of the Tow antitank missile on the grounds that it duplicates
the Shillelagh, a less costly antitank missile system. Is it a fact thai
early ill their develoiuents. Tow and Shillelagh were recognized as
parallel developments and that the Army was to decide which of the
Iwo systems it wished to field?
Secretary. LIJID. Mr. Chairman, in the early phases of the developlimenit of these two systems the'Army conducted an assessment of the
possibility of accomplishing both functions with a single missile. It
was concluded at that time that such an approach would not be appropriate. The Shillelagh was designed to be fired from armored
type vehicles such as tanks whereas Tow was developed as a portable
uiititank system for use by infantry. The Tow missile comprises a
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crucial component in our strategy for countering the considerable
tank threat posed by the pact countries.
Mr. MAHON. Wlat has happened over the years to cause the Army
to field both systems?
Secretary LAIRD. Mr. Chairman, as previously noted these two systems are employed to )erform the same mission of destroying tanks
but the techniques of employment are quite different as are, therefore, the demands placed upou the hardware. Namely, Shillelagh is
mounted on an armored type vehicle such as a tank whereas Tow is
fixed to a relatively lightweight mount and is used in ground or light
vehicle applications.
Mr. MAHoN. How important is the proposed Tow missile procurement?. Is this a program which could be discontinued with little adverse impact?
Secretary Lumn. Mr. Chairman, TLow is the first of the U.S.-developed infantry antitank weapon systems to become available for production. I believe that Tow will ply a major role in compensating
advantage in armored strength possessed by the Pact
for the
Nations over NATO. To stop the Tow production would deny our
forces in Europe a significant infantry antitank capal)ility.
Sovm.'[ N,%AVY
S(OVIET 5I'ImM1'.NARI NEl FORCE

ft. MAHON. It has been stated that the Soviets have a fleet of about
350 submarines as compared to some 150 in our Navy. You have indicated that you support the third SSN 688 class stibmarine aitlorized
by Congress in addition to the two in the fiscal year 1970 President's
budget. Do you believe that we should match the Soviet submarine
fleet in size? If not, does this mean that the Soviets have overemphasized submarines or that we have underestimated the potential of the
submarine?
Secretary LAmR). It, is not and has not been our intention to match
the Soviets in total numbers of submarines. Instead we rely on a bialanced antisubmarine effort to counter the threat posed by the U.S.S.R.
Our attack submarines are part of this balanced force which is
made up of many types of units, including various detection sysstems,

land-based ASW patrol aircraft sn(h as the. P-3C, ASy a.irraft

,arriers. (CVS) with fixed wing aircraft and helicopters, and imp. OVe
surface ASIA ships like the D) 963 (1as and the nuclear frigates
which are now being built.
The Soviets have heavily emphasized the submarine in their evolution as a major sea power. The U.S.S.R. is a land empire with overland routes for trade with most of the contiguous countries of Europe,
Africa, and the Far East. On the other hand the United States is an
"island empire," dependent on maintaining its sea lines of communications for trade and commerce with other nations. The submarine
is the logical weapon to disrupt these sea lines of communications and
the Soviets plainly intend to exploit, its capabilities in time of wiar..
Our understanding of tle foregoing indicates we fully recognize
the threat we face at sea. It is therefore of utmost. importance that
our total ASW effort be capable of defeating that threat. Since we
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do not depend on numerical submarine superiority, it. is essential
that we maintain a qualitative superiority over the Soviet submarine
force.
I believe that the Soviets have not overemphasized submarines from
their point of view and I think that we have not underestimated the
potential of the submarine. The modern day nuclear submarine,
armed with either missles or torpedoes, is a potent and dangerous
weapons system and we are most concerned about the threat. to our
security poised by the Soviet submarine force. We would like to have
greater numbers of submarines in our own inventory to aid in countering that threat. However, we feel that our present. program is as far
as we can go within our existing resource constraints, and the competing delnands of other )riority programs.
EMEREoNCE OF SOVIET NAVY

Mr. LmroN.. Secretary Chafee and Admiral Moorer expressed their
concern over the emergence of the Soviet Navy as a major seapower.
They point to the Soviet move into the Mediterranean in force, their
l)retence in the Indian Ocean, and their recent visit to the near waters
of the Caribbean. Yet, the Soviet surface fleet includes only two helicopter carriers. Do you believe, Mr. Secretary, that we lha've overemplhasized the role of the carrier? Have the'Soviets unwittingly, neglected to recognize the importance of carriers in their efforts to become
am ior
1'seahpower ?
Secretary L.imi). This is a case of relative priorities within two
different national military strategies. The national strategy of the
Vnited States is overseas oriented. We have only two international
])orders. Our military strategy depends upon overseas alliances, and
43 of the 45 nations with which we have treaties are overseas. The
bulk of material support for these P lies in time of war would travel
on the seas. I)espite spectacular advances in air travel in recent
years, 97 percent of all of the support for Vietnam has gone by ship.
It is evident that both our commerce and our security depend upon
the continued free use of the seas. Thus, our Navy is structured
around the aircraft carrier, for air supremacy is essential to control
of the seas.
The U.S.S.R., on the other hand, centered in the Eurasian landmass,
is surrounded by her allies. In fact, Russia has military treaties with
only two nations not sharing a common border with her. Russia's
naval strategy therefore is apparently designed primarily to interdict
the vital overseas lifelines of the 'Western Powers, the links between
the United States and the rest of NATO. Although previous Soviet
Navy Commanders-in-chief have stated that the Soviet Union intended to construct a carrier fleet, the first priority has gone to the
construction of a massive force of sul)marines and guided missile ships,
the stated mission of which is to oppose tie U.S. Navy's attack carrier.
However, the Russians are building helicopter carriers, relatively
small but very modern. At the time of the Cuban missile crisis they
learned the need for sea-based air. Without air cover, their fleet and
their supply lines were completely vulnerable. Now they are learning
the technology of carriers. Large attack carriers are extremely com-
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plex. There is only one shipyard in the world today which can construct a nuclear powered attack carrier.
In our analytical studies based upon forecasts of world affairs and
a projection of weapons technologies, no substitute for the attack car-

rier is foreseen in the immediate future in its role of assuring naval

supremacy at sea, or in its mission of providin tactical air support in
areas where adequate land-based air is not avaable.
THREAT OF SOVIET NAVY

Mr. MAIiON. Mr. Secretary, what is your appraisal of the Soviet
Navy, its size in terms of fleet units, the threat it imposes, the intent
of the Soviet Union in its show of force throughout the world, and
your estimate of how far the Soviets probably will go in terms of future ship construction in their efforts to become a major seapower?
Secretary LAIRD. I believe that Russia has long sought to become i
maritime nation, recognizing that seapower is a major element in the
image of a great world power. That she has thus far failed to do so has
been largely the result of forces beyond her control. Conditions since
VNrorld War II, however, have been much more favorable to this aspiration for maritime power, and I believe the Soviets have certainly
achieved the status of a major seapower today.
We have witnessed the Soviets exercising a wide variety of options
available to them in their quest for world supremacy on the high seas.
They now have the world's largest submarine force, the second largest
force of miaor sitrface combatants, the largest high seas fishing fleet,
and a rapidly expanding merchant marine (now 7th in tonnage and
4th in number of ships). Each of these forces is of newer average
vintage than U.S. counterparts. I will submit our current estimate of
their naval order of battle for the record.
There can be no doubt that Soviet commanders and commanding
officers are becoming more confident in their technical and operational
competence. The Soviet Navy is improving as an operational force.
Although in a combat context they possess certain deficiencies, in the
present political environment they nonetheless are capable of pursuing operations worldwide with considerable facility and effectiveness.
They have pursued the classic maritime practice' of adapting their
merchant marine in support of these operations, and have further
supplemented this program by acquiring access to foreign port facilities. Their activities in the Mfediterranean pose a clear challenge to
the 6th Fleet for supremacy in that maritime basin. kt times during
the past year, the Soviets have been the supreme naval power in the
Indian Ocean. And most recently, a Soviet squadron has ventured into the Caribbean.
Our evidence continues to point to the fact that the Soviets intend
to continue to press forward in their naval and maritime programs.
As to how far they will go in terms of future ship construction, I am
not prepared to give you an answer at this time, except to say that
they have the shipbuilding capacity to continue, or possibly expand,
their present rate of construction.
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ueI0, l96), Mr. I 'uiekMr. M.lci'N. Mr. Secretariy, undeIIr date of '11v
a r I ad vised t(hiis coili it te of the (leisioul to cancelM MOL. In that

letter, Mr. PaUckarcd st ated inl part, "'1 recogiize tilie actions takenl to
dante withli
ie (.Congress to reduIlce (lefelise spending inl fiscal year'
I9-10."' As Yout ki low, Congress had nlot tnkenl act ion ait tht1A timeip to
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WAas file PreQsidlenifs decision to cancel MOL, MNr. Secretary, a monetarrv ileo'isoli or. was it based oin technical mnd operationlal' considerat ions?
Mr. ('hal 'nian, tile decision to terminate the MNOL
Secret l cv
P1)0'4)'l'tiii \Wls d ierie ill part by (Ile ch'ai' iiidicationls thant Congress
wits Pr('PUI'Cd to make deep 411k: ill thle fiscal yeari 1970 1)epartinlent
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of li)tfense budget and that fial action by tile Congress was not
likely 111til fiscal yeav 1970 wits almost half over, Therefore, I felt
it wts my responsibility to reduce the DOI) request to Congress to
those items I believed to 1)e absolutely essential, I mande this decision
with great reilltallce anlld to the great disappoilitiililent of tihe Air
t'l

)r~e0
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Youi are talking about t lie n u(lear frigate ?
Mr.1).\vis. Yes.
Secret lry LIR). We are Ils goi9 g ahead with advance l)rocllre ment for to
)XGN's, one nlrady authorized in fiscal year 1970 and
one to be authorized in fiscal year 1971.
T'h House and Senate conference rel)ort included authorization
for an additional $32.1 million above out request for advanced procuremont for another nuclear guided missile frigate in fiscal year 1970. That
might be the frigate you are referring to. We are not asking for
advanced procurement funds for that particular frigate. I think that
isprobably tile discussion that you are referring to.
Mr. l),'vIs. One of tile things that was talked about earlier in the
liea ringsSecretar LATim). Mr. l)avis, we are going f1olward wi tl tile earlier
nuclear frigalte.
Mr. R),\vs. That. would have been the one we talked al)out this
spring, I a1111ite sure.
Secwet arlvlAium. That was in tie authorization bill of 1968 and we
are going "forwrd with that ship. But we are not now asking for
the additional advance procurement funds authorized in fiscal year
19 70.
Mr. lvis.
The Navy has announced tit( inactivation of over 100
ships. Mr.Secretary, are further ship inactivations contemplated? If
so, to what extent ?
Secretary I,.ula. We do not plan to ret ire any subsantial number
of ships inli.rcal yea'Il. 97) over iulud above tihe 111 which have already
been announced )ythe Navy. 'e will, of course, continue our l)ractice
of retirement of older shi'S as new construction joins the fleet.
Mir. Dvms. Aside from the economic savings to 1e realized from ship
inactivations, is this also related to tile fleet' moderiizat ion program?
Secrelarv Iiri.
Yes, it is. As you know, modernization of tile fleet
is achieved by authorization, funding anld construction of new shils
with iml)rov(ld capabilities. As these new ships are delivered( to the
fleet, we retire and inactivate older, less cal)O)le shils. Some of the
ships which we retired in fiscal year 1970 for economic savings were
scheduled to be replaced in fiscal year 1971 and fiscal yeir 1972 by
ships now under construction. We'thus gappedd" some active ships
wl'hle waiting for some new ones to be completed.
Modernization of the fleet is also achieved by procurement of new,
molre elect ive weapons and sensors and their installat ion in our older,
but still fully c'apa)le ships, such its those that are 10-15 years old.
Mr. D'%vis. 'What do you visualize as the number of active ships in
the fleet by June 30, 1970
Se(.retary Lumi). There will be 771 active fleet ships, pluis 41 miscellaneous ser"vi('e shil)s, for a total of 812.
].AIJly REIEASI. P'OICY

Mr. D1m .s.
In the discussion this spring relating to Marine Corps
personnel, they indicated to us that it. w'us their piolicy for the fiscal
year to take in 8,000 per month. In order to keep within personnel
ceilings, they have this early-release program. This program raised
the quest ion (dollarwise as to whetherI this is a suitable way to do it
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in view of tle leavy financial obligations, that we do incur every time
we put a man in uniform. We are not done with him by a long shot

when we discharge him from tile uniformed service. le then becomes
entitled to various educational and training programs, and other benefits by virtue of the fact of his having worn a uniform.
Has that contemplated policy been affected by the reduction ill personnel about which we talk today?
Secretary LAImr. No, it hasn't. Really, if you look at this situation
from a cost/benefit standpoint Mr. Davis, the Marine Corps program
can be justified, because the Marines are deploying their forces overseas
mainly in Vietnam and have been doing so for sometime.
Now, in Vietnam amd also ill Okinawa, they (10 not allow any dopendents to go with them, as does the Army in Europe and other
places, thereby making possible a longer tour of duty. The draftees
and 2-year enlistees that the Marines aie now using in large numbers
are trained for 6 months and then deployed on a 12-month overseas
assignment. They have been going to Vietnam mainly. They come back,
and they have only 6 months to serve, as far as their military service
obligation is concerned. If you put them into a unit that is beingi prepared for overseas deployment, it does not lead to effective. use, of that
manpower, because these men can only be with that unit for 6 months.
Also, it does not fit. into the program'of rotation as far as the Marine
Corps is concerned. As far as the benefits are concerned, most of the
benefits under the GI bill and other programs are based on the number of months of service that an individual hasMr. Fr.oo. How many months have the Marines in the 6th Fleet?
Secretary LAIRD. The total tour is, I believe, 13 months.
Mr. FLoon. I-low many bodies do we have iii the fleet?
General Wm.,mmi. One BLT. A little over eighteen hundred men.
Secretary LAURD. As far as Okinawa and Vietnam are concerned,
that is where most of this Marine manpower is used, and we have had
a 12-month tour in those areas. The remaining 6 months of a 2-year
tour of (ity is not the most productive 6 months for a young Marine.
We don't force him to leave tile service, but that 6 months isn't too
helpful as far as building up combat readiness is concerned, or as far
asibeinix able, to get, him ready for any other assignment is concerned.
Mr. FtooD. Thirteen months seems'to be a long hitch with the fleet.
General WVm.r,,m:u. They rotate that Marine BLAT afloat, every 6
months. They are about, 5 months on station. You have the travel time
over and travel time back an( it. is about 51/2 months.
Secretary b.m). But they come hack to home port ?
General WII EELE. Yes.
omPOSi'rOx TO io'rc.

Mr. Dvis. With regard to our ROTC program, I happen to be in
tho 1st Naval District and the admiral up there indicated, that next
year in this traditionally maritime area, that they expected to have one
naval ROTC program *ill the 1st Naval District.
As you look down the road, what do you see with respect to the
ROTC program?
Secretary LAiRt. It is true in the 1st Naval District there have been
some problems as far as ROTC is concerned, but, we still have a great
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Ole, of the clings we have to have is 1wcess to tlie (.11mi lhses to illake it
possible for people to volunteer. hat is wlat lie ROTCI )rWOil l H
all about, to 1iv0 its an opporutoil
goet young Ilen w 10 wanit to
imiake a cot r'liition or walt to eho)se it Career of Ilitani'
service or
want to take tii,; )r101I11n1 for whntevei' reasoli, an ol)pol1ihlity to do
.rm Opposition to ]'0(
ikiot
;
('ohsist enatittill wit I thi' ile' o;f iiioxin
i'al
n d a volunteer force.
Mr'. Fl~o D.I have heard. 'Mr. lDaviq, that wit hin recent Illntihs, there
Iive been increased enlistments in certain Row'I unit, on eerlain
1r11111l

|lr're

(vall!pli])

..

Sciretlrv L. ma). Our iniii pIrolem on Imany of tille iailll.iees lils
not been the ..!ndent bod* but the facullty opposition. We hiave i, eently
u111
a ivery oitstn iilinty, I think, ROT study Ierformed. li is si id,
lnder l.he 'li1i irnmnsh 1)of )r. George Benson, the president of ('lnremont ('ollegre--aid there were 111111A ontstading edi'atoIs mothe's
l
who took nrt in this studv-iade certain recoilnmenda ion1!
illprove the ROTC program. We tire iiiovil!. forward to improve it iiot
only fromii anaedlenic staillpoint biht also fromi iiilit:arv and oilier
stliidlpoints. That relort I think has been nilost helpful to the oil, 'aiii.
I th ink it is importalit to keep this aveiimie open to the re'riliiineiit
of officers. The Marine Corps, as you know. does not have this kind of at

Pl1'Oi'ltm, and it has beel kept 'oil eertit eolle.re vamisil.tes ail reently it has had to VO into ree(uitintX ill some vases on .jl 10' college
camllvuse. for jitiiior officer personnel.
F IIl'G OF Ml.

F1T7EII .1D

Mir. M.miox. Tie testimony of Mr. Fitzgerald of the Air Force
lhs Neen nuentiolp(l in the testimony this afternoon. I would hope that
tile Secret nry of Defense and t he Deartlment of defense , inuiding all
thi military: seliiCes, would eooperte with anv man in or out of the
Department, or in and out of the Goverinmet, in all etlort to save
nmioey pl (1 )romiote efliieiiey.

TT.w; Mr. Fitzv'erald committed ny att of disloyalty or anything

Seeretarv LmTim. I anm really not the best witness on that. To my
kmrmlere, 'r. Cmirman, le "hasnot.
mr. .ANox. If he is the man who helped to uncover the C-5,A overrim, it would Seem that lie would be the type we ought to encoi.'age and
if the Air Force wants to let him go we ought, to use him in, some other
eapneity in the Department of Defense to help us to locate Cost overruns anid promote efficiency. This would be in keeping with your
determination to eliminate overruns.
Secretary LAmTlD. I talked to him, Mr. Chairman, as I said earlier,
ahout his possible usefulness in the Department of Defense. I had
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him prepare a paper for me as to where lie could he useful as far as, the
Department of l)efenso is con'elned, if he had difficulty in the Aill
Force.
That )ae)e' was pr'esented to me as a outline of where he could
be useful, and really the mclusion vas that le did not walit to be
Ilil tilopel-crfltig posiin aly Hid of stal, position. le ,'atlte tit)
tion alld he fell that he could not m1111ke a great collt rilit)ioll hi illy
ia't icular areal . I feel that the decision itsto tle reorganization fthe

0111cO of' Financ'ial Management made iy Secretary Seinnaias isa decisioli which should b, iiiatde by him. ft is prefectly withiii his resf )Oimil)ilit ii,.', and I will certailly, dl))(i't his decision to ree gallnize
lilt (fliee.
I want to malke it,lear that 1lal)pen to believe that. Mr. Fitzgrl I IS.i1ion
i
on tite ( '-SA cost overrun has beei (,orrect.
Now, I know thai this Coliniittee has long been eoncerled about
ieoverru'ln w()blei and I was sitting right across tile table v,-hen this
was (evelopted.
Mr. Anitr)Uys. Y ou helped overrun it-I mean bring it out.
Sertary, IY lm. It was closely held by the Department of Defense
Mi. ANnrus. Mr. lod tid I have collaho'ated oi t three (ties? That
lirt, was there an overun
has heei aiiswered.
Se o d, did Mr. Fitzgerald discover the overun or bring it to
That has been answered.
liglIt .?
Mr.
IMiNSII
iSt.i..,luld be niafhe cvvl though Ave brought out
a ('-5 o'errun in tlis vomliiiittee in 1968. It's illast year's testimony
if I riiiembel, correct ly.
I understand, bit' Mr. Fitzgerald, its I mnilerstand
Mr.
tile Secrel arys test iliomI', hd something to do with alnouneing the
ioil:sti:1we would hive nskd.

Secretnal ],\il). lIle alllioli(led itillNovember in ai public session
of the ,hoint Econlomic Committee.
Mr. ANnu.mws. Now, tile third question we would have asked: Was
lie fired ?
Secretary
I,. le
l. wits fired.
Mr. A
DIrmv..
)id his disclosure have anything to do with his being
fired ?
Seret ary I,.iaa). The Secretary of tle Air Force has assured inc
that, it (lid not.
MI. Aximp.ws.Ile was fired for other reasons.
IIEI (i'T0

IO
N Ati

OIt('. Ii E.Pi)Q1.I'\iT.:I

-T'l

Secret ary Ijll). Be'alise of the reorganization of the Office of Finanils the Air Force
cial Management, and a reduct ion in force and as far
is concerned-and I want this understoo(-t he Air Force statf" in the
WVashington area has been reduced by 857 emnl)hoyees. There are people who are foing to be Complaining about being let, out, but there are
856 others t tiat are also involved in this reduction. It isn't easy to
cut; back on civilian people and particularly in the Washington area.
Mfr. M,\mN, It. is very desirable, Mr. Secretary, if tile persolmel are
not needed.

SI
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Secretary L,\ni). We are going to have other complaints. There will

be other people up here on Capitol 1-l who wvilI be complaining about
the fact that they did this and the Air Force didn't like it., or they
did that and the Navy didn't like it, and they were fired for this
reason or that reason.
The total number of people reduced in the headquarters of the Air
Force here in Washington is 857. Of the 857, 367 were military personnel and 490 were civilian personnel.
Mr. MIAIoN. 'Vero the military personnel just transferred to some

other spot ?

Secretary LmpR. I just want it understood that some of those civilin employees will be transferred to other positions because they have
civil service status.
Mr. MA1oN. If you don't have any job for a civil service person ,
what. do you do?
Secretary LAMD. They will be given consideration for civil service

vacancies that do arise. Mr. Fitzgerald is not under civil service.

Mr. FiOOD. Is there an airbase in Icehnd?
Mr. *MAHoN. I would like to know how niany of these 857 people
will continue to work for the Government. I would like to give you
credit for a net reduction of 857.
Secretary LA~mD. As far as numbers are concerned, that number will
be off the payroll. It is part of our reduction of 68,600 civilian employees and 220,000 military personnel.
Mr. Sii(:s. They have bumping rights, but this number will be let
out eventually?
Secretary LAIRD. The civilian role will be reduced by 68,600 people.
I don't want to say every person displaced in the Air Force headquarters will be exactly the same person that leaves Government
service because some of them have seniority. some have civil service
status. The military personnel involved are part of the 220,000 that
are going to be reduced-the military end strength will be reduced at
least by this amount by the end of fiscal year 1970.
REENLISTMENT

BONUSES

Mr. MAHON. You have announced end strength reductions in the
services of 220,000 personnel. The committee notes that in the fiscal
year 1970 budget justifications all of the services have requested significant increases for reenlistment bonuses. Since you will be cutting
back significantly in end strength through the means of releasing
people early from service and perhaps encouraging some not to reenlist, are niot the funds for reenlistment bonuses overstated to some
extent?
Secretary LA1RD. The enlisted persomel reductions by the end of
fiscal year 1970 aer expected to be accomplished mainly by reductions
in the numbers of personnel entering the services although there will
be some early releases. It is expected that the personnelwho will be
released early would normally be leaving the services anyway, and
therefore their release should not affect the estimates for reenlistment
bonus payments. The services have had difficulty retaining career personnel with the necessary skills and the estimated reenlistments are
based upon projections which are generally, much lower than desired.
About 93 percent of the requested increase in total bonus payments is
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for variable reenlistment bonus (VRB) payments. The VRB program
places emphasis on the retention of skilled personnel who are needed
to support specialties within the military career force. It is an inducement to reenlist for personnel who possess high technical qualifications
and for whom job opportunities are generally very good in private
industry. Thus, I do not expect that the end strength reduction will
decrease the requirement for reenlistment bonuses.
1UJLIC AFFAIRS

Mr. MAriOx. The committee has long been critical of the effort devoted by the Department of l)efenie and the services to activities such
as public affairs, public information and public relations. In your
efforts to meet the announced $3 billion expenditure reduction what
are your plans regarding these areas?
Secretary LAIRD. I am sure the committee shares my view that the
American people must be kept fully informed about the activities of
the Department of Defense, consistent with security requirements The
Department's public affairs structure exists to serve that purpose.
However, we want to insure that. our public affairs organization is as
efficient and as economical as we can make it, and we have already
taken some actions with that objective in mind. For example, we have
studied the functions of OASD(PA), have eliminated or consolidated
certain functions, and are making a personnel reduction of approximately 10 percent. Similarly, cuts have been made in the information
offices of the, headquarters of the services. Additionally, we have closed
our OSD metropolitan public atfairs offices in Chicago and Los Angeles, and we are withdrawing as a cosponsor of the foreign journalists tours. As across-the-board personnel reductions aire effected
throughout, the Department of Defense, additional reductions will
undoubtedly be made in public affairs personnel at command and installation levels.
In addition to all these actions taken in connection with the fiscal
year 1970 expenditure reduction effort, we expect the blue ribbon
panel to review carefully our organization and operations in public
affairs, and suggest potential areas where improvements can be made.
CONGRESSIONAL LIAISON

Mr. MAHON. Mr. Secretary, section 529 of title V of the Defense bill
requests an increase of $200,000 in the limitation on congressional
liaison activities of the Department, from $950,000 to $1,1,50,000. Is
any portion of this increase for additional personnel?
secretary LAIRD. None of the requested increase is for additional
personnel. The numbers of personnel remain constant in both years
at 32 civilians and 43 military. The $200,000 relates primarily to increases in the average rates of compensation and associated expenses
for civilian and military personnel, including the July 1, 1969, pay
raises.
Mr. MAHON. Will the Department's planned reduction of $5.1 bilhave any
for military
lion in new obligational authority and,
what amount?
if so, in functions
effect on the request for $1,150,000,
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Secretary Lmit. Tle presently planned reductio of $.1)ill
does iiot affect the limitation of $,150,00(0 for collgressila I liaison
lit ivities.

Mr,

AmoN.

Will you provide for the record the actual cost of

legislative affairs activities for each service for fiscal year 1968 and
1)6) and the estimate for fiscal year 1970?

Secretary LAn. Yes, I Will.'
(The information follows:)

THE FISCAL YEARS 1968-690OBLIGA"IONS AND FISCAL YEAR 1970 PROGRAM
Fiscal year
1968 actual
$156.885
OSD ...............
......
..
215,800
......................
Army ................
Navy ............................. ..................... 250,252
AirForce............ ............................... .. 324,776

1969actual

1970 estimate

$187,946
218, 634
215.661
324,565

$217,705
243,629
241,715
375,755
1,078,804

946,806
947,713
Allowance for variation in the average grades for assigned civilian and
.....................................
salary
and
expenses
for
variation
In
personnel
and
military
947,713

71,196
1,150,000

946,806

DEPENI)ENT EIUCATIONT

Mr. MA11N. Will the l)roposed redution of $5.1 Ibillion have an
e, 'cvt on ally of the other general provisions contained in title V of

the bill?
Secretary LAM. Yes, in one instance. Section 506(a) will be
,utf'eted, related to overseas dependent education. We proposed a limitatiot of $135.6 million in the budget as sul)mitted in January. Our
latest figures indicate that this (ild be reduced by $5.9 million, to
0$19.7 million.
COST OVERUNS

Mr. MnoN. I would like to (liseluss with you briefl your testilliolly
paage 8 with respect to cost. overruns estimated 1to total $16 bil1l1 pls. You point out that to somile extent these overrills must 1)e
ap)ro)rialted for or taken care of il some way in f tire defense pro-

*o)I

gralllng. Is that correct,?
Secretary 1.11). Yes.
Mr. AI oNx. People are wondering what we are going to do with the
finds that.are saved as a result of tile terulinatioll In the Vi\ettllll war,
whei it ends. Is this one of the places where the iioney will )rolbaly

bet split

,...

..

Se retali'V LmIi). There a'e several l)la(.es wllere we will Ilee([ll
flIds,
not, only to bring l) tihe inventories of the collveiltionial forces, l)ut

also to (1o other things that have bee11 )ostponled (ireig the Vietnam
period. Blit, I want, to point out, that of this $16 billion that is identified in my statement, alpl)roximately one-third of that cost growth
Ias been 'funded through fiscal year 1970: will have been funded
through fiscal year 1970. Some two-t.hirds of it nnust be taken care of in
)rogranis in the future and so we will have to pay for that through
b)udet decisions that we have to face up to beyon( 1970.
Nr. Frxoon. There is nobody, of course, w~lo knows more about the
it)p'opriation hill for Ihealth, Education, and Welfare, than the Secre-
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tili.N, If h wasn't SecretNry, he wouhl join with tie in asking for $5

bdtion for REW out of that cut I

Secretary L\mnD. I thought thlt is what we were doing.with these
redllct ions'we have already annotnce(d. I not ihe the Congress is tiling
io, increasing tihait area almost on it daily basis? an tlat is really
atel
what kind of forced us to ittake some of the "reductions already made.
Bitt I do want to make it clear vhten you consider that we funded
about $5. billion of this cost growth, that we still have about $11 billion to fund in future years.
Mr. Anu,\ lno. When von say we have funded $5.5 billion, has that
bee I hrolgh rel)rograiiing over the last several Years .
Secretary Lllm. Through'the al)I)rol)riat io)l process. Ave are fludiit& part of it in this l)ill before you today. We funded part of it by
rPucin the ship construction pIrogramul and making the Navy apply
the nioniev tilis m1ande available to finance these cost growths and these
overruns. Ave haven't funded all of lh overriu as far as ship construe(
link we should pit it all in 1 year,
lion is concerned because I (ltnti
but N'(, will have to fund tlhe balance on down tlhe ine in future years.
I'OSEII)ON (OST

iOVERIUNS

we have the Poseidon subnmarineweetary,
M'. M il,'. Mr.
launched mis.sihe. 1 ai looking at t able 2. in the final column. The lablh
shows that tlie P'oseidon )rogram has suffered a cost overrun of 27.8
lereent.
Secrettlary LIm~w. Cost growth, that is correct.
Mfi. M.iio x. WV,hy has this overrun occurred?
Secretary LAID.) I think You have to look at each one of these sel)arately M:.Chairman, in reany cases it is an increased capability that
has also been l)ut into the system, after the original estimates hadibeen
given to the committee.
Now, in the case of Milntenma II and Minuteman Ill nl in the
case of Poseidon. these particular cost Frowl his were identified in the
test ilolny Ibe fore this comnlit tee earlier il t lie year and there have been
changes In the prograIn that have brought "about some of the cost
growth.
We have put through a whole new s,'stem as far as ehanlge orders
are 'oncerneod. and 1 would like to address myself to that. We are requiring that these change orders be signed oilon an entirely different
basis-perhalps I could sU)l)ly for the record the manner in which we
are controlling that now, Avhich wasn't the way it was controlled
before.
M,. M,\IoN\. Please sul)l)l' that for the record.
('he information follows:)
CHANGE OR
OER IROCEDRE

DOD recently issued policy and contractual standards on the control of
changes. Under these requirements, the services are establishing appropriate
change control procedures, designed to minimize Government-approved engineering changes to contracts and approve only those changes that are necessary
ad of benefit to the DOD.To the maximum extent possible, a ceiling price for

each engineering change is to be established before the contractor Is directed to
proceed with the work under the contract.
To Insure top level attention would be given to this Important subject, Deputy
Secretary of Defense, David Packard, on July 31, 1009, wrote a memorandum to
the military service Secretaries relating to further management controls over
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changes which we wanted undertaken. Ie stated that changes to programs were
major factors contributing to cost growth and requested the services to take
action to assure better system definition, Implementation of configuration manageinent, and determination of the cost impact of changes in total program cost

before they are approved. The pertinent part of his memorandum to the services
on this matter follows:

"In my recent reviews of the histories of a number of major programs, I have
noted that another major contributor to cost growth consists of changes which
we make in a program during both the development phase and the production

phase. While I know there Is a valid need for some changes, much improvement is
possible in this area. Many of the changes of the type currently being made can
be and must be avoiled. This can be accomplished, in part, first by assuring that
we do a better and more complete job of defining what we really need in a system
before entering full-scale development and, second, by the vigorous review and

elimination of the many "nice" or "desirable" features which so often creep into
these systems as they proceed through development and production. I therefore

am requesting that each of you take action in the area of the establishment of
military requirements to assure that better system definition is in fact accomplished before programs are submitted to the Secretary of 1)efense for approval
for full-scale development; that increased emphasis be given to the implemnenta-

tion of the recently estal)ltsheld program for configuration management and control; and that no changes be approved without an accurate knowledge of the
impatt of the cost of ti change on the total )rogram vost."
EF'

CT OF SYSTEM tP'IAD,)ING ON COST

Mr. MIToN. It disturbs me to feel that this table can be misinterpretated. You have just. pointed out that in reporting cost growths you
don't point out that certain cost growths occurred by reason of the
u) grading of the system.
Secretary L,
Mr.
r. Chairman, this is all based ol the original
estimate anid this is what, you are talking about as far as the C-5A is
concerned. I think it should be brought out clearly that as far as the
original C-5A is concerned there were changes which came about in
the capabilities of the aircraft during the time of its development. But
the problem here is that we have got to have better cost estimates at
the time the Congress approves a program. They have got to be more
meaningful when we conie up here to the Congress and tell you what
the costs of these programs are going to be. And, we have to stay
within those costs.
Now, some people in the department are objecting to the fact that
we are basing our estimates of the total program cost on the ceiling
cost in each of the contracts being awarded by the )epartment of )efense. They don't like to do that because it'makes the systems look
much more expensive than they might otherwise look. In addition to
that problem, some people want to estimate the contract on the F-15,
which I am not going to let them do, on the basis of a quantity buy
that just would not be used. They are trying to do that on the F-14.
There are people who want to come up here and justify the F-14 pro-'
gram on a basis of a procurement quantity that is really ridiculous. We
could never afford that many aircraft and we don't llan to have that
many aircraft in our inventory. It misleads the Congress when they
come up for approval of the program on that basis. That is why we
have to be more realistic in our cost estimates and more realistic as
far as the number of aircraft we are going to purchasee is concerned,
Awhether over a 2-year period or a 7-year period.
M. ,MA o. I want to applaud
'on efforts, Mr. Speretary, to cornpel a better estimating of costs. Better estimates ought to be made in
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the beginning of programs. The committee has known for years that,
Pentagon officials are usually too optimistic in estimating costs of
weapons. This unfortunately lies almost been standard l)ractice.
I don't differ with you in this. I think a better job needs to be done
in this.
Secretary LAIRD. Mr. Chairman, some of these engineering changes
which show up here and that are represented in that cost growth igure-some of those changes were made by somebody sitting out in
some plant without even a letter of approval to make the change.
Now you have got to have better control over that kind of an operation. ou have two optimistic forces at work here. You have the
service that is very optimistic about any weapons system it has, and
you have the contractor who is very optimistic about being able to
develop and producee it. You have these two optimistic forces coining
together.
Now, there has to be one pessimistic force in this whole operation,
and that has to be the Department of Defense. I hope the Congress
will help us.
Mr. MAHON. I look here at the "Torpedo MK-48 Model 0," and the
estimated cost growth is 443.9 percent. That is one of the big ones.
A cost overrun of this magnitude requires explanation. rihis table
is not useful unless it is accompanied by a greater delineation and

explanation.

ANALYSIS OF COST GROWTH

DATA

Secretary LAIRn. Mr. Chairman, I could provide an explanation of
each of the 34 major weapons systems that are in this table. I would
be glad to provide an explanation for each one of them.
Mr. MAION. I think that would be good.
Secretary LAIRD. Or, we can give you the individual report on each
of these. Take, for instance, the one you are pointing to right now,
the MK-48 torpedo. This is really th4 first time this has all been put
together in one place.
Now, you have this information in one place. It was always supplied to us on a kind of piecemeal basis.
Mr. IMIAHON. This problem has been in the picture for years and
years and years.
Secretary LAIRD. Absolutely. I thought it was important to put
it. together in one place so we knew what we had here and what these
costs did amount to.
Mr. Foon. Mr. Secretary, you can see the difficulty the chairman
is going to be in this year more than any other year.
Mr. MAHoN. Some may say that the witnesses who have appeared
before the Committee on Appropriations in the past are unreliable,
but those witnesses all claimed that they are very reliable and presented to us the gospel truth. Under these circumstances, how can
we give any more credence to this current list of witnesses who are
appearing tis year? This concerns me.
Secretary LAIRD. I think the point is to have a better understand.
ing of what the cost growth might mean.
Mr. MAHION. Yes, that is important.
34-73fl--6-pt. 7-30
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set.J'iarylAI.L nt. We have friven you it report on each of these var()Is sN'teIl anIl
(d we coulld put it Slillulary exl)hlto'y table in the

l't,,','l.

\f'.
I
I !!'s'opiIi-1)1

AV[n'i.
W ul von i1ehide the tine frame in years when
111ld what this iliellides-the e111-onology of

S't..hltd

Ijese. 34 cont 1.1ts.

se,.rt ay LI,\l). Yes.
Mr. A\It.ox, SomeI of thoes'e programs are 1o years old, I woltld
sity or more.
Secl-etary I,.im. That is correct, bit they are still under plroculeIi1011t.

Mi. AmsIox. Please he sure to poilt out just how long they have
l)een spending. Tis could he most misleading. We want, a trle, piclie

t;)hV i)1es(1ie(1,

without bis

1o favor.

Seletary Lmn. Mr. Chairman, we will do that. I understand the
problem. I' thilnk it is important too, Mr. Chairman, to give the conliittee and the CongreSs some idea of these costs that we will have
to f:.'e il) to.

('l', informal ion follows :)
COST GROWTH ANALYSIS, 25 MAJOR WEAPON SYSTEMS
lDollar amounts in millions
System

System

Schedule
change

perform-

- igiRevision
dance neering Economic
of
cha age
change
change estimates

Cost
growth Initiation date

$380
$500 $582.0
$1,462.0
October 1965.
C-5A ................................
F-15 ............... ........ . .....
$50.0
250
540
821.0 1,661.0 September 1968.
F-IIIA C DE..............$630
1.300.0
1,000.......... 1529.4
4.459.4November 1963.
FB-III ....................
100
190.0............
....... 272.8
562.8December 1965,
1968.
RF-IIID ...................40
130.0
...................
183.5
353.5 January
Maverick . .... ...................
17.1)July 1968.
....
(17.1)
-.....
...........
Minuteman II ..............
183
(156.0)
....................
85.5
12.5December 1967.
Minuteman III ..............100
65.7.......
. .............. . .
165.7December 1968.
250.0
200
too
499.1 1.049.1November 1966.
SRAM.....................
.
Poseidon
...................... 435.0.......... 150
633.0
1.218.0October 1966.
Condor ......................
...... .....
30 .......... 11.0
41.0 June 1966.
Walleye II ..............
.....
10.7
10.7 November 1968.
A-7E ..........
........
30
50.0....... ........... 417.6
497,6May 1968.
200
100
184.3
484.3 April 1963.
Phoenix ....................
January 1962.
Sparrow E . .........
...
(7.5)
2
so
7,5
..
Sparrow F.......
.......
June 1968.
P-3C ......
...............
(54.)...
.160
(109.6)
.6)June 1967.
F-14AiB ..
....................
207.0
23:70February 1969.
....
....
,0
.
MK-48_0 ..... ......
3,175.4 June 1964.
180 2.325.4
MK 48-I.....................
.............. 10
29.4
39.4 June 1968.
CVA4 68 .............
1085 June 1967.
7..........
8.5
30.0....
LHA ................
..........-.......
20
12.9
32,9 May 1969,
General Sheridan ............
10
30.0
40 .......... 61.6
141.6December 1963.
Shillelagh. .................60
40.0
15
35
42.1
192.9January 1964.
Lance.....................
tO
5.0
10.........
25.4
50.4 April 1968.
Total ...............

1,163

2,910.7

2.300

1,845

7,957.6

18.0

14.2

11.4

49.2

Percent ....................
7.2

16.177.1
100

Note: This classification Is based on analysis of SAR data rather than detailed analysis of program records and reflects
judgment In the assignment of cost growth causes.
D

NFIXITIONS OF CO.LVtMXS

1. ,SReholls
(W
lChalife.-A (it]llnge fi cost estimates catise(I by a change In an
Approved delivery seledile, cOlnipetiolI date or Itermiedlate imllestoise of develop-

itietit o1i productioli.
2. Sjlstenm Pcrfornanee ('haoiie.-A ('lifnge In cost estilllates callso(1 by a
Mllllge ItI ftip systoln perforlallce requtiroilnet (e.g. speed, weight, reaction time,

CEP. payload, range, etc.).
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3. E', minc'rrin! h'ihiu'c.-A chliuge in cost estimates caused by a chillige Ill
(oliigi',lri ll
Identilication viI('lIe does not cliange alipproved performance require.I. Ero w

i.f, ('/htmce.-A cllange li cost estlilmits caused by a cllalge, (ie
to
of 011'
or more factors of tile
ecoommy other than that covered by
coiturdt iil prie adjulstitient,4.

the oplitif'l'tI

5. llrrivio of Thitimule,.--A cliaige hi cost estinates caused by a claige to
releet added siplort Items te.g. spares, training, warranty provistlois), refinelel of base estlmamites all(/or chtinges it contractual prices such as those caused

by qu',111tity decreases.
6. Iiitiulfou 1)atc.-1)ate (f hIselli
'OT

ueled to caleuilate cost growth.

1',.STIMAT'ES IAMED I)N OVEISATEI)

Pl(i('t-MMENN1'S

Secretarv
mIim. Mr. chairmann , I try to read the record of this
commit tee anld I triy to keep up with sonie of the testimony that is
presenlted before 11this (onlmittee. I was looking over the test mony on

the 1. -14. The cost. figure varies (,onsiderably,based on the nutlr
o!
aircraft you intend to litrehase. TIhe 1)roci'ement figure that i used
in ti(' cost estimate in part of this testimony before this committee,
isab)ut twice the figure, Is fir rs the size )fthe buy is concerned,
thalt
I would ever approve as Secretary of Defense. I just don't believe
we 'an afford to Imrthase that mnaiy airplanes. Four or five years
from now solieho(Iv will )ick uI)thai cost estimate which was bised
U1)011i a very high im ber of phnes to be purchased, and will show
thai someh;mw or ot l.u t lie departmentt of I)efense misled this commiltee. I think it is awfully important. for its to give you an explanation. We can give you a very short exl)halatotry talile on this, thai
shows whlt these overmIms were based on.
In Some cases there has heenl it reduction in the size of the buy. Of
course. lit adds to lie so-called cost overriui oi the aliount that you
actually do bIuy.
CA.

.IL,.~lATM OPF (CONTRA.\CTS

Mr. M.Ahiox, As you know, in the old days the Defense )epartmenit
would deeide it needed a certain weapon, a boml)er, a tank, or some
Weam . ani ollce the committee was convinced that the weaplon was
niehuI. uilt, commiltee wolld Sul)port the financing of it.
You and tihe witnesses from theiDe )art inent of "Defense will a gree
that it is impossible to calculate exactly what the costs will be.
Are M.
aay iinlnredi(talble items. Regarilless of the cost, if we had to
have it, ;nd if we got a dollar'ss value for a dollar spent, the fact that
we la(d 1 ost overrunli was sollewhat tulderstaldable.
'i'li]point is. are we getting a dollar in value for a dollar expended
for illrgently needed programs?
I realize 'that tile cmtractor adllthe service involved will ver'y
often take an otimistic view as to cost because maybe they are overanxious to develop anld provide the weapon. I don't. mean that 1)eople
are disholnest in this. Ilit they are overpersmded by themselves and
by the contractors. I inst (ll't
watit to think that there is some
ilteirior motive and soniii devious, dishonest actions that have brought
about all of t hese overruns.
Sec retarv 1,miltt. That is not the Case an(d that is not what I am
ttrl'ing to siow in this table, Mr.Chairman.
Fii,st, I would like to smy that this committee has most of this
informat ion available to it in' the testimony it has taken over the years.
OTiere
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lake for instance tile MK-8 torpedo sine you brought that Ul).
Mr. Mml.N. We are alIways nlhalppy ilbolit nustakes that art. made.
Secretary li,.iln. You have Il Ithis in formattiol, Mr. ('ha irnmn.
Mr. MAio.x. I klow we do. WAe nre disttil-bed over tile difficulties,
for example with the Plholeix missile and a lot of these ofher progranltslown In wthe
tale. I thilik one must ful'ther explore the desi lrbilifs of cancellat ions.
Of colli se, ill (a.es where it is alhsolutely necessary for the security
of tile col'-ry, ve catll' aflor(d to (11tht, ht I would like fori us to
concentIrate ot doing whalever can Iest e (lolle for the country about
tle l)et)h, ms which relate to table No. 2.
'OST OVEIIIlUNS

IN

N(IN)EI,'ENSE

'lU(tlI.\ls

Secretary' Ij,,lI). I would like to make one comment on this tal)le:
nmly that this committee has been on top of t ll problem all along.
This information lilts been available to this committeeIit
e
it lits never'
beenl pit together in o1e place. It has been presented to this commit-

tee Iy wit esss as it,- have apl)eated here, but it has never been
put. together in Oe ,l jlace. Butt t h is slttcontilitl e hcas done t befttr'I
.
Job ill 4vat ('llung cost overrunls t hanl ally of her subcommittee of
a) p

lls.
•opi'iaf

.ow, I would like to direct your attention to the transportation
subcommittee where there are munch higher overruns, in the highway
pl'ograil, that iln may of tle defense programs. I would like to direct your attention to the legislative Sibeommittee of App)rolriations
wit(ih has ld much higher overrulis to fiitilnae i111t have beenl perinittd under this sl)couiimittee.
I would like to direct your attention to various other projects " ht
(down hiere. Take thl., Kvienneil ('enter-the cost overim iiil1 the Oilnedy Center is miuch higher 'ereeuagewise than many of the cost
overruns )resented in this table.
So 1 am1 not trying to imply, by putting this all together in one
)le, thattil e committee lilts (one a bad Job. I think that this conimit tee has (lone a good jol), but I though it was iml)ortant to have
the i tornation together in ole place.
Mr. M21.1ox. I tIink that is good. lVe want to have it, but we want
the informattioll to be in such form that it can be prol)erly interpreted.
Tie main l)attle tank is a t lroublesome program. Tie Army has been
working on that for years. There are p)rojecs that have gone o11 and
o01 and o1 like Tennyson's brook, and we should bring them to a
successful end or chop them off.
F-i 5 C'ST ovrtuiMUs

I amt a little, concerned about the F-15. The F-15 in little more than
a gleani in the eve anl et you say you already have a cost overrun
of 27.5 percent. It is a little' hard for me to see'how you can have an
overrun with ti program so new as that.
Secretary Lmui.
Mr. Chairman; that goes back to the 1)lanning
estimates made prior to contract. definition. The current estimate was
compared wvith the est-imatles Imade prior to contract definition, which
wats the figure given to this committee. I felt, that, you had to show
tho new figure alongside the old figure at this time and that is what I
have done there.
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Mr. IfAoN,. They have already agreed that the cost is that much
higher than was originally stated.
Senator Lmin. here has been no contract yet for developmentt
or )roduction, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MANiox. There is no final contract definition; is there?
Secretary LAIn, Not a final contract definition. The Air Force
is now reviewhig the results of the contractor's contract definition
proposals. As a matter of fact, we are trying to knock that cost estimate down at. the present time but, based on the testimony that
was given to this committee and based upon the figures given to this
committee, if we go forward with that same aircraft program this is
what the cost. will be. I was trying to give the best estimate as to
tIm cost for the l)resetlI" defined program.
Mr. F.
.
Secretary, you remember this very well. You were
sitting right here and you w.ere it big help in doing tfiis. I remember it
vivi(lty. 'on will remember the outrageous fienres we got. on spare
parts aifte' World War II for about 10 years. Unbelievable figures on
spare parts, and this subcommittee had'to just )rutally cut it off and
o are going to got w dollars for spare parts now you worry
1a;o1t"ay,
it.""
SIIILELAOI[ COST OVERRUNS

Mr. M.itox. There is a cost overrun of 50 percent in the Shillelagh.
Should it be eliminated?
Secretary Lmn. That is a cost growth, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. M,\Hox. A projected cost overrun?
Secretary LAIRD. Yes; a cost growth.
Mr. ANDIIEWS. You mean by that "inflation"; don't you?
Secretary L.mm. No I do lot mean only that. It does not necessarily mean that there weren't, changes in these programs. There
lave' been some changes in the program during the history of the
contract. and that makes a difference. In the summary table that
I will give you, I will try to show the effect of these changes on each
one of them.
Mr. Fr.oon. Those were change orders directed by the Department
of Defense, not. by the contractor.
Secretary ,AI'. They had to be approved somewhere along the
line hut not necessarily ly the Department of Defense and sometimes
not even bv the Secretar- of the service involved.
'Mr. Fr.or. Sometime. a contractor would recommend a certain
change but i most cases the change orders came from the Government and not the contractor.
Secretary L.\il). TZegardless of which party initiates the change,
the Goverilnment in areleral, must approve and pay for th, ehangae.
Mr. kNwvs. Is inflation reflected in these. cost growth figures?
Secretary L.mum. Ye.-: it is reflected.
Mr. Axim.rws. Tn some instances your inflationary rate has been
at 25 percent a year, especially ilship construction.
OVERI"VNI)INO 01

VOTA11S 11 IOOi.\U

Secretary L.TIa. That is coecTO. Tt has been very high. We are allowed to project some inflation in these contracts, in shipbuilding in

4 0S
I lP'll ilhl l' fll(d ill '-Olle ot hei'

lvelsP but n iIi lllvi'ys fol. tile lolal

know, M.

, we niever ilad the pIroldem of cost

k-; vo

(WVe'I'Ptll,. A

('h1111

ilhe lfltri.s pll'Ognill \wats goingI fol-'Wald I ecalse we

lil'vVs ovelPfilnlded Polaris and then the Navy would come Ileck up
Wng overriis by reprognmltlike clae of the other slipi)hIId
Since (Coligress was willing Ioput so
ilu flol tile Polur-is program.
1111 1111 nev illto Polris, the Navy always had it couple of hundred
miillion dollars lelt over anld wis lible to tike cire of the 'cost over1115 on ile other ship)s. BIt that is iot ~ssiile 1111111ore.
Mr. M.IoN. M'. SeePtiry, I believe thatl by providing more inlol-l11)11on Ol the itlividuitl dents, giving the time frame and all of
Veil co('l maie this more useful 11lid less likely to nli,"lea(I.
hat111,
e'(reitar' T,.lut). yes. I will provide it I11flP1a1v tllble.
(Clerk's'note: The sitiiiary table appears on page 464.)
',IP'1d

MAtN BA'MLE TANK
•

'. RHIl)DES. I ti11l ia little distlllhed that the Main Battle
iljorP wIeal)on Systems.

Tank is

not int'luded ill the 4

secretaryr'y LIII).

Wve havel t Imade t production decisionn on that as

vet. It is still in researcli and development.
Mr. MIXsimmL. So are some of these other programs.
Secretary L.inm. No. We ]have approved going forward on these Iwo-

gn'ullls. Now,, there hasn't. been i final contract oi1 two or three of these
programs, but they are al)p-oved for procurement. This is a little bit,
different than the'[ain Battle. Tank which we have. not al)l)roved for

I)ro('irement. i wouldn't want to make a prediction.
h'. RIioDFs. The Main Battle Tank program has had its share of
l)Poblems, not only of a technical nature hut from the stall(ll)oillt of
lie no'mial pitfalls inherent in a Joint development program with
supanother nation, A battle talk is (lesigned to provide mobility,
l~l the infantry, destroy certain hard targets, anuid kill other tanks.
There is a ]iimt to its w;rth ill terns of dolitn s. The latest estimates
indicate that the ullit cost of this tank is approaching $1 million.
As it stands today, is the MBT-40 overly Sophisticated 1111d too
expensive?
Secretary LAIRD. Mr. Packard and I are in the l)ryoess of coml)leting
an inl-dept'h review of the MBT-70 program. Phe prime objective
of this effort, is directed toward maximizing the effectiveness 'of the
MBT-70 while holding the cost of the tank to the mininmum consistent
wii est ablished perform aice require events.
I believe that these studies will provide the basis for redirecting
tle MiT-,o toward an austere configuration which will emlody
all of the performance characteristics urgently required of a new
MBT-70 on the 1975-85 battlefield to meet the projected enemy
threat while substantially reducing the projected unit cost of the
tank.
Should these goals be achieved, it is my intention to direct the
Army to providee a new program which outlines the schedules and
l)roguam, stl)port necessary to provide tle austere version of MBT-70
at the earliest reasonable date.
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Mr. Fl,oon. I f yon vold ydviel, Mr. 1lhods.: l)oDwe need the (erna11s to agree to abandon the Main Battle I ank or cold we (1o it
unilaterally ?
SecretaA , LTin). I thin]( it wolhl he fie if w' coUld get thliei to
come along on sonle sort of an agreement. I happened to have dis.
tosseded this matter with the l)efense Minister this past week, lit we
ate not. honld to go forward just. becallse tle Germans go forward.
lit this is a matter under active consideration at the present (ie.
Mr. Simis. I)o you mean to abandon the tank ?
Mr. Mxslr.t.
Or to go ahead on your own
Secret ary L.tm). They may go ahead unilaterally. Ve may, hut that
visionn has not yet beeni made.
FI" N

FO
I"11

tIEl\ tilt NU Ti It; ';U"'',tltco"

Mr. M.AlioN. Mi'. Se('t'et"., an11t lter utpleasatit sIlbject is tle (,1htrro tlat stilik al tie dock at Mare Island in ('fli for-til.
Secret a r LA ill). Th at is coI'eet.
Mr. M.61nox. I Was a little diSal)poinited when I received it request
I few (laIs Igo frolim Secretar\, Packard asking for a reprograTillg,
for 135 ittillion t' repairing the GrlUshUto. I felt that we were entilled to a little illore than just a routine notification that $3) million
was' being rel)rogratned to r'e.o.lst rtt(t tile interior of the Gut, rro.
Se,'retarv 1Ttm. 'Well, Mr. Chairman, it is trite that I al)l)rOved
and Secretary 1Pa'kard transmitted to you a relrograming req est for
$35 milliolt to refurhisithe (titWh,'histl- marine. Tile source of these
funds was oittlined in the eeproginling
P paper which was settt u)
]lore.

I believe 1111at this $L5 million is tile best way out of a very had
sittiion. I (o nlot believe that it is to our ad\aittage not to proceed
with the (Gu/a' ,o. We ('tin salvage it, we can move forward. '1lhe
total amotlit of money we can save by doing this as compared with
going forward with a whole new sttimarine is considerable. The total
cost of this submarine will be $140 million including about $21 million for development of a tuew sonar which is charged to the (1011,1o
since it is the lead slip. The total cost, if the acident had not taken
place, for tile shi) would have been $105 million, or thereal.ottts,
again including $21 million for sonar development.
SINKING OF "OUITAIlIIO"

M r. A-im:ws. Have you found any negligence ?
Secret ary L,\tnm. Yes; we had a court of inquiry.
MIr. ANDrIw6's. Who is responsible for it ?
Secretary TAmN. The court of inquiry finds that it was negligence
on the ptI't, of certain civilian workers at the shipyard.
lr'. ANDREWS. Navy workers or contractor's?
Secretary LAIR. I have a copy of this report. The Navy Department review of tie total final investigative report has not been coatpleted but there was negligence on the part of both naval officers and
civilians. The comman ding officer of the shipyard certainly has to be
held accountable. Although, as you knowv it was a. mistake in the
balancing of the submarine, it was just negligence.
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Mr. FIoom I dont know, lut I should know, as one lawyer to another: Do our contracts provide for any protection at all, for recoupment either by arbitration or by direct action?
Secretary LAmi'. You see, in this particular case it, is a Navy yard.
M r. lom, I know that, it. was 1)uilt by the Navy.
Secretary Timm). Built by tile Navy; it is a Navy yard. It is a Governnent yard.
Mr, F).ooi). Then there was 110 contractt between tile Government
and contractor A.?
Secretary Llit. No.
Mr. M.\lox. If a couple of civiliall employees meprely get rel)lkced
01, eVeI fired up1Ioll the loss of $35 million, it' doesn't spent to tile you
ar10 making nmucl progress ill discoil'aging niegligelice. I don't know
how to deal witi this, myself, but it Seems t me soiiwelhing drastic
ought to be (0lo1e when we suffer a loss like this. It is really v.ery
Sem'etarAv LTim). Mr. Chairman, the S .reta y of I he Navy will he
forwarding to ti1e his recommendations for ac(tion. I have not gottell
a11111
reV0o1lm1le1ndation its far as tile commanding officer of the s11ipyard is conc110er1ed, if that. is wh'lat you aiereeferrig toThere are Iroedures nhat we had to follow and we ordered a
court of inqiliry immiitiediately.
.
I toll the Secrehry of tie Navy to proceed witl the court
of inquiry, and tlat, is what wals done.
'Mr. M
M. Se(.i'e ary, ;t 1eems to tmie thit if the comman(ler of
a sh,)yarld kil'ew that if a wr;wmlan was guilty of negligence that eost
tle taXpaver $315 million, lie, the commander, would bhe 111d responsil)le,
he woul'lreallv be watching mnd patrolling and policing the yard in
or(ler to see that tie best possible jo was do1e.
Is this the (eseo' is it not ?
Sem'e arl A \ . Mr. Chairman, that is being done. Now, as far
as tihe act iJIl ill tlis ('ase is concerned, 1 am not sure what the recoinmeidation of the Secretary of the Navy will he. 1 will (ertainly discuss it withllhim again, lhut there was negligence involved in this
case, no quest ion al)out it.
Mr. SimEs. Mr. Secretary, does accountability stop with the two
civilians?
Secretary LAmt. No. It. should not, stop with the civilians. I do
not
(eien
hat it. should. It did not,, as far as the court, of inquiry
was (concerned. It did not. stop with the civilians in charge.
FREEDOM FIGHTER

Mr. MuroN. Now, changing the subject: The Freedom Fighter,
called the F-5 I believe, has been very much in controversy as
between the House and Senate, I believe.
See,'farv Tnm. Mr'. Chaiimman, T don't think the Freedom Fighter
sh1ouhl( necessarily be tied to the F-0.
Mr. M AION. Explain that, Mr. Secretary, please.
Seeretarv L,\mn. llell,
there are several aircraft that can be considered as Freedom Fighters. The F-5 is produced by one contractor.
In the competition which has been ordered by the conference report
o the authorization bill, we will not consider just, the F-5. If we
go forward in this area-and I want to point out. that a decision has
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not been finally made on this programnider the terms of the conference report and the directions given us by the conferees, we will o
into competition. I would assume an aircraft, slch as the stripped down F-4 would also be considered for this particular role.
Mr. MAI-iON. How high a priority do you give the so-called Free
World Fighter?
Secretary LATI. As you know, Mr. Chairman, we have been
studying tle possible development of an improved international fighter aircraft. When our budget was presented to Congress earlier this
year, we did not feel that sufficient progress had been made in our
deliberations to justify a request. From this review, we have recently
validated the objective for such an aircraft, specifically its utility to
our allies in the Asian theater for defense against the potential North
Vietnamese threat. In addition, we believe that making an appropriate
aircraft available to the Republic of Korea, Taiwan, and Thailand
could provide a means for these nations to shoulder more of their
own defense in the future.
I recognize the legislative interest of various committees in the
matter of a new international fighter aircraft, especially since part
of the market might be the Republic of Vietnam and part of the market, mighl be other nations being served by our military assistance
and military sales programs. I would hope the interested committees
would evoh:e the preferred methods for considering our proposal.
In any event, I believe Congress would serve the national interest
by authorizing and appropriating funds which would enable us to
retain all option to go forward with such a proposal at, an early
date.
fr'.
MfAHON. Should we fund this requirement in the foreign operat ions budget is a MAP requirement rather than in the DOD
ldget?
Secretary L.\JI). I I)elieve that this could be (lone either way, Mr.
Chairman..
Mr. MAmtox. Air Force witnesses testifiedl earlier, thal this requirement originated with a. Northrop Co. unsoli-itated proposal to
modernize the F-5 aircraft, to he designated tme F-5-21. Further, it
was testified that, the programm was based on the fact tiat the 1.S.
aircraft industry has not. been competing very ,su(Cessfully inrecent
years in world markets for 1igliter-t)e aircraft. If this i.so, should
this effort he funded by interested aircraft companies?
Secretary T,,un. Air Force witnesses were not speaking for tle
1)epartnlelt of )efense. It is the considered judgment of the Defense
Department, that a valid objective has been established, for developing and procurig a free world fighter, both for the South Vietnamese Air Force, and as a mems of improving the capability of our
forward defense allies in meeting the opposing Mig threat. If develol)ed, funds would be requested under the military assistance program to meet, the needs of some of these countries, ts may bhe determined apl)rol)riate. If this aircraft were being developed and produced as a )ure sales venture, development funds wotl( not be requested under either the MAP or DOD budget. As I noted however,
I would hope that the interested committees would evolve the preferred methods for considering our proposal.
Mr. Miio,. In January 1969, the Air Force provided Northrop
with $2 million of fiscal year 1909 funds for preliminary engineering
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(h, siall

effortoil

F---21 iOosill ill ohder that ilte pIOOosal might

iIe'

be firtler e%'alunted. In April 1969, you decided that since the F,,-2 1 program would he primarily for foreign inilitiry sales, fillnanliig l'{r t ie (leV(,lopin, t t111i Irofductio1 of tlhe airem ft should hei a
iwiVate vent tire. W lint fin lallned betweei tlhen 111d now to chaiige
YOMll M~ind ?"
Ihe war, whith his
iizi
Se ren'a PV L T l'.' li spattpeg\ of V iet
evoml-ed over tli, )llt Se'veral months under the present idillilistr0io, clearly reflets the vital need to rli'ovide lie South Vietm Air
Folce a si ni di fied ai-ra(it, which call voulnte etrevtivelv th1, fighter
and Iomber threat froti tl Norist.
'This, coupled with the Nixon
doctrine outlined at (ua lii and r'calht it'led in his November 3 address
to tile Nation ilust lies . the vlnjige ill our posit !oi. Morei'ovepr, s Stated
il lrev ious testiiioil
I m11

to

l11ke it

very Ohivl" ihit

we would

like

I)

lli\e
m

I la(-\v
ma

i'vo-lift for

M,\I . . . to rephie, tit ol ah'caft t hai ieseltly are avallale, but we Just
('llllll :ffohl it Iow.
'l11.: is . o etlig that (oe's olI('i'rl lil,, aid11i 1ll1
.,Ill' 1 It (4 1(.(,rll

ot lhl's.

AS Wei'(h'el
'
dn
'd
this rond ill ouli Asian atid Vietnam strategy,
v,.wl ,, f,) develop aiil
mil
uele an airl'nil t1 1der aicompfetitive proe1.t w t, Iheiieve will oelr a gvood lance of survi val in a combt
eliga1genient alnlilt t lie N1ir-I2, \vet will be sufhieieitl y sipl le to oplidte tl( llaintaiii that it call ). assimiliated into lie Vietnaliese
ill(t l,,r .ir F'oio'F,' efh'' ivel v.
Mr. . l.\i.x. Of tli- 12 free world count ries which hae the F-5
a Ircra lt, only Korea, Viet linil, and Thailand have received quantities
4f tlhisaircraftt under tle sel'\'ice- Ilnded portion of the military
assist aieo prog'nm. 'Will this same patteritI ) followed on the prolo'ed fiee world
?. fighter, that is;, most will be pi'o'ided under (lireet
military sales
Swretary L.\mi. I should first, correct the record and state that 1.5
free world l countries have the F-5 aircraft. Slight ly more than half
of lil F-;"s have been provided to our allies by means of MAP
alpprol)riations. Two of the three countries you mentioned, Korea
1nd Thailand, have received both MAP anld ntilitarv assistance
sel'V'icell(led
I'-.N's. Solie [-5s
were co)rodueed ahronl. It is (ite
possible that a similar sales pattern will materialize when wve actually
ilhldert ake developltent of aI re world fighter.
Mr. M 'mlox. 'Ilie Air Force testified before the committeee earlier
this year that the F-5-21 had not been proposed primnarily as an nir
Clilperlority ti.,htei to (onm)ete with the Mig-2l, ibut that preliminary
aiinlyvsis indicates that it could (l nglge ihe Mig-21 under certain
lir-to-air combat situations. Rather than improve an older aircraft
wlich still will not, be capable of matching tle ,Mii -21 in most s1,nations., should we. develol) n economical superiority fighter, such as
lie FXX ,,oneept proposed in a, recent systems analysis stndy?
Secretal
m.
l'e are agreed that. selevtion of this aircraft Will
"iin
be, uide'r a. vonil)etitve. process. The criteria have been broadly defiled already
that. is, it must, )e relatively simple to operate and
illitalill, 'crtaiily w'Ithin the capability of the Vietnamese. All other-

conlllies which are under present, consideration to receive this aircraft, havo an equal or superior capability. It must be relatively
inexpensive. This is a judgment factor, but, liopefully, sufficient quan-
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it ies could be produced to enable a cost of less than $2 million per
airraft. It must, be equal to or superior to the Mig-21. Within the
framework of these guidelines, specific technical and operational
(riteria will be developed, against which the competition can ie
Judged fairly on nerit. Tie selection of this aircraft has not and will
not be predetermined.
AUTHiOiRIZATION re

stip co,s'rLC'T1'iN

Mr. M, ox. Mr. Secretary, the authorization bill for Defense this

year, contains several hundred million dollars above the budget for

Navy ships.

Secret ary Lm). Correct.

Mr. MAliN. If We provide funds for an unlhudgeted suibiarine, do
proceed
you
r)opose
ary to
b,\um.
Yes.with the. submarine?
'Secret

Mr. M,\I o.. What is the cost of that submarine,SMr. Moot ?
Mr. Mo'ir. It is $152,700,000.
M'. FooD. I dont think I understood that question, Mir. (hairman.
What was it?
S('reiarv b.\u). 'lle question was if we were given funds for a
sulbmrine'that is not in our )udget request would we spend the
Mr. Fl.ool). Out of that $1 billion ?

My answer was, yes, we wvoild spend it.
Seretary LAmi.
Mm'. MAI O. Inl other' vords, a submarine above the I)udget w-as
tult horized and the Secretary is saying that if we give him the funds
I(, woll p'OpOSe to iro'eved \'itl tlhe suilmarine.
Now, are there other unbudgeted ships that are in tile anlthorization
ovCeed with ill tis(.all 1970?
\\
program 'which you would
1
N(CIlEA5EI) AIl'IIoIZAT'IOx NOT

', 1,.uSEI)

Scretarv Lb nw. No, M'. Chairman, there ar'e not. I talked this
over with ih, Navy. I have walked, with the Secretary of the Navy as
recently as Thiurslday of last week. I told him about our concern to
keep fiscal year 1970 expenditures down $4.1 billion below the January estinte, and make a total reduction in NOA of $8.6 billion,
thai I had talked over with this committee on an informal basis
earlier. He did not feel that there wt,,'e any tradeoffs that he could
suggest at this time to take care of that funding request.
Ir. MAHOX. All right.
Now, are you sure that you would not expend or commit the funds?
Secretary LAIRD. We cannot commit the funds, Mr. Chairman, and
stav within the exl)enditure figures that we are talking about, or the
exl)endittlre limitations that have been set forth by the President and
lie Congress.
NiIED TO MODEINIE NAVY

Mr. MAHo, I think we all agree that may of the Navy ships are
quite out of (lat(' and we (1o need to modernize the Navy as well as
the other services. We are not nmnindful of this )rol)lemn which coil-
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fronts tile country, We want, to take appropriate steps. That is the

reasoll I waitted to have a defilite statetietit.
SecretaryTLAmJ. The mioderlizat ion of our Navy is absolutely

needed a IIdrealize how important it is to move foI'Ird with this
program. Bilt this Is ole of tile areas that we are going to have to
move forward oil as sooll as we Call reduce tile costs of the Vietnam
conflict. This is another area that needs att mention as far as the Doparmenit of Defense is concerned, I hope that we callt
move forward
In this ent ire area just as soon as l)ossi)le, but we are going to move
forward and fund'a submariie over lilt(] above the budget request,
the olne that. has been allthorized here by the Congress. But we still
have to utake this redtciion I talked about, as far as fiscal 1970 is
concerned.
Mr. FLoO. 1Will that sl)tiarile be the Poseidon or lPolaris

type-

Secretary Lmm. It will be an attack submarine.
AUTf I(RI.VT'tO,

BILL

Mr. LO). Didn't, the autthorization bill go $1 billion above the
budget on ship construction?
Secretary LAIRD. The way it. wias originally passed by the House
of Representatives it had an addition of almost $1 billion in it. Tihe
total figure as it came out of the conference was $352 million above
the budget.
Mr. ANDREwS. That $153 million for the submarine will be part
of the $352 million?
Secretlarv LAmD. Yes: it is one of the increases made by the autthorization bill. However, there were also some decreases.
Mr. Am.uws. I see.
Secretary Lm).We are tryin to go part, wayMr. ANDREws. That is the only ship that you would build if all
of this authtorization were funded?
Secretary LAIU. That's correct. I believe that is the highest priority on thie list, to go forward with in 1970.
Mr. ANRnEws. So fhen if this committee were to fund this submarine you would be that $153 million-plus above your budget for
ship construction?
Secertary LAIRD. No: as far as total ship construction is concerned,
that. would not be above the btldget. The Congress also made some
reductions in the authorization bill.
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION

Mr. ADDABno. Before we close, Mr. Chairman, may I ask this
question:
With all the figures that, we have now, if there is any drastic action
taken in the Middle East, would that change your figures?
Secretary TAIRD. Tt ep,mlq on'how drastic the action is.
Of course,
it would affect some of the figures.
Mr. Foo. Did you say the Near East,?
Secretary LAIRD.'The Middle East. We can handle quite a bit in
the Middle East but when you get. into the expendliture of aimunition or other consumables it adds to your costs. We have steamin,
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costs, of course in the Middle East as fas as our Navy is coitceriied
l)ut if they undlertake more than the regular exercises out there, o?
course it would add to the costs as far as the Department of Defense
is concerned.
Mr. MAHoN. Mr. Secretary, it, 1rs beeii most, helpful to have been
able to spend the day with you. Your testimony has been most helpfill to us. You miderstaiid ouir problemi a very sI)e'vial and peculiar
way because of your former long and effective service on the Subcomlmittee on LVefenso A)proprIations. So we are most happy to
have had you here. We have not meant, to harass you, we (10 not think
that we Iave. You have been most helpful to us. We want to commend you for vour herculean efforts in the field of defense and for
your efforts toward securing a just and honorable peace.
We are really grateful to you. We wish you good luck in your
work. We want you to know we are always anxious to cooperate with
you.
Secretary LAiMiD. Thank you.
Mfr. Fi.oon. We could have sold tickets to fill this stadium to hear
this performance today.
Mr. ,M.TOX. I want to say. General Wheeler, that, you are an old
most helpful to us
h
friend of the committee. Y u Ihave always bei
and we appreciate your appearance here. T have assumed that, gpenorally, you and the'Secretary work ais a team and that wlat he ias
said in a general way and what you have said in a general way represets the jiit views of yon tw'o gentlemen who occupy the'highest
job" in tie lI)Inaitlmeut of Defense.
General WiiriEI. Yom, 1SIli)tio is correct, Mr. Cha airman.
Mr. M.iio.,. We are very pleased to have you. We are very pleased
to have Mr. Moot here als'). He has done it treien(lous job in seeking
to be of service to its.
Jack Stempl)r has been most helpful to us. Your other aides and
assistants also have been helpful.
I wouldn't. want to overlook Mr. Doug Sinclair, who has been with
us throughout the hearings this year. When lie leaves the committee
room in a hurry, I know what. lie is doing, he is dashing to the telephone in order'to call the Pentagon to get certain information which
he knows the connuittee needs. He has been most helpful, Mr. Secretary, I want you to know that.
Mr. ANm.uP*,ws. MIr. Secretary, Doug is an updated General Moore
to us.
Secretary LAman. T thank you, Mr. Chairman. He works very closely
with Mr. Mfoot. I have great confidence in Bob Moot. This has been
a difficult year for the Comlptroller in the Department of Defense,
Probably the most difficult year that any Comptroller has had to face
because of the uncertainties about everything. He has done a very
fine job and has been of great support. to me.
Mr. MaIAtO. Mr. Secretary, it has also been a most difficult year to
be Secretary of Defense, too, as we well recognize. I am glad you have
been able to bear up under the responsibilities. We wish you good
health and success.
Thank you very much.
Mr. FrLo). Tile consensus on tlis corner of the table is that the
mutual admiration society is now adjourned.
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MIENT
:. i or I1ol1r1T 3ICIIAJ.3,

Mr. Ahllo-. No: not yet. Now, in taking enrsonal note of people
hl, stall' man for the Subint (his rooni, I want to I hke note of tilete
left
vo'nuil iiee on l)efense, Mr. Bob Michaels, who has st here on my
4
for malny y,\ears. lie ias been with (overnient for 29 years. 1 e has
worked with the Appropiritt ions committeee for 18 years and has
performed outst ilinug and effective service ill behalf ;f the comlttee id the Natiou. lie has certainly had a brilliant carter.
retiring. This is tlhe last year we vill have him go Ihrough
Bob ius
Ile hill with I ut.I wanted to lal(e sl)ecial note of Bob's good work
Wll loyally to the committee al(l Ilt, county lind I would like to
s whet we gie ,*oiside'Pli1
.XPIre.. regret that Ile will not he with u.
to the 1)efense liulget flext yea'.
Mi. Mt .Nsii.\t. I hiet't il' coll.cir in (Ihlt oliservl1o, Mr. (hlirjiall. We i; p goi tg to Iiiss'Bol--ulit I hear he is going to cta- ba*k
311ay uls all lilnch, ovcasiotially.
up here a13d
Mr. Simi.s. Mr. (itirmann, 1 wish to Join y'mi in tribute to Bob.
His retirenelit, after a (listinguished ( lovernielit career of :30 yenrs,
l), pi'i at ions ( '3
tl h
st
llnelh oOI 1' 3
IS of which li% be
ilItee sholhl not go uuiot iced.
For flie past 7 'years B ob has been ile director of the 1)efellse Alproprit ios sttI'*. I ll hts been of inv'aluable assisi('l('e nomt oilly I(
Ihis c(mlInlittee 1lu to tile Ilotise as at wlle. Ile ias alwavs bee; of
'ishing to obtalii in)forlimation (om
litilltost issisftlitnce to) linv nelibe'
I )e'lttitee('t of I)el'e e 'act ivil ies.
llis lea viin" will ('Ieite Iivoid thal will be diflivull to) fill. I-Ie lilts
lbec.ome one of the top utitlhorities oil the )el~artment of )efense
lind we on thlie cml iittee sliall miss his sage alI'ice and colitlIil.
lob, we wish von tle very best of Ilck in ilt' ftit i'e.
Mll. Fool). We will ('eri'tiniily miss Bob at(olld here, lie has beetn
years. Lol of' lu(ck,
ofi i'llaIiable assistllice to tile colunlittee over tilie
Bol).
ewo(rds,('olit'erndlig lh4)lW'
Mr.Il,.il). Mr'. (Chiiil'liitln 11111, 1 adit iim
lielil
i'et i rt,
Mi'. IkJliO. Veiy well.
Mr.lilh). As vl know, for many vealrs I worked oil the other
sid of this table nild Bob was always it tremendous help to me. I
iii slice that ile (,ohi)ilitee, is vell ishis tualiiy friends in ])efelse,
will mliss his able assist nce and gilidalnce.
Mir. 101lols. M'. Chnirinn, I would like to tilikl this o)portilil,
to express my real gratitil(' to 1301) Michle], for the lin'aiable heli"
e lils beei to lite, ind(1to lie members o)f this sul!)'oliinittee for
SO tnaitn years. Bol)'s knowledgeable ('ontrillitionis have permnitted us
to proceed with the business t hand illore slloothly an(1 efliiently,
'Fhere lils never beell iatime that, lie has not been ible to respolid
l'otilty (in(1 aiurtlely to 0o1ur problems, and o3 tihe iliost coin1)licnte(! miqirv, you couid always feel silre that Bob had conipleted
illexhaustive, all( mil llirehelsive research before l)reselitiig his
aiinilysis.
bleen dependable, (,ourteols, and it pleasant, )e'son,
Bob hils ialwa
illevei'y respl't. I Shll greatly iiss his capabilities. He lis imiy
wNarnl11ielrted best Wislies for every fill llient lnd happiness illllis
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phyic lI albsen'e will not a'feet the feeling of friendhip I have for hill.
Mr. A,\nmzIws. Mr. Chairman, the Approplriations committeee is
Ieniers in the retiretieit of lohert,
losing one of its most able stafll
L. Michnels.
)uring the many years that I have had the pleasure to work with
Bob, I have found hii to be a man of outstanding ability and loyalty.
fn reaching retirement, Bob is rounding out :10 years of service
with the Federal Government. Ile cane to the Appropriations Conrittee in 1951, from the executive brinel of the (overnmelt. ilring
his 18 years with the committee, he has risen through the railks oil
the b)asis of his demonstrated ability to beeome one of the senior staff
members of the comminittee.
Along the way, he worked on several subcommitteps, including
those on Commerce and General Government Matters, Treasury and
Post, Office, and )efense. After serving in various capacities on the
l)efenso Ai propriations Subcommittee, lie became chief of the staff
groul) for that sul)committee.
Nob Michaels has made ti t remet(111S colntrilutioll to tie eflfiielley
aid efl'eetiveness of the A1kppropriatiomis C'ommittee. lHe is art icullate
amnd perceptive, and well grounded in legislative, fiscal and budgetary
roeedu1res.
Ills valuable services will be sorely missed by those of us who serve
on the Appropriations Committee. I' wish him ,onltinned success ill his
fiut ure endeavors and good health in retirement.
Mr. SA..cK. Mr. Chairman, tho Appropriations Commnittee is losing
one of its most dedicated staff assist ants with the retirement ol Bo
Michaels. ]ln his special prvile--the defense ajpjropriations fieldthe required extent. of staff knowledgeability has risen in direct proport ion to the increase in our military budget, presenting ever greater
challenges. I have found that- Bob tihaels has always been e,qual to
ally clillenge directed to him by his responsibilities.
When wviorking with him I have been reminded of the famous
p)hrase "all infinite capacity for taking pains." On many occasion s
le has helped me to bypas s the inonesseltials andi arlrive at a derision based on the fulndalmentals. I shall miss him greatly. as I know
he will be missed bv all the members of the eonllmittee. MV best wishes
go with him into whatever liew endeavors he Inay appll,. For lie
takes with him the kn wledge of the resl) ct and afeet ioll which lie
has earned from both muemleirs and fellow stall' workers. Above aill,
he has the .atisfiletion of knowing lie has served his country well over
a long period of t ime in t demanding assignment.
For eaeh of us who serves the people through the Congress itoiiiore
meaninafful words of departure can be said.
Mr. XAnmimo. Mr. Chairman, I would like to take a moment at this
point to say a few words
service.about Robert Miellaels who is retiring after
91 years of Federal
Bob has been with thte House Defense Appropriat ioIls Suheomimittee for 1, years, serving as chief clerk for the past 7 years. I want.
to thank Bob for the assistance hie has given me since f htave been a
member of this subcommittee.
These occasions are always met, with mixed emotions. While we
who have been lose to himn q'll imss him because of his dedlieat ion to
Ilirement, and miy assuiI'llnee that his
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his work and his helpfulness to all of us we are happy for Bob knowing that he will enijoy his well-earlned retirement.
I join with my colleagues on the subcommittee is commending Bob
for his outstanlding record of public service.
Mr. I),vxs. Mr. Chairman, 1 would not want this moment to pass
without stating my appreciation for the dedicated service of Bob on
this commit tee. He his served it diligently throughout his years as a
stair member and as director of the )etense Subcommittee st4dr. lie
has helped me on many occasions and I am sure he will be truly
missed here around this table.
(iNo.-Mr, Whitten submitted the following statement. for the
record.)
All'. WHITT-:N. 'Mr. Chairitan, I wish to Join with my colleagues iln expressilig regret at the retirement of ottr frihnd. Ihb Micaels ... regret that. we will be
without his services iti ha tidl lng the aljprolrhatlon for the )epartnent of
Defense. perhaps one of the toughest assignments there is to he found anywhere
it the Congress.
While we regret to see him leave, we can understand his desire to go ito
other fields; and, like my colleagues on the committee, I certainly wish 1hn

well and take this occasion in the record to express our sincere appreciation
for the line job Ile has dolle-not only in his service to the committee, but
his service to his country.
Bob, we wish you the very best and look forward to further aissoviations with
you in the years ahead.

(No'.-3r.
record.)

Lipscomlb sulbmitied the following staftemeit for the

Mr. LWSCOMII. Mr. Chairman, I would like to join in the tribute to )ot)
Mihitieis aind thalik h1 tor his miay years of svrvice to i lIfeiise Situcommittee.
0b )llts always worked diligently in assisting the members of the committee
in the ninny details that must be taken care of each year In reviewing the
)efense budget. He hits l)erformed hi a itmost irofessdomal manner in serving
the members and for myself personally I can attest that he has unfailingly
made time available to be sure that may requests were fulfilled. In my opinion
the effective and dedicated work that Iob Mieltaels )as contributed to the committee over the years hias been an Important factor in maintaining an adequate
and strong defense posture and we are going to mliss iis depth of knowledge
lit this area.
To Bob I extend my sincere appreciation and wish him well in the years
alea(l, whatever lils endeavors may be. The outstanding attributes lie brought
to his position as chief clerk of the Defense Subcommittee will assure hi.
success in any future undertaking.

Mr. Mmio. Thank you, gentlemen.
The committee stands adjourned.
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